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CASES
ARGUED AND DETERMINED 1809.

IN THE

Court of KING'S BENCH,
IN

Easter Term,
In the Forty-ninth Year of the Reign ofGEORGE III.

PRIESTLY, and MARY his Wife, against JANE WYNNE
HUGHES, an Infant, and Others.

All mar-

7PON a bill filed, which came on to be heard before the
riages, whe-

^
Master of the Rolls, wherein it appeared that the plain-

thcr of legi-

tiffMary claimed certain estates of considerable value in the [

Jmate

f Tir ^ legitimate
counties ot Merioneth and Carnarvon, as heiress at law 01 one children are

Zacheus Hughes, who had an only son John Wynne Hughes, within the

who died in the lifetime of his father; the principal question general pro-
j ,, ,.,., ... , . , ,, ,

visionsofthe
turned upon the validity of that son s marriage, whose lawful marr i aCTe o^ t

issue the defendant Jane Wynne Hughes claimed to be
;
and 26"G.2.c. 33.

His Honour directed the following case to be made for the which re-

opinion of this Court.

*On the 9th of September 1702, a marriage was solemnized ^ \^,, ifanns
in the parish church of Denis, in the county of Carnarvon, be- or licence :

tween John Wynne Hughes, then above the age of 21 years,
aml bythreo*S & t? II

and Jane Hughes, (one of the defendants,) then an infant of the
marriage ot

age of 16 years, the illegitimate child of one Jane Roberts, an jiiecriti-

single woman, by Thomas Jones, who died several years before mate minor

the said marriage. The marriage was had by licence, and y icence

with the con-
sent ot her mother is void by the llth section ;

the \\on\sfathcr and mother \n that
section meaning legitimate parents : by one Judge it i- c;rsus omis^us in the act. and
the marriage good.

VOL XI. 1) without



2 CASES IN EASTER TERM

ISOp. without the publication of banns, but the licence was obtained

and the marriage had with the consent of Jane Roberts, but
RIESTL\ wit]lou t the consent of any guardian of the person of Jane

HUGHES. Hughes appointed by the Court of Chancery. After the mar-

riage John Wynne. Hughes and Jane Hughes had issue the de-

fendant Jane Wynne Hughes, and no other child. On the 30th

of January 1795 John Wynne Hughes died; and on the 10th

of February 1796 Zachens Hughes, the father of John Wynne

Hughes died intestate, and seised in fee of certain real estates.

The question was, whether the marriage between JohnWynne

Hughesand. Jane Hughes the mother, on the 9ih of September

T792, in manner aforesaid, were a good and lawful marriage,

to entitle Jane Wynne Hughes to succeed as heir to the real

estates of which Zacheus Hughes died seised; or whether such

marriage were not void by the marriage act 26 Geo. 2. c. 33.

This case was first argued in Easter term 48 Geo. 3. by
Ozcen for the plaintiff's, and Williams Serjt. for the defend-

ants ; and again in Hilary term last by Lens Serjt. for the

plaintiffs, and The Attorney General for the defendants.

The stat. 26 Geo. 2. c. 33. for better preventing of clandes-

tine marriages, prescribes (s. 1.) the manner and place in

[ 3 ] which banns of matrimony shall be published, and enacts,
"

that all other the rules prescribed by the rubrick concern-
"

ing the publication of banns, and the solemnization of ma-
"

trillion v, and not hereby altered, shall be duly observed."

Sect. 3. provides that no minister shall be punishable for so-

lemnizing marriages of infants
" without consent ofparents or

11

guardians, n~ho.se consent is required b>j laic, unless he shall

" ha\e notice of the dissent of such parents or guardians;''

and such dissent publicly declared at the time in the church

where the banns are published shall avoid them. Sect. 4.

regulates the granting of licences of marriage by any Ordi-

narv or other person having authority to grant them. And
sect. 6. saves the right of the Archbishop of Canterbury to

grant special licences. Sect. 8. enacts that
"

all marriages
" solemnized in any other place than a church or such public
"'

chapel, unless by special licence as aforesaid, ur that shall

" be solemnized without publication of banns or licence of
"
marriage from a person having authority to grant the same

"
first hud, shall be null and \oid to all intents and purposes

" what-
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" whatsoever." And then seel. 11. (on which the question

turned) enacts, that all marriages solemnized by licence,
" where either of the parties (not being a widower or widow)
"

shall be under the age of 21 years, which shall be had with'
" out the consent of the father ut' such of the parties so under
"

age, (if then living,) first had and obtained; or, if dead, of
" the guardian or guardians lawfully .appointed, or one of
" them ;

and in case there shall be no such guardian or guar-
"

dians, then of the mother, if living- arid unmarried; or if

" there shall be no mother living and unmarried, then of a
"

guardian of the person appointed by the Court of Chan-
"

eery ; shall be absolutely null and void to all intents and
"

purposes whatsoever." Sect. 12. reciting
1 that the guardian

or mother of the party so under age, may be non compos, or

beyond seas, or unduly refuse their consent to a proper mar-

riage, enables the Lord Chancellor, &c. on petition to au-

thorize the same, as if such the guardian or mother had con-

sented. Sect. 15. gives a form for the marriage register

required to be kept, which mentions the " consent of pa-
"

rents, guardians/' c.

The questions made in argument were two
; 1st, Whether

illegitimate children were bound by all or any of the provi-

sions of the marriage act, and particularly by those in the

llth section : and if they were, then, 2dly, Whether the con-

sent of a natural father or mother to the obtaining of a mar-

riage licence for their infant child would satisfy the wordsj^a-

ther and mother, as used in that clause.

For the plaintiffs it was contended, that the 8th section,

enacting that all marriages solemnized without banns, or li-

cence, should be void, necessarily included the marriages of

illegitimate as well as of legitimate children; and both were

equally within the general policy of the law, which was for

the prevention of clandestine marriage, and to protect in-

fants from surprize and imposition in contracting matrimony.
The act is framed with reference to the ancient approved

usages and discipline of the church as to the manner of cele-

brating marriages; the common and regular manner of doing
which is by banns, and in that mode of celebration a bastard

would have no more dillicully than any other person. Cut the

act also recognizes another mode, by licence, which was prac-
tised before in th^ church, not as a matter of right, but indu!-

B 2 grnce,

1609.

PRIESTLY

against
HUGHES.

[4]
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1809-

PRIFSTLY

ngainst
HUGHES.

*[ 5]

gence granted, upon special application and for good cause ;

and for which the consent of lawful *
parents, authenticated

upon oath, was an indispensable requisite ;
on pain of avoidance

of the licence, as well as of ecclesiastical punishment (o). Then

the act allowing ofmarriages by the one mode as well as by the

he r, also imposes a condition upon the party obtaining the

licence, which must be complied with in order to make it

effectual, and that, by the llth section, is the consent of the

father rf such party, if living; or, if dead, of the guardian
laicfully appointed; or if bo such guardian, then of the

mother, if living and unmarried ; or, if no such mother, then

of a guardian appointed by the Court of Chancery. Now it is

no argument to say that if some of these required consents

cannot be obtained by a bastard, therefore he is absolved

from the necessity of having any consent whatever for obtain-

ing his licence ; for the 8th
_._
section having first avoided ail

marriages solemnized zcithout banns or licence ; which would

clearly include the marriages of bastards
; the llth section

avoiding all marriages by licence, unless with the consent

therein required, must necessarily also include all such per-

sons. Nor will it follow, if the words,father, guardian law-

fully appointed, and mother, used in that clause, must be con-

tined to legitimate father and mother, and guardian appointed

by a legitimate father, that a bastard cannot be married by

licence; because a guardian may still be appointed by the

Court of Chancery to consent for such a person: and it is

well known that since the marriage act that Court is in the

habitual practice of appointing guardians for that purpose ;

and that, frequently upon the application of the natural pa-
rents : and the very existence of such a practice in that court

gives a sanction to the argument for the necessity of it. In

The King v . The Inhabitants of llodnett (/;), the marriage by
licence of an illegitimate infant, to which there was no con-

sent of either parents or guardian of any description, was held

to be void, within the llth clause of the act. And in the

case of IJorncr v. Liddiard (r), it was expressly decided by
Sir IVm. Scott, after much deliberation, that bastards were

() Canon 101. 103, 101. 2 Bitnit Eccl. La*, tit. Marriage-

Licence.

(A) 1 Term Hep. 96'. (f) Pa-port by Dr. Croke.

bound
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bound by the provisions of that clause. And upon this point

of the argument the case of The King v. Edmonton (a) is not

at variance with those decisions.

The next and most contested question was, whether the

consent of the natural mother to the marriage licence after

the death of the putative father, (and there being no guardian

appointed, even if such an appointment could lawfully have

been made by the putative father) would satisfy the words of

the llth clause ;
or whether the termsfather and mother there

used must not be taken in their strict legal sense, as denoting

legitimate parents of children born in wedlock. The plain-

tiff's counsel contended for the latter sense,Jn which sense the

legislature, they said, (following the principle of the common

law,) was always to be understood when speaking generally
of fathers, mothers and children. The common law considers

a bastard as nullius filius. And the stat. 18 Eliz. c. 3. for the

first time recognized the relation of an illegitimate child to its

parents ; but this \\ as only for the purpose of burthening the

parents with the maintenance of the child in exoneration of

the parish : and the second section of that act describes them

as guilty of an olfence against the laws of God and man.

Besides it only uses the terms "putative father," and "
bastard

child." The stat. 13 & 14 Car. 2. s. 7. making further pro-
vision for the same purpose, uses the terms "

putative father,

and lewd molhers of bastard children." On the other baud,

bastards have been held (/>) n6t to be within the stat. 32 H. 8.

c. 1. enabling persons holding lands in chivalry to dispose of

2-3ds thereof in advancement of children. And the stat.

43 Eliz. c. 2. s. 7. which requires the father and grandfather,
and tjie mother said grandmother of poor children to contribute

if of ability to their relief, has been held (c) not to extend to

a putative grandfather. Two instances only are relied upon,

(a) E. 24 Gco. 3. B. R. 2 Const. 85.

(ft) Thornton'* case, Dy. 34.5. a.

(c) Rex v. Rcci'c, 2 ttulxt . 344. was cited ; but the order on the

reputed grandfather seems to have been discharged rather on a col-

lateral ground, as he was bound over again to appear at the next

Quarter-Sessions. An opinion, however, to the effect stated is clearly

expressed by Whillock and Croke Justices, in the case of The City of

Westminster v. Gcrrard, p. 346. of the same I5ook.

in

1809.

PRIESTLY

against
HUGHES.

[7]
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1809.

PRIESTLY

against
HUGHES.

in favour of the defendants, as leading to a different conclu-

sion: the first is on the construction of the statutes 25 H. 8.

c. 22. s. 3. and 28 //. 8. c. 16. s. 2. () relative to prohibiting

marriages within [the Levitical degrees only, which speaks of

father, mother, brother, sister, &c. ; and in Haines v. Jeffreys

(k), on motion for a prohibition to the ecclesiastical court to

stay proceedings there against a man for marrying his sister's

bastard, the Court appears to have considered that such a

marriage was within the Levilical degrees. Whether this were

ultimately decided does not with certainty appear ;
some of the

reports of the case saying that the matter was adjourned : but

the opinion thrown out proceeded wholly on the ground of

the particular subject matter of the law, the intent of which

was to prohibit any connubial approach between persons of the

same natural blood, and not merely of the same civil or legal

blood. And what is said in The Queen v. C/utfin (c) is to

the same purpose. Those statute:; of 77. 8. were passed in

order to enforce the ecclesiastical law, to which they referred,

and therefore the construction was necessarily to be governed

by that law; and the whole argument proceeded on the foun-

dation that the ecclesiastical law, concerning the consanguinity
of persons within the Levitical degrees, extended to illegiti-

mate as well as legitimate relations ; which appears by 1 Gibs.

Cod. 413. (2d.edit.) The other instance relied on is the con-

struction put upon the stat. 4 & 5 Ph. & M. c. 8. s. 3. which in-

flicts punishment on such as unlawfully take any maid or wo-

man child unmarried within the age of 16 out of the possession

and against the will of ihefather ormother of such child, or out

of the possession and against the will of such person as then

shall happen to have by any (azcj'ul ways or means the order,

keeping, education, or governance of any such maiden or rcomati

child: and in-SYmwge's report (</) of the case of The King \. Corn-

forth and others, it is said that ihe Court granted an informa-

tion against the defendants for taking avva\ a natural daugh-
ter under 1C, under the care of her putative father; being of

opinion that it was within that section of the act. But this

() And see 32 11. S. c. 38.

(/>) Haincy \. Jfffiri/.s, Com. Rep. 2. 1 Ld. 'Ray 68. 5 Mod. l6S.

and Comb. 356.

(c) 3 Satk. 6'6.
(,/) llil. 15 Gco. 2. .2 Stra. 1 16'2.

might
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against
UUGHKS.

*[ y 3

[
10 ]

might well have been decided upon the latter words of it ; as 1 809.

the putative lather has a natural right (a) to the care and
"

education of his child ; and this *was a taking of the child

from the possession and against the will of a person having

by lawful means the governance of her. And it appears from

another report () of the case that it was decided on that

ground.

(a) The putative father, long before that determination, and at

least since the st. IS Eliz. and subsequent statutes, was chargeable

with the maintainance and care of the bastard child. These statutes

speak of the offence of the reputed father and mother leaving such

children to be kept at the charge of the parish ; which seems to imply

thnt they have a duty imposed on them not to leave such children to

be a charge on the parish ;
and that they have the laajul keeping of

them at least till dispossessed of that charge by the crown. Vide

Neu-Jand v. Osman, Tr. 27 Gco. 2. 1 Const. 4()6\ and Sayer, 9^-

1 Burn's Just. tit. Bustard. And vide Rex v. Soper, 5 Term Hep. 278.

Rex v. Dr.Mosely, 5 East, 224. Rex v. Hopkins, 7 East, 579- and.

Ward v. St. Paul, 2 Bro. Ch. Cas. oS3. And vide \vhat is said by
Sir Win. Scott in Homer v. Liddiard, Dr. Crake's Hep. 174, 5.

(/;) The book referred to was 1 Const'sEott, 405. tit. Bastards,

which cites the case from MS. That this was the true ground of the

decision is also confirmed by two IMS. reports of the same case i:i

my possession ; one by Mr. Ford, the other by Mr. 5/iorf, a cotem-

porary at the bar. Jn the latter, the judgment of the Court is thus

briefly, but intelligibly stated: " Curia. The point of the act is

not whether the lady is legitimate or not, but the taking her from the

possession of a person having by lawful means the government of her.

The putative father of a natural child has a natural right to the care

and education .f it, and it is an act of humanity in him so to do; and

he has therefore the care of it by lawful means ; and the taking

her from his possession is the abuse within the act. Information

granted."

Mr. Ford's note is, as usual, most full and satisfactory.

The KING against CORN FORTH. An information was moved for

against the defendant and others, for taking and can') ing away one

Mary Boonc, then under the age of 1 6' years, out of the custody of

her father, and marrying her without his consent to the defendant

Cornforth. On shewing cause, it was sworn by several affidavits,

that Mary fiooiie was an illegitimate child
; and therefore it was in-

sisted that this was neither an offence at common law, nor against the

^tat. 4 & 5 Ph. $ M. c. 8. That a bastard was considered in law

as the child of no particular person, mr could any one be her guar-

B 4 dian
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1809.

PRIESTLY

against
HU&HES.

*[ H ]

ground. If these decisions upon the statutes of Hen. 8. and

Philip and Mary be shewn to have no fair bearing upon the

present
*
question, and the rule of law remain unshaken, that

the

dian either by common law or by testament. That her reputed father

could not have ravishjnent of ward at common law, nor any remedy

whatsoever for disparagement of marriage. That he was neither guar-

dian by nature, nor nurture, and so could not be within the intent

and meaning of the act of parliament, which is declaratory of the

common law ; and, that to bring her within the words, &c. she ought

to be an heiress. Sed. vide the stat. 5 P. 4' M- c -

E contra, it was insisted, that this was an offence both at common

law and within the statute. As to the statute, it might be the first

primary intent of it to protect young heiresses or inheritors; but

both the preamble and the enacting part of it have a much larger

view and extent. The words of the preamble are "
maidens, and

women children, as wcll.such as be heirs apparent to their ancestors,

as others," &c. Then follows the enacting part. (s. 2.) That it shall

not be lawful to take and convey away any maid or woman child

unmarried, being within the age of l6 years, out of the possession and

custody, or governance,and against the will, of thefather of such maid

or woman child, &c. But supposing the \\-ovdi father in this clause

should be confined to the strict legal sense of the word, to import a

legitimate father only ; yet the words in the next clause are large

enough to extend to the present case.
" That if a person or per-

sons shall unlawfully take or convey any maid or woman child un-

married out of the possession and against the will of the father or

mother, or out of the possession and against the will of such person

or persons as then shall happen to have by any lawful ways or means

the order, keeping, education, or governance, of any such maiden,"

&c. These words are general, and include all persons (not only pa-

rents and guardians, wfio are expressly mentioned and provided for

before,) but every person whatsoever that shall happen by any lawful

ways and means to have the order, keeping, &c. And it cannot be

denied but that the parent of an illegitimate child has by lawful ways
and means the order, keeping, 6ec. The statute 18 E/iz. calls the

parent of an illegitimate child thefather, and obliges him to maintain

and provide lor it, and nature equally obliges him to provide for such

children, as if they were legitimate. As to the common law; the

otfence that is here charged against the defendants is in nature of a

conspiracy, which has always been considered as an offence at com-

mon law ;
it was so declared in the case of Lord Ossu/ston ; and the

case
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the general lermsfather, mother, and child, used in acts of par- 1 809.

liament, must be taken to mean legitimate relations of that
i R. T V ST T Y

*
description, unless the contrary be expressed, or ofnecessity

to be implied from the subject matter, or by reference to some HUGHES.-
*[ 12 ]

case of The King v. Tuislcton, 1 Sid. 387. i Lev. 257- is similar to

this in its circumstances.

LEE C. J. The foundation of the application to the Court is

for a contrivance to do an unlawful act, by taking and conveying

away a young lady under the age of 16 years out of the possession

and against the will of the person who by lawful ways and means

happened to have the custody and government of her
;
and therefore

it will not be necessary for this Court to enter into the consideration

of that part of the case, Whether this young lady was the legitimate

or illegitimate child of Mr. Boonc
; because that is not the foundation

upon which this Court doth always proceed incases of this natnre.

In regard to the fact, that is not denied ; that the defendant came to

Mr. Boone's house with a number of people in order to take and carry

away this young lady ;
of his bribing and corrupting the servants;

of swearing that the young lady was 21 years of age, in order to

procure a licence, when he had full knowledge to the contrary ; that

this was against the will of Mr. Boonc, who had educated this young

lady as his daughter, and under whose custody and government she

then was. And as to ihe willingness and consent of the child to go

with the defendant and marry him, that makes no difference at all,

but is a circumstance taken notice of by the statute, (viz.) That maids

and young women unmarried being allured and won by flattery and

fair promises to contract matrimony, &c. and that was one of the

principal mischiefs intended to be remedied by the statute.

Cu APPLE and WRIGHT, Justices^ to the same effect.

Per Cur. Let the rule for an information against all

the defendants be absolute.

In addition to this I am able to state, that the two first counts in

the information, which was afterwards filed, were for a conspiracy,

and did not conclude "
against the form of the statute:" the third

and fourth counts were framed upon the statute, with an apt con-

clusion; but did not state whose child she was, but merely that she

was taken from the possession of J. B. he then and there having by
lawful ways and means the order, keeping, education, and governance
of her. The first count stated her to be the illegitimate daughter of

J. B. and it had been inserted in the third and fourth, but was struck

out. The defendants were afterwards convicted, fined 51. and im-

prisoned for a year.

other
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other law which excludes the distinction; this brings the case

to the true construction of the marriage act itself, which has

these general words in the llth section, and must therefore

be taken to mean legitimate parents and children, unless the

contrary be expressed on the face of the act, or must neces-

sarily be implied. It. must be admitted that a construction

favourable to the defendant J. IV. Hughes was put upon this

clause of the act in The King v. Edmonton (a), by two at least

of the Judges who decided that case ; who relied however

principally on Conforth's case, which has been sufficiently

distinguished from this : but the third (i) said, it was not ne-

cessary to give a decisive opinion on the construction of the

marriage act
;
for if the case Avere within the act, there was

nobody to consent to the licence but the putative father, and

nobody else could be meant : and if the act only extended to

cases where there was a lawful father, then the case was not

within it, and no consent was necessary. It is uncertain

therefore on which of those alternatives the learned Judge
meant to rely : and if the legal conclusion does not neces-

sarily follow from the alternatives so stated, it lessens in this

instance the weight justly attached to his opinions in general.

But in The King v. The Inhabitants of Hodnett (r), the mar-

riage by licence of an illegitimate child under age was ex-

pressly held to be void within the 11th section of the act, for

want of the consent thereby required : though that does not

conclude the present question, because there was no consent of

any person given in that case. The authority however of The

King v. Edmonton is directly opposed by the judgment of Sir

Wm. Scott in llornerv. Liddiard; for there the mother who had

been appointed guardian by the putative father, consented to

the licence, and yet the marriage was decreed to be void :

and also by the established practice of the Court of Chancery,
since the passing of the marriage act, to appoint a guardian
to consent to the marriage by licence of an illegitimate minor,

although the natural parents were still living. It is also ma-

terial to be considered Iliat by the ecclesiastical law to \\hich

the marriage act necessarily refers \\lien speaking of licences,

8.5.

no

((>) liidtcr .].; Lord Mansfield C. J. was absent.

(c) 1 Tcnn ll,-],.<)6.
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no licence can be obtained by a minor without oath of the

consent of the lather it living, or if dead, of the testamentary

guardian if any; and no such oath could be made by, or would

be received from a natural father, who must in the same breath

accuse himself of an ecclesiastical offence for which he would

be punishable by that law. Neither can any other but a

legal father appoint a testamentary guardian by the stat.

12 Car. 2. c. 24. s. 8., as is shewn by Sir Wm. Scott in Homer
v. Liddiard (a) ; and the guardian interposed by the llth

section of the statute, between the father and mother, whose

consent is required to the licence, must be a testamentary

guardian ; for the only other guardian known to the law for

this purpose is the one appointed by the Court of Chancery,
who is mentioned after the mother in the same clause: and as

the same learned Judge observed (/>), the father and mother

spoken of must be ejusdem generis, not a legal father and an

illegal mother. And he has also pointed out the manifest in-

convenience and uncertainty that would ensue from admitting
the power of a putative father to bind the child by his consent,

from the difficulty in many instances of ascertaining by whom
such consent must be given. By the same rule it must be

admitted that the publication of banns cannot be forbidden by
natural parents. The result of the whole is, that illegitimate

children are within the general provisions of the act prohibit-

ing marriages otherwise than by banns or licence : but the

consent of fathers and mothers required by the llth section

to the validity of a marriage by licence, where the child is

under age, must, upon the principle as well of the common

law as of the ecclesiastical law, be understood of legitimate

fathers and mothers: and no such consent having been given

iu this case, nor any consent by a guardian appointed by the

Court of Chancery for this purpose, the consequence is that

(he marriage \vas null and void by the express enactment of

the statute.

For the defendants, the case was argued in the alternative,

either that natural children and their parents were within the

several provisions of the marriage act ; and then the words of

the llth section were satisfied by the consent of the natural

mother Jane Hughes ; the natural father being dead, and no

(tfi
Dr. Crvh's E<T. 1*0. (7;) Ib. I?-'*.

guardian

1809.

PlUESTLY

against
HUGHES.
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guardian intervening : or if the words of that section com-

prehended only legitimate fathers and mothers ; then that

this was casus omissus, and no consent was necessary to the

obtaining of the marriage licence of the illegitimate infant.

First, it must he admitted that the case falls within the ex-

press words of the act ; and though the words father and

mother there used must have the same relative construction ;

yet considering the nature of the subject matter and the

avowed object of the act, to protect the youth and inex-

perience of children from surprise and imposition, there is no

reason for restraining the natural meaning of the words, as

there may be in respect, of laws regulating the succession to

property, which are always governed by legal technical rules.

The consent of illegitimate parents where they are known, as

in this case, is as much within the general scope and reason of

the act as that of legitimate parents, and their moral duty is

the same. The marriage act, as Sir Wm. Scott states in llor-

ner v. Liddiard (a), introduced a new rule ; for at common

law a marriage by parties at the age of consent (14 in males,

12 in females) was good, though without the consent of pa-

rents ; and even when contracted before that age, if they did

not dissent when they attained it. The canons of 1603, re-

quiring the consent of parents to a licence, never bound the

laity, but only the clergy; and before the marriage act nothing

was more common than for minors to marry without any such

consent. The question then is, whether the Court is bound

to narrow the words of a new statute law against the freedom

and polic} of the common law, which admitted of no restraint

in this matter. The act does not speak of ancestor or heir,

or other words of legal technical signification, but of father

and mother, uhich are terms of mere natural relation : hares

est nomen juris; lilius est nomen natuno : the word guardian
was interposed merely to meet the provision of the stat.

12 Car. 2. r. '24. s. 8. enabling a futher to appoint a testa-

mentarv guardian to his children. \\ hat is said in the books,

as to a bastard beingy/////.? inillim, is niereK applied to real

descent and personal succession : but according to Lord

Coke(b), a bustard may take as a purchaser b\ the name of

() P. 16'7. of Dr. Crakes Report. (/;) Co. Lit. o.b.

the
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the son of J.S. after he has gained a name by reputation as

the son of ./. S.; and this even in a deed, where the greatest

certainty is required. And* though Lord Coke goes on to

say in the same place that a remainder cannot be limited to

a bastard by the name of son or issue of such an one, before

his birth; yet the contrary of that was expressly adjudged in

filodtvell v. Edwards (a}, cited in the margin of the book,

where the remainder was granted to the issue, whether lawful

or unlawful, of A. on the body of B. to be begotten. So in

Bro. tit. Grannts, pi. 17. where baron and feme had a daugh-
ter Agnes before their marriage, and afterwards made a feoff-

ment, with remainder to Agnes the daughter of the said baron

and feme; it was held to be a good name of purchase, and

she recovered by that name in assize. Tf a woman, having a

child before marriage by a man by whom after marriage she

had other children, devise to her children ; it was considered

(in Moor. 10. pi. 39.) to be clear, thai the bastard would take

under that description, as being without doubt her child ;

though it was then doubted in the case of such a devise by the

man. Certainly however the bastard would take in both cases,

if such appeared to be the intention of the devisor. Before the

statutes of //. 8. (b) the courts of common law had no juris-

diction in matrimonial causes; but now, havingjurisdiction to

construe those statutes, they would grant a prohibition to the

ecclesiastical court, if it attempted to impeach anymai'riagenot
within theLevitical degrees as recognized by those statutes. But

it is admitted (c) that natural relations within the terms of'father,

mother, brother, sister, &c. there used, would be prohibited
from intermarrying : and this does not rest merely on the

principle on which it is put in the ecclesiastical court, that

moral restraints attach upon natural consanguity, but upon
the true construction of those words in the statutes of Hen. 8.,

made in pari materia with the marriage act, as settled in the

case of Haines \. JejJ'ereys (//). The argument derived from

the difficulty of ascertaining the natural father applied as

() Noy, 3j. Moor, 430. 2 Roll. Air. 43.
;;/.

11.

(I)) 25//. 8. c.22. .v. 3. 28 //. 8. c. l(i. j. 2. and 32 U.S. c. 38.

(c) Homer v. Liddiurd, Dr. Crake's /{(/>. 177.

('/) Com. Rep. 2. 1 Ld. Ray. tiS. 5 Mod. lot>. and Comb. 356.

strongly

1809.
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180p. strongly to the statutes of //. 8. as it does to the marriage act ;

but the Court thought that it was not insuperable, and that

the fact might be ascertained by a jury upon evidence as in all

HUGCES. other cases of disputed facts. The decision upon the stat.4 &
5 Ph. 8c AL c.8. followed in The King v. Coriiforth (a). The

2d section of that statute first gives the power to thefather to

bequeath or grant by his will or other act in his lifetime, the

order, keeping, education, or governance ofhis child: and it pro-

hibits the taking such unmarried child, under 16, out of the

possession and against the will cf the father or of such person

to whom by his will or other act in his lifetime lie shall have

bequeathed or granted the order, keeping, &c. of such child ;

with an exception of any taking, without fraud, by a master or

mistress, or guardian in socage or chivalry, of such child.

Then the 3d section on which the case of The King v. Coriiforth

was decided, speaking of a taking from the possession of the

father or mother, or of" such person as shall then happen to

have by any lawful means the order, keeping, education, or

governance" of such child, must be understood of persons ap-

pointed by the will or other act in the lifetime of thefather, that

is, after his death, and deriving their authority from him : it

could not mean that the consent of a school-mistress, with whom
the child happened to be placed by her natural father, would

take the case out of the act. If therefore the natural father

from whose possession the child was taken were not, as

such, within the act, it seems difficult to bring the case within

it, as there was no pretence of authority from any other person
named therein: and the report mStrange puts ihe decision on

that ground ;
and so it was considered by Butler 3. in Tlie

King v. Edmonton (b) ; which latter case is a direct authority

at law, and is so admitted to be, upon the very point now in

judgment. The case of Tlwroton v. Thorolon (c)must also be

considered as an authority on the same side. An aclion was

first brought by the husband for criminal coiuersation with the

wife, which was tried before Mr. Justice Grose on the Midland

() Q Stra. 116','. And rule unto, p. 9. note.

(6) 2 Const, 8.5.

(c) Mentioned by Sir IVm, Scott, in Hunter v. Liddiard, p. 188.

of Dr. Crokc's Report.
circuit.
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circuit. Mrs. Thoroton was an illegitimate child, who had

been married by licence with the consent ofher putative father

Mr. Manners : and it was, open to the defendant to have taken

that objection to the marriage, if well founded; but it was not

taken. Afterwards the husband libelled in the Court ofArches

for a separation for adultery, when all the circumstances ap-

peared on the face of the libel ; and after sentence, there was

appeal to the delegates by whom the sentence for separation
was confirmed : but no objection was taken to the marriage
either by the civilians who argued, or by the Judges who
decided the case ; though Sir Wm. Scott said (a), that he

could not take upon him to assert that it did in no degree fall

under the consideration of the Court in the decision ofthe case.

As to the objection arising from the provision of the llth sec-

tion of the marriage act interposing the consent ofa testament-

ary guardian between the father and mother, because such a

guardian cannot be appointed by a putative father under the

stat. 12 Car. 2. c. 24. s. 8.; the reason why such an appoint-
ment could not be made under that statute, which was for the

abolition of feudal tenures, was because it had relation to the

descent of real property. Unless lands descended there could

be no guardian in socage ; and the 8th clause was to enable

fathers to substitute guardians by will oftheir children for guar-

dians in socage, and to extend the period from 14 to 21 years ;

but substantially they are the same (b). But the words of the

llth clause in the marriage act are as well adapted to the case

where the father has no power to appoint such a guardian, as

to the case where, having such a power, he has not chosen to

exercise it
;
for they are," in case there shall be no such guar-* O

dian" (not,
"

in case thefather shall not, appoint such guar-

dian",) then the mother is to consent. Then the practice of

the Court of Chancery in appointing guardians to consent to

the marriage by licence of bastards, which is relied on, cannot

press much upon the argument as to the legal construction of

(a) Mentioned by Sir Win. Scott, \nHornerv.Liddiard, p. 188.

of Dr. Crake's Report.

([>} I'dug/i. 179. Duke of Beaufort v. Eerty, 1 F. Wws. 704. and

Ei/rc v. Countess of Shaft enbury, 2 P. ll'ms. 107, &c.

the
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against
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the statute; for it would be sufficient to account for it as a mat-

ter of abundant caution, that the question had been doubted

by any professional adviser at any time : it is an ex parte pro-

ceeding, which could admit of no controversy : and the prac-

tice of the Court has always been to appoint the acknowledged

father, if living, or, if dead, the mother.

But, 2dly, if the natural parents cannot consent within the

act, then this is casus omissus altogether, and no consent was

necessary. At common law no consent of parents was neces-

sary, if the parties were of the age of consent; and the legisla-

ture could never have intended to impose a condition on any

persons which was impossible to be performed by them. Of
those to whom the law denies father, mother, or testamentary

guardian, the consent of such cannot be required : the consent

therefore required in that clause must be confined to legitimate

children ; and to make the construction of it consistent and

uniform, the consent of a guardian appointed by the Court of

Chancery must be taken to be only substituted in the place of

the consent of the father, testamentary guardian, and mother,

where there might have been persons standing in those rela-

tions to the minors spoken of. Considering the object of the

act, this is a question of common sense rather than of techni-

cal construction on the words of it. If natural children be

within the act at all, they must be within all the provisions of

it ; but they must be either altogether within or altogether out

of it.

The Court took time for consideration ; and finally the

Judges, not being all agreed in opinion, the following separate
certificates were sent to His Honor.

Tins case has been twice argued before us by counsel : we
have considered it, and are of opinion, that all marriages,
whether of legitimate or illegitimate persons, are within the

general provision of the statute 20Geo.2. c.33. which requires
all marriages to be by banns or licence; and that the consent
of the natural mother to the marriage by licence of an illeo-iti-

mate minor is not a sufficient consent within the llth section

of that act: consequently that the marriage had and solemnized
between the said John Wynne Hughes and June the mother,
on the Oth St'iilembei- 179*?, in manner aforesaid, was not a

trood
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good and lawful marriage, but was void by force of the said

statute of 26 G.2. c. 33.

ELLENBOROUGH.

1809.

PRIESTLY

against
S. LE BLANC. HUGHES.

J. BAYLEY.

HAVING heard this case argued by counsel on the part of

the plaintiff and defendant, and having considered the words

and purview of the stat. 26 G. 2. c. 33., and particularly of the

llth sect, of that statute, it seems to me from the words of

that section, that the legislature had in their contemplation

only the marriages by licence of such legitimate children who

had, or might have either parents to consent to the marriage
of such children, or guardians whom the legislature intended

to substitute for such parents under different circumstances ;

and that they had not in their contemplation to provide for the

marriages of illegitimate children whose parents could not

legally forbid the banns, if they were to be married by banns,

and who could have no such parents as are intended to be

described in the llth sect, of the act above-mentioned, that

is, legitimate parents, if they were to be married by licence :

and therefore that the marriage had and solemnized between

the said John Wynne Hughes and Jane Hughes the mother,

on the 9th September 1792 was casus omissus in the statute, and

a good and lawful marriage to entitle the said Jane Wynne
Hughes to succeed to the real estates of which the saidO

Zuchary Hughes died seised as aforesaid, as his lawful heir.

Js. GKOSE.

VOL, Xf.
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ins^irance HPHIS was an action on a policy of insurance on goods on

from Bristol board the ship Laurel, at and from Bristol to Monte
to Monte Video, and any other port or ports in the river Plate in pos-

,

or
. session of the English ; and the plaintiff declared on a loss by

other port in . . ^, .. 77 ,

the river penis of the sea. It appeared at the trial at (jwldnall, before

Plate, where Lord Ellenborough C. J. that when the vessel arrived in the

theship,after Plate, Monte Video and every other port in that river, except

M Id d Maldonado, was in possession of the enemy ; (there being then

at the mouth war between Great Britain and Spain ;) and the English com-

of the Plate, mander of Maldonado, ordered the vessel away immediately
was mime- Upon ner arrival, in consequence of the urgency of public

dercd oft" by
anairs which did not admit of any delay : whereupon the

the British vessel, being short of water, and in want of repairs, bore away
Commander

directly for Rio Janeiro in the Brazils, being the nearest
t ere, (t i

friendly port of safety, and in her course thither she met with
enemy hav-

-i J-i

ing before a Per" * tne sea
>
to which the injury sustained by the goods

got posses- might fairly be attributed in the absence of any direct evi-

sion of every dence of a prior cause of damage.

theVivcrJ)

"
Ifc was tnerefore insisted at the trial, and now again by The

will not co- Attorney-General, in moving to set aside a nonsuit, that the
ver a loss

ship not being able under these circumstances to proceed to

'ed to 'the
any Port in tlie liver ^ate in tne possession of an enemy, and

goods insur- being ordered away from Maldonado immediately after her

ed by a peril arrival there, by the authority of the British commander whom
of the sea af- the master was bound to obey, the policy continued to cover
ter the ship s i .1 ,.

*

departure
her to the nearest Port of safety to which she was under the

from thence necessity of repairing. But
in her way to * Lord ELLENBOROUGH C.J. at the trial, and the rest of

wyc^was
' tte Court now

' were of opinion, that the policy containing a

the nearest
contract for a specific voyage could not be extended by im-

friendlyport, plication to cover the ship in her voyage to Rio Janeiro, not-
and towhich

withstanding the circumstances which had occurred to induce

der aTeces"-
the necessity of il : and therefore refused the rule.

sity of going
for water and

repairs.

*r 2.3 1
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IRWIN against DEARMAN. Thursday,

April 20th.

was an action on the case for damages, charged in Damages
one count to be, for debauching and getting with child u ' tr^ ^e

the adopted daughter and servant of the plaintiff, by which he
mere

^

s

lost her service
; and, in another count, for debauching his

j n(T been

servant, generally, per quod, &c.: and the defendant having given against

suffered judgment by default, a writ of inquiry was executed the dcft-nd-

/,,., ,
ant fordc-

before the sheriff of Middlesex, when it appeared in evidence
]jauc j1 i n (T

that the plaintiff, an officer in the army, had taken charge of and getting

the infant daughter ofa deceased soldier in the regiment, who with child

had been a friend and comrade of his, which daughter he had
* e a

.
P e

bred up for several years in his house, where she was perform- and servant

ing the offices of a menial servant, (being the only one he kept,) of the plain-

at the time she was debauched by the defendant. The only
tiff

> bywhich

actual damage proved by the plaintiff was the loss of the

young woman's service for 5 weeks, during the time of her Court re-

absence in the parish workhouse, where she lay in ;
the ex- fused to set

pence of her lying-in having been paid by the defendant. But as
. ? .

m"

-,^^7 , quisition.
the jury under these circumstances gave 001. damages.

Abbott now moved to set aside the inquisition of damages, [ 24 ]

as being greatly excessive, with respect to the general count;

and having no legal foundation, with respect to the count

charging in aggravation that the servant was the plaintiff's

adopted daughter. The allowing of an action of this descrip-
tion even by a legitimate parent is an anomalous case ; as en-

abling one person to recover damages for an injury done to

another ; but having been so long countenanced by the courts

in practice, it cannot now perhaps be questioned upon prin-

ciple. And the extension of the remedy, in Edmondson v.

Machell (a), to an action by an aunt with whom Ihe niece was

living, was very much doubted at the time
; arid the case ulti-

mately ended in a compromise. At least that cannot be called

into precedent for a further extension of the principle to the

case of one who is no relation at all, but only, as the count

states, by adoption, which is not recognized by our law.

(a) 2 Tern Ren. 4.

C 2 Lord
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Lord ELLEN BOROUGH C, J. This has always been con-

sidered as an action sui generis, where a person standing in

the relation of a parent, or in loco parentis, is permitted to

recover damages for an injury of this nature ultra, the mere

loss of service. But even in the case of an actual parent, the

Toss of service is the legal foundation of the action. And how-

ever difficult it may be to reconcile to principle the giving of

greater damages on the other ground, the practice is become

inveterate and cannot now be shaken. And having been

considered, in the case of Edmondsou v. Machell, to extend

to an aunt, as one standing in loco parentis, I think that this

plaintiff', who had adopted and bred up the daughter of a

friend and comrade from her infancy, seems to be equally en-

titled to maintain the action, on account of the loss of service

to him aggravated by the injury done to the object on whom
he had thus placed his affection.

Per Curiarn, Rule refused.

Thurtday*

April 20th.
STURMY qui tarn against SMITH.

Action lies
rPHE stat. 44 G.3. c. 13. s. 1. reciting that seamen had of

upon the
jafe [)een taken out of the king's service by means of ar-

rests and detainers, as well for real or pretended debts, as
3.c. 13. s. 4.

by a com- upon charges for alleged criminal offences, and have been af-

inon inform- terwards discharged out of custody by due course of law, or

er, suing tor ^ consent of the persons at whose suit or on whose complaint

in.o- to they had been so arrested or apprehended, in order to enable

recover a pc-
them to desert from the king' service ;

for remedy enacls, that

nalty against whenever any seaman, &c. shall be arrested, apprehended, or
the sheriff

tor the misconduct of his bailiff, in wilfully suffering a seaman to go at large who
had been taken out of the king's service by arrest on civil process, on which he was

afterwards bailed, instead of delivering him over to the charge of a proper naval

officer : the statute which speaks of sheriffs, gaolers, or other officers arresting, appre-

hending, or taking in execution such seamen, or in whose custody they may be, and
who arc made liable for their escape, meaning by

" other officers" such as may be

changed with the execution of criminal warrants against such seamen, or to whom
anv process may properly be directed for their arrest, detention, or discharge ; and

not the inferior officers of the sheriff. And the sheriff may be charged in such

action for vroii^t'ulli)
and -jilfulhj permitting the escape.

taken
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taken in execution by any sheriff or other officer or officers, on 180p.

mesne or other process, or by virtue of any warrant for any
~

alleged criminal offence, and shall be thereby taken out of the

king's service, &c. the sheriff] gaoler, or other officer or
officers, The Sheriff

who sJiall have arrested or apprehended any such seaman, fyc. or f

in whose custody any such seaman, &c. shall happen to be by
]

way of detainer, &c. shall not discharge any such seaman, &c.

out of his or their custody either on satisfaction of the debt,

or want of prosecution for or upon acquittal of the charge on
[ 26 ]

which such seaman, &c. shall be in custody as aforesaid, or on

bail or by consent, &c.; but shall detain every such seaman,

in his or their custody, and with all convenient speed convey
and securely deliver him to the commander in chief of some of

his majesty's ships or to some authorized commissioned officer,

&c. nearest to the place where such seaman, &c. shall be ; in

order that he may be kept to serve on board the fleet as before.

And s. 4. enacts, that
"

in case any sheriff, gaoler, or other

officer or officers shall not securely convey and deliver any such

seaman, &c. to such commander in chief, &c. but shall either

wilfully or negligently permit such seaman, &c. to escape ; every
such sheriff, gaoler, or other officer or officers, shall for every
such offence forfeit 100/., to be sued for by action of debt,"&c.
The present was an action of debt framed upon this statute,

stating that J. W. was an impressed seaman in his majesty's

navy on board the ship Enterprize, &c. and was in custody of

a lieutenant of his majesty ; that a bill of latitat issued to the

sheriff of Middlesex to arrest him for I/., which was delivered

to the sheriff to be executed, and by virtue of that the de-

fendants did arrest J. TF. and took him out of the said vessel,

and that J. TF. afterwards gave bail to the sheriff; yet the de-

fendants, not regarding the statute, did not convey J. TF. to

any commander in chief, &c. but unlawfully and wilfully did

permit J. TF. to escape, whereby, &c. they forfeited 100/.,

which the plaintiff sued to Acover, half for himself, and half

for the king.
At the trial before Lord Ellcnboroutrh C. J. at the sittingsO O

at Westminster, the latitat issued against J. TF.; his arrest by
one of the sheriff's bailiffs ; the sheriff's return ofcepi corpus ;

[ .7 |

the situation of J. W. as an impressed seaman in the navy as

stated in the declaration
;
and the wilful escape permitted by
C 3 tho
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1809- the bailiff after J. W. had given bail, were proved : and the

only question was, Whether the sheriff were liable in this
STURMY . - /.i . , !.
against

action for the acts of his bailiff, within the true construction

The Sheriff of the statute ; or whether the action should have been brought
f

against the immediate bailiff who permitted the seaman to

escape after his arrest : in other words, whether proof of the

wilful act of the officer who suffered the escape were sufficient

to sustain the allegation of a wilful escape against the sheriff"

in a penal action. The plaintiff recovered a verdict for the

penalty at the trial ; and leave was given to the defendant's

counsel to move to enter a nonsuit, if the Court thought the

action ill founded ; this was accordingly moved in Hilary

term, and a rule obtained, on the ground that the sheriff was

only answerable civiliter, and not criminaliter, for the act of

his bailiff; that a penal action was of a criminal nature, and

that there was no instance in the books of such an action

maintained against a sheriff for the act of his bailiff ; though
the sheriff was admitted to be liable in remedial actions by the

party grieved ; as in Woodgate v. Knatchbull (a). On this day
Lord Ellenborougkf after making his report, and stating the

question as above mentioned, referred to Laicock's case (&),

where the general rule is laid down that the sheriff shall be

answerable for every act of his officers in the execution of his

office, except that he shall not be imprisoned or indicted for

the act of his under-sheriff ; but for other matters of damages
to the party, the sheriff, (and not the under-sheriff, whose act

[ 28 ] there was complained of,) shall answer to the party, and shall

be fined and amerced ; and WhitlockJ. agreed that the sheriff,

and not the under- sheriff should be charged for an escape,

because it was a misdemeanor in the execution of his office,

and the sheriff was the sole officer as to the Court.

The Attorney-General, Garrow, and Richardson, shewed

cause against the rule ; and relied on the manifest intention of

the statute in question to make the sheriff liable for the acts

of his bailiffs, by naming him in the several clauses ; although
the legislature could not have contemplated that arrests were

made by his own hand
;
and therefore they must have intended

to make him liable in respect of the acts of his officers : and

the words " or other officer or officers," in addition to sheriffs

(a) 2 Term Ecp. US. (A) Latch. 1S7.

or
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or gaolers, mean other officers of the same kind, such as bai- 1 809.

liffs of liberties. They also referred to Woodgate v. Knatch-
gTUftM

bull (a), and Pechell v. Layton (&), which last was the case of
against

a penal action against the sheriff for the act of his officer. The Sheriff

Marryat and Comvn, contra, said that they could find no ,
IY1 iDDLEStX

case of an action by a common informer for a penalty against

the sheriff for the act of his officers ; though he was answerable

in damages to the party grieved by their misconduct : and

they observed that both Woodgate v. Knatchbull, and Pechell

v. Layton, were actions by the parties grieved, to whom alone

the treble damages in the one case, and the penalty in the

other, were given by the stat. 29 Eliz. c. 4. and the stat. 32 G.

2. c. 28. s. 12. on which those actions were respectively found- [ 29 ]

ed. They contended that the object of the act, in mentioning
"

sheriffs, gaolers, or other officer or officers," was to make each

of them personally liable to his own misconduct in the parti-

cular case provided, and not to make the superior only an-

swerable : if this were otherwise, gaolers would not have been

mentioned by name, for whom as well as for his bailiff the she-

riff is civilly responsible by the general law. No doubt the

bailiff arresting and permitting the escape would be liable to

the penalty. [Lord EllenboroughG.J. That is not so clear;

for if the sheriff were meant to be made responsible for the

acts of his own officers, I am not prepared to say that any of his

bailiffs would be liable to the penalty in this clause : but it is

not necessary to decide that question now.] At most the she-

riff himself can only be charged as for a negligent escape by
the improper conduct of his bailiff, and not for a wilful escape
with which he is charged in the declaration: for wilful implies

a personal act. Like any other master he may be chargeable
with negligence through the medium of his servant, for whose

acts within the scope of their employment the master is liable ;

because it is his duty to employ proper persons to execute his

orders : but if the act be charged to be wilfully done by the

servant, the master would not be liable.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. Before the act of the 44th of

the King was passed there existed that great inconvenience to

the public naval service, that seamen who had volunteered or

been impressed were afterwards taken out of the service by

(?) 2 Term Rep. US. ('0 Ib. .31 2. 7 12.

C 4 means
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1809. means of arrests or detainers for alleged debts or offences,

from which they were afterwards discharged either by due

against
course of law, or by collusion with the parties, and were there-

The Sheriff by enabled to withdraw * themselves from the sendee. The act

recites the mischief and provides a remedy, by requiring the

sheriff or sheriffs, gaoler or gaolers, or other officer or officers

who shall have arrested or apprerended any such seaman, or

in whose custody he shall be by virtue ofany writ, process,

warrant, charge, or accusation, or of anyjudgment or sentence

of a court, after the party would otherwise have been entitled

to his discharge in respect of the arrest or detainer upon civil

or criminal process, &c.; to detain him and deliver him over

to some proper officer of the navy. And the penalty is after-

wards given against the sheriff, gaoler, or other officer, who

shall not make such delivery, but wilfully or negligently permit
an escape. The legislature meant, therefore, to extend the

duty of the officer who had the civil or criminal custody of the

seaman, when that duty would otherwise have concluded with

discharging him, to hold his person over for the other pur-

pose, provided by the act, of the naval service in which he was

before engaged. Now though it is admitted that this seaman

was for all civil purposes to be considered as in the custody of

the sheriff, by virtue of the arrest of his bailiff; and though the

act expressly mentions seamen arrested, apprehended, or taken

in execution by any
"

sheriff or sheriffs or other officer or

officers ;" yet it is in effect contended that the word sheriff" in

the act does not mean sheriff, but means under-sheriff or some

other inferior oflicer in whose actual custody the seaman is.

But why should not the legislature have meant that which

they have expressed ? Why should not that officer who is

personally liable to the plaintiff at whose suit the seaman is

arrested or detained upon civil process for his safe custody, be

also made personally liable to the crown for his restoration to

the public service out of which he had been before taken ? In

every case where the sheriff is mentioned in the act he must

necessarily be liable ; and there are other parts of the act

where he is named as doing or liable to do certain acts, which

it is notorious are always in fact done by his officers : and by
the general rule of law the sheriff, though not personally act-

ing, is liable for the wrongful act of his bailiff. As in La *~

cock's case, in Latch. 187. where the contention was that the

under-

[31]
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under-sheriff was liable upon his personal misconduct for hot 1 809.

arresting and detaining a person against whom a writ had
~~

issued at the suit of the plaintiff, which was delivered to the
against

under-sheriff in whose presence the defendant in the suit then The Sheriff

was : but Doderidge J. held that for every default in the exe- f

cution of his office, although by the neglect or fraud of the
MIDDLESEX

under-sheriff, the sheriff shall be amerced and fined here and

in the Exchequer : and Jones J. agreed, with this difference

only, that the sheriff shall not be imprisoned, nor shall any
indictment lie against him for the act of his under-sheriff.

And Whitlock J. agreed that the sheriff, and not the under-

sheriff, should be charged, because it is a misdemeanor in the

execution of his office, and the sheriff is the sole officer with

respect to the court. In truth, in all cases where the sheriff

is attached for not bringing in the body, although by that pro-

ceeding he be made amenable to the benefit of the party in-

jured, yet it is penal in the form of it, by fine to the King.
But then it is said that there is no instance in which a sheriff

has been held liable in a qui tarn action for the act of his officer.

Such an action was, however, brought in Stamoay q. t. v.

Perry (a), and the plaintiff recovered a verdict ; no question

was made but that the sheriff was liable in the penalty upon
the 29 Eliz. c. 4. for the extortion of his officer ; though that

[ 32 ]

was not the principal point in the case, and a new trial was

granted upon another ground : but the plaintiff afterwards had

a verdict and judgment ;
so that the point did arise ; but no

objection was ever taken to it. Then as the sheriff is liable to

the plaintiff in an action for the escape of the defendant out of

his custody by the wilful act of his bailiff; so is he liable upon
the statute to the King, who has an interest in the persons of

those seamen who'constitute the national force, and is injured

by their being withdrawn from it.

GROSE J. The question is, Whether the seaman must not

be said to have b-jen arrested by the sheriff at the suit of the

plaintiff in the action? for if so, the statute is clear that the

sheriff is chargeable with the delivery of the seaman over to

the custody of the King's naval officer after satisfaction of the

writ. Is such arrest then to be deemed the act of the sheriff

or of his officer ? It is made by the officer of the sheriff, and

00 2 Bo*.
<!y Pull. 157.

bv
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180p. by virtue of the sheriff's warrant. Then why is it not to be

deemed the act of the sheriff, as much as it is with respect to

the party at whose suit the seaman was arrested ? And as the
against

J

The Sheriff sheriff would be liable to such party for the wilful act of his

of officer in permitting an escape ; it would be strange to say
MIDDLESEX agajnst the plain words of this statute, that the King should

not have a remedy against his own officer for the misconduct

of those employed by him in the execution of his office, when

every subject has a remedy in like cases against the sheriff.

LE BLANC J. The question arises on the construction of

L 3 J the slat. 44 G. 3. which specifically imposes a forfeiture of100/.

on every sheriff', gaoler, or other officer who shall not safely

conduct and deliver to anaval officer any seaman in the King's
service who shall have been arrested, apprehended, or de-

tained by such sheriff, gaoler, or other officer, by virtue of any

process, warrant, &c., when the seaman would otherwise have

been entitled to be discharged out of custody upon such civil

or criminal process. And the question is, Whether the legis-

lature meant to impose the penalty on the sheriff only in case

of his having personally arrested, apprehended, or detained

the seaman ? Now if the' statute had not had the words " or

other officer or officers' in it, it could hardly have been con-

tended that the sheriff would not have been liable for the acts

of his own officers : it is therefore material to consider what is

the meaning of those words,
" or other officer or officers."

The statute in the first instance only speaks at first of seamen
"

arrested, apprehended, or taken in execution, by any sheriff"

or other officer or officers," by virtue of any writ or process

zchutsoever, or by virtue of any warrant for an alleged criminal

offence: but when speaking afterwards of seamen in custody,

it introduces the word gaoler, in addition to sheriff or other

officer. The word sheriff" therefore is used with reference to

arrests, &c. of seamen charged with any process civil or other-

wise, directed to the sheriff; and officer, with reference to such

as may apprehend seamen charged with any offence by virtue

of any warrant from magistrates ; and gaoler is used when

speaking of seamen committed to his custody. That this is

the meaning of the word officer is further evident from the 2d

sec tien, which requires that in case any such seaman shall be

removed out of the custody of any sheriff, gaoler, or other
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officer, by whom he shall have been arrested or apprehended, 180p.

or in whose custody he shall be, into the custody of any other
g

~~~

sheriff, gaoler, or officer * by habeas corpus, &c., the sheriff,
against

gaoler, or other officer,
'so having arrested or apprehended The Sheriff

such seaman, or in whose custody he shall be, shall certify in *

. lr JK * i * j MIDDLESEX
writing to the sheriff, gaoler, or other officer into whose custody * r 34 T

the seaman shall be so removed, upon the back of the writ or

other proceeding by which such seaman thall be removed,

that he is liable to be detained for his majesty's service. Now
it is clear that other officer, than the sheriff or gaoler, could

not there mean any sheriff's officer ; for who but the sheriff

himself or the gaoler to whose custody the party is commit-

ted, or other officer having the execution of process, is the

officer to whom the writ of habeas corpus is ever directed, or

who is to certify as there required. It cannot apply to any
inferior officer of the sheriff, who is a mere servant of his, in

whose actual custody the seaman may happen to be ; but to

such an officer to whom, as such, the writ of habeas corpus

may be directed. Then if the sheriff only be meant, and not

any of his inferior officers, under the description of " sheriff,

gaoler, or other officer" it is clear that the sheriff would be

liable upon the statute for the act of his officer.

BAYLEY J. It is said that there is no instance where a she-

riff has been held liable in a penal action by a common in-

former for the act of his officer : but in Woodgate v. Knatchbull,

where the sheriff was held liable in the penalty of treble da-

mages to the party grieved on the stat. 29 Eliz., Mr. Justice

jishhursl intimated a strong opinion that the sheriff would be

liable on the clause giving the penalty, half to the informer,
and half to the King. And Mr. Justice Bullcr explained the

expression in the books, that the sheriff is answerable civiliter,

and not criminaliter, for the acts of his bailiffs, by reference

to the authorities, to mean that the sheriff shall not be in- [ 35 ]

dieted for the acts of his bailiff, but shall be liable in a civil

action to make pecuniary satisfaction. And Mr. Justice Grose

said, that he would not give any opinion on the point whether
the action could be maintained against the sheriff for the

penalty, though he had not much doubt on that. Then the

case of Stanway qui tarn v. Perry was an action for the penalty

by a common informer against the sheriff. It was twice tried,

and
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180.9. and the plaintiff recovered ; and therefore if it had occurred

either to the Court or the Bar, that the action was impro-

a"ainst Perty brought against the sheriff himself for the act of his

The Sheriff officer, no doubt it would have been questioned, Half of the

f penaltv there went to the Kinff, and half to the informer. It
TV f

'

DLESEX
appears therefore that the assumed ground of objection to this

action from the want of precedent, is not so strong as was

supposed. Upon the words of this act there can be no doubt,

It speaks of seamen arrested, apprehended, or taken in execu-

tion by sheriffs or other officers. Now it is well known that the

sheriff personally never does arrest defendants, but always

performs that duty by his officers. In fact the word sheriff

must be struck out of this clause as for any real purpose, ifhe

be not liable for the act of his officer. Then the observation

made by my Brother Le Blanc upon the second clause is very

strong. The writ of habeas corpus is never directed to the she-

riff's bailiff, but to the sheriff himself; considering the actual

custody of the party by the bailiff as the sheriff's custody (a).

Rule discharged.

(o)
"

This, (said Mr. Justice Buller in Woodgate v. Knatchbull,
" 2 Term Rep. 156'.) has been carried so far, that a return made by a
"

sheriff, that the person arrested was rescued out of the custody of
"

the bailiff", has been held to be bad : the return must be, that the
"

person was rescued out of his custody."
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FAVENC and Others against BENNETT and Others.

THIS was an action for goods sold and delivered; and tlr?
Goods sol<1

1*1 x a- xu c^ by a broker
question was, whether certain conee, the property ot the

gjr a pr jnc j_

plaintiffs, which had been sold to the defendants by the inter-
pal not na-

vention of the Reunions, brokers employed by the plaintiffs for mecl, upon

that purpose, had under the circumstances been duly paid for
thetcrms

>
as

socci nod 1 1\

by the defendants, who had purchased the coffee from the the usua j

brokers without knowledge of their principals, by means of a Bought and

bill of exchange drawn by the Reunions on the defendants, S l(i notcs

and accepted by them, for a larger amount than the value of o^/^}^
the goods in question ; the defendants having also purchased respective

other coffees of a different owner through the like intervention parties by

of the Reunions; for which they were at the same time in- ""^broker)

debted. The particular circumstances of the case are stated ((
jn ,, e

hereafter. A verdict was found for the plaintiffs under th.e "
month, mo-

direction of Lord EUenborough C. J., before whom the cause
" ney" maX

was tried at Guildhall, after Hilary term 1808 : and the me-
J

>e Paidfor

,. . by the buyer
rits of the case upon that direction were first discussed in to tne broker

Easter term 1808 upon a motion for a new trial, which in the ^ithin the

ensuing terra was supported by Park, Topping, and Holroyd,
month, and

and opposed by The Attorney General, Garrow, and Taddy. Q^oyichKneR
The cases of Fenn v. Harrison, 3 Term Rep. 576., George v accepted by

Claggef, 7 Term Rep. 359., and Waring v. Favenc, 1 Camp, the buyer

A7. Pri. Cas. 85., were referred to in the argument. The and (lls
T ,

11 i ?r,. counted by
case stood over tor consideration till the end of Imntytena; n irn within

when the judgment of the Court was given. the month,
* Lord ELLENBOROUGII C. J. On the motion for a new fhoug'

1 hav-

trial in this cause, which was tried before me, the question was, , ^
Whether 22 hogsheads of coffee bought by Messrs. Reunion before it was

and Son, brokers, fromFavenc and Co., the plaintiffs, and sold due. But

to the defendants, and which were sworn by one of Reunion's " liere tlle

buyer was
also indebted to the same broker for another parcelof goods, the property of a dif-

ferent person, and he made a payment to the broker, generally, which was larger
than the amount of either demand, but less than the two together, and afterwards

the broker stopped payment; such payment ought to be equitably apportioned as

between the several owners of the goods sold, who are only respectively entitled to

recover the difference from the buyer.
sons *

[ 3? ]
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1809. sons to have been paid for by the defendants to Kennions, the

brokers, in a bill of exchange forSOO/., before the latter stopped
FA VEXC
against payment, (which was on the 6th of July,) were so paid for, as to

BEX NEXT, preclude the plaintiffs, the sellers, from afterwards demanding
the price thereof from the defendants, the buyers? The brokers

had sent Bought and Sold notes on the same day, (i. e. the 12th

of June, the day of the sale,) to both the plaintiffs and defen-

dants. Tn the sale note sent to the plaintiffs they had de-

scribed themselves as the buyers from the plaintiffs, and in the

bought note sent to the defendants, as the sellers to the de-

fendants : in each there was this stipulation,
"
payment in a

month, money, 1 per cent, discount." The plaintiffs gave the

Kennions the West India Dock wan-ants, (which represent the

goods sold, and enable the holders thereof to obtain immediate

delivery of the goods therein mentioned,) on or about the day
of the sale, i. e. the 12th of June ; and the Kennions thereupon
sent them to the defendants. The price of the plaintiff's coffee,

after deducting the stipulated 1 per cent, discount, amounted

to 7071. 105. Sd. On the 15th of June, which, as far as I col-

lect from the evidence, was three days after the brokers had

delivered to the defendants, the buyers, the West India Dock

warrants, without having taken any security in the mean time

on the behalf of their employers, the plaintiffs, for the price of

the goods, the defendants paid Kennion and Son in a bill

[ 38 ]
drawn by Kennion and Son on them, the defendants, and ac-

cepted by the defendants, payable in a month, the sum of

800/., which was meant to cover the above-mentioned price

of the coffee in question, after deducting the 1 per cent, dis-

count : and the difference was to be applied in part payment
for another parcel of goods sold on that same 15th of June by
Kennions to the defendants, in another account, with which

the plaintiffs had no concern, for 27'21. 10s. 4/7. This bill for

800/. the defendants, the acceptors, immediately discounted

for the convenience of the Kennions the drawers ; so that the

Kennions thereupon became paid in cash on the loth ofJune
for the price of the coffees, to be paid for by the terms of the

contract (i. e. in a month, money,) on the 12th ol July follow-

ing ; deducting, however, discount on the whole amount of

the bill for 800/., down to the 18th instead of the 12th, of

July, including the throe days of grace. The Court is desirous

of
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of being further informed, by another investigation to be had

before a jury, respecting the mode of conducting sales be-

tween parties by the intervention of a broker, in order that

they may judge whether a payment made to a broker, in the

manner, and under the circumstances, already stated, be such

a payment as is usually made in the course of trade to a broker

on account of his principal. They wish also to know with pre-

cise exactness what, in the dealings and understanding of

commercial men, is meant by the stipulation
" in a month,

money ;" whether it be considered as importing only that the

buyer shall pay for the goods in cash at the end of one month

from the date of the contract ; or that the buyer, whenever he

should receive the goods, either at or before the month's end,

should immediately give a bill for the amount of the price, so

as to put the seller in cash for the same at a month's end from

the date of the contract. The Court have thought it pvoper
to suggest thus particularly the points to which it wishes the

evidence to be addressed, in order that the opinion of a jury

may be hereafter taken, and their own judgment ultimately

formed, with better advantage and effect upon the important
commercial questions which this cause embraces.

Rule absolute for a new trial.

On the second trial, the jury were of opinion, upon the

evidence, that the stipulation in the contract, of " a month,

money" meant, in the understanding of commercial men, pay-
ment at anytime within a month; and they were also of opinion
that the payment in question within the month to the brokers

with whom the defendants had dealt, without the knowledge
of their principals, was a good payment to bind the principals ;

and they therefore found a verdict for the defendants.

The plaintiffs' counsel thereupon moved in the last term

for a new trial, on the ground of the verdict being against law
and evidence, and against the direction of the Lord Chief

Justice. And they relied principally on an objection, which
had been urged on the former occasion, and on which main
stress was laid at the last trial, that there was no evidence to

shew that the bill drawn by the Reunions and accepted by the

defendants, and since paid, was intended at the time to cover
the demand for the22hhds. of coffee in question. The facts wero
these: The brokers sold this lot of coffee to the defendants on

the

1809.

FAVENC
against

BENNETT.
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1 809. the 12th of June for 7071. 19s. 3d. (deducting the discount of

I/, per cent, on payment in a month, money.) The brokers
r \VENC
atrainst

'iac^ a^so so^ ^ ^ie defendants another lot of coffee be-

BENNETT. longing to another person to the amount of * 272L 10s. 4</.

*
[ 40 ] Then the Reunions on the 15th of June drew the bill for

800/. on the defendants payable in a month, which they

accepted, and which would not of course become due till the

18th of July, several days after the price of the first lot of

coffee would be due by the terms of the contract of sale. This

was relied on to shew that it was intended as a payment by the

defendants to the Kennions on their general account, and not

for the purpose of covering this demand in particular ;
the

sum being greater, and also payable at a future time. And

they also urged against this being taken as a specific payment
to the brokers on account of the plaintiff's coffee, that the

plaintiff could not have brought trover against the Kennions

for the bill, because it was given for more than their demand :

neither could they have maintained an action for money had

and received ; because the money was paid to the Kemriojis on

account generally, and the sum was not sufficient to have paid

both the plaintiffs and the owners of the other coffee their re-

spective demands; and it could not depend on which of them

first prosecuted their action for the amount. And how, they

asked, was the amount of the bill to be apportioned between

the different claimants I They also relied on a distinction be-

tween payments made to a factor, and to a broker; in the for-

mer case, unless the factor name his principal, he is dealt with

as the principal : but a broker is known to be only an agent
for another, though that other may not be known : the

[
41 ] form of the Bought and Sold notes (a) declares him to

be so. And though by the course of trade he may re-

ceive payment for his principal, yet such payment, in or-

der to be binding upon the principal, must be made by the

(a) This was the form of the Bought note ; and the Sold note was

iw like form, only substituting sold for bought, and addressed to fatenc

and Co. instead of to the defendants.
"

Messrs. Bennett and Co. London, 12th June 1807.
" We have this day bought by your order and for your account 22

hhds. Jamaica coffee, as per sample, at 5f. Ss. percwt. Payment in

one month, money 1 prr cent, discount.

^ our's. fit". J . Ke/nsinn and Son."

contracting;
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contracting- party according to the terms of the contract : other- J 809.

wise it cannot be taken to have been made on account of the

principal, but on the general account of the broker himself.

If the defendants had intended to have paid their money in BENNETT.

discharge of any particular account, they should have declared

such intention at the time, or have paid the specific sum due

on that account, which must have been known to them. But

by paying money generally on account to their brokers with

whom they had different accounts to settle, they trusted to

Ihem, and did not thereby discharge themselves to the indi-

vidual principals whom the brokers represented.
The defendants' counsel insisted that there was evidence

sufficient to warrant the jury in finding that the bill for 800/.

drawn by the Kenniom was accepted by the defendants in

order to cover the 7071. 19s. 3d., the price of the plaintiffs'

coffee, inasmuch as it appeared that the defendants themselves

had discounted their own acceptance on the22d ofJune, within

the month for which time of payment was given for these cof-

fees, and had given their check of that date for 7971. 3s. which

was the exact amount of the 800/. bill, deducting the discount

on the payment for the coffees within the month. But when

pressed by the Court to account for the bill having been

drawn for so much more than the price of the plaintiffs' cof-

fee, if it were not meant to be a general payment of so much

on the whole account between the brokers and the defendants ;

they said that it was a question for the jury whether the pay-
ment had not been made to cover the plaintiffs' whole demand

in the first instance, and the surplus only to be applied to the [ 42 ]

other demand. And if it were to be so taken, as they con-

tended that the verdict of the jury warranted them to do, it

would follow that the Reunions were in cash on the 22d of

June for this specific lot of coffee, and the plaintiffs their

principals might then have maintained an action for money
had and received against them, as upon a payment to them for

the use of the plaintiffs.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C.I. The defendants were indebted

for two parcels of coffee which they had purchased by the in-

tervention of the Kennions, brokers; the one parcel amounting
to above 707/., the other to 27'2/. and upwards. They accept
a hill for SOO/., which is much more than either of the sinus

alone, but less than the two together, and there is no specific

Voi,. Xf. I) uppro-
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1809.

FAVENC

against
BENNETT.

appropriation of it to either at the time : why then is the whole

to be now appropriated to the plaintiffs' demand, since the in-

solvency of the Kennions, when the justice of the case clearly

is that the payment so made to the brokers on their general

account as it seems by the evidence, should be apportioned

between the respective owners of the coffee '? This will cut

down the plaintiffs' demand, but leave something to be reco-

vered by them, for which they ought to have had a verdict.

The rest of the Court concurring in this view of the case,

it was directed to stand over to obtain the consent of the re-

spective parties. And, as I was informed, the matter was

settled according to the apportionment recommended.

[ 43 ]

Friday,

April 21st.

A broker

agrees with

defendants

to get their

bills dis-

DAGNALL against WIGLEY and Another.

rr^O an action by the indorsee of a bill of exchange against

the acceptors, the defence set up at the trial, before Lord

Ellenborovgh C. J. at Guildhall, was, that the bill was drawn

for an usurious consideration, and was therefore void even in

counted,and the hands of an innocent holder, as the plaintiff was admitted
rl

r to be. It appeared that the defendants, wanting to raise mo-
rctam out of ,., Ti-

the money so ne
)', applied to Kimmer, a broker, to assist them in negotiating

raised thecx- their paper, for which he stipulated to receive 10s., instead of
erbitant bro-

t {ie usual charge of 5s. per cent., for brokerage; and several

successive bill transactions had passed between them, which

the defendants who accepted those bills had provided for, as

each had become due, by negotiating another for the amount
of the former bill with the addition of the legal discount and

the brokerage agreed on ; which latter Rimmer received, and

was his name deducted out of the money raised on each successive bill. The
en the bills :

Jas t j^n of this description, on which this action was brought,

ill accented
was one wn -''' n was drawn by one Smith, payable to his own

by the de- order, for 821/. and upwards, upon the defendants, who ac-

fendants,aml cepted the same, and put it as usual into the hands of Rimmer
negotiated to get j t discounted. Rimmer, whose name was not upon the
by the bro-

ker upon these terms, could not be avoided in the hands of an innocent indorsee, as

for an usurious consideration within the stat. 12 Ann. c, lo\

bill,

10s. percent,
but the bro-

ker was not

to advance

the moii'.'y

himself, nor
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bill, carried it into the market, and got cash for it, which he 1809.

paid to the defendants, deducting the discount and 10s. per DAGNALL
cent, brokerage for himself. Lord El/enboroitghC.J. directed

against

the jury, that there was no actual loan of money here for an WIG LEY

usurious consideration, by the party advancing the money on an(* Another.

the bill : and that the taking of exorbitant brokerage by Rim-

mer for getting the bill discounted by others, and which was
[ 44 ]

deducted by him out of the money raised, would not avoid the

security by the stat. 12 Ann. c. 16. in the hands of an inno-

cent indorsee ; and the jury thereupon found a verdict for the

plaintiff.

The Attorney General now moved for a new trial, on the

ground that the words of the statute were large enough in that

branch of it which avoids the security to include this transac-

tion ; though there were no actual loan from Rimmer, who

was to receive the usurious consideration for which the bill was

drawn from the defendants ; and though, without an actual

loan, no action for the penalty could have been maintained

against Rimmer upon the other branch of the statute, which

requires a loan by the party sued for the penalty. The words

of the avoiding branch are,
" that all bonds, contracts, and as-

" surances whatsoever for payment of any principal, or money
"

to be lent, or covenanted to be performed upon or for any
"

usury, whereupon or whereby there shall be reserved or
" taken above 5 per cent, as aforesaid, shall be utterly void."

And this bill was drawn upon and accepted by the defend-

ants upon a contract with Rimmer for a stipulated sum beyond
what the defendants were to receive, in order to secure to

him the usurious consideration agreed upon, and which he

accordingly received out of the money raised on the bill.

And this being agreed to be paid to him under the name of

brokerage cannot vary the case ; it being admitted to be

double the amount of that usually paid to brokers for

their trouble in getting bills discounted, and therefore a

mere colour for usury. [Bayley J. Rimmer was not to

advance the money himself upon the bill, but to get the

bill discounted by others ; and the person who advanced the

money upon the bill paid the full sum, deducting only the

legal discount.] He was to raise the money on the bill which

was drawn for the purpose of securing to him the illegal

consideration agreed upon : and it was indifferent to the

D 2 defendants
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isop.

DAGNALL
against
WIG LEY

and Another.

defendants whether he advanced the money himself, or pro-

cured it from others.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. It does not appear that Rim-

mer's name was upon the bill at all ; nor was he to advance the

money. It does not therefore strike me as as a security given

for an usurious consideration ;
but Rimmer was to receive an

exorbitant brokerage for his trouble in getting the bill dis-

counted.

LE BLANC J. If Rimmer had agreed to advance the money
for which the bill was given, that would have been a different

matter: but here he advanced nothing: and the person who

did advance the money for the bill received no more than legal

interest for discount. Rimmer indeed got more out of the

money when obtained ;
but that may be said to be for exorbi-

tant commission or brokerage.

Per Curium, Rule refused.

[46]

Friday,

April 21st.

A security
for the fair

expences of

the prosecu-

tion, agreed
to be given,
at the re-

commenda-
tion of the

Court of

BEELEY against WIXGFIELD.

T
1

1HTS was an action on a promissory note for 42/., which it

appeared had been given by the defendant to a parish

officer under these circumstances. The defendant was in-

dicted at the Sessions by the parish officers for a misdemeanor

in ill treating his parish apprentice : and being convieted, it

was suggested to him by the Chairman of the Court, that if he

agreed to pay 40 guineas towards the expences of the prose-

cution, he would only be imprisoned 6 months instead of 12.

Quarter Ses- The note was accordingly given, and he was sentenced to G
sions, by a

defendant

who stood

convicted

before them
of a misde-

meanor in

ill-treating

his parish apprentice, for which the parish officers had been bound over by recog-
nizance to prosecute him under the ht. 32 Ceo. 3. c. 57.; and the giving of which
security was considered by the Court in abatement of the period of imprisonment
to which he would otherwise have been sentenced

; is le<ial.

/ n Itlian

months imprisonment. Objection was thereupon taken at the

trial before Bayley J. at Derby, that the note given for such

a consideration was illegal ; which objection was over-ruled,
and a verdict passed for the plaintiff, with leave to the defen-

dant to move to set it aside, and enter a nonsuit, if the objec-
tion were well founded.
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Vaughan Serjt. now moved accordingly on two grounds; J809-

1st. that the taking of such a composition for punishment in
~~

the particular instance was in derogation of the policy of the
against

statute 32 Geo. 3. c. 57. s. 11., which provides, in case of the WINGFIELD

ill treatment of parish apprentices by their masters in certain

cases, that it shall be lawful for two justices
" to compel the

churchwarden and overseers, &c. to enter into a recognizance

for the effectual prosecution by indictment ofsuch master, &c.

for such ill treatment of any such apprentice, &c.; and also to

order the costs and expences of such prosecution to be paid
and discharged or reimbursed to such persons entering into

[ 47 ]

such recognizance as aforesaid ; one moiety thereof out of the

poor rates of the parish, &c. and the other moiety out of the

county stock." 2dly, On the more general ground, that this

security was not given towards satisfaction of the party in-

jured ;
which might be sanctioned by the practice of this Court

where they permit an injured prosecutor and a convicted de-

fendant to talk together before sentence, with a view to pro-

mote compensation to the party injured : but this security was

given in order to save the parish and county purses. In Cole

v. Gower (a), the parish officers who were authorised by the

stat. G Geo. 2. c. 31. to take security from the putative father

of a bastard child, for indemnifying the parish, having taken

an absolute security for a sum certain
; the Court considered

such absolute security to be against the policy ofthe law, being
a different kind of security than what the. law authorized.

[Lord El/enboroitghG.J. observed, that the statute of Geo. 2.

having prescribed to the parish officers the kind of security

they should take, it was a breach of their trust to take a dif-

ferent kind of security than what the Legislature intended.

But here the statute is only in aid of their general duty to

protect the poor children, put out by them as apprentices,
from wrong by the persons to whom they are bound. But he

asked whether in this case the defendant was prepared to shew
that the suggestion of the Chairman had been made use of to

secure any benefit to the parish beyond their indemnity from
the lair expences of the prosecution : which was answered in

the negative. But it was suggested, that there was no obli-

() 6 East, 110.

D 3 nation
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1 80p. gation on the plaintiff, the then overseer, to apply the money
when recovered to the use of the parish. To this,

* however,nEELHY
against

^is Lordship said, that the plaintiff would be considered as a

WINGFIELD trustee for the parish.]

*[ 48 ] Lord ELLENBOROUGH C.J. There does not seem to be

any objection to the security which has been taken, either as

contrary to the provisions of the statute, or to the general

principle of law. The overseers got no pecuniary benefit to

themselves or to the parish by taking this security, beyond
the fair amount of the expences incurred by them in bringing

the defendant to justice. It did not stifle a public presecution,

or elude the public interest in bringing such an offender to

justice, by way of example to others. The security in ques-

tion, given with the sanction of the court, is rather to be con-

sidered as part of the punishment suffered by the defendant in

expiation of his offence, in addition to the imprisonment in-

flicted on him. If we had seen any ground for suspecting that

the authority of the Court had been used as an instrument of

oppression or extortion, we should have watched the case very

jealously ; but nothing of that sort appears.

Per Curiam, Rule refused.

[49]

Friday, DOE, on the Demise of HELLINGS and Wife, against
April 21st. BIRD.

One having TTPON the marriage of the defendant's father in 1766 a

power to ap- settlement was made, whereby a certain estate, for an un-

.,, divided portion of which this ejectment was brought in right

amongst f one f the daughters of the marriage, was settled, after the

children ; father's life, to the use of such child or children of the mar-
and having riage, and "for such estates, &c. as the father by his will should
other lands ;

by his will (not referring to the power) gives legacies to his several children ;
and

then devises all the rest, residue, and remainder of his lands, Sj-c. and personal estate,

after payment ofhis debts, legacies andfuneral expences, to his eldest son : Held that

the power was Hot thereby executed. A demand of possession by one tenant in

common, and a refusal by the other, stating that he claimed the whole, is evidence

of an actual ouster of his companion.

appoint ;



1809.

() The value of the settled estate was not stated.

f/0 S Term Rrp. 118.

D i
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appoint ; and in default of appointment, to be divided amongst

all the children as tenants in common. The father died in

1806, having made a will, whereby he gave to each of his HELLINGS

daughters a legacy of 200/.; and then by a residuary clause he against

devised all the rest, residue, and remainder of his messuages,-

lands, &c. and personal estate, Sac., afterpayment of his debts,

legacies, andfuneral expences, to his son John Bird, the defen-

dant. The testator had other lands besides the settled lands (a),

to the value of 40/. a year : and the question was, whether

the residuary clause passed the settled lands as well as the

other lands ; there being no reference to the power, and the

devise being of lands, after payment of debts andfuneral ex-

pences, with which the settled lands were not chargeable ; and

which, it was contended on the part of the daughters, shewed

that the father had-no intention to execute the power by this

residuary clause, according to Roe d. Reade v. ReaJe(b). And

upon this ground a verdict passed for the plaintiff at the trial

before Chambre J. at Taunton.

Burrough now moved for a new trial, and attempted. to dis-

tinguish this from the case cited, by the circumstance, that

here the testator had charged the lands devised with portions

for all his other children, as he had authority to do under the

power with respect to the settled lands ; which he might think

was the best mode of executing the power. And the charge

of debts and funeral expences might refer to his other pro-

perty.

The Court, however, were of opinion that the power was not

executed by the will. There was nothing in it referring in

any manner to the power, nor from whence his intention to ex-

ecute it could be inferred : and the charge of debts and funeral

expences on the lands, &c. devised, shewed his intention to

pass such lands only as were subject to those charges.

Another objection was then stated by Burrough, (which had

also been made at the trial,) that in default of appointment, the

lessor of the plaintiff' and the defendant would be tenants in

common ; and that the ejectment could not be maintained with-

out proof of actual ouster, and that the defendant was not

[ 50 ]

bound
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1809.

DOE clem.

HELLINGS

against
BIRD.

bound by thecommon consent rule : for which Doed. White v-

Cuff(a), before Lord Ellenborough at Westminster, was cited.

In order to get rid of this objection, (the validity of which

however was not admitted; but it was said that the defendant
'

ought to have entered into a special consent rule ;) the plaintiff

went into evidence of an actual ouster, and proved a demand

of possession of the premises by letter under a power of attor-

ney, to which demand a refusal was returned by the defendant,

who stated at the time that he claimed the whole under the

settlement : and this the learned Judge thought was sufficient

evidence of an actual ouster. But But-rough contended that

it was not sufficient, without shewing that the defendant had

received the whole rent, and refused to account ; and he cited

Reading's case (6), where it was said that between tenants in

common there must be an actual disseisin, as turning him out,

hindering him to enter, &c.; and that a bare perception of

profits is not enough.
Per Curium. One tenant in common in possession claiming

the whole, and denying possession to the other, is beyond the

mere act of receiving the whole rent, which is equivocal. This

was certainly evidence of an ouster of his companion.
Rule refused.

() 1 Campb. Ni.Pri. Cas. 173. (ft)
Salk. 392.

Friday,

April 21st.

Where the

plaintiff had
lands abut-

ting on one

side of a

STEVENS against WHISTLER.

TN trespass, the declaration contained l\vo counts
;

OIK? Cor

breaking and entering the plaintiff's close called Shepherd's

Lane, the oilier for breaking and entering another close of the

plaintiff, by name, in the same parish : and alter a general

public high- verdict for the plaintiff,
way, called

Shepherd's Lane, (which is prim a, facie evidence that half of the lane was his soil

and freehold,) he may declare generally fur a trespass in his close called Shepherds
Lane ; and the defendant must plead soil and freehold in another, in order to drive

the plaintiff' to new assign the trespass complained of in the part of the lane \\hich

was his exclusive property.
Abbott
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Abbott moved to set it aside, and enter a verdict for the

plaintiff on the latter count only. Shepherd's Lane, he stated,

was proved at the trial to be an open parish highway, and there

was no proof of the plaintiff's exclusive possession of that, but

only that he had lands on one side of the lane, which at most

would only shew that he was entitled to the soil and freehold

of half the lane opposite to his own inclosures, and would not

justify his declaring for a trespass in the lane generally ; as if

he claimed an exclusive right to the whole ; which might be

set up on other occasions. The trespasses proved were, that

the defendant had depastured his cattle all along the lane, as

well in the parts opposite to the plaintiff's closes, as in other

parts, and they had also broken into an inclosure of the plaintiff.

This objection was taken at the trial before Graham B. at

Reading, but was overruled.

Per Curiam, The plaintiff had an exclusive right to part of

Shepherd's Lane; and if the defendant meant to drive him to

confine the trespass complained of upon the face of his decla-

ration to that part of the lane which was his, he should have

pleaded soil and freehold in another ; which would have

obliged the plaintiff to new assign.

Rule refused.

1 809-

STEVKMS

against
\VllISTEU.

[52]

Friday,

April
MOORE aainst PYRKE.

T)YRKE rented a house of one Aspinall, and let out part of An under -

it to Moore: the rent being in arrear, Aspinall distrained
tenant,

goods, part of which belonged to Moore, upon the premises, ^
and sold them there under the distress, by the intervention of trained and

an auctioneer, to tjiird persons, who paid the money for them to sold by the

the auctioneer, which was received bv Aspinali in satisfaction ?
11

^,
1

,
,

,. . . i-ii i *,. TT landlord for
ol lus rent. Upon which the plainti 11'Moore brought this ac- nr,t,(i uc
tion to recover back 14/. the value of his goods sold under the from his im-

distress ; and failing in the proof of his special counts, resorted mediate te-

to the general count for monev paid by him to the defendant's
J

* * J not main-
tain an action for money paid to the use of the latter ; for immediately on the sale

under the distress, the money paid by the purchaser vested in the landlord in batib-

iaetiou of tiic rent
; and never \vas the wy/k'v-ui' the undcr-tuiant.

use :



180p. nse: and the question was, whether these facts would support

that count ;
the objection being that the money for which the

aeainst gds sold under the distress never existed as Moore's money.

PYRKE. Lord Ellenborough C. J. permitted the plaintiff to take a ver-

dict at the trial at Guildhall; and in the last term a rule nisi

was obtained for setting aside the verdict and granting a new

trial, on the ground that the evidence did not support the

count.

[ 53 ] Park and Reader now shewed cause, and contended that

the plaintiff's goods having been sold by compulsion of law to

pay the defendant's debt, the money produced by the sale must

be considered as the plaintiff's money until it was paid over to

the landlord by the auctioneer ; and the case was the same as

if the plaintiff had paid so much of his own money to redeem

his goods from the distress, which would clearly have entitled

him by the authority of Exall v. Partridge (a) to recover in

this action. And here by not redeeming his goods, the plaintiff

assented to the sale of them for the purpose of raising money
to pay the defendant's debt; and for this purpose he may adopt
the act of the auctioneer as his own. \_Le Blanc J. How can

a man be said to assent to a sale made in invitum ?] It is the

same then as if the landlord had distrained so much of the

plaintiff's money in a bag.
Garrow and Puller, contra^ objected that this was not the

plaintiffs money, nor paid by him. The goods when distrained

were taken by the landlord for his own benefit : till the sale he

had a special property in them. At any rate, the plaintiff had

no longer an absolute property in them, and the legal posses-
sion was transferred to another. They were sold for the benefit

of the landlord, and not of the tenant or owner. While the

money remained in the pockets of the purchasers, it cannot be

pretended that itwas the money ofthe plaintiff; and the instant

it was paid, it was paid to the landlord's agent and for his

benefit, and was at no moment of time under the control, or at

the appointment, or even in the constructive possession ofthe

[ 54 ] plaintiff : it cannot therefore in any view be considered as his

money. This is materially different from Exa/l^. Partridge,
where the money was paid by the owner of the goods himself to

() 8 Term Rep, 305.

redeem
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redeem the distress. And in answer to the case of Smith and 180p.

Others, Assignees, fyc. v. Hodson (a), which was mentioned, to
~ ~

shew that a party whose goods had been wrongfully taken
against

might wave the tort, and bring assumpsit for the value of PYRKI.

them, they observed that the action there was for goods sold

and delivered. They also referred to Spurrier v. Elderton. (6)

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. Two points are to be esta-

blished by the plaintiff, first that this was his money, secondly

that it was paid by him to the defendant's use. Upon the lat-

ter (supposing the first to have been established) I should not

have had much doubt, because the money paid to the landlord

was the produce of the plaintiff's goods sold by compulsion of

law under the distress to satisfy the landlord's claim of rent

from the defendant for the premises, part of which were occu-

pied by the plaintiff as under-tenant to the defendant. The

difficulty is to consider this as the plaintiff's money. While

the plaintiff's property taken under the distress was in custodiS.

legis, or in the landlord's particular custody, it was goods, and

not money. Up to the time of the sale indeed the property in

the goods would be in the plaintiff; for if cattle distrained die

during the distress, the loss is that of the tenant and not of tbe

landlord ;
which shews that the property remains in the tenant

till the sale. But the statute (c) says, that the goods distrained

shall be sold for the best price
" towards satisfaction ofthe rent."

Then does the money produced by the sale vest in the first in-
[ 55 ]

stance in the landlord or in the tenant ? On the best considera-

tion I can give it, I think the money does not vest in the tenant,

but is an instantaneous executed satisfaction of the rent vesting
to that amount in the landlord, and that the tenant has only an

interest in the surplus, if any. If this be so, the money paid to

the landlord could not have been the plaintiff's money paid by
him for the use of the defendant ; for as money it never was the

plaintiff's at all. If the money had ever vested in the plaintiff

for an instant, then this case would have been governed by
that of Exall v. Partridge; but I cannot say that it ever did.

GROSE J. I cannot in any manner make this out to be
the plaintiff's money, when it was the produce of goods sold

against his consent to satisfy the landlord's rent.

() 4 Term Rep. 211.
(b~) 5 Esp. Ni. Pri. Cas. I .

(c) 2U
r
. M.st. 1. c.S.s.l.

LE
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180.Q. LE BLANC J. In the case of Exall v. Partridge the money

paid by the plaintiff to redeem his goods from the distress was

clearly his money : it was paid out of his pocket. But here

VVHKE. the property of the plaintiff distrained was in goods, and when

they were converted into money by the sale under the distress,

the money paid by the purchasers became immediately the

property of the landlord who distrained for the rent, and not

of the tenant.

BAYLEY J. agreed. Rule absolute.

[ 56]

Saturday , DOE, on the Demise of FOLEY and Others, against
4"* 22d - WILSON.

1. Where co- HPHIS was an ejectment brought on the part of the lord of

the manor of Great Mahern in Worcestershire, to recover
Jiic cut trees

though none a copyhold estate of which the defendant was tenant for life,

were applied and also a small parcel of the waste which had been inclosed
to the repair by ^jie defendant. The copyhold was sought to be recovered

1 11

"

on the ground of forfeiture for voluntary waste in cutting down

several 15 oak trees, two of which had never before been headed
; and

monthsafter, also for permissive waste in suffering the house and fences to

be out of repair. The trees had been cut clown in Mai/ 1808,

brought as
without having been previously set out for repair by the lord's

for a forfeit- bailiff, (which however was admitted not to be necessary,) and

ure,and most Jn October, after the ejectment brought, a few of them only

had been applied towards the repairs of some of the premises ;
remained F/ .

l

unapplied
other buildings however still continuing out of repair : but,

but parts of as it was suggested, not requiring all the timber which re-

the premises mained unappropriated. On this Wood B. left it to the jury
r

. . .

-,
t say whether the trees had been cut down for the purpose of

is a question for thejiyy whether they were cut, bonafide for the purpose of re-

pair, and were in a course of application for that purpose ; and there being no

evidence that they were to be applied to any other purpose, the Court refused to

fcet aside a verdict for the defendant.

2. An inclosurc made from the waste 12 or 13 years before, and seen by the

steward of the same lord from time to time, without objection made, may be prc-
bumed by the jury to have Urn made by licence of the lord

;
and ejectment cannot

be brought against the tenant as a 'trespasser, without previous notice to throw ii up.

making
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making the repairs, and were intended to be so applied in due

course : which the jury found in the affirmative. With respect
,

, Do,exdem.
to the inclosnre, which was very small, it appeared to have

I-'QIFY

been taken in from the waste about 12 or 13 years before by against

the defendant, and annexed to some other land belonging to WILSON.

him. But the lord's steward was proved to have seen thisin-

closure from time to time after it was made, (the same lord [ 57 ]

and steward continuing all the time,) and no evidence of any

objection made ; which the learned Judge thought was suf-

ficient to be left to the jury to presume a licence from the lord

to inclose ; in which case the defendant could not be made a

trespasser without first receiving notice to throw up the land

again. The jury accordingly presumed a licence, and found

a verdict for the defendant.

Williams Serjt. now moved for a new trial ; and after stat-

ing these facts and the learned Judge's direction, objected to

the verdict on both points, but particularly on the last; ob-

serving that the mere knowledge of the inclosure by the

steward, who might have been called as a witness, was no

evidence of a licence, within so short a period : for what line

could be drawn within twenty years when any presumption
could begin to be made in favour of a trespasser ?

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. on the first point observed,
that it was a question for the jury to decide, whether the trees

were cut down for the purpose of repairing the premises bona

fide, and were in a course of application for that purpose : and
there was no evidence that they were to be applied to any
other purpose. On the second point, though a grant from
the lord would not be presumed within 12 or 13 years ; yet
the continual view of the steward acting under the same lord

for that period, without objection, might be sufficient for the

jury to presume a licence. If the object be of sufficient im-

portance the lord may countermand the licence and bring
another ejectment.

Per Curiam, Rule refused.
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isop.

GooDRiGHT, on the Demise ofLAMB, against PEARS.

A copyhold- HPHIS was an ejectment to recover one croft and two roods
er su

jren- of jan(j jn Scatter, in the county of Lincoln. The premises

nvhold cot-
were copyhold, holden of the manor of Scatter, and claimed

tagc, with a by the lessor of the plaintiff as heir of Benjamin Lamb, the

croft adjoin- tenant last seised. The defendant claimed under the widow
tng, and a

Qf J$enjam in
^
wuo derived title by devise from her husband,

mht, &c. he having previously surrendered to the use of his will. That

belonging to surrender was enrolled on the 28th of October 1800, and re-

thesame; cited a surrender by Benjamin out
%
of court on the 14th of

tt
.

l

July preceding of "
all his copyhold cottage, with a croft ad-

fas the sur- joining* and a common right and north-moor-gate belonging
render de- to the same ; all which premises were then in his own posses-
scribes it)

sion," to the use of his will. On the same 14th of July he

"
in his oivn

devised to his wife " all his copyhold cottage and premises then

"
posses- in his own possession, for her life ;" and after her decease, to

"
sion :" and _R. Elsom, &c. The testator died within a few days after
n l

,

e s
,

amc
making his will. At the time of making his will and the sur-

vises" all his render out of court he in fact only occupied the cottage and a

"copyhold garden behind it: the croft, which was separated only by a
"
cottage and gooseberry hedge from the cottage and garden, was then and

" then in his
^ ^ie testator's death in the actual possession of the defen-

" own pos-
dant as his tenant. It was contended at the trial before Bay-

"
session :" ]ey J. at Lincoln, that the croft mentioned particularly in the
"

tfh surrender, but omitted to be so mentioned in the will, and

tween which wnich was in fact let to and in the possession of another per-

and the cot- son, did not pass to the widow under the description of "
his

tagc and gar- *
copyhold cottage and premises then in his own pocsession ;'

en lere
though it was admitted that if the croft had then been in his

gooseberry possession, it would have passed under those words : but the

hcdge,\vasin learned Judge being of opinion that the latter words were a
the actual mere mis description, copied probably from the words of the
occupation
of a tenant at the time : yet held that the whole passed under the description of
"

all his copyhold cottage and premises ;" the words then in his ovn possession" being
merely a mistaken description, following the mistake of the surrender, which men-
tions the croft with the rest as then being in his possession.*

[ 59 ] surrender
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surrender which misdescribed the fact ; and that the former * 809.

words,
"
copyhold cottage and premises," were sufficiently -,

certain to carry the croft which formed part of those premises ; against

nonsuited the plaintiff. PEARS.

Vaughan Serjt. now moved to set aside the nonsuit, and

stated the case as before mentioned.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. The surrender and the will

are as one instrument. They were cotemporaneous acts ; and

that which was a mere mistake in the surrender, was followed

in the will, in describing all the premises as being in the

copyholder's possession, when part of them was in the posses-

sion of his tenant : but it is clear by the general words that

all was meant to be passed.

LE BLANC J. The croft was not in the testator's posses-

sion at the time of the surrender to the use of his will, though
it is there described as being in his possession. And that

mistake was followed in the will.

Per Curiam, Rule refused.

[60]

BUTTERFIELD against FORRESTER.
April 22d.

One
was an action on the case for obstructing a highway, injured by an

by means of which obstruction the plaintiff, who was obstruction

riding along the road, was thrown down with his horse, and *n a highway

injured, &c. At the trial before Bar/ley 3. at Derby, it ap- Jh'jc'hhefell

peared that the defendant, for the purpose of making some cannotmain-

repairs to his house, which was close by the road side at one ta 'n an a<>

end of the town, had put up a pole across this part of the
tlonif itap-

, f , . i /., i pear that be
road, a tree passage being left by another branch or street in

;,vas ^^^
the same direction. That the plaintiff left a public house not with great

far distant from the place in question at 8 o'clock in the even- v'lence al
\d

ing in August, when they werejust beginning to light candles,
A

but while there was light enough left to discern the obstruction without

at 100 yards distance: and the witness, who proved this, said which he

that if the plaintiff had not been riding very hard he might
mi ht have

have observed and avoided it : the plaintiff however, who was avojaed the

riding- obstruction.
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1809. riding violently, did not observe it, but rode against it, and

fell with his horse and was much hurt in consequence of the
1 ) IT TT E R

FIET D accident ;
and there wras no evidence of his being intoxicated

against at the time. On this evidence Bar/ley 3. directed the jury, that

FORKESTKR. jf a person riding with reasonable and ordinary care could

have seen and avoided the obstruction ; and if they were

satisfied that the plaintiffwas riding along the street extremely

hard, and without ordinary care, they should find a verdict for

the defendant: which they accordingly did.

Vaughan Serjt. now objected to this direction, on moving

[ Gl ]
for a new trial ; and referred to Butler's Ni. Pri. 26. (a), where

the rule is laid down, that "
if a man lay logs of wood across

a highway ; though a person may with care ride safely l>y, yet

if by means thereof my horse stumble and fling me, I may
bring an action."

BAYLEY J. The plaintiff was proved to be riding as fast

as his horse could go, and this was through the streets of

Derby. If he had used ordinary care he must have seen the

obstruction ;
so that the accident appeared to happen entirely

from his own fault.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. A party is not to cast himself

upon an obstruction which has been made by the fault of ano-

ther, and avail himself of it, if he do not himself use common
and ordinary caution to be in the right. In cases of persons

riding upon what is considered to be the wrong side of the

road, that would not authorise another purposely to ride up

against them. One person being in fault will not dispense

with another's using ordinary care for himself. Two things

must concur to support this action, an obstruction in the road

by the fault of the defendant, and no want of ordinary care to

avoid it on the part of the plaintiff.

Per Curium, Rule refused.

() The book cites Cart/i. 19-i. and 451. in the margin, which re-

ferences do not bear on the point here in question.
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180p.

LORD against HOUSTON. Tuesday

April 25th.
HPHE plaintiff sued by bill in debt, and declared against the

jn ^^ ^

defendant, of a plea that he render to him the sum c/7750/., bill the de-

which he owes to and unjustly detains from him ; for that claration is

whereas, &c.: and so the plaintiff proceeded to set out in his good . tho"gfl

. . j , !. .1 i--i/oR7 the suras de-
first count a certain deed tor securing the payment ot 1G25/. man(]e(j j n

and interest : arid concluded that count by alleging, that the several

thereby "the defendant became liable to pay to him 1625/. when c unts

requested, which still remains unpaid, whereby an action hath
^

u
,

n & ~

accrued to the plaintiff to demand and have of the defendant more than

the said sum of 1625/. parcel of the said sum of money above the sum at

demanded. In each of five other counts for goods sold, money
nrstdeman

paid, &c. the plaintiff' respectively demanded 1625/., the four n-far . fo^
first of those concluding that "

by reason whereof an action that is su-

hath accrued to the plaintiff to have and demand from the de- pcrfluous

fendant the said last-mentioned sum of money, further parcel .

may
TPIPC ted

of the said sum above demanded." And the last count stating

the 1625/. therein demanded to be " the residue of the said

sum of 7750/. above demanded." And then the declaration

concluded ;

"
yet the said defendant although requested hath

not paid the said sum of money above demanded, or any part

thereof, to the plaintiff, but hath hitherto wholly refused and

still doth refuse, and the same still remains wholly due and

unpaid ; wherefore the plaintiff says that he hath sustained

damage to the value of 500/., and therefore he brings suit,"&c.

To this there was a demurrer, stating specially (amongst other

causes relating to otlier particulars in the several counts of

the declaration not set forth here) that in the beginning of

the declaration the plaintiff has complained of the defendant
[ 63 ]

in a plea that he render to him the sum of 77501. only ; and

afterwards by the several counts thereof the plaintiff has

claimed and declared for divers sums, amounting in the

whole to a much larger sum, to wit, 9750/., and that the

declaration is in that respect repugnant and inconsistent.

That the declaration states that the five several sums of

1625/. in the five first counts are parcels of the said sum

by the delaration demanded, and that the 1625/. in the

last count mentioned is the residue of the said 7750/. de-

VOL. XI. E inanded ;
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180p.

LOUD
. against
HOUSTON.

[64]

manded ; which is impossible and repugnant. And the same

objection was repeated in other different forms.

Dampier, in support of the demurrer, admitted that the

plaintiff in debt might now recover less than he demanded by
his declaration, though formerly it was considered otherwise ;

but here the plaintiff seeks to recover more by the aggregate
demands of his several counts than he first demands in the

queritur : and besides the repugnancy of stating these several

larger sums in the aggregate to be parcels of a smaller sum,
this mode of declaring is embarrassing to a defendant, who

may have an answer to the general sum demanded, and de-

fend the action on that ground ; but may be misled if the

plaintiff can recover more under the aggregate demand of his

several counts. He referred to 5 Com. Dig. 54. tit. Pleader,O '

C. 84. " So in debt for 100/. if the plaintiff declare on parti-

cular sums due which exceed 100/., and the defendant do not

demur, but there is a verdict for the plaintiff; if he release all

above 100/., he shall have judgment forlOO/. R.SMod. 214."

From thence it must be inferred that it is a valid objection on

special demurrer ; though it may be cured by verdict and by

releasing the surplus. But p. 217 of the same book, 2 W. 7.

is directly in point.
" If the debt be for a certain sum, and

the particular contracts, whereon the plaintiffdeclares, amount

to more, it is bad ;
for he has judgment for more than he

demands. R. Yeh.5." The case of Smith v. Voice, Moor 298.

was the reverse of that in Yelverton ; for there the several sums

in the counts in debt did not amount to the sum demanded in

the queritur ; which was assigned for error, and thejuclgm ent

reversed. [Lord Ellenborough C. J. All those cases were

decided at a period when it was considered that the plaintiff*

could only recover in debt the very sum demanded : but it has

been long settled that he may recover less.] But the Court

are now called upon to decide that the plaintiff may recover

more than he first demands in the queritur.

Richardson, contra, insisted that it was not necessary for

the plaintiff in debt to state how much he demands at the be-

ginning of his declaration : all the cases which have held other-

wise^) were cases where the plaintiff sued by original, except

(a) Vide 5 Com. Dig. Pleader. 2 /('.?.

that
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that of Crumpton v. Smith (a) which came on upon error from

an inferior court. It is said in 5 Com. Dig. c. 7. which cites

Co. Lit. 302. b. 17. a., that the declaration is an exposition of
the writ, and adds time, place, and other circumstances. And
that accounts for the introduction of the words "

ofa plea that

he render to him so much (Z>)," which seem to have reference to

some writ, and are introduced by assimilation to proceedings

original in C. B., but have no sensible meaning when applied
to the mode of originating proceedings in this court by bill,

and may therefore be rejected altogether. Each count here

contains in itself a perfect demand of a certain sum, and the

reference to the sum in the queritur, as if the sum in each

count were a part of the sum in the queritur, is immaterial.

Lord ELLEN BOROUGH C. J. There is no difficulty in dis-

posing of this case. In this court where the proceedings are

by bill, the words at the beginning, of a plea that he render so

muck, which raise the question, are themselves superfluous,
and may therefore be rejected ; and rejecting those words,
there is in each count a perfect demand of a sum certain, with-

out the reference to the sum first mentioned in the declaration,

which would also be rejected : and then the declaration, con-

cluding with a demand of damages for detaining the debt,

will refer to the sum total of the debt demanded by the seve-

ral counts. There is no occasion for our giving any opinion

upon the mode of pleading in the Court of Common Pleas ;

but the argument of my brother Marshall in M'Quillin v.

Co.r(c) rather shews that if the sums declared for exceed the

sum in the writ, it is more matter of a plea in abatement than

in bar.

Per Curiam, Judgment for the Plaintiff.

() Yeh. 5.

(/>) In debt by original in C. B. the declaration begins by stating

that the defendant was summoned to answer the plaintiff ofaplea that

he render to him so much, &c. whereupon, &c.

(0 1 H. Blac. 249.

1809.

LOUD
against

HOUSTON.

[63]
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1809.

CHAMBERS against DONALDSON and Others.
April 25th.

In trespass
^ I ^O trespass for breaking and entering the dwelling-house

Tm^relt"^
f the Plaintiff in the Parish of Mary-le-bone, &c. the de-

the defend-
fendants pleaded that the said dwelling-house

* at the time

ant plead when, &c. was and still is the soil and freehold of E. B.
soil and free- Portman Esq., and that they as his servants and by his com-

m "

mand broke and entered the same. The plaintiff replied, ad-

whose com- nutting the said dwelling-house to be the soil and freehold of

mandhejus- E. B. Portman, but stating that one Wm. Green before the

tifies the s .d[^ time when, &c. demised the said dwelling-house to the

1

S
'

. plaintiff as tenant from year to year, by virtue of which the

mand may plaintiff entered, &c. and was possessed thereof ; and being
be traversed so possessed, the defendants, as the servants of Green, and

by the plain-
fry

^-s commaii(J
}
committed the trespass complained of; and

*V 66 1
traversed that they were the servants of E. B. Portman, and

by his command committed the said trespass in manner and

form as in the plea mentioned. To this replication there was

a demurrer, assigning for special causes, that though the

plaintiff has by his replication admitted that the said dwelling-
house was the soil and freehold of E. B. Portman as alleged

in the plea ; yet by his replication he has stated that Green

demised the said dwelling-house to the plaintiff to hold as

therein mentioned, without shewing any legal title in Green so

to do. And also for that the plaintiff by his replication has

admitted the said dwelling-house to be the soil and freehold of

E. B. Portman, but has not deduced any title from him to

Green to enable Green to make the supposed demise to the

plaintiff: and also for that the plaintiff has traversed and endea-

voured to put in issue an immaterial fact, and no material

issue can be taken on the same. In support of these objections,

Scarlet now argued that the fact of Portman's commandO

alleged in the plea was not traversable, and cited Trei'ilian v.

[ 67 ] Pyne (a), where the distinction was taken between replevin and

trespass quare clausum fregit : in the latter it was said that if

the defendant justify, and allege freehold in another by whose

(fl) 1 Salk. 107.

command
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command he entered, the plaintiff cannot traverse the com- J809.

mand, because it would admit the rest of the plea to be true, CHAMBERS
namely, that the freehold was in that other, and not in the

against

plaintiff; which would be sufficient to bar the action, whether DoxALDSOH
the defendant entered by his command or not. But that it was

otherwise in replevin, which was the case in judgment ; for

there as none but the landlord has a right to enter for the pur-

pose of distraining, the command is important. It is clear that

if soil and freehold in another were pleaded in bar and found

for the defendant, it wouid be a good defence to this action ;

and its the same thing if the plaintiff, by traversing the com-

mand, admits the title in another, and thereby shews that he

has no right of action. Trespass being a possessory action, it

is sufficient for the plaintiff to declare in the first instance on

his actual possession ; but if a superior title in another be

pleaded, he must then shew title to his possession. If the plain-
tiff declared that the soil and freehold was in A., and that B.

gave him leave to enter, and that C., the defendant, entered

upon him (the plaintiff) and turned him out ; the plaintiff

would by his own shewing appear to have no title to maintain

the action : but that is the same case with the facts now ap-

pearing upon the whole record. [Bayley J. Is not actual pos-
session sufficient to maintain the action against a wrong-doer?]
That must be taken in its legal sense ; that the law presumes
the actual possessor to be the rightful one until the contrary
be shewn ; but here the contrary is shewn ; for when title is

admitted in another, which entitles him to the possession, the

plaintiff himself appears to be a trespasser, and therefore can-
f 68 1

not maintain the action on his own wrongful possession. 2dly,
He objected that the plaintiff in his replication had derived

title to a particular estate in the premises from Green, without

shewing the commencement of that estate, as he ought to have

done, according to the rule of pleading laid down in Silly v.

Dally (a),
"

that the commencement of all particular estates

ought to be shewn in pleas, avowries, &c." And this rule holds

not only in pleas in bar, but in all the subsequent pleadings.
Here it was not even averred generally that Green had a

right to demise to the plaintiff. [Bayley J. The purpose of

the replication is to identify the defendant with Green ; for if

(a) 1 Ld. Ray. 331.

E 3 Green
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1809. Green were estopped by his demise from disputing the plain-

tiff's right to the possession, then the defendant, acting byCHAMBERS ' 6
.

J

against
*ne command ot Green, would also be estopped. In that view

DONALDSON the plaintiff insists that it is immaterial what was the com-

mencement of Green's estate. [Lord Ellenborough C. J. All

the cases wherein it is stated that the party pleading- must

shew the commencement of the particular estate are where

he claims an interest out of that estate : but here no interest

is claimed of the particular estate, but it is pleaded merely
to set up an estoppel against the defendant, who has pleaded
liberum tenementum in another.] He then put the case that

Green might be the servant of Portman, and have permitted
the plaintiff to enter as tenant upon the premises, without

authority of his master ; and might afterwards have entered

upon the plaintiff by such authority : then by not stating the

commencement of Green's estate, the plaintiff would give no

opportunity to the defendant to traverse the material fact.

[ 69 J Holroyd, contra, on the first point. The command may be

traversed ; and what is stated by way of inducement as to the

title of Green, and as against Green and those who justify-

under him, cannot vitiate that traverse. The very principle
laid down in Trerilian v. Pyne shews that the command may
be traversed

;
for as against a wrong-doer, a plaintiff may

maintain trespass whether he have title or not, as in Graham
v. Peat (a). No sound distinction can be shewn in that respect
between trespass and replevin ;

which latter was the case in

judgment ; and there it was held traversable ; and the dis

tinction taken as to trespass was extrajudicial and mistaken.

Since it has been settled that trespass will lie upon mere pos-

session against a wrong-doer, the plaintiff, by traversing the

command, and admitting pro hac vice the soil and freehold

to be in Portman, does not admit that he has no cause of

action ; for though it were true that Portman had a right to en-

ter upon the plaintiff, yet if the defendant had no such right

the plaintiff may still maintain this action upon his actual pos-

session against a wrong-doer. Suppose (which is the fact) that

Green had taken a long building lease under Portman, and

after letting to the plaintiff, had employed the defendant to

(a) 1 East, 244. and vide Harkcr v. Birkbeck, 3 Burr. 1563.

enter
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enter upon him; if he could thus set up the title of Port- 1809.

man, which is unknown to the plaintiff, he would thereby be
,. .

J
.... .. ... ,

* CHAMBERS
enabled to trespass with impunity upon his own lessee.

against
This shews the materiality of the command which is tra- DONALDSON

versed. Two things must concur to constitute a defence

under the plea of liberum tehementum, namely, superior title

in another, and that the defendant entered by command

of that other: both must be pleaded, then why in com-

4
mon sense may not both be traversed? In Cary v. Holt () [ 70 ]

the

(a) This was cited from iStra. 1238. where it is very shortly re-

ported. The following note of that case is from Mr. Ford's MS.

GARY against HOLT, M. 19 Geo.2. Trespass for breaking and

entering the plaintiff's cellar. The defendant pleads that the place

where, &c. is a copyhold tenement, parcel of the manor of Hampstead,
and demised and demiseable from time immemorial at the will of the

lord, according to the custom, &c., and that the lord, at a court held

llth Nov. 1721, granted a messuage, of which the cellar is parcel, to

the defendant ; and that by virtue thereof she entered, &c. and so jus-

tifies the entry, &c. The plaintiff replies that the defendant entered of

her own wrong; and traverses that the cellar at the time when, &c.

was parcel of the said customary messuage. Demurrer, and joinder

in demurrer.

Laicson insisted that the replication was ill, because the plaintiff

neither sets out a title in himself, nor traverses the defendant's in a

material pnrt. Yelv. 173,4. Priestly v. White, 6 Co. 24. Read's case,

Cro. Eliz. 30. Heringv.BlacJclow, 2 Lutw. 1337. 1342. Meritons

v. Benn and Others, & Co. 66. Crogate's case. That the plaintiff ad-

mits by his traverse that the cellar once was parcel, but not so at the

time of the trespass ;
for by traversing that the cellar at the time

when, &c. was not parcel of the customary messuage, he admits that

it once was, and therefore ought to have shewn how seised. That the

defendant's title is not put in question, but only whether the cellar is

parcel, &c.; which is an immaterial issue. 1 Roll. Rep. 4,6. Lee's

case, Cro. Car. igo. Shepherd's case.

Stracey, e contra, insisted that this was an action of trespass in nature

of a possessory action, founded entirely upon the possession, and there-

fore not necessary to sot out a title. 18 Ed. 4.fol. 10. p. 21. Trespass;
the defendant, as here, made title to the place where, &c., which the

plaintiff denied, without shewing any title in himself; and it was held

good and sufficient, because where the plaintiff traverses the defendant's

!: ! title,
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180$. the defendant in trespass made title and gave colour to the

P
"

plaintiff,who replied de injuria, &c. and traversed the *title set

against ou^ by ^ie defendant, without shewing any in himself; and this

DONALDSON was held good, as laying the defendant's title out ofthe case ;

*[ 71 ] and

title, it would be unnecessary to shew any title in himself; for posses-

sion is sufficient title against a wrong-doer. Vin. Abr. tit. Trespass,

281, 2. E. per totum. The true distinction seems to be between action

real, and personal actions. As to what is objected, that the traverse

was immaterial, he insisted that the traversing the locus in quo, c.

to be parcel, &c. was the most material part of the plea, and puts the

title in question ; for when the defendant makes title to the cellar as

parcel of the customary tenement, what can be more material than

to deny it to be parcel, &c. The cases which have been cited in sup-

port of the objections do not come up to the present case. In Yelv.

174. the plaintiff not only omitted setting out a title in himself but

likewise denying the defendant's title. The same answer to Lee's case

in 1 Roll. Rep. 4,6. The plaintiff traverses the command, which is

perfectly immaterial, and not traversable without traversing the title.

So as to Crogate's case; the plaintiff replied cle injuria sua propriti,

&C- but the plaintiff here likewise denies the cellar to be parcel, c.

LEE C. J. The exceptions to the replications are two ; 1st, That

the defendant has shev.'n title by grant from the lord, and therefore it

was not sufficient for the plaintiff to traverse that, without shewing a

title himself. But although i hat rule maybe good in general in real

actions, yer it is otherwise in trespass ; because in that case possession

is the plaintiff's iitle, and the material thing to traverse is the defend-

,ant's title. And so it is held expressly in Cro.Eliz.6ll. Knight v.

Lodge ; and the same distinction taken between real and personal ac-

tions. Cro. El. 891. House v. Laxton. 2d, That (he traverse is too nar-

row ; because it only denies that the cellar at the time when, &c. was

parcel, &c.; which seems to admit that it once was parcel, and yet does

not shew how severed. But in this action the only material thing in

question is, Whether it was parcel at the time when, c.; for the

plaintiff was only to maintain his right to the possession at that time,

and if not parcel at the time when, &c. the traverse maintains the

action.

WRIGHT J. agreed with the Chief Justice, and cited Cro. El. 288.

Justice Tanner v. Fisher; that in trespass it is sufficient to deny the

defendant's title, without shewing a title in himself ; and the same dis-

tinction is there taken between real and personal actions.

D.N-
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and then it stood upon the plaintiff's possession, which was .1809.

enough against a wrong-doer. The only principle on which

a plea of liberum tenementum (a), which is anomalous, can
against

proceed is, that it puts the plaintiff on shewing his right to the DONALDSON

possession; for if title be pleaded in another, and that the de-

fendant entered by command of that other, it puts the right of

possession, as well as the possession itself, out of the plaintiff

by the very act for which he seeks to recover ; but if the other

party had no title, or the defendant who entered had no au-

thority from him, such entry did not devest the possession of

the plaintiff. Title may be given in evidence under the ge-

neral issue (V), and that the defendant entered on the plaintiff

by command of the person entitled(c); and if so, surely the

command may be traversed if pleaded ; for if not traversable,

it need not be proved ; which is contrary to the current of

authorities. The only case which bears against the plaintiff is

Witham v. Barker (d) ; but that case has been much shaken [ 73 ]

by Lord C. J. JVilles in Lambert v. Strooiher(e), where the

general subject was very fully discussed. Then, 2dly, if the

command may be traversed, what is alleged in the replication

with respect to Green, is mere inducement and will not hurt.

DENNISON J. 10 Ed. 4. 9- Distinction between trespass and real

actions. Gosling v. William, 5 Geo. (1). Trespass for breaking

plaintiff's close. The defendant justified under a fcoifment from the

Duke of Beaufort, and gave the plaintiff colour. The plaintiff re-

plied, that the defendant entered, ike. of his own wrong, and traversed

the fcoffment. And upon a demurrer, the replication was held well ;

because the defendant's title was denied, and the plaintiff's possession,

sufficient. As to the 2d objection, unless the cellar is parcel of the

messuage, the defendant's title is out of his case. If the lord had

granted a cellar, the plaintiff must have denied it; but here he has

only said that he granted the messuage with its appurtenances; and

if the grant had been denied, such traverse would have tried nothing

material.

So Judgment for the Plaintiff.

(1) Fortes. Rep. 378.

(a) Vide Lambert v. Stroothcr, Willes' Rep. 222.

(A) Doddv. Kyffin, 7 Term Rep. 354. and Argent v. Durrani,
8 Term Rep. 403. and the cases there cited.

(0 Gilb. Li-id. 258. (d) Yd. 147. (c} Willes, 221.

The
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Tlie plaintiff does not make title to himself; if he did, the

_,

" "

general rule as to pleading particular estates would apply : but

asainst here it would have been sufficient to have said that the defen-

DOSALDSON dant entered ofhis own wrong and without the cause assigned,

and all the rest is surplusage ; and there is no repugnancy.

Scarlett, in reply, observed of the case of Graham v.

Peat (a), the latest on this subject, that it did not contradict

the principle he had contended for. There the title was shewn

to be in the rector, under whom the plaintiff himself claimed

by lease ; and though that lease were void by the statute 13

Eliz. c. 20. for non-residence ; yet if the rector did not dis-

pute the possession ofthe plaintiiT, he was in at least by licence

of the person entitled, if not tenant from year to year by the

payment of rent
; and therefore still had a lawful possession.

But here title is shewn in another, and nothing is stated to

shew a lawful possession in the plaintiff.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C.J. The position which is laid

down in Trevilian v. Pi/ne, and which has certainly been the

general opinion, that upon a plea to an action of trespass, of

liberum tenementum in another by whose command the de-

fendant entered, the command is not traversable, comes now
for the first time that I am aware of, to be questioned in a court

[ 74 ]
of law. That opinion was indeed delivered extrajudicially,

for the case in judgment was in replevin, and the Court de-

cided that the command there was traversable, because the

possession of the place where the goods were taken was not the

material point, but the right of the party to take the goods ;

but certainly in trespass the possession of the place is mate-

rial. Now, however, that the position comes to be judicially

questioned, it is necessary to examine the foundation on which

it rests. And unless the command be traversable, it will be

sufficient for a mere wrong-doer, who has invaded the quiet

possession of the plaintiff, to plead title in another, and an

authority from him ; although that other himself did not

question the plaintiff's possession. Nay the argument might
be pushed further, and it might be contended that the same

defence could be set up against a plaintiff who had been in

possession for 20 years; and this monstrous consequence
would ensue, that the wrong-doer would protect himself under

(n) 1 East, v!-U.

a title
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a title which the party himself could not assert in any posses- 1809.

sory action. But since it has been settled in subsequent cases,

as in Graham v. Peat (), and Harker v. Birkbeck (6), that
against

trespass maybe maintained by a person in possession against DONALDSOK

a wrong-doer, we are called upon to strip the wrong-doer of

this shield. And unless such a plea can be gotten rid of by

traversing the command, this absurdity will follow, that if title

be given in evidence under the general issue, the command

may be traversed in evidence, as in Graham \.Peat', when,

if the command be pleaded, with title in another, it is not to

be traversed. The position, then, standing upon no decided

case, but only laid down extrajudicially, and having been con-

tradicted in effect by subsequent decisions with which it is in-

consistent, we are brought back to consider what the rule was [ 75 ]

before on principles of law and common sense ; and if the

defendant plead soil and freehold in himself, and the plaintiff

cannot shew in reply any right to the possession against him
;

that will be sufficient : but if he plead soil and freehold in

another, he must also shew that he had the authority of that

other, and therefore such authority is traversable.

GROSE J. It has always puzzled me to discover any reason

why the command might not be traversed as well as the soil

and freehold of another in a plea of this description ;
for both

constitute one defence : and also why it should not be tra-

versed as well upon a special plea as denied under the general
issue. There is no other case where the same defence may be

made on the general issue and on special plea, that the same

answer cannot be given to both. The good sense of the

thing clearly is that the command should be traversable in the

one case as well as it may be disproved in the other. I could

never reconcile the opinion in Salkeld, and the practice, which

has certainly prevailed in conformity to that, with the rule

and practice of law in cases where the same defence was set

up under the general issue : and I am glad that the question
has at last been judicially raised, that it may be decided ac-

cording to principles of law and sense.

LR BLANC J. The Court are called upon to determine be-

tween two contradictory rules, both of which are said to be

rules of law ; one of them is, that on a plea of liberum tene-

(a) I East, 244. (6) Burr. 1 563.

meutura
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mentum in another, and that the defendant entered by his

CH M BERS oomman^> that* command is not traversable : the other is, that

against possession is sufficient to maintain trespass quare clausumfre-

DONALDSON git against a wrong-doer. Both these rules cannot stand : for

[ 70 J jf tne latter be true, the plaintiff must be permitted to shew
how the defender is a wrong-doer, by shewing that notwith-

standing another may have a better title than the plaintiff, yet
that the defendant had no authority from that other to make
the entry complained of. If it could have been shewn to be a

good plea in trespass, that the freehold was in a third person,
without going on to state that the defendant entered by the

command of that person, there would have been weight in the

argument : but both those facts are always stated in the plea,

and are considered to be necessary to constitute the justifica-

tion : and it would be absurd indeed that several facts should

be stated in the plea as necessary to constitute the entire de-

fence, if the plaintiffcould not traverse any of those facts which

he pleased. To shew the monstrous consequence of such a

doctrine, consider what must be the situation of persons who
have been long in undisturbed possession of their houses held

under sub-lessees and others, through various mesne assign-

ments, with all which they may be unacquainted : if such pos-

sessions, especially in this metropolis, where the ground land-

lords, whose property is of great extent, are generally well

known, were trespassed upon by wrong-doers, who could

protect themselves by pleading soil and freehold in the ground

landlord, and that they entered by his command ; if the fact

of such command could not be traversed, and the possessors

were obliged to derive title from the ground landlord, all

these persons would be precluded from standing upon their

possession against mere wrong-doers.

[ 77 ] BAYLEY J. The question is, whether a mere wrong-doer,
when sued for a trespass upon the possession of another, has a

right by this mode of pleading to call upon him to set out his

title. If the command of the person in whom soil and freehold

is pleaded may be traversed, then no other than the person
who has the title to the freehold can compel the party in pos-
session to shew his own title to that possession ; but if the com-

mand be not traversable, then every wrong-doer may call on

the party in possession to make that disclosure. Trespass is

now
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now understood to be a possessory action ; but it must cease 180p.

to be so, if every wrong-doer could in this manner oblige the
CnAMBEUS

party in possession to set out his title.
against

Judgment for the Plaintiff. DONALDSON

The KING against GABOBIAN.
April 26th.

was an information in nature of a quo warranto, Assuming

callino- upon the defendant to shew by what authority he t
}

iat Ullder

the stat 1 1

claimed to be mayor of the borough of Saltash in the county ^ j c "4. an
of Cornwall. The defendant pleaded that by charter of the election be-

14 G. 3. the king granted to the village of Saltash to be and gan atacor-

remain a free borough, and that the persons therein named Porat
^

lliect-

inji whcrcfit
should be incorporated by the name of the mayor and free

t ê mayor
burgesses of the borough of Saltash : that one of the aldermen presidedmay
should be mayor : and * that six other free burgesses of the ke complet-

n 1
* f

inhabitants of the borough besides the mayor, to wit, seven u-'
1

"^
3

capital free burgesses of the inhabitants of the borough, j,)cr himself

should be the aldermen and council of the borough : that the pending the

mayor, aldermen and free burgesses, or the major part of proceeding,

them, should every year in September, on the Saturday next
p-p-i^eney

before the feast of St. Matthew, assemble themselves in the O f tae next

Guildhall, &c.; and being so assembled, the mayor and in place and

aldermen, or the major part of them, should nominate and order to him;

put in election for mayor two of the aldermen, and there
Question

should continue together, or in due manner should adjourn arose upon

themselves, until the mayor, aldermen, and free burgesses
&c Tlo^ 1 ot

aforesaid, or the major part of them then and there as-
a
?? f

r

|h

011

sembled, should have elected one of those two aldermen mayor as

so put in election to be mayor for one year after the presiding of-

said feast of St. Matthew then next following ; and that he ficer decided

should be sworn in yearly on the feast of St. Matthew before / ^{^and
thereupon the remaining votes being equal, he declared the same, and that no
election could be made, and thereupon ordered the meeting to be dissolved ; and
no objection was made at the time, nor any notice given to the electors present
that any of them intended to proceed in the election notwithstanding the decision

(which turned out to be erroneous), but after suffering the mayor and many of

the freemen to depart, without notice, the rest who remained together proceeded
to complete the election : held that such election was void even under the sta-

tute, as a surprize and fraud on the other electors.

the *
[ 78 ]
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J 809. the last mayor his predecessor, or in his absence before two

other aldermen, and in default of the mayor and aldermen,

t
then before four or more free burgesses inhabitants of the

GABORIAN. borough, &c.; which charter was accepted. The plea then

stated that no election was made of a mayor on the charter-

day in the year 1806 ; nor was any election of such officer

made upon the day next after the expiration ofthe time within

which such election ought to have been made, or otherwise,

pursuant to the direction of the statute (11 G. 1. c. 4.) And

thereupon afterwards on the 24th of November 1806 a writ of

mandamus issued, commanding the mayor and burgesses on

the 20th ofJanuary 1807 to assemble at the Guildhall within

the borough, and then and there proceed to the election of a

mayor for the residue of the year from the feast of St. Matthew

[ 79 J then last past, according to the charter, and pursuant to the

statute, and to administer the oath of office, &c. to the person
elected mayor : which writ was delivered to the mayor and

burgesses ; and public notice ofthe time and place of meeting

given. That on the said 20th of January, James Butler then

being mayor and alderman, John Bullerjustice and alderman,

J.Cleveland, R.Hickes, J. Gaborian, S, Drew, andP.Spicer,
aldermen, and 13 others named free burgesses duly assembled

at the Guildhall for the purpose of proceeding to the said

election, and the said Hickes, Gaborian, Spicer, and Dreze,

aldermen, being the major part of the said mayor and alder-

men, nominated and put in election for mayor the said Hickes

and Gaborian, aldermen, inhabitants and residents in the bo-

rough. That after Gaborian had been so nominated and put
in election, the said James Buller, together with John Buller

and Cleveland, quitted the Guildhall, and absented themselves

from the said assembly ; but Hickes, Gaborian, Drew, and

Spicer, aldermen, and the said 13 free burgesses continued

together; and thereupon Hickes, who was then the nearest

person present in place and office to the said James and John

Buller who so absented themselves, presided at the said as-

sembly : and such remaining aldermen and burgesses then and

there proceeded in the same election, and named and elected

Gaborian to be mayor, pursuant to the statute, who then and

there in the absence of the said James Buller the last mayor,
and
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and the said John Buller, who had so absented themselves, 1809.

took the oath of office before Hickes and Drew, two of the

aldermen, pursuant to the statute,- and was thereupon duly against
admitted to the said office : by means of which premises the GABOJUAN.

defendant claimed to be mayor.
The replication took several issues, 1. That Spicer at the

time of the supposed nomination was not an alderman. 2. E 80 J

That the major part of the mayor and aldermen did not nomi-

nate and put in election Hickes and Gaborian to be mayor.
3. That Hickes was not the nearest person then present in

place and office to James and John Buller, 4. That Hickes

did not preside at the said assembly. 5. That Hickes, Gabo-

rian, Drew, and Spicer, and the 13 free burgesses named did

not name and elect Gaborian to be mayor pursuant to the

directions of the statute. And G. That Gaborian did not take

the oath of office, and was not duly admitted to the said office

according to the statute. Upon the trial of these issues a spe-

cial verdict was afterwards found, which, with respect to the

first issue, stated certain facts relating to the due election of

Spicer as an alderman, which were before stated and discussed

in the case of The King v. Hawkins (a), and the decision of

the court having been there given upon them, no further ar-

gument was had upon that point.

With respect to the 2d, 5th, and 6th issues, thejury found,

that on the 20th of January 1807 James Buller, the mayor,
John Buller, the justice, Cleveland, Hickes, Gaborian, and

Drew, four of the aldermen, and also Spicer claiming to bean

alderman as aforesaid, and several of the free burgesses, as-

sembled in the Guildhall, in obedience to the writ of manda-

mus mentioned in the plea, commanding the mayor and free

burgesses to proceed to the election and swearing in of a

mayor for the residue of the year. That James Buller,

the mayor, presided at such assembly, and he, together with

John Buller, the justice, and Cleveland, nominated and put in

election for mayor the said John Buller and Cleveland, two of

the aldermen ; that Hickes, Gaborian, and Drew nominated

and put in election for mayor the said Hickes and Gaborian,

(a) Ante, 10 East, 211.

for
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180p. for whom also Spicer as alderman tendered his vote,
* but it

was rejected by the presiding mayor. That the mayor then de-

asainst
dared that the nomination being

1

equal, no election could be

GABORIAN. come to, and directed proclamation to be made for dissolving
*

[ 8 1 ] the said assembly. That no objection was made, nor was any

request made to him to stay and proceed in the election ; and

proclamation was accordingly made for dissolving the assembly

by one of the town Serjeants, and immediately afterwards the

mayor, the justice, and Cleveland, and several of the free bur-

gesses, and also the town-serjeants, went away and left the

Guildhall
;
but Hickes, Drew, Gaborian, and Spicer, and se-

veral of the free burgesses remained and continued in the said

hall. That after the mayor, the justice, Cleveland, and part of

the free burgesses had so left the hall, Pitches, being the nearest

person then present in place and office to James and JohnBul-

Jer, took the chair and presided, and the several aldermen and

free burgesses who so remained in the hall proceeded to the

election of a mayor out of one of the persons who had been so

put in nomination as aforesaid, and gave their votes for the

defendant Gaborian to be mayor. That the town clerk then

and there, before Hickes the presiding officer and Drew, ad-

ministered the usual oaths of office to the defendant. That a

return to the mandamus was made by the mayor, the justice

and Cleveland, and the several free burgesses who left the hall

with them, stating (in substance) that at the meeting assem-

bled in pursuance of the writ for the nomination and election

of a mayor, three of the aldermen present had nominated and

put in election John Duller and Cleveland, and the remaining
three aldermen (excluding Spicer) had nominated and put in

election Hickes and Gaborian ; but that no aldermen of the

borough were by the major part of the mayor and aldermen

r 82 ]
nominated or put in election for mayor. And that another

return to the mandamus was also made by the said aldermen

and free burgesses who voted for the defendant; stating (in

substance) that the mayor, aldermen, and free burges ses as-

sembled at the Guildhall on the 20th of January 1807, and

that the mayor and aldermen having nominated and put in

election for mayor Gaborian and Hickes, two of the aldermen,

did then and there name and elect Gaborian into the office of

mayor, according to the charter, and pursuant to the statute,

and
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and afterwards on the same day, by and before the said IIicA.es 1809.

and Drezv another of the aldermen, in the absence of the last
,

i. , ,..,..,, , ,. . The KINO
mayor, did swear him into his office, pursuant to the directions aeainst
of the statute. But whether or not Spicer at the time of the GABORIAN.

supposed nomination in the plea mentioned was an alderman

of the borough : or whether or not the major part of the mayor
and aldermen nominated and put in election for mayor the

said Hickes and Gaborian : or whether or not Ilickes, Gabo-

rian, Drew, and Spicer, and the several free burgesses named,
did elect Gaborian to be mayor, pursuant to the directions of

the statute : or whether or not Gaborian were duly sworn into

office, according- to the statute ; the jurors pray the advice of

the Court, and find those issues accordingly. And as to the

3d issue, the jury find that Hickes at the time in the plea men-

tioned was the nearest person then present in place and office

to James and John Bul/er, the mayor and justice. And as to

the 4th issue, they find' that Hickes did preside at. the said

assembly, as alleged in the defendant's plea.

A. Bailer for the prosecution, upon the facts found in regard
to the 2d, 5th, and 6th issues, touching the nomination, elec-

tion, and swearing in of Gaborian to the office of mayor, con-
[ 83 ]

tended that his title was invalid, upon the authority of The

King v. Buller and Another (a), where an application having-

been made by the present defendant, claiming to be mayor
under this election, for a mandamus to the then late mayor
and deputy mayor to deliver up to him the insignia of his of-

fice ;
the Court were of opinion that the election, having been

completed after the departure of the presiding officer who

formed an integral part of the elective assembly, was void.

[Lord EHenborough C.J. observed that the question was not

raised there upon the stat. 11 G. 1. c. 4., whether if the mayor

did not preside, the next in order could not preside and make

it a due election.] He then contended that this was not a

good election under the statute. The object of the statute

was to prevent the dissolution of corporations, and it points

out two methods of proceeding in case the charter-day has been

slipped without an election
;

either to proceed to the election

on the next day, (excepting Sundcn/,} or on a day appointed by

a writ of mandamus, on motion for that purpose : and in either

(a) 8 East, 3 89.

VOL. Xf. F
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1 809. case if the mayor, or other chief officer who ought regularly to

preside at and hold such election, be present and preside at
The Kixo

,
...

against "ie same the election is to proceed and be made in the man-

GABORIAK. ner warranted by the charter or usage. But if the mayor or

other chief officer be absent, then the nearest person then

present in place and office to the person so absenting him-

self shall preside in the elective assembly, and shall have the

same, power and authority in all respects therein as belongs
to the mayor or other chief officer, for doing any act ne-

cessary to be done in order to such election. On this oc-

casion the mayor did preside ;
the election was proceeded

[ 84 ] upon in due form before him ; but the votes being in his

opinion, (however erroneous,) equal for the several candidates

to be put in nomination, he declared that no election could be

had, and directed proclamation to be made for dissolving the

assembly ; which was accordingly done, no objection being
then made. Then after his departure no other presiding
officer could continue that election, which had been begun
under the presidency of the mayor ; for the statute no where

authorises two different presiding officers for the same election.

The concluding words in the first clause,
"

or for doing any
other act necessary to be done in order to such election,"

merely relate to the proceedings before the presiding officer,

whoever he may be. The 4th section directs the oath of office

to be taken " before such officer (singulariter) as shall pre-

side at such election in pursuance of this act ;" and therefore

only contemplates one presiding officer atone election; and if

there were two in fact, it would be difficult to say before which

of them the oath was to be taken. The statute has not provided
for the case of the mayor going away during the election, but

left that to be corrected by the power of this Court. This

case therefore must be governed by the rules of the common

law, by which it is clear that this election could not have been

supported. And for this purpose he referred to a MS. note of

Mr. Justice Clive. of what was said b\ Fortescite J. in Machell

v. Nevinson (//), which was just before the statute. Supposing
however

() MACIIELL r. XKVINSOX, E. 10 Ceo. 1. B. R. MSS. Clire J.

(amongst the MSS. of the late Mr. Justice Butter.}

Upon non elect us returned by the same defendant (Xrcinson) to

Another mandiimus to sn'car in J. S. to the office ni' common council-
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however there could be successive presiding officers for the 180<).

election of the same officer on the same day ;
he contended

~

The KING
tnat

against
G

man, the case upon evidence appeared to be thus. There being a

vacancy of three common councilmen, the defendant, being mayor,

proceeded to an election of three others in their room, which was

accordingly done. There was a bye-law in this borough, by which

the day of electing a mayor was fixed, but no certain day appeared to

be settled for electing any other officer of the borough, only it had

been the general custom to fill up such offices in the corporation as

were vacant the same day the election of the mayor was ; and con-

trary to it, the defendant having filled up the vacancy in the common

council before the day of the election of the mayor, summoned the

members of the corporation to meet and elect a mayor ; and when they

were assembled, one of the members told the defendant that there

were vacancies in the common council, and proposed to him to fill up
those vacancies before they proceeded to elect a mayor. In answer to

this the defendant declared that he had only summoned them to elect

a mayor, and that they could not elect any other officer, for there was

no vacancy, and that he had already filled up those offices. Notwith-

standing this declaration of the mayor, nine of the common council-

men, which was a majority, withdrew (as the custom was) into the

common council chamber, and signed a paper, by which they de-

clared that they elected /. S, into the office of common councilman

and tendered this paper to the defendant, who refused to accept it.

J. S. having brought his mandamus to be sworn into this office,

Upon the trial it was insisted for the defendant that this election of

J. S. was void
;
for there could be no election but upon a public pro-

posal by the mayor for that purpose, but this election was even in op-

position to his direction and express declaration. It was said that it is

incident to the office of mayor to direct and regulate the proceedings,

and when he gives directions to proceed to a certain election, it is in

the nature of a charge to them, and they cannot undertake any other

matter than what he proposes. That they are confined by his direc-

tions, and they might as well elect in the absence of themayor as elect

when he hath prohibited them. And another objection was that the

election wus made in another room, and not in the; presence of the

mayor, and therefore void. It was answered that tin- corporate body

being lawfully assembled, and the mayor presiding, the majority might
direct the proceedings. That it was usual to fill up the offices that

F ?
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that the proceedings should have commenced de novo before

the second presiding officer
;
for the presidency of another

officer

were vacant upon that day before they began the election of a mayor ;

and the body being assembled for that purpose, it was not necessary

tohave directions from the mayor, and ifthat power should be allowed

to mayors it might be in the power of any mayor to dissolve the cor-

poration. This is giving the mayor a negative ; and the defendant

ought to have given an instance where the mayor hath refused the pro-

posal of the common council, and where that refusal hath been ac-

quiesced under. And as the majority concurred in this election, it

made it a corporate act, and the election was good. To the other ob-

jection it was said, that it was admitted that the presence of the

mayor was necessary to make a corporate assembly ;
and though the

members withdrew into another chamber, yet as it was only a sepa-

ration for that particular purpose, the corporate meeting still conti-

nued, and the mayor was virtually present, and presided as their head.

PRATT Ch. J. This is a void election. It appears that the day of

election of common, councilmen is uncertain
; and it appears that the

mayor hath power to propose business to the members of the corpo-

ration ; and it is so far from a new power in this mayor that it is a

power which all the mayors in England have. If a mayor was not to

have this power, every member would be making his own proposal,

which would make the greatest confusion. It it insisted that there

is a right in the common council to elect without the concurrence of

the mayor, and to iill up the vacancies in their body upon the day of

the election of the mayor; but no instance is given that the members

i
ever proceeded to an election without the direction of the mayor. In

this case the mayor acquinted them with the business of the day,

which was to elect a mayor, and refused to proceed to other business,

and gave a proper answer by saying there was no vacancy; and it

doth not alter the thing by being since found that the election, which

he intended, was not good. He cited Carlisle's case, where the elec-

tion was adjudged to be void, because the members were not assem-

bled for that purpose, and proceeded to an election not directed by the

mayor.' There is no inconvenience in allowing this power to mayors ;

for if they refuse to make elections they ouuht to be compelled, and

upon application to this Court the party may have remedy, but can-

not proceed to an election without his direction.

Powis J. agreed in all.

FOR-
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officer made it a new elective assembly. But principally he 180.9.

insisted, that as no objection was made at the time to the
rp,"7~J7~.

mayor's breaking up the assembly, the whole body must be
against

taken to have acquiesced in it : and it was a fraud upon those GABOIUA.V

of the corporators who went away with the mayor, that the

others who remained should proceed afterwards to make an

election. In this view it makes no difference that the reason

which the mayor gave for breaking up the assembly, namely,

the supposed equality of votes, upon the rejection of Spicers

vote, turned out afterwards to be bad (). This is an attempt
to support an election under the statute, which had originally

been mede under the charter, as those who concurred in it had

originally stated in their return to the mandamus.

Adamjnm. for the defendant, contended that the election

was good within the statute, having been made at an elective

assembly duly convened under the mandamus, and held before
[ 88 ]

the next person then present in place and office to the mayor,
after the mayor and his companions had absented themselves.

In this view of the case, (which the Court had intimated to

be the true question to be argued,) it was unnecessary, he said,

to endeavour to support The King v. Norris (b), which he ad-

mitted had been shaken by what had fallen from the Court

in The King v. Buller (c). The words of the statute are large

FORTESCUE J. agreed in all, and said, that if a mayor and other

members of a corporation should meet to do some corporate act, and

if they should go halfway in the business ; yet, if the mayor leaves

them; if they proceed after and make an election, it is void; for the

mayor is the person who is to preside, and as the mayor has a power
to refuse to meet, it is as illegal to proceed after he breaks up and

leaves them, as if they should proceed without being assembled by
him : and he cited IVIiitehaW's case to this point.

RAYMOND J. agreed in all, and said, if the members of a corpora-

tion are summoned to appear for one particular purpose, they cannot

proceed to any other matter without the unanimous consent of the

whole body. But if every member be present and consent, it is good ;

though they were not assembled for that very purpose. And a ver-

dict was found for the defendant.

(//) Vide Rex v. Hmd-ins, 10 East-, 211.

!/) 1 Barnard. 3S5. (c) SEiut, 39'2.

F 3 enough
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enough to include the case of a change in the presiding officer

during an election ; and such a case is expressly within the

mischief intended to be remedied. As in The King v. Pool(a\
an election began on the charter -day, and continued to the

next day by adjournment, was held good under the statute.

Whether the mayor or chief officer absent himself altogether,

or be present in the first instance when the elective assembly is

formed, and then depart before the election is concluded, it is

precisely within the same mischief; and if the remedy be not

extended to both cases, as the words are large enough to in-

clude both, the statute may be altogether evaded: for the head

officer, intending to prevent an election, will attend and hold

the court, and then depart or dissolve the meeting. But the

statute expressly provides that if the mayor absent himself,

(which includes as well an absence pending the proceedings as

an entire absence,) the person next in place and office to him
shall hold the court or preside in the meeting, and have the

same power and authority in all respects therein as belongs to the

mayor, &c. orfor doing any other act necessan/ to be done in

order to such election. These latter words were intended to meet

every contingency where the regular presiding officer should

desert or neglect, his duty, from whatever cause it may arise.

Then, as to the want of objection at the time to the mayor's

dissolving the assembly by those who remained behind, it was

not necessary to object, because the act was illegal and with-

out any authority, and he was guilty of an offence in so doing ;

or at least he acted erroneously ;
for he was bound to know

that Spicers title was good, as it was afterwards determined

to be in this court. [Lord E/Ienborough observed that it could

hardly be said that the mayor was guilty of an offence in what

he did. The validity of Spicer's election was a point of great

nicety, on which this Court deliberated; and even now the

matter is sub judice upon a writ of error. The presumption
indeed is that the mayor was wrong, and that this Court was

right ; but a court of error may ultimately think otherwise.

The pinch of the case is, that those who relied at the time on

the validity of Spicer's vote did not give notice that they meant

to proceed with the election, notwithstanding the determination

of the mayor. On the contrary they appeared to acquiesce in

(V) Per. fcirv. Harrl. 23. 'J". Cvn. 11. IX
!he
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the breaking
1

up of the meeting, and then, when the rest of 1809.

the corperators were gone away, they proceeded with the
~

election. Supposing it then to be ever so clearly established
asninst

'

that an election could be completed under one presiding of- GABOUIAN
ficer which had been begun undejr another ; how can you get
over the difficulty in this case ?] It was the duty of all to re-

main and finish the election ; and if the statute warrant and

require this, it will be a good election, ihough the parties did

not insist upon it at the time, and even though they had sup-

posed that the election was good under the charter.

Lord ELLEXBOROUGH C. J. As the Court are of opinion
with the prosecutor on the last point, it is unnecessary to hear

[ 90 ]

his counsel in reply. Assuming it to be clear, (though the

point has never been judicially decided,) that an election be-

gun under one presiding oflicer, as by the nomination of the

two persons out of whom the burgesses were to choose one,

could be completed by such choice made under another, after

the departure of the first, and the breaking up of the meeting,
as far as depended upon the act of the first presiding officer ;

the question still remains whether the election of the defend-

ant, under the circumstances which took place on this occa-

sion, can be supported. An assembly was regularly convened

for the purpose of nominating and electing a new mayor, over

which the then mayor presided. lie declared that the persons
with whom the power of nomination rests were divided 3 and

3, and consequently that no election could be made ; and

thereupon he directed proclamation to be made for dissolving

the assembly. Nobody objected at the time to all this; still

less was any notice given, that if the mayor departed, those

who chose to remain would notwithstanding proceed and

complete so much of the election as still remained to be

made : but they suffered the mayor to depart, and many of the

freemen with him, upon a supposition that no farther pro-

ceedings would be then had. This silence and acquiescence,
at the time, of those who afterwords proceeded to make an

election, operated as a surprise and fraud upon the other elec-

tors ; and therefore the election made by them under such

circumstances cannot, be borne out by the statute.
*

GROSE J. It is impossible to support an election which was

proceeded in by a part only of the electors who remained be-

F 4 hind
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*[91 ]

hind after the rest were gone away, in consequence of a dis-

solution of the assembly to which no *
objection was maple at

the time. An election so made was in fraud of those who

went away. Those who objected to the dissolution of the

assembly ought to have given notice,, that they should remain

notwithstanding, and still proceed with the election.

LE BLANC J. The election of the defendant cannot be sup-

ported on the facts here stated, either under the charter, with-

out calling in aid the statute, or on the statute. For supposing
that it was an election under the charter, and that the case of

The King v. Norris could be supported in all its parts, still

this would not be a valid election, because that case only shews

that an assembly once lawfully constituted may proceed on

the business which was begun when the mayor was present,

notwithstanding his subsequent departure: but here the busi-

ness which began under the mayor had been ended ; for the

mayor as presiding officer had decided that the votes being

equal no election could.be had ; and no objection was made
to that decision : and then he directed proclamation to be

made for dissolving the assembly ; and no objection was made
to that, nor any notice given by any persons that they meant

to proceed in making an election. Then when the mayor was

gone away, and a number of the burgesses also departed,

considering the assembly as dissolved, and the rest proceeded
to make an election

;
this was not a continuation of the busi-

ness begun before the mayor, but an attempt to continue that

which had been concluded. Then considering the case upon
the statute, and that if the mayor absent himself, the next in

place and order present may preside ; yet here the mayor did

not absent himself, but did preside, and as presiding officer

determined upon the validity of the votes, that they were equal,
and that no election could be had ; and then dissolved the as-

sembly ; and all this without any objection made at the time :

and in consequence of such dissolution of the assembly, unob-

jectecl to as it appeared, many of the freemen went away, and
then the rest of them made the election in question : this was
no election within the aid of the statute; which never meant
to protect elections made by surprize and fraud.

B.VVLEY J. I do not think that the first point made by
the prosecutor's counsel is clear. I think it is extremely pto-

"bable
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bable that the intention of the Legislature in this statute was

that iu case of the mayor's absenting himself during the elec-
Thc Kjy(.

tion, the next in place and order to him might preside and go against

on with it, and that the wrongful act of the mayor in going GAUOIUAN.

away pending the proceeding would not defeat an election

afterwards made by the body. But here the mayor presided

at the meeting, and in the course of the proceeding a fair

question arose, on which the mayor, without fraud, bona fide

as we must presume, decided that there was an equality of

votes, so that no persons could be put in nomination for the

election : and this must be taken to have been acquiesced in

at the time by there being no objection then made to it. The

meeting was then declared to be dissolved
;
on which the mayor

and two aldermen and many of the common burgesses were

suffered to depart, without notice of any objection, after which

the others proceeded and elected the defendant. This I think

was a fraud upon all those who were suffered to depart ; and

therefore the election cannot be supported.

Judgment of ouster.

[ 93 ]

The Kixc against The Inhabitants of ELVET. Wednesday,
April 26th.

TWO justices by an order removed Frances the widow of PCI

rcntin" the
John Taylor, and her five infant children, by name, from tolls and re-

Ihe township of West Ra/nton to the township of Rivet, in the biding in the

county of Durham. The Sessions, on appeal, confirmed the turnpike-

i , i c ti f< ji T> ho use erect-
order, subject lo the opinion ot the Court on tins case. 13y

j ^
,

an act of tho '><) G.3. c. 67. intitled,
" An act for paving, light- O f the com-

"
ing, watching, and regulating the streets, &c. of the ciiy of missioners

" Durham and borough of Framwelgate, and the suburbs
aPI)0>ntcdby

n . . '. , . the dO Cr. 3." thereot and streets thereto adjoining; for removing and
c^j for

"
preventing nuisances, &,c. therein ;

for widening and ren- paving,
"
dering more commodious several of the said streets, &c. lighting, and

" and for regulating and improving the markets within the
tiie streets of" said city and suburbs ;" certain commissioners are appointed Durham, and

for carrying the above purposes into effect ; and to enable for other lo-

them so to do, the act authorises them to take certain tolls,
cal ki t>cts

cannot gam
a settlement in the parish, by the general turnpike act L3 O. 3. c. St. j. ot>.

and
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ISOo. and appoint proper persons to collect them in the streets of

Durham : by the 32d clause it is provided, that if, instead of
The KIXG
against collecting the said tolls in this manner, it should appear to

The Inhabi- the commissioners more expedient to collect the same attoll-

tants of houses or turnpikes, it should be lawful for them to erect two

turnpikes on the great north road, one to the south, the other

to the north ofthe city, for the purpose of collecting the tolls ;

and that the right and property of all such turnpikes and toll-

houses should be vested in the commissioners. And the 36th

clause empowers the commissioners to lease the tolls. By
virtue of this act the commissioners erected a turnpike-gate

[ 94 ] and house for collecting the tolls at a place called Farewell

Hall, upon the great north road within Elvet, and in 1796

demised the same with the tolls to one Heather for three years,

who on the 23d of duoust 1796 leased the same bv indentureO >

to Elizabeth and John Taylor for three years, at the yearly

rent of 202/. Under this lease John Ten/lor alone entered

into the toll-gate and house, and continued to reside there

with his family, collecting the tolls for the said term. The

tolls were collected and appropriated to the general purposes
of the act. Neither the tolls, nor the gatehouses, nor the

respective lessees were assessed to the poor's rate. The Ses-

sions were of opinion that the said gates and toll-houses were

not such turnpike gate.? and nouses as are within the meaning
of the 56th sect, of the general turnpike act 13 G. 3. c. 84.:

and that therefore the pauper's husband acquired a settlement

in Eltet, by residing at the Farewell Hall turnpike, and rent-

ing the said tolls and gate-houses there.

By s. 56. of the general turnpike act, "no gate-keeper of
"
any turnpike roar/, or person renting the tolls thereof, and

"
residing in any toll-house belonging to the said trust," shall

be removeable from such toll-house till actually chargeable.
And no such gate-keeper, &,c. shall thereby gain anv settle-

ment.

Hullock, in support of the order of Sessions, contended that

the above-mentioned clause in the general turnpike act was

confined to toll-gate keepers, &c. appointed by the trustees

of turnpike roads to collect the tolls for such turnpike roads:

whereas the tolls !i<>re were collected by order of the commis-

sioner* appointed h v a local art for various local purposes,

amongst
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amongst others for repairing the streets of the city ofDurham,
and not for the repair of *

turnpike roads within the meaning
of the general turnpike act.

Litlledale contra was stopped.
Per Curiam. There is no difference in effect, thousrh theo

appellation of turnpike road does not occur in the local act :

the one is a stone road, and the other a gravel road: and every

character belonging to a turnpike road belongs as well to this.

The commissioners are trustees for the repair of the roads :

and this case is within the prohibition of the 56th clause in

the general turnpike act.

Order of Sessions quashed.

1809.

The Ki*o

against
The Inhabi-

tants of

ELVET.

*[ 95 ]

The KING against The Inhabitants of CHRISTOWE. Wednesday,

April 26th.

TJ LIZABETH PAIN, a pauper, was removed by an order A parish

of two justices from the parish of Moreton-hampstead to apprentice,

the parish of Christctce in the county of Devon. On appeal to
" ^s

the Sessions, the respondents proved a settlement by birth in her O ri final

C/iristoKe. In answer to which the appellants proved, that at master toan-

the age of7 years the pauper was bound an apprentice by the otlicr master

parish of Christowe to William Ponsford, with whom she lived ! ^,
a new

indenture of
there till she was 11 years old. Ihey then produced a written

apprentice-

puper purporting to be an assignment of the pauper by Pons- ship,without

ford to John Smith then of the same parish, with whom she reference to

lived in Christowe for some time, and afterwards lived with .
* tion ot the

him in the parish of Hennoch for several *
years till her ap- ordinal in-

prenticeship expired. The following is a copy of the said writ- denture,

ten paper legally stamped :
" This indenture made the 23d wnicl)

" of January m the 37th G. 3., &c. 1797, between Elizabeth
jaw ,j oes not

" Pain and William Ponsford of the parish of Christowe in gainasettle-
" the county of Devon, farmer, of the one part, and John ment by
" Smith of the parish and countv aforesaid, labourer, of the

scrNin ncr

~ new master," other part ; witnesseth, that the aforesaid Wm. Ponsford, as upon a
"

together with the consent and approbation of the said Eliza- constructive

service ofthe

original master under the first indenture; this being only evidence of the first mas-
ter's consent to the service with the second under a new and distinct contractor

apprenticeship.
"

bcfh * 96 i
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1805.
" beth Pain, doth put and bind the said Eliz. Pain, and by
" these presents hath put and bound the said Eliz. Pain, an

against
"
apprentice unto and with the aforesaid John Smith, with

The inhabi-
"
him, after the manner of an apprentice, to dwell, serve and

tants of << abide from the day of the date hereof until she be full 21
CUIUSTOWE

years Of age. During all which term the said apprentice
" her master faithfully shall serve, &c. (and so it proceeded
"in the common form of an indenture of apprenticeship).
" And the said J. Smith master of the said apprentice, for

" and in consideration of the sum of 5/. 10s. to him in hand
"

paid, &c. and for his good will lowards the said 'Eliz. Pain,
"

his apprentice, doth by these presents for himself, his exe-
"

cutors, &c. covenant with the said W. Pomford and Eliza-
" beth Pain to teach and instruct the said Eliz. Pain the ap-
"
prentice in all manner of housewifery work ; and also shall

"
provide for her as well in sickness as in health sufficient

"
meat, drink, and apparel, washing, and lodging, and all

" other necessaries during the said term. In witness," &c.

(Signed and sealed by Wm. Ponsford, Elizabeth Pain, and

John Smith;} and the consideration money and receipt for the

duty for the same was indorsed and acknowledged on the

back of the instrument by the proper officer. The counsel for

[ 97 ] the appellants admitted that the above instrument was not

good as an assignment of an apprentice ; but they offered it

only as evidence of the first master's consent to the pauper's

living- with the second master. It was contended on the other

hand by the counsel for the respondents, that being- void as an

assignment, which on the face of it it purported to be, it could

not be received in evidence at all : and the Court being' of

that opinion, confirmed the order.

Harris and ./}/?/, in support of the order of Sessions, con-

tended, that as this instrument was not good as an assignment
of the parish apprentice under the stat. 32 G. 3. c. 57. s. 7. it

was bad, and wholly inoperative as a new indenture of appren-

ticeship, which it purported to be. That branch of the statute,

reciting- that persons were frequently compellable to take a

greater number of parish apprentices than they could main-

tain or employ, and were therefore forced to place out or assign
them to' others ; and that it was proper that such assignment
should be legdlli/ made under the inspection and control of

the magistrates, a-^ we!! !'<.>r the benciit of the i'pp'vntk'e. a-

that
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that the original master may be discharged from his covenants :

and that it was fit that the person to whom such assignment ^
should be made, and also the apprentice, should be subject to

against
the ordinary jurisdiction of justices of the peace with respect The Inhabi-

to masters and parish apprentices : lequires the assignment of tants ot

, . -,- ., f . . ClIRISTOfc'E.
the apprentice to be in writing in the torm or to the ellect

there mentioned, with the assent of two justices under their

hands ; by which it was evidently meant to exclude any other

manner of assigning an apprentice. The parties therefore to

this instrument, which follows the old form of an indenture of

jipprenticeship under the st. 5 Eliz. c. 4. and not under the

st. 43 Eliz. c. 2. with the concurrence of the parish officers and [ 93 3

magistrates, must be taken to have contemplated an entirely

different apprenticeship from that under which the apprentice
was bound to her iirst master ; which cannot now be converted

into an assent by him that she should serve the second master

under the first indentures. And if this attempt be counte-

nanced, it will enable masters to continue to make a traffic of

their parish apprentices as before, which it was the object of

the late statute to put an end to. The instrument in question

was no continuation of the original apprenticeship, but formed

an entirely new engagement, which neither the first master

nor the apprentice was competent to enter into.

East, contra, insisted that the question must be considered

the same since the act of the 32 G. 3. as it was before under

the stat. 43 Eliz. c.2, It, was equally incompetent to the first

master towhom a parish apprentice was bound under the stat.

43 Eliz. legally to assign such apprentice without the consent

of the parish officers, parties to the binding, as it is now under

the stat. of G. 3. without the concurrence of the magistrates;

and without such consent and concurrence the original bind-

ing remains in full force under the one statute as well as the

other: but yet it has been decided in a long train of cases,

that the assignment of a parish apprentice, whether by parol
or in writing, though void under the slat, of Elizabeth, as

made without the concurrence of the parish officers, is yet

good to confer a settlement on the apprentice serving the se-

cond master in another parish, on the ground of the particular

consent of the first master to the service of the apprentice with

the second ; which in contemplation of law is to be considered

as a virtual service of the first master. And he referred par- [ 99 ]

liciilarlv
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ISOp. ticularly to the cases of Rex\. St. George Hanover Square(a'),

Rex v. Tatistock (6), Rex v. St.Petrox (c), J?ex v. Clapham (</),
1

'. and Castor v. Aides (e); all of which were cases of parish ap-

The Inhabi- prentices assigned in fact, but without proper authority, who
tants of nevertheless gained settlements by serving the masters to

CIJRISTOWE w]lom they were so assigned, as serving them by the consent

of the original masters ; notwithstanding the same objection

in substance was raised in each of those cases as here. In the

first of those cases, Lord Hardizicke, who at first was in favour

of the objection, ultimately concurred in overruling it ; saying

that they must lake the apprentice to have been serving in the

other parish upon the business of the first master, because lie

consented to such service. The same principle was acted upon,
and for the same reason, in Rex v. East Bridgeford(f)t though
that was not the case of a parish apprentice. And in Castor

v. Nicies it was laid down most distinctly, that though the ap-

prentice were not assignable, yet the assignment amounted to

a consent between the two masters, that the child should serve

the latter :

" So that this assignment is good by way of cove-

nant, though it be not an assignment to pass an interest."

This mode of gaining a settlement stands upon the stat. 3 JT
r
.

& M. c.ll ., which enacts that "
if any person shall be bound

an apprentice by indenture, and inhabit in any town or parish,

such binding and inhabitation shall be adjudged a good settle-

ment." Now here there is a binding subsisting in point of law

under the first indenture, and an inhabitation for the last 40

days of the apprentice by the consent in fact of her master in

[ 10Q J the parish of Hennock with Smith. Such consent is mani-

festly expressed in the instrument in question, which in its

tenor is no more than the ordinary form of an indenture of

apprenticeship ; and its inefficiency in point of law to absolve

the first master from his legal obligation to provide for his

apprentice, and to transfer the obligation to the second, can-

not make it less a consent in fact to the particular service,

which it was the very object of the instrument to enforce in

a more binding form than by mere parol.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C.J. This instrument purports to

be a new and original binding of an apprentice by indenture

() Burr. S.C. 12. (/>) Ib. 573. (c) Ib. 248. (<!} 11,. 266.

(0 1 Sulk. 68. and 1 Ld. Ran. 68G. (J'} Burr. S. ('. 153.

by
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by Ponsford to Smith : it does not recognize or refer to the 1809.

original indenture of apprenticeship as being an assignment of
~

the apprentice under that indenture; nor does Pomford against

thereby assume to have any right to assent to the apprentice The Inhabi-

serving another master under any former indenture
;
but only

tants ^

to bind her de novo. How then can I say that this was a con-

sent on his part that she should serve Smith as a continuation

of the relation of apprenticeship which she had contracted

before with him, Ponsford. This would be to intend a consent

contrary to what appears upon the face of the instrument to

have been the intention of the contracting parties. I should

be sorry to overturn the decided cases ; but it appears to me
that this is distinguishable from them ; and that there is no

case where the first master affected to bind his apprentice to

another de novo by an original indenture, in which his con-

sent to a service as under the former binding has been infer-

red : and therefore, withoul disturbing those cases, but leav-

ing them as we find then, I do not think that this instrument [ 101 ]

proved the consent of Ponsford to the service with Smith

under the original binding.

GROSE J. assented.

LE BLANC J. The leaning of the former decisions was to

support every case of settlement by implying the assent of the

first master to the service with the subsequent master; but

then it must be a consent to the service with the new master

under a recognition of the original binding; and there is no

case where the settlement has been held to be gained under

an entirely new binding by an indenture of apprenticeship :

and if we were to hold this to be sufficient, it would be carry-

ing the doctrine of constructive assent to a service under the

original binding further than any of the former cases.

BAYLEY J. In this case the apprentice never undertook

to serve the second master upen the terms of the original in-

denture of apprenticeship to the first master, nor did the first

master consent to any such service.

Orders confirmed.
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HARMAR against PjLAYNE and Another.

April 28th.

One bavin** TTHE following case was stated for the opinion of this Court

by the Lord Chancellor. By letters patent of the 20th of

March 1787, the King granted to John *Harmar (the plaintiff")

for 14 years the sole privilege of making, using and vending a

certain machine by him invented for raising a shag on all sorts

of woollen cloths, and cropping or shearing them, which toge-

duly inn lied
|]jer come under the description of dressing woollen cloths, and

also for cropping and shearing of fustians : with the usual pro-

viso or condition for avoiding the patent on failure of inrolling

a specification. In pursuance of this proviso Harmar duly in-

rolled a specification of the said invention, with drawings of the

machine in the margin thereof. On the 29th of March 1794

his majesty granted another patent to Harmar, whereby, after

said machine, reciting that Harmar had obtained letters patent of the 20th

ofMarch 1787, authorizing him to make, use, and vend his

invention of a machine for raising a shag on all sorts of woollen

cloths, &c. for 14 years ;
and further, that he had invented

considerable improvements in the said machine, for which

improvements in the said machine he prayed his majesty's let-

ters patent for the exclusive enjoyment thereof for 14 years,
usual condi- pursuant to the statute; the letters patent therefore granted

obtained a

patent for a

certain ma-

nufacturing

machine, of

which he

a specifica-

tion, after-

wards ob-

tained ano-

ther patent
for certain

improve-
ments in the

in which the

grant of the

former pa-
tent was re-

cited ; and

the latter

patent con-

tained the

tion, that it

should be

void if the

patentee did

not, within

one month,
in roll a spe-
cification

particularly

describing
find .*(</-

taiiriii<s the.

to him the sole privilege and authority to make, use, and vend

his said intention, and have the whole profit thereof. The
letters patent also contained a proviso, that it"Harmar should

not particularly describe and ascertain the nature of the said

invention, and in what manner the same was to be performed,

by an instrument in writing under his hand and seal, and

cause the same to be inrolled in the Court of Chancery within

one calendar month next and immediately after the date of

the said letters patent, then they should become void. In pur-

iiature of the suance of this proviso Harmar did in due time inroll a speci-
saidiinen- ficulion in Chancery, with drawings of the machine in the

tto/i, and in
jnai-o-j n thereof; the introductory part ofwhich f specification

"shut manner .

'

.. : , ir , v . .

; ,

the sanicu-ai
1S as '"ows : * a '^ ^c - A Ju/ni Harmar 01 bhe{/iela, send

to lie performed : held that a specification containing a full description of the rJwIe

machine so improved, but not distinguishing the new improved parts from the old

parts, or referring to the former specification, otherwise than as the second patent
recited the lirst, was;" performance of that condition.
*

[ 102 ] f [ 103 ] greeting
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"
greeting. Whereas his majesty by his letters patent dated 180<).

" the 29th ofMarch in the 34th year of his reign, hath granted
"

to me especial licence and sole privilege, &c. that I, my
against"

executors, &c. and assigns, at all times during the term of PLAYNE.
"

years therein expressed should and lawfully might make,
"

use, and vend the machine by me invented and found out for

"
raising a shag on all sorts of woollen cloths, &c. (as before)

" within England, &c.; and that I should enjoy the whole
"

profit and benefit, &c. of the said invention for 14 years
" from the date of the said letters patent, according to the
"

statute, &c. And whereas in the said letters patent there
"

is a proviso or condition, that if I John Harmar should not
"

particularly describe and ascertain the nature of the said in-

"
mention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, by

" an instrument in writing under my hand and seal, and cause
"

the same to be inrolled in Chancery within one calendar
" month next after the date of the said letters patent, then
" the said letters patent, &c. should become void. Now
" know you, that in obedience to the said letters patent, and
"

proviso, &c. I John Harmar do by these presents particu-
"

larly describe and ascertain the nature of the said invention,
*'

referring to the drawings in the margin of these presents,
" which I explain as follows." The specification then pro-

ceeds under different letters of the alphabet, corresponding
with similar letters on the drawing, to set forth a full descrip-

tion of the whole of the machine : and the specification ends

with these words :

" And I John Harmar do hereby declare
" that my said invention is intended to be worked in the man-
" ner hereinbefore particularly mentioned." It was admitted

[ 104 ]

by the defendants that the improvements for which the second

patent was granted are included in the general description of

the second or improved machine, as set forth in the specifica-

tion of tiie second patent ;
and that the second specification

does contain a full and proper description of the whole machine

in its improved state. But the second specification does not

in any manner point out or describe the improvements upon
the former machine by any verbal description, or by any de-

lineation or mark in the drawing; and which drawing is not

a representation of the improvements aknc, but of the whole

machine .in its improved state; nor are the improvements in

VOL. XI. G any
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any manner substantively and individually explained by the

second specification; nor is the machine in the improved state

contradistinguished from the state and condition of it under

the former patent by any explanation whatever, nor by any

delineation or mark in the drawing ; but what the former ma-

chine was, and what were the said improvements thereupon,

are ascertainable and appear by referring to the first specifi-

cation and the drawings thereon, and comparing the second

specification and the drawings thereon with the same. The

defendants insisted that the second specification was not a due

performance of the condition of the second patent: and the

question therefore for the opinion of the Court was, whether

the proviso or condition in the letters patent of the 29th of

March 1794 had been duly performed by the inrolment of the

said specification thereof.

Holroyd, for the plaintiff, contended that the condition had

been duly performed. The patent, and the specification refer-

ring to it, are to be construed together as one instrument, as in

Hor.nblower v. Boulton(a) ; and the second patent recites the

first, and that the patentee had invented certain improvements
in the former patent machine, for which improvements another

patent was prayed, which the king grants. The first patent

and specification being inrolled, the public must be taken to

know their contents
;
or at least the second patent, by referring

to the first, directs the party to the source from whence that

information may be obtained in the manner required by law.

The very nature of the second patent, which is for improve-
ments in a machine for which a former patent had been granted,

points to such former patent and the specification annexed:

there need not be an express reference : and by comparing the

two patents and specifications together, the party seeking for

information, as to what he may lawfully make without the licence

of the patentee, must necessarily see for what particular parts
of the improved machine the second patent was granted ; and

the patentee was not bound to state in his second specification
that which he had before stated separately in his first, and

which the subject was bound to know. A specification need

not contain every thing at length relating to the subject-mat-

ter, but may refer to other public instruments, or to general

() S Term R(p.$:>.

sources
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sources of knowledge, which every person of reasonable skill

and information on the subject may fairly be presumed to know.

There is a constant reference in these instruments to drawings
which accompany them, and without which the description of

the particular invention would not be intelligible. [LiordEllen-

borough C. J. asked whether it were meant to be contended

that a specification might refer to such and such articles in

Chambers^ Dictionary for a description of one part of a ma-

chine, and to certain other descriptions in other books for other

parts, and so on ; which would lead to great inconvenience,

and make the new invented parts described wholly unintelli-

ble to those who were not furnished with those works ; when
the object ofrequiring a specification to be inrolled seemed to

be to enable persons of reasonable intelligence and skill in the

subject-matter to tell from the inspection of the specification

itselfwhat the invention was for which the patent was granted,

and how it was to be executed.] The public must take notice at

their peril of all patents on record, and the last of them to which

the specification in question belongs refers to the other. No

person can be misled by the specification of a patent for an

improved machine describing the whole machine so improved;

it is even more convenient than merely stating what the im-

provements are
;
which would be a literal compliance with the

condition, but far less intelligible ; for such a bare method of

describing the new invention would require a much higher de-

gree of knowledge and memory of the subject-matter, and of

every former patent, than this which describes the whole com-

bination of new and old parts, forming the entire improved
machine. The patentee has only an exclusive right to the

zohoh combination for which his patent is granted, and the use

of particular parts only is no breach of his rights : the descrip-

tion therefore of the particular improvements, distinct from

the parts in general use before, would be useless to all, and

less intelligible to many. Patents were formerly considered as

injurious monopolies, and were therefore construed by the

Courts with great strictness; but now when a more liberal and

just view of the subject prevails, they are properly considered

as highly advantageous to the public, by holding out an encou-

ragement to ingenious men to disclose their inventions ; and

Lord E/don, when presiding in C. />., said, in a case ofCart-

wright \. Arnott, in Easter term 1800, in thai court, that they

G 2 were

1809.

HARMAR
against
PLAYNE.

[ 107 ]
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were to be considered as bargains between the inventors and

the public, to be judged of on the principle of keeping good
faith by making a fair disclosure of the invention, and to be

construed as other bargains.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. The difficulty which presses

most is, whether this mode of making the specification be not

calculated to mislead a person looking at it, and induce him to

suppose that the term for which the patent is granted may ex-

tend to preclude the imitation of other parts of the machine

than those for which the new patent is granted, when he can

only tell by comparing it with some other patent what are the

new and what are the old parts : and if this may be done by
reference to one, why not by reference to many other patents,

so as to render the investigation very complicated ? It may
not be necessary, indeed, in stating a specification of a patent

for an improvement, to state precisely all the former known

parts of the machine, and then to apply to those the improve-
ment ; but on many occasions it may be sufficient to refer gene-

rally to them. As in the instance of a common watch ; it may be

sufficient for the patentee to say take a common watch and

add or alter such and such parts ; describing them. And when

Lord Mansfield said () that the meaning of the specification

was that others might be taught to do the thing for which the

patent was granted, it must be understood to enable persons
of reasonably competent skill in such matters to make it; for

no sort of specification would probably enable a ploughman,

utterly ignorant of the whole art, to make a watch.

Wetherellt contra. The proviso in the second patent is ex-

press, that the patentee shall "particularly describe and ascer-

tain the nature of the said invention, (i.e. the improvements,)
and in what manner the same was to be performed, &c.: if that

condition be not performed, the patent is declared void. Now
it is not pretended that the improvements of the machine, for

which alone the second patent was granted, ate particularly de-

scribed and ascertained in the specification, but the zchole ma-

chine, including indeed those improvements, is so described,
without ascertaining the newly invented parts. But the patent
was not for the vho/e machine, but for a part only : so that no

(a) Jjiardct \. Johnson, Sittings at West minster after Hilfin/ 1778,

Rulf.Xi. Prt.Clb]

person
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person looking only to the second specification, or to that and

the patent to which it appertained, could inform himself for

what parts of the machine that patent was granted : and that

knowledge can only be acquired by looking to both the pa-

tents and specifications. Unless the alteration or addition to

an old machine be bona fide an improvement and useful (a) to

the public, the crown cannot grant a patent for it; and there-

fore it should appear upon the face of the instrument itself

what the improvement is. Mr. Justice Duller, in the case of

The King v. Arkwright (b\ lays down certain rules for the

construction of patents, under the 3d and 4th of which the ob-

jections to this patent range
"

3dly, If the specification be

in any part of it materially false or defective," the patent is

void. "
4thly, The patent must not be more extensive than the

invention : therefore if the invention consist in an addition or

improvement only, and the patent be for the whole machine

or manufacture, it is void (c)." Now here the specifica-

tion is materially defective, in not ascertaining how much
of the whole machine described is the new invention:

and though the plaintiff has not taken out this patent for

() Vide Bull. N. P. [77.], pi. 4. Rule the 4th.

(6) Sittings at Westminster after Trinity 1785. Ib.

(<) For this latter is cited (among other cases, in which it was so

ruled by Lord Mansfield}) the case of The King v. Else, Sittings at

Westminster after Michaelmas 17S5, cor. Buller J. The patent there

was for a new invented manufacture of lace called French, otherwise

Ground Lace. The specification went generally to the invention of

mixing silk and cotton thread upon the frame. On the part of the

prosecution, it was clearly shewn that, prior to the patent, silk and

cotton thread hud been used together and intermixed upon the same

frame 1

; and the defendant's counsel acknowledged the fact ; but said

he could prove clearly that the former method of using the silk and

cotton thread was quite inadequate to the purpose of making lace on

account of its coarseness, and that the defendant alone had invented

the method of intermingling them, so as to unite strength with fine-

ness. But per Buller J. It will be to no purpose. The patent claims

tin 1 exclusive liberty of making lace composed of silk and cotton thread

mixed ; not of any particular mode of mixing it : and therefore, as it

has been clearly proved and admitted that silk and cotton thread were

before mixed on the same frame for lace in some mode or other, the

patent is clearly void, and the jury must find for thecro\\n. Vrrdicl

accordingly.
G 3 the

1809.
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against
PLAYXE.
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for the whole machine, yet having obtained his patent for the

improvement of the machine, he has not made a specification of

that improvement, as he was bound by the condition of the

grant to do
;
but has made a specification larger than the pa-

tent, upon the face of which the particular improvements can-

not be ascertained. Tn Turner v. Winter (a) it was held that

if the specification were ambiguous, or gave directions which

tended to mislead the public, it avoided the patent. It is not

enough then that persons of great skill and experience may be

able to find out the invention from the specification ; but it

should be plainly stated, so that a person of reasonable know-

ledge and experience upon the subject may immediately be

made acquainted with the invention. The specification ought
to inform the public what the thing is for which the patent is

granted, and how it is to be made, and not merely inform them

where else that information is to be acquired ; for that is not

a compliance with the condition. No person applying to the

specification of one patent is bound to know that another has

been granted. If inquiry be necessary to be made for facts de-

hors the instrument itself, it is difficult to say where the line is

to be drawn: references may as well be made to dictionaries

of arts and sciences, philosophical transactions, &c. as to other

patents and specifications : the patentee is not to throw on the

party inquiring the trouble and expence and loss of time of

acquiring the knowledge of his invention by investigation and

comparison. The generality of the whole description may ren-

der it as ambiguous and diificitlt to be understood, as the too

great generality of the particular terms in Turners. Winter did.

The public may well imagine from this specification that the

plaintiff had a patent for the K/IO/C machine, when in truth it

was only for apart of it. It may be doubtful whether a direct

reference to the former specification would have sufficed
;
but

here there is no such reference ;
but the two instruments are

endeavoured to be connected through the intervention of the

second and first patents. If there were a succession of patents

for several improvements, ending at different periods, it

might be extremely difficult for a person to collect from spe-

cifications of this kind the periods when the several inventions

would be open lo the public. But the true sense of the condi-

tion is to give the public direct and complete information of

((/) 1 Ttrt, Rep. 602.

l\\e
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the manner of executing the invention, without further search 1809.

or trouble. [Le Blanc J. There lies the difficulty ; for suppose

the specification had merely described the improvements, such

as the addition of a crank or a screAV to such or such a part ;

must not the party still have referred to the original specifica-

tion, or at least have brought a full knowledge of it with him,

before he could understand truly how to adapt the new parts

described to the whole machine?] Admitting that there may
be some difficulty in satisfying the object of the specification

by a mere description of the new parts to be added to the old

machine, the patentee would be bound to state so much of the

original specification as would make his description of the

improvement intelligible ; and perhaps the better and safer

way would be to state the whole, and then to mark by refer-

ences the new parts ; but in whatever way it be done, the

public should be able to ascertain at once, without looking to

any other instruments, which are the new parts for which the

patent is granted ; and no objection could be made to any

surplusage of explanation, provided it was not given in a

manner to confound the inquirer as to the new invention.

Holroydy in reply, said, that if references to other instru-

ments were made in such a manner as to obscure the subject

and confound the inquirer, that would avoid the patent: but

so far as the public are interested in having a perspicuous

description of the machine in its most improved state, it can- [ 112 J

not be done more effectually than by describing the entire

improved machine; and those who are interested in discrimi-

nating between the old and new parts can have no difficulty

in doing so by comparing the two specifications ; the latter of

which, through the medium of the patent, having express re-

ference to the former one
;
and every person being bound at

his peril to notice these inrolments, and being liable to an

action for infringing the patent, without having personal no-

tice of it. Admitting, therefore, that, a patentee cannot refer

an inquirer to books or other writings, which he may or may
not be able to obtain, or can only obtain by paying for it, or

by Ihe indulgence of another ; yet here he is referred to a

public source of information appropriated to this express

purpose, which the patentee himself has afforded, and which

the other ha.s a right to have. [ Bayley J. Suppose the for-

C 4 mor
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nier patent and specification to be lost by accident ; how is the

public to know from the specification of the second patent
how much of the whole improved machine they may use?]

The law presumes that all records will be properly preserved.
The same difficulty, however, would occur if a drawing an-

nexed to the specification in question were lost : and indeed

in the case put, there would be an advantage to the public in

this mode of specification more than sufficient to counterba-

lance the loss of the particular information, as thereby the

knowledge of the whole improved invention would be pre-

served. The greater difficulty would be thrown upon the

patentee himself in shewing what the precise improvement

was, in an action for the infringement of his patent : his claim

of monopoly being confined to the whole combination de-

scribed. As to the labour or difficulty of comparing the

second with the first specification, in order to find out the

invention, some labour and difficulty of this sort must always

occur where drawings are referred to annexed to the speci-

fication ; they must be read and compared together, and the

party must bring his general scientific or mechanical know-

ledge, and perhaps other general information, to bear upon
the subject. If the first specification had been actually re-

cited in the second, there must have been the same labour of

comparison as in this case: the only difference here is* that

the party must refer to another parchment on record.

Lord ELLENBOKOUGH C. J. I own I was disposed to

think that it was a departure from the terms of the proviso for

the patentee merely to tell the inquirer, who came to consult

the specification, how he might learn what the invention was,

instead of giving him that information directly. But I feel

impressed by the observation of my Brother Le Blanc, that

the trouble and labour of referring to and comparing the for-

mer specification with the latter would be fully as great if the

patentee only described in this the precise improvements

upon the former machine. Reference must indeed often be

necessarily made in these cases to matters of general science,

or the party must carry a reasonable knowledge of the subject

matter with him, in order clearly to comprehend specifica-

tions of this nature, though fairly intended to be made. We
will, however, consider of the case, and certify our opinion.

The
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The Court afterwards certified to the Lord Chancellor, that 1 809.

they had heard the case argued by counsel, and were of*opi-.... HAAHAR
ruon, that the proviso or condition in the letters patent, bear-

against

ing date the 29th of March 1794, had been performed by the PLAYNE.

inrolment of the specification thereof set forth in the case. [ 1 14 ]

(Signed) ELLENBOROUGH.
N. GROSE.
S. LE BLANC.
J. BAYLEY.

ESDAILE and Others against SOWERBY and MELLER.
May 2d.

A SSUMPSIT by the plaintiffs, as indorsees, against the Though the

defendants, as indorsers of a bill of exchange dated the indorsers of

18th of November 1807, drawn at three months date by'Ckee-
thum upon Hill for 200/., payable to the defendants' order, fu n know_
and by them indorsed to the plaintiffs, and accepted by Hill, ledge of the

payable at the banking-house of Were, Bruce and Co. in Lon- bankruptcy

don. Plea, the general issue. At the trial at Guildhall the ^Q

J[^
vcr

jury found a verdict for the plaintiff, subject to the opinion of
insolvency

the Court on this case. of theac-

Cheetham, the drawer, being resident at Manchester, drew cc'Ptor >
be-

the bill in question upon Hill the acceptor, who was his clerk , .

or agent resident in London, for the purpose of selling goods when thebill

for him, but carried on no business on his own account, nor became due;

had he any property of his own. The defendants got the bill
a"a wlthm a

i- j i ir T\ 7 i TI ii . T ; day aiter no-
discounted b) Moss, Da/e, and Rogers, bankers in Liverpool, ticc m j (r |lt

who remitted it to the plaintiffs their town bankers, who gave (but for a

them credit for it in account. The bill was regularly presented
mistake of

for payment at the house of Were. Bruce and Co. on Saturday
thc

,

hol(Jcrs)

_

' induccourse
the 2()lh of rebruary when ii became due, but was dishonoured, have reached
* When Ckeetham gave the bill to the defendants he owed them from

them above 200/. Hill had effects of Cheetham in his hands the holders

al that time and afterwards, but notwhen the bill became due. cau,
c j suc jt

their knowledge to the bankers in Liverpool, with whom they had before discounted

the bill, and who had transmitted it to the holders in London ; yet that did not dis-

pense with biich holders' giving notice of the dishonour in due time to the indorsers.

Clicdham *
[

1 15 ]
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3809. Cheetham stopped payment on the 24th of January ; became
~

bankrupt before the bill was due ; and was in the Gazette as

against
a bankrupt on the 26th of February . He acquainted the de-

SOWERBY. fendants with his situation at the time of his stopping pay-

ment, and told them that any paper which became due after

that time would not be paid. They also knew that Hill had

no funds when the bill in question was running but what
Cheetham furnished him with. Cheetham on the 14th of Ja-

nuary gave them some other paper to cover outstanding bills,

and told them at the same time that the bill in question would

not be paid. The other paper which was then delivered to

the defendants turned out wholly unproductive. The plain-
tiffs sent back the bill in question from London by the post on

Monday the 22d of February, but by mistake sent it to the

bank at Birmingham instead of to Moss, Dale, and Rogers at

Liverpool. The bill was returned by ike Birmingham bank to

the plaintiffs in London on the 25th, when they remitted it by
the same post to Moss, Dale and Rogers at Liverpool, where it

was received by them upon the 27th, and immediately sent to

the defendants, who refused payment. The defendant Meller

called on Moss, Dale and Rogers on tfie morning of the 25th of

February, and asked if the bill were returned ; and on being-
told that it was not, Meller said,

"
Gentlemen, 1 think it ne-

"
cessary to give you notice that I shall hold the parties re-

"
sponsible for this bill wherever the neglect lies." Moss said,

" You know the drawer and acceptor are insolvent, and there-
" fore I beg you will take such steps as if the bill had been

[116]
" returned regularly." And upon Moss asking if it were pos-
sible the bill could have been paid, and expressing his surprize
that it had not been returned, Metier answered,

"
It is impos-

" sible the bill can be paid, as both the drawer and acceptor
" are insolvent, and bills of the same parties have been disho-
"

noured, and therefore it is impossible the bill can be paid."
If the bill had been sent back to Moss, Dale and Rogers on

Monday the 22d of February, it would have reached them on

Wednesday morning the 24th, twenty-four hours earlier than

Meller made the above application. Moss, Dale and Rogers
held the plaintiffs to be responsible for the bill to them ; the

neglect, if any, being in the plaintiffs, and not in the house

of Aloss and Co. The question for the opinion of the Court

was, whether under the above circumstances the plaintiffs

were
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[ 117 ]

were entitled to recover. If so, the verdict was to stand ; if 1809.

not, then a nonsuit was to be entered.

Lari'es, for the plaintiffs, said that the question meant to be

agitated was whether knowledge in the defendants of the insol-

vency of the drawer and acceptor of the bill, and that it must

have been dishonoured at the time when it became due, were

equivalent to actual notice given to them of such dishonour by
the holders of the bill : but there were several cases (a) upon
the subject in which the want of notice was held fatal ; though

this, he said, went farther than any of them : for not only no

prejudice had arisen to the defendants from want of the usual

notice
; Cheetham the drawer having given them notice of his

insolvency before the bill was due, and the acceptor being
known to them to be a mere man of straw; but the defendants

had declared their knowledge of all these facts to the plaintiff's

agents at Liverpool on the day after the very earliest intelli-

gence of the actual dishonour of the bill could have reached

them by a regular notice, which was only delayed by accident:

and this communication he contended was a dispensation of

any other notice.

Park contra was stopped by the Court.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C.J. It is too late now to contend

that the insolvency of the drawer or acceptor dispenses with

the necessity of a demand of payment, or of notice of the dis-

honour. And us to knowledge of the dishonour by the person
to be charged on the bill being equivalent to due notice of it

given to him by the holder, the case of Nicholson v.Gouthit is

so decisive an authority against that doctrine, that we cannot

enter again into the discussion of it.

LE BLANC J. Ld. Chief Justice Ei/re was much disposed
in that case to have dispensed with the notice, but found him-

self precluded by the authorities.

BAVLEY J. It was said in Tindal v. firozvn (b) that notice

means something more than knowledge; because it was com-

petent to the holder to give credit to the maker, &c.

Per Curium, Postea to the Defendants.

() Vide Staples v. Okincs, 1 Exp. N. P. Cas. 333. Nicholson v.

Goat/iit, 2 //. Rlac.60f). Whi(jidd v. Savage, 2 Bos. & Pull. 2/7.,
and Clegg \. Cotton, 3 Bos. $ Pull. 23.9. And sec Ritsscl v. Lang-
stfiffe, Dougl. 515. &nd Warrington \.Fvrbor, I East, 245.

(ft) 1 Term Rep. 169.
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HALL against ODBER.
Tuesday,

"y '

HpHE plaintiff declared in Hilary term 1808 upon a judg-

an account ment obtained by him against the defendant, in the court

stated, of King's Bench at Quebec in Lower Canada, in February

whereby the
1807> for gQOG/. 15.5. 8$d. with interest at 5/. per cent, from

defendant
h gi f Q ( b IS(̂ T] were also counfs for goods

admitted a ,

certain ba- sold and delivered, for interest, for money lent, paid, had ana

lance due to. received, and on an account stated. The defendant pleaded
the plaintiff, tjie generai i.ssue; and at the trial before Lord El/euboroug/i

C. J. at Guildhall after last Trinity term, a verdict was found
iiway, uui.

confirmed in for the plaintiff' for 9193/. 12s. 8\d. t subject to the opinion ot

support of tne Court on the following case.
an assump- Tne p }ajntjfF a merchant in London, and the defendant a
sit by evi-

dence of a merchant in Canada, had had various dealings together, and

foreign judg- about the middle of 1806 the plaintiff brought an action

ment reco- a oraj ns t the defendant in the court of King's Bench at Quebec
vcTcu t)v the

iaintiff for
^or 8096/. 15s. S^d., to which the defendant pleaded the ge-

the same neral issue; and a cross cause, called in that court an inci-

sum, with a dental cause, was instituted there b\*the defendant for money
., / -

^
NC~

alleged to be due to him. The following judgment was proved
cution for f

J *

six months in evidence on the part ot the plaintiff, entitled,
" Jrrovmce

to enable the " of Lower Canada, district of Quebec. King's Bench, Su-
defendant to tt

periorTerm, Friday 20th February 1807, C. C. Ifa/I, plain-
*'

fde-
"

tid', v. T. T. Odber defendant, and vice versa. The Court

maml, if he
"
having duly examined and considered the pleading, proofs,

had any :
" &c. as well in the cause in chief, as in the incidental cause,

ami the ,< &(,_. ^ jt (
.

()nsijc ,.tH j Am\ adjudged that the said C. C. Halt

havln" de^
" do recover from the said T.^T. Odber 8096/. 15s. 8^/.

clared till
" *

sterling, with interest thereon at live percent, from the

after that 3]^ of October 1805 until perfect payment and costs to

'* be taxed : but execution is hereby stayed until the furtherwas held no
^

j J J

objection
" order of t/ie Court. And the Court declares that this judg-

that the writ " ment so pronounced for the plaintiff in this cause in chief
was sued out

s ,ml , ho hereafter defeazanced and reduced by a deduction

fcndant ar-
"

'^ h>ut
' u sum as ^ l<! Sl" 1^ Court .sliall adjudge to the said

rested be-
"

incidcntiil plaintiff upon the iinal hearing of the said inri-

f

^"
-

" dental cause
; reserving to Ihr said C. C. Hail such recour.-e

5 J "
for the residue r-f his demand as lie mav legally have,
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&c. And it is further considered by this Court, that it be 1809.

permitted to the said incidental plaintiff to sue out with all

" due diligence a commission for the examination of the inci-
against

<f dental defendant, and such necessary witnesses on the part 'OoBEU.
" of the said incidental plaintiff as may be resident in Great
"

Britain, or elsewhere without this province, upon interroga-
" tories and cross interrogatories to be duly filed, &c. And
" in order that the said incidental plaintiff may have a reason-
" able time allowed him to prove his demand, the Court dolh
"

grant six calendar months from the date of this judgment
" for the return of such commission. And the Court doth re-

" serve its judgment, and all further directions upon the ex-
"

ceptions or demurrer filed by the incidental defendant in the
" said incidental cause, until the final hearing of such cause."

The defendant having arrived in England, the plaintiff on the

3d of July 1807 sued out a bailable writ against him for

5000/.; upon which the defendant was arrested on the 8th of

July 1807, and committed to the King's Bench prison on the

24th of the same month, being within the six calendar months

from the day of the beforementioned judgment at Quebec ;
no

notice of any commission or proceeding in the incidental
[ HO ]

cause having then or since been given by either party. The

plaintiff also gave in evidence an account current between

him and the defendant, signed by the defendant, commencing
with a balance to the defendant's debt, as due to the plaintiff

on a former account up to the 1st ofJanuary 1805, of 14,6647.

16s. 2d.; and after various items an each side ofsuch account,

concluding with a balance due to the plaintiff on the 31st of

October in the same year of 809G/. 15s. Sid. And no other

evidence was given at the trial. The question for the opinion
(*f the Court was, whether the plaintiff were entitled to reco-

ver either on the beforementioned judgment, or on the other

evidence, notwithstanding such judgment had been adduced

in proof. If he were, the verdict was to stand: if otherwise,

a nonsuit was to be entered.

Marryat for the plaintiff, in answer to the expected objection

on the part of the defendant, that this was only an interlocu-

tory judgment, said it was immaterial whether it were inter-

locutory or final: if final, the aclion is sustainable on the

judgment: if not final, then at most il is only evidence of an

action
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1809. action depending in an inferior court, and therefore is no bar,

nor could it even have been pleadable in abatement (a), to
A

t̂
the plaintiff's recovering upon the account stated. In fact

ODBER. however the judgment in the principle cause is final as to the

debt due from the defendant to the plaintiff, on which sum

interest is to be calculated : and only execution is stayed until

a certain time, to give the incidentalplaintiff(\he defendant
in

this and in the original action) an opportunity of establishing

[ 121 ] his counter demand ; which if he had succeeded in doing, it

may be supposed that the provincial court would only have

allowed execution to be sued out for the balance. But no

such counter demand appears now to exist ; and if it had, it

would have been competent for the defendant to have set it

off in this action. With respect to this action having been

commenced before the six calendar months allowed to the de-

fendant to prove his counter demand in the incidental cause,

it is no objection ;
for even in the superior courts here, where

the allowance of a writ of error in a stay of execution upon a

judgment recovered, yet an action may be brought in the

mean time upon the judgment either against the principal or

against his bail on their recognizance ; and it is a common
motion in the Court to stay proceedings pending a writ of

error. But though the simple contract debt were merged in

the judgment, and the plaintiff were concluded from suing

upon the judgment before the six months, yet the process and

arrest being before the day is no objection, as the declaration

was not filed till afterwards (6). 2dly, Supposing this were

only an interlocutory judgment, then it would not stand in the

way of this action on the original simple contract debt. Nor
indeed is any foreignjudgment more than evidence of a simple
contract debt (c); for the defendant may impeach the regula-

rity of the proceeding, or shew that it was not well founded ;

as by shewing that it was obtained in his absence (d\ The

pendency of another suit for the same cause of action even

() Vide Sparry's case, 5 Rep. 6~2.

(6) Jlcst v. Wilding, 7 Term Rep. 4. and Swancott v. Jfestgart/i,

4> East, 76'.

(c) Vide Walker v. Witter, Dovgl. 1. and the cases there cited.

(</) Vide Euchanan v. Rnckcr, 9 East, 19'2.
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*[ 122 ]

in one of the superior courts here is only pleadable in abate-

ment ; and the pending of such * action in an inferior court

(and every foreign court is to be taken as such) is not plead-

able at all.

Copley, contra. There having been ajudgment by a court

of competent jurisdiction between these parties, the plaintiff

cannot now revert to his original cause of action, but must

shape his demand in conformity with that judgment. In this

respect there can be no difference between a foreign judg-

ment or any other, whatever there may be in the form of

action : the plaintiff who sued in the foreign court cannot

be allowed to dispute the validity of the judgment obtained

there by himself. Then by the terms of the judgment the

plaintiff was prohibited from suing for his debt till a certain

time allowed for the defendant to establish his counter de-

mand, (which was in the nature of a set-off to the original

action,) and till that was ascertained, it could not be told

whether any thing, or how much, were really due to the

plaintiff. The plaintiff therefore had no right to anticipate

that period ; which might afterwards be extended by the pro-

vincial court on application and reasonable ground shewn for

further delay. In Sadler v. Robins (a) it was held by Lord

El/enborough at nisi prius, and afterwards by this Court on

motion for a new trial, that assumpsit would not lie on a de-

cree ofa foreign court, whereby the defendant was ordered to

pay a certain sum to the plaintiff on a particular day, first de-

ducting thereout the defendant's costs to be taxed bi/ the proper

oj/icer, without shewing that the defendant's costs had been

taxed, so as to ascertain what was the sum really due. [Lord

Ellenborough C. J. That was not a complete judgment as to

what was due till the costs were taxed. But this is a complete

judgment as to the debt due from the defendant to the plain- [ 123 ]

tiff, and whatever might ultimately be deducted as a counter

demand was to be ascertained in a collateral proceeding,
which the defendant was at liberty to prosecute within a given
time. 1 thought at first that the two cases were more alike

than I find they are.] At any rate the evidence shews thai

there is still an unliquidated account subsisting between these

parties, which will preclude the plaintiff's recovering upon

0) 1 Campb. X.P. Cas.'::>3.

the
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1809. the account stated. The parties have met to state their ac-

count under the sanction of a court of competent jurisdiction

aainst abroad, chosen by the plaintiff himself ; the items have been

ODBER. ascertained on the one side, but not on the other ; and till that

is done, or the proceeding there is closed/ it cannot be told

how much is due to the plaintiff. And as to the other evidence

given of an account stated between these parties in 1805, that

is done away by the evidence of the judgment, which shews

that that account was again opened and in controversy in

1807. This is different from the case of a judgment reco-

vered here, and a stay of execution on allowance of a writ of

error; for this is the case of ^.judgment suspended, in order to

ascertain what is the sum really due.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. There are two counts in the

declaration
; the one upon a foreign judgment, which is said to

be suspended ; the other upon an account stated. The judg-
ment is for a sum certain found to be due from the defendant

to the plaintiff, with interest thereon from a certain day past ;

but with a stay of execution till the further order of the Court:

and this at first struck me as an incomplete judgment, on

[ 124 ] which no action could be maintained here. But we have been

pressed with the course of proceedings in our own courts,

where upon judgment recovered and a stay of execution upon
the allowance of a writ of error, an action lies nevertheless

upon such judgment in the mean time
;
and applications are

continually made to the equitable jurisdiction of the court to

stay proceedings in such actions pending the writ of error (tf).

No application of that sort was attempted to be made in the

present instance, in analogy to such practice of the court

in common cases. Can we then say that, taking this to

be a final judgment, the plaintiff is not entitled to his

action on the judgment, notwithstanding a stay of execu-

tion? But supposing this not to be considered as a final

judgment it would not stay the plaintiff's action on the

simple contract upon the account slated, and still the

plaintiff would be entitled to recover upon the evidence

on the account stated. In either view, strictly speaking,

judgments in foreign courts are not to be considered upon

(a} Vide 1 Tidd. d. 20.

the
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the same footing as judgments in our own courts of record 180p.

they are but evidence of the debt ; they do not bar or stay an

action on simple contract ;
but assumpsit lies on them, and it

is open to the parties to enter into the question of their regu-

larity ; as in the instance mentioned. If then the plaintiff's

demand did not pass in rem judicatam, so as to become mat-

ter of record, and no objection can be made on that ground to

the form of this action of assumpsit, the judgment was clearly

evidence of his demand. And on the other ground, assump-
sit lies to recover a liquidated balance. But then it is ob-

jected that there was a stay of execution for six months, and

that the plaintiff could not sue for his demand before
; but

that time was gone by long before the filing of his declaration [ 125 ]

in this action : and if we were to advert to the purpose for

which the stay of execution was granted, it appears that the

time had ^lapsed without any step taken by the defendant

to sustain his counter demand : and if there had been any

equitable ground for staying proceedings in this action he

ought to have applied to this court. Therefore neither on

legal nor on equitable grounds is there any objection to this

action, either on the ground of the foreign judgment or on

the account stated.

GROSE J. It is stated that the plaintiff gave in evidence an

account current between him and the defendant, signed by
the defendant, in which he acknowledged the balance due to

the -plaintiff which he has recovered : that is decisive to shew
an account stated between them, and a certain sum due to

the plaintiff: and there is nothing to shake this evidence ; for

a foreign judgment is only evidence of the debt due ; and tak-

ing that judgment in every possible way, no objection can be
raised upon it to the plaintiff's recovery in this action.

LE BLANC J. It was long ago determined that a judgment
in a foreign court has only the force of a simple contract

between the parties : it is evidence of the debt. This judg-
ment therefore only went to shew what demand the plaintiff
had against the defendant, and it ascertains the amount : but
then it goes on to stay execution for a certain time, in order
to enable the defendant to establish a cross demand if he
had any ;

and that distinguishes this from the former case of

Sadler v. Robins; for there the defendant's costs were first

to be taxed, and deducted from the sum which had been
VOL. XI. II Totrnd
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1 809. found due to the plaintiff upon his original demand : something

therefore was clearly due to the defendant ; and that was

first to be ascertained before the plaintiff was entitled to the

fruits of his judgment ; and till that was done his demand was

not ascertained. But here the sum due to the plaintiff is

ascertained by the judgment, and that is evidence of the

debt due to him: and then assumpsit may well be brought
to recover it, as it is clear that a foreign judgment is no

merger of a simple contract debt. But this, it may be said,

is evidence of the debt, with a stay of execution for a certain

time. If however the defendant had had any real cross demand

to establish which the bringing of this action prevented him

from doing, he should have applied to this Court to stay the

proceedings upon the ground that the Court abroad had re-

served to him a certain time for that purpose ; and if he had

shewn any merits, the Court would have staid the proceedings
in order to give him the fair benefit of that reservation : but no

ground of that sort Avas laid before the Court ; and therefore

no answer has been given to the plaintiff's demand.

BAYLEY J. The plaintiff proved a settled account here be-

tween him and the defendant, by which the latter acknowledged
to be indebted to him so much on the balance. He also

proved a judgment recovered in a foreign court for this sum

against the defendant : that was a confirmation of the account

settled. But it appeared that the defendant in that suit

had made a counter demand ; and the Court there suspended
the execution of the judgment given for the plaintiff for a

certain time to give the defendant an opportunity of establish-

ing, if he could, his cross demand. But this being only a

foreign judgment did not extinguish or merge the plaintiffs

[ 127 ] simple contract debt, which can only be done by converting
it into a debt of a higher nature ;

it is only evidence of the

debt; and no answer has been given to it on the part of the

defendant.

Postea to the Plaintiff.
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1809.

HARWOOD and Another, Assignees of ODELL, a Tuesday,

Bankrupt, against LOMAS. ^% 2(1 -

'T'HE plaintiffs declared for money had and received by the The assig-

defendant to their use, as assignees of the bankrupt : and nees f a

on the general issue pleaded, a verdict was found at the trial Bankrupt

for the plaintiffs for 398/., subject to the opinion of this Court to rc,cover

on the following case. back money
On the 3d of August 1805 Odell, being indebted to the de- P ai(1 by thc

fendant in 400/.. cave him a promissory note for that sum,1 J ' the defen-

puyable at 12 months, with interest half-yearly ; and as a fur- dant after a

ther security left a lease in his hands. A part only ofthe money secret act of

having been paid, the defendant in 1806 arrested Odell for the bankru ptcy

remainder, and in Hilary term 1807 obtained final judgment ^ t^ e
^ u_

for 346/. damages, and 19/. 105. costs ; which judgment, on rupt,

error brought, was affirmed on the 5th of Febuary 1808. (though be-

And on the next day Odell paid 398/., the amount of the
forc the date

. , , , . . . of the corn-

judgment, with the subsequent interest and costs, to the de- m i ss ion )

fendaut's attorney, who paid it over to the defendant
; and which mo-

in a day or two afterwards the defendant delivered back to nev &e cle-

Odell the lease which had been so left with him. The com- f
e"dant had
beiore reco-

mission of bankrupt against Odell was dated the 19th of Fe- vcred by

bruary 1808, and the trading, petitioning creditors' debt, judgment

and assignment from the commissioners to the plaintiffs,*
against tne

were regularly proved, with an act of bankruptcy commit- an actjQn O

'

n
ted by Odell on the 27th of January 1808. When the 398/. a promissory
was paid to the defendant as aforesaid, he did not know, under- "ote, reserv-

stand, or had any notice that Odell had become a bankrupt,
lri Intcn

;

st

AII half-yearly,
or was in insolvent circumstances. And the question reserved

e iven for t jie

for the opinion of the Court was, whether the payment of balance of

that sum by the bankrupt to the defendant was protected by
an account

the stat. 19 Geo. 2. c. 32. ? If it were not, then the verdict
COIlbistinS>

amongst
was to stand : ifotherwi.se, a nonsuit was to be entered. other arti-

]\larn/at for the plaintiffs. Supposing a promissory note to clcs, of mo

be a bill of exchange within the statute, at any rate the bill or ne]J lcnt ^
the defen-

dant to the bankrupt; such note not being given in the usual and ordinary course

of trade and dealing, so as to be protected by the stat. 19 Geo. 2. c. 3'2.even supposing
u promissory note to be within that stutute, which only mentions bills ofexchange.

H 2 note *
[
18 ]
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1 809. note can only come within the protection of the statute if given
and paid in the usual course of trade and dealing. First, it must

HARWOOD
against
LOMAS.

be so given : the original consideration for the note is not stated

in the case ; but the defendant, who seeks to protect himself

from the general operation of the bankrupt laws by the excep-

tion in the statute, ought to have shewn that it was given in the

usual course of trade. But here are circumstances which rather

negative that this bill was given in the usual course of trade.

It was given for an antecedent debt, is drawn at an unsually

long date, and reserves interest ; which seems more in the

nature of a loan : but the Court h-ive before decided that the

permitting a bill to remain over as a loan on interest is not iu

the usual and ordinary course oftrade and dealing (a). 2dly, The

money must be received, as well as the bill negociated, in the

[ 1 29 ] usual andordinary course oftrading anddealing ; for these words

are twice repeated in the statute (6). Now here the money
was not paid when the note was due, but long afterwards, to-

gether with additional interest and costs incurred in the litiga-

tion. A payment under compulsion of legal process, and in

order to avoid an execution, can in no sense of the words be

deemed to be made "
in the usual and ordinary course of trade

and dealing ;" but may rather be contrasted.with that descrip-

tion in the statute. Such a compulsory payment is in contrast

also with the preamble of the statute r which speaks of traders

appearing publicly after secret acts ofbankruptcy, and carrying

on their trade and dealings, by buying and selling of goods,

negociating bills, and paying and receiving money on account

thereof in the usual way of trade, and in the same open and

public manner as if solvent and not bankrupts. And llradley

() Vernon and Others, Assignees of Tyler, v. Hall, 2 Term. Hep. 648.

(Z) 19 Geo. 2. c. 32.*. 1. No person who is really and bond fide a
" creditor of any bankrupt for or in respect of goody really and bona,

" fide sold to such bankrupt, or for or in respect to any bill or bitls of
"

exchange really and bona fide drancn, negotiated, or accepted by such
"
bankrupt in the usual or ordinary course of trade and dealing, shall

" be liable to repay to the assignees, &c. any money which before

" the suing forth of such commission was really and bona fide, and in.

" the usual and ordinary course of trade and dealing, rcceiicd by such
"
person of any such bankrupt before such lime as the person rc-

"
ceiving the same shall know, understand, or have notice that he is

become a bankrupt, or that he is in insolv* nt circumstances."

v. Clark
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v. Clark () shews how strictly the statute has been construed

where money paid by a trader after a secret act of bankruptcy
to a carrier for the carriage of goods was held not to be pro-

tected. He then noticed the judgment of the two Judges in

Cox and Others Assignees of Emmott v. Morgan (6), against

him
; that payment to a creditor of a bill of exchange by a

bankrupt under an arrest was protected by the statute ; but

relied on the arguments used by the dissenting Judge against

the validity of that decision ; and also mentioned Southey v.

llutler (c), and Hovil v. Browning (d), as throwing great

doubt upon it. But here the payment was not even made

under the compulsion of an actual arrest, but under the ap-

prehension only of process. With respect to the deposit of

the lease, supposing the defendant to have had an equitable

lien upon it to the extent of its value, the case is silent as to

that value, or whether it ever came to the hands ofthe assignees:

if they had received value for it, a court of equity, or perhaps
a court of law, might have obliged them to allow such value in

reduction of this demand ; but nothing of that kind appears.

Reader, contra, admitted that to entitle the defendant to re-

tain, it was necessary for him to shew, as well that the note

was drawn in the usual and ordinary course of trade and deal-

ing, as that the payment was so made. 1st. As to the ob-

jection that the note does not appear to have been drawn in the

ordinary course of trade and dealing, it must be taken tolje so,

being in its nature a commercial instrument, unless the con-

trary appear ; and that cannot be inferred from the mere cir-

cumstance of its having been drawn at a twelvemonths' date

with interest. The word dealing is very large. But if it

were doubtful whether the note were drawn "
in the usual

and ordinary course of trade or dealing," that was a question

for the jury at the trial.

The Court, however, seemed strongly inclined to think, that

it was incumbent on the party seeking the protection of the

statute to bring his case within the terms of it. And Lord

.Vllenboroiigh C. J. suggested thatit should either be stated as a

fact in the case, if the truth would warrant i(, thai the note was

drawn in the usual and ordinary course of trade and dealing ;

or at least such facts should be staled as would warrant the

(ti~]
5 Ttnn /fr;>. 1.9f .

,;0 3 tios. .y Pull. -237.
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2 TJo.?. .S- /'////. "OS.

007 East, U>0. 102.

HARWOOD
against
LOMAS.

1303

Court
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Court in concluding that it was so drawn, in order to raise

the other general question. But stated as it was thus gene-

rally, the Court could not say that a note given, reserving in-

terest half-yearly on the principal sum, which, for aught ap-

pears, might have been to secure a loan of money, was drawn

in the usual and ordinary course of trade ?

The Attorney General, who was also of counsel with the

defendant, said that if such were the opinion of the Court, it

would be useless to send the case back to be restated, as the

note had in fact been given for a balance of an account, con-

sisting, amongst other articles, of money lent by the defend-

ant to the bankrupt. .

On this ground, therefore, The Court gave judgment for the

plaintiffs, without entering into the consideration of the other

general point : Lord E/lenborongh C. J. saying, that even

considering a promissory note to be within the statute, (on

which, however, no opinion was given,) the note in question

having been originally given on the account now stated, could

not be said to have been given in the ordinary course of

trade and dealing.

Per Curium, Postea to the Plaintiffs.

[ 132 ]

Wednesday,

May 3d.

A woman
cannot give
evidence of

the non-ac-

cess of her

husband to

bastardize

her issue,

though he be

dead at the

time of her

examination

as a witness
;

and there-

fore an order

given to her

The KING against The Inhabitants of KEA.

TTPON an appeal to the Sessions from an order of two jus-

tices, removing Thomas Pope, son of Mary Davc-y, now
the wife ofJames Da~cey, by her former husband M. Pope, de-

ceased, aged 7 years and 6 months, from the parish of Kea to

St.Eval, both in the county of Comic-all
;

it appeared that

Martin Pope married Mary Davey in 1703, who during- such

their marriage was delivered of the pauper in the parish of

Kemcyn in the said county. That Martin Pope was, at the

time of the birth of the pauper, and up to the time of his own

death, in 1806, legally settled in St. Ei'al. That the pauper,

of Sessions, stated by that Court to be founded in part upon crede.uo

testimony of that fact, was quashed.
beiner
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being of the age of 7 years and upwards, had not gained any I80p.

settlement in his own right. That on the 6th of January 1800 _,,

a marriage in fact took place between Mary Davey (by her
against

maiden name of Hitchens) and James Davei/, and at the time The Inhabi-

of the conception of the pauper, they were living together in tents ol

Kenroyn as man and wife ; and that Mary Davey was re-married

to James Davey in the beginning of the present year. And
after other witnesses had been examined for the purpose of

proving that Martin Pope had not had access to Mary Davey
at the time of the conception of the pauper, nor for many
months before ; and after Mary Davey (objection having been

first made to her competence to prove this fact, and over-

ruled,) was examined, and it appeared from the evidence that

Martin Pope had not access to her during the period afore-

said ; the Sessions, as well on the testimony of the said other

witnesses as to the non-access of Martin Pope, as on the evi-

dence so given by Mary Davey as aforesaid, and not exclusively [133]
on either, reversed the order of removal, subject to the

opinion of this Court on the question, Whether the evidence

of Mary Davey, in proof of such non-access of the said

Martin Pope, her late husband, ought to have been received ?

LordELLENBOROUGH C. J., when this case was called on,

said that to hold this evidence receivable would be in direct

contradiction to The King v. Reading (a), and other cases (6);

which were not meant to be over-ruled in The Kitig v. Lujfe (c) :

the Court in that case intending that the wife had been

examined only to those facts which she might legally prove,
and not to the non-access of the husband

;
the principle of

public policy precluding her from being a witness to that fact.

And the rest of the Court signifying their concurrence in this

opinion ;

Bin-rough and Casberd, who were to have supported the

order of Sessions, said that this case was distinguishable from

others, because the husband was dead at the time when the

wife was examined
; and therefore if the rule had stood merely

on the ground that the giving of such testimony was calculated

to promote dissention between husband and wife, it would

(a) Cas. temp. Hard. 7.9.

(/>) These arc all collected in the King ". Luf. (c) 8 East. 193.

H 4 have
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1809. have ceased to apply in this instance, where one of the parties

was dead : but if the Court considered that the rule stood on

against tne Droaa< ground of general public policy, affecting the chil-

The Inhabi- dren born during the marriage as well as the parties themselves,
tants of

they could not pretend to argue in support of the order.

The Court unanimously assented to this. And Le Blanc J.

added, that they were bound on the statement of this case to

notice the objection taken to the competency of the wife to

prove the fact of non-access ; for the Sessions, after hearing

her evidence to that point, had declared that they found the

fact as well on her evidence as on the testimony of the other

witnesses, and not exclusively on either. And this ought to

be noticed as an ingredient in the decision of the Court.

The Attorney General and Dampier were to have argued

against the order.

Order of Sessions quashed.

Thursday ,

May 4th.

Where a

party gave a

bond to se-

DENNE against DUPUIS.o

A RULE was obtained on a former day by Marryat for set-
J^L

ting aside a judgment on bond entered up upon a warrant

cure an an- of attorney given to secure an annuity, and for directing such

nuity,where- Warrant of attorney to be delivered up to be cancelled. The

himself hi objection was, that the annuity was secured by a bond whereby

heirs, execu- the defendant bound himself, his heirs, executors, &.C.; and

the memorial enrolled under the annuity act (a) only stated it

to be " a bond from C. Diipuis to J. Denne in tlie sum of

1050/., with a condition," &c.; which was contended to be

void, on the authority of Horroood v. Underhill. (/;)

* The Attorney-General and Garrow, on shewing cause,

attempted to distinguish this from the case cited, because tlie

memorial there, stating that the parties themselves had become

bound, might be taken to be in exclusion of their heirs:

whereas here tlie security was stated generally to be a bond
under the

annuity act \~ G.3. c. 26". But the Court only set aside the judgment entered up
by warrant of attorney on such bond, and directed the warrant of attorney which
was in court to be deposited with the proper officer of the court.
*

[ 13i ]

(ft) 17 Ceo. 3. c. 26. (6)10 East, 123.

from

tors, c.; a

memorial

describing
such secu-

rity gene-

rally as a

bond from A.
to B. in such

a sum, &c.
is defective

and void
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from the one to the other, without stating who were bound by

the security. But

The Court said, that this was in effect the same as the former

case, and must be governed by the same rule. But they only

made the rule absolute to the extent of setting aside the judg-

ment : and when pressed by Marryat to direct the warrant of

attorney to be delivered up to be cancelled, they said that there

was no necessity for doing that ; but the warrant of attorney

being produced in court, they ordered it to be delivered into

the custody of the proper officer in court.

180p.

DENNE
against
DUPUIS.

ATKINSON against ABBOTT. Thursday,

May 4th.

was an action on a policy of insurance made on the Insuranceon

20th of October 1807 on goods on board a certain ship E
1 8

" from London to Helsingberg, the Sound, Copenhagen, all or jon to jjel-

either." It appeared that previous to such insurance a great singberg, the

naval and military force had been sent from this country to &"*> Co-

Copenhugen for the purpose oftaking possession of the Danish ^r e:
tfer

'

capital and fleet, and that the British armament had effected which provi-

this purpose, and had possessed
* themselves of Copenhagen

sions were

after a bombardment which ended in a capitulation, bywhich ,

eu
,

.

the supply ot
it was agreed to be evacuated by the British forces on the 19th

of October, though in fact, owing to some unavoidable delay, fleet and

the evacuation did not. take place till the 20th : but the army thcu

f e i x- i L. ^ engaged in
iact ot such evacuation was ot course unknown at the time . . i-_

of the policy effected : and though intelligence of it had tion against

reached this country before the vessel sailed from the Nore, Copenhagen,

and the captain admitted, on his cross-examination at the (ofwnich
tlicv

T \vcrc

trial, that he had heard the report ; yet he swore that he did tnen
-m os_

session, but
were about to evacuate it,) and were consigned to merchants there, and at Elsineur ;

held good ; although in consequence ot expected hostilities with Denmark, an order

(it thinking in council had issued, prohibiting the clearing out of any British ships
to a Danish port, and u clearance was in consequence taken out for Helsingbcrg, a

Swedish and neutral port in the neighbourhood of Denmark ; the adventure being

legal, and not contravening the spirit of the order of council.

not *[ 136 ]
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1 809. not believe it. The government however having anticipated the

probability of hostilities with Denmark, consequent upon the

expedition and seizure of the Danish fleet, an order ofthe king
in council issued on the 2d of September 1807, prohibiting the

clearing of any British ship from this country for any port in

the dominion of the king of Denmark : in consequence of

which no clearance could have been obtained by this vessel for

any such port. And therefore though the true object of the

adventure was to carry out provisions for the use ofthe British

armament then supposed to be at Copenhagen or Elsineur, yet
the captain on the 15th of October took a custom-house clear-

ance for Ilelsingberg, a Swedish and neutral port, to which he

had no intention at that time to go ; his consignees being
British merchants at Copenhagen and lllsineur, and his bills

of lading being for the Sound and Copenhagen. It appeared
to be the usual practice at the custom-house to take out a

clearance for one only of the ports to which the ship was de-

stined, The ship sailed from the Nore on the 22d of October,

and was captured by a Danish vessel on the llth of November

at the entrance of the Sound in her way to Copenhagen, where

[ 137 J the captain still expected to meet the British armament, and

Mr. Blaurock, his consignee, on board a ship oft' that port.

The jury were satisfied of the honest intention of the assured

and of the captain in this adventure, to supply the British

armament with the provisions which were the subject of the

insurance; and being directed by Lord .Elle?iborough C. J.

that the insurance was not avoided by the custom-house clear-

ance having been taken out under these circumstances for

Helsingberg, to which place there was no contemplation at the

time of proceeding, unless any circumstances should occur in

the prosecution of the adventure to render it necessary ; they

found a verdict for the plaintift'. Whereupon a rule was ap-

plied for in the last term for setting aside the verdict and

granting a new trial, on the ground that the taking out of a

custom-house clearance for a place to which Ihere was no

intention of going in the course of the voyage was such a

fraud as avoided the policy.

Garrotc, Park, Taddy, and W, Adam, now shewed cause

against the rule, and denied that there was any fraud either

in fact or in law in the captain having taken out his custom-

house clearance for Helsingberg : it was rendered necessary

by
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by the situation of public affairs at the time, and made no dif-

ference whatever in the contract made with the underwriters ; ATKINSOV
the true object of the adventure being to carry provisions to

against

the British armament at a place to which by the terms of the ABBOTT,

policy the assured had an option to go. And they relied on

Planchev. Fletcher, Dovgl. 251., where the taking out of a

false custom-house clearance, for the purpose of evading the

laws of a foreign country, was held to be no fraud on the un-

derwriter ; the real object and destination of the ship being

legal by the laws of this country, and within the terms of the [ 138 ]

policy. Then as to the order in council of the 2d ofSeptember,

this adventure was not within the true meaning of it ; the

object not being to carry on trade with the Dunes, or to go
to any port of the king of Denmark other than such as was

British at the time, for British purposes. Though in the case

of Sands v. Child, 4 Mod. 176, the breach of an order in

council was considered not to avoid a policy.

The Attorney-General, Best Serjt., and Lawes, in support of

jhe rule, said, that they did not mean to insist that the policy

was avoided by reason of any disobedience to the order of

council in this particular case ; though they denied the gene-

rality of the position, that disobedience to an order of council

might not avoid a policy of insurance by making the forbid-

den adventure illegal, as the King by his prerogative, in re-

gulating general matters of navigation between this and fo-

reign countries, might for public purposes well do. But they

relied on the false clearance which had been taken out for a

place to which there was no intention at all of proceeding ;

which they said was very different from the practice referred

to of not mentioning in that document all the ports of desti-

nation of the vessel on her intended voyage. And this they

argued was a fraud upon the navigation laws of the kingdom,
and particularly upon the stat. 13 & 14 Car. 2. c. 11. s. 3.,

by which every ship before her departure from any port of

this kingdom is required to take out a custom-house clearance

for the port to which she is destined. Now if it would be

illegal, as cannot be denied, for a vessel to sail without any
clearance at all, it follows necessarily that it must be illegal

to take out a false clearance, which is the same in effect as

none at all, and is a fraud upon the law. And they urged r 139 ]

that the bearing of this law upon such a practice was not

brought
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brought before the Court in Planche v. Fletcher, which could

not, therefore, be considered as an authority against the ob-

jection. They also pressed the consideration, that however

the principal object of the adventure might have been the

supply of the British armament, if it were still, against all

reasonable probability, as it appeared from the dates of the

several transactions connected with that expedition, to be

found at Copenhagen ; yet there was strong reason to believe

that a secondary object of it was at all events to carry the

provisions to Copenhagen or E/sineur, where alone the con-

signees resided, and where it might well have been expected
under the existing circumstances to meet with a good mar-

ket : but a voyage to Helsingberg was quite out of contem-

plation at the time.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. I am perfectly satisfied, and

so were the jury on the trial, that the voyage was not illegal

either in intention or in act ; but that' the adventure was un-

dertaken for the meritorious purpose of supplying the British

fleet and forces, then understood to be in possession of Copen-

hagen. And though an order of the king in council, con-

templating that this kingdom might be placed in a state of

warfare with Denmark, in consequence of the measures then

meditated or in execution, had issued on the 2d of Sep-

tember preceding the policy in question ; and though intelli-

gence of the capitulation had been received in this country

before the policy was effected, and the evacuation of Copen-

hagen was then contemplated to take place on the 19th of

October ; yet that will not affect the honesty or legality of

the transaction. The adventure may be said to have begun
on the IGlh of October, when the vessel left her moorings
in the river ; the object of it was to supply the British Heel

and forces engaged in the expedition to Copenhagen with

provisions ;
and though the evacuation of the place was con-

templated to take place on the 19th, yet circumstances might
intervene to delay the departure of our forces ; and their

provisions might be expected to be at a !o\v ebb. The con-

signment was made, not to the subjects of Denmark, but to a

British merchant at Copenhagen, who, if the evacuation had

taken place at the time of the ship's arrival, was expected to

lie found on hoard a British ship oil' that port. There could

Jheu be no objection to the legality of the adventure, if the

avowed
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avowed object of it had been disclosed, and the ship had

cleared out at once for Copenhagen at this period : but the

order of council stood in the way of getting a clearance for

Copenhagen, which order had been issued, as a precautionary

measure, to prevent the vessels of this country from being de-

tained in the Danish ports in the event of hostilities ; and to

obviate this difficulty the clearance was taken out for Hehing-

berg, a Swedish port, without any purpose of defeating the or-

der of council or trading with an enemy. This is continually

done upon adventures for supplying the British armies and

fleets on foreign service. Nor is it to be taken for granted
that in no event whatever was the ship intended to go into

Helsingberg in the prosecution of the adventure : the captain
had certainly no immediate intention of going there; but if he

found that the British armament had left the Danish territo-

ries before his arrival, he might have found it expedient to

proceed to the neighbouring Swedish port, which he was en-

titled to do within the terms of the policy. But I am not sa-

tisfied that it would have made the insurance illegal tfthe cap-
tain have never meditated to go into Helsingberg at all. There

is nothing illegal, so as to avoid a policy, in the mere circum-

stance of a ship taking out a clearance for a place named in the

policy to which there is no intention of going. The stat. of

Car. 2. only gives a penalty of 100/. for taking out a false

clearance : but there is nothing in that to make the voyage il-

legal. That was determined in Planche v. Fletcher; and

though the particular statute is not referred to in the report of

the case, yet the provision of it was probably in the contem-

plation of the Court. Here the object of the voyage was not

illegal, but meritorious : the assured never meant to go to a

Danish port, as such, but merely for the supply of the Lirilish

fleet and army then supposed to be lying off Copenhagen ; and

the jury were quite satisfied of that fact.

GROSE J. declared himself of the same opinion.
LE BLANC J. If it had been made out in evidence that

this was a voyage intended to supply the enemy with provi-

sions, that would at once have avoided the policy : but the

defendant failed in his attempt to do that
;
and the jury were

sal Hied that that was not the object of the adventure. The
obvious intention of it, and so it was understood by the jury,
was lo supply our own fleet and army oU' Copenhagen; ami if

ou

1809.

ATKIXSOK

against
ABBOTT.

[ HI ]
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on his approach to that place the captain had not found that

fleet there, he would probably have gone to Helsingberg. It

has been determined, however, that the mere circumstance of

taking a clearance to a place where a ship does not intend to

go does not make the voyage illegal so as to vacate the policy :

but I am not satisfied that the captain had determined not to

go to Helsingberg in any event.

BAY LEY J. The whole of the evidence shews that the ob-

ject of the voyage was to supply our fleet engaged upon the

expedition to Copenhagen, with provisions, and not to run

into an enemy's port, where the vessel would be sure to be

captured.
Rule discharged.

Thursday, BOYDELL against DRUM JIOND.

May 25th.

If it appear HPHE declaration stated that the plaintiff and his deceased
to have been A

partner (the late Mr. Alderman Boydelf) had proposed

standing of
^ PUDlisn by subscription a series of large prints from some of

thepartiesto the scenes in Shakespeare's plays, after pictures to be painted
a contract at for that purpose, under certain conditions, viz. 72 scenes

were to be painted, at the rate of two to each plav, and the
it was not to ,,-,,.
be completed whole were to be published in numbers, each containing
within a 4 large prints, at the price of 3 guineas a number, 2 of which

be paid at the time of subscribing, and the remaining
. ,, , ,. f .

guinea on the delivery ot each successive number: and on the

delivery of each number 2 guineas were to be advanced by the

subscribers towards the succeeding number ; and that one

number at least should be annually published after the delivery

year, though were
it might and
was in fact

in part per-
formed
within that

time, it is

within the

4th clause of the statute of frauds 2.9 Car. 2. c. 3.
;
and if not in writing signed by

the party to be charged, &c. it cannot be enforced against him. And his signature
in a book intituled

"
Shakespeare subscribers, their signatures," not referring to a

printed prospectus which contained the terms of the contract, and which was de-

livered at the time to the subscribers to the Boydell Shakespeare, cannot be con-

nected together, so as to take the case out of the statutes, as such connexion could

only be established by parol evidence.

of
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of the first. And then the declaration stated that on the 7th

ofApril 1790 the defendant became *a subscriber for one set of BoYDELL

prints, and paid his 2 guineas ; and that in consideration that
against

the plaintiff and his late partner had promised to perform the DRUMMOKD.

conditions on their part as such publishers, the defendant pro-

mised to perform the conditions on his part as such subscriber :

and then it alleged that although the publishers had performed

and were ready to perform the conditions and promises on their

part in all respects, and although one set of the prints had been

long since published and ready for delivery to the defendant,

accord ing to the form and effect of the said conditions, of which

he had notice on the 10th of December 1804; and though the

defendant was duly requested to accept the said prints and to

pay for the same according to the said conditions and his pro-

mise, and he did accept two numbers, and paid the plaintiff a

further sum of 3 guineas on the delivery of each of those num-

bers, according to the said conditions
; yet he refused when so

requested to accept the residue of the prints or pay for the

same. There were other counts laying the contract more ge-

nerally, and the common money counts. To all which the

defendant pleaded non-assumpsit, and that the cause of action

did not accrue within six years.

It appeared at the trial that the first prospectus of the work

was published in 1786, and a second prospectus in 1787. On
the first of May 1789 the Shakespeare Gallery was opened
in Pall-Mall, with an exhibition of 34 large pictures then

finished, and in March 1790 an additional number were exhi-

bited, amounting in all to 56 : and also specimens of several

of the prints in a state nearly ready for publication. In April

1790^the defendant became a subscriber to the large prints ;

(a splendid edition of the letter-press of the plays, and a series

of small prints to bind up with it, forming a distinct part of [ 144 ]

the proposed plan of publication.) The defendant's subscrip-
tion was No. 1103., the whole number of subscribers at the

close having been 1384. At the time of his subscription the

defendant paid his two guineas in advance, and had a receipt

given him for the same. The delivery of the first number was

made in June 1791
(//), when it was delivered to the defend-

ant's

(//)
It \vas offered to be proved at the trial that the delivery of the

numbers was advertised in someof the public newspapers to give notice

to
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ant's order, who thereupon paid the third guinea and two

more in advance for the next number. The second number
was delivered to the defendant on the 29th of March 1792,

was advertised as before, and the defendant also sent'for that,

and paid his 3 guineas, two of them in advance for the 3d

number as before. These numbers were delivered out at the

Gallery in Pall-Mall, being the place where the defendant

had subscribed. Others were delivered out to other subscri-

bers at Messrs. BoydelFs shop in the city. After this time at

least one number was delivered to the subscribers in general
in every year, sometimes two, and in two instances three

within a year, until the whole were completed ; but the de-

fendant never sent for any more of the numbers, though he

never gave notice of his intention to discontinue taking them

in. IVor did the plaintiff ever make any particular demand

on the defendant to take the remaining numbers and pay for

them till 1807, after the whole work was completed and pub-
lished ; but the rest of the numbers as they came out were

regularly laid by for him according to the order of time of his

subscription. The last number was published in 1803, and

the number of prints finally delivered to the subscribers who
sent for them was 12 more than the stipulated number. This

was the general nature of the case and of the evidence, which

branched out into several questions ;
but as the judgment of

the Court ultimately turned solely on the application of the

statute of frauds to this case, it is only necessary to state the

evidence with particularity as to that point.

The first prospectus of the work, in December 1786, stated

the intention of Messrs. Boydell
"

to publish by subscription,

(as an accompaniment to the letter-press,) a series of large

to the subscribers, that they might send for them: but Lord

Ellenborough C.J. would not receive the evidence, unless it were

also shewn that the defendant was in the habit of taking in one of

such newspapers; which the plaintiffwas not prepared to prove: this

part of the cause therefore rested on the fact of the delivery of the

two first numbers to the defendant's order ; but the point was ulti-

mately saved with the rest : and when it was mentioned again in

court, his Lordship still thought the evidence of notice deficient for

the reason before stated.

prints-,
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prints, after pictures to be immediately painted," by certain

artists named, from the most striking scenes of Shakespeare.

And that as soon as the pictures were engraved, they would

be hung up in the Shakespeare gallery. It then stated certain

conditions in substance the same as those set out in the decla-

ration, together with others calculated to shew the magnitude
and diiiiculty of the undertaking, the great number of artists

necessary to be engaged in its performance, and that the com-

pletion of it would unavoidably take a considerable time.

The expence of it was therein estimated at above 50,000/.

(a), and it was "
hoped that the public would be forward

in their subscriptions, and thereby incite the various artists

engaged in the present arduous design to exert their utmost

abilities in the execution of it." One of the conditions

was,
" that one number at least should be published an-

nually ; and the proprietors were confident they should be

enabled to produce hco numbers within the course of every

year." The other prospectus published in January 1807,

gave an account of the progress of the work so far as it was

then published, and of the preparations for its continuance,

with observations on the means employed and the delays and

difficulties which might occur in its execution. Printed

copies of Ihe two prospectus were laying about the shop for

public inspection at the time of the defendant's subscription,

and the general practice was to deliver them to subscribers at

the time of their subscription. But the book in which he sub-

scribed his name had only for its title,
"

Shakespeare Sub-

scribers, their signatures," without any reference to either pro-

spectus in the terms of it. After the whole work was completed
and published, an application was made to the defendant in

August 1806, and again in March 1807, to take and pay for the

remaining numbers of his subscription : to which latter he

returned an answer in writing, dated 1st of April 1807, in

which he stated that he ceased taking in the numbers of the

Boyde/l Shakespeare many years ago, in consequence of the en-

gagement not being fulfilled on the part of the proprietors ;
and

not having been applied to from that time till very lately, he

did not consider himself called upon to complete the set.

() The work was afterwards stated to have cost considerably
above 100,COO/.

VOL. XI. 1 (Signed

1809.

BOYDELL
against

DRUMMOND.

[ 146 ]
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BOYDELL

against
DEI 1MM UNO.

1809. (Signed by the defendant.) The receipt for the defendant's

subscription was in this form: " Received from J. Drum-
mond Esq. one guinea as the second subscription to the first

number of the Shakespeare with large plates ; and at the same

time received two guineas as the first subscription to the se-

cond number, agreeably to the original proposals
"

(Signed
for the plaintiffs.)

[ 147 ] Several objections were taken to the action ; 1st, that this

was an agreement partly evidenced by writing; and not coming
within the except ion ofthe stat. 23 Geo. 3. c. 58. s. 4. as a con-

tract for the sale of goods, required to be stamped. 2dly,

That it was not a contract to be performed within a year, and

was therefore void within the statute of frauds 29 Car. 2. c. 3.

s.4., the whole contract not having been reducing to writing,

and signed by the parties, &c. 3dly, The defendant insisted,

that by the nature of a contract of this sort, he was entitled to

abandon it whenever he pleased, on forfeiture of the two

guineas advanced for the number succeeding that which was

last delivered to and accepted by him. 4thly, That there

having been no acceptance of any number on the one hand,

nor tender on the other, for 16 years prior to the tender of the

remaining numbers in 1807, this was evidence of a mutual

abandonment of the contract before the action brought: even

though the case, taking this to be one continuing contract,

which was not completed till 1803, might not be strictly and

entirely within the statute of limitations. The plaintiff was

nonsuited at the trial, and all these points were reserved.

And, 5thly, it was contended, that the statute of limitations

would cover the demand for every number except the last.

Park, Hulroyd and J)ampler shewed cause against a rule for

setting aside the nonsuit. 1st, As to the want of a stamp ; every

contract which is to be evidenced by writing requires a stamp,

unless it come within the exception of the statute 23 G. 3.

c. 58. s. 4. as a contract for the sale of goods, which this does

not
; as the exception is confined to contracts for the sale of

goods in esse, in the state in which they are to be delivered :

[ 148 ]
for which they cited Buxton v. Bedall (a), and Waddington
v. Bristow (b). And here the whole contract was clearly

executory. 2dly, It was morally certain from the subject

((>')
3 East, 303. (A) 2 Ens. & Pull 4.32.

matter
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matter of this agreement that it could not be executed within 1809.

a year, and it provided in the very terms of it for the annual
~

performance of certain portions of the work : it is therefore
against

void by the statute of frauds for want of being reduced to DRUMHOND.

writing and signed by the parties. It was indeed proved
that the defendant had subscribed his name in a book with

the title of "
Shakespeare subscribers, their signatures," and

that printed copies of the prospectus were lying about the

shop, one of which it was the general practice to deliver to

each subscriber at the time of his subscription ; but there was

nothing to connect the prospectus with the signature in the

book except- by parol testimony ; and it was the very object

of this branch of the statute to exclude the intervention of

parol testimony where parties were to be bound by contracts

that were not to be completely performed within a year. No

copy of the prospectus was ever affixed to the book (a).

Where a parol contract is to be performed at an indefinite

period, it lies on the party insisting on performance of it to

shew at least that it might have been performed within the

year. [Le Blanc J. Supposing all the prints could have been

completed within a year, would the subscribers have been

compellable to take and pay for them within that time under

the terms of the agreement? Lord E/lenborough C. J. Was
it in the contemplation of the subscribers to be called upon
to make so large ft payment, as the whole would have amounted

to, within so short a period?] It seems not within the fair [ 149 ]

meaning of such an agreement, one object of which is to di-

minish the pressure of the ex pence by dividing it into mo-

derate annual instalments. 3dly, This is the first instance

of an action brought for the non-performance of a contract

of this nature ;
and no person can hereafter venture with pru-

dence to subscribe to works published in numbers, (a method

of publication which is now become very common in respect

of all large and expensive works,) if it, were not generally

understood that every subscriber is at liberty to withdraw his

subscription whenever he pleases. The publisher in fixing

his price calculates upon such an eventual partial loss : and

(a) On this head, the defendant's counsel afterwards referred at the

conclusion of the argument, to Hindc\. Whitehousc, 7 East, 558.

12 is
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1809. in this, as in most other instances of the kind, it is endea-~
voured to be guarded against or compensated by the forfei-

tigainst
ture of the advance paid on the delivery of one number to-

DRUMMOND. wards the payment of .the next. This is the implied condi-

tion of release from the engagement. It is a contract from

number to number; and that is also shewn by the form of the

receipts. It must be admitted that this power to retract will

be mutual ; and it is reasonable that it should be so ;
for if

there had only been 100 subscribers to the work, Messrs.

Boi/dells would not have been bound to go on with a publica-

tion which must have ended in certain ruin to them. The

facility of retraction is even advantageous to the publishers of

popular work in numbers, by engaging many more subscribers

than could be obtained, if each were bound to continue his

subscription to the end, however inconvenient or burthensome

it might afterwards become ; an obligation which would ex-

tend also to executors, when their ability to bear it might be

essentially impaired. 4thly, At all events there was evidence

of a mutual abandonment of the contract by the parties, after

[ 150 ] 16 years intermission of taking in the numbers on the one

hand, and no tender of the prints and demand of payment
for them on the olher. On the numbers being published if

the plaintiff meant to enforce the contract, he ought to have

made an actual tender of them to the defendant, according to

Calomel v. Bnggs(a), unless discharged by4he latter saying
that he would not receive or pay for them if sent; and this

ought to have been done within a reasonable time after each

publication ; otherwise it shews that the contract was meant to

be abandoned : and if once abandoned as to any prior number,
the defendant could not be compelled to take the subsequent
numbers, the value of which would be materially diminished

by the chasm in the set ; and no person can be bound to take

part only of a work. In this view the statute of limitations

would be a bar even with respect to the last number, which

was published within six years before the action Commenced.
But 5thly, at any rate it must operate in bar of any claim for

the numbers published more than six years ago, on which

the money became due immediately, if at all.

(a) 1 Salk.

The
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The Attorney-General, Garrow, Marryat and Holland, in 1809.

support of the rule, on the 1st point contended that no stamp
~

was necessary within the exception of the stat. 23 G. 3. c. 58.
against

s. 4., which covers not only contracts for the sale of goods, but DKBMMOND.

such as relate to the sale of goods ; which latter words were

held in Harrington v. Furbor (a) to extend to a contract for the

payment ofgoods thereafter to be purchased by a third person,

and which goods therefore might not exist in specie at the

time of the contract made. [Lord Ellenborough C. J. It is

rather to be implied from that case, that the goods which were f 151 ]

the subject of the contract were in existence at the time: for

the parties contemplated a/i immediate delivery ; and the delay
arose only from the want of a guarantee ; and as soon as a

guarantee was obtained, the delivery took place. It was there-

fore a contract for goods which had a present capacity of being

delivered.] The indulgence meant to lie granted to mercan-

tile contracts would be rendered almost nugatory by a different

construction; for it can seldom happen that goods which are

contracted for on a large scale are all complete at the time of

the order given : it is sufficient to bring the case within the

words of the exception if the .contract be for the delivery of

goods. [Lord El/enborough, Is it meant then to be contended

that a contract for the supply of goo.ds to another for 20 years

to come would not require a stamp?] It would not, if the

contract were simply for that which would be goods when de-

livered ; and not for work and labour. JJiixton v. Beda/l (b)

was of the latter description ; and Waddington v. Bristozo (c)

went partly on the contract afl'ecling the realty. The 2d,

they saicl, was a new and important question. It is not ne-

cessary, in order to take an executed contract out of the 4th

section of the statute of frauds, to make it appear by the terms

of the contract that it must be executed within a year ; on the

contrary it was said by Dennison J. in Fenton \. Emblers (d),

that " the statute plainly meant an agreement not to be per-
formed within a year, and expressly and specifically so agreed.
/V contingency is not vvithin it, nor any case that depends upon

tonlingency. It does not extend to cases where ihe thing-

(n) S FM.it, ? !:. (A) 3 East, 3<'3,

(. ;
-J Rot. /';///. 4.')'.'.

(d) 3 Buir. 1C81. and 1 B/ac.Rep. 353,

1 3 onlv
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1809- only may not be performed
*within a year ; and the act cannot

~ ~
be extended further than the words of it. And with this agrees

against Smith v. Westhall (a). It is sufficient that it may be ; and if

DRUMMO.ND. the question depended upon the possibility or impossibility of

L Jo- J performance within the year, the jury must decide upon it.

Before the defendant subscribed, the Shakespeare gallery had

been opened with an exhibition of 56 pictures, with specimens
of several of the prints nearly ready for publication ; and in

fact the first number was published in little more than a

twelvemonth after his subscription. Then when the defendant

accepted the first number, he entered into a new contract for

the second and subsequent numbers, and he confirmed that

contract by the acceptance of the second. Such acceptance,

therefore, took the case out of the statute, by the partial exe-

cution of the contract. If this were otherwise, one who con-

tracted with another for the building of a house, if not in

writing, would be absolved from his contract, unless the house

were to be finished within a year. Suppose goods sold and

delivered for a certain price, at 13 months credit, without

writing ; the terms of payment would be a part of the contract,

and if no evidence could be given of that by the statute, the

vendor would not be bound by the stipulated price, and the

jury could only give a verdict for the value of the goods.

[Lord El/enborough. In that case the delivery of the goods,
which is supposed to be made within the year, would be a com-

plete execution of the contract on the one part ; and the ques-

tion of consideration only would be reserved to a future pe-

[ 153 ] riod.] The policy of the statute does not apply to contracts

which are to be in part executed, though not completed,
within the year: because a partial execution of itself furnishes

evidence of the reality of the contract ;
and the danger meant

to be guarded against was the setting up, by perjured testi-

mony, of supposed contracts, which were not evidenced by

any acts of the parties within a year; which period was taken as

the limit of reasonable time, within which it was probable that

the execution of a mere parol contract ; not evidenced by any
acts of the parties, would be postponed, and which was there-

fore required to be evidenced by writing. And as a delivery

(a) 3 Salk. 9. and 1. Ld. Ray. 31 6. All the cases were stated to

be collected in Robeits on the Statute of Frauds.

of
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of part of the goods at the time, by way of earnest to bind the 1 809.

bargain, will take a case out of the statute, so will part-per- BoYDELL
formance within the year, which is analogous to earnest. But

against

supposing it to be necessary to prove the contract by writing, DRUMMOWD.

signed, &c. they contended that there was such evidence of itin

this case: for the terms of the contractwere stated in the printed

prospectus, to which there was sufficient reference by the title

of the book in which the subscribers' names were entered, viz.

"
Shakespeare Subscribers, their Signatures." [Lord Ellen-

borough C. J. Tlie prospectus cannot be connected with the

book of subscriptions without parol testimony. What is there

in the title to refer to the particular prospectus rather than to

any other ? If it had referred to the particular prospectus then

published, it would have helped the plaintiff over the diffi-

culty.] It is not pretended that there was any other pro-

spectus to which it could refer; and the defend ant's letter re-

cognizes this engagement with the proprietors of the Boydell

Shakespeare ; and no other engagement than that contained in

the prospectus was shewn. On this head they cited fVelford

v. Beazetey (a), and Tatvney v. Crowther (6). 3dly, As to the

defendant's right to abandon the contract on forfeiture of his
[ 154 ]

two guineas advanced for the next number ; it is contrary to

the nature of every contract that one of the parties should be

at liberty to abandon it without the consent of the other, while

it is in progress towards execution. The argument would be

the same, if instead of the series of prints, the defendant had

subscribed to the letter-press. The plaintiff would have been

answerable for a breach of his contract, if after delivery and re-

ceiving payment for l;alf a book, he had refused to proceed
with the work, which would have rendered that half altogether
useless and of no value to the defendant: the latter therefore

must in like manner be answerable for not preforming his part
of the contract. The parties would not be put upon equal terms

by extending the liberty of abandonment to each; for a great

part of the expence of many successive numbers was incurred

before the delivery of the second, upon a scale of expence

adapted to the existing number of subscribers ; and the defen-

dant, by having taken two of the numbers and discontinuing

(a) 3 Atk. 503.
(/.) 3 Ero. Chan. Cas. l6l. and ib. 319-

I 4 the
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1809. the rest, puts the plaintiff in a worse situation than if he had

not taken any ; for the set is spoiled, and all the succeeding
IE

^
L

numbers, which were in a state of preparation before notice of

DRUHMOND. abandonment, would be so much loss incurred. If one subscri-

ber could abandon, all might; and the publishers must necessa-

rily have incurred a loss of many thousand pounds. The very

nature of the thing, therefore, requires that every subscription

should be considered as one entire and absolute contract for

the whole work. If so, then 4thly, there is no evidence of its

having been abandoned by the plaintiff. It was not necessary

for the plaintiff to give notice to each subscriber as the num-

[155] bers came out : it could not be told where they were to be met

with ; they were dispersed all over the kingdom, and many in

foreign countries. The subscribers invariably sent for their

numbers, and the defendant did the same as to the two numbers

which he took in. The defendant's numbers wrere regularly set

apart for him as they were published : and he ought at least to

have given express notice of his intention to discontinue the

work, before any presumption of the plaintiff's consent to such

discontinuance could be inferred from the mere act of not call-

ing upon him to take the numbers. 5thly, If the contract were

entire, and not abandoned, the statute of limitations would not

run upon any part of it, as the demand was made and the action

was brought within six years after the last number was published :

and of course it could not affect the demand for that number.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. On conference with my bro-

thers, finding that we are all of opinion that the action is not

maintainable on one of the grounds of objection taken to it, it

is not necessary to discuss the others. We are all clearly of

opinion that this was not a contract which was to be performed
within a year, and ought therefore to have been evidenced by

writing signed, as required by the statute of frauds. The whole

scope of the undertaking shews that it was not to be performed
within a year: and if, contrary to all physical probability, it

could have been performed within that time, yet the whole

work could not have been obtruded upon the subscribers at

once, so as to have entitled the publishers to demand payment
of the whole subscription from them within the year. It has

been argued that an inchoate performance within a year is suf-

[ 1 06 ] ficient to take the case out of the statute ; but the word used in

the
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the clause of the statute is performed, which ex vi termini 1SCK).

must mean the complete performance or consummation of the
~

work : and that is confirmed by another part of the statute, against

requiring- only part-performance of an agreement to supersede DRUMMOND,

the necessity of reducing it to writing ; which shews that when

the legislature used the word performed, they meant a com-

plete and not a partial performance. If this were not the true

construction of the statute, great inconvenience would ensue

in the execution of contracts for large works, which must ne-

cessarily require a long time for their completion ; as in the

instance of Somerset house, which occupied many years in the

building. Ifone stone were laid within a year from the making
of the contract by parol, it would, according to the argument,
have taken the case out of the statute, leaving the terms on

which the great mass of it was to be built to falacious memory
alone, to be exercised at some distant period ; which would let

in the very mischief which the statute meant to guard against.

Therefore to exclude perjury, and to perpetuate the true terms

of contracts which were not to be performed within a year,

there is no doubt that the statute meant a consummate per-
formance within that time. Now here by the very terms of the

contract, and clearly in the contemplation of the parties from

the whole scope of it, it was not to be performed within a

year, for the agreement was to publish at least one number

annually after the delivery of the first, and according to the

number of pictures to be published, at the rate of two from

each play, the work would consist of many numbers. On this

ground the case appears to be clearly within the statute, and

the objection taken to the action to be well founded. Without

considering therefore the question on the stamp, though I I ^7 ]

have not much doubt on that or on other questions which

have been raised, it is sufficient to say that the nonsuit ought
to stand. I should add, that I cannot connect the subscrip-
tion of the plaintiff's name in the book with the prospectus ;

nor docs the defendant's letter refer to the prospectus pro-
duced at the trial. It, speaks indeed of his engagement with

the proprietors of the Boydcll Shakespeare ; but it cannot be

shewn to be the engagement contained in the particular pro-

spectus without parol evidence, which the statute excludes. If

there had been a plain reference to the particular prospectus,
that
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against

DBUMMOXD.

158 ]

that might have helped the plaintiff ; but there is nothing
1 of

that kind.

GROSE J. Considering the nature of the work, and the

whole of the two prospectus, it is impossible to say that the

parties contemplated that the work was to be performed
within a year ;

for it was to be published annually in numbers,

and it was clear that it would take many years to complete it.

This therefore is one ofthose cases which the statute of frauds

contemplated, and in which it is eminently useful and necessary:

and it is clear that the contract ought to have been in writing.

LE BLANC J. Looking at the two prospectus, it appears by
the very terms of the contract, as it is to be collected from

them, that it was to be performed at a period beyond the space
of one year; for the publishers considered it possible that two

numbers might be produced in every year, but not more; and

at that rate it would necessarily require many years to com-

plete the work. And if it had been possible to complete the

whole in one year, few subscribers would have been found

who would have engaged to pay the whole money within that

time. The contract therefore, not being contemplated to be

performed within a year, is required by the statute of frauds

to be in writing and signed by or on behalf of the party to be

charged. Then can we say that this was in writing and so

signed ? The evidence is, that the defendant subscribed a

book intitled,
"
Shakespeare subsribers, their signatures."

If there had been any thing in that book which had referred

to the particular prospectus, that would have been sufficient :

if the title to the book had been the same with that of the

prospectus, it might perhaps have clone : but as the signature

now stands, without reference of any sort to the prospectus,

there was nothing to prevent tjie plaintiff from substituting

any prospectus, and saying that it was the prospectus exhi-

bited in his shop at the time, to which the signature related:

the case therefore falls directly within this branch of the sta-

tute of frauds. And then the only question is, whether the

case can be taken out of the statute, because there was a

part performance of the contract within the year : but no case

goes the length of deciding that
; and such a construction

would leave the whole mischief intended to be remedied by
the act still subsisting. For such part performance does nr t

shew that it was the particular prosp?cUi.s produced at the-*

tri;l
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trial of the defendant's signature referred to ; and if that can 1809.

only be established by parol evidence, which is necessary to

connect the signature with the two papers, it still leaves the against

case within the mischief meant to be provided against. I am DRUMMOMD,

sorry therefore for the justice of the case, that the objection,

which goes on a ground beside the merits of the question,
must prevail.

BAYLEY J. It was clearly the understanding of all parties [ 159]
that the contract was not to be performed within a year: and

if the publishers could by possibility have completed the work

within that time, they could not have compelled the defendant

to have taken and paid for it immediately. I use the word

completed, because I think that it is the true meaning of the

word performed used in the statute. The cases have decided

that in order to bring a contract within this branch of the

statute, it must either have been expressly stipulated, or it

must appear to have been the understanding of the parties,

that it was not to be performed within a year. That does

appear in the present case ; and I cannot say that a contract

is performed, when a great part of it remains wwperformed
within the year ; or in other words, that part performance is

performance. The mischief meant to be prevented by the

statute, was the leaving to memory the terms of a contract for

longer time than a year, The persons might die who were to

prove it ; or they might lose their faithful recollection of the

terms of it, If part performance were to supply the want of

writing, a party might be fixed with a contract for supplying

goods for 20 years together, at the price which was paid for

them in the first year, although the price might have risen

considerably ; for it would be said that the price paid for

those delivered immediately was evidence of the rate agreed

upon for the delivery in subsequent years. But here it is

argued that the book of signatures may be connected with

the two prospectus which were published at the time and

delivered to the subscribers : but that cannot be done without

the intervention of parol evidence, and that opens a door to

perjury, which it was the object of the statute to prevent.

Besides, it would still be left uncertain upon the face of the [ l60 ]

papers to what the defendant's subscription applied ;
for there

were subscribers to the whole work, and subscribers to the

prints
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09*
prints only; and it would not appear to which of these the

BOYDELL defendant's signature was meant
|j> apply.

against Rule discharged.
DRUMMOND.

Friday,
5th,

BEBB and Another against T. S. PENOYRE, ELIZA-

BETH ANN CASTELL, C. LITTLEDALE, and CA-

THERINE LOUISA his Wife, R. COOK, Clerk, and

ANN MARIA his Wife, and J. DRUMMOND and

HARRIETT his Wife.

Two being
seised of un-

divided inoi-

t'tics as te-

nants in

common in

fee, quaere
whether a

devise by
the one of

liis halfpart
to the other

will carry

plaintiff's, as surviving assignees of Samuel Castell

and Walter Powell, bankrupts, filed their bill in Chancery

against the defendant Penoyre, as the purchaser at an auction

of a certain freehold estate put up to sale by the assignees,

and against the other defendants as claiming some interests

therein, to compel the completion of the purchase by the one,

and the discovery of title against the resL The defendants

in their answer stated the will of John Caste/I deceased, bro-

ther to the bankrupt S. Caste'/, and contended that under it

the bankrupt was entitled only to an estate for life in an un-

ihe fee? But divided moiety of the premises, with remainder in fee to the

at any rate defendants (excepting Penoyre) by virtue of the residuary

clause in the will. And on the hearing of the cause his

Honor directed this case to be made for the opinion of the

Court.
* John and Samuel Custell, being seised in fee each of one

undivided moiety of the premises in question, John Caste/Ion

the 2d day of February 1802, by his will duly executed, de-

vised (inter alia) as follows :
"

I give to my brother Samuel
*'

Castc/i my halfpart of the five freehold houses which I hold
" with him in Leadenhall-street, opposite to Crce church. I

"
give 4000/. Bank stock, and 4000/. 3 per Cent. Cons.

"
amount the four daughters of my brother Samuel Castell,

"
to be divided equally between them, share and share alike.''

the rest and

residue to be Then alter two .several bequests of stock to other persons,
divided

amongst other persons ; and appointed executors , forsudi division of tliprf.?/ and

residue must \ip intended to be made by the executors as such, and therefore con-

.'inrd to personal propel ty.

"I 161 ] the

the fee did

not pass by
u residuary
clause,

whereby the

testator after

several pe-

cuniary be-

quests, or-

dered the

lease of his

house, with

his furni-

ture, to be
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the will proceeds :

" I give to T. Ryder Esq. and to his heirs

"
for ever, my two freehold houses in Sherborne-lane," &c.

Then after several other bequests of other stock, and of pe-

cuniarv legacies, the will concludes as follows :

" I order the

"
lease of my house with all the furniture (except the eight

" work'd chairs) to be sold, and all the rest and residue to be

" divided amongst the four daughters of my brother Samuel

"
Castell, share and share alike. I appoint .7. 5. and J. S.

"
executors," &c. The devisor died seised in November 1804,

leaving his brother Samuel his heir at law. He was also at

the time of making his will and at the time of his death seised

in fee of the freehold houses in Sherborne-lane, but not of any

other freehold estate. The defendants Elizabeth, Catherine

Louisa, Anna Maria, and Harriett, are the four daughters

of the testator's brother Samuel. The question was, what

estate Samuel Castell took under the will, or as heir at law,

in John Castell's moiety of the five messuages.

Burrough, for the plaintiffs, contended that Samuel Castell

took a fee under his brother's will by the devise of "
my half

"part" &c. The two brothers being seised in fee of un-

divided moieties, the devise by John of his halfpart to Samuel

must be understood to mean his whole interest in the one

moiety, such as Samuel already had in the other ; especially

in the case of a devise to an heir at law. But at any rate, if

those words carried only a life-estate, for want of words of

limitation, the fee descended to fymuel as heir at law, not

being included in the residuary clause to the daughters, which

is confined to personalty. The _devise of "all the rest and
" residue" follows pecuniary and chattel bequests. The tes-

tator orders the rest and residue to be divided amongst the

daughters ; and whom but his executors can he order to make

such division ? The words share and share alike was before

applied by the testator to the bequest of stock amongst the

daughters.

Littledale contra. There are no words of limitation or

necessary implication to extend the devise to Samuel beyond a

life-estate. In Pettt/wood v. Cook (), a devise oftotam illam

partern was held not to carry a fee, but only expressed the

thing devised. So a devise of a man's share in the New River

1809.

BEBB

against
PENOYRE.

[ 162 ]

.',?) Cru. Eliz. .r,\ ? Leon. 129. 1.03. find 3 Leon. ISO.

onlv
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1809 only carries a life-estate; as in Middleton v. Szoaine(a). It
~

cannot make any difference that the two brothers held un-

asainst
divided moieties as tenants in common in fee ;

for their estates

Pr.Noyiu:. were entirely separate and distinct, and the words must be

construed in the same manner as if the devise were to a

stranger. It appears by the devise to Ryder and his heirs

that the testator knew how to pass a fee. Then the fee passed

by the devise of "
all tlie rest and residue' to his nieces. The

[ 163 ] testator had before devised real as well as personal property ;

the presumption therefore is that he meant the rest and re-

sidue of both
;
and there is nothing to confine it to personalty.

The words " share and share alike," are as often applied to

realty as to personalty. The executors are not directed to

make the division, but the law will make it, as it makes te-

nants in common by the words share and share alike,

Burrough in reply, questioned the case ofPettywood v. Cook,

whereby the words "
totamillampartem," the testator seemed

rather to have meant all the interest that had been before de-

mised to the first taker, which was the whole fee. And as to

the case of Middleton v. Szvaine, the word share, as applied to

property in the New River water, was in common appellation

merely descriptive of the thing. But he relied principally on

the fee being indisposed of by the residuary clause.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. If there be any doubt on the

devise of the testator's halfpart to his brother, whether it

will carry the fee for wanf of words of limitation, it is not

important to the decision of this case, if it be not taken from

him by the residuary clause
;
as the fee, if indisposed of by

the will, descended to Samuel as heir at law. Though if it

had been necessary to decide upon the import of the words
"
my half part," as at present advised I should rather be dis-

posed to think that they were sufficient to carry the fee ; and

I am not prepared to say that I should have come to the same

conclusion as the Court did in the case of Pettyzcond v. Cook,

upon the words of the will there slated (/;). But it is not

[ 1G4 ] necessary to decide the case on that point ; for upon the mean-

ing of the residuary clause there can be no doubt. After

giving several pecuniary bequests, the words are,
" I order

(n) Sin. 339. and Comb. 201.

(6) Vide Dcnn v. Balderston, Covp. 257.

the
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the lease of my house, &c. to be sold, and all the rest and re- 180p.

sidue to be divided," &c. Order whom? He must have
R F B B

meant his executors, immediately afterwards named, by whom against
the lease of his house, &c. was to be sold. The words rest PENOYRE.
and residue therefore, in the place in which they stand in this

will, and so accompanied, must mean property of a similar

nature to the lease of the house and furniture before men-

tioned, that is, his personal estate.

The rest of the Court agreed in this construction, and after-

wards the following certificate was sent to his Honor.

This case has been argued before us by counsel : we have

considered it, and are of opinion, that the said Samuel CastelL

took, under the said will, or as heir at law of the said John

Caste/I, an estate in fee in the moiety of the said five mes-

suages or dwelling-houses whereof the said John Castetl was

so seised as aforesaid.

(Signed) ELLENBOROUGH.
N. GROSE.
S. LE BLA:N? C.

J. BAYLEY.

[ 165]

GASKELL against KING. Friday,

May 5th.

THHE plaintiff declared in covenant upon an indenture of A distinct

the 2d of March 1807, whereby he demised to the defen- covenant in

cl It'rlSO

dant a messuage for 12 years, at a certain rent, payable quar- w j,erebv the

terly, clear off all and all manner ofparliamentary, parochial, tenant bound

and other taxes, rates, assessments, and deductions what- himself to

soever. And the defendant covenanted to pay to the plaintiff
{m>'

thc> Pro"

pert y-tii x
the said rent in manner the same as is therein before made pay- an(j a j| otncr
able. The plaintiff then alleged a breach of the covenant by taxes im-

the non-payment of 2G/. 5.?. for a quarter's rent, due on the 25lh POSO(
!

" the

December ISOS. The defendant craved over of the indenture,
P rcmisc * or

- 'on the land-
in which the covenants were stated in the manner and order lord in re-

spect thereof,

though void and illegal by thestat. 4-6 G. 3. c. 65. s. 115. will not avoid a separate
covenant in the lease for payment of rent clear of all parliamentary taxes, (.Ye. ge-

nerally; for such general words will be understood of such taxec as the tenant

might lawfully engags to defray.

before
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[ 166]

before mentioned : and then followed immediately after the

words, in manner the same as is hereinbefore made payable,
these words :

" And also ohall well and truly pay the land-
"

tax, property-tax f and all and all manner of other taxes, &c.
"
whatsoever, parliamentary, parochial, or otherwise how-

"
ever, which now are, or which shall at any time during the

" continuance of the said term hereby demised be rated,
"

taxed, assessed, or imposed on the said demised premises
*' or any part thereof, or on the said plaintiff, his executors, &c.
" on account thereof, and save harmless and indemnified the
"

plaintiff therefrom, and from all costs and charges which
"
may happen on account thereof." And then it set out a

covenant by the defendant to keep the premises in repair, and

other covenants, amongst others, a covenant for re-entry of

the plaintiff -in case of the breach of any of the covenants by
the defendant, including the non-payment by the defendant

of the property-tax and other taxes covenanted to be paid by
him

; concluding with a covenant by the plaintiff, that the

defendant, paying the said yearly rent thereby reserved in

manner aforesaid, and performing his covenants aforesaid,

shall quietly enjoy the premises during the term. And then

the defendant demurred generally. And the question was,

AVhether the covenant for payment of the lessee of the pro-

perty-tax rendered the whole lease void by the act of the

46 Geo. 3. c. 65. s. 115. and 195., which avoids such a cove-

nant (a)?

Latces,

() 46 Gco. 3. c. 65. By sect 115. If any person shall refuse to

allow any deduction authorized to be made by this act out of any
rent or other annual payment mentioned in the 9th and 10th rules of

No. 4. schedule (A), or out of any annuity or annual payment men-

tioned in schedule (C) or(E), or in the next preceding clause, save

such annual interest as aforesaid, every such person shall forfeit the

sum of 50Z. ; and all contracts, covenants, and agreements, made or

entered into, or to be made or entered into for payment of any interest,

rent, or other annual payment aforesaid, IN FULL, without ALLOWINO
such deduction as aforesaid, shall be utterly void.

Sect. 195. Provided that no contract, covenant, or agreement
between landlord and tenant, or any other persons, touching the pay-
ment of taxes or assessments to be charged on their respective pre-

mises, shall be deemed or construed to extend to the duties charged

thereon
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Lawes, for the defendant, contended in the affirmative. 180Q.

The covenant in question is interwoven in effect with the
"""

covenant for payment of the rent, and is in fraud and against u <,ainst
the policy of the law. If the tenant had paid the *property- KING.
tax upon this covenant, he could not have recovered hack *[ 167 J

the money from the landlord.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. The covenant by the lessee

for payment of the property-tax, and for indemnifying- the

landlord from it, is void by the statute ; but that will not

avoid other independent covenants in the lease which are

good, such as that for payment of rent. The covenants are

entirely distinct.

LE BLANC J. If the subsequent covenant for payment of

the property-tax had not been inserted in the lease, it could

not have been pretended that the lease would be void because

it reserved the rent clear of all parliamentary taxes ; for that

must be understood of taxes which the tenant might lawfully

covenant to pay in exoneration of his landlord.

BAYLEY J. In the construction of the general words sti-

pulating for the payment by the tenant of all parliamentary

taxes, the law would imply an exception of such taxes as

could not legally be defrayed by him : and the subsequent

illegal covenant by the tenant for indemnifying his landlord

from the payment of the property-tax will not avoid the former

general' and good covenant for the payment of rent clear of

all parliamentary taxes, &c. : and if the tenant had paid the

property-tax for his landlord, he might, notwithstanding such

covenants, have produced the collector's receipt to the laud-

lord in discharge of so much of the rent, (a)

Per Curium, Judgment for the Plaintiff.

thereon as aforesaid, nor to be binding contrary to the intent and

meaning of this act ; but that all such duties shall be charged upon
and paid by the respective occupiers, subject to such deductions and

repayments as are by this act authorized -and allowed ; and all such

deductions and repayments shall be made and allowed accordingly,

notwithstanding such contracts, covenants, or agreements.

(a) See Art. 9- f No. 4. Schedule (A), sect. 74. of the Property-

act.

VOL. XI. K
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Friday,

May 5th.

A high-con-
stable may
be appoint-

ed, and a

rate in the

nature of a

county rate

levied, fora

town corpo-
rate having
an exclusive

commission
of the peace,

though not

a county of

itself, by
virtue of the

the stat. 13

Geo. 2. c.18;

though no

such officer

had been ap-

pointed, or

such rate

levied be-

fore
; the

corporation

having de-

frayed the

expencesout
of their own
funds. And
in an action

of trespass
for distrain-

ing goods in

satisfaction

of such rate,

the Court
would not

inquire into

the necessity
of making
such a rate,

nor as to the

*[ 169 ]

WEATHERHEAD against DREWRY, HOPE, and HOR-

ROCKS.

A N action of trespass was brought against the defendants,

of whom Dreary and Hope were justices of the peace for

the borough of Derby, and Horrocks, high constable of the

same, acting under the appointment aftermentioned, for tak-

ing the plaintiff's goods under a warrant of distress for a rate.

The defendants pleaded the general issue, and at the trial

before Grose J. at Derby, a verdict was found for the plain-

tiff for 711. 10s. 9d. subject to the opinion of the Court on this

case.

At the Quarter Sessions of the borough of Derby, held on

the 13th of October, 1806, before the defendant Drewry, the

mayor, and several other justices of peace for the borough,

including Hope, an order was made, appointing Horrocks to

be high-constable, and Crompton to be treasurer of the bo-

rough. And it was further ordered,
" that 250/. be rated and

assessed upon the borough, as a general rate or assessment

for the same, in the nature of a county rate, for such purpose
as it is applicable to according to law." And further, that

the said sum of 250/. should be rated and assessed upon the

five several parishes within the borough in certain propor-

tions, of which the proportion for the parish of All Saints was

711. 8s. $d. And further, that Horrocks the high-constable

should demand of the respective overseers, &c. of the several

parishes the sum assessed on each ; and should pay over the

several sums, when received, to the treasurer, to be by him

paid to such *
persons, as the justices in sessions should by

their orders from time to time appoint,
" for such uses and

purposes as the public stock of the said borough is or may be

applicable to by law." Accordingly on the 14th of October

1806, the defendant Horrocks, served a precept on the plain-

tiff, then one of the overseers of the poor of the parish of All

Saints in the borough, requiring him to pay out of the money
collected by him for the relief of the poor of that parish,

application of the corporate funds for the same purpose.
II.
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WEATHER-
HEAD
against
DREWRT.

717. 8s. 9d. as the proportion of the parish for the said assess- 1 809.

ment for the borough in the nature of a county rate: and

upon the non-payment thereof, and after a summons issued

to the plaintiff and the other parish officers, under the hands

and seals of the defendants Drewry and Hope, to shew cause,

&c. the latter issued a warrant of distress to Horrocks, which

was executed by him on the goods of the plaintiff for 711. 10s.

9d. the amount of the rate, and the charges of the distress.

The case then set out a charter of the 34th of Charles 2.; by

which, reciting that the borough of Derby had been imme-

morially a corporate town, and that all former charters had

been surrendered, the king incorporated the burgesses by the

name of the mayor and burgesses, &c. giving them a mayor,
9 aldermen, and other officers ; of whom the mayor and cer-

tain other officers named should be "justices of the king, &c.

as well to keep the peace in the same borough and the liber-

ties and precincts thereof, as to keep the statutes of vaga-

bonds, artificers, and labourers, weights and measures within

the borough, &c.; with power to any three or more of them,

whereof the mayor and recorder to be two, to inquire, hear

and determine within the borough, &c. all murders, felonies,

misprisions, riots, routs, oppressions, extortions, forestal-

lings, regratings, trespasses, offences, things, matters, and

articles, whatsoever; and to hold sessions, to commit and [ 170 ]

discharge prisoners ;
and also to do and execute all other

things within the borough aforesaid and the liberties of the

same, in as ample a manner as the justices of the peace in

the county of Derby or elsewhere within the kingdom of

England might do." After which followed a non intromittant

clause as to the justices of the county. The king also granted
to the mayor and burgesses the goods of felons, waifs and

deodands within the borough, &c. " And further, for the

melioration of the state of the borough, and that all common

charges there might be better and more easily supported," the

king granted to them all issues, fines, amerciaments, redemp-

tions, and penalties, of all the inhabitants or refiants within

the borough, 8cc. and also 7 fairs yearly, and a free market

weekly with the tolls, &c.; and he confirmed all former

grants of franchises, immunities, and lands before enjoyed by
K 2 the
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HEAD

against
DUEWRY.

1809. the mayor and burgesses, or their predecessors, &c. The
.

~
case also set out a charter of the 1st of queen Man/, whereby
the queen, as well in consideration that the bailiffs and bur-

gesses of the town of Derby the charges of the said town

might be the better able to support, as for other considera-

tions there mentioned, granted to them certain lands,

subject to certain small charges. And the case stated, that

the corporation of Derby were possessed of estates of the

present annual value of nearly 1400/.
; and that the charitable

and other charges to which they were subject amounted to

300/. a year and upwards. That in the year 1800 the cor-

poration contributed 500/. for the public service under the

voluntary aid and contribution act ; and 500/. about four

years afterwards towards the expences of the volunteers of the

town; and since then a further sum of 500/. towards the

county infirmary, and 100/. towards an organ for the parish
church of A/I- Saints. That the borough of Derby has never

contributed towards a county rate : neither has a rate in the

nature of a county rate or any other rate upon the inhabitants

ever before been made by the magistrates of the borough.
That those expences which in the county, without the limits

of the borough, are paid by a county rate have always within

the borough of Derby been defrayed from the funds of the

corporation, except only in the expences occasioned by the

militia, which have been always discharged by the respective

parishes. That no appointment of high-constable has, ex-

cept in the present instance, ever been made. That at the

time of making the above order there were no presentments of

any thing within the borough, to which a county rate or a rate

in the nature of a county rate was applicable : but that there

are from time to time occurring within the borough various

expences, which in the county, without the limits of the bo-

rough, are defrayed by a county rate ; such as the expences
of passing vagrants, the expences incident to the gaol and

house of correction, and transporting felons ; all which ex-

pences however have hitherto been defrayed from the funds

of the corporation. If the plaintiff were entitled to recover,

the verdict was to be entered forTl/. 10s. 9d. If otherwise,

a verdict was to be entered for the defendants.

Copley, for the plaintiff, endeavoured to distinguish this from
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the case of James v. Green (a), where the first time the right

of appointing a high-constable and making and levying a

county rate de novo were established *
by this court in the in-

stance of the town corporate of Nottingham ; but Nottingham
had been erected by charter into a county of itself; and on

that ground he accounted for the case not having been argued
with reference to the words of the stat. 13 Geo. 2. c. 18., on

which he contended that the case now in question solely turned.

But if the cases were not distinguishable in principle ; then he

denied the former decision to be law, which he said had been

made without any consideration of the statute. It is unneces-

sary to advert to the terms of the st. 12 Geo. 2. c. 29. inti-

tled,
" An act for the more easy assessing, collecting, and le-

vying of count
i) rates," the 5th section of which provides that

the act "
shall not extend to make any persons, liberties, di-

"
visions, or places liable to pay to any rate to be made in

"
pursuance of that act, to which such person, liberty, &c.

" did not, or was not liable to contribute before the passing
"

thereof," &c. But the stat. 13 Geo. 2. c. 18. reciting that

by the former act " several powers and authorities were given
"

to the justices of the peace in England within the respective
" limits of their commissions, at their general or quarter ses-

"
sions, from time to time to make one general rate for such

" suras as they in their discretion shall think sufficient to
" answer all the purposes of the acts therein recited;" And

reciting the before-mentioned proviso; and that " some doubts

"had arisen whether the said act extended to liberties and

"franchises which are not within the jurisdiction of the com-
"

missions of the peace for the counties in which such liberties
" and franchises lie, and so never did nor were liable to

"contribute to the said county rates : to the end therefore
" that such liberties and franchises, may not be wholly
"
deprived of the benefit of the recited act, it is declared,

" and enacted, that where any liberties or franchises within
"
England have commissions of the peace within themselves,

" and are not subject to the jurisdiction of the commissions
" of the peace for the counties in which such liberties orfran-
" chises lie, and do not nor did before the making of the re-

" cited act contribute to the several rales made for the said

1809.

"\YEATHER-
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(</) 6 Term. Rep. 228.

K3 "
counties.
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1809. counties, it shall and may be lawful for the justices of the

w
" "

peace ofsuch liberties and franchises, within the respective

HEAD
against
DREWRY.

[ 174]

"
limits of their commissions, to have, use, and exercise all

" and singular the powers, authorities, and methods, given or
"
prescribed by the recited act; and all such liberties and

" franchises are declared to be subject thereto in the same
" manner to all intents and purposes as counties at large are,"

&c. This he contended only extended to exclusive liberties

and franchises having commissions of the peace immediately
from the crown, and not to towns corporate, like Derby, hav-

ing only charter justices : and that Lambert, Fitzherbert, and

Dalton(a), pointed in their treatises to the distinction between

justices of the peace by charter and those by commission ; 1st,

in the mode of their appointment, the one being by commis-

sion from the king, the other by election made by those to

whom the king had granted the power. 2dly, In their

powers ; for justices by charter have not all the powers given
to those acting under commission. 3dly, In their qualifica-

tions, as required by statutes 18 H. 6. c. 11. and 18 Geo. 2.

c. 20. 4thly, In the duration of their authority ;
those by

commission being revocable at the will of the crown ; but not

those by charter. The words liberties andfranchises in the

statute were meant to apply to districts or places within the

bodies of counties having separate commissions of the peace
from the crown, such as the city and liberty of Westminster,

the hundred of Cashio or liberty of St. Albans, in Hertford-

shire, the Isle nf Eli/, the Tozcer Hamlets, t\\eSoke ofSouthzceU,
in the county of Nottingham, the Soke of Peterborough, and

other places. Where the legislature have intended to include

the magistrates of cities, boroughs, and towns corporate, they
have named them ; as in the statute of bridges and highways,
22 H. 8. c. 5.: of vagrants, 17 Geo. 2. c. 5. s. 5.; of coroners,

25 Geo. 2. c. 29. s. 5.; of houses of correction, 22 Geo. 3. r. 64.

s. 1. He also contended that the corporation having estates

granted to them for public purposes, and having always hi-

therto sustained the burthens which this rate was made to de-

fray, were bound to apply their revenues to the same purposes
as far as they would go, and therefore that there appeared

Vide Dalton's Justice, ch.3, p. 11.

fo
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to be no necessity for making such a rate. [Lord Ellenbo-

rough C. J. If the justices had the power of making the rate,

we canngt inquire in this case whether they have exercised

that power unnecessarily. Bayley J. There is nothing stated

in the cause to shew that there may not be sums necessary to

be raised now for the purposes of such a rate more than the

corporate funds are able to bear after defraying all other

charges, even supposing them applicable to these pm-poses].

The surplus of the corporation revenues, after defraying the

specific charges upon them, appear to be more than suffi-

cient to cover the amount of the present rate. [Lord Ellen-

borough C. J. It lies on those who insist on the particular ap-

plication of the corporate estates to shew that the corporation

are compellable to apply their revenue to these purposes. If

estates have been granted to them, have they not a right to

apply the produce in what manner they please, as other per-

sons may do, unless they are restricted by the terms of the

grant to apply it to a particular purpose ?] The corporation
are required by the grants to pay all the charges of the town:

and those must be taken to comprize all such public charges

upon the town as may arise from time to time, and which the

inhabitants may become liable to bear. The corporation
cannot have the benefit of the grant, and discharge themselves

from the burthen.

Reader contra, was stopped by the Court.

Lord ELLENBOROUGII C. J. We cannot enter in this form

upon the question of irregularity or wantof necessity in making
the rate: the only question is, whether the justices in sessions

had power to make such a rate, upon the true construction

of the act of parliament? And upon that I am clearly of

opinion that the words, "liberties and franchises, liaving

commissions of the peace within themselves," are sufficient to

include chai'ter justices. Is notlhis corporate jurisdiction a

franchise ; and do not the justices who are appointed under

the charter act under the king's commission r A general com-

mission of the peace gives a temporary authority to those who
net under it until revoked bv the crown : and the charter gives
a permanent authority from the crown for the same purposes;
and is a permanent instead of a temporary commission of the

K 4 peace.
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peace. It would be mutilating the act of parliament to give
it the confined construction contended for.

LE BLANC J. I do not think that any difference was in-

tended to be made by the legislature between charter justices,
and justices under a general commission : but the act of the

13 Geo. 2. was meant to apply to places with separate
commissions of the peace, which were not counties of them-
selves nor liable to the county rates, and therefore not within

the general provision of the former act of the 12 Geo. 2.

GROSE and BAYLEY, Justices, concurred.

Postea to the Defendants.

Saturday,

May 6th.
The KING against The Inhabitants of STRATFORD-

UPON-AVON.

i appren- rp\y() justices by their order removed Thomas Burnett, his
tice who
wenttolod^e w ê anc^ children by name, from the borough of Strat-

at his mo- ford-upon-Avon to Old Stratford, both in the county of War-

wick. The Sessions, on appeal, quashed the order, and stated

the following case for the opinion of this Court.

T. Barnett was bound apprentice by the parish officers of

Old Stratford to //. Jleming of Stratford-npon-Avon, cord-

wainer; and, among other covenants in the indenture, the

pauper engaged
"
faithfully to serve his master in all lawful

business." He lived with his master about 12 months, when

his thumb became affected with scrofula, and he left his mas-

ter, and went to his mother's in the adjoining parish of Old

Stratford, to have his thumb cured, where he continued till

the lime his master went away from Siratford-itpon-Avon,

which was about t\vo months afterwards. He slept at his mo-

ther's house more than 40 days, and he never afterwards slept

in Strafford-npon-Avon, nor in any other place for 40 days

during the continuance of his apprenticeship. During the

whole :' time he so slept at his mother's, he went almost every

day to his master's, and was on some days employed for 3 or

4 hours in each day by his master in going of errands, and

was always ready at his master's house whenever wanted by

him,

tlier's in an

adjoining pa.
rish to that

ofhis master,
for the pur-

pose of get-

ting cured of
a disorder,
but who con-

tinued to

serve his

master all

the time, by
going of

errands for

him, and at-

tending
when want-

ed, gains a

settlement

by such ser-

vice in the

parish whore
he lodged.

*[ 177 ]
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him, but was unable to work at bis trade in consequence of 1809.

tbe complaint in bis thumb. The sessions were of opinion
that the paupers were legally settled in Slratford-npon-4von. atrainst

Reader, in support of the order of Sessions, contended that The Inhabi-

no settlement was gained in Old Stratford by the lodging of tauts of

the pauper there with bis mother ; bis residence there being:
^TRAT-

3 FORD-I/POK-
casual, on account of sickness, and not a residence under the AVON.
indenture. For though the general rule be that the settle-

ment is in the parish where an apprentice or servant lodges,

and not where the service is performed : yet it must be a lodg-

ing in the prosecution of the master's service, and not merely
casual. In Rev v. Alton (a), a pauper going with his master

to a watering place (Scarborough) and staying there above 40

days, was held not to gain a settlement; the residence of the

master there being merely casual. [Lord Ellenborough C. J.

I am really at a loss to conceive what distinction there is be-

tween a residence at a watering place and at any other place, so

as to make the one to be considered as casual, when it would

not be so considered at the other. That doctrine was over-

ruled in the case of The King v. Bath Easton (6), and common
sense is with the last case.] But here the residence in Old

Stratford was occasioned entirely by .sickness, which must be

admitted to be casual; and though the apprentice was not [ 178 ]

thereby disabled from going of errands for his master, the

distance from his mother's to his master's being short; yet it

prevented him from working at his trade, which was the prin-

cipal object of the binding, and he was therefore substantially

withdrawn from his master's service. The master was bound

to provide for his apprentice in sickness as well as in health,

and when he abandoned his duty and sent him to his mother's,

be had no right to require from him any sort of service, and

what the apprentice did must be considered as voluntary. He
referred to the cases of Titchjield v. Mllford(c) t

Rex \. Sut-

ton(d], Rex \. Barubif-in-the-Marsh (<?),
the two last having

overruled the intermediate case of Charles v. Knotcstone (f),

[Le Wane J. It was not considered in that case, that the

() ft it IT. S. C. 418. ami Burn's Just. tit. Poor Settlement by
Service.

(6) Burr. S. C. 77. (r) Burr. S. C. 511.

(<j 5 Term Rep. 6.57- (e}l East, 381.

( /') Burr. S. C. ?0t).

pauper
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1809. pattper went lo his grandmother's in the parish of Knozcstone

_,
'

for the purpose of cure ; but that the original master, who

against
lived in the same parish and was bound to receive him, did

The Inhabi- receive and place him there.]
tants ol Morice contra, said that if this residence of the apprentice

TORP UPON- wou^ n t gain him a settlement, it was difficult to say that

AVON. any settlement could be gained by an apprentice residing in a

different parish from his master. He continued serving his

master the whole time, though not in the way of his trade, and

he was placed with his mother merely to have the benefit of

her care. The Court then stopped him and Reynolds, who
was to have argued on the same side, thinking it unnecessary
to hear any further argument.

[ '79 ] Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. The facts stated leave no

doubt that there was a service of the master by the apprentice
while he lodged at his mother's in the adjoining parish. He
went to lodge there indeed in order to get cured, in conse-

quence of an arrangement between the master and the mo-

ther ; but he continued to serve his master every day ; and

though he could not work at the trade himself, yet he per-
formed other service, and he might attend the work and learn

the trade of his master ; he must therefore be considered as

still in the service of his master as an apprentice while he

lodged with his mother. If the mother had lived more remote

from the master's house, so that he could not have served his

master while he resided at his mother's for the purpose of cure,

that would have altered the case, and likened it to The King v.

Barnby-in~the-Marsh : there there was no service ofthe master;

but here the service to the master continued, and therefore

the apprentice gained a settlement by the last 40 days resi-

dence in the parish where he lodged with his mother.

GROSE J. There is no pretence for saying that the ap-

prentice was serving any other person than his master, and the

case shews that he was serving him during the time he lodged
at his mother's. Jf the Sessions had considered that there

was any fraud in the master's sending him to his mother's,

they would have stated it. Eut though the boy went to his

mother's for the purpose of having his thumb cured, yet lie

continued to serve his master every day ; and then, according
to all the cases, he gained a settlement by such service in

the parish where lodged.

LE
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LE BLANC J. The question is, Whether during the last 180p.

40 days that the boy lodged at his mother's he was resident
,J

r ,
The KING

there as an apprentice ? and the facts stated put an end to the
against

argument ; for it is found that during all that time he was The Inhabi-

servingr his master, not indeed to the full extent of the tants f
O C

service required by the indenture, but to the full extent of his
FORD-UPON-

ability to perform it. In the other cases, where it has been AVON.
held that the apprentice gained no settlement while resident

in a different parish from the master's for the purpose of cure,

he was not serving his master during such residence. But

while an apprentice continues serving under the indenture,

all the cases agree that his settlement is in the parish where

he lodges, and not in that where the service is performed.
Here he was serving his master all the time, and I cannot

say that the service was not of such a nature as was proper
for an apprentice.

BAYLEY J. was of the same opinion.

Order of Sessions quashed.

T
JOHNSON and Others against HUDSON. Saturday,

May 6th.

HIS was an action to recover 60/. 7s., the value of Sllbs. A factor

of tobacco-segars, sold and delivered by the plain- , r

tiff to the defendant in November 1806. The tobacco ap- rnanui'actur-

peared to be partly manufactured ; and the ^principal ques- ed tobacco,

tion made at the trial, at Guildhall, was, Whether the consigned to

plaintiffs, who had never before dealt in tobacco, but had com,

spon(i_

had the tobacco in question, parcel of a larger quantity, con- ent atGuern-

signed to them from Guernsey, to be disposed of, and who *y of which

had made a regular entrv of it on importation, but had
E

j i r- 77-7 try was made
not entered themselves with the excise office as dealers in tobacco, on importa-

tion, but
without having entered himself with the excise office as a dealer in tobacco, nor

having any licence as such, may yet maintain an action against the vendee for the

value of the goods sold and delivered : and this, though the tobacco were sent to

the defendant without a permit, at his desire; there being no fraud upon the re-

venue, but at most a breach of revenue regulations protected by penalties: even if

such factor could, upon this single and accidental instance, be considered as a

dealer \n tobacco with in the meaning of thestat. 29 Geo. 3. c. 68.^.70., which requires

*>very person who shall deal in tobacco first to take out a licence under a penalty.

nor *{ 181 f
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against
HUDSON.

1809. nor had am/ licence to such, and who had sent out to the de-

fendant, at his desire, the tobacco in question, without a per-
Joii^so^ *

and Others m ' f> were entitled to maintain this action against him for the

value of it? Lord E/lenborough C. J. thought that the plain-

tiffs were entitled to recover, and they obtained a verdict

accordingly. But an objection having been made to the ac-

tion on the ground of the requisites of certain acts of parlia-

ment not having been complied with by the plaintiffs to entitle

them to sell this commodity, leave was given to the defend-

ant's counsel to move to set aside the verdict and enter a non-

suit, if, upon further examination of the acts, the objection

should appear to be well founded.

Wig/ey accordingly moved to that purpose in the last term,

and stated the several provisions of the acts on which he relied.

The stat. 29 Geo. 3. c. 68. for granting the duties on tobacco,

enacts, (s. 70.) that every person who .shall deal in tobacco,

shall, before he shall deal therein, takeout a licence; which by
s. 72. is to be renewed yearly, under a penalty of 50/. The stat.

30 Geo. 3. c. 40. s. 4. enacts, that no tobacco (except Spanish

or Portuguese} shall be imported either wholly or in part manu-

factured, on pain of forfeiting all such tobacco, with the pack-

ages, and also the ship in which it was imported. And by stat.

43 Geo. 3. c. 134. s. 5. prize tobacco is made subject to the

regulations and forfeitures of the former acts. Upon these

acts he contended that none but a licensed dealer could le-

gally deal in this commodity ; and the dealing in it by every
other person being made illegal, no action could be maintained

upon any such contract of sale by the plaintiff, on the same

principle which prohibits a recovery upon a smuggling con-

tract (a). The goods were also seizable in their transit with-

out a permit, and afterwards in the stock of the vendee, which

would have been by so much increased without any permit to

cover and protect that increase. And he referred to Gallini

v. Laborie (b), where it was held that no action could be

maintained for breach of an agreement to dance at an unli-

censed theatre, the stat. 10 Geo. 2. c.'2S. prohibiting all the-

atrical representations without licence.

(rt) C'/i/gY/s v. Pcncluna, 4 Ttrm Rep. 166. Jf
r

ai/niell v. Reed, 5 Term

Rep. 5Q9

(b) Vide .*> Tcnri Rrp.'24Q. and vide Ribba>>v v. Cricket f, 1 Bos.
/

Pull. 264. and Rla*<:t>iord v. Prc-to", S Term Rep. 89,

The

[ 182 ]
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The Court, in the absence of Lord Eltenborough, reluc-

tantly granted a rule to shew cause ; observing that here there

was no fraud upon the revenue, on which ground the smug-

gling cases had been decided; nor any clause making the con-

tract of sale illegal ;
but at most it was the breach of a mere

revenue regulation, which was protected by a specific penalty :

and they also doubted whether this plaintiff could be said to

be a dealer in tobacco within the meaning of the act. And
when in this term, the Court being full, it was moved to make

the rule absolute ; no counsel appearing on the behalf of the

defendant to shew cause when the cause was called on in the

paper of new trials ; Lord Ellenborough C. J. said that the

Court had considered the question since the rule was granted,

and were all satisfied that no objection lay to the action ;

therefore they discharged the rule.

1809.

JOHNSON
and Others

against
HUDSOK.

C 183 ]

EDWARDS against DUNCH.

A RULE was given to declare in replevin within 14 days
after the end of Hilary term (a), which ended on thel2tli

of February, but it was not served till the 23d ; and no notice

being taken of it, judgment was signed for want of a declara-

tion. Whereupon Wigley on a former day moved to set aside

the judgment for irregularity ; and contended that the rule

must be served at least 4 days before the expiration of it;

(which had not been done here ;) otherwise it might as well

be served at any time, even after the time mentioned in the

rule was out. Marryat now resisted the alleged irregularity,

upon the ground that it was sufficient to serve the rule to de-

clare in replevin at any time before ~it expired, and the plain-

tiff was bound to declare within 4 days after such service.

And on reference to the Master by the Court, he reported
the practice to be as last stated ; and the judgment was there-

fore held to be regular, the rule for setting it aside was dis-

charged.

Monday,
May 8th.

The rule to

declare iu

replevin may
be served at

any day be-

fore the time

in the rule is

expired, and
the plaintiff

must declare

within 4

days after

such service.

These rules are entered as of the last day of the term.
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The plaintiff TN trespass for breaking and entering the plaintiff's close, to

in trespass
-*- wu jcu the general issue was pleaded, the defendant applied

for breaking .
, ,

. .*?

his close
^or a view> which was had accordingly ; and at the trial the

who recovers plaintiff obtained a verdict for 10s. ; but the Judge did not cer-

Iessthan40*.
tify that the title came in question. And on a former day in

ia not enti- ^^ term & n] je wag obtajneci by y^e Attorney General for the
tied to costs .

of increase defendant to shew cause why the plaintiff should not be allowed

merely be- his costs of increase, and that the Master should tax such costs
cause a view Upon the postea : and he relied upon the case of Kempster v.
was granted, -r, , \ i j ,11-
before til *-'eacon (a )> where upon a view granted in trespass, the plain-

though upon had his full costs allowed, though the jury gave under 40s.,

the applica- and there was no certificate that the title came in question.
*10"

-;

' Clarke and Iluilock opposed the rule, and answered the case

cited by shewing that it was before the statute 4 Ann. c. 16.

s. 8. allowing the Court on motion to direct a view. Before

that statute (b) there could be no view till after the cause had

been brought to trial, when, if the Judge thought proper, the

cause was adjourned to enable the jurors to have a view ;

and this was entered upon the record, as was done in the case

referred to ; and then the Court inferred that the title must

have come in question. But no such inference can now be

made, when a view is granted of course upon the previous
motion of either party. And it matters not that it was had

[ 123 ] upon the motion of the defendant in this case ; for if the fact

of a view having been had is to carry the costs, though the

verdict be under 40s., and there be no certificate of the Judge,

every plaintiff in trespass will move for a view, which will

operate as a repeal of the stat. 22 & 23 Car. 2. c. 9. restrain-

ing the costs where the verdict is under 40s., unless the Judge

certify that the title was in question ;
or under the stat. 8 & 9

W. 3. c. 11. s. 4. that the trespass was wilful and malicious.

LordELLENBOROUGH C. J. There s eems to be no reason

for allowing costs of increase because a view was had, for

that may be granted where the title is not in question.

Per Ctiriam, Rule discharged.

() 1 Ld. Ray. 76. and Sulk. 665. (b) Vide 2 Tidd,
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1809.

DOE, on the several Demises of SUSAN BLACKSELL,

JOSEPH PALMER, WM. CLARKE, and SARAH his

Wife, JOSEPH COOKE, BENJAMIN WHITE, andJANE

his Wife, and MARY HARRIS, against TOMKINS

and Wife.

nr* HIS was an ejectment to recover possession of certain
)ev

-

lsces Of

copyhold lands and buildings held of the manor of Thorpe- contingent

in-the-Soken, in Essex; the demises were held on the 12th of remainders

January 1808; and at the trial a verdict was taken for the
ll'y^otbe-

plaintiff', subject to the opinion of the Court on this case.
ing in the

John Blacksell being seised to him and his heirs of the pre- seisin cannot

mises above described, and having duly surrendered them to
malcea s"r'

the use of his will, by his will dated the 3d of* January 17G1, t cir jDte_

devised them to his brother Thomas Blacksell for life; remain- rest; nor will

der to his nephew T. B. junior, son of his said brother,
" for sucl1 a SUI>

life; and, after his decease, unto such ofmu nieces, daughters
ren f

.

rate by cs~

of my said brother Thomas, which he had by Elizabeth his t0ppe i

late wife deceased, as shall be then living, to be equally .against the

divided amongst them, share and share alike," as tenants in P arties

common in fee. The testator died in 1769; whereupon *r i g i

Thomas Blacksell sen. was admitted to the premises for life ;

and at a court baron held in July 1774 T. B. jun. was admit-

ted for his life in reversion, expectant on the estate for life

in his father. At the same court, Sarah the wife of R.

Hackney, Elizabeth the wife of J. Burnby, Martha the KJfe

of R. WalliSf and Mary, Jane, and Susan Black&ell, spinsters,

the testator's six nieces, daughters of his brother Thomas by
Elizabeth his wife, were severally admitted in fee to an un-

divided sixth part each, in reversion expectant on the two

former life estates of their father and brother, and immedi-

"ately surrendered to their brother Thomas ; Sarah Hackneyt

Elizabath Burnby, and Martha Wallis, being first severally

and secretly examined apart from their respective husbands

by the steward, according to the custom of the manor, and

freely consenting ; and T. Blacksell the testator's nephew was

thereupon admitted in fee. The husbands of the three

married sisters were no parties to their admissions or to

the
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1809- the surrenders by them to their brother Thomas. Thomas~~
Blacksell sen. and jun. at the same court mortgaged the pre-

BL \CKSELL m ises f r 500/. to J. Ratford, who afterwards made a further

against advance, and in 1784 had a surrender of the equity of redemp-
TOMKIHS. tion from the son ; the father being then dead

;
and Ratford

was thereupon admitted in fee, and surrendered to the use of

his will. Rafford devised to trustees for the defendant Ann

[187] Tomkins his only child ; which trustees have been admitted as

the devisees under his will ; and she and her husdand are in.

possession of the premises in question. Thomas B/ackseHjun.
died 7th June 1801

;
at which time only four of the testator's

neices were living, namely, Susan, the first named lessor of the

plaintiff, Sarah then the widow of R. Hackney, Martha then

the wife of R* Wallis, and Mary then the wife of J. Harris,

Mart/to, Sarah, and Mary, all died before the date of the de-

mises in this ejectment. Joseph Palmer, the second lessor, is

the grandson of Sarah Hackney by a deceased daughter, who
with Sarah the wife of W . Clarke, the third lessor, were her

coheiresses. Joseph Cooke the fourth lessor is the heir of

Martha JVallis, and Jane the wife of Benjamin White, and

Mary Harm spinster, the remaining lessors, are the daughters
and coheiresses of Mary the wife of J. Harris. Elizabeth

Burnbij and Jane Blacksell, the only two other neices of the

testator, died in the lifetime of their brother Thomas Blacksell

jun. The lessors of the plaintiff were duly admitted at the

lord's court to their several proportions claimed in the pre-
mises on the 23d of February 1808. The question for the

opinion of the Court was, whether the plaintiffs were entitled

to recover ?

Marryat, for the plaintiffs, began by arguing that the testa-

tor's nieces had only contingent remainders at the time of the

surrenders made by them, which surrenders were therefore

incapable of being made, and could not operate by way of

estoppel. And that the surrenders by the feme coverts, with-

out their husbands, was clearly void, according to Stevens v.

Tyrell. (a)

[ 188 ]
The Court, however, thought it unnecessary to hear him ;

it being clear that the remainders to the nieces were contin-

(a) 2 H'ils. 1.

gent ;
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gent; and being of opinion that a party who was not in the 1S09.

seisin could not surrender a copyhold ; and that a surrender
j)OE ^cm

could not operate by way of estoppel, but could only pass what BLACKSELL
the party then had. And Lazves, who was to have argued for against

the defendants, admitting- that he could not support their title TOMKIKI.

on these grounds ; the Court gave judgment for the posteato
be delivered to the plaintiff, (a)

(a) Vide 1 Watk. 210. Taylor v. Philips, 1 Ves. 230. and Good-

title v. Morse, 3 Term Rep. 565.

FISHER against PIMBLEY. Tuesday,

May 9th.

O debt on bond, dated 12th of March 1807, for 300/., the Debt on

defendant craved oyer of the bond and of the condition,
bond

, which

by which it appeared that the bond was given for the perform-
was condi-

HT

ance of an award of certain arbitrators to whom it was referred

to arbitrate and determine concerning all causes of action, ward; plea

controversies, and demands whatsoever between the plaintiff
no award ;

and defendant, so as the award in writing under their hands ^plication

should be ready to be delivered on or before the 12th of June an aw artj
.

1807: and then he pleaded that the arbitrators in the con- rejoinder

dition named did not make any award under their hands ready staling the

to be delivered, &c. on or before the said 12th of June, .and
( .

c
, .

this he is ready to verify, &c. The plaintiff replied that the which'wcre
arbitrators in the condition named, within* the time limited, &c. recited the

dull/ made their award in writing under their hands of and con- bonds ofsub-

cerning tbe premises in the condition mentioned, ready to be ,
(

,

'
-.

delivered, &c. bv which they awarded that the defendant appeared
should pay to the plaintiff 124/. 5s. 2d. on the 8th of Ju/y that the

1807, as a compensation for all the coal by him gotten in such awa wa$

*i i c A - j j t \ ..i L not warran-
manner as was therein betore mentioned : and they thereby tc(j ^
further awarded mutual releases up to the date of the bonds of submission :)

reference : and that the plaintiff should also execute and an(1 then de-

murring.
Held that the rejoinder was not inconsistent with, nor a departure from the plea.
Under a submission of all matters in difference between A. and B., an award on
matters in difference between A. and B., C. and D. jointly, directing A. to pay B.
a certain si'in as a compensation for coals gotten by A. belonging to B. or to B.
and others, and directing B. to give A. a bond to indemnify him against theclairai

of C. and D., is bad.

VOL. Xf. L deliver *[ 189 ]
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deliver to the defendant at his expence abond in the penalty of

40/. conditioned to indemnify the defendant from all actions,

&c. and demands by J. Rothwell (and two others by name) on

account of the defendant having worked or gotten any coal

out of a certain estate called Shaw Place, and a certain lane

adjoining, or either of them, before the date of the bonds of

reference, &c. And then the plaintiff alleged that the defend-

ant had notice of this award, but did not pay the!24/. 5.?. 2d.,

the sum awarded. The defendant rejoined, that the said sup-

posed award is in the words following, to wit, &c. and then

he set out the whole award verbatim, wherein the arbitrators

stated the bonds of reference, by which it appeared that the

subject of reference was of all actions, controversies, &c. and

demands between the plaintiff and defendant, as before set

forth, and that the arbitrators found " that the defendant had

at the date of the said bonds worked and gotten divers quan-

tities of coal belonging to the plaintiff, or to him and some

other person or persons, in and under a certain estate called

Shaw Place, &c. and under a certain lane adjoining, &c., and

that the plaintiff demands from the defendant a compensation
for all the coals so gotten by the defendant. And they awarded

the defendant to pay to the plaintiff 124/. 5s. 2d. on the 8th

of July then next "
as and for a compensation for all the coal

gotten by him as aforesaid :" and then they awarded the mu-

tual releases and the bond of indemnity from the plaintiff to

the defendant as mentioned in the replication. To this rejoin-

der the plaintiff demurred, and alleged for special cause, that

such rejoinder was a departure from the plea, and neither con-

fessed and avoided, nor denied, the matters pleaded in the

replication, &c.

The grounds of objection to the award were, 1st, its having
directed the money to be paid to the plaintiff for coals stated

to have been gotten by the defendant belonging to the plain-

tiff, or to him and some other person or persons ; when the sub-

mission was confined to matters in difference between the

plaintiff and defendant only. 2dly, That it directed a bond of

indemnity to be given to the defendant at his expence against
future claims and actions by three several persons, upon mat-

ters not submitted to the arbitrators, and was therefore uncer-

tain and not final. And the validity of the first of these ob-

jections
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jections was very faintly questioned by Scarlett on behalf of

the plaintiff, (supposing the rejoinder to be good.) But against

the second, he relied on Philips v. Knightley (a\
* where an

award that the defendant should execute a covenant to indem-

nify the plaintiff against all costs, damages and expences
which should happen by means of any further proceedings in,

an action begun at the instance of the defendant, and at issue

in C. B., wherein Marshall qui tarn was plaintiff, and the then

plaintiff defendant, was held good. And he urged that at any

rate, if the award of the bond of indemnity were void, the

award would only be void for that excess, (b}

The principal question, however, argued was, whether the

rejoinder, setting out the award in fact, according to the

truth, which award had been defectively set out by the plain-

tiff in his replication, were a departure from the defendant's

plea, wherein he had before stated that the arbitrators had

made no award?

Scarlett contended that it was a departure ; for a plea of no

award means no award in fact : and cited Farrer v. Gate (c),

Skinner v. Andrews (d), House v. Lander (e), Harding v.

Holmes (jO, wherein several other cases in point were referred

(ff) Stra. 903. Page J. there held the award bad : the other three

Judges held it good. According to Mr. Ford's MS. the majority
said " that the poor being interested in the suit as well as the plaintiff,

he could not release: nor would the award bind the poor, they not

being parties to the submission. And though it were objected that

the covenant might be a foundation fora fresh suit, so might a bond

or any other security, without which no possible end could be made
of the matter: and therefore the Court held it goodfor the necessity

of the case. As to the other part of the objection, that the costs

were uncertain ; these might be ascertained by the party himself, if

he thought proper to proceed. And Lee J. cited Eeale v. Eeale, Cro.

Car. 380., where an award to pay the charges of a suit was held good,

because they would be ascertained by the attorney's bringing in his

bill. And so judgment was given for the plaintiff; Page J. still dis-

senting. Note They all agreed that if the suit could possibly have

been released, or otherwise immediately discharged, the award would

have been void."

(b) Vide Ingram v. Milnes, 8 East, 445. (c) Palm. 511.

(rf)
1 7^v.?45. () JA.85. (/) 1 Wilt. 12.

L 2 to

1809.

FISHER

against
PIMBLET.

*[ l ]
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[ 192 ]

[ 193 ]

to, and Praed v. The Duchess of Cumberland (a). The de-

fendant ought to have rejoined no such award as set out in

the replication : and if issue had been taken on that, and any
material variance had appeared between the award set out in

the replication, and the award proved, the issue must have

been found for the defendant.

Yates, contra, was stopped by the Court.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C.J. The last is the only point

which was argueable. The award is clearly bad, inasmuch as

it awards compensation to the plaintiff for coal gotten by the

defendant belonging to the plaintiff, or to him and some other

person or persons : and though it directs a bond of indemnity

to be given by the plaintiff to the defendant against any de-

mands by three certain persons ; non liquet that those were

the persons interested with the plaintiff in the coals which

had been gotten by the defendant, and for which the com-

pensation was awarded. The compensation therefore has been

awarded to the one party, without any equivalent appearing
on the other side. Then the award being bad, the only ques-

tion is, whether the defendant can shew such bad award in his

rejoinder, consistently with his former allegation in the plea,

that there was no award ? The plaintiff' in his replication sets

out an award ; and if he had set it out truly, it is clear that the

defendant might have demurred to it ; but not having set it

out truly, where is the inconsistency, or departure from the

plea, in the defendant's doing that which the plaintiff ought
to have clone, setting out the award in fact, and then demur-

ring to the true award so set out ? He thereby still maintains

his former allegation, that there was no award
;
in other words,

that there was no legal and valid award under the submission,

which is the same as no award. There is no inconsistency in

this, and therefore no departure.

LE BLANC J. () The award cannot be maintained, as

it was made of matters not submitted to the arbitrators ;

for the submission was only of matters in difference be-

tween the plaintiff and the defendant ; and the award is

of matters between the defendant and the plaintiff and other

(a} 4 Term Rep. 5Sj. and 2 //. Blac. 2SO.

(b~) Grost J. wa absent from indisposition.
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persons. If the matters submitted between these parties

had comprehended matters in difference between the de-

fendant and the plaintiff' together with others, then an award

of compensation to the plaintiff for the whole value of the

coals taken, with an indemnity from him to the defendant

against the claims of those others for their proportions,

might have done : but the submission was not so extended.

Then as to the departure, the defendant by his rejoinder only

puts the plaintiff's case in the same state on this record as it

would have been if he had set out the award truly ; and it

only shews that the award in fact made is not a good award

in point of law.

BAYLEY J. A submission of matters in difference between

A. and B. does not include matters in difference between A.

and B. and others jointly : the award therefore was bad. Then
a plea of no award mears no award according to tbe sub-

mission ;
that is the plain meaning of it. I do not agree with

the argument, that the defendant might have defended himself

by taking issue upon the award as stated in the replication ; for

there was such an award as is there stated ; but it was not

an award made conformably to the submission, which would

have appeared to be the case if the whole had been truly set

out in replication. Then the rejoinder first setting out the

true award, and then demurring to it, is no more in effect

than saying that there was no award conformable to the sub-

mission, and therefore no award ; which maintains the plea.

Judgment- for the Defendant.

1809.

FISHER

against
PlMBLET.

C J94]
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Tuesday,

Mai/
Sir HENRY STRACHEY Bart., and GILES,

TURLEY, BURT, and Others.
against

Where an TN consequence of the former decision of the Court in the

election cause between these parties, which is reported in my 7th
'"ee

volume, 507, nonsuits were entered in the three several actions

the st. 28 f debt which had been brought by these plaintiffs; the first

Geo. 3.0.52. upon the Speaker's original certificate for costs against Frost

reported to ant{ these defendants jointly, on account of their frivolous and

^
1C '

vexatious petition against the return of the plaintiffs as bur-

that two gesses for the borough of East Grimstead to the parliament
sereral peti- which met in 1802; the second, upon the Speaker's amended
tions against certificate against Frost alone, for his separate proportion of
the return ot . . ., , . ... j ., ,,

.
,

'

,

members to
"ie cos ^s glven to the piamtms; and the third, upon the same

serve in par- amended certificate against these defendants alone, for their

liament for
separate proportion of the costs. These nonsuits were entered

East Grim- ^ Trinit term 1806 On the 24th of October, in the same
stead were J

frivolousand V( -ar that parliament was dissolved, without any further pro-

vexatious, ceedings having been bad by the plaintiffs for the recovery
whereupon of their costs ;

and a new parliament was assembled on the

Speaker on 22d of Jtirte 1807 ' On the 17th of March 1808 the SP ej
\
ker

application made the two following ^certificates, which were produced in

ol the parties evidence. Whereas J. II. Ley, Esq. clerk assistant of the

grieved, had
jjouse of Commons, and Nicholas Smith Esq, one of the mas-

rfiftrreil thn

ters of the High Court of Chancery, who were duly autho-

rized and directed by me according to the act of the 28lh

Geo. 3 (r. 52.) to examine and tax the costs and expences of

referred the

costs to be

taxed on

both peti-
tions^, Stracheii Bart, and D. Gi/esEsq. incurred by them in
and hud first J J

granted a opposing the petition of several persons whose names are

certificate of thereunto subscribed, on behalf of themselves and others

s tiiin o- themselves the electors of the town and borough of

-^asf Grimstead, presented to the House of Commons upon
the 1st of December 1802, complaining of the undue election

the amount

taxation and

afterwards

another

amended certificate', referring to the former, and apportioning how much of the

costs were incurred in opposing each petition separately, and how much jointly :

hrld that both tLese certilicates being invalid, by reascni that the act only authorizes

the costs to be taxed separately on each distinct petition, a new and valid certificate,

ascertaining the separate costs incurred on each petition, might be granted by tho

Speaker of a new parliament ;
the act mentioning the Speaker generally.

*[ 19.0 ] and
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and return of them the said Sir //. S. and D. G. as burgesses
to serve in parliament for the said borough of East Grimstead,

have reported to me the amount of such costs and expences ;

now I dp hereby certify that the said costs and expences al-

lowed in the said report amounted to the sum of 361/. 145. 2d.

Given under my hand this 17th of March 1808. Cha . Abbot,

Speaker. There was a similar certificate of the Speaker,

certifying the amount of the plaintiff's costs in opposing the

petition of Mr. Frost at 361/. Os. IQd. On the 18th of April

1808, a copy of the first of these certificates was served on

the defendants, and payments of the costs therein mentioned

demanded of and refused by them : and a copy of the last

stated certificate was served on Mr. Frost, and payment of the

costs therein mentioned was demanded of and refused by him.

Thereupon this action of debt was brought, wherein the

plaintiffs declared that the defendants were indebted to them

in 361/. 145. 2d. by virtue of the stat. 28 Geo.3. c. 52.; to

which the defendants pleaded the general issue: and at the

trial at Westminster a verdict was given for the plaintiffs,

subject to the opinion of the Court on a case reserved ; in

which all the facts of the former case were stated, with the

addition of those above-mentioned : and if upon the whole

the Court were of opinion that the plaintiffs were entitled to

recover, the verdict was to stand ; if not, a nonsuit was to

be entered.

Burrough for the plaintiffs. 1st, It is no objection to the

present certificate of the Speaker, on which the action is

brought, that he had before granted certificates, which were

inefficient : for the authority given to him for this purpose by
the stat. 28 Geo. 3. c. 52. is special : and it is a clear princi-

ple of law that every special authority ought to be pursued
in substance and effect (), and if not. well executed in the

first instance, may afterwards be executed properly (i) : and

here it appears from the former decision (c) that the Speaker's

authority was not well executed before ; for the first certifi-

cate was bad, because it did not assess the costs on each pe-

tition separately ; and the second certificate was of course

(a) Co. Lit. 303. b.

(b} 3 Fin. Abr. tit. Authority, 423. B. pi. 42.

VY) 7 East, 307.

Ij -4 ^.roid"?rl.

1809.

STAACHEY
against
TURLET.
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avoided, because it was founded upon the first. 2dly, It is

no objection that the Speaker who has granted the present
certificate was chosen by a different House of Commons from
that out of which the committee who reported the petition to

be frivolous and vexatious was nominated. The act of the

28 Geo. 3. does not confine the power to be exercised by the

Speaker of that parliament, but refers to him the name of

the Speaker as a known officer whenever a parliament is in

being. The words of the 19th sect, are, that wherever any

petition shall have been reported by a committee to be fri-

volous or vexatious,
" the party or parties, if any, who shall

" have appeared before the committee in opposition to such
"

petition, shall be entitled to recover, fyc. thefull costs and
"

expences," &c. This vests the right to the costs in the party

grieved : and then the clause proceeds,
" such costs and ex-

pences to be ascertained in the manner hereinafter directed."

Then by s. 22. for ascertaining the costs, the Speaker, on ap-

plication, is to direct the same to be taxed by certain officers,

who are required to report the amount to the Speaker, and he

is to sign and deliver to the parties a certificate of the same

signed by himself. The Speaker therefore acts throughout
as a mere ministerial officer, without exercising anyjudgment
of his own either upon the propriety of giving costs at all, or

upon the amount of them. It never could have been the in-

tention of the legislature that the party's right to costs once

vested should be afterwards defeated by the dissolution of the

parliament, any more than by the death or resignation of the

individual Speaker, before his signature of the certificate.

This is not like parliamentary proceedings in fieri in the

House of Commons, which fall to the ground of course on the

political death of the House. The resolutions of election com-

mittees are all entered on the Journals, which are the records

of the nation, and a copy of which, by the 23d clause, is to

furnish evidence of the debt.

Clifford, contra, admitting that a special authority not well

executed at first may be executed afterwards
; and that the

Speaker in certifying the amount of the costs, had only a

ministerial duty to perform ; contended, 1st, that authority

was only given to the Speaker to sign one certificate ; and

that authority having been once exercised by him, in certi-

fying:
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fying the separate costs on the two petitions, could not be

resumed again even in the same parliament. The power of

awarding costs rests altogether upon the stat.28 Geo.3. c.52.,

and the wording of the 22d clause, with reference to the

other provisions of the law, evidently applies to the grant of

one certificate by the Speaker of the then existing House of

Commons. The certificate is to be granted on application

(singulariter) to the Speaker, and the officers appointed to

tax the costs are to report the amount to the Speaker of the

said House. And by s. 23. the costs so certified as above are

given to the party entitled, and the certificate (which can only

extend to one certificate) of the Speaker, and a copy of the

Journals of the House of the resolutions of the committee, are

to be the evidence of the debt. If a new action were now

brought upon the former certificate, a recovery in this action

upon the subsequent certificate would be no bar to the other.

This Court exercising its discretionary power may direct the

Master to review his taxation of costs, if faulty, and may
amend what is wrong ; but the Speaker, having a bare autho-

rity in this respect, and having once exercised it, however de-

fectively, is functus oftlcio, like an arbitrator (a), and cannot

resume the authority again. The parties having made a wrong

application before to the Speaker will not authorise them to

make other applications to him for the same purpose; and with-

out their application the Speaker has no power to direct the

taxation. The22d section directs fees to be paid to the officers

for taxing the costs ; but it never could have been meant that

those fees should be paid more than once because of the blunder

of the persons applying. By s. 24. the whole amount of the

taxed costs may be recovered from any of the persons liable,

and the one who pays may recover over a proportionable share

from the rest: but if a taxation once made could be rescinded

at any subsequent time, and a new certificate issue, it would

lead to great difficulty. But, 2dly, whatever the case might
be of a second certificate issued during the same parliament,
at all events the Speaker's authority was at an end upon the

dissolution of that parliament. The party entitled must suf-

f-jr by his laches. The general law and usage of parliament

1809.

STRACHET
against
TURLET.

[ 199]

(a) Henfree v. Bromley, 6 East, 300.. was cited.
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is clear that, except where otherwise specially provided by
the statute, all proceedings pending- in the House of Com-
mons expire with the dissolution of the representative body,
and therefore the power of their Speaker must necessarily

expire at the same time. It cannot make any difference that

the same individual happened to fill the chair of the House
in successive parliaments. The report of the taxed costs is

to be made to the Speaker of the said House, which confines

the authority to the Speaker of the then existing House of

Commons in which the proceedings originated. Suppose
after the vole of the committee that the petition was frivo-

lous and vexatious, the parliament had been dissolved, no

proceedings could have been had upon that vote, because there

could have been nobody to make or receive the report upon
it ; and if the political existence of those who had a judgment
to exercise upon the matter wrere expired, of course the au-

thority of their ministerial officer must also have expired. It

wras even necessary to make legislative provision by the 33d

section of the act, that an election committee should not be

dissolved by a prorogation of parliament.

Burrough, in reply, admitting that if the parliament were

dissolved before the report, of the committee to the House,

the proceedings might fall to the ground, contended that

after such report, which would be placed on the Journals, the

decision was conclusive, and all the consequences would fol-

low, there being nothing but mere ministerial acts to be done.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. There is no doubt upon either

ground but that the last certificate of the Speaker is valid.

It is objected that the Speaker having granted one certificate

could not grant another : and I admit that if he had before

granted an effective certificate, he would have been functus

officio, and could not have granted another ; as in the case

referred to of the arbitrator who had once made a valid award.

But if he had before only granted void certificates, and the

costs had been taxed in a manner which the legislature did

not intend, and for which there was no authority, the first

and second certificates were mere nullities, and the last, which

alone pursued the authority given by the act, is valid. The

act directs () that every committee, when they report to the

(i) Sec 1
. 18.

House
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House their final determination on the merits of the petition 1809.

which they are sworn to try, shall also report whether such

petition were frivolous or vexatious : and (a) whenever they

report such petition to be frivolous or vexatious, the party op- TuRLBY.

posing
" such petition shall be entitled to recover from the

person or persons who shall have signed such petition the full

costs and expences," &c. The other clauses follow in the

same terms. This therefore is a direction applying- specifically

to one petition, and not to several, and therefore the remedy
must be applied severally to each petition ; and the costs and [ 20 1

expences of opposing' several petitions cannot be consolidated

together in one certificate, as was done in the first certificate

granted upon this occasion. Then the second certificate was

also bad, which apportioned part of the costs separately as to

the two petitions, but still certified the great bulk of the costs

jointly against the two sets of petitioners. Both these certifi-

cates were considered by the Court in the former case in 7 East,

507. to be void. With respect to the next question, as to the

authority of the Speaker, by whom the present certificate was

granted, to make it
;
his ministerial function, as it is rightly

called in this respect, is described in section 22., which men-

tions him in general terms as The Speaker; it does not say,
" the Speaker at the time of making the report of the commit-

tee," or the same Speaker, or use any words to that effect, so

as to confine the power to the identical individual who then

happened to be Speaker. If it had been so confined, I do not

say that we should violate the plain letter of the act, in order

to relieve a party grieved who is only entitled to the relief

given by the act: but we would not confine the relief in the

manner contended for, if the words* of the act and the sense

and reason of the thing do not enforce such a construction.

The clause says, that " on application made, to the Speaker
of the House of Commons bv any such petitioner, &c. for

ascertaining such costs, he shall direct the same to be taxed

by two persons out of a certain description of officers. Now
suppose the Speaker had died after the report of the com-

mittee, and before such a direction to those officers could

have been made
, or suppose after such direction, the parti-

(1) ?CCt. 10.

cular
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J Sop. cular officers charged with the taxation had died ;
* can it be

contended that the succeeding- Speaker in the one case

could not have directed the costs to be taxed ; or in the other

that the same Speaker would have had no power to direct the

taxation to be made by other officers in the place ofthose who
have died ? Such a construction would be most manifestly

against the sense of the act ; and yet the argument would

still apply that the authority was only given to the same

Speaker, and that he could only once refer the costs to be

taxed. The words of the act are, The Speaker, that is who-

soever shall be Speaker when the certificate is to be granted :

there is nothing in the act to narrow the description to the

identical person who was Speaker at the time of the report.

All the words and the sense of the act will be answered by

reading it
" the Speaker for the time being." And no diffi-

culty can arise from supposing that different certificates might
be granted by different Speakers ; for as soon as any Speaker
has legally exercised his function, no other certificate could

be granted by himself or any other Speaker. The Speaker's

authority, qua Speaker, does certainly end with the parlia-

ment : but this is a staiuteable authority given to be exer-

cised by the Speaker for the time being, whoever he may be :

and if it be not well executed by one, it may be executed by
another.

LE BLANC J. (a) There is no dispute as to the principles

upon which this case is to be decided. It is a special autho-

rity given to the Speaker of the House of Commons, and if it

be not well executed by him by granting a valid certificate, it

may be executed again, until there be a valid execution of the

authority. The first question then is, whether the Speaker
has made more than one valid certificate? And I think, for

the reasons before given, he has only made one valid certifi-

cate ; and there has therefore been only one certificate, and

one taxation pursuant to the act, because the others were in-

valid, not being conformable to the act, raid no action could

have been maintained upon them. Then it is objected that

the last certificate was granted by the Speaker of another par-

liament, or not granted by the same Speaker who had been

applied to and had directed the taxation. 1 agree that no-

[ 203 ]

v fi< aVv-rnt.
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thing turns on the fact of the same individual having been 1809.

chosen Sneaker in the different parliaments, and I think the
., . ,. .

question would have been exactly the same it the direction to

tax had been given by one Speaker in one parliament, and the TUHLEY.

certificate had been signed by another Speaker in the next

parliament: such a certificate would have been good. And

so, if after the Speaker's direction to one master in Chancery
and one clerk of the House to tax the costs, either had died

or been removed before the taxation made, the Speaker might
have directed another clerk and another master to lax the

costs. Or suppose after those officers had reported the taxa-

tion to the Speaker, and before he had made his certificate,

the Speaker had died, or a new parliament had been assem-

bled, the new Speaker might have made the required certifi-

cate : for though the individual Speaker may be different, yet

it is the same officer, and this is an authority given to the

officer, and not to the person ;
and it must be executed ac-

cording to the directions of the act. The certificate in ques-

tion is the first and only certificate which has been legally and

validly granted, and therefore is good, though the Speaker by
whom it is signed was not the Speaker of the same House of

Commons in which the report of the committee was made,
and in which the direction to tax the costs was given. And [ 204 ]

this is not like the case cited of the award, because the arbi-

trator there had made a valid award in the first instance, and

therefore a second award was an excess of his authority. The
24th section does not extend to distinct petitioners in different

petitions, but only to joint petitioners in the same petition.

BAYLEYJ. This is a remedial legislative provision, and

therefore there ought to be such a construction put upon the

words as will make the remedy effectual for the purpose to

which it was meant to be applied. 1 consider the taxation and

certificate on which the action is brought as the first valid taxa-

tion and the first valid certificate of the costs. Iftherewere sepa-

rate petitions against the same return, the act mean that there

should be a separate taxation upon each ;
and so the Court

have decided ; and therefore the first and second certificates

were void.becausethecosts in thedifferentpetitionswere taxed

jointly in both of them. How then, upon the construction of

a remedial act can it be said, that a separate and valid taxation
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or certificate is not good, because forwer taxations and cer-

tificates made were invalid, [t is next objected that the au-

thority does not extend to the Speaker of another parliament:
but it is agreed that the act to be done is merely ministerial,

and may as well be performed in respect of the object by one

Speaker as by another. The act mentions the Speaker gene-

rally ; and though it do not addfor the time being, yet if such

a construction be necessary to advance the remedy, we must

so construe the general words. No injustice can ensue from

such a construction ;
but great injustice would ensue from a

narrower one : for immediately after a report made of a fri-

volous and vexatious petition, parliament might be dissolved

before any taxation could be made, of which I remember an

instance : and then if the Speaker in the next parliament
could not direct the taxation and grant a certificate, the re-

medy would altogether fail.

Postea to the Plaintiffs.

Tuesday,

May 9th.

A British

ship insured

from Hull to

St. Peters-

burg/I, hav-

ing sailed

under con-

voy to the

Sou/id, was

afterwards

stopped in

her course

FORSTER and Others against CHRISTIE.O

HPHIS was an action on a policy of insurance in the usual

form, effected on the 8lh of October 1807 by the plaintifl's,

and subscribed by the defendant for 400/. on woollens, on board

the ship Wo/ga, upon a voyage at and from //////to the Sound

and St. Petersburg/1, at a premium often guineas per cent., to

return 21. per cent, for convoy to the Sound or Belts, and 2/.

per cent, more for any convoy in the Baltic and arrival. In the

margin of the policy was a memorandum, that in case of partial

loss or damage the neat proceeds were to be the basis of contri-

by a kind's

ship in the Baltic from an apprehension of hostilities for 11 days, and then pro-
ceeded to a point of rendezvous for convoy, where she waited 7 davs longer, and

then sailed under convoy till the king's oificcr received intelligence that a hostile

embargo was laid on British ships at St. Petersburg!!, when he ordered the fleet

back to the place of rendezvous, from whence the ship returned to Hull; held

that this loss of the voyage was not attributable to the arrest or detainmcnt of kings,

&c. but immediately to the fear of the hostile embargo in the port of destination,

and therefore not within the policy ; though if the ship had not been detained in

the first instance, by the king's officer, she would have arrived in time at 5?. Peters-

burgh to have delivered her cargo before the embargo.
bution.
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bution. The interest was stated by the declaration to be in 1809.

Dazcson, Barrel, and Co., and the loss was averred in diffe- r
~~

A" O RsT I' (L

rent counts to have happened of the goods and of the voyage

by the perils of enemies, and by the arrest, restraint, and de- CHUISTIE.

tainment of kings, princes, and people, and was also specially

described according to the facts hereinafter stated. There

were also counts for money had and received, and upon an

account stated. The goods in question belonged to Dazcson,

Barrel, and Co., merchants of Wakefield, and where shipped

by them on board the Wolga, a British ship, at Hull, in Oc-

tober, 1807 ; on the 10th of which month she sailed with con- [ 206 ]

voy to the Sound, where she arrived on the 16th. She pro-

ceeded on her voyage, and was at anchor off the town of

Drago on the 20th, when she was boarded by the crew of a

boat from his majesty's brig Muscata, with orders for the

JVolga to put herself under the protection of the king's ships

in Copenhagen Roads ; and the boat's crew remained on board

to enforce obedience to the orders. The Wo Igo, weighedO O

anchor accordingly, and came back to Copenhagen Roads,
where she remained until the 31st, when she went to Helsing-

berg Roads for convoy, and remained there waiting for convoy

until the 7th of November, when she sailed on her voyage
under convoy of his majesty's sloop of war the Ganet. The

Wolga proceeded on her voyage in the Baltic until the 16th

of November, when the commander of the Ganet informed the

captain of the Wolga that an embargo was laid on the loth

on all British ships in the Russian ports, and ordered the

Wolga to proceed no further on her voyage, but to keep close

by him, and that the Wolga should receive orders from the

commander in chief in Copenhagen Roads as to her future

destination. When the Wolga arrived oft' Copenhagen she

was ordered by the king's officers to proceed down to Hel-

singberg Roads ;
and afterwards the captain, under all the

circumstances of the case, thought it best to proceed to Eng-
land, which he did accordingly under convoy of his majesty's

brig the Providence, and arrived at Hull on the llth of De-

cember 1807. An embargo was in fact laid in the ports of

Russia upon all British ships on the loth of November 1807,

and war was declared and hostilities commenced by Russia

against Great Britain on the 18th of December 1807, and

continued
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Wolga, however, had not been detained by the king's officers

she would have arrived according to the usual course of the

voyage at St. Pefersburgh, and delivered her cargo there, pre-
vious to the laying on of the embargo. Upon the ship's arri-

val in the Humber, the goods insured were safely landed and

deposited in the same state as when first put on board in the

warehouses of the plaintiff's agents, where they remained

when the action was brought. On the 28th of December the

plaintiffs abandoned the goods to the defendant and the other

underwriters. A verdict was taken at the trial for the plain-

tiff, subject to the opinion of this Court on the facts above

stated ; and if the plaintiffs were entitled to recover, the

verdict was to stand: otherwise, a'nonsuit was to be entered.

Taddy, for the plaintiffs, contended that the voyage had been

lost by a peril insured against, and therefore the assured were

entitled to abandon. The voyage might have been performed
but for the detention of the king's officers ;

and such a detention

is within the terms of the insurance against "arrests, restraints,
" and detainments of all kings, princes, and people of what
"

nation, condition, or quality soever." The general word

capture has indeed been held (a) not to extend to British cap-

ture; but that is ontheground of public policy, because it tends

to throw the loss on British subjects instead of upon the enemy,
and so to paralize the warfare of the state: but nothing of state

policy intervenes in this case ;
for where the contract of insu-

rance is between two subjects of the realm, and the question is

on whom a certain loss is to fall which must take place, the state

has no interest in the decision, unless it be that the burden

should be divided as much as possible, which it is the object of

such a contract to effect. Where a loss may fall upon some one

or other of innocent subjects, in order to promote the general

welfare against the acts of an enemy, there can be no reason

why one subject should not contract to indemnify another

against the risk ; in like manner as landlord and tenant often

contract to indemnify each other against certain taxes; which,
as between themselves, if not specially directed otherwise by
law, is good. Suppose it had been necessary for the public

() Vide Kellner v. Le Mesurier, 4 East, 396. 402. and Lnbbock v.

Potts, 7 East, 151.

service
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service to have taken the ship altogether in order to employ her

against the enemy, by whom she had been captured or damaged,
on what principle could it have been contended that the under-

writers would not have been liable (a). In Green v. Young(b),

where a British ship was seized by the government and con-

verted into a fire ship, Lord Holt at nisi prius considered that

the underwriters would be liable: and this opinion was approv-
ed of by Lord Kenyon in Rotck v. Edie(c). And in Goss v.

Withers (d) Lord Mansfield says, that by the general law the

assured may abandon in the case merely of an arrest on an em-

bargo by a prince not an enemy. The opinions of foreign

juries are strong to this effect: as in 2 Val. 134. If after the

voyage commenced the ship put into a harbour, be it into the

same or any other, and be there stopped by order of the king,

the assurance shall have effect, so that th'e assured may aban-

don in the same manner as if it were the act of a foreign

prince. [Lord Ellenboroiigh C. J. asked, on which act of de-

tention the plaintiff's counsel relied, as the act occasioning
the loss of the voyage, which entitled him to abandon? To
which it was answered, the first principally.]

Carr, contra, was stopped by the Court.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. This is no more than a deten-

tion by the convoy for a certain period, till by the laying of a

hostile embargo in the destined port, the further prosecution of

the adventure became impracticable, and the voyage was lost ;

which according to Hadkimon v. Robinson is not a loss within

the policy. There was indeed a detention by the king's ship,

but there was no loss on that detention. Suppose there had

been fair weather to a certain point of the voyage, and then

bad weather and adverse winds, which had prevented the vessel

from entering her port of destination till she had received ad-

vice of the embargo which obliged her to put back ; could that

have been declared upon as a loss by the perils of the sea? and

yet that might as well be said to be the causa remota of the loss

of the voyage, as the detention in this case : but that will not

() Vide Park on Insurance, chap. 4. 6'th edit. p. 106. &c. where

several late cases are mentioned.

(b) Ld. Ray 84O- and SalL 4-U. (c) 6 Term Rp. 492, 3.

((/) 2 Burr. 696.

VOL. XI. M do

1809.

FORSTER

against
CHIUSTIB.

[ 209]
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FORSTF.R,

against.
CHRISTIE.

1809. do ; the risk insured against must be the effective cause of the

loss, in order to charge the underwriters. But here there was

the concurrence of another overbearing cause, namely, the

hostile embargo in the destined port, which was the immediate

cause of the ship's return and of the loss of the voyage: and the

king's officer only prevented the ship from going into the

enemy's port, and incurring a loss by capture; and such deten-

tion is not within the meaning of the clause against
" the arrest

and detainment of kings," &c. Lord Akanley, in the case of

Hadkinson v. Robinson, said, that in order to bring the loss

[ 210 ] "within the policy, the peril insured against which occasions it

must act directly, and not collaterally, upon the thing insured.

The rest of the Court agreed ;
and Bui/ley J. added, If the

port of St. Petersburgh had continued open, and there had

been no embargo and no war between this country and Russia,

it could not have been pretended that the prior detention by
the king's ship would have been a loss within the policy.

Per Curium, Postea to the Defendant.

Tuesday, RuGG and Others against MINETT and Others.:

May 9th.

"Where tur- TX an action for money had and received by the defendants

pentine in to the use of the plaintiffs, a verdict was found for the
casks was

sold by auc-

tion at so much per cwt. and the casks were to be taken at a certain marked quan-

tity, except the two last, out of which the seller was to fill up the rest before they
were delivered to the purchasers; on which account the two last casks were to be

sold at uncertain quantities ; and a deposit was to be paid by the buyers at the time

of the sale, and the remainder within 30 days on the goods being delivered ; and

the buvcrs had the option of keeping the goods in the warehouse at tne charge of

the sellers for those 30 days, after which they were to pay the rent ; and the buyers
having employed the warehouseman of the seller as their agent, he filled up some of

the casks out of the two last, but left the bungs out in order to enable the custom-

house officer to gauge them
; but before he could fill up the rest a fire consumed the

whole in the warehouse within the 30 days: held that the property passed to the

buyers in all the casks which were filled up, because nothing further remained to be

done to them by the seller
; for it was the business of the buyers to get them guaged,

without which they could not have been remo\ed ;
and the act of the warehouseman

jn leaving them unhanged after filling them up, which was for the purpose of the

guagin^, must be taken to have been done as agent for the buyers, whose concern

the guaging was. But the property in the casks not filled up remained in the tol-

ler, ui wh"se risk they continued.

plaintiffs
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plaintiffs for 1415/., subject to the opinion of the Court upon 1809.

the following case. ^~r i

On the 28th of April 1808 the defendants, as prize agents avmnst
to the commissioners for the care and disposal of Danish pro- MINETT.

perty, put up to public sale by auction, at Dorer, the cargo
of a Danish ship in lots, and the lots No. 28. to 54. inclusive

consisted of turpentine in casks. The quantity contained in
[ 211 ]

each lot being marked on the catalogue thus 10 cwt. 3qrs.

26 Ibs., the mode of bidding was this ; each lot (except the

two last, which were sold at uncertain quantities,) was to be

taken at the weight at which it was marked, and the bidding
was to be at so much per hundred weight on that quantity.

The plaintiffs employed one Acres, the warehouseman of the

defendants, to bid for them, and all the lots of turpentine

(with the exception of 3 lots, which were sold to other bid-

ders) were knocked down to Acres so acting for the plaintiffs.

No conditions ofsale were distributed prior to the sale
;
but the

auctioneer, before the bidding commenced, read aloud the fol-

lowing conditions: 1st. The highest bidder to be the buyer;
but if any dispute should arise, the lot to be put up again.

2d, 25/. per cent, is to be paid to the auctioneer as a deposit

immediately after the sale, and the remainder in 30 days.
The remainder or' the purchase-money is to be paid on the

goods being delivered. Should the goods remain after the

limited time, the warehouse-rent from that time to be paid at

the rate of 2s. per ton per month, by the purchaser. 3d, The

goods to be taken at the neat weight printed in the catalogue.

4th, The goods to be taken away in 12 uonths, or resold to

pay the warehouse-rent. Upon failure of complying with these

conditions, the deposit-money is to be forfeited, and the com-

missioners to be at liberty to resell any lots belonging to de-

faulters, by whom all charges attending the same shall be

made good. Is. per lot under 10/. Is. Gd. from 10/. to 25/.

and 2s. above 25/. lot-money to be paid by the buyer to the

auctioneer. Tare allowed for turpentine Is. 5d. Upon the

turpentine being put up to sale, the auctioneer, by the direc-

tion of one of the defendants present, announced to the bid- [ 212 ]

ders that the casks of turpentine were to be filled up before

they were delivered to the purchasers : and that in order to

effect this, the two last lots would be sold at uncertain quan-
tities, and the preceding lots would be filled from them. The

M 2 whole
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1809. whole of the turpentine, with the exception ofthe 3 lots before
~

mentioned, were sold to the plaintiffs ; and they also were the

against purchasers of the two last lots, from which all the lots without

'ftliNETT. exception were to be filled up; and those two last lots were

accordingly marked by the auctioneer in his catalogue with

the words " more or less." Immediately after the sale 200/.

was paid by the plaintiffs to the auctioneer, as their deposit :

and on the 9th of May 1808 the plaintiffs paid to the defend-

ants 1715/. upon account of the turpentine, and the duties

payable thereon. The turpentine remained in the warehouses

of the defendants as before the sale, but was entered at the

custom-house at Dozer, in the name of the plaintiffs, on the

morning of the 10 Lh of May 1808, before the fire, by Acres,

who paid on behalf of the plaintiffs 450/. as a deposit for the

duties. On the same morning the cooper, who had been em-

ployed by the defendants to make up all the casks previous to

the sale of the 28th of April, was sent for by Acres, who was

warehouseman to the defendants, and who acted as agent for

the plaintiiFs, to fill up the casks of turpentine, and he had

filled all of them except 8 or 10 ; leaving them with the bungs
out to enable the custom-house officer, who was expected

every minute, to take his guage in order to ascertain the du-

ties. The two last lots, which were sold at uncertain quanti-

ties, and marked " more or less," contained more turpentine

than was sufficient to fill up all those bought by the plaintiffs,

and also those bought by the buyers of the three lots. In

[ 213 ] filling the casks sold to the plaintiffs one of the two last lots

was used, and instead of the other of the two last lots, a pre-

ceding cask in point of number, which had been found to be

an ullage cask, was substituted by the cooper, and from one of

the two last lots the lots sold to the other buyers had been pre-

viously filled up. All the lots sold to the other buyers had been

taken away before the cooper came on the 10th ; and while

the cooper was employed in filling up the plaintiffs' lots, and

placing them ready, with the bungs of the casks out for the

custom-house officer to guage, but before he had filled up all

the casks, or bunged any of them, a fire took place in the de-

fendant's warehouse, which consumed the whole of the tur-

pentine knocked down to the plaintiffs ; the casks not having

been weighed again \>\ the plaintiffs, or guaged by the cus-

tom-house officer. \VJrile the money pr.itl by the plaintiffs

to
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to the defendants on account of the turpentine remained in

their hands, they received notice from the plaintiffs not to

pay it over ; and the present verdict is composed of that sum,

deducting
1 the 450/. paid on account of the duty, which has

been restored to the plaintiffs by the commissioners of cus-

toms. The question for the opinion of the Court was, Whether

the plaintiffs were entitled to recover back the money so paid
to the defendants ? If they were, the verdict was to stand :

if not, a nonsuit was to be entered.

Puller, for the plaintiffs, contended that the contract for the

sale was still executory (a) at the time of the loss by fire, in-

asmuch as there still remained something- for the vendors to

do, and consequently that the loss must fall upon them, and

not upon the vendees. By the conditions of sale 30 days were

to be allowed to the vendees for taking the casks from the

warehouse of the vendors, and before they were removed the

vendors were out of the two last casks to fill up all the rest, so

as to make them correspond with the weights at which they
were marked : and that was the more material, because until

it was done, it could not be ascertained what was the whole

price to be paid, as those two casks were to be paid for accord-

ing to their contents, after the rest were filled up : the weigh-

ing of them therefore must necessarily precede the delivery,
and the remainder of the whole purchase money was to be

paid on the delivery of the goods. This brings the case within

the decision of Hanson v. iMcyer (/>), where the vendee had

agreed to purchase all the starch of the vendor then lying in

the warehouse of a third person at so much per cwt. by bill at

two months, the weight of which starch was afterwards to be

ascertained, and 14 days were to be allowed for the delivery:
and the vendor having given a note to the vendee addressed

to the warehouseman, directing him to rceigh and deliver to

the vendee all his starch ; the Court held that the absolute

property in the goods did not vest in the vendee before the

weighing, which was to precede the delivery and to ascertain

the price ; and that the vendee having become bankrupt be-

fore the whole had been weighed and delivered, the vendor

might retain the remainder. It is true that in that case the

whole was to be weighed before delivery : and here only the

f) 1 Com.Dig.5M. (*) 6 East, Gu.
M 3 two

1809.

Rt'GG

against
Ml NEXT.

[
214 ]
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1809. two last casks : but here also all the prior casks were to be

filled UD. which was uot done at the time of the loss; and none
T? urr '

'

., of them were in a condition to be delivered, as the bungs?
'^^Ti* i rt*

MINETT. * were left out, in order to permit the custom-house officer to

*[ 215 ] guage the casks, without which they could not be removed,

and it was part of the business of the vendors to replace the

bungs, and put the casks in a proper condition to be delivered.

In Hammond v. Anderson (a), all the bales lying at a wharf,

which had been sold for an entire sum, had been taken posses-

sion of by the vendee and weighed, and part had been re-

moved by him before his bankruptcy ;
and therefore it was held

that the vendor had no right to stop what remained in the

hands of the wharfinger. In Hinde v. Whitehou&e (b}, though

the sugars were in the king's warehouses under the locks of

the king and the owner, from whence they could not be re-

moved till the duties were paid ; which were to be paid by the

sellers; yet they had been weighed and the duties ascertained;

and one of the conditions of sale at the auction was, that the

sugars were to be taken with all defects as they then were,

at the king's weights and tares, with the allowance of draft,

or re-weighed giving up the draft, and to be at thepurchaser's

risk from the time of the sale ; by which latter was evidently

meant, from the time when the lot was knocked down to the

highest bidder; and besides, the acceptance of the sample

by the purchaser, as part of the thing purchased, was held to

bind the sale. If a horse were sold, and agreed to be deli-

vered by the vendor after he was shod ; and the horse died

before ; the loss would fall upon the vendor. So here, the

act of filling up the casks was to be performed by the vendors

before delivery : and though if the case rested upon that

circumstance alone, a distinction might be taken as to those

[ SlG J casks which had been filled up; yet the vendees were enti-

tled to have the whole rebunged before delivery. [Lord

Ellenborough C. J. observed, that the vendees were entitled

to have the casks filled up and the bungs belonging to

them ; but that the vendors had no concern with the mi-

bunging or bunging of them, the former of which was done,

on account of the custom-house officer intervening- to do hisO

duty before the goods were removed by the vendees. And

(fl)
1 Xtic. Hep. 6.9. (c) 7 East, 558.

upon
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upon inquiry at whose instance the guaging was to be per-

formed, it was admitted that the vendees could not have re-
j?

.
,

moved the goods till they were guaged ; and therefore the
uzai7ut

Court considered that it was their duty to get them guaged. MINETT.

The Court also inquired as to the number of casks which had

been filled up : and it was agreed that all had been filled up

except 10 ; on which they asked the defendants' counsel what

answer he had to give to those 10.]

Carr, for the defendants, admitted that the vendors could

not claim the value of the two casks, out of which turpentine

had been taken to fill up the others, because the quantities

they contained were not ascertained by weighing at the time

of the loss
; but with respect to the last 10 which had not

been filled up, he still contended that the property passed by
the sale: for by the contract the mark on each cask was con-

clusive as to the quantity, and the price being also ascer-

tained, every thing material to the perfection of a contract

of sale was complete : and at any rate the vendees should

have called upon the vendors to fill up the remainder. [Lord

E/lenborough C. J. Still the fact is, that by the vendors' not

having filled up the last ten casks, they were not in a deli-

verable state at the time of the loss : and it was certainly a

material act to be done, to make up the quantity marked.]
The warehouseman who was to do it was the common agent I *t)7 J

of both: and this case is so far distinguishable from that ofO

Hanson v. Meyer, that there the vendee could not have re-

moved the goods till they were weighed ; but here the quan-

tity and price being ascertained, the vendees might have

waved calling on the vendors to fill up the casks, and might
have taken them away when they pleased.

Lord ELLEBNOROUGH C.J. The court have already in-

timated their opinion, as to those casks in the first lots which

were filled up, and on which nothing remained to be done on

the part of the sellers, but only the casks were left to remain

for 30 days at the option of the purchasers in the warehouse

at the charge of the sellers : the payment of the warehouse-

rent however is not material in this case : and when the casks

were filled up, every thing was done which remained to be

done by the sellers. It was necessary however that they should

be guaged before they were removed, and the bungs were left

M 4 out
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1809.

HUGO
against.
MINETT.

18 ]

out for the purpose of the guager's doing his office, which it

was the buyer's business to have performed ; and therefore

according to the case of Hanson v. Meyer, and the other cases,

every thing having been done by the sellers, which lay upon
them to perform, in order to put the goods in a deliverable

state in the place from whence they were to be taken by the

buyers, the goods remained there at the risk of the latter.

But with respect to the other ten casks, as the filling them up

according to the contract remained to be done by the sellers,

the property did not pass to the buyers, and therefore they

are not bound to pay for them.

LE BLANC J. (a) The case is to be considered as involving

so many distinct contracts as there were distinct lots bought

by the plaintiffs. The turpentine was purchased at so much

per cwt., and it was to be taken according to the weight marked

on eacli lot; but the casks were to be filled up by the sellers

out of the turpentine belonging to them, in order to make the

weights agree with the marks. I say belonging to the sellers,

because the two last casks were only sold according as their

actual weights should turn out to be, after filling up the rest ;

and if more turpentine had been wanted than those casks

could have supplied for filling up the rest, it must have been

settled which of the respective purchasers was to take less

than his calculated quantity. Till the several casks therefore

were filled up I consider the property as remaining in the

sellers. But a certain number of casks were filled up ;
and

with respect to them nothing further remained to be clone by
the sellers. But it was necessary that the custom-house officer

should gunge them before they could be removed. Then the

warehouseman who was acting as the common agent of the

buyers and sellers, having filled up those casks, on tlie part

of the sellers, left them unbunged for the purpose of the

officer's g-uaging them, and ascertaining the duties, which was

an act to be done on the part of the buyers, to entitle them

to remove the goods. Then as nothing more remained to be

done by the sellers on those casks which were filled up, they

were from that time at the risk of the buyers: but those which

were not filled up continued at the risk of the sellers.

(a) Grote J. was indispnjed aittl absent.

I.FV
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BAY LEY J. In many cases it happens, where every thing

has been clone by the sellers which they contracted to do, that

the property passes to the buyers, though the goods may still

continue in the actual possession of the sellers. It lies upon
the plaintiffs then to make out, that something still remained

to be done to the goods by the sellers at the time when the

loss happened. But with respect to those casks which had

been filled up, . othing remained to be done but the gauging

by the officer, and as that was to be procured to be done by
the buyers, Acres, who left out the bungs for the purpose of

enabling the officer to guage, must be taken to have acted as

the agent of the buyers for that purpose ; and therefore

nothing more remaining to be done by the sellers, the pro-

perty passed. But with respect to the" other casks, some-

thing did remain to be done by the sellers, namely, the filling

them up : and it is not sufficient for them to say that they were

not called upon to do so by the buyers ;
for if they meant to

relieve themselves from all further responsibility, they should

have done what remained for them to do, and until that was

done the property continued in them.

Upon this it was agreed that the proportion to be allowed

to the plaintiffs on the ten casks should be settled out of

court ;
and that the verdict should be entered accordingly.

1809.

RUGO
against
MlNETT,

GOODRIGHT, on the Demise of DREWRY,
EARROX and Another.

[ 220 ]

against Tuesday,

May 9th.

t jlc testator's

HPHIS was an ejectment for a messuage and land in the After intro-

parish of Ulceby in Lincolnshire; in which a verdict was ductory

found for the plaintiff, subject to the opinion of this Court
'

on the following case.

John Dreicrif being seised in fee of the premises in question,
"
worldly es-

before his death in 1793, devised as follows. " As touching
"

tate," &e.
he devised a

cottage house, &c. to A. and his heirs, and also gave to B., whom he made his

executrix,
"

all and singular his lands, messuages, and tenements by herfreely to
<;

be possessed and enjoyed," held that the latter words, being ambiguous, did not

pass the fee against the heir ; but might mean free of incumbrances, or dispunishable
of waste

;
and that the word ctfatc in the introductorv clause could not be brought

down into the latter distinct clause .

" such
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1809.

GoODRIGHT
cx clcrn.

DKEV/RY,
against

BAIIRON.

" such worldly estate wherewith it hath pleased God to bless
" me in this life, I give, devise, and dispose of the same
" iu the following manner and form : first, I give and be-
"
queath to my brother Thomas Dretenj a cottage house and

"
all belonging to it, to him and his heirs for ever; W. C.

" tenant. Also I give and bequeath to my wife Elizabeth,
" whom I likewise make my sole executrix, all and singular
"
my lands, messuages and tenements, by herfreely to be pos-

"
sessed and enjoyed" The premises in question were not

included in the devise to Thomas Drercry. Upon the tes-

tator's death his widow entered upon the premises, and after

conveying them to the defendant Barron, died in 1808. The
lessor of the plaintiff is the heir at law of the testator: and if

he were entitled to recover, the verdict was to stand : other-

wise, a nonsuit was to be entered.

Copley, for the heir at law, argued that Elizabeth, the wi-

dow, took only a life estate under the will of her husband.

There are no express words giving her a greater estate ; and

[ 21 ]
no such intention is necessarily to be implied (and a probable

intention is not sufficient) (a), either from the introductory

words,
" as touching such worldly estate," &c. which of

themselves have never been deemed sufficient to carry a fee (/;),

or, Scily, from the words "
by her freely to be possessed and

"
enjoyed

"
which may mean free of incumbrances or the mo-

lestation of any other during the period of her own possession
and enjoyment : but if the meaning of them be equivocal,

that is not sufficient to disinherit the heir ; and it cannot be

denied that the addition of the words, "for life," or "
infee,"

would have rendered the meaning more clear; and that the

sense of the words used would well have admitted of either

of those additions. This case is distinguishable from Love-

acres v. Blight (c), where similar words of devise were relied on

to carry a fee ;
for there was a charge on the devisees which

might enure longer than their lives, and there was a blank left

(a) Per Willes C. J. in Moore v. Heaseman, WillcsRcp. 141.

(b) Doe v. Wright. 8 Term Rep. 6-i. Doe v. Allen, Ib. 497. and

Doe v. Clayton, 8 Brut, 141. 144. were cited
; and vide Lureacrcs v.

Blight, Coup. 356. per Lord Munqficld.

(c) Cor;/\ 352. 5<>7.

which
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which could only be sensibly supplied by the word heirs,

which would have been decisive. But here it appears from

the devise to the brother find his heirs, that the devisor knew

how to give a fee in legal terms where he so intended ; and

this has been relied on in several cases against giving a fee by

mere implication.

Balgtiy jun., contra, only relied on the introductory words

as a circumstance conjoined with the others to shew a clear

intention to pass the fee in this property to the widow ; and

carrying down the introductory words, the will would read

thus :
" As touching such worldly estate, wherewith it has

"
pleased God to bless me in this life, I give and bequeath to

"
my wife Elizabeth, whom I likewise make my sole execu-

"
trix, nil and singular my lands, &c. by herfreely to be pos-

" sessed and enjoyed" By this he would give all his estate in

the lands, 8cc. to his wifefreely to be possessed and enjoyed by
her. And even these latter words were considered in Love-

acres v. Blight to be sufficiently indicative of an intent to pass

the fee, and were not merely to be taken as meaning only to

give a life-estate free of incumbrarices : though the intent to

give a fee in that case was also evinced from the previons

charge on the devisees in respect of the estate devised. Then
if the intent be clear in this part of the will, the mere circum-

stance of giving a fee in technical terms to his brother in

another property will not vary the construction of the words

in question.

Copley in reply said, that if the carrying down and apply-

ing the introductory words to the particular devise were to

enlarge the sense of the latter, the same argument would have

had more weight in the former cases.

Lord EL.LENBOROUGH C. J. Though it may be assumed,

as Lord Mansfield once said, that in almost every case where

property is devised to one generally, the testator means to give
a foe ; \cl we are tied down by a positive rule of law, that in

the devise of real properly, where there are no words of limi-

tation, and no necessary implication from the words of the de-

vise to give a larger estate, the devisee can only take an estate

for life. On the first view of the case of Loveacres v. BlightO
I thought the words here used might be sufficient to carry

the fee : but the observation there made is material, that the

words ''freely to be possessed and enjoyed" by the devisees,

could

1809.

GOODRIGHT
ex ch'in.

DRF.WUY,

against
BARROH.

[ 222 ]

[ 223 ]
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ex cit-m.

DUEWHY,
against

BARRON.

could not mean onlyfree qfincwnbrances, because the testa-

tor bad before charged the estate with the payment of an
GOODRIGHT .11

annuity to his wife; and therefore they must either have been

meant to give a fee, or they had no meaning at all. But here

the testator has not put any charge on the estate ; and there-

fore the same observation will not apply to the present case ;

but these words may have been meant to make her dispunish-

able of waste, for which as tenant for life only she would have

been liable. With respect to the introductory words, it has

been held in many cases that they are not sufficient of them-

selves to carry a fee, but juncta juvant. The word estate used

in the introductory clause is completely disjoined from the

devise in question, and cannot be brought down to join in

with the latter clause without doing violence to the words.

For want therefore ofwords of limitation, or some words from

whence the intention to pass the fee must be necessarily im-

plied, the widow only took an estate for her life. The case

has been very well argued on both sides, and not the worse

from the omission of saying any thing which was not material

to the case.

LE BLANC J.(Y/). We are bound by a rule of law, contrary
to what I think was the probable intention of the testator in

this case, to say Uiat the widow only took a life-estate.

There are no words of limitation added to the devise to her,

but there are three parts of the will from whence it is con-

tended that we may collect his intention to give her the fee ;

1st, from the introductory words in general ; 2dly, from tho

[ 224 ] words in the particular devise,
"

by herfreely to be possessed

and enjoyed-" 3dly, from carrying down the word estate

from the introductory clause into the subsequent clause.

And if this last could be done, it would solve the diffi-

culty very easily ;
but it is impossible thus to transpose

the word estate; for the clauses are quite distinct, and

there is an intervening devise to his brother, to whom he

gives
" a cottage-house and all belonging to it." Those

words could not have been read "
mi/ estate in a cottage-

house." But the testator goes on to give that to his brother

and his heirs. So neither can the subsequent devise to his

wife be read "
mi/ estate in all and singular my lands," &c.

(a, Grose J. wa* indisposed and absent.

Then
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Then as to the introductory words in general, it has been held 1809.

those alone will not suffice to give a fee, though they are a

circumstance, with others, from whence the testator's intent

to do so may be collected. This brings it to the question on

the words,
"
by her freely to be possessed and enjoyed." If

the words during her life had been added, that would have

made the intent clear in one way: if the words in fee, or by
her and her heirs, had been added, it would have have been

clear the other way. The words used are not inconsistent with

a life-estate only. If he had given her the lands, &c. "freely
to be disposed of" that would have shewn his intent to pass
the fee ; but there is nothing in the words used to shew that

he must have meant to pass the fee. In Loveacres v. Blight,

Lord Mansfield thought that these words could not mean

free of incwnbrances,
because the testator had before incum-

bered the property devised ; and there were other circum-

stances in that case, on which it was decided, which distin-

guish it from the present. But here there are no circumstances

to extend the words of devise beyond a life-estate.

BAYLEY J. If all the words of the will can be satisfied by

giving the widow a life-estate, we are not warranted in giving

her a greater estate against the heir at law. The only words

on which any doubt could arise are "freely to be possessed and

enjoyed :" but they may meanfreely during her life; they may
meanfreefrom all charges; freefrom impeachment of waste:

they may indeed also meanfreelyfor all purposes against the

heir ; but as it is not certain that the testator used them in

this latter sense, we cannot give them so extended a mean-

ing against the heir.

Postea to the Plaintiff.

ex dt-m.

DREWRY,
against
BAEROIT.

r 035
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180p.

WeSntsctny, DlUXG agaiflSt DlCKENSON.
May 10th.

If a defend-
' PHE defendant, whose Christian name was Edward, was

ant be served served with a writ on the 18th of April, in which he was
with a writ suecj ^y tne name of William ; and not having appeared to it,

Christian
= ^ie pl*""^* on tne 28th of April in this term, filed common

name of 7^.,
bail for him in his right name of Edward, sued by the name of

and do not William, and also served him with notice of a declaration de

appear to it, bene esse by the name of Edward, sued by the name of Wil-
the plaintiff 7

. . . . .
,

, .

'

, ,,

cannot lile
"aw

>
and with notice to plead in o days. JNo plea having

common bail been filed within the time, the plaintiff signed interlocutory
for him in

judgment, and gave notice of executing a writ of inquiry.

AVhereupon Espinasse having obtained a rule for setting aside
name ot ., ,. - .

sued by the the proceedings for irregularity ;

name of W., Puller now shewed cause, and referred to Oaldey and
nor declare Giles (a), where, in a penal action, the defendant having *been

,** .

5

sued by a wrong name, but served with notice of declaration

in that form; in hi s right name, the Court held a judgment signed for want

and the pro- of a plea regular ; saying, that pleas in abatement might be

:eedmgs struck out of the books, if judgments could be set aside for

aside for ir-
sucn misnomers : and also to Delatioy v. Cannon (b), where,

regularity though the Court set aside the proceedings under similar cir-

atter interlo- cumstances, upon objection urged before plea ; yet they dis-

cutory judg- tinguished it on that ground from the prior case of Oakleu v.
ment signed ^ .? .. . .

for want of a ^ l ' es - ^e observed that, in this case, common bail having

ploa. been filed for the defendant by his right name, and he having

[ 226 ] had personal service of a notice of declaration by his right

name, should have come in the first instance to stay proceed-

ings, and not have waited till judgment had been signed.

But The Court held the judgment to be irregular, on the

ground that the plaintiff, having sued out process against the

defendant by a wrong name, could not cure that defect by his

own act of filing common bail for the defendant, and serving

him with notice of declaration de bene esse by his right name.

Rule absolute,

(a) 3 East, 167- (4) 10 East, 328.
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JEFFERIES against DUNCOMBE.

HPHE declaration stated that at the time of committing the
Mny 12dl '

grievance after mentioned the plaintifl' was the occupier
naction n

.. . the case tor
of a certain dwelling-house, situate, lying and

*
being in a cer- settim* up a

tain public street called Artillery-street, to wit, in the parish of certain mark

the Old Artillery Ground, in the county of Middlesex, in which m lront ot
,t

said house the plaintiff dwelt and inhabited, and then and j
Jj

there carried on the business of a carpenter, and let out part house, m or-

of the said house in lodgings, &c.: and that the defendant, in- dcrtodefatne

tending to defame him and expose him to punishment by the ,

'

.

laws inflicted OH the keepers of bawdy-houses, maliciously and bawdy-
without probable cause, to wit, on the 25th of August 1801, in house, is not

the parish aforesaid and county aforesaid, erected and placed in 'oca-l i' 1 its

the said public-street called Artillery-street, to zcit, in the pa- ? ,

e
,'

a
."

risk aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, a certain lamp in front ration after

of and near adjoining to the said dwelling-house of the plain- describing

tiff, and caused the same to be lighted and kept burning in the house as

. . situate in a
day-time, &c.: thereby intending to mark out the said dwel-

ccrta instrect

ling-house of the plaintiff as a bawdy-house, &c. The nu- called A-st.

sauce was proved at the trial, but it appeared that there was "l tnc parish

no such parish as the parish of the Old Artillery Ground ; , ,

' '

whereupon objection was taken to the plaintiff's right to re- no suc ij pal

cover in this action; which was overruled, but the point was rish) niter-

reserved : and the plaintiff having recovered a verdict with warus state

j , .,,
-.*. . nr . i c T i ru the nusanre

damages, at the Sittings at Westminster, before Lord Lllen-
to be ct

.

ecteci

borough C.J. a rule was obtained on a former day for the andplaced in

plaintiff to shew cause why the verdict should not be set aside the parish.

and a nonsuit entered. aforesaid -,
it

.
will be as-

1 ark and Espi/iasse now opposed the rule, and observed CI-j(jCCi tove-

that there is nothing local in the nature of the action, which nue, and not

is case and not trespass ; and the parish is laid merely as a to local de-

venue, and not as a local description of the nusance, nor is
^H! therc-

the place at all material. Besides which the whole descrip- forcthe

tion is laid under a videlicet. fAncl they cited Filth v. place is not

Gray (a), and The Mersey and Irxell Navigation Company v. material to
J

;

' J be proved as

Doug/as (b), as in point. j a]( j

(//) H.7 Gen. :-, K.R. mrntiunrcl by Gron J. in Drwy v. T~is, *[ 227 ]

47V,-w/ Rep. Ml.
-

r [ 228 ]
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1809. Garrow and Bolland, in support of the rule, endeavoured

to distinguish this from the cases cited. Frith v. Gray was
JZFFERIES

an action for the breach of a contract, and of course there

DUKCOMBE was nothing of locality in it. Dretcry v. Twiss was also a

transitory action. And though in the Mersey and Irwell

Navigation case it was considered not to be necessary to give

a local description to the nusance in an action on the case

for diverting the water of the navigation by the erection of a

weir ; yet the question turned on the application of the word

there, whether it were to be referred to local description of

the place where the navigation was on which the nusance

operated, or to venue
;
and the Court would not intend that it

was meant for local description when it might apply to venue.

But it was admitted that the plaintiff in such an action might
make it necessary to prove the gravamen in a particular place

by giving it a specific local description ; as by alleging the

nusance to be standing and being at a certain place particu-

larly described. Now here the injury itself only attached

upon the plaintiff in respect of his occupation of the house,

and must therefore be considered as local, and the descrip-

tion of the parish in which the house was situated is carried

all through the declaration
; and the nusance is alleged to

have been erected and placed in the parish aforesaid, so de-

scribed, not as a matter of venue, or under a viz. for the ve-

nue is repeated afterwards under the videlicet.

F 22Q ]
Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. This is not a local injury :

the house indeed is local, but the imputation meant to be con-

veyed by the nusance is not against the property, but against

the man who occupies it. Supposing the plaintiff had de-

clared that in front of a certain house which he then inhabited

the defendant had set up this mark for the purpose of defam-

ing him ; there needed no local description of the house; and

it is quite immaterial where it was: the action therefore might
as well have been brought in any other county as Middlesex ;

and the place mentioned is mere matter of venue, and not of

local description.

The other Judges concurred ; and the

Rule was discharged.
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1809.

The KING against The Justices of KENT. Mau i"/tk

c Jn

moved for a mandamus to the defendants to A manda-

allow an item (which they had before rejected) in the us to t
.'

lc

coroner's account, for his fee on an inquisition taken by him g^ji^.
1

on Ihe body of-John tiuttoit. This application was made on allow an

the affidavit of Mr. De Lasanx, coroner of the county of Kent, item of

stating that in December last he was sent for by the parish
officers of Wife in that county, to lake an inquest on view of count re_

the body of T. Austen, supposed to have been killed by the fused
; be-

kick of a horse. That he went there and took the inquest ;

causc the

and on his arrival at the inn where the jurv were assembled,
^ U

C

K
.

s
.

w r
J - ' of opinion

several * of them informed him that there was another inquest under the

for him to take, as one John Snttun, who had lately come circum-

from Surrey to reside at Wue, had just before the coroner's ar-
stances

>
t' j at

i T i

'

1 1 i i* -i i-ii there was no
rival died suddenly in a shop in the town while he was pur- Around to

chasing some furniture. That in consequence of this informa- suppose that

tion, after the inquest on Austen was taken, the coroner re- tne deceased
i

j
i i

swore the jurv to inquire into the cause of Sn/ton's death, in
tle

,

an^
,: r, ,. .

other than a

pursuance ot the stat. 4 La. 1. st. ~2. directing the coroner to natural

go to the place where a person is slain or suddenly dead. That though a

it appeared in evidence before the coroner, that Sntton went
*, ,f

n

into Mr. HoK-(ir(f& shop apparently in very good health ; that
t h erc rorc

he complained of a pain in his hip, sat down in a chair in that the in-

the shop, and suddenly died. In consequence of which evi- quisitionhad

deuce, and that of the surgeon who was immediately sent for
'J

;

"

to attend him, and who endeavoured to restore him but with- amj t j,j s

out effect, the jury returned a verdict of, died by the visita- Court seeing

tion of God. Thai on carrying in his bill to the last Easter no reason

r, . lt

'

_ n on .,
for interler-

Sessions pursuant to the stat. zo Oeo. 2. c. 20. the coroner
jnaw j t j ,j at

charged the county I/, for the last-mentioned inquisition, jxulgmcnt.

when the magistrates disallowed this charge, being ofopinion *[ 230 ]

that the inquisition had been improperly taken. The man-

damus was now pressed for on the ground that the item

ought to have been allowed ; the death having been in fact

sudden, and the coroner having been called upon by respect-

able inhabitants oi' the place to execute his office before be

VOL. XI. X bad
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had interfered : and the refusal of the magistrates to allow it

,, K being- felt by the coroner as an imputation of improper prac-

agaiiist
tice on l s Part -

The Justices The Court, however, exculpated the coroner from the ira-

of KENT,
putation of any intentional improper practice in the particular

*

instance, as the taking of the inquisition seemed * to have been

suggested to him by others. Though Lord Ellenborough
C. J. observed that there were many instances of coroners

having exercised their office in the most vexatious and oppres-
sive manner, by obtruding themselves into private families to

their great annoyance and discomfort, without any pretence
of the deceased having died otherwise than a natural death ;

which was highly illegal. But the Court still thought that

that there was no sufficient ground for the present application ;

for the statute bad directed that the fees should be allowed

to the coroner for all inquisitions duty taken; and the justices

were to judge whether the inquisition in question had been

duly taken; and there was no reason for imputing to them
that they had exercised their judgment with any undue bias;

and the Court did not see any occasion to interfere with that

judgment in this instance.

Rule refused.

Friday, TllC KlNG against SAMSON, ((l)

May\'2i\i.

A defendant r|^HE defendant was brought up to take the benefit of the

in custody -A- Lords' Act, as an insolvent debtor, when it appeared that

under a writ
jie was

-

n cus [ocj v under a writ de excommunicate capiendo,
de excom- *

. . i~ -/\ / ?

rnunicato f r n ŝ contumacy in not paying 15/. 10s. jor alimony to the

capiendo, prosecutrix, and 307. Is. for costs in the said cause. Lazces-

forcontuma-
objected that this was not a case within the stat. 33 Geo. 3.

r. 5. s. 4. which only extends to persons committed "
upon

payingasum
~ J J

.

r

for alimony, "any writ, of excommunicate capiendo or other process for

and aho for

costs, in the ecclesiastical court, is not entitled to his discharge as an insolvent debtor

under the stat. 33 G. 3. c. 5.s. 4. which extends only to persons in custody on such

vrir ror non-payment of costs and expences only.

(V1 Mr Drdtnj diii rnp rl.? favour M communicate this note.

" or
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"or *
grounded on the non-payment of costs or expences in any 1809.

cause or proceeding- in any ecclesiastical court." And the

whole Court, upon consideration, were of that opinion, and
against

ordered the defendant to be remanded. SAMSOX.

PULLER and Another against STANIFORTH. ^Ia 13^

'T'HIS was an action on a policy ofassurance in the common Freighters

printed form, with none of the blanks filled up, but con- chartered a

torcisn ship
taining the following; memorandum written at the bottom of it.

to ta e a
" In consideration of 10 guineas per cent, hereby received, cargo from

we, the underwriters on this policy, agree to pay a total loss,
London to

in case the ship Ann, Capt. Flower, is not allowed by the Rus- .

'

5
eis

~.
J

burgh, and
sian government to load a cargo at St. Petersburg/I on the voy- to ioa( j a

cargo there

and immediately return to London, paying so much freight per ton : and it was co-

venanted that it political or other circumstances should prevent the shipping a re-

turn cargo, or discharging the outward cargo, the freighters might detain the ship at

fit. P. for 40 running days ; and if that time elapsed without the outward cargo

being delivered, and consequently without the return cargo being put on board,
the master should be at liberty to return to London, and thefreighters should pay him

25001. immediately upon the arrival of the ship at London. The freighters then pro-
cured a policy of insurance, whereby the underwriters agreed to pay a total loss in

case the ship was not allowed by the Russian Government to load a cargo at St. P. on

the chartered voyage. In fact the Russian Government, when the ship arrived at St.

P. prc.iuntiiig t/iut the outward cargo was British, refused permission to unload her, and

consequently she could not take in a Russian cargo : on which the master, judging
for the best, proceeded immediately to Stockholm, where, after disposing of the

outward cargo to disadvantage, he brought home a. Swedish cargo to London, and

famed freight thereon. Held, l.That the insurance was legal in the terms of it.

'2. That the refusal of the Russian Government to permit the ship to unload her

outward cargo, was, in effect and within the meaning of the contracting parties,
a refusal to allow her to load a cargo at St. P.; and consequently that a total loss

within the policy was incurred.

3. That the proceeding directly from St. P. to London was not a condition pre-
cedent to the master's right to recover from the freighters the dead freight of 2500/.;
but that he was entitled to the same notwithstanding the intermediate voyage to

Stockholm, under the circumstances ;
and consequently that the freighters were

entitled to recover the same from the underwriters. But,
4. That as the freighters would be entitled to deduct from the sum payable to

the master for dead freight the amount of the freight received by him on the cargo
from Stockholm to London, though such intermediate voyage were not originally

contemplated by the contracting parties, but was undertaken upon the emergency,
therefore the underwriters were entitled to make the same deduction from the total

loss stipulated for by the policy in the event which had happened ; every contract

of insurance being in its nature a contract of indemnity.
X 2 a 8
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PULLER

against
STANI-
FORTH.

[ 233 ]

ISOp. age he is at present chartered by Messrs. C. and R. Puller."

The declaration, after setting out the policy, of which the

* defendant on the 26th of April 1808 became an underwriter,

proceeded to state, that on the 18th of April 1808, by a certain

charter-party of affreightment of that date between S. Flower,

master of the American ship Ann of New York, then in the

port of London, and the plaintiffs, Flower let the said ship to

freight to the plaintiffs for the voyage on certain terms and

conditions ; whereby Flower covenanted that the ship should

be properly manned, &c. and provided for her intended voy-

age, and take on board from the plaintiffs a full and complete

cargo of all such Iawful goods as they should put on board, and

immediately depart with the same from the port of London,

and proceed to St. Petersburgh in Russia, and then and there

unload and make a right and true delivery and discharge of all

the said cargo to the agents of the plaintiffs ; and upon deli-

very and final discharge of all the said cargo so put on board

at London, that Flower should immediately receive and take

on board the said ship at St. Petersburgh from the plaintiffs'

agents a full and complete cargo of hemp and such other goods

as they should think proper to load, &c.; and the said cargo so

being loaded and the ship dispatched, that she should immedi-

ately proceed and return to the port of London, and then and

there make a right and true delivery of all the said cargo of

hemp and other goods so put on board at St. Petersburgh. In

consideration whereof the plaintiffs covenanted with Flower,

that they should provide the ship with a British licence, and

not only put on board the said cargo at London, and on her

arrival at St. Petersburgh unload the same, and thereupon put

on board such return cargo of hemp, &c. and on her arrival at

London unload and receive the same, but also should pay to

[ CS4 ] Flower in full for the freight of the ship at the rate of 10/. per

ton, with 10/- per cent, for primage, and 100 guineas as a gra-

tification to him as master, immediately upon the delivery of the

return cargo at London. And Flower covenanted, that if poli-

tical or other circumstances should arise to prevent the ship-

piuga return cargo, or discharging the outward cargo^ the plain-

tiffs or their agents should be at liberty to detain the ship at

St. Petersburgh for 40 running days in the whole after her ar-

rival there. And the plaintiff's covenanted, that after the ship

should
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should have remained at St. Petersburgh for 40 running days,

without such outward cargo being unloaded and delivered, and

consequently without the return cargo being put on board,

Flozcer should be at liberty to return with his vessel to London

or any other port in England : and that the plaintiffs shouldpay
Flower 2500/. immediately npon the arrival of the sliip at Lon-

don or any such port in England. The plaintiffs then averred

that afterwards on the 26th of April 1808 the ship so taken

to freight had a licence from the British government for the

voyage in the policy and charter-party mentioned ; and that

the plaintiffs were interested in the voyage insured to the

amount of what was so agreed to be paid to Flower for the use

of his ship : that she afterwards sailed from London upon the

said voyage, und arrived at St. Petersburgh ; but was not al-

lowed by the Russian government to load a cargo at St. Peters-

burgh on the said voyage chartered, &c.; and after remaining
there 40 days, without unloading and delivering her outward

cargo, and without a return cargo being put on board her,

she departed from St. Petersburgh and arrived at London : by
reason of which premises the defendant became liable to pay
to the plaintiff 200/. the amount of his insurance. There were

also the common money counts. The defendant pleaded a

tender of the premium, which was admitted, and the general

issue to the rest of the demand.

The facts proved at the trial were in substance the same as

stated in the first count: the ship, which was American, sailed

on the insured and chartered voyage with a British license :

but when she arrived at St. Petersburgh, it appearing upon
examination of the captain that he had come immediately
from England, with which Russia was then at war, he was

refused permission to unload his cargo, being presumed to be

British, though no particular examination of it was had; and

being obliged to depart with his original cargo, and without

any return cargo, the captain, judging as he thought for the

best, determined to proceed to Stockholm, to see if he could

dispose of his cargo there. He did accordingly proceed to

Stockholm, and disposed there of his outward cargo of lead,

though to disadvantage ; and also took in other goods there,

and returned from thence to the port of London : and freight
was made on the goods shipped at Stockholm and brought
home. N 3 The

1809.

PULLER

against
STANX-
FORTH.

[ 235 ]
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1SO).

PULLER
against
STANI-

[ 23G 1

The plaintiffs went at the trial for the amount of the dead

freight stipulated by the charter-party to be paid to Flower,

amounting
1 to 2500/. : or if not entitled to the whole of it, to

so much of it as would remain after deducting the amount of

the freight earned by the ship from Stockholm to London. The

defendant on the other hand contended at the trial, first, that

this was in effect a wagering policy, for the underwriters to pay
2500/. if the government of Russia would not suffer the ship

to load at St. Petersburg^; and was therefore illegal ; (and this

objection, if any, appeared on the record.) But, 2dly, sup-

posing it to be legal, that the assured were bound to have pre-

sented the ship at St. Petersburgh in a condition to receive a

homeward-bound cargo, without any obstacle interposed by
their own act to the obtaining permission to load from the

Russian government: whereas it appeared that the refusal of

the Russian government to permit the ship to load was founded

altogether upon the nature and property of her outward-

bound cargo then on board, which from the circumstances of

the case was concluded to be British; and not upon any ob-

jection to permit their own export trade. And it was argued
to be a very different question whether a foreign government
would allow of an import trade from a particular country, or

of their own export trade. That by the terms of the policy

the underwriters were entitled to insist, as a condition prece-

dent, that the ship should be presented at St. Petersburgh in a

condition ready to receive on board a Russian cargo, in which

case it did not appear that the Russian government would

have refused its permission; the only refusal given by it being
to unload a British cargo; against which the underwriters had

not undertaken to indemnify the plaintiffs. 3dly, It was ob-

jected (which went only to the quantum of the verdict,) that

this beins; a contract of indemnity, and as the plaintiffs wouldO *- 1

be entitled to deduct out of the dead freight of 2500/. payable
to Flower the amount of the freight earned by him in the

course of the voyage home from Stockholm, the underwriters

were also entitled to have the same deduction made. The

plaintiffs having recovered a verdict at the trial (which was

taken for the whole sum) these grounds of objection were

staled again upon a motion in arrest ofjudgment, for a new

trial, or for a proportionable deduction from the sum re-

covered.
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Garrow and Puller shewed cause against the rule : 1st,

This is no wagering policy, but strictly for an indemnity against

any loss under the charter-party. The ship was chartered to

proceed outwards with a cargo of British goods, and return

with a Russian cargo instead ; and if the assured could not dis-

pose of the first and procure the second, they would he subject

at all events to the payment of dead freight ;
and against this

eventual loss it was the object of the policy to indemnify them.

The insurance therefore, which was to protect an adventure

for the exchange of British for foreign commodities, was

strictly legal. The insurance of any event is not prohibited

by the st. 14 *Geo. 3. c. 48. if the assured be really interested

in it, and the event itself be not illegal (a): and it cannot be

denied that the plaintiffs had an interest in the event. 2dly,

It is neither expressed in the terms, nor can be inferred from

the nature of the contract of insurance, that the assured en-

gaged that the ship should be in a condition to receive a

homeward cargo by the delivery of the outward cargo. On
the contrary, the memorandum in the policy refers to the

charter-party, in which the nature of the adventure is dis-

closed ; stating the outward cargo to be goods shipped by
the plaintiffs from the port of London; and the event is there-

in provided for "
if political or other circumstances should

arise to prevent the shipping a return-cargo or discharging
the outward cargo." And under this charter-party the ship

sailed with a British licence. It is impossible therefore to

imply a condition that the ship should at all events be empty
at St. Petersburg/I. 3dly, The captain's proceeding to Stock-

holm was wholly out of the charter-party, and a new adven-

ture resting upon his personal responsibility. Whether he

may have rendered himself liable in damages to the plaintiffs

for having taken upon him to dispose of their property in a

manner unauthorized by and disadvantageous to them, is

another question with which the underwriters on this policy
can have no concern; for the lo.ss which they have undertaken

to indemnify accrued before the vovage to Stockholm. But
at any rate this objection only goes to the quantum of the

verdict ; and if the Court should be of opinion that the freight

(a) Rc-fcronre \vas made to what wassail !</ 1.serene? 3. in Lucent

v. Crauford, in error, in Dot*. Proc. 2 Xen Rep. 300, A-'.
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earned in that voyage may be deducted by the plaintiffs out

of the amount of the deadweight they have engaged to pay to

FloK/er, considering the policy in question on the strict

ground of indemnity, as in Godsal v. Baldero (a), the quan-

tum of the deduction may be ascertained by an arbitrator.

[Lord Ellenborough C. J. An unforeseen event has recouped

part of the total loss
;
which brings the case within the prin-

ciple of Godsal v. Baldero ; this being strictly a contract of

indemnity: the plaintiffs must therefore write off the differ-

ence. Le Blanc J. Supposing any loss to have happened upon
the sale of the lead at Stockholm, that was part of the adven-

ture, and cannot affect the question of freight ; the loss of

which has evidently been diminished pro tanto by the freight

earned from Stockholm. Bayley J. The freight received on

the cargo brought from Stockholm, on account of the plaintiffs,

has paid part of the total loss which had at one time accrued.]

The Attorney General, Park, and Wigley, in support of the

rule, after slightly touching on the first question, as thrown out

for the consideration of the Court, whether the event insured

were such as it was legal for a subject of this country to spe-

culate upon in a policy, proceeded to urge the second objection

on the same ground as before: that the risk of the underwriters

was much enhanced by the nature of the outward-bound cargo,

a risk not contemplated by them, or provided for in the terms

of the policy ; which was attempted to be enlarged so as to in-

demnify the assured against the risk of not being permitted to

UNLOAD a cargo of British goods in order to load a Russian

car^o. The underwriters were not bound to look into theO

licence granted by the British government, which was only

required in order to legalize the voyage to St. Petersbnrgh in

the existing state of things. The underwriters laid a wager
with the plaintiffs, that the Russian government would let the

ship load a cargo at St.Petershttrgh ; and the evidence is that

when she arrived there, that government would not suffer her

to unload a British cargo ;
she was never therefore in a condi-

tion to ask for a Russian cargo, which the assured inipliedly

engage that she shall be, without any obstruction interposed

by their own act. On the last point they urged, that if the

cnptain could not recover the whole of the dead freight against

^a) <; Entf, 7C.

the
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the plaintiffs who had chartered his ship, by reason of her

having earned a certain proportion of freight from Stockholm

to London, the plaintiffs could not be entitled to recover the

whole from the underwriters on a contract of mere indemnity,

as this was.

The Attorney-general then started another objection, that, by
the terms of the charter-party, Captain Flower, if not permitied

to unload at St. Petersburg/I, was (after waiting 40 running-

days there if required)
"

to return with his vessel to London or

"
any other port in England ;" which must necessarily be un-

derstood that he was to return with the outward cargo directly

to London, &c. from St. Petersburgh ; and on that condition

only the plaintiffs covenanted to pay him the 2500/. for dead

freight,
"

immediately upon the arrival of the ship at London,

&c." The captain therefore not having performed this condition,

but having upon his ownjudgment proceeded upon a different

voyage and adventure to Stockholm, and there disposed ofthe

cargo to a loss, is not entitled upon the charter-party to re-

cover the stipulated sum ; and consequently the plaintiffs can-

not recover upon this contract of indemnity.

Lord ELLENBOROUGII C. J. I have no doubt upon any of

the grounds on which this case was originally argued. First,

I see nothing illegal in a contract entered into by British

freighters for dividing their loss with underwriters in case a

foreign port, to which it was lawful for them to ship the goods,

should be shut against them. They have no interest in con-

ducing towards the event, or in promoting war between the two

countries. But the event against which they were desirous of

being protected, not being within the common perils insured

against, was supplied by a special memorandum, referring to the

voyage on which the vessel was then chartered, I have no dif-

ficulty therefore in considering this as a contract legal in its

terms. But then it is said that the underwriters have only in-

sured against the risk ofthe Russian government not permitting
the ship to load a cargo at St. Petersburgh. But looking to the

nature of the adventure and the risk insured, the underwriters

must have contemplated the event which happened. It was

not likely that a vessel should be permitted to.loadacargo there,

if the Russian government would not permit its subjects to re-

reivc lh<: cargo then on hoard: the refusal therefore to unload

the
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the outward cargo was in effect a refusal to permit a Russian

cargo to be loaded, and brings the case within the plain mean-

ing of the policy. Then the only question is that which has

been recently made, whether the 2500/. is demandable at all

by Captain Florcer against the plaintiffs, by reason of his not

having proceeded directly to England from St. Petersburgh ?

At present it does not appear to me that there is any express
covenant on his part to do so, so as to make it a condition

precedent to his demand of that sum, but only a mere liberty

reserved to him. However we will look further into the terms

of the charter-party, and deliver our opinion upon that point

another day. With respect to the quantum to be deducted

on account of the freight made from Stockholm to London,
should the plaintiffs be entitled to recovery any thing, the

amount may be settled out of court.

The other Judges concurred in opinion with his Lordship

upon the points decided by him : and the case stood over for

consideration upon the last objection made by the Attorney-
General. And two days afterwards

Lord ELLiiNBOROUGH C. J. delivered the opinion of the

Court.

On hearing the argument on the rule for a new trial in this

case before the Court on Saturday, the point upon which we
then took time to consider was not one which had been urged
at the trial, nor upon the motion to set aside the verdict, but

was a point which suggested itself to the defendant's counsel in

the course of the argument after the plaintiff's counsel had

shewn cause against the rule. It was this, that according to

the terms of the charter-party Captain F/oiccr was bound to

come direct from Petersburgh to this country, and to bring his

outward cargo with him ; that his doing so was a condition

precedent, without performing which he could not claim the

2500/. or any part of it ; that his going into Stockholm, and

disposing of part of his outward cargo there, was a breach of

that condition ; that he could therefore have no claim upon
the plaintiffs in consequence of his not being permitted to take

in a cargo at Petersburgh and consequently that the plaintiffs

can have no demand upon the underwriters for an indemnity.
It may be conceded, for the purpose of the present case, that

the plaintiffs can have no demand upon the underwriters, if

Captain
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Captain Flozcer could have supported no claim against them ;

and it is therefore material to see whether Captain Flower

could or could not have supported a claim against them. The

parties foresaw when they entered into the charter-party, that

circumstances might arise to prevent the shipping a return-

cargo ; and they therefore provided that the plaintiffs should

be at liberty to detain the ship 40 running days after her ar-

rival at St. Petersburgh : and the plaintiffs covenant, that after

the ship shall have remained the 40 running days without the

outward cargo being unloaded, and consequently in all pro-

bability without the return cargo being put on board, Captain
Flotver should be at liberty to return to London or any other

port in England ;
and also that they would pay him 2500/.

immediately on the ship's arrival in London or any other such

port in England. There are therefore no words expressing it

as a condition, that the ship should come direct to England,
and with the whole of her outward cargo ; and in the absence

of such words, is there any thing from which such a condition

is either necessarily or fairly to be implied ? Many circum-

stances might occur to make it prudent and for the interest of

all concerned, that the captain should touch at some port in

his way home, should dispose of the outward cargo, and

should get a freight home. Is such a construction then to be

put upon the charter-party by implication, as to take away
from him all power of availing himself of those circumstances?

If he were to do it improperly, he would be answerable in

damages for whatever injury his misconduct should occasion :

so that justice would be done to the freighters, though this

were not held a condition precedent ;
and the holding it to be

a condition precedent might in the case I have just put be

extremely prejudicial to them. Indeed if it were a condition

precedent, the putting into a port for a single hour, or part-

ing with a single pig of the lead, would be a breach, and

would take away from the captain all right to his 2500/., al-

though such act of the captain were in ever so slight a degree

injurious lo the interest of the freighters, and might be com-

pensated by trifling damages ;
ami so would any deviation, or

disposal of the cargo be, however beneficial it might be to the

freighters. As, however, the words do not import thai this is

a condition precedent; as the nature of the thing does not

require
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require that it should be so held ; as great prejudice might
result to the freighters from so holding, and as they will be

entitled to indemnity for any damage, though it be not so

held ; we are of opinion that it is not to be deemed a condi-

tion precedent ; that Captain Flower therefore is entitled to

2500/. from the plaintiffs ; and that they are therefore en-

titled to recover it from the underwriters ; subject to the de-

duction from that sum for the freight actually earned by

Captain Flower from Stockholm, as we before intimated when

the cause was last before us.

Postea to the Plaintiffs.

Saturday,

May 12th.

An action is

maintain-

able on the

stat. 8 Ann.
c. 19. for pi-

rating a sin-

gle sheet of

music.

CLEMENTI against GOULDING.

' I'^HE plaintiff obtained a verdict with damages against the

defendant in this action, tried at the Sittings before Lord

Ellenborough C. J. for pirating a sheet of music of which the

plaintiff had the copyright ;
and the only question was, whe-

ther this being a single sheet were within the protection of the

stat. 8 Ann. c. 19. which, mentioning in the preamble
" boohs

and other writings" speaks in the enacting part only of book or

books: and liberty was reserved to the defendant to move to

set aside the verdict and enter a nonsuit. Garrozo moved ac-

cordingly at the beginning of the term, and pressed to have

the point settled ; adverting to the words of the act which

speaks in another part of "
every sheet or sheets being part of

such book or books." On which the Court, as the point had

beenreserved, granted him a rule nisi; but Lord Ellenborough
C. J. then said, that though he had leant in favour of the ob-

jection at the trial, yet on further consideration he was now

disposed to consider that asheet was a book within the meaning
of the act: and he recollected that when the same question was

made in a cause a few years ago (a), the Court were disposed
to

(a.) This was in Tfime (or Hine) \. Dale, which was tried in De-

cember ISO?,, an-1 came on fust in thi.s court in //,'/. 1S04, upon a

motion
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to think that the case * was within the statute. And such 180p.

appeared to be the opinion of the other Judges. And now,

when the cause was called on in the paper of new trials, against

Scarlett moved to discharge the rule, understanding that it GOULDING.
was abandoned: and Garrow said that he believed the parties *[ 245 ]

had submitted to the intimation given by the Court of their

opinion on his moving for the rule.

Per Curiam, Rule discharged.

motion by Mr. Erskine to set aside a nonsuit, founded on an objection

taken at the trial, that the publication in question, which had been

pirated, was a song printed upon a single sheet ofpaper. He referred

to Each v. Longman, Cou'p. 623. where a sonata was certified by this

Court to be a writing within the statute ; and loStorace v. Longman,

Sittings after Mich, term 1788, at Guildhall, before Lord Kenyan
C.J., where, in an action for pirating music, the composition was

stated in the declaration to be " a certain musical air tune and writ-

ing," and which was in fact a single sheet of paper ; but no objection

was taken on that ground ; and the plaintiff recovered a verdict. He

observed that several works of great labour and utility were pub-

lished on single sheets ; such as lunar tables, and almanacs : and ho

referred to Jones' Index to the Records, which mentions the Sheriffs'

book ; one of which he produced in court ; and it was a single piece of

parchment about a foot long ;
and he recalled to recollection the

familiar name of horn-book as an instance of the old popular appli-

cation of the term book, which was derived by Johnson from the Saxon

boc, a beach, because they wrote on beachcn boards ; as liber was de-

rived from the bark of a tree used for the like purpose. And he also

argued from the inconsistency of permitting an action to be main-

tained against a man for pirating a sheet of another's book, which

might be composed of two or more sheets ; and yet refusing the same

protection to the same composition if published alone. Finally the

case stood over till Easter term following, whvn the Court, without

hearing any argument, made the rule absolute fora new trial ; Lord

EllenboroughC.J. saying that it was not fit that such a question

should be decided upon a nonsuit ; but it would be better to put it

upon the record. .
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ejectment was brought by Joseph the brother and heir

at law of W/WOT To/fc/rf deceased, against Esther his
.

widow and executrix, to recover the possession ot certain

premises at Ste&'kley in the county of Bucks, and of certain

freehold and copyhold lands in the common fields of Stewk-

(eu parish. At the trial a verdict was found for the plaintiff,^ ]

subject to the opinion of this Court on the following case.

William Tojield in 1793 purchased of R. Goldthorpe certain

freehold, leasehold, and copyhold lands in Stewkley. The

freen ld and leasehold were duly conveyed to him ;
and on the

10th of October in the same year, the copyhold lands, being

copyhold of inheritance, and held of the manor of Stewkley,
were sun-endered out of court, according to the custom of the

nianor, by R. Goldthorpe and Elizabeth his wT

ife, into the

hands of the lady of the manor by the hands of the deputy
steward to the use of IVm. Tojield in fee : and on the 14th of

Novenil'V' 1793 they were again surrendered out of court by
Wni. Tojield, by the hands of two other customary tenants of

the manor, according to the; custom thereof, to the use of his

}ast ^[^ Bot j1 t iiese sim-enders were presented at a manor
-,-/-*-

court Iiolden on the 17t ot June l/9o ;
and at the same court

Wm. Tojield was admitted to the premises upon the surrender

ma(] e by Goldthorpe and his wife in October 1793 ;
there not

'. .,
. .. . .1 -le.i p

having been any court previous to tins time since the loth ot

June 1791. William Tojield in 18!>1 purchased of IF. Griffin

other freehold lands in Stewkley, which were *
duly conveyed

lo bim \nApnlltiQ4, 1 1". 'Meld died without issue, being
. . .

a^ ie tune oi his death and or tlie making' 01 Ins will hereiu-

after mentioned posse^^ed of the said leasehold premises,
am{ seised of the said freehold and copvhold lands purchasedI I

of Goldthorpe and Grijjin, and also seised in ice of certain

oilier tenements specified in his will, namely, of two tene-

ments in the occupation of //. Chandler and ./. Coles, and

the
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the house wherein he himself dwelt, with the closes adjoining.

On the 2d of January 1804 he made his will duly executed

and attested, wherein, after giving; pecuniary legacies to his

brothers Joseph, r>enja.:rin,
and John, and to his sisters Mary

and Elizabeth, he proceeds thus : I give and devise unto my
father and mother William and Ann Tojield two tenements

now occupied by //. Chandler and J. Coles, Avith the yard, &c.

for and during the term of both or either of their natural

lives ; and from and after their decease I give and devise the

said premises to my executrix herein also named. I also give

and bequeath unto the trustees of the Methodist chapel in

Stewkley 30/. Sec. I give unto my wife Esther Tojield all my
stock of cattle, corn, hays, and grain, sheep, hogs, and cattle

of all kinds, household goods and furniture, ready money, and

securities of money, rights, credits, and personal estates what-

soever and wheresoever, subject nevertheless to the above le-

gacies, to hold to the said Esther Tojield for and during the terra

of her natural life, provided she keep single ; but and if she

marry, she shall receive no profits or benefits from my estates

whatsoever, but at the time of her marriage shall resign up all

my personal estates to the after-mentioned legatees in manner

following ; first, I give and bequeath unto my brother John

Tojield the house and premises wherein I now dwell, with the

closes adjoining, and all the appurtenances thereunto belong-

ing, with the tenements, to hold to him my said brother John

Tojield, his heirs and assigns for ever : and the remaining of

my personal estates I give and bequeath to my brother Joseph

Tojield, my sister Elizabeth Rat/idge, and my sister Man/
Cape/, share and share alike, to hold to them their heirs and

assigns for ever. But and if the said Esther Tofield shall re-

main single or unmarried, I hereby declare that she shall pos-
sess all mif abovementioned estates for and during the term of

her natural life, and at her decease I give devise and bequeath

mi/ personal estates as abovementioned ; that is, to John Tojield

my brother the house and premises wherein I now dwell, with

the appurtenances thereunto belonging, to hold to him his

heirs and assign.-! forever; and the remaining of my personal
estate* I aive and bequeath to my brothers Joseph and Benja-
min, and my sisters Elizabeth and Man/ equally share and

share, to hulu to them their heirs and assigns forever. Lastly,

I do app'ii'if. iriv =:(!'.] \vif:> .^ole executrix, .0.

The
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The question for the opinion of the Court was, whether the

lessor of the plaintiff, as heir at law of the testator, were en-

titled to recover the freehold and copyhold estates of which
the said testator died seised, or any r.ud what part thereof.

This case was argued on a former day by Peckrcell for the

plaintiff, and Best for the defendant; when two questions
were made ; 1st, whether the widow took for life the residue

of the testator's real property, not before specially devised,

under the description of personal estates. And if she did ;

2dly, whether the copyhold would pass to which the testator

had not been admitted at the time of his surrender to the use

of his will. The last point, with the arguments bearing on it,

was so fully discussed by the Court in deliveringthe judgment,
that it is unnecessary to recapitulate the arguments urged at

the bar. Upon the first point, it was urged by the plaintiff's

counsel, that no case had gone so far as to give effect to a de-

vise of realty against the heir at law, where the testator had

used the word personal, importing in legal sense and common

understanding the very reverse of real estate : although he ad-

mitted that if such a construction could be put on the word,

it might be collected from the rest of the will that the tes-

tator had used it in that sense. But Lord Ellenborouvh C. J.O

said, that if it distinctly appeared, as it did in this case, that

the testator meant to pass his real property under that de-

scription, the Court must pronounce their opinion that it did

pass according to such manifest intention. And the rest of

the Court being clearly of the same opinion, no further argu-

ment was had on this point. But the Court took time to con-

sider of their judgment on the other point. And now

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. delivered judgment. This

ejectment was brought for certain freehold and copyhold lands,

which the lessor of the plaintiff claimed as heir at law to Wil-

liam ToJie/fJ,
and the defendant claimed as his devisee. As

to the freehold lands, the Court has had no doubt : the only

question as to them was, whether they passed under the words
"

all my personal estates" and it being clear beyond all pos-

sibility of doubt upon the face of the will, that the testator

meant by these words (not what is ordinarily understood by

them, but) such real property over which he had an absolute

personal power of disposition and controul, we have no hesi-

tation in saying' that the freehold passed by this description.

With
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With regard to the copyholds, the facts were these. They
were surrendered out of court into the hands of the deputy-

steward to the testator's use on the 10th of October 1793,

and before that surrender was presented, and hefore the tes-

tator was admitted upon it, to wit, on the 14th of November

1793, the testator surrendered the same into the hands of two

customary tenants to the use of his will. On the 17lh of

June 1795, and not before, these surrenders were presented

at a court holden for the manor, and the testator was then

admitted. The question therefore is, whether the surrenderee

of a copyhold can himself surrender to the use of his will

before the surrender for his use is presented, and before he

is admitted : and if he do, whether his admittance afterwards

will make that surrender to the use of his will valid ? Until

admittance the surrenderor is the only person to whom the

lord c%in look as his tenant, and he is the person to discharge

all the services. The surrender so far binds the land, that

the surrenderor cannot surrender to any other person ;
but

the whole legal estate remains in the surrenderor: he has a

right to retain the possession (subject however to account for

the mesne profits if the surrenderee be afterwards admitted.

2 Wils. 15.) ;
and if he die, the estate devolves upon his

heir. Co, Cop. s. 39. and 7 East, 8. The surrenderee has

no legal right to enter; and if he do, the surrenderor may
bring trespass against him

; the surrenderee cannot support
an ejectment, unless he procure an admittance before trial ;

and if he commit a capital offence, the copyhold is not for-

feited. 2 Wils. 13. Roe de Jeferies v. Hicks. In all these

respects a surrenderee differs from an heir: for the heir is

tenant before admittance ; he is entitled to the possession ;

he may support trespass or ejectment ; and he may surren-

der, or forfeit. The point whether a surrenderee can sur-

render to a stranger before admittance is distinctly put by
Lord Coke in his Cop. s. 39. His words are,

"
if he surrender

to the use of another, the surrender is merely void, and by no

matter ex post facto can be confirmed." And he gives the

reason ;

"
for though the first surrender be executed (i.e. by

"
admittance) before the second ;

so that at the time of the
" admittance of him to whose use the second surrender was
"
made, his surrenderor hath a sufficient interest as absolute

" owner
; yet because at the time of the surrender he had but

VOL. XI. O "a pos-
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" a possibility of an interest, therefore the subsequent admit-
" tance cannot make this act good, which was void ab initio."

This passage is adopted by Mr. Justice Blackstone in the 2d

vol. of his Comm. 368., and it is confirmed by other authori-

ties. In Wilson v. Weddall, M. 6 Jac. 1. Yelv. 144. mentioned

also in Co. Lift. 60. a. n. 2, by the name of Wilson v. Wood-

fall, it was adjudged that if a surrenderee surrendered, and

died without admittance, though his surrenderee was after-

wards admitted, such surrenderee had no title against the

heir of the surrenderor. The case there was this : A copy-
hold was surrendered to the use of Leonard in fee, and he

surrendered to the use of Margery for life : Margery was ad-

mitted, but Leonard never was. The first surrenderor's heir

brought ejectment; and on special verdict it was adjudged,
that a surrender of a copyhold to J. S. is not of effect til^J. S.

is admitted ;
and if J. S., before admittance, surrender to a

stranger who is admitted, that is nothing worth to the stran-

ger ;
for J. S. himself had nothing, and so could pass nothing ;

and the admittance of the grantee shall not be taken by im-

plication the admittance of himself, (viz. the grantor). But

it was held that the right and possession still remained in him

who first surrendered, and descended to his heirs. And a

difference was taken between a surrenderee, and an heir to

whom a copyhold descends, who may surrender before ad-

mittance, because in by course of law
;
for the custom casts

the possession upon him from his ancestor: but a surrenderee

has nothing before admittance
;
because he is a purchaser;

and till admittance he is not a customary tenant
;
so that he

can transfer nothing to any other. This was adjudged in

Dixie's case, 24 Eliz. In Ratclinson v. Green, M. 14. Jac. 1.

Poph. 127. a copyholder surrendered out of court, and the

surrender was presented at the next court; the surrenderee

surrendered before admittance
;
and one question was, whe-

he could ? Hous/ilon J. held that he could not : and he saidO

that the entry of the surrenderee would not make an ad-

mittance, because it is the sole act of the steward: and

Dodderidge J. agreed. It appears indeed by 3 Bulstr. 237

240., where there is a fuller report of this case, that it ended

in a compromise ; so that this at the most is the opinion of the

two judges only, and not a decision. There is however an able

argument to shew that the surrender was void in Biidgm. 81.

Against these authorities [ find nothing which bears upon the

point,
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point, except a passage in 1 Roll. Abr. 505. X. pi. 1.

6 Vin. 82. and a note in Co. Litt. 60. a. n. 2. The passage
in Ro/le is to this effect : Surrenderee surrenders in court

before admittance: this shall endure as an admittance on the

first surrender, and afterwards as a second surrender; for by
the acceptance of the surrender he is admitted to be tenant.

Dubitatur. B. R. 38 & 39 Eliz. in Keeping v. Bunning,
Pasch. B. R. 41 Eliz. in Cakhius case. In Keeping v. Bun-

ning, however, it appears from Oo. Eliz. 504. (reported by the

name of Gyphenv. Bunney) that the first surrenderee was a

remainder-man ; and the tenant for life, on whose estate his

remainder depended, was admitted ; and the Court proceeded
on the ground that the admittance of the tenant for life was

the admittance of the remainder-man ; so that the first sur-

renderee was in that case considered as admitted. And Co/chin

v. Colchin, as appears by Cro. Eliz. 662. was the case of an

heir who surrendered before admittance, not of a surrenderee ;

and all the authorities agree that an heir is in before admit-

tance, and may surrender. The note in Co. Litt. first notices

Dixies case, and Wilson v. Weddall (there called Wilson v.

Woodfall) in these terms: "
.4. surrenders to the use of B., who

" before admittance surrenders to the use of C., and C. is ad-
" mitted : ruled that C. takes nothing ; for B. who surrenders
" has not any interest to surrender till admittance." And then

it proceeds ;

" But yet it hath been ruled good ; for the admit-
" tance of C. shall be implied to be an admittance to B. first,
" and so there shall be priority. M. 24 Car. B. R. Bakery.

Denham P. 41 Eliz. C. B. Colchin v. Co/chin. Vide T. 15
Jac. B. R. 2. Pop. 5." It has already been noticed, that Col-

chin v. Colchin was the case of an heir; so that the point
could not have been ruled there. Baker v. Denham is stated

in the supplement to Lord Coke's Copt/holder, s. 4. ; and from

that statement it is obvious that the point supposed in the note

in Co. Litt., if it arose at all, was ruled the other way. This is

the statement: " The custom of a manor was, that a copy-
" holder might surrender his copyhold out of court to the use
" of another; the party, to whose use it was, to be admitted at
" the next court; such a surrender was made; but before the
" next court cestui que use died, and so was not admitted.
"

It was resolved in this case that he was not a copyholder
" within the custom : for by the surrender before admittance

O 2 the
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" the surrenderee hath no possession ; and the heir (viz. of
" the surrenderor) is in by descent, and holds by the copy of
" his ancestor ; and so the cestui que use is not a perfect or
"
complete copyholder. The surrender is but quasi incho-

" atum till the surrenderee be admitted to the copyhold." It

is not impossible upon this statement, that a surrenderee

might have surrendered out of court before admittance ; and

the question might be, whether such surrender were within

this custom. But as it was resolved that he was not capable
of surrendering, it could not have been ruled that his sur-

render was good. The reference in the note to 2 Poph. 5.

evidently applies to Rawlinson v. Green, already cited, which

is the 5th case in the 2d part of Pophams Reports. The
authorities therefore of Co. Cop. s. 39. Yelv. 144. and Poph.
127. are not to be considered as impeached by the passage in

Roll. Abr. or the note in Co. Litt. : but we may still conclude

that a surrenderee is incapable of surrendering to the use of

a stranger before admittance, and that no subsequent admit-

tance will make his surrender valid. It was argued, however,

that though a surrenderee might be incapable of surrendering
before admittance to the use of a stranger, it did not follow

that he could not surrender to the use of his own will. But

no authority was adduced for such a distinction, and there

seems no foundation for it upon principle. The reasons why
he cannot surrender to the use of a stranger are, that he is

not tenant to the lord, and has no legal interest ; and those

reasons apply equally against his making any surrender. This

distinction therefore seems untenable. In considering this

case the point occurred, whether, as neither surrender was

presented till the day of admittance, each surrender might
not be considered as of the same date with the admittance;

and then, ut res magis valeret, the admittance might be taken

to have preceded the surrender to the use of the will. But

as it is established that the presentment is to be made, though

surrenderor, surrenderee, and the other persons who took it,

all die before the next court ; it follows that the surrender,

when presented, must be treated as a surrender of the day on

which it was in fact made. As to the case of Benson \. Scott,

3 Lev. 385, and other cases which might have been cited,

where the admittance has had such relation to the surrender

as to make the estate pass in the same coursp of descent, and
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give the same right to dower and curtesy, &c. as if the

admittance and surrender had been contemporaneous acts :

the answer seems to be, that though every act of law

which would have operated upon the estate, had the ad-

mittance immediately followed the surrender, shall still ope-
rate upon it ;

it cannot be affected by any act of the party.

And this is agreeable to the distinction in Bnller and Bakers

case, 3 Co. 29. a. cited by Mr. PeckweU, that relation in many
cases shall help acts of law ; as in the case of dower, &c., but

shall never help acts of the parties ;
that is to say, to make the

void acts of the parties good by relation or fiction of law. For

these reasons it appears to us that the surrender out of court,

made by William Tofield on the 14th November 1793, to the

use of his will, could not operate, so as to enable him to pass

the copyhold tenements by his subsequent surrender ; he not

being at the time of such surrender admitted tenant. And

although he was afterwards admitted on the first surrender

made to him, such admittance could not operate by relation,

so as to render valid the surrender to the use of his will. The

consequence is that the copyholds are undisposed of, and the

plaintiff as heir at law is entitled. The postea must therefore

be delivered to the plaintiff, with liberty for him to enter up

Judgment for the copyhold premises only.

1800.
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Monday,
15th *

CROSBY and Another, Assignees of BOUCHER, a

Bankrupt, against CROUCH.

TN trover for printed books and stationary, alleged to have Where the
been the property of Boucher before his bankruptcy, and act of deli-

afterwards to have belonged to the plaintiffs, as his assignees
veri "S g ods

under a commission of bankrupt issued against him, the ques- to

defendant,who was under acceptances for him payable at a future day, 'was clearly not vo-
luntary on the trader's part, but made in consequence of the urgency of the defen-
dant, (evidenced by the proposal for giving such security originating with him,) it

is immaterial to consider whether the trader had his bankruptcy in contemplation
at the time. Nor will the transaction, being bona fide and not colourable, be im-
peached by the secrecy with which the delivery was made by the trader, in order
to save his own credit in the view of the world'

O 3 tion
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1809. tion was, whether the goods had come to the possession of the

defendant before the bankruptcy of Boucher by his voluntary

and undue preference of the defendant, in fraud of the bank-

rupt laws, or by the due diligence of the defendant himself

Decking his own security or indemnity ? It. appeared in evi-

dence at the trial before Lord Ellenborough C. J. that Boucher

at the time of his bankruptcy in March 1808, and for about 18

months before, was a bookseller and stationer, having been

[ 237 ] before that a pawnbroker, in which last-mentioned business

he had made a composition with his creditors, of whom the

defendant a pawnbroker was one. for 5s. in the pound. The
nature of the dealings between them since that period was

disclosed in the defendant's examination taken on the 30th of

April 1808 before the commissioners upon Boucher's bank-

ruptcy ;
in which it was stated, that about a year and a half or

two years before, the defendant was applied to by the bank-

rupt to indorse a bill for 125/., drawn by the bankrupt on one

Jones, a baker : which bill was given for the purpose ofsettling
a composition made by the bankrupt with his creditors about

that time, when he Avas a pawnbroker. That bill became due

in November 1807, and was held by a Mr. Williams for the

trustees who were to raise money to pay the composition.

That 4 or 5 month's after the defendant's indorsement of that

bill the bankrupt brought at different times small quantities

of books and paper to him to dispose of, in order to raise

money to pay the bill ; some of which goods the defendant

caused to be sold at Robins s auction-rooms, and others he

disposed of in his own shop. When the bill became due the

defendant took it up, by giving his own note at a month for

part (since paid) and the remainder in cash ; having at that

time 701. in hand, the produce of part of the said goods, and

also remaining goods to nearly the amount of the bill. The

bankrupt afterwards brought other goods to the defendant,

which when sold overpaid him his advance on the bill, and he

returned the difference, about 71. to the bankrupt. That in

September 1807 the bankrupt applied to the defendant to dis-

count three bills for him of 50/. each: two of them drawn by

the bankrupt on the said Jones ; the other upon one Young ;

all of which the defendant cashed before the bill for 125/.

became due : but immediately after that bill v as dishonoured

bv
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by Jones the acceptor, the defendant, being alarmed lest the

three 50/. bills should not be paid, applied to the bankrupt to

know whether they were not accommodation bills, who in-

formed him that they were : on which he required the bank-

rupt to put some security in his hands to answer the payment
of them, in case the acceptors should not pay them when due.

That in consequence of the defendant's application the bank-

rupt at different times between November 1807 and February
1808 brought to him different parcels of books, to the amount

of 270/. or 370/. in value, as stated by the bankrupt, and

which books were deposited with the defendant for the pur-

pose of being sold by him in case the three 50/. bills should

not be paid by the acceptors, in order to reimburse him the

amount ; and those bills were still held by the defendant.

And the defendant negatived in his examination that the

books were pledged with him in the way of his business as a

pawnbroker, or for safe custody, or for any other purpose than

to cover the bills, as before stated. And he also stated, that

the books were brought to him in coaches, and generally in

the evening after dark ; that Boucher always came with them

himself; that there might have been one or two parcels come

in the day-time. The defendant further stated that he had

known Boucher about two years and a half: that he knew him

when he failed in the business of a pawnbroker, and paid his

creditors a composition of 5s. in the pound : that he himself

was then a creditor of his for 18/. and received the composi-
tion : and that he never knew that Boucher had realized any

capital after his failure, or that he possessed any money to

enable him to enter into the business of a bookseller. Lord

Ellenborough C. J., being of opinion upon this evidence, that

the security having been required of the bankrupt by the de-

fendant, and not offered voluntarily by him, negatived the un-

due preference, would have left the case to the jury with that

instruction ; whereupon the plaintiff's counsel submitted to a

nonsuit, in order to take the opinion of the Court, whether

assuming such to have been the direction of the Lord Chief

Justice to the jury, it was warranted by the evidence. A rule

nisi was accordingly obtained for setting aside the nonsuit ;

which was supported by The Attorney-General, Garrow, and

Lawes, and opposed by Park and liarnjat ,
each of whom

O 4 argued
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argued upon their respective views of the facts. After which

the case stood over some days for consideration : when

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C.J. delivered the judgment of the

Court. This was an action of trover brought by the assignees
to recover the value of a quantity of books received by the

defendant from the bankrupt, and which had been privately

conveyed from the bankrupt's shop in a hackney coach after

dusk at several times between October and February, and de-

livered by him to the defendant. No aet of bankruptcy was

committed till the March following. The commission was in

May following. The goods were delivered on the defendant's

requiring to have some security against three running bills

which he had discounted for the bankrupt, and of the pay-
ment ofwhich the defendant had become apprehensive, on un-

derstanding they were accommodation bills. The defendant's

examination before the commissioners of bankrupt was read

on the part of the plaintiff, in which the defendant deposed,
"

that the books in question were deposited with the deponent
" for the purpose of being sold by him, in case the three bills

" for 50/. each should not be paid by the acceptors thereof, to
" reimburse him the amount thereof." The bankrupt had be-

fore satisfied the defendant the amount of a bill of exchange
which he, as indorsee, had taken up for the bankrupt, as

drawer, by the sale of books and paper delivered to him by
the bankrupt, part of which the defendant had sold in his own

shop as a pawnbroker, and part at another person's auction-

room. The fair result of the whole evidence was, that the de-

fendant had reason to believe that Boucher was in bad circum-

stances, and that so believing, and having incurred the risk of

becoming an indorser of these three bills which the bankrupt
Boucher was liable to pay, he required, and, on his requisition,

obtained from the bankrupt security against those bills by a

deposit of goods by the bankrupt, to be sold if the acceptors

did not pay those bills. The circumstance of the debt secured

not being demandable, and capable of being enforced at the

lime, makes no difference ; as was held in the case of Thomp-
son v. Freeman, 1 Term Hep. 155., and in Hartshorn v. Slod-

den, 2 Kos. $ Pul. 584., decided as to that point on the autho-

rity of Thompson v. Freeman. The question therefore, is whe-

ther, upon the facts thus slated, the delivery of the goods in

dispute
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dispute were an act of voluntary preference on the part of the

bankrupt in contemplation of bankruptcy ? Two things are

necessary to concur in order to avoid the delivery of the

goods ; namely, the purpose of voluntary preference in respect

to such delivery, and the contemplation of bankruptcy at the

lime when the goods were delivered. In considering whether

the act in question were in this sense properly voluntary, it

is material to see from which party the proposition of making
the deposit originated, whether from the bankrupt or from

the defendant. It certainly proceeded wholly from the defen-

dant : he is stated to have required the act to be done. It is

therefore, upon any fair interpretation of the words, not re-

ferable to any supposition of favour and preference exercised

on the part of the bankrupt, but to urgency and importunity

applied on the part of the person obtaining the deposit : and

it has not been suggested that such requisition and urgency
were colourable. This distinction between payments and de-

liveries by the bankrupt which are voluntary, and those which

are not so, with reference to this head of bankrupt law, was

so fully considered and discussed by Lord Alvanley and the

other judges of the court of Common Pleas in Hartshorn v.

Stodden, 2 Bos. fy Put. 583., that it is enough upon the present
occasion to refer to the argument of those Judges upon this

point. It is there laid down to be immaterial whether the

debtor had or had not an act of bankruptcy in contemplation
at the time, if the creditor pressed for payment or security,

and thereby obtained such payment or security. As there was

no doubt, at the trial, of the fact of urgency for the security;

such fact appearing upon the face of the defendant's deposi-

tion read in evidence by the plaintiff; what fact was there to

be left to the jury ; unless indeed it were contended that such

urgency was colourable ; but no such point was made at the

trial. The receiving of goods, removed under the circum-

stances of secrecy already stated, has been treated in argument
as fraudulent : but if the creditor were entitled to demand,
and, demanding, to receive a security in goods for a run-

ning debt, I want to know upon what principle he was

obliged to insist upon the transaction being conducted by
his debtor with any particular circumstances of publicity, and

which might be in other respects injurious to the general

credit
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credit of such debtor. The defendant had no interest to keep

up his credit, as he owed him no other debt. If his debtor

made the payment or gave the security exacted from him,

surely it was allowable to the creditor to leave the time and

manner of doing so to the debtor's own convenience and dis-

cretion, as seems to have been done in this case. If such a

bona fide urgency for the security, as must be taken to have

existed in this case, exclude the security from being consi-

dered as a voluntary one, it is then unnecessary to consider

whether there were evidence to have been left to the jury in

respect to the other point, viz, of a contemplation of bank-

ruptcy. Though as to that, it might be perhaps too much to

hold that any particular act of bankruptcy, or even the event

of becoming a bankrupt at all, was specifically in the bank-

rupt's contemplation in September, and the other successive

months during which the delivery was made up to February :

the act of bankruptcy not taking place till late in the March

following. But this point, for the reason already given, is

not material to be considered upon the present occasion.

Rule discharged.
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VIVIAN against BLAKE and Others. May 15th.

IIS was a question of costs, which was argued in the last Trespass for

term by Moore for the plaintiff, and Dumpier for the
j*

defendants ; and was then directed to stand over for consi-
plaintiff's

deration. And now free fishery

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C.J. delivered the opinion of the "?^? a"d
also in B.,
and alsoin^.

This was a rule obtained in the last term on behalf of the and B. Pleas,

plaintiff, calling on the defendants to shew cause why the 1.Not guilty,

master should not tax the plaintiff his costs, on the ground '. , ,
a

,?

that a verdict was entered for the plaintiff on the first plea of er j cs were

not guilty, with Is. damages. The pleadings in substance parcel of a

were these: the declaration complained of a trespass by the navl
fi
ab'e

defendants in the plaintiff's free fishery in the creek, other- cOmrnorito*
wise the river, in the parish of St. Anthony ; and also in the all the king's

free fishery of the plaintiff in the parish of St. Just : and also subjects.

in his free fishery in the parishes of St. Anthony and St. Just.
Rt>P llcaV

on
.

. . prescribing
Pleas, first, not guilty, generally. 2d, That the said free

for a free

fisheries were parcel of a public navigable harbour or creek in fishery in the

which the tide flowed and reflowed, where all the king's sub- sa'^ place in

jects had a right to fish. Replication to the second plea, pro- ?. .

ff>

testing that the free fisheries are not parcel of the public liar- manor. Re-

bour ; replies, that the plaintiff is seised in fee of the manor of joinder, tak-

Bohurra, and prescribes for a free fishery in the said place in
ing lssue on

right of his said manor. Rejoinder takes issue on the pre- scr j pt jon .

scription. A verdict has been entered on the general issue for Held that on

the plaintiff, with one shilling damages : and on the prescrip-
verdict for

tion, for the defendant. The question on * the verdicts on
thc Plaintlff

. .
i i

on tne Sene"
these issues is, whether the issue on the prescription, which rai issuc an(j

has been, entered for the defendant, do not go to the whole for the de-

trespass ; for if it do, the finding on the whole record being
tenant on

in favour of the defendants, the plaintiff cannot be entitled to
t

-

n t j j ^

costs. And we are of opinion that the issue found for the de- ter going to

fondants does go to the whole. The free fishery claimed by
the whole de-

the plaintiff, and which by his count he complains of the de-
clamtIO

!V
the.... *

plaintiff is

fendants having broken and entered, is by his replication con- not entitled

fined to a free fishery in the right of his manor of Bckurra ;
to costs.

and *[ 264 ]
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and the verdict finds that he is not entitled to any such free

fishery. It resembles the case put in argument at the bar,

where to an action of trespass quare clausum fregit the de-

fendant pleads not guilty, and liberum tenementum of A.,

by whose command the defendant entered. The replication

deduces a title to the plaintiff under A.
;
which derivative

title is traversed, and found for the defendant; in which case

the plaintiff cannot be entitled to costs, because the issue

found for the defendant goes to the whole. The consequence
will be, that the rule must be discharged.
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DE TASTET and Others against BARING and Others. Monday,
May 15th.

HPHE plaintiffs declared that one J. Hodgson, on the 24th A verdict

of November 1806, at London, according to the custom of having pass-

merchants, made his bill of exchange of the same date directed
e
, ,

or
.

t )e

. . ri 7
defendants

to Joza da Silva in Lisbon, being in Portugal beyond the seas, j n an ac tjon

and required him at 12 months' date to pay to the order of to recover

the said J. Hodgson 2220 mil 767 reis. That Hodgson on the the amount

27th of February 1807 at London indorsed the said bill to
"han^upon

Henzelman and Rickarby, who indorsed to the defendants ; the disho-

and the defendants on the 7th of April 1807 at London in- nourofabill

dorsed to the plaintiffs by their trading firm of Anthony Man-
d wn from

gin ; and the plaintiffs on the said 7th of April indorsed to ^on upotl

Treves and Company. That the bill when due and payable evidence

on the 30th of November 1807 at Lisbon was duly presented
that the ene-

to Joza da Sitva for payment, who refused so to do, and Treres
m^ we

^
e m

,
. possession of

and Co. caused it to be protested lor non-payment ;
and it portU o-al

was returned to the plaintiffs as indorsers, and they were when the bill

obliged to pay the sum therein contained, being of the value became due,

of 650/. sterling, together with exchange and re-exchange, ,

interest, damages, costs and charges, &c. of all which the de- blockaded

fendants had notice ; and by reason of the premises, and ac- by a British

cording to the usage and custom of merchants, they became squadron,

liable to pay to the plaintiffs the said sum in the said bill or was j n f t

the value thereof, together with the exchange, re-exchange, no direct ex-

&c. There was another set of counts, only charging that change be-

the defendants became liable * to pay the exchange, re-ex-
twee" Lisbon

change, &c. without charging that the plaintiffs had been though bills'

obliged to pay the same. had in some
few instances

been negotiated between them through Hamburgh and America about that period,
the Court refused to grant a new trial, on the presumption that the jury had found
their verdict upon the fact that no re-exchange was proved to their satisfaction to

have existed between Lisbon and London at the time ;
the question having been pro-

perly left to them to allow damages in the name of re-exchange, if the plaintiff, who
had indorsed the dishonoured bill to the holder, had either paid or were liable to

pay re-exchange; and saving the question of law whether any exchange or re-ex-

change could be allowed between this and an enemy's country. *[ 2fi6 ]

It
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Guildhall, that the facts and dates of the several transactions

against corresponded with those stated in the first count of the decla-

BARINCJ. ration, except that it did not appear that the plaintiffs had in

fact paid any re-exchange. It further appeared that the plain-

tiffs had purchased the bill in question of the defendants, and

that when it was returned dishonoured, the defendants had

offered to pay the principal, interest, and all expences attend-

ing the dishonour, except the claim for re-exchange, (which
was the only claim now in question ; the rest having been paid
into court ;) and which claim they resisted on the ground, that

at the time when the bill became due and was dishonoured

the French were in possession of Portugal, and entered Lisbon

on the 1st of December 1807; which then and for some time

before was actually blockaded by a British squadron at the

mouth of the Tagus\ and that there was not in fact any ex-

change existing at the time between Portugal and England,
even if it could legally take place while the two countries were

in a state of hostility. On the other hand, an instance or two

were shewn of an exchange of bills about this time between

the two countries, through the medium of other bills on Ham-

burgh or America. Lord Ellenborough C.J, told the jury, that

if the plaintiffs had paid the re-exchange, or were in the com-

mon course of dealing liable to pay any, a verdict should be

found for them, reserving the question of law, whether in the

relative situation of the two countries at that period a charge

for re-exchange could legally be demanded. The jury found

a verdict for the defendants. On which The Attorney-General

[ 213 ] moved for a new trial, assuming the verdict to have passed,

not upon the ground that there was no exchange in fact be-

tween the two countries at the time, the contrary of which

he considered to have been shewn in evidence
;
but that the

jury had been led to suppose, by the course which the cause

had taken, that the plaintiffs were not entitled to the re-ex-

change, without proving that they had in fact paid it. This

he contended was not necessary; but it was sufficient to entitle

the plaintiffs to recover, if they were liable to pay the re-ex-

change to the holders of the bill at the time of the dishonour.

And then the question of law, which had been reserved,

would arise. A rule nisi having been obtained
;
Lord Ellen-

borough
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borough C. J. now, on reporting the evidence, stated the

manner in which he had left the case to the jury : which he

observed was a special jury consisting of many eminent mer-

chants conversant with the subject, and therefore he had en-

couraged them to take an active part in the examination of

the witnesses ; which they had done : and they had drawn their

conclusion from the whole evidence in favour of the defend-

ants against the claim of re-exchange.
Garrow and Marryat, against the rule, said that at this pe-

riod there was in fact no market at Lisbon for bills on London,
and consequently there could be no re-exchange, the charge
for which consisted of the sum which would have been paid in

the Lisbon market for a bill drawn there on London of the

same relative value as the dishonoured bill, supposing there

had been any exchange at that time existing between the two

countries. That in effect the same purpose was answered by
the defendants having engaged to pay to the plaintiffs in Lon-

don the actual loss sustained by them on the bill in consequence
of its having been dishonoured, which was the principal and

interest and the amount of the charges of protesting and re-

turning the bill
;
and they only resisted the payment of an ar-

bitrary sum, which was said by some persons to be the charge
of transmitting the money from Lisbon to London, through the

medium of bills on Hamburgh or America or Paris, when all

direct exchange between Lisbon and London had then ceased.

That the verdict of the jury was founded upon the fact that no

such exchange existed between the two countries at the time;

and that in point of law it could not exist, as the right to re-

exchange in this case must be founded upon the right which

persons in Lisbon then had to draw upon others in London,

and the obligation of the subjects residing here to pay such

bills; an obligation which could not exist during the conti-

nuance of hostilities between the two countries ;
and if it were

illegal to do it directly, it must be equally illegal to do it in-

directly, though the discovery of it might be more difficult in

the latter case.

The Attorney-General and Littkdale, contra, said that at all

times, and particularly in the present state of the commercial

world, it would require grave consideration before it was laid

down as a general rule, that no bill drawn from a foreign hos-

tile country upon this could legally be paid here: it fre-

quently

1809.

DE TASTET

against
BAKING.

C 268 ]
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180p. quently happened that this was the only medium by whit.,

our own merchants abroad were able to remit their property
JE 1 ASTET

against
nome out f an enemy's country. A merchant in England

BARING, might be indebted to a foreign merchant; and & British

merchant in a foreign country, invaded by the enemy, might
make over property which he had upon the spot to that fo-

reigner in exchange for his bill upon the British merchant at

[ 269 ] home ; and in these and the like cases no actual property is

transmitted from this country to the enemy's country ;
for the

money is paid to a subject at home, and the principal benefit

of the transaction centers here. Then the nature of the trans-

action which gives rise to the question of exchange and re-

exchange is this A merchant in London draws on his debtor

in Lisbon a bill in favour of another for so much in the currency
of Portugal, for which he receives its corresponding value at

the time in English currency ;
and that corresponding value

fluctuates from time to time, according to the greater or lesser

demand there may be in the London market for bills on Lis-

bon, and the facility of obtaining them : the difference of that

value constitutes the rate of exchange on Lisbon. The like

circumstances and considerations take place at Lisbon, and

constitute in like manner the rate of exchange on London.

When the holder, therefore, of a London bill drawn on Lisbon

is refused payment of it in Lisbon, the actual loss which he

sustains is not the identical sum which he gave for the bill in

London, but the amount of its contents if paid at Lisbon,

where it was due, and the sum which it will cost him to re-

place that amount upon the spot by a bill upon London, which

he is entitled to draw upon the persons there who are liable

to him upon the former bill. That cost, whatever it may be,

constitutes his actual loss and the charge for re-exchange.

And it is quite immaterial whether or not he in fact re-draws

such a bill on London and raises the money upon it in the

Lisbon market; his loss by the dishonour of the London bill

is exactly the same, and cannot depend on the circumstance

whether he repay himself immediately by re-drawing for the

amount of the former bill, with the addition of the charges up-

[ 270 ]
on ^' including the amount of the re-exchange, if unfavour-

able to this country at the time; or whether he wait till a future

settlement of accounts with the party who is liable to him on

the first bill here : but that parly is at all events liable to him

for
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for the difference ; for as soon as the bill was dishonoured, the

holder was entitled to re-draw. That, therefore, is the period
to look to. It ought not to depend on the rise or fall of the bill

market or exchange afterwards ; for as lie could not charge
the increased difference by his own delay in waiting till the

exchange grew more unfavourable to England before he re-

drew ; so neither could the party here fairly insist on having
the advantage if the exchange happened to be more favour-

able when the bill was actually drawn. Where re-exchange
has been recovered on the dishonour of a foreign bill, it has

not been usual to prove that in fact another bill was re-drawn.

If the quantum of damage is not to be ascertained by the ex-

isting rate of exchange at the time of the dishonour, the rule

will become extremely complex for settling what is to be paid
on the bill between different indorsees, each of whom takes

it at the value of the exchange when he purchased it. If then

the amount of the re-exchange between the two countries at

the time of the dishonour be the true measure of damage which

the holder at Lisbon was entitled to receive from his indorsee

in England; and that re-exchange consist of the amount of a

bill on London which would put the holder of the dishonoured

bill in the same situation as if he had received the contents

of it when due in Lisbon; it cannot make any difference

whether the exchange between Lisbon and London at the time

were carried on directly, or through the medium of other

places. The more circuitous and difficult it was, the greater

would be the loss of the holder by the dishonor.

Tlie Court said they would consider of the case, and two

days afterwards

Lord ELLEXGOROUGII C..T. delivered their opinion, that the

rule for a new trial should be discharged, on the ground that

the question was properly put to the jury, to allow the plaintiff

damages or expences in the name of re-exchange, if the plain-

tiff were either liable to pay, or had paid, re-exchange on these

bills. And that as it did not appear to have been clearly made

out, that there was at the time any course of re-exchange be-

Iween Lisbon and London, the Court must presume, that the

jury, which was one particularly conversant in subjects of this

sort, found for llio defendant on that ground ;
viz. that the

VOL. XI. P plaintiff

^
against
BARING.

r 071 1
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1809.

DE TASTET

against
BAKING.

plaintiff was not liable to pay re-exchange in this case, and

not on the ground that the plaintiff had not actually paid it.

Rule discharged.

Monday,
May 15th.

On a four-

day rule for

bail in scirc

facias to ap-

pear and

plead in

term, Sun-

day, though
an interme-

diate day, is

not to be

reckoned.

*[ 272 ]

WATHEN and Another against BEAUMONT and

Another, Bail of ASKEW.

A RULE was given by the plaintiffs, Saturday the 6th of

May, to the defendants, the bail, to appear and plead to

the writ of scire facias, otherwise judgment would be signed:
and default being made, judgment was signed on Friday the

the 12lh (Thursday being a dies non, &c.) Bozcen thereupon
obtained a rule nisi for setting aside the proceedings for irre-

gularity ; which was now opposed by Abbott ; and the ques-

tion was, Whether *
Sunday, being an intermediate day within

the term, were to be reckoned as one of the four entire days
which the defendants were entitled by the practice to have,

in order to appear and plead in scire facias ; in which case,

Thursday being a dies non, &c. the judgment signed was one

day too soon. It was observed against the rule, that there was

nothing in this case to do in court, and therefore it was not

like a rule for judgment nisi, &c. (a) But after reference to

the Master, Lord Etlenborovgh C. J. said that it appeared to

be the settled practice now in all rules for pleading against

bail in scire facias to exclude Sundays and holidays from the

computation of time given, though not happening on the last

day.

Per Curiam, Rule absolute. (/;)

(a) Vide Tidd's Pracf. ch. 38. referring to 4 Burr. 2130.

(b} In Roberts v. Quickenden, J\l. 50 Geo. 3. this case was ex-

plained as not meant to extend the like mode of computation to rules

for pleading in actions in general. The practice appears to be thus

in rules to plead, in actions in general, a Sunday or a holiday reckons as

a day, except it be the last ;
but in rules for judgment, ^Sunday or a

holiday docs not reckon, though it be not the last day : and in pro-

ceedings in scire facias against bail the rules for pleading are assimi-

lated to, and operate in this respect as, rules for judgment, and are

entered as such in a separate book in the office.
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MEMORANDUM. On the last day of the term Robert

Henry Peckzcell of Lincoln's Inn, and William Frere of the

Middle Temple, Esquires, were called Serjeants, and took

for the motto on their rings,
" Traditum ab antiquis ser-

vare."

END OF EASTER TERM.





CASES
ARGUED AND DETERMINED 1809.

IN THE

Court of KING'S BENCH,

Trinity Term,
In the Forty-ninth Year of the Reign ofGEORGE 111.

REGULA GENERALIS.

INCONVENIENCE having arisen in some cases from the Rule for

venue having been improperly changed, without adverting changing the

to the cause of action ; Lord Ellenborotish C. J. early in 7"
Ue t0 be

. .

J drawn upon
this term said that the Court would require in future that rea(]jne the

all Rules for changing the venue in any action should be declaration.

drawn up
"
upon reading the declaration."

[ 274]

BOLTON against SOWERBY and Another. Saturday,
June 3d.

TN trover for cattle and other goods, tried before Lawrence J. Aformeraud

at York, the sole question was, "Whether the plaintiff were grazier e\cr-

. . / i i rising also
a trader at the time when a commission ot bankrupt was

thg Business

taken out against him, under which the defendants claimed, of a droier,

by buying
and selling cattle from time to time beyond the occasions of his farms, is exempted
from the operation of the bankrupt laws by stat. 5 Geo. 2. c. 30. s. 40. And the

purchase of \\ayfor the support of his cattle, and the sale of part of it again, because

jt was more, than was required for their consumption, will not make him a trader.

VOL. XI. P3 It
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180p. Jt appeared that the plaintiff lived on his own farm, of 60 or

70 acres, at Faceby, and had a great deal more stock upon it

than the farm could support. In the course of 1806 and 1807
BOLTOK

jje |3OU
g.
nt cattle to sell again for profit, and sold them off' as

SOWERBY. ^ast as Possible ' At one time, in June, when he had already
more cattle on his farm than it would carry, he bought 40 lean

cattle, with a view to sell them again directly, and make

money of them as he expected : and he sold two in a day or two

afterwards. He had bought more before ; and he bought about

four score of lean cattlejust before Candlemas, when he had no

grass on his farm for them ; but these latter were for the use

of another rented farm, of1000 acres, at Langton, to which he

was going at Lady-day. He also bought at different times lots

of lean Scotch cattle travelling along the roads, for the purpose

of selling again as fast as he could find purchasers : once he re-

sold some on the same day; sometimes within a few days ;
at

other times they were re-sold several months after the pur-

chase. Sometimes he took cattle to different fairs for sale.

His pastures were always much overstocked, and at several

times he was obliged to purchase slacks of hay for the support
of the cattle. On one occasion he sold part of one of the pur-

chased stacks which had not been consumed by the cattle ;

[ 275 J and On another occasion he exchanged one stack for another.

Several lots of cattle bought were unfit for the farm ; and were

sold by him in their lean state as well as in better condition ;

and he admitted that he had lost money by all the cattle he

had bought in 1807, except one or two. On this evidence the

jury found a verdict for the plaintiff for 650/. ;
and liberty was

given to the defendants to move to enter a nonsuit, if the

Court should be of opinion that the plaintiff was a trader

within the bankrupt laws ; it being admitted that the cattle

he had bought were much more than he wanted for the oc-

cupation of his farm at Langton. A rule nisi was accord-

ing obtained in the last term for entering a nonsuit, which

was now opposed by
Park and Holroi/d: but after the former had referred to the

case of Mills v. Hughes (), as in point, that persons who

bought and sold cattle for profit came within the descrip-

tion of drovers, who together with farmers and graziers are

0) Willcs, 588.

expressly
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expressly excepted (a) out of the operation of the bankrupt
laws

;
and had observed that every act of the plaintiff done

for the purpose of gaining a livelihood was referable to one or

other of the three excepted characters ; the Court called on

the defendants' counsel to support their rule.

CocketlSerjL, Topping, and Hullock,theu insisted that the

plaintiffwas a trader within the general provisions ofthe bank-

rupt laws, having sought his livelihood by buying and selling

cattle plainly beyond the occasions of his farms, and therefore

not protected by the character offarmer or grazier ; ar>d that

he did not come within the exception of a drover, who, by the

description of such persons in stats. 5 and 6 Ed. 6. c. 14. and

5 Eliz. c. 12., is one who buys cattle in one place in order to

sell in fairs and markets at a distance, and who was regulated

and required to be licensed by those acts. That one, who,

like the plaintiff, was a farmer or grazier, and bought and

sold cattle which was stocked on his own farms, could never

have been obliged to take out a licence, though such buying
and selling were not for the purpose of farming or grazing his

own land, but to carry on a trade in cattle. The true de-

scription of this man, they said, was that of a farmer dealing
in cattle beyond the occasions of his farm : it was a mixed

character, not falling precisely within either of the excep-

tions, and must therefore be governed by the general provi-

sions of the bankrupt laws. They admitted, however, that

the case in Wi/fes' Reports, which was not adverted to at the

trial, pressed against them ;
and they did not urge the argu-

ment further, after Lord Ellenlorongh C. J. had observed,

that the plaintiff could not be less exempt from the operation
of the bankrupt laws because he came under all the three de-

scriptions of excepted persons, namely, of farmer, grazier,
and drover

; to one or other of which characters all his acts

were attributable. And with respect to the single instance in

which the plaintiff had sold hay before purchased by him, Le
Blanc J. observed that the hay had been purchased for the

sake of the cattle, and not to sell again ; and the sale of it

was quite accidental, because the plaintiff found he had more
than was wanted for the consumption of his cattle ; and there-

fore there was no ground for calling that a trading in hay.

(a) By it. 5 Ceo. 2. c. 30. s. 40. made perpetual by st. C7 Gco. 2. c. l6~.

P 4 Lord

1809.

BOLTON

against
SOWERBY.

[ 276]
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1809. LordELLtNBOROUGH C.J. afterwards continued Three

descriptions of persons are specifically exempted by the stat.

against 5G.2. from the operation of the bankrupt laws; farmers,

SOWEKLY. graziers, and drovers of cattle. The plaintiff's character of

i'armer or grazier would not protect him for any trading car-

ried on ultra, his business of farming or grazing, and collate-

ral to the management of his farms. But the question is,

whether all the acts of buying and selling cattle proved to

have been done by the defendant do not come within the other

description, that of drover
;

or whether every act, not done

by him as a farmer or grazier, were not done by him as a

drover? And the case in Willes, which was much discussed, is

a strong authority in his favour. Reliance, however, is had

upon the statutes of Ed. 6th and Elizabeth, to shew that the

character of drover was then considered to be different from

the present condition of the plaintiff; such persons then not

having farms of their own, but going about the country pur-

chasing cattle at one market or fair and selling them at anor

ther. The condition ofsuch persons has indeed altered in that

respect since the time of Ed.6th, and probably even since the

5 Geo.2. Many of them now hold large farms, combining the

character of farmer or grazier with that of drover as it was

formerly practised : but a person cannot be less exempt from

the operation of the bankrupt laws, because he is exempted

partly as a farmer, partly as a grazier, and partly as a drover,

for the several acts done bvhimiu those respective characters.

The question is, whether any one act has been done by him

which does not come within one or other of those characters?

He had one farm of his own, and another he rented as a gra-

zier, for the feeding of his cattle, which he bought for the

[ <2?8 ] purpose of fattening upon his land and then selling them. In

addition to this he bought other cattle for the purpose of sell-

ing again immediately as opportunity offered. This latter

occupation brings him within the character of a drover. Then
there was an union of all the three characters, each of which

is exempted by the statute. If there had been any dealing

beyond the scope of those employments, such dealing might
have subjected him to the bankrupt laws ; as in the case of

Bartholomew v. Sherwood (a), where a farmer sought his living

(it) M. 2? Gen. 3. fi. 7{. cited in Put/nan \. Vav^hurt, J Term Uep.
-,1V. Vide .SVcn-f/v/ v. LV///. '2 JVY Hep. 7-S. ], v
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1809.

BOLTON"

against
SOWERBY.

by buying and selling horses collaterally to the business of

his farm.

GROSE J. The legislature contemplated to exempt persons

from the bankrupt laws who made the most of their own laud

or of the lands of others by farming, grazing, or dealing in

cattle ;
under the names of "

farmer, grazier, and drover of
" cattle." The plaintiff acted in all instances as one or other

of these, and as a drover or dealer in cattle cannot be less

within the protection of the act, because he also partook of

the character of farmer or grazier.

LE BLANC J. In the case of Mills v. Hughes (a), a con-

struction was put upon the word drover in the stat. 5 Geo. 2.

at no great distance of time from the passing of it, and after

much consideration, which has decided the legal meaning of

that word; and, according to that, the meaning of it is not

confined to the description of a drover as collected from the

si atute of Ed. Gth, but extends to persons buying cattle at

different places and selling them afterwards as opportunity r 079 ]

offers. The act of Geo. 2. exempts the three descriptions of

persons ;

"
farmer, grazier, and drover of cattle ;" which latter

is in fact a dealer in droves of cattle. And the cases in Willes

decides that aperson employing himself in buying cattle where

he can, though not in large droves, and selling them again, is

a drover within the act of Geo. 2.; in short, that a drover in a

small way is within the same protection as one upon a great
scale. The plaintiffthen, by buying and selling cattle beyond
the occasions of his farm, has only added to his business of

farmer and grazier that of drover, which is equally exempted

by the act. And if a drover of great droves would be exempt-
ed, he could not be less a drover or less exempt, by buying 2

or 3 head of cattle at a time in different places as they came

along the road from Scotland, Such a dealing would still be

conformable to his general character of drover.

BAYLEY J. Tt was necessary for the defendants to shew that

the plaintiff was a dealer, by such acts of dealing in buying
and selling as do not range themselves under the occupations
of fanner, grazier, or drover ; but no such acts were given in

evidence : anil the case in llilles, uhieh was much considered,
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180p.

BOLTON

against
SOWERBY.

has determined that a drover is a person who employs himself

in buying cattle and selling them again. Were it not for the

exemption in the statute, a person seeking his livelihood by

buying and selling cattle would have been a trader within the

meaning of the bankrupt laws ; but the stat. 5 G. 2. exempts
him. The case of Bartholomew v. Sherwood was that of a

farmer who bought and sold horses for profit.

Rule discharged.

] ROE, on the Demise of JOHNSON and HUMPHREY,
Monday,
June 5th.

against IRELAND.O

r
TX ejectment for certain copyhold lands, in which a verdict

chisement of na(^ been found for the plaintiff before Heath J., at

Che/tnsford assizes, upon a rule nisi for a new trial, the only

question was, Whether the learned Judge ought to have left

it to the jury, under all the circumstances, to presume an en-

franchisement by the crown ? in which case the verdict ought
to have been for the defendant. It appeared upon the report,

and was now agreed, that the lands in question, which lay

within the manor of IVesthum, were once copyhold, and con-

tinued so at least down to the 30th of April 163G, in the

12 Car. 1., when one J. Nezcman, who had been admitted

tenant in the 5 Jac. 1., on the surrender of certain persons to

their succes- him and his heirs, surrendered the premises in question, cen-

sors in l6'36, sisting of two cottages with gardens, &c. to the use of J3.

Collier and another, churchwardens of the parish of JVestham,

and to their successors. These entries were read from the

court rolls, and no mention was made of the rent in either of

those entries : but it appeared that 6s. 6V. was the old copy-

a copyhold

may, upon
proper evi-

dence, be

presumed
even against
the crown.

And where a

surrender

had been

made to

churchwar-

dens and

without

naming any-

rent, but in

l6'49 the

parliamen-

mentary sur-

vey charged the churchwardens with 6d. rent under the head of "freehold rents," and
there was no evidence of any different rent having been paid since that time, and

receipts had been given for it, as for a freehold rent, by the steward of the manor :

held that this was evidence to be submitted to a jury, on which they might presume a

grant of enfranchisement, although the manor had continued out in lease from
before l6'36 to 1804, and though a tablet of parochial benefactions, at least as

old as 1656, which was suspended in the parish church, noticed the gift of the

copyhold by surrender, but did not notice any enfranchisement of it.

hold
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JOHNSON,
against
IRELAND.

*[ 281 ]

hold rent. And it was admitted that no tenant appeared on 1809.

the rolls at any time subsequent to Newmans surrender, but
~ ~"

,

that the annual rent of Qd. had been constantly paid by the i)ciime of

holders of these tenements since that time. There was also

given in evidence the copy of a tablet of parochial benefactions

suspended
* in the church, dated 30th April 1656, (the old

letters of which were still visible, though it had been then

recently painted,) viz.
" John Newman surrendered unto the

churchwardens 2 messuages and 2 gardens, situate in the

church-yard." There were also proved two leases from the

crown of the manor of Westham, the one of the 10th Janu-

ary, 14 .7. 1. 1616, granted by the king to Sir Francis Bacon

and others for 99 years absolute from Mich, then last past, to

the use of Prince diaries and Henrietta Maria his consort

and Queen Catharine. The other, of the 15th June 1694, to

Sir George Booth, for 99 years absolute from the death of

Queen Catharine, which was to be concurrent with a former

lease. The last lease expired in December 1804. A convey-
ance from the crown to the lessors of the plaintiff under the

laud-tax act was admitted. And in 1806 and 1807 several

proclamations were made in the manor court calling on the

tenants to come in and be admitted ;
and none appearing-,

proceedings were had thereupon, according to the custom of

the manor, the result of which was, that the premises were

declared to be forfeited to the lord. For the defendant it was

insisted that the jury ought to presume that these, which were

formerly copyhold premises, had been enfranchised by the

crown; and in support of such presumption the following-

evidence was given. First, The parliamentary survey in 1649,

under the title of the manor of Westham. There were 3

columns of rents; one of freehold, another of copyhold, the

3rd of rents not ascertained ; and in the column offreehold
rents the churchwardens were marked (K/. rent. Receipts

given by the steward of the manor from 1803 to 1805 were

for fjuit rents. The style of these receipts was endeavoured

to be accounted for by the steward, by saying that the disco-

very of the premises being copyhold was made subsequent to

those receipts, by finding the ancient court rolls of the manor,
roin which the entries first mentioned were read, in the evi-

dence-room of Lord flenniker, the late lessee of the crown
; the

without distinction

nf

rentals at first given to the witness beini
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ROE, on the

Demise of

JOHXSOX,
against

JRF.JLAXD.

[ 283 ]

of freehold or copyhold. And it was suggested that the com-

pilers of the parliamentary survey might probably have been

^ *nto ^ie same mistake if they could not get the court rolls
;

and that so the mistake might have been continued do\vn ;

and was the less likely to be discovered, because it did not

occasion any diminution of the revenue of the crown. Upon
this evidence the learned Judge told the jury, that, consider-

ing all the circumstances, he saw no ground for their presum-

ing an enfranchisement, inasmuch as it would be subversive

of the maxim of the law, nullum tempus occurrit regi. This

direction was objected to, upon a motion for a new trial made
in the last term, when the case of the mayor of Kingston-upon-
Hull v. Homer (a) was referred to, where a grant or charter

was presumed against the crown upon a possession of350 years .

Garrozy, Marryat, and Watford, in shewing cause against

the rule, relied principally on the ancient court rolls recently

discovered, the existence of which was probably not known

to the parliamentary commissioners; and if not, it would ac-

count for the mistake they had made in classing the 6d. rent

under the head of freehold rents. The present steward had

fallen into the same mistake as his predecessors before the

discovery of the court rolls. Then the presumption of a grant
of enfranchisement was rebutted by the silence of the court

rolls and of the parochial church tablet in respect to any such

enfranchisement ; though the latter noticed the benefaction of

these premises, as copyhold, by the surrender to the church-

wardens. Next, they urged, that during all the time within

which a grant from the crown could be presumed to have been

made, if at all, which was between 1636, when Newman sur-

rendered the copyhold to the churchwardens, and 1649, the

date of the parliamentary survey, the premises were out on

lease, and could not have been enfranchised without the con-

currence of the lessees. And, lastly, they asked to whom the

grant of enfranchisement was to be presumed to have been

made? Xot to Netcman, after his surrender of the copyhold
1o the churchwardens and their successors : and these latter

could not take a grant of land to them and their successors(A).

(ff) Covj: 102.

(If) See 3 Bite. Abr. 377. tit. Grants, in marine, and 1 Bac. Air,

(>01. l\t. Churchwardens. .And sec also vvliat is said bv Lord Ke/n/nn

in Withndl \
. Gart-'ui'i', 6 Tern Ken. :i'io.

11
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[It was suggested that the grant might have been to the two

first churchwardens and their heirs in trust for their succes-

sors, who had continued ever since in possession.] The pos-

session of the churchwardens was equally accounted for, whe-

ther the premises continued copyhold or were enfranchised.

The Attorney-Genera/, Shepherd Serjt., and'Poo/ey, contra,

were stopped by the Court.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C.J. The copyhold rent having been

6s. 6i/.,'and no evidence that any other rent than Gd. had ever

been paid for the premises in question, which are described

to be freehold in the parliamentary survey, it is impossible to

say that this was not evidence to go to the jury that they were

freehold : but their consideration of the question w as excluded

by the learned Judge, who told them that they could not in

this case presume a grant against the crown. The parliamen-

tary survey stands very high in estimation for accuracy : it has

happened to me to know several instances in which the ex-

treme and minute accuracy of the commissioners who drew it

up has exceeded any thing which could have been expected.
And when 1 find from thence that a freehold payment of Qd.

was made for the premises in 1649, and there is no evidence

of any other payment since that time ; and when I find that

there were persons existing between 1637 and 1649 (for the

king continued in the exercise of his regal functions during
the greater part of that time) competent to make an enfran-

chisement ; I would presume any thing capable of being pre-
sumed in order to support an enjoyment for so long a period.
As Lord Kem/on once said on a similar occasion, that he
would not only presume one, but one hundred grants, if neces-

sary, to support such a long enjoyment. It is clear, therefore,
that there ought to be another investigation of the case. And
his Lordship, after consulting with the rest of the Court,
added that the costs should abide the event.

Per Curiam, Rule absolute.

1809.

Demise of

JOHNSON,
against
IRELAND.

[ 234]
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1809.

h. MOWBRAY, one, &c. against FLEMING.

An attorney, rpjjjs action was brought by an attorney, to recover the
not having

J - '

delivered amount of certain charges for business done and money

any bill to paid for the defendant. There was no bill delivered a month
his client be- before the action brought, as is required by the stat. 2 Geo. 2.

l

re

ffhr'^

1

c ' 23- s ' 2^' De^ore an attorney can " maintain any action or

but bavin"
" suit f r tne recovery of anyfees, charges, or disbursements at

delivered a " law or in equity :" and which bill, the statute says, upon ap-
bill oi parti-

plication of the party to the Court, &c. "in which the business

demand un-
" contained in such bill, or the greatest part thereof in amount

der a Judge's
" or value, shall have been transacted" is to be taxed. But

order after after the action brought, a bill of particulars of the plaintiff's

demand was delivered by him under a Judge's order, con-
brouaht; is .,

entitled to taming, amongst several other items, for attendances on the

recover defendant and writing letters, which it was admitted were not

items of jn themselves taxable, this item :
" To attendances with you

T aid
botlj b mvself ancl clert on ^r - T nse in the ciiy, respecting

for his a suit &t law commenced against your brother Rd. Fleming;
client's use, when, after consulting counsel, and after several other at-

having no re- tendances and letters, the business was adjusted to your satis-

hTsTSnTss faction
>
2/ - &" The last item was this" To cash paid by

of an attor- me for the stage-hire of your son down to Chertsey and back

ney ;
al- to London, agreeable to your request, 8s." It was objected

item S

S
in Jhe

r
at the

-
trial before Heath 3 on the Home Circuit that the item

bill of par-
nrst specified was for business done by the plaintiff as an at-

ticulars torney in the course of a cause in court, which was taxable,

might be ant[ therefore that the whole bill was taxable ; and being so,

and within
no ac^on

'
cou^ be maintained for the *amount, without com-

the provision plying with the requisition of the statute ;
and the learned

of the st. 2 Judge being of that opinion nonsuited the plaintiff. This non-
2. r. 23. su j t was moveci jn t [ie jast term to |je set as j(] e on the ground

*. 23. rcquir- .,.,,.,.,. .

ing a bill to
tuat t"e uem in question was not taxable, as not relating to

be delivered any cause in which the defendant himself was concerned, or

a month be- for any thing done in court in the course of that suit. And
fore the ac-

at rate tluU ^ ] ainti< j- was entit i e(] lo recover for
lion brousnt. . .

*

*[ 86"]
the last ltem m tlie bl11 * particulars, which had no manner
of relation to the business of an attorney.

Best
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MOW BRAY
one, &c.

against
FLEMING.

Best Serjt. now shewed cause, and was going to refer to 1800,.

cases (a) to shew that if there were one taxable item in the

bill, the whole bill was taxable : but the Court said that he

need not labour that point, but proceed to shew that there was

any one taxable item in the plaintiff's bill: on which he rested

on the first mentioned item; and cited Winter \. Payne (b),

where items for "
attending and taking instructions to com-

mence an action ; drawing and engrossing affidavit of debt ;

attending the party to be sworn," &c. were considered as

business done in court. [Lord Ellenborougk observed that

that was a proceeding in court.] Here there was a consulta-

tion with immediate reference to a cause in court; and it is

enough that there be a cause existing, and that the business

be done with reference to that cause. This has always been

considered as a very beneficial statute, and fit to be extended [ 287 ]

as far as the words will warrant : and the present case comes

within the reason and the words of it.

BAYLEY J. asked what he had to say, why the plaintiff

might not recover the amount of the last item, for cash paid

by the plaintiff for the stage-hire of the defendant's son, which

had no manner of reference to the business of an attorney?
To which Best replied, that in Hill v. Humphreys (c) Lord

Eldon had considered that an attorney would not be entitled

to recover such items mixed with others in a taxable bill, if

the statute were not complied with.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. What was there said by
Lord Eldon was with reference to a case where an attorney
had delivered a bill including taxable items : but this is not

the case of a bill delivered, as an attorney, but an account of

the plaintiff's whole demand against the defendant obtained

under a Judge's order, as in any other case.

(fl) Vide Hid, one, ,$<:.
v. Humphreys, 2 Eds. 4- Pull. 343., where

other cases arc collected, all of which were referred to on moving for

the rule. And vide also Benlon v. Garcia, Kingston Lent Assizes,

1800, 3 Exp. N. P. Cas. 14p., where Heath J. held that the attorney's
demand could not be severed, though no bill were delivered by him
before the action brought. But there the whole demand was con-

nected with the plaintiff's character of an attorney.

(b) 6 Term Rep. 64.5.

(r) '2 Kos. & Pull. 34:J.

All
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ISOp. All the Court agreed in respect to the last item
;
and some

of the Judges doubted whether the first item were to be con-
AlOWBRAY, . . .

one &c sidered as any thing more than an attendance by the defen-

figainst
dant's desire for the purpose of compromising- the suit against

FLEMING, his brother.

Rule absolute.

Garrow and Nolan were to have supported the rule.

[ 288 ]

Monday, DENNE, on the Demise of BGWYER, against JUDGE.
June sth.

Where one TAJ- ejectment brought for a messuage at Maidstone, the lessor

to 5

S

trustecs
^ ^ie P^ 11^ derived title under the will of T. Smith,

to sell and dated the 15th of March 180G, by which he devised his real

apply the property to five trustees named, in trust to sell the same, and
money to

applv the purchase-money to certain uses. He also gave
certain uses,

r - L

.

J

and after- specific legacies, disposed ot the residue, and made the same

wards makes persons executors of his will, whom he had before appointed
the same per- trustees of the real estate for the purpose of sale. Deeds of
sons is exc-

jease an(j re jease to the lessor of the plaintiff were then pro-
cutors * they

do not'take duced by him, appearing upon the face of them to have been

the land as duly executed by all the five trustees, but the execution of

executors, three of them only was in fact proved. On the part of the

defendant it was insisted that this was a defective convev-
sees in trust

_ _

J

and joint te- ance, and proved no title in the lessor to any part of the pro-
nants. And

perty. But the Chief Baron was of opinion that some estate
at any rate

a j. ]eas ^ passetl to the releasee
;
eithe/ the whole, or 3-5lhs,

the case is
,

. .
i i i i -^

not heln<vl
Dv severance ot the joint estate, to be held in common with

by the stat. the two remaining parts: and therefore he directed the jury
21 H. S.c. 4. to find a general verdict for the plaintiff, which might be

confirmed, or modified, or a nonsuit entered, as the Court

estate upon thought proper. A rule nisi having been obtained for enter-

production ing a nonsuit, or confining the verdict to 3-5ths ;

of a convey- ftcst Serjt., and 'Roberts, shewed cause against the rule
;
eii-

.

, deavouring at first to sustain the verdict for the whole under
porting to be

executed by
the five, but the execution of which by three only could be proved. Rut taking it

to be a conveyance by the three only, it would sever the joint tenancy, and con-

vev 3-5ths of the estate, to Le held in common with the two remaining parts.

the
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the st. 21 //. 8. r. 4. which enacts, that where part of the exe-

cutors, named in a will directing a sale of * lands by executors,

refuse to act, and the residue accept the charge, all bargains
and sales of such lands by the acting executors shall be as

good as if all the others refusing to administer had joined
with them. And they referred to Co. Lit. 113. a. and Boni-

fautv. Greenfield (a), where the case was this; one devised

lands to J. S. and three others and their heirs, to sell and ap-

ply the money to the performance of his will ; and appointed

the four executors ; one of whom refusing to meddle, the

other three sold the land : and such sale was held good either

by the common law or the statute. For when he devised the

land to four to sell, and afterwards made them his executors,

it was tantamount to devising at first that such his executors

should sell.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. The statute was passed to

remedy the inconvenience where some of the executors re-

fuse to act : but here there was no such refusal : so far from

refusing to act, they have all apparently concurred in the

conveyance, though there was a defect of proof as to the ex-

ecution of two of them. Besides, here the estate was not

devised to them as executors to be sold, but as devisees;

though they were also appointed executors. They had no-

thing to do with the land as executors. Ifindeed the fund, when

raised, had been distributable by them in that character, that

might have brought the case within the rule contended for.

Larves, for the defendant, admitting that the plaintiff was

entitled to enter his verdict for 3-5ths, it was ordered by the

Court accordingly.

(V) Cro. Elii. 80.

288

1809.

DBNNE,
on the De-
mise of

BOWYER,
against
JUDGE.

*[ 2*9 ]
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1809.

Tuesday,
June 6th.

DOE, on the several Demises of ANDREW and Others,

against LAINCHBURY and Others.

A devise of TJJ" ejectment for the recovery of one undivided moiety of
all the resi- A ____ t_._ ____ _ _._. ^i _ _____ i r o, * ^ TT n
due of the

testator's
"
money,"
stock, pro-

"
perty, and

"
effects, of

" what kind
*' or nature

.

soeY?

'\ (

to
hold, and of various leaseholds in the county of Middlesex, by

" be divided
"
equally

|

between

"
share' d

"
share

certain messuages in the parish of St. Andrew, Holborn,

in Middlesex, a verdict was found for the plaintiff, subject to

the opinion of the Court upon the following case.

James Lainchbury being seised in fee of the said messuages,
and also seised and possessed of other real and personal estate

of considerable value, consisting, among other things, of an

estate in the county of Oxford, part freehold and part copy-

1, dated the 13th of March 1800, and duly executed and

attested, devised as follows :

" As to the little money and affects

with which the Almighty has intrusted me, I dispose thereof as

follows, that is to say, first, I order my set of chambers (in

Gray's Inn) to be sold within twelve months after my decease,
"

alike," will together with such part ofmy fixtures, books, and furniture as

pass real as

well as per-
sonal estate,

"where from
other parts
of the will it

appeared

may not ^e watl te(j an(j not hereinafter disposed of. I leave
T*r-u- ^ TJ

unto my brother William Lainchbury all my houses, farm, lands,

and estate, both freehold and copyhold, situate at Ramsdon and

Finstuck in the county of Oxford, for his life; all of which said

premises, being copyhold, have been by me surrendered to the

that the tes- use of my will. And ifmy said brother William should happen

tatorhadap- to die before his present wife Martha, then I leave unto his

said widow Martha 207. a-year, payable quarterly during her

vertv and ^e > ou^ ^ m
-

^anc^e{l estate above mentioned, by the person or

yfecAf toreal persons next after in possession; and which after *
my said

estate. As brother's death I leave all the said houses, farm, lands, and

\.^~ estate, as aforesaid, unto my nephewJames Lainchbury for his

by statin" l^e
'>
ne keeping the same in good tenantable repair, and com-

" as to my mitting no waste. And after the death of my nephew James,
"
money and then I leave the same unto mv sister's eldest son Edward"
effects, I

"
dispose

" thereof as follows," &c., and then proceeded to dispose of parts of his real estate.

And again, having lands interlaying with another's lands, he directed the purchase
of the latter, if offered for sale, to be added to his other adjoining proper t it.
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DOE, on the

Demise of

ANDREW,
against

LAINCH-
BUUY.

Lainchbury for his life ; be keeping the same in good tenant- 1 809.

able repair, and committing no waste. And after the death of

my nephew Edward, then unto his brother William for his life ;

he keeping the same in good repair without waste. And after

the death of my brother and three nephews, as herein-above

described, I then leave all the said houses, lands, farm, and

estate, both freehold and copyhold, situate at Ramsdon and

Finstwk, in the county of Oxford aforesaid, unto and amongst

my five nieces, or as many of them as shall or may be then

living, share and share alike." Then, after giving several life

annuities to different relations, and some small legacies, the

will proceeds :
" I do hereby also charge all and every of my

freehold and leasehold ground rents, that now do, or that shall

or may hereafter belong to me, in London or elsewhere, with

the several payments of all and every the said annuities herein

mentioned." And then he directs that on sale or assignment
of any of the annuities, they shall cease. " And whereas I

have reason to suppose that the two grounds and a little slip

of woodland formerly belonging to the late J.J.'s estate, which

1 purchased of his nephew E. 13. , must be sold after the death

of the present owner, and as the owner of the said grounds
has a right to a road to and through my lands to theirs, it may
be adviseable for me or my heirs to become the purchaser, in

order to lay them together ; and if it should ever so happen,
it is my wish to have them purchased, and add them to my
other adjoining property ,

and to be held in rotation during the
[ 292 1

several lives, as hereinbefore I have left and bequeathed my
other lands. And for that purpose I bequeath 500/. in trust

to purchase the said two grounds and woodland when a fair

opportunity shall offer. And in the mean while, it is my re-

quest that the said 500/. so left be invested in the 3 per cent,

consols, in my nephew James's name, in trust until the said

purchase can be obtained, provided the same can be had in

10 years after my 'decease ; and if not, I leave the said 500/.,

with all interest, unto my said nephew James," &c. The tes-

tator then gives small legacies to different friends, and con-

cludes as follows: " And as to all the rest, residue, and re-

mainder ofmy money, stock, property, and effects, of what kind

or nature soever the .same may be at the lime of my decease, I

leave and bequeath the same, and every part thereof, unto my
nephew James and my niece Sarah Lainchbury, for to be divided

equally between them, share and share alike. And I do hereby

Q 2 also
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6

ANDREW,
against
LAINCH-
BURY.

180.Q. also appoint my said nephew James Lainchbury and my niece

Sarah Lainchbury executor and executrix, &c. and likewise

joint and equal residuary legatees, &c. The testator died on

the 2d of April 1802, leaving William Lainchbury of Rams-

don, in the county of Oxford, in the will named, his only bro-

ther and heir at law. By indentures of lease and release of

the 7th and 8th of July 1803, being the marriage-settlement
of the said Sarah Lainchbury, with Paul Moore, (both lessors

of the plaintiff,) the'said undivided moiety of the premises in

question was conveyed to T. Andrezo and J. P. Vincent, the

other lessors of the plaintiff, as trustees upon the trusts

therein mentioned. And by certain other indentures of lease

[ 293 ] and release, dated the 14th and 15th of June 1808, the pre-
mises in question were conveyed by William Lainchbury,
the testator's brother and heir at law to James Lainchbury,
the nephew, and the other of the residuary legatees of the

testator, and one of the defendants in this action. The other

defendants are tenants in possession. The question for the

opinion of the Court was, Whether any estate in the premises
in question passed by the said will to Sarah, now the wife of

Paul Moore, and whether the plaintiff were entitled to re-

cover? If he were so entitled, the verdict was to stand : if

not, aiionsuit was to be entered.

Richardson, for the plaintiff, contended, that the devisor's

real property in Oxfordshire and Middlesex passed under the

residuary clause, by the words "property and effects, of what

kind or nature soever;" though preceded by the words "
money

and stock ;" such being the apparent intention of the devisor.

A residuary devise of all a man's "
effects both real and per-

sonal," was held in Hogan v. Jackson (a}, to pass land. The

addition of the word real in that case only shewed the intent

more clearly; and here it is shewn by the introductory words,

as to
"
my money and effects, &.c. I dispose thereof as follows ;''

and then proceeding to dispose immediately of his real estate;

which shews a more consistent use of the word effects as refer-

ring to realty than was shewn in the former case, where the

introductory words were "
as to my zcor/dh/ substance." And

the word effects being clearly used as descriptive of realty in

the beginning of his will, it may fairly be presumed that he

used it, in the same sense in the residuary clause. In 'Doe d.

\ 01 1 Chiicott\. fF/wVe (A), when the testator having before devised

() Cort'/j. 29.Q, and 7 n>n. /'. (V. 4(.>7. (/>)
1 En\t, :}?>.

real
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real and personal property to his wife for her life, empowered
her to give what she thought proper of her said effects to her

sisters for their lives : this was held to extend her disposing

power over the realty. The cases of Doe d. Spearing v. Sut-

ler (a), and Cornfield v. Gilbert (6), which may be cited for the

defendant, only shew that the word effects, unless coupled with

an apparent intention from the context to pass real estate, will

only pass personalty ; and there were circumstances in each

of those cases to shew that the testator only meant to pass

personalty. Here also the word property is used, which is as

applicable to real as to personal estate. And in Huxtep v.

Brooman (c), a devise of "
all I am worth," which can mean

no more than "
all my property," was held to include realty.

So Lord Mansfield in Ilogan v. Jackson (d), considered a de-

vise of "
all a man's property" to be synonimous with " real

and personal effects:" which were there held to carry the land.

[Lord Ellenborough C. .1. observed, that there was a further

reason in the present case for saying- that the testator must

have meant the realty by the word property, as he had evi-

dently used it in that sense in another part of the will, where

he directs money to be laid out in the purchase of a certain

piece of land to be added to his
" other adjoining property"']

Reader, contra, admitting this to be a question of intention,

distinguished this case from Hogan v. Jackson, on account of

the word real there added to effects: and from Doe v. White

by the addition of the word said before effects, which referred

it to the realty before devised, and which could only be en-

joyed after the death of the first taker. And he relied princi-

pally on Camjieldv. Gilbert, as coming nearest to the present
case ; where a devise of "

all the residue of her effects wherc-
" soever and whatsoever, and ofK'hal nature, kind, or qualify
"

soever," &c. was held not to pass land. And though Ihcre

was an exception added of wearing apparel and plate ; and the

division of the residue was to be made by her exec:lton: ; from

whence it might be collected that the Ie*la1rix only meant the

residue of her personal effects : yet the indication of such an

intention from these collateral circumshmces was fully coun-

terbalanced by her having before reserved a rent-charge out

of the land to her licir at law for life. Here ihe testator iirst

direct

1809.

DOE,
on the De-
mise of

ANDREW,
against

LAINCH-
BURY.

[ 295 ]
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1809. directs his chambers, fixtures, books, and furniture to be sold ;

, and then he disposes of his real estate : and afterwards in the
DOE, on the

Demise of residuary clause he bequeaths his personalty ; associating the

words "
property and effects" with "

money and stock," which

against latter are first mentioned by him : and the argument to be de-
T A T N CH
BURY rived from such association was strongly put by Grose J. in

Camfield v. Gilbert
;
and that will serve as an answer to the

observation made upon the use of the word property in a

former part of the will. At any rate the heir will take if there

be any doubt of the testator's intention.

Lord ELLEN BOROUGH C. J. It is a known maxim that an

heir at law is not to be disinherited but by express words or

necessary implication. Here are no express words ; but the

question is, whether there be not a plain implication from the

words used, that the testator meant to pass real as well as per T

sonal property and effects by the words used in the residuary

[ 2Q6 ] clause. The word effects indeed, in its natural sense, more

peculiarly imports moveable personal property ; but that this

testator did not mean to confine it to that sense, the first sen-

tence of his will shews. For he begins,
*' As to the little

"
money and effects, &c. I dispose thereof asfollows ;

that is to

tf

say" and then he first orders his chambers in Grays Inn to

be sold : that was not moveable personal property; it was at

least a chattel real ; and if no more, still it would shew that he

meant to include chattels real. But he proceeds next to de-

vise lands, &c. freehold and copyhold ;
and that clearly shews

that in his understanding of the word effects, it was sufficiently

large to carry his real estate. He afterwards directs money
to be laid out in the purchase of land to be added to his

" other adjoining property
" That gives us a standard of his

meaning of the word property, and shews that he meant by it

real estate. Then follows the residuary clause, by which he

disposes of the rest of his
"
money, stock, property, and

"
effects of what kind or nature soever," &c. Then having

before shewn his meaning of the word effects and of the word

property, as comprehending real estate, are we to look for a

different use of the word by other persons on other occasions,

when we have an index of his own mind to resort to in the very
instrument before us, where he has told us that by those words
he meant real estate .' I know of no word in general use so

inflexibly importing one meaning only as to be incapable of

bending to the manifest scn=e of the parly using il differently.

it
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In a late case (a) before us, we held that the words "personal
" estate" carried real estate, such being the clear meaning of

the testator as collected from the rest of the will. In Hogan v.

Jackson the word effects joined with * other words importing

the realty would carry it; and in Camfield v. Gilbert, we re-

strained it to personalty, because it appeared by the context

that personalty only was intended. But here it evidently

was meant in the larger sense, and therefore we must give it

that meaning, without doing any violence to any different

construction put upon the same word in any other case.

The rest of the Judges concurred in the reasons given

by his Lordship.
Postea to the Plaintiff.

(a) Doe (I. Tofield v. Tqfield, ante, 246.

C'JG

1809.

DOE,
on the De-
mise of

ANDREW,
against

LA INCH-
BURY.

*[ 297 ]

GYFFORD against WOODGATE and Another. Tuesday,
June 6th.

TN case, the declaration, after setting forth a judgment jn case

obtained by the defendants against the plaintiff, stated that against a

they sued out a writ of fieri facias thereupon, indorsed to judgment-

levy 71/. Is. besides sheriff's poundage, &c.; by virtue whereof ,. . ,

the sheriff, at the defendants' request, seized the plaintiff's suiiwoutau

goods to a much greater amount than was necessary ; yet that alias fi. fa.

the defendants, before the sheriff' had made any return to that *
.

r a su ^"

writ, and before they could lawfully sue out another, wrong- C u tion levied

fully and maliciously sued out an alias fieri facias, under colour upon the

and pretence thereof, indorsed to levy 721. 2s. 4d. besides plaintiffs

poundage, &c. ; whereby the plaintiff' was put to unnecessary
fiods under

expence and oppressed, &c. The defendants pleaded the fa . j^dd

general issue, and also a licence, which was denied by the that the

replication. At the trial before Lord Etlenborough C. J. at sheriff's re-

turns in-

dorsed upon
the two writs (which writs had been produced in evidence by the plaintiff as part
of his case) wherein the sheriff stated that he had forborne to sell under the first, and
had sold under the second writ, by the request and with the consent of the now
plaintiff, were primd facie evidence of the facts so returned ; credence being due
to the official acts of the sheriff between third persons.

Q 4 West-
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1 809. Westminster, the writ of fieri facias *having been given on

evidence on the part of the plaintiff, the following return

agoing
annexe<^ to ^ was required to be read by the defendants'

\VOODGATE. counse'> as Part of the instrument produced by the plaintiff;

*[ 298 ]
and though resisted by the plaintiffs counsel, was directed

to be read by his Lordship. Tt ran thus "
By virtue of the

writ annexed, I have seized and taken in execution the goods
and chattels of the within named E. Gyfford, in my bailiwick

hereafter mentioned, to be sold and disposed of; and at the

request of the within named E. Woodgate the elder and E. W,
the younger, the plaintiffs, and E. Gyfford, the defendant, I

kept and retained the same in my custody until the return of

the annexed writ ; and at the return thereof, in pursuance of

,
an agreement made between the said plaintiffs and defendant

for that purpose, a writ of alias fieri facias, returnable, &c,

indorsed to levy 721. 2s. 4d. besides sheriff's poundage, &c.

was delivered to me the said sheriff, and at the request of the

said E, Gyfford, I forbore to sell the same until the 26th of

August last, when I sold and disposed of the same for the sum
of 110/. 17s. and paid and applied the same as stated and set

forth in my return to the writ of alias fieri facias." To the

alias fieri facias, (also given in evidence) the sheriff made a

very special return, (also read in evidence) stating, that he had

paid to the now defendants the sum indorsed on the writ :

That he had disposed of other part of the money, for which

the goods sold, in payment of rent and taxes, for which the

now plaintiff was liable : and that he had always been ready
to pay to the latter the residue there of if he would accept the

same. On the part of the defendants it was contended, that

[ 299 ] these returns were conclusive evidence in support of the plea

of licence, and shewed that all that the plaintiff now com-

plained of had been sanctioned by him at the time. On the

other hand, it was denied that the plaintiff Gijfford, who was

no party to the sheriff's return, which was in effect made on

the suggestion of the then plaintiffs, (the IVaodgates) ought to

be affected by its contents : and it was contended, that the

execution having [Jeen irregularly made, it lay upon the

defendants to shew the fact of the now plaintiff's licence and

consent to that irregularity, and not the mere dictum of the

sheriff, made in his own justification. Lord Ellenborough C. J.

however, was of opinion that this was prima. facie evidence of

the facts staled in the rulurn, upon the ground that iaith
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was to be given tc the official act of a public officer, like the 1809.

sheriff, even where third persons were concerned. That if
\JY F FO R. Tl

the sheriff returned a rescue, the court above, to which the
against

return was made, would so far give credence to it, that they WOODGATE.
would issue an attachment in the first instance (a) : though upon
an indictment for a rescue, it would be open to the defendant

to shew that the return was false.

Objection was now again made, upon motion for a new

trial, by Garrozo and Curwood, to the admissibility of the

evidence and the direction of the Lord Chief Justice; but

his Lordship (and the rest of the Court concurred with him,)

still thought that the sheriff's return was prima facie evidence

of the facts therein stated
;
and therefore the Court refused

a rule.

() RC.I- v. Elkins,* Burr. 2 !'<'>.

LAW against HODSON. Tuesday,
June 6"th.

HPHIS was an action of assumpsit to recover the value of The st.

a quantity of bricks which had been sold and delivered 17t?.3.c.42.

by the plaintiff to the defendant. An objection was taken at i i

the trial that the bricks were made of less dimensions than is for sale lo be

required by the statute 17 Geo. 3. c. 42., which after reciting
of certain di-

" that inconveniences had arisen to the public by frauds com- Baen81
(

ons>

,. i . -. , . and gives a
mitted in lessening the size oi bricks under their usual pro- pena i tv for

portion, without any diminution of price ; for remedy thereof, the breach

and for the common good and benefit of the subject," enacts,
f tnat regu-

that all bricks made for sale shall be of certain dimensions
lation

?

beinS
. . passed to

therein specified: and then gives a penalty, on conviction, protect the

of 20s. per thousand for the breach of this regulation. It ap- buyer

peared in evidence, that the bricks in question had been seen aaains t the

by Ihe plaintiff, and selected by him out of a larger quantity, \,
_

.

"
,-

some of which had been rejected by him for other defects, bricks' be

but no notice hud been taken of the size
;
and the bricks sold and de-

were afterwards received and used bv the defendant. But n
'

vcrcd UIuK '

r

the statuta-

ble size iii'.kii'jvvii to the buyer, the seller cannot recover the value of them.

Lord
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180p. Lord Ellenhorough C.J. being of opinion that the making and

selling of such bricks was a fraud upon the statute, nonsuited

against
the Plaintiff.

HODSON. Garrow now moved to set aside the nonsuit, on the ground

that, however the breach of the law might have been a reason

for the defendant's rescinding the contract, and returning the

bricks when he discovered them to be under the statutable

dimensions, yet having accepted and actually converted them

to his own use, the contract was executed, and the vendee

[ 301 ] was at all events liable to pay the actual value of the goods.
That the legislature had not avoided the contract itself, but

only subjected the brickmaker to a penalty, which was also

limited to be sued for within a month.

LordELLENBOROUGH C. J. This was a fraud upon the

buyer, whom the legislature meant to protect. He gave credit

to the maker at the time that the bricks were of the statutable

size, and they turned out to be all under that size.

GROSE J. The legislature has prohibited the general sale

of bricks which are under size.

LE BLANC J. It did not appear that the defendant bought
the bricks, knowing them to be under size.

BAYLEY J. The policy of the act was to protect the

buyer (a) against the fraud of the seller, and this can only be

done by holding that the latter shall not recover the value of

such bricks so sold.

Rule refused.

(a) Vide Johnson v. Hudson, ante, 180. and note this distinction.

Friday j
BoGGETT against FRIER and Another.

June 9th.

A wife can- HTRESPASS for breaking and entering the dwelling-house

not, as a feme
"

and shop of the plaintiff
SaraA Boggett, on the 8th ofApril

sole, main-
1807, and expelling her therefrom, and taking her goods, &c.

tain trespass
for breaking and entering her house, and seizing goods in her possession, by reply-

ing, in answer to a plea of cou-rture, that her husband had four years before de-

serted her and gone beyond seas without leaving her any moans of support, and that

he had not since been "heard of by her ;
and ihat during all the time she had livrd

separate from him and had traded and contracted as a sole trader and single wo-

man, and as such was lawfully possessed, \-c. the defendant rejoining thut the

husband was a natural LTII subject, <S:c, and had not abjured this realm, or bern

exiled, or banished, or religatcd therefrom.

Flea,
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Plea, that the said Sarah, at the time of the trespass committed,

and from thence hitherto hath been and still is, under cover-

ture of one Joseph Boggett, her husband, who is still alive,

&c. Replication, That before the time of committing the

trespass, to wiJ, on the 17th of February 1805, the said Joseph

deserted and left the said Sarah, and departed out of this

kingdom to certain parts beyond the seas, to wit, to America,

without leaving any means of necessary provision and support

to the said Sarah : and that from the time of his said depart-

ure hitherto, the said Joseph has not returned to this country,

nor corresponded with, nor been heard of by the said Sarah ;

and that during all that time the said Sarah hath lived in this

kingdom separate and apart from the said Joseph, and made
contracts and obtained credit as a single woman, and for her

necessary support and maintenance hath during all that time

carried on the trade and business of a merchant as a single

woman and solo trader, and as such was lawfully possessed of

the said dwelling-house and shop in the declaration mention-

ed. Rejoinder, That the said Joseph was born within this

realm, and from his birth hitherto hath been and still is a sub-

ject of our lord the king, owing allegiance, &c. : And that

the said Joseph hath not at any time hitherto abjured this

realm, or been exiled or banished or reli gated therefrom, &c.

To this there was a general demurrer, which

Roberts was to support : but he was asked in the first in-

stance by the Court, whether he could distinguish this case

in principle from that of Marshall v. Rutton () : on which he

urged the departure of the husband in this case out of the

realm, and consequently beyond the reach of process, under

circumstances which evinced a permanent desertion of his

wife and country. And he also referred to several cases and

authorities, which either bore against the doctrine of Mar-
shall v. Rutton, or distinguished this case from it

; particu-

larly that of de Gail/on v. I'dig/e (//) ; where the wife having
traded and obtained credit in this country, as a feme sole, in

the absence of her husband, a foreigner, who resided abroad,
\\as held liable to be sued for her own debts.

But all these cases, it was observed by the Court, were an-

tecedent to that of Marshall v. Rutton ; and, so far as they

1 809.

BOGGETT

against
FRIER.

[ 303 ]

(a) 8 Term Rtp. ,>;..>.

(/') 1 Bus. $ Pull. 35?. where all the prior cases arc collected.
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[ 304 ]

were opposed to, were overruled by that decision, which re-

stored what was the old established rule of law, founded

generally upon the relation of husband and wife, by which,

with certain known specific exceptions, no married woman
was capable of contracting or acting as a feme sole, or of su^

ing or being sued as such. And Lord Ellenbnrough, C. J. re-

ferred to Marsh v. Hutchinson (a), which was under discus-

sion at the same time as Marshall v. Rutton, and was after-

wards decided in conformity with that determination, as bear-

ing strongly upon the present case. And the same principle

he said was acted upon in Chambers v. Donaldson, (b)

The only cases mentioned by Roberts, as subsequent in

time to these, were Carrol v. Blencow (c), and Farrar v. Gra-

nard(d). The first was the case of a married woman, whose

husband had been transported for seven years from March

1794, and during this time she had sold and delivered goods
to the defendant, for which the action was brought, and which

came to trial at the sittings in C. B. after Easter in June

1801 : and it was objected, that the term of transportation

being expired, the husband was competent to sue for this

debt. But there being no evidence of the husband's return,

Lord Alvanley C. J. permitted the plaintiff' to recover. In

the other case, which was in Trinity term 1804, the Court

overruled, upon general demurrer, a replication to a plea of

coverture; stating, that the defendant's husband resided in

Ireland, and the defendant in this kingdom, separate from

her husband as a single woman, and as such contracted and

promised, &c. ;
the Lord Chief Justice of C. B. saying, that

the terms of the replication were consistent with a mere tem-

porary absence.

Neither of these cases were considered by the Court as

bearing against the opinion they had intimated; and there-

fore, without hearing Littledale, who was to have supported
the rejoinder, they gave judgment for the defendants.

<a) 2 Bos. $ Pull. 226.

(c) 4
47;. N. P. Cas. 27.

(li) 9 East, 471.

(d) 1 New Rep. SO.
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1809.

The KING against The Inhabitants of the Parish of gat
~

trda

BRIDEKIRK in CUMBERLAND. June iot/i.

*

pIIIS was an indictment for the non-repair of a com- Toanindict-

mon highway within the parish; which, after stating ""^against
., . . f .,

,
.

, , i .1 , , f the mhabit-
the termini of the highway, charged that a certain part of antsofap-i-
the same highway between such and such places (describing rish for non-

them with the length and breadth,) on the 1st of June repair of a

1807, &c. was out of repair, &c. and then it alleged
* that

highway
0-77-7 within it, a

the inhabitants oi the parish of Bnaekirk were immemo-
p]ca statint

rially bound to repair the said highway. The defendants that the pa-

pleaded, that the parish of Bridekirk from time immemorial rls^ wa
.

s 'm ~

was divided into seven townships (naming them,) and that the i- , j ^
inhabitants ofthe said several townships respectively from time 7 townships,
immemorial have repaired, independent of each other, when the inhabit-

, / -i *

necessary, such and so many of the several and respective
antsotvv nicii

...,., . i i respectively
ancient common kings highways respectively situated within wcre jmme_

the said respective townships as would otherwise be repairable morially

by the inhabitants of the said parish at large. Thai part of the bound to re-

said part of the said king's common highway in the indictment J
/ . highways

specified, and thereby supposed to be ruinous, now is, and w itbin their

during all the time in the indictment mentioned hath been situ- respective

ate in the said township of Great Broughton in the said parish, townships ;

and during all that time was and still is a king's common high-
v

, ,' , -'\

way, which but for the said prescription or usage would have way indicted

been and would be repairable by the inhabitants of the said was within

parish at large : and that the residue of the said part of the said the township
:. , i-i .1 -i- ; t T i c ofG.B. &c.
king s common highway in the said indictment specified, &c. is, anj l j]at t j

and during all the time, &c. hath been situate within the said residue, &c.

township of L////6' IJroughlon iu tlie said parish, Sec. And by
v'

as within

reason of the premises the inhabitants of the said parish at large
t

/J: ^, 1?
1 of L. B. &c.

ought not to be charged with the repairing the said part,&.c.ot an ,i th at ^e

the highway in the indictment specified ;
but the respectiveparts respective

thereof, situate in the said respective townships ofGreatBrough- l
)arts ought

ton and Little Jiroiightun, ought to have been and still ought to
{ij j,,.^ jn_

be repaired by the repective inhabitants of these respective habitants of

townships independent of the rest of the inhabitants of the said the respec-
tive town-

ships, &c. is

bad; without specify ins; ii'Init part of the highway lay within one township, and

what part within the other. '[ 305 ]

parish,
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1 80p. parish, &c. To this there was a special demurrer, because the~
plea did not set forth or distinguish zchat part of the highway

against

*

a^e?e<i* to be ruinous lies within the township of Great Brough-
The Inhabi- ton, and what part within the township of Little Bronghton.

tants of Holroyd argued in support of the demurrer, that the in-

habitants of the parish at large, being liable at common law to

the repair of all highways within it, could only discharge them-

selves by shewing with certainty on whom the burthen lay,

and in what right. For which he cited Rex v. Sheffield (a),

Rex v. Penderri/n(b), and Rex v. Great Broughton (c). The

plea therefore should have stated that such a part of the high-

way, specifying it, was situate within the township of Great

Broughton, the inhabitants of which township were immemo-

rially bound to repair it : and that such other part, specifying

it, (or the residue of the highway stated in the indictment,)

was situate within the township of Little Broughton, and that

the inhabitants of that township were immemorially bound to

repair such other part.

The Court were decidedly of opinion, that this objection

was well founded. That the parishioners must necessarily

know the limits of the several townships within it ; and were

bound to shew with certainty the parties who were liable to

repair every part of the highway indicted, and in what right

they were so bound. But the Court, offered to give Littleda/e,

who was counsel for the defendants, leave to amend before

argument ;
which he accepted.

(a) 2 Term Rep. 106'. (b) Ib. 513. (c) 5 Burr. 2700.

The KING against TEAL and Others.
April 22rf.

All the de- HPHIS was an indictment against Thomas Teal, Hannah
fendantscon-

Stringer, G. Etherington, and Sarah Cumberland, for con-
id upon spiring falsely to charge the prosecutor with being the father

mcnt for a ^ a bastard child born on the body of Hannah Stringer, which

conspiracy indictment, had been removed by writ of cerliorari, at the in-

must be pre- stance of the defendants, into this Court. Before the trial a

noli prosequi was entered as to Hannah Stringer : and at the
when a mo-
tion for a l as t York assizes Teal and Cumberland were convicted upon
new trial is four

made on behalf of any of them.
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four counts of the indictment, and Etherington was acquitted. 1809.

On the fourth day of the last term Teal appeared personally The KING
in Court, and Cockell Serjt. on his behalf moved for a new

against

trial, on the ground that improper evidence had been admit- TEAL

ted on the part of the prosecution, and that other evidence An(* Others,

tendered on the defendant's part had been improperly rejected.

The Court inquired if all the defendants who had been

convicted were then in court
;
and being informed that Sarah

Cumberland was not present, they said they could not enter-

tain a motion for a new trial in her absence, of which, if

granted, she must also have the benefit ; because if such a

precedent were once established, the person most criminal

might keep out of the way, and take the opinion of the Court

by putting forward one of the other defendants who had been

convicted. They also inquired if the defendants had de-

fended separately at the trial, which was answered in the

negative ; but Cockell Serjt.' added, that he was now only in-

structed by the defendant Teal, and that his client had no [ 308 ]

control over Sarah Cumberland, and could not compel her at-

tendance : and it would be very hard for him in a case where

there was no pretence of any collusion, to be deprived of the

opportunity of moving for a new trial by her absenting her-

self. But the Court said that they could not permit the mo-

tion to be made, unless all the defendants appeared, or a spe-
cial and separate ground were laid before them, for dispensing
with the general rule. But they said they would bear in mind

what passed now when the defendants were brought up for

judgment. And the prosecutor not moving for Teal's com-

mitment, he was not committed into custody.

Afterwards, on the 6th of May, Teal and Cumberland being

present in court, Mr. Justice Laicrence's report of the evi-

dence on the trial was read; and Cockell Serjt. would then

again have moved for a new trial : but the Court said, that

the four days being now expired, he was not entitled to make
such a motion

; though they would hear any arguments which

he had to suggest upon the report, in order to satisfy them in

the performance of their own duty, that justice had not been

done upon the trial
;
and if they were of opinion, on hearing

those arguments, and considering the learned Judge's report,

that there ought to be a new trial, they would of their own
accord award il. And they referred to The King v. Holt,

5 Term Re.p. 4-36. and to The King v. Atkinson, there cited.

The
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1809. The defendants' counsel accordingly stated the grounds upon
which he impeached the former trial, and the Court said they
would consider of them ; and in the mean time the Court

agamrt
TEA L committed the defendants to the custody of the marshal with-

and Others, out making any rule for a new trial.

] And now in this term Lord Ellenbnrough C. J. said that

the Court had considered the objections which had been made

to the trial, and though not in the form of a motion for a new

trial, yet with the same benefit to the parties concerned : and

they were of opinion that there was no foundation for either

of them. After this, affidavits in mitigation were put in by
the defendants' counsel and read, and the defendants were

directed to be brought up for judgment on Monday the 19th

of June, when the Court, taking into consideration the im-

prisonment they had already suffered, and the expences of

the prosecution, sentenced Teal to six months, and Cumber-

land to two months imprisonment in York gaol.

The obJ ections whicb Cockell Serjt. urged on the 6th ofMay
self toliavc against the verdict were, 1st, that Hannah Stringer, who was

before sworn examined at the trial on behalf of the prosecution, was an in-

falscly upon competent witness. The general purpose for which she was
l
"

called was to prove that she had before sworn, at the instiga-
lar point,but

*

attributing tion of the defendant leaf, to the prosecutor having been the

it to the per- father of her bastard child
; but that in truth the defendant

suasion of Teal was the father ;
and consequently she was to prove her-

self forsworn. It was therefore objected on the part of the

incompetent defendant, not only that she was incompetent to contradict the

witness a- fact she had before sworn to ; which seemed to be admitted,
gainst him on jie s

.A\ft t by \\ie learned Judge ;
but that she was an incompe-

meut fora tent w itness f r anv purpose, on the ground of her acknow-

conspiracy ; leclged perjury and infamy. It was urged, that if she had been
but the ob- convicted of perjury at common law, she could not have been
jection goes exam jne(j a^ au un]e.ss restored to credit by the King's pardon :

strongly to

her credit. or m tne case f felony, by burning in the hand, which ope-

T 310 1
rates as a statute pardon : and that it was not the punishment
which worked the infamy, but the crime, as stated by Ld.Ch. B.

Gilbert () and Harckim (It). That it made no difference

whether the infamy were found by verdict, or by the confession

of the parly tendered as a witness
;
for there could not be more

certain evidence of the fact than the confession of the parly in

() Gilb. L. ofEvid. K7. (/O 2 Hawk, ch. 46. s. 19. %c.

open
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open court. Being asked by the Court what he had to say to 1809.

the common case of an accomplice giving evidence, though ^ e ^ivo
admitting himself guilty of a fact, such as treason, which, if

against

convicted of it, would render him incompetent? he answered, TEAL

that there the accomplice did not admit himself guilty of the ancl Others,

very crimen falsi which shewed him unworthy of being believed .

[ Le Blanc J. observed from the report, that the learned Judge
at the trial was of opinion that the woman might be examined

on those counts, which did not state that she went before a

magistrate and took the oath of filiation.] Objection was

taken that evidence could not be received of what the woman
had sworn before the magistrate, which had been taken down

in writing, unless the deposition itself was produced: on which

the magistrate, before whom it was taken, offering to put in

the deposition, though that was put aside for the sake of regu-

larity at the instant, the examination of the witness Stringer

went on with reference to such deposition. He then insisted

much upon the case of Titus Gates (a), where the evidence of a

witness, that he had before perjured himself at the suggestion
of the defendant, was rejected by this Court on a trial at bar

;

though the witness had not been convicted ofperjury : and this

decision was approved of in the case of Elizabeth Canning (/>).

Upon the same principle one who admits himself to be an in- [ 31 1 ]

fidel is disqualified to be a witness. [Lord El/enborongh C. J.

An infidel cannot admit the obligation of an oath at all, and

cannot therefore give evidence under the sanction of it. But

though a person may be proved on his own shewing, or by
other evidence, to have forsworn himself as to a particular

fact; it does not follow that he can never afterwards feel the

obligation of an oath
; though it may be a good reason for the

jury, if satisfied that he had sworn falsely on the particular

point, to discredit his evidence altogether. But still that

would not warrant the rejection of the evidence by the Judge;
it only goes to the credit of the witness, on which the jury are

to decide.] Ld. Ch. B. Gilbert (c) says,
" another thing that

derogates from the credit of a witness is, if upon oath he affirmed

directly contrary to what he asserts, &c.
;

this takes from the

witness all credibility, inasmuch as contraries cannot be true."

And again he says (d), that "
if the mother of a bastard child

(a) 4 St. Tr. 47. (i) 10 St. TV. 390.
(r) P. 136. 6th edit.

(rf) Ib. 13p.

VOL. XI. R
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1809- charge two persons, she loses her credibility, that she cannot

charge either of them." ("Lord Ellenborougk C. J. observed,
The KINO

against tuat tuose passages, contrasted with others, pointed at the

TEAL distinction between competency and credibility. And then

and Others. caUed on Cockell to state his other objection on account of

the rejection of evidence proposed.]

ness admTt

"

'^^e otuer objection amounted to no more than this, that

ted herselfto Hannah Stringer, the witness, having admitted that she had

have been been connected with two or three persons, the learned Judge
ronnected

thought it immaterial to examine witnesses tendered on the

men and the Part ^ tne defendant to shew that she had been also con-

Judge nected at other times with several other persons ; considering

thought it that by her own shewing she was a * common woman. But
immate nQW urgec[ t]iat ^jie extent of her prostitution might

nesses ten- have shaken her credit in a greater degree. On this Lord

dered by the Ellenborough C. J. observed, when he afterwards delivered

defendant to t^e Opjn iOn of the Court, as before mentioned, against the

objections, that if the evidence had been admitted, it could
connection J

with other have made no difference, at least it ought not to have made

persons, as any difference in the verdict.

leading

merely to the same conclusion as to her character, the Court being satisfied that

this could have had no influence on the verdict, refused a new trial on thai account,

*[ S12 ]

Saturday, Dor, on the Demise of SPICER, against LEA,
June 10th.

, TN ejectment for lands in Wiltshire, the demise was laicT on

deed, since
"

tue 12ih of October 1808, and it appeared, that notice was
the nc\v stile given on the 24ih of March, to quit on the llth of October,
to hold from o/d Michaelmas day. The facts were that the original te-

Sf Michael
nan *> wuo nac^ under-let to the defendant, had in 1780 taken

jnus.t be the farm by parol from Old Michaelmas ; but after holding
taken to fur about three years, he took u lease of it for 13 years, to

S.
c
f
n

j|/

r
P
in

huldy/o/?! thefenst o/'St, Michael ; and after the determination

thachnw - 1̂1U ^ lease, which expired in 1"96, the tenant had held on

and cannot without coming to uny new agreement. It wiw thereupon
bo bh', \vn by
extrinsic evidence to refer to a holding fro

at Old l\licrail-r.-!f, thourii J.v.'n '..alf u \-
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objected at the trial, on the part of the defendant, that the 1809.

tenant must be taken to hold according to the terms of that ,

~

lease; and that being to hold from the feast of St. Michael, SPICER

generally, must be taken to mean Nezo Michaelmas, and could against

not be explained by parol evidence to mean Old Michaelmas ;
^EA

and then the notice to quit at Old Michaelmas was wrong
1

.

ChambreJ., before whom the cause was tried, agreed that the

terms of the lease concluded the holding to be from New
Michaelmas: but that as the notice was served before New

[ SlS 1

Lady-day, and the tenant had thereby had more than six

months' notice to quit, no injustice was done to him, and that

the notice was sufficient ; he therefore directed the jury to

find a verdict for the plaintiff. But as the point was new, he

gave the defendant's counsel leave to move to enter a nonsuit,

if the Court should think the objection well founded. A rule

nisi for that purpose having been obtained in the last term ;

Jeki/ll and East now shewed cause against the rule, and

contended, first, that the lease being from Michaelmas gene-

rally, though prim a facie that must be taken to mean Nezo

Michaelmas, was capable of being shewn by extrinsic evi-

dence, such as the fact of the previous holding, and the un-

derstanding of the parties to mean Old Michaelmas. And they

referred to Forley d. the Mayor, &c. of Canterbury v. Wood(a\
Kent Sum. Assizes, 1794, before Lord Kenyan C. J.,where the

tenancy was from Michaelmas to Michaelmas, and the notice

was given on the 20th of March 1793 to quit on the 10th of

October following; which was objected to be insufficient, as it

ought to have been to quit either ok Michaelmas generally, or

on the 29th of September. But Lord Kenyan permitted evi-

dence to be given, that by the custom of the county of Kent,

such a tenancy from Michaelmas, generally, was considered

to be Old Michaelmas ; and held the notice to be regular.

[Being asked whether the holding there were by deed ?] they
said that it did not so appear ; but that would make no differ-

ence ;
for here the lease had expired, and the tenant only [ SI4 ]

held by implication under the terms of it. 2dly, Supposing
the evidence to be conclusive that the tenancy was from Nero

Michaelmas, yet the notice was sufficient. The law required
reasonable notice (b), which had been deemed in these cases

(a) Tliis was cited from Rvnnington's Ejectment, 112. The same
case is reported in 1 lisp. N. P. Cos. 19S. with some variation.

(1} Yirlr per ll'ilnof J. in Timmin* v. Roiclinton, 3 Burr. 1609,

R2 to
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ISOp. to be half a year's notice to quit before the end of the tenant's
~

year: and here the tenant had had half a year's notice and

SPICER
'

more ?
f r tne notice was given before New Lady Day ; and

against therefore he could not complain ; for no prejudice could ensue

LEA. to him from the excess of the time, and he had all the benefit

of it if he pleased to remain after New Michaelmas. It was

therefore different from the case where a notice is given to

quil at a different quarter or half year from the commence-

ment of the tenant's holding
1

;
for there he would have to pay

additional rent, and be subjected to all the intermediate bur-

thens of his tenure. But here no such inconvenience could

ensue. They also wished to rely on evidence of a subsequent
waver ; but were answered, that that point was not reserved.

Lens Serjt. and Casberd contra were stopped by
The Court', who were of opinion, on the first point, that no

extrinsic evidence could be given to explain the time of hold-

ing staled in the deed, which must be taken to be from New

Michaelmas, since the act of parliament for altering the stile :

unless, as Lord Ellenboroagh observed, there had been any
reference in the deed itself to the prior holding. And no-

thing ha\ing been shewn, subsequent to the expiration of the

[ 31 5 ] lease, from whence a new time of holding could be inferred,

the tenant must be taken to have held on under the terms of

that lease. They were also of opinion with the defendant on

the second point : that considering the tenant's year to end

at New Michaelmas, the notice to quit at Old Michaelmas,

though given half a year before New Michaelmas, was bad, for

the notice must be to quit at the end of the tenant's year;

and if it might be given to quit 12 days afterwards, it might
as well be at any other time. That the landlord could not

alter the period of quitting by his notice ; and this was given

specifically as a notice to determine the tenancy at Old

Michaelmas, and not as a liberty to the tenant to remain at

his option for so long after his tenancy expired.

Rule absolute.
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TAYLOR against FORBES. Monday,
Jvne 12th.

HPHE affidavit of debt made by the plaintiff to hold the de- Affidavit of

fendant to bail stated that the defendant was indebted to ,

t 'i.r,
P

the plaintiff in so much, for goods sold and delivered to the ant was in-

defendant, (not saying-
" sold and delivered by ike pluiniijj'io

deb ted to the

the defendant") On which Bnrron^Ii. obtained a rule catling P' a 'tiffinso

., - . ..,, , ., xi n- much for
on the plamuti to accept common bail, upon toe msumciency ,roo ,| s w \^

of such affidavit ; and cited Mackenzie \.Mackeu-.ie (a), Pdks and delivir-

v. Severn (6), and Cutlirozo v. Hugger (c), as in point. Alar- c<1 (not say-

ryat now shewed cause, and said that Culhrow v. f/agger "]. ^,A'
ie

plaintiff) to
went further than the former cases, and was decided without ihedcfend-

reference to Coppinger v. Liealoii (d), which was contrary to ant, is iu-

it. And that the meaning of this affidavit being obvious, the su^ c ien t-

Court would not, as they had declared in the last-mentioned [ 316 ]

case, entangle the suitors in unnecessary niceties. But by
Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. The strictness required in

these affidavits, is not only to guard defendants against per-

jury, but also against any misconception of Ihe law by those

who make the affidavits. And the leaning of my mind is al-

ways to great strictness of construction where one party is to

be deprived of his liberty by the act of another.

Per Curiam, Rule absolute.

(0 1 Term Rep. 71 6. (ft) 7 East, 1.94.

(c) 8 East, 106. (d) 8 Term lief. 338.

SPRANG against MONPRIVATT. Monday,
June 12th.

THTTIGLEY obtained a rule on the plaintiff to shew cause Where a writ

why the proceedings against the br.il upon the writs of
[

err01
' K

J
. f i allowed, be-

scire facias should not be stayed pending the writoi error; the
j-o]T ^ cx_

bail undertaking to pay to the plaintiff the damages recovered, phatiun of

the time per-

mitted to the bail to render their principal, the bail arc entitled to stay the pro-

ceedings against them pending the writ of error, on the terms of undertaking to pay
the damages recovered, or to surrender the defendant within tour da\sof the deter-

mination of the writ, if determined in favour of the original plaintiff.

VOL. XI. 113 OR
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1809-

SPRANG

against
MoNPRI-
VATT.

[ 317 ]

OR to surrender the defendant within four days of the determi-

nation of the writ of error, in case it should be determined

in favour of the original plaintiff (a). This was now op-

posed by Marryat, unless the bail undertook to pay the da-

mages and costs in the original action, the costs of proceeding

against them, and of this application, and also the costs in er-

ror, within four days after the determination of the writ of

error, if determined in favour of the original plaintiff. And
the question was, on which of these conditions, the proceed-

ings were to be stayed.

The writ of capias ad satisfaciendum issued, and was

lodged in the sheriff's office on the 25th of April, returnable

on the 3d of May ;
on which non est inventus was returned.

The writ of error was tested on the 6th, and allowed on the

9th of May. The scire facias against the bail issued on the

8th of Mai/, was lodged with the sheriff on the 9th, and was

returnable on the 15th of May. The alias scire facias issued

on the 25th, was lodged with the sheriff on the 26th, and was

returnable on the 2d of June, the first day of this term : on

which last day the rule to appear to the writs of scire facias

was given.

Marryat, against the rule, urged that though a writ of

error was a supersedeas as to the principal, it was not so

as to the bail ; which was proved by the necessity the bail

were under to apply to this Court to stay proceedings against

them, pending the writ of error: and therefore coming to ask

a favour of the Court, they must submit to fair terms. The

case of Capron v. drcher indeed seems to have proceeded on

the ground that the allowance of the writ of error was a super-

sedeas even as to the bail
;
and that it was enough that the

allowance was before the time indulged to the bail for render--

ing, though notice of the allowance were not given till

afterwards
;
but that was decided by only two judges in court,

and stands alone. Whether the writ of error there were sued

out before or after the capias does not appear: btil here the

writ of error was not sued out till after the return of the

capias ad satisfaciendum, and the bail did not apply to stay

the proceedings till the time for rendering their principal was

out ; in which case it was said by the Court, in Richardson \ ,

(a) This is according to the L>;ni cf the rr.lt: in Capron v. Archfr
t

1 Burr. 340. which \vus referred to on mo vine tor the rule.

Jcllv
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Jelly (a), that they would not give the bail any time for that

purpose, but only four days to pay the money in, after the
gPRANO

judgment was affirmed. against

tn<rley, contra, relied on the case of Copron v. Archer, MONPRI-

where a similar rule was granted on the ground, as it is ex- ^ATI.

pressed in the rep6rt, that the defendant's writ of error was

allowed before the time was expired within rchich the bail had

indulgence to surrender the principal. That must mean after

the first scire facias ;
and shews that the allowance of the writ

of error was not till after the capias ad satisfaciendum ;
and

the notice of the allowance there could not. have been given

till after the expiration of the time for rendering; because tho

report states, that the writ of error was allowed before the

time expired within which the bail had indulgence to sur-

render. Here the allowance of the writ of error, which was

on the 9th of May, was clearly before the issuing of the second

scire facias (b} ;
and therefore within the precedent of Capron

v. Archer (c) : and Buchanan v. 'Alders ((/), where further

terms were imposed upon the bail, went upon the ground
that the bail were fixed before the writ of error was sued out

; [ S 1Q ]

which recognizes the same principle. [Le Blanc. J. asked
:

if he were aware of the case of Copous v. Bit/ton (e),. which

seeras to have proceeded on the time within,which the bail

applied for the indulgence, and not upon .the time of the

allowance of the writ of error. To which it was answered,

that the practice was different in C. B.] And
Lord ELLENBOROUGII G. J., after consulting with the rest

of the Court, said, that they were of opinion that consistently

(a) 2 Stra. 12~0.

(A) It scorns from 1 Tithl, 14.3, 6. ('2d edit.") ami the result of the

crises, that as matter of right, the bail cannot n nticr their principal

after the return of the capias ad satisfaciendum. But by the

indulgence of the Court, where the proceedings are by bill, the bail

may render any time before the rising of tin: Court on the retuni-

<lay of the second scire facias, or of the first sci. fa., where a scirr

ieci is returned. Yv'here the proceedings are by original, they may
render at any time before the. rising of the Court, on the appearance-

day or quarto die post of the return of the second scire facia?, or of

the rirst, \vhere a scire frci i? returned.

(>) ] Run: MO.
(<?) 3 East, 5-16.

V 1 .V-Tu R'-f. 6j'.

K 4 *-ith
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1809- with the cases which had been decided in this court, the

time to be looked to was when the writ of error was allowed,

aeainst
an^ not wnen tue indulgence was applied for ; and therefore

MON- in this case the writ of error having been allowed before the

PRIVATT. time allowed for rendering the principal was out, the rule

must be made absolute on the terms in which it was moved.

Monday, PRICKER against EASTMAN.
June 12th.

A Judge's A RULE was obtained on the defendant to shew cause why
order" that **

a Judge's order, dated the 17th of May last, ordering

of debt and
" *^at upon payment of 621. 14s. the debt, and the costs to

costs by a be taxed by the master, on or before Wednesday next, all pro-
certain day ceedings should be stayed," should not be made a rule of Court ;

all proceed- an(j w j ^ie mas ^er should not be directed to tax the plaintiff
ings should .. !.... -,- , /

be staved
* nis cos ^s

' "ie plaintiff intending afterwards to move tor an

is only con- attachment upon this rule. On the 15th of May an order

ditional on for time to plead expired. On the 16th the defendant took

out a summons for the plaintiff to shew cause why, on payment
of the debt and costs within a week, further proceedings

[ 320 ] should not be stayed: on which the plaintiff's attorney con-

sented to the order in question, which was accordingly

obtained on the 17th ;
and but for this order, the plaintiff

would have been entitled to sign judgment for want of a plea

on that day. Notwithstanding this, the defendant waited till

the 24th of May, when the order for the payment of the debt

and costs was out : and then he pleaded the general issue ;

which the plaintiff refused to accept, and applied to the mas-

ter to tax the costs ;
the master however refused to do so,

considering that order to be conditional ; whereupon the

plaintiff obtained the present rule ; and the question was, whe-

ther such an order were conditional or peremptory V

Barrow resisted the rule, relying upon the general under-

standing in the master's office and amongst the practitioners,

that such orders were only conditional in this court, though

percmp-
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peremptory in C. B. (a): and such he insisted was the gram-
matical construction of the words of it. FRICKEU

Ilolroyd, contra, insisted that as the effect of such an order
against

was to stay the plaintiff from proceeding in the mean time, it EASTMAN.

must in its nature be considered as peremptory ; and also by

analogy to rules of court drawn up on payment of a sum of

money, which are always deemed to be compulsory (b), except

in the common case of paying money into court, where there

is no stay of proceedings.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. It is true that the order pro-

cured for the defendant an immediate stay of proceedings up
to the 24th, by which he has secured to himself an advantage [ 321 ]

without any equivalent to the plaintiff, unless the order be con-

sidered as absolute: but this ought not to be taken by impli-

cation, when the plaintiff might have required words of obli-

gation to be inserted in the order, as is very"frequently done.

But as the order is now drawn up, the strict construction of

the words is only to make it conditional ;
and such has been the

general understanding in the profession.

Per Curiam, Rule discharged.

(a) Vide Barnes, 283. Pr. Reg. 259-

(6) King </.
t. v. Clifton, 5 Term Rep. 257.

HILL against JONES.

defendant was arrested on the 1st of May above 60

miles from London, and gave a bail-bond to the sheriff: on

the 6th the same bail were filed above : on the 10th exception
was taken to the bail; and they not having justified by some

mistake, the plaintiffs ten days afterwards took an assignment
of the bail-bond, and commenced proceedings thereon. In the

mean while the defendant had obtained further time for justi-

fying his bail, and then applied to set aside the proceedings for

irregularity ; and Phelps on his behalf contended that the plain-

tiff having taken an assignment of the bail-bond had thereby

precluded himself from objecting to the sufficiency of the same

bail, and waved his exception : upon the same principle that he

could not have exceptcd to them after he had taken an assign-

ment

Monday,
June 12th.

If bail to the

sheriffbe put
in above,
and excep-
tion taken

before an as-

signment of

the bail-

bond, they
are bound to

justify not-

withstanding
such assign-
ment.
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HALL
against
JONES.

*[ 3522 ]

ment of the bail-bond (a). Epinasse contra insisted on the ne-

cessity of justifying the bail, the exception having been well

taken at the time. That bail regularly excepted to, and not

justified, are Considered as no bail : and the plaintiff is there-1

upon entitled to take an assignment of the bail-bond : and that

he ought not to be placed in a worse condition by the defen-

dant's having put in the same bill above.

The Court directed the matter to stand over, and on this

morning Le Blanc J. said that they were of opinion that the

exception to the bail having preceded the assignment of the

bail-bond, the defendant was bound to justify them. But

tinder the circumstances, they gave leave to the defendant to

justify his bail after the usual time.

(a) 1 Tidd, 133. cites 1 Salk. 97. and 1 Mod. 62.

Tuesday,

June 13th.

A remote

reversion of

a settled es-

tate will

pass by the

general
words of a

residuary
clause in a

will, by
which the

DOE, on the Demise of the Earl and Countess CHOL-

MOXDEI.EY, against WEATIIEREY and Others.

HP II IS ej ec tment was brough t in a right ofLa d v Cholmondeley,
as co-heiress with Lady Willoughby of Robert Duke of

Ancaster, to recover possession of an individual moiety of cer-

tain lands in Westminster for life, included in the marriage
settlement hereafter mentioned. A verdict was taken for the

plaintiff, subject to the opinion of the Court on this case.

By indenture of the 6th of January 1767, made between

Thomas Panton the elder, Priscilla his wife, T. Panton their

only son, Elizabeth Bird and others;being the marfhige-settle-
testator hav-

ing before devised certain other real estates in strict settlement, and given annui-

ties for life to A. B. and C., which annuities he charged upon
"

all and singular
his manors, lands, tenements and hereditaments, X-c. not before disposed of;" de-

vised "ail and singular I;H s-iic! manors, iuii'i-, kc." an.'! other his real estate si)

ckargedwith and subject t-o the said 3 weral annuities an <ij"ortsui-j : although one of

the annuitants had a prior liu'-(.star.e in the property, the reversion of which was in

the testator. For general words in a residuary clause will carry every estate or in-

terest which is not expressly or by necessary implication excluded from its opera-
tion ;

and no intention of the testator to exclude the reversion ;- -.ocessarily to be

implied from the circumstance that the charge of one of the annuities could nut

attach upon this reversion ; as the other two midit ; and the CUH>? will be con-

?tru<:'1 reddcndo :-mgula smgulif.
input
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ment of 3'. Panton jun. with Elizabeth Bird ; and by a fine le- 1 809.

vied in pursuance thereof; divers manors, lands, &c. in Cam-
~

bridgcshire, Hants, Leicestershire, and Middlesex,were conveyed on t [lc j^
and settled to certain uses which, with respect to the premises mise of Lord

in question, were as follows: after the marriage, to the use of ^"^ Lady

T. Panton the elder for life ; remainder to secure a jointure of DELEY
' "

800/. per annum to Mrs. Priscilla Panton for life ; remainder
against

to the use of T. Panton the younger for life; remainder to WEATHEB.-

secure a jointure of 700/. a year to Elizabeth Bird for life ;

BY>

remainder to trustees for 509 years, to raise 10.000/. for por-

tions of younger children ;
remainder to the use of the first and

other sons of the marriage successively in tail male ; remainder

to the use of the first and other sons of T. Panton the younger

by any subsequent wife succesively in tail male
;
remainder to

the use of all the daughters of the marriage and of any subse-

quent marriage or marriages of T. Panton the younger, as

tenants in common in tail general ; remainder to the use of

other trustees, during the life of Man/ the Duchess of Pere-

grine Duke of sJncaster, and daughter of T. Panton the elder,

upon trust dnring her life to pay the rents, &c. to her sole and

separate use, &c.
; remainder to the use of the said Peregrine

Duke of Ancaster for life ; remainder to the use of Robert

Marquis of Lindsay, their son, in fee. On the 12lh of August
1778, Peregrine Duke ofAncaster died, and was succeeded by
his son Robert. Duke Peregrine also left two daughters by
the said Duchess, namely, Lady llilloughbi/ the wife of Lord

Gzeydier, the defendants, and Lady Cholmondeley, one of the

lessors of t!iO plnintifi". Duke Robert by his will of the 29th of

May 1779 devised all his freehold and copyhold manors, rec-

tories, advowsons, messuages, lands, tenements, tithes, rents, r 324 ]

hereditaments, and other his real estate whatsoever and where-

soever, and all his estate and inierest therein, in manner
thereinafter mentioned, ((!;i>.t is to Sr\y,) as 1o his capital man-
sion-house a! Grinthorpe in J^ificofnt/iire, &e. (dpocribing va-

rious e., laics, l;y name, ui ihat county, subject in part to a

certain mortgage to /[>%,) to Ihns/iire and Parker in fee,

upon the several uses declared, -, i/. as to the said heredita-

ments and premises not in mortgage to IVclby, to the use of

James and Win. (Av//, for the term of 3000 years, upon the

trusts after mentioned. As to the premises so in mortgage,
under and subject to the said mortgage ; and as to the said

premises so limited lo .h. and /T?n. Cecil for 3000 years ;
lo

ths
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3809. the use of Lord Brownlow Bertie, (late Duke of Ancaster,)

for life ; remainder to trustees, &,c. ; remainder to tlie first

.,

OS
A and other sons of Brownloze Duke of Ancaster in tail male ;on the De-

mise of Lord remainder to the use of Lord Robert Bertie for life ; remainder

and Lady to trustees, &c. ; remainder to the use of the first and other
CHOLMON- sons Of tne sa^ j^j-d Robert Bertie successively in tail male ;

D F T EY

against
remainder to the use of the testator's sister (the now Lady

WEATHER- Willoughby) for life, sans waste ; remainder to trustees, &c. ;

** remainder to the use of her first and other sons successively

in tail male ; remainder to the use of her first and other

daughters successively in tail male; remainder to the testator's

sister (the now Lady Chotmondeley) for life, sans waste ; re-

mainder to trustees, &c. ; remainder to the use of her first and

other sons successively in tail male; remainder to -the use of

her first and other daughters successively in tail male ; re-

mainder to the testator's own right heirs for ever. And the

trusts of the term of 3000 years were by mortgage, sale, &c.

to raise 2000/. to be paid to his executrix and executors

[ 325 ] named ; which sum he gave, together with the rest and residue

of h.is goods, chattels, and personal estate, to his executrix

and executors, upon trust to discharge all mortgages, except

the mortgage to Weiby,} and all other his just debts and lega-

cies. And he gave one dear annuity o/'13007. lo his mother

the said Mary Duchess Dowager of Ancaster during her life,

over and above all annuities or other provisions, she might
be entitled to receive out of any part of his real estate. And
he also gave trco ofher life annuities therein specified ; and

charged the said three annuities upon and directed the same to

Repayable out of the rents, issues, andprojits of all and singular

his manors, messuages, lands, tenements, tithes, rents, and he-

riditaments, zchatsoever and wheresoever, not thereinbefore parti-

cularly devised and disposed oj'to the said Brownlow Duke of

Ancaster for life, with remainders over as aforesaid. And he

gave to the several annuitants the usual powers of distress and

entry, and perception of the rents and profits of the premises
so charged with the payment thereof. And as to, for, and

concerning all and singular his said manors or lordships, rec-

tories, advorvsons, messuages, lands, tenements, iithes, rents, here-

ditaments, and other his real estate, zchatsoever and wheresoever,

not therein before devised and disposed of, so chargedwithand

subject to the said three several annuities aforesaid, he thereby
devised the .same unto Denshire and L\u kci-and their heir?, on

Ihe
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the several uses declared, viz. to the use ofJames and Willidm \ 809.

Cecil, for a term of 5000 years, sans waste, upon the trusts

thereinafter mentioned: and after the determination of the said
on tj,elv.

term, and subject thereto, and to the trusts thereof, in the niiseofLord

mean time to such person and persons, in and for such estate and and Lady

interest therein, and upon such uses asaie thereinbefore par-
^ HOLMONr -

DELEY
ticularly declared concerning- the premises first thereinbefore against

*devised, in case of failure of issue male of Lord Robert WEATHER-
Bertie. viz. To the use of his sister (the now Baroness \Vil- BY -

*r ssfi 1

loughby) for life, sans waste; remainder to trustees, &c. ; re-

mainder to her first and other sons successively in tail male ;

remainder to her first and other daughters successively in

tail male; remainder to his sister (the now Countess Chol-

monde/ei/) for life; with like remainders in strict settlement

to her sons and daughters in tail male ; remainder to his, the

testator's, own right heirs. And he declared that the term of

.5000 years so limited to .7*. aud \Vm. Cecil was upon trust,

by mortgage or sale of the premises comprised in the said

term, to raise, in aid of his personal estate, &c. sufficient to

pay off the residue of his mortgages, (except the mortgage
to Welhy,} and all other his debts and legacies, and the por-

tion of 20,000/. provided for the now Countess Cholmon-

deley, &c, and then the term to cease. And he gave among
other legacies, 10,000/. to his sister (the now Lady Cholmon-

deley,} in addition to her portion. Robert Duke of A. died

July 8th 1779, leaving his mother Mary Duchess Dowager
of A., his said two sisters, and T. Panton the elder and T.

Panlon the younger, him surviving ; and being seized in pos-

session in fee at the time of making his will and at his

death of very considerable estates in the county of Lincoln

and in IVales, besides those specified in the first part of his

will, and therein mentioned to be in mortgage to Welby. T.

Panton the elder died in December 1782, leaving his son T.

Panton the younger, his daughter the said Man/ Duchess

Dowager of A., and two grand -daughters, the said Lady Wil-

longhby and Countess Cholmondeley, him surviving. Mary
Duchess Dowager of A. died in 1793. Lord Robert Hertie

died without issue in the lifetime of Tho. Panton the younger, [ 327 ]

Mho died November 30th 1808, without having ever had issue;

leaving Lord Brownlow Bertie, afterwards Duke of dncaster,

him surd ring, who Hied in 180.0, without issue. The defend-

ants are in pr^-.^^i-m of the premises for which this ejectment
is brought. If the lessors of the plaintiff were entitled to

recover
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1809. recover the moiety of the premises, the verdict was to stand ;

if not, a nonsuit was to be entered.

on the DC- Scar/eft, on behalf of Lady Cholmondeley, contended that

raise of Lord the ultimate remainder in fee in the estate in question did not,

and Lady On the death of Thomas Panton Jan., pass to Lady Willoiighby,

under the general residuarv clause in the will of Robert Duke
DELEY,
against f Ancaster, but descended as a reversion undisposed of to his

WEATHER- co-heiresses, the Ladies IViUoughby and Cholmondelcy. He
BY - admitted that the words of that clause,-" ail his lands, tene-

ments, and hereditaments," &c. were large enough to pass any

species of interest which the Duke had either in possession or

reversion, if nothing expressly appeared in the will or were

necessarily to be collected from it, to shew that his intention

was confined to pass other specific estates and interests, and

therefore to exclude this reversion. And he also admitted that

it was not necessary for the devisee to shew that her testator

had this specific reversion in contemplation when he used gene-
ral words sufficient in themselves to comprehend it, and where

his apparent intention upon the face of the whole will was to

pass all he had. But he contended, that where such general

words were followed by,others which shewed that the intention

of the testator in using them was confined to particular parts

only of his property, the construction must be narrowed and

[ 328 ]
confined to the parts so defined. Now here the Duchess, his

mother, had an estate for life secured to her in the property in

ques lion and the other settled estates under the marriage-settle-

ment oi 17(37, before the reversion could descend upon Duke
Robert. So circumstanced, he first disposed of certain estates

in Lincolnshire in strict settlement on different members of his

family, including the Ladies Jlilloughby and Cholmondelcy,
Then he gives an annui iy

of 1300/. to the Duchess Dowager his

mother for her life, over and above all annuities and other pro-

visions she was entitled to out of any part of his real estate, and

charged this annuitv upon all /tis oilier lands, &c. not before

particularly devised. From this description lie must have

mean' to exclude those lands in which she had before a settled

life estate; for it would be absurd to impute to him an inten-

tion to give his mother a limited annuity for her life in an

estate, the whole of which she was already entitled to for her

life. And excluding that estate from his contemplation, the

estates intended to pass by the residuary clause must be con-

iined to the other estates which he meant to charge with the

additional
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additional annuity of 1300/. to his mother and the two other 1B09-

annuities : for he thereby only disposes of all his
"
manors,

~~

lands, &e. and other his real estates," not before specifically Qn th(J )c_

devised,
" so charged with and subject to the said three several misc of Lord

annuities as aforesaid!' And as this reversion never could have and Lady

been charged with his mother's annuity, as it never could
. DELEY,

have come to him till after her death, it follows that it could against

not pass by these words to Lady Willoughby and the other WEATHEK-

devisees uuder the residuary clause. [TLtordEl/enborough C. J.

objected that this argument was raised upon too narrow a

basis ;
for it did not apply to the other two annuities, which

were charged -on the residuum.] It equally shews the inten-

tion of the testator to exclude the settled lands in which his

mother had a life-estate, as he only meant to pass such estates

a? were charged with all the three annuities. He then dis-

tinguished this from Wheeler v. Wahobne (a), and Willows v.

Lydcot (/>) ;
because there appeared no intention in either of

the wills to exclude the reversions in question, which were

created by the testators themselves, as was also the case in

Chester v. Chester(c), and must therefore probably have been

in their contemplation. But this reversion, which was re-

mote, was created by the prior settlement. And he relied

on Cool: v. Oakley (d), where a devise to one of a red box,

and all things not before bequeathed, was held not to pass part

of a considerable leasehold estate, which had come to the

testator by the death of his father, but of which he was igno-

rant at the time. [Lord Ellenborottgh C. J. The things be-

fore bequeathed were rings, buttons, and a chest of cloaths ;

and it was reasonable to suppose that he meant by the words

of bequest such like trifling articles, as he had before speci-

fically mentioned.] In Roe d. Reade v. Reade (e) Lord

Keni/on observed, that undoubtedly the words were suffi-

ciently comprehensive to pass the estate in question,
"

if it

" could be collected from the will that the devisor intended
" that it should thereby pass." In Strong v. Teatt(f) this

Court, and afterwards the House of Lords, held that general
words in a will might be restrained in cases where il appeared
that, the devisor did not intend to use. them in their general
sense. That case illustrates the present : the question was

whether the reversion of an eslsite settled on the marriosje of

(a) .-/// v. CS. .7'-, 3 1',-nfr. ?:,. (c"; \ Erj. Crv. Air. ?1 1

(c, i p.H'a,-. jo?, a-, s 7V //// Kf>i. 1181 - -:-2. r/> ^ /u//v. <;i-:.
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the devisor's eldest son passed under a devise of "all other his

*lands, tenements, and hereditaments," &c. ; which lands were

devised to his three younger sons in succession. And there

was a provision, that if the settled estate should come to the

third son by the death of the two elder without issue male in

his life-time
;
then he should not take any interest or estate in

the lands before devised to him by the residuary clause, but

the same should go over to the fourth son. And then the

argument was, that if the reversion of the settled estate passed

by the residuary clause, the third son never could get it if the

settled estate came to him; an absurdity which was relied on

to shew that the testator could not have contemplated that

reversion, but only the lands of which he was seised in fee in

possession. Now that argument did not shew that he con-

templated the reversion and intended to exclude it, but that he

specifically contemplated something else, and therefore that the

reversion must be excluded. So in Goodtitle v. Miles (a), one

having the reversion of lands settled on him for life, remainder

to his issue in tail, and having only two daughters, devised to

his eldest daughter in tail his unsettled estates by name, and

all other his lands which were not settled injointure; remainder

to his other daughterybr life; remainder to her children, &c.

charged, &c.; remainder to his nephew in fee. And it was

held that the reversion of the settled lands did not pass, but

were excepted out of the general clause by the restrictive words
" and ichich are not settled in jointure" and because of the

incongruity of imputing to the devisor an intention of devising

estates tail and. for life to his daughters in lands which were

before settled on them in tail general. And that decision was

the stronger, because it did not appear that the devisor had

any other real estate on which the general clause could operate

except the reversion of his settled lands. In Chester v. Chester

(b) the reversion was not settled, and therefore when the

testator devised all his lands, &c. notformerly settled, those

words clearly comprehended the reversion, if that alone would

have sufficed to pass it, where no such intention appeared.

Upon the whole of this will, it appears that the Duke of

Ancaslcr did not mean to pass any estates by the residuary

clause, except such as were charged with the annuity of 1300/.

to his mother : he could not therefore have meant to pass this

(a( 6 East, 494. (/>)
1 Eq. Cfis. Abr. 211.

reversion
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reversion which could not be subject to that charge, because 18 9

she had already an estate for life in the whole property ;
but

DQE
he must have meant to confine the devise to such estates as he on t^c >c_

had in possession. [Lord E/lenltoroiigh having asked whether miseof Lord

he had attended to the case of Goodright d. the Earl of Buck-
"d

J**^
inghamshire and Others against the Marquis of Dozcmhire (a), DELEY
where the governing principle of all these cases was well laid

against

down by Lord Jlvanleyj] he observed that (supposing the WEATHEII-

words " then and in such case," which were not noticed in the

argument or judgment, did not make the devise of the residue

of the real estate depend on a condition (6) which did not

happen,) the case only came to this question, whether a devise

of "
all the rest and residue of real estates," would pass a re-

version not before disposed of; concerning which there could

be no doubt, if there were no other words to restrain the ge- [ 332 ]

nerality of their meaning : and Lord Alvanley's judgment is

not inconsistent with the construction contended for upon the

effect of the restraining words in this will.

Dumpier contra was stopped by the Court.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. Referendo singula singulis,

the charges of the three annuities on the several estates devised

by the residuary clause, there is nothing in the objection

founded upon one of the annuitants having a prior life-estate

in the property in question, the reversion only of which was

in the testator. This case is completely decided by that of

Goodright \. The Marquis of Dozcmhire, where Lord Alvanley
in delivering the judgment of the Court of C. B. lays it down,

that the operation of a residuary clause of real estates carries

every real interest of every kind whatsoever, whether known

or unknown to the testator, unless it be manifestly excluded.

How then can we say that this reversion, which it is admitted

would pass by the general words, is manifestly excluded,

because the devise of the residuum is charged with the pay-
ment of three annuities for lives, two only of which could

attach upon this particular estate. All the antecedent cases

() 2 Bos. $ Pull. 600.

(/>) Quajre the punctuation of the will in p. G03. of the printed

report ; and \\hcther the residuary clause were not read as commen-

cing with the disposition of the residue of his real estates; making
the preceding sentence end with the words "

fur her
life only ;" par-

ticularly as the last sentence concludes with devising the subject-

matter to the wife ;
her /teirs, executors.," Scc.

VOL. XI. S bearing-
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1809. bearing upon this point were fully considered in the former

case, amongst others that of Slrong v. Teatt, which has been

on the be- relied upon in the argument. But that case went on the

mise of Lord ground stated by Mr. Justice Wilmot, that the intention not to

and Lady pass jjie reversion was as clear upon the whole tenor and com-

plexion of the will as the strongest express negative clause could

against have made it. And so Lord Mansfield considered the case ;

WEATHER- that there were plain expressions in the will to shew * that the

_
BY-

testator did not intend to devise the reversion of his settled
1 *3 Q^ ~\

J estate : that there were in effect negative words to exclude it

from the operation of the general words in the clause. Now
here, by referring the charges of the three annuities to the

several properties devised in the residuary clause, singula

singulis, the devise will attach on all the estates as to two of

the annuities, and upon all but this reversion, as to the three

annuities : and there is not a scintilla of intention upon the

face of the will to shew the contrary, which by all the

authorities is necessary to except the reversion out of the

general words of the residuary clause.

GROSE J. declared himself of the same opinion.

LE BLANC J. The question is, whether we can see such an

evident intention of the testator not to pass this reversion by
the general words of the residuary clause as to take the case

out of the general rule. He subjects all other his real estates

not before disposed of to the charge of all the annuities ; and

the argument is, that this reversion cannot pass, because it

could not be subject to the charge of one of the annuities: but

that is not a suiHcient reason for excluding it as to the other

two.

BAYLEY J. There must be something in the will either

expressed or necessarily to be implied shewing an intention

in the test al or to exclude this reversion, in order to prevent
the general words of the residuary clause from passing it:

but here there is nothing of that sort expressed, nor is it ne-

cessary 1o imply any such intention upon the face of this

will, in order to give it effect.

Poslea to the Defendants.
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1809.

GOODTITLE, on the Demise of MILLER, Clerk, against Tuesday,

WILSON and Others, Executors of DREW. Jme 13th>

HPHIS ejectment was brought to recover a dwelling-house, Whcreapre-
and other buildings, with a garden and curtelage, in the scriptivc ec-

close of the cathedral of Chichester; and the demise was laid
c ^ esiastical

on the Gth of April 1808. At the trial at the last assizes for f vkar<irs
Sussex a verdict was found for the plaintiff, subject to the choral of the

opinion of the Court on this case. cathedral of

Mr. Miller, the lessor of the plaintiff, in 1807, became one
}iac] besides

of the members of a prescriptive ecclesiastical corporation, other estates

called " the Vicars Choral," and in their endowment "
the in common,

principal and commonalty of the vicars of the cathedral church .

V*
f
" a

-

t
i

of the Holy Trinity of Chichester," and has done all necessary their appur-
acts to render himself an efficient member thereof. This cor- tenances,

poration has a common seal, and consists, when full, of four
llich liai*

clergymen, who have certain clerical duties to perform in the
anpronri-

services of the cathedral ;
and has, besides other estates in ated to the

common, four separate vicarial houses with the appurtenances
several use

in the cathedral close, which have constantly been appropriated
a
,

n lesl"

_ .
*

V. . dence of the
to the use and residence ot the said members ;

each ot them 4 vjcar>-and

regularly enjoying one, and either residing in or letting the by ancient

same. It has been a * constant custom in this corporation, that custom, up-

whenever a vacancy has occurred by death or otherwise, the
J J ... cancythevi-

membersfor the time being, according to their seniority as such, cars,accord-

hare had and exercised an option or election of taking and en- ing to scni-

joying in severally ami one ofsuch vicarial houses zcith its appur-
ont

.y>
niatle

their option
of taking in severally any one of such vicarial houses with the appurtenances, of

which option an entry was made in the corporation act book and signed by the vicars :

held that a new vicar having made an option, which was entered in the act book

and signed by all, to take one of the vicarial houses, with certain appurtenances,
then in the possession of J. S., which were not all the appurtenances formerly an-

nexed to and enjoyed with the same house by his predecessors therein, could not

maintain an ejectment for the. other appurtenances, such as part of the ancient gar-
den which had been leased otY by the corporation before his appointment. For sup-

posing him entitled to make an option of the entire premises, and to have it enter-

ed in the act book, as against the corporation ; yet no such option having been

made and entered in the act book according to the custom, he hud i\'> separate

legal title to the premises in question, on which he could maintain an ejectment.

S '2 tenances,
:>:

[ 335 ]
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tenances, which, through death, or the exercise of any new

option, had become vacant; an entry nfevery such option being
made in the corporation act book and signed by the members. In

1759, Wm. Waring, clerk, then one of the corporation, and as

such enjoying in severally one of the four houses, with the

garden and appurtenances anciently attached to it, being de-

sirous of annexing to it a stable, and also a piece of garden or

gateroom which belonged to the corporation in fee, but was

then held tinder a lease from the corporation to T. Yates for

an unexpired term of 11 years, made such proposal to the

other members, and obtained such consent, as is thus stated in

their act book: " At this meeting Mr. Waring informed his

" brethren that he proposed to purchase the stable latebelong-
"

ing to Mr. Yates, adjoining to Mr. Waring & garden, for the
" residue of the term granted by the principal and common-
"

ally of vicars aforesaid, upon condition that the body would
" consent that the stable should, from the time of such pur-
"

chase, be annexed to and enjoyed as part of the vicarial

" tenement now in the possession of the said W. Waring; and
" the said body do hereby agree that if Mr. Waring shall make
" such purchase, the said stable shall and may be enjoyed from
" time to time, and at all times from and after such purchase,
"

as part of the vicarial premises now enjoyed by the said

"
IV. Waring." Dated 26th January 1759, and signed by the

4 vicars. Mr. Waring accordingly completed the purchase ;

and on the 27th June 1760 the personal representative of Mr.

Yates, in consideration of a sum paid by Mr. Waring, by his

direction executed a deed-poll of surrender to the corporation,

who accepted the same, of the said stable and piece of garden

or gateroom, to the intent, as expressed in the deed,
" that

" the same might be annexed to and made part of the vicarial

"
dwelling-house or tenement then possessed and enjoyed by

" the said W. Waring, and should from time to time, and
"

at all times for ever thereafter, be occupied and enjoyed
"

therewith, as part and parcel thereof, and belonging thereto,
"
according to an act or agreement of the said principal and

"
commonalty of vicars, passed and made at a meeting held

" on the 20lh of January 1759, and then entered on their act
" book." At the next meeting of the principal and vicars, on

the 3d of December 1760, the following entry, of that date,

was made in their act book :

" Stable near Mr. Waring & vica-

"
rial house to be enjoyed therewith At this meeting the

" "Rev.
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" Her. Mr. Waring produced a surrender and conveyance of

" the stable and gateroom in the Canon-lane, late belonging
"

to Mr. Yates, &c. And it is agreed between Mr. Waring
" and the rest of the commonalty of vicars aforesaid, that the

" said stable and gateroom should be, from the date of the

" said conveyance, annexed to the vicarial tenement now en-

"
joyed by the said Mr. Waring, and be from thenceforth

" used and enjoyed by the said Mr. Waring and such future

" vicars as shall be legally possessed of the same premises,
" without paying any rent or other consideration for the
"

same, and free of all arrears of rent reserved on any de-

" mise of the said stable and gateroom." Mr. Waring died

in 1779, having from 1760 till his death enjoyed the same

vicarial house with the stable and ground so annexed to it, [ 837 ]

and a coach-house and loft built on part of such ground, by

actually occupying them himself during part of the time, and

by receiving rent of a tenant to whom he let them during
other part of it. Soon after Mr. Waring' s death, Mr. Slien-

ton, then one of the members, at a corporate meeting made

choice of the said dwelling-house with its appurtenances ;

and an entry of such option of his was made and duly signed

in their act-book :

" At a meeting of the principal and com-
"
monalty of vicars aforesaid on the 23d of August 1779,

" the dwelling-house with its appurtenances, late the Rev.
" W. Waring?,, being declared vacant by his death, the Rev.
" Mr. Shcnton does hereby make an option thereof for his

M
dwelling-house." Mr. Shenton, in right of his said office

and option, continued in the exclusive enjoyment of the said

vicarial house, and the said annexed stable, coach-house and

premises, by letting and receiving the rents of them for his

own separate benefit, until his death on the 30th of October

1785 ; he occupying another house himself. The Rev. A/asrs

Tog/iill, another member of the corporation, rented the said

stable, coach-house, and ground, as tenant to Mr. S/icntoji

at the time of his death. 70/. had been laid out in repairing
Mr. Toghill's own vicarial house, which money had been

borrowed for that purpose from the Dean and Chapter of

Chic/tester, to be repaid to them out of the share arising to

him or his successors in that house from certain annual profits

called bread-money payable to the Dean and Chapter, and

divisible in certain proportions amongst the vicars, and other

ni embers of the cathedral. This was the usual method of

S 3 defraying
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[ 339 ]

defraying the expence of repairing the four vicarial houses.

Mr. Tog/iill and Mr. Moore, the members who succeeded Mr.o

Shenton, came to an *
arrangement for their mutual accom-

modation, that Mr. Toghill, instead of making a new option of

the house, stabling, and premises, which had become vacant

by Mr. Shenton's death, should continue the house he had so

repaired, and have the before-mentioned stable, &c. with that

house so long as Mr. Moore should have the dwelling-house

and rest of the premises so vacated by Mr. Shenton. The

following entry in the act-book was made and signed by the

four members at their next corporate meeting, on the 21st of

April 1786. " It is agreed that the four vicarial houses, in-

"
eluding the buildings and gardens now holden with the

" same respectively, shall during the joint lives of the present
" me'mbers of the body be enjoyed as follows ; viz. that the
"

house, buildings and gardens now in the possession of Mr.
"

Toghill shall continue to be enjoyed by him, and that in con-
" sideration of his having expended a considerable sum of
"
money in the repairs of such house, he shall have and enjoy

" therewith the stable, coach-house, hay and straw lofts, and
"

yard, in the Canon Lane, now also in his possession. That
" the house, buildings, and garden, late in the occupation of
" the said Moses Toghill, and now of Sarah Joes widow, or her
*'

under-tenants, shall be enjoyed by Mr. Walker. That the
" house and buildings (except the said stable, coach-house,
"
hay and straw lofts, and yard) and the garden to such house

" and buildings belonging heretofore, in the occupation of
"

Duke, spinster, shall be enjoyed by Mr. Moore: and
" that the house, buildings and garden, late in the possession
" of the Rev. R. Sheulon, and now of Susannah Nezchouse,
"
widow, shall be enjoyed by Mr Middleton" In 1790 Mr.

Toghill ceased to be a member ;
and thereupon a new option

took place conformably to the following entry made and duly

signed in the act-book. " At a meeting of the principal and
"
commonalty of the vicars at the common room aforesaid on

" the IGlh of November 1790; the Eev. Mr. Toghill having
"

quitted the body, the Rev. Mr. Walker made an option of the
"

house, buildings, and garden, now in the occupation of Mr.
"

Torrhill. And the stable, which at a former meeting it wasO D
"

agreed the Rev. Mr. Toghill should enjoy with the above-
" mentioned house and premises, it was now agreed should bo
"
enjoyed by the Rev. Mr. Moore, us appurtenant by right to

" Hie
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" the house and buildings and garden now held by the Rev.
" Mr. Moore. And it was also agreed that the Rev. Mr.

Go()DT
" Newman (the newly elected member) shall enjoy the house, on t i ie j^.'
"

buildings and garden in the occupation of Mrs. Heath, re- misc of

"
linquished by Mr. Walker" From the date of this entry till MILI.KU,

September 1806, Mr. Moore, in virtue of such option and act,

continued to hold and enjoy by himself or his tenants the

vicarial house, garden and appurtenances held by Mr. Waring,
with the additional stable and premises so purchased and an-

nexed thereto as already stated. Shortly before the^d of Sept.

1806 an agreement was framed for a lease to the late Mr. Drew,

and accordingly a lease under the corporation-seal was exe-

cuted on that day, of a part of the ancient garden of such vica-

rial house, which had never been leased before, together with

the said additional stabling and premises on the north side of

Canon-lane, within the close of the cathedral church aforesaid,

containing in breadth from north to south 19 feet and a half;

to hold to Mr. Drew for 40 years from the preceding Midsum-

mer, at the yearly rent of Ss. On the same day the following-

entry was made and signed in the corporation act-book; which,

after mentioning the execution of such lease, slates the true [ 340 ]

arrangement under which it was executed. "
September 2d,

*' 1806. Agreement relative to Mr. Drew's fine, and all sub-
"
sequent fines. And it was at this meeting agreed, thai as

" such stable and piece of ground were always considered as
"

attached to the messuage in the same close, belonging to the
" same principal and commonalty of vicars, now enjoyed by
" the Rev. Mr. Moore, the present fine shall be wholly re-

" ceived by him : and that all future fines, as well as the quit
" rent reserved, shall belaid to him during the whole time
" he shall continue in the enjoyment of the samehou.se. JJut
" that after such period, such line shall be for the mutual
" benefit of the body." The fine on granting the said lease,

amounting to 30/., was accordingly paid to Mr. Moore. Mr.

Drew shortly afterwards took down the old stable ; and upon
the scite where it had stood, and upon that part of the ancient

garden-ground of the vicarial house, which was included in the

said lease to him,builta new dwelling-house and olliees, with a

small garden attached thereto; andllie.se premises were carried

by Mr. Drcac into the ancient garden of Mr. .i\io'tre\ \iearhi!

house, to the extent, hnmCfiHon-lane, oi'^0 feet(> inelu -.--.a! lire

narrowest part, to '23 1'ect inches, at the broadest pa;'i ; bein: 1

,

8 1 1 feel
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4 feet more than had been leased to him by the said corpora-
tion as aforesaid. Mr. Drew died in the commencement of

the year 1808, leaving the defendants his executors ; who were

at the date of the demise, and still are, in the receipt of the

rents and profits thereof. On the 29th of August 1807 the

Rev. Mr. Walker, one of the said vicars, resigned his office ;

and on the same day the lessor of the plaintiff was duly ap-

pointed in his stead. At a corporate meeting on the 30th of

October in the same year, Mr. Moore having made option of

another vicarial house, which was vacated by the said Mr.

Walker, the plaintiff's lessor made option of the premises re-

linquished on that occasion by Mr. Moore, and the following

entry thereof was made in the act-book, and also signed by
the several then members. Neither this nor any of their

other acts before stated were under their corporate seal, ex-

cept the lease to Mr. Drezo,
" At this meeting it was also

"
agreed that the Rev. Mr. Miller, the newly elected member,

" should enjoy the house and garden now in the occupation
" of Mrs. Riley, and relinquished by the Rev. Mr. Moore.''

Mr. Miller, having since become acquainted with the be-

fore-mentioned facts concerning Mr. Drew's, lease, brought
this ejectment for the recovery, as well of the before-mention-

ed parts of the ancient garden of his vicarial house, as also of

the scite of the stable so leased to Mr. 1 ates, and surrendered

as above set forth
; together with the new erections on the

same respectively. Mr. Miller, at the time of the demise laid

in the ejectment, was not in the actual occupation of the said

vicarial house and premises, of which he made option as afore-

said, or any part thereof; but the same were at that time, and

at the time of the trial, in the possession of Mrs. Riley, who

had been tenant from year to year to Mr. Moore at the time

of his resignation, and had never received any notice to quit.

The question for the opinion of the Court was, Whether

under these circumstances the plaintiff's lessor were entitled

to recover the whole or any part of the premises in question ?

and the postea and judgment were to be entered according

to that opinion.

Marryat, for the lessor of the plaintiff, stated that he

claimed by this ejectment three distinct parcels; 1st, the

encroachment made by Mr. Drew of 4 feet in the vicarial

garden anciently attached to the vicarial dwelling-house with

its appurtenances, of which the lessor had made option;
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2d, that part of the same vicarial garden which was included 1809.

in the lease to Drew : 3d, the scite of the stable and coach- -

, ii GOODTITLE.
house, part or the freehold originally belonging to the corpo- j ^
ration which had been leased to Yates, and purchased by
Mr. U'aring for the purpose of being- annexed to the same

vicarial house, now the properly of Mr. Miller, and which

had been accordingly so annexed by the corporation, and

which had been enjoyed by the predecessors of Mr. Miller in

his vicarial house as annexed thereto since 1759. He then

contended that by the prescriptive custom of this body the

freehold of their estates, which, before any option made

according to the custom, was vested in the whole corporate

body, by such option made and entered in the act-book

became vested in the individual vicar choral to whose use it

was appropriated. And that the possession of Mrs. Riley,

who took the vicarial house and premises of Mr. Millers

predecessor, as his tenant, was the same as his own individual

possession. To shew the nature of this interest in the vicars

choral, and that after the option made, the lessor of the

plain tiff had such a freehold-interest in every part of the pre-

mises appropriated to his dwelling-house as would enable

him to maintain this ejectment on his own demise, he re-

ferred to Co. Lit. 4. a., where it is said that though land be

the most fixed inheritance, and fee simple the highest and

most absolute estate that a man can have, yet may the same

at several times be moveable, sometimes in one person and

alternis vicibus in another ; nay sometimes in one place and

sometimes in another : as if there be 80 acres of meadow used

time out of mind to be divided between certain persons, and

that a certain number appertain to each ; e. g. to A. 13 acres

to be yearly assigned and lotted out ; so as .sometimes the 13

acres lie in one place, sometimes in another : and so of the

rest: A. hath a moveable fee-simple in 13 acres. The nature

of this estate is like that of a Dean and Chapter, Mhere there

is i. of a sullicient number of houses for the canons and pre-

bendaries, who then occupy them in succession: during a

vacancy, the freehold is in the Dean and Chapter ;
but when

the house is appropriated, the freehold is in the residentiary

canon or prebendary. Here, then, by the appropriation of

the ancient vicarial house to Mr. Miller, which had been

formerly held by Mr. U'aring, the freehold of thai anil of the

ancient garden, and of all other the premises annexed to I he

OCCH-

mise of

MlLLEIt,

against
'W'lLSOX.

[ 343 ]
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1809. occupation of that dwelling-house, became absolutely \ested

in Mr. Miller ; and therefore as to that part of the premises
v i()ODTI T LE

sought to be recovered, which was part of the ancient garden

belonging to the dwelling-house, and which is not included in

the vicarial lease to Mr. Drew, there can be no doubt that the

lessor is entitled to recover. 2dly, As to that part of the an-

cient vicarial garden under the vicarial lease, though the stat.

14 Eliz. c. 11. s. 17. controls the restraining statute of the 13

Eliz. c. 10., so as to enable ecclesiastical bodies of this de-

scription to lease houses belonging to them for 40 years ; yet

they are restrained by the latter statute from leasing dwell-

ing-houses for the habitation of such persons, and are required
to reserve the accustomed yearly rent at least

;
which latter

stipulation would prevent them from leasing that which had

never been leased before, as well as the prohibition to lease

houses for the habitation of the ecclesiastical members of the

body, which would extend to ancient gardens annexed to

such residentiary houses. And though these houses have been

leased, yet that has been by the individual vicars choral to

whom they were appropriated.

The Court here interposed, and suggested to Marn/at, that

supposing Mr. Miller were entitled to demand from the cor-

porate body the appropriation of all that he now sought to

recover ; yet having agreed at a corporate meeting of the

whole body to take only that which was then in the possession
of Mrs. R>/ley, of which the parcels sought to be recovered

formed no part ; and the custom being stated in the case to

be that the members, according to seniority, exercised an

option to take and enjoy in severally the several vicarial houses

with their appurtenances ;
of which an entry is made in the

corporation act-book, and signed by the members
;
the dif-

ficulty was to shew that the lessor of the plaintiff could not

relinquish his option to take any particular part of that which

had been enjoyed by his predecessor ;
and that though he had

not made his option to take those parts in severally, he could

nevertheless maintain an ejectment for them, as if he had a

several freehold in them.

Marryat then contended that the vicars could not relin-

quish the rights attached to their vicarial houses; and that the

lessor having made his option of his present vicarial house, the

right to every thing- appurtenant 1o it was necessarily vested

in him in \irluc oi' his oilicc. That liis ignorance of what

M ere
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were his rights, at the time when the choice was proposed 1809.

to him and he made his option of that which was proposed,r
.

*
UOOUTITLE,

could not bind him when he was afterwards better informed

of what his rights were. That no agreement of the individual

nor even of the whole body could alter or abridge the rights

of the vicar choral ;
and therefore no such agreement could

abridge his right of occupation attached to his office : these

were the original separate freeholds of each : they could not

even amongst themselves carve out their possessions differ-

ently from that which had been anciently separated and occu-

pied together by each vicar choral ; for otherwise the majo-

rity might assume to share the whole amongst themselves ex-

clusively of the rest.

Lord ELLEN BOROUGH C. J. The members of this corpo-
ration have estates in common ; and they appropriate from

time to time certain vicarial houses with their appurtenances
to bo enjoyed by each in severally. Then granting for argu-
ment sake, that the lessor of the plaintiff may insist on the

appropriation to himself ofthe entire house and garden as held

before by his predecessors ; yet if he agree to take less than

he is entitled to, why may he not do so ? and how can he main-

tain an ejectment for that which has not been appropriated to

him in severalty? What separate legal title can he have to

that part before any appropriation ? By his own shewing there

must be an option made by him and entered in the act-book,

in order to give him the right ; and no such option has been

entered ; but on the contrary the entry is of an option by him

to take something less, and not that which he now claims.

The option must be made and entered to take the entire

thing, in order to give him a separate right to the entire thing.

He has not therefore brought himself within the terms of [ 346 ]

his own custom as stated in this case. When he claims his

entire rights, and does not accede to un agreement to take

less, and when the body stands out hostilely against such a

claim, we will try that right; but we cannot do it on this case,

where he states that an option has been made by him to take

loss, and he does not bring himself within the custom.

GROSE .1. agreed.

LE BLANC. J. Suppose no option had been made amongst
them of any sort, could Mr. Miller, on being appointed a

vicar choral, have brought this ejectment.' He could not

have set up a separate right to this properly without an op-

tion
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lion of it duly made and entered ; for when the body came to

make their options, any one who was his senior might have

taken it.

BAY LEY J. The very custom relied on by the lessor of

the plaintiff shews that something- was necessary to give him

a legal title to this particular property, which it appears has

not been done in tills instance ; namely, that he should have

made an option to take it, which is to be entered in the cor-

poration act-book.

Postea to the Defendant.

Latces was to have argued for the defendant.

[ 347 ]

Tuesday,
June 13th:

CORMACK against GLADSTONE.

A ship from 'T'HIS was an action on a policy of insurance on the ship
Stockholm to I B yalued al 120o/., and on the captain's books, cloaths
j\ cw 1 ork

was by the anc^ instruments, valued 100/.,
" at and from Stockholm to

course of the New York.
1" The interest in the ship was alleged and proved

to be in the Karl of Selkirk, and the interest in the books,

cloaths and instruments, in the captain. The loss was alleged

to be by the perils of the sea. At the trial before Lord

El/enborough C. J. at Guildhall a verdict was found for the

plaintiff, subject to the opinion of the Court on the following

case.

In August 1803 the ship Bess, being at Stockholm, tooV in a

cargo of G2 live sheep to be carried on the voyage insured, and

sailed from thence on the 14th of that month. An agent of

Lord Selkirk sailed in the vessel to take care of the sheep. Un-

derstanding that the vessel was to touch at. 'Ehineur he did not

take in sufficient provender for the sheep at Stockholm for the

voyage to NewYork. The ship in the regular course of her

voyage touches for convoy, and to pa\ the Sound dues, at El-

shienr, where sufficient provender was taken on board for the

voyage; but the ship was not thereby delayed at all in her

course ;
the whole additional provender being on board before

voyage to

touch at

Elsineur for

convoy, and

to pay the

Sound d\ic$ :

and the

owner of

sheep en

board took

in a short

stock of pro-
vender for

them at

Stockholm,
and laid in

the rest at

F.lsincitr

before the

Sound dues

could be

paid :

that the

voyage not being thereby delayed, though the occurrence was foreseen and intended,
the policy was not avoided, but the underwriters were liable for a subsequent loss

of the ship by the pcrih of the sea.

the
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the Sound dues could be paid. In all other respects the ship

had sufficient water and provisions for the voyage from Stock-

holm to New York. The ship proceeded immediately under

convoy from E/sineur on the voyage insured, but was lost by
the perils of the sea. If the Court should be of opinion that

the plaintiff was not entitled to recover, a nonsuit was to be [ 348 ]

entered : if he were so entitled, the verdict was to stand.

Scarlett for the defendant, having been called upon by the

Court to begin, attempted to distinguish this from the case of

Raine v. Hell (a); because there the ship had been originally

litted out with every necessary for the voyage which could be

procured at her lading port, and it was unavoidable necessity

within the perils insured against which compelled her to put
into another port during the voyage. But here it appears
thiit the vessel left her lading port without a sufficient stock of

provender for the sheep, which she might have laid in there :

and therefore she sailed with a necessity imposed upon her-

self of stopping somewhere in the progress of her voyage to

get more ;
aud if she had not found an adequate stock at

Elsineur, she must have touched at some other place to obtain

it. In Delaney v. Stoddart(b) there was a usage of the trade

to protect the taking in an additional cargo at the place into

which the ship was driven by stress of weather ; without which

it would have been considered as a deviation. But here there

was no such usage, and the underwriters could not calculate

upon the ship going into Elsineur for such a purpose.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. The not taking in sufficient

provender for the sheep at Stockholm for the whole voyage is

not like neglecting to take a sufficient crew, or tackling, or

other necessary relating to the equipment or navigation of

the ship ;
but this omission only affected the safety of the

cargo of sheep : and while the vessel Mas staying for other

necessary purposes at .Elsineur, the provender was laid in

without any delay of the voyage ;
which brings the case with-

in the principle of the former decision.

GROSE J. agreed.

LK BLA.NO J. The vessel left Stockholm with the fore-

knowledge of the agent that she must go into Elsineur for other

purposes in the regular course of her voyage, when he might

r 34.9

(V> .9 East, 195. (/>}
1 Term Rep. 22.

complete
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complete his stock of provender during the performance of

those other purposes.
BAYLEY J. It does not follow that the master might or

would have gone elsewhere for provender, if he could not

hare procured it at Elsineur without delaying the voyage.
The sheep might have been thrown overboard.

Postea to the Plaintiff.

Puller was to have argued for the plaintiff.

Tuesday,
June 13th.

THORN HILL agaimt The Men inhabiting the Town-

ship Of HUDDERSFIELD.

An action on HHHE plaintiff declared in case, and stated in his first count,
the case lies that some person or persons, to him unknown, on the
UP"^ night of the 16th of April 1807, with * force and arms, at
stat. o vco. 1 .

r. 16".*. l.by HuddersfieM in the county of York, did wilfully, unlawfully,

the party and feloniously set fire to, burn, and destroy 500 oak trees,

&c. of the plaintiff, standing, growing, and being in the town-

ship aforesaid, of the value of 300/. and certain coppice-

wood, and certain underwood growing on ten acres of land

in the said township, of the value of other 300/., without the

consent of the plaintiff the owner of the said several things so

set fire to, burnt, and destroyed, or of the persons chiefly en-

trusted with the care and custody thereof; against the peace,

&c. and against the form of the statute in such case made and

provided ; whereof the defendants had notice ; and that six

months had elapsed since the committing of the said offence ;

grieved, to

recover da-

mages
against the

inhabitants

of the ad-

joiningtown-

ship for

trees, cop-

pice, and

Underwood,

unlawfully
and feloni-

ously burnt and that the parties committing the same were not within the

said six months next after the committing the said offence,

nor had hitherto by the defendants or otherwise been con-

victed thereof; yet the said defendants not regarding the

statute, &c. had not, though requested, made any satisfaction

by persons
unknown ;

though the

clause di-

rects the

partygneved or recompence \ \\ie plaintiff for the said damage by him
to recover

his damages sustamed as aforesaid, but had thereto refused and still re-

in the same fused so to do. The second count was the same, except that

manner and

form as given by the stat. 13 Ed. 1. st. 1. r. 46\ for dikrs and hedges overthrown

by persons in the night ; upon which the usual course of proceeding has been by
the writ of noctanter.

*[ 350 ] it
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it omitted the word feloniously : and the whole concluded to

the plaintiff's damage of 400/. The defendants pleaded not

guilty ; and the cause was tried before Lawrence J. at York,

when a verdict was found for the plaintiff for 373/., subject

to the opinion of the Court on the following case.

The plaintiff,
at the time of committing the offence men-

tioned in the declaration, and after mentioned, was sole owner

and proprietor of a plantation situated in and surrounded by
the township of Huddersfield. In the night of the 16th of

April 1807, the same was wilfully set on fire by some person [ 35 1 ]

or persons unknown to the plaintiff, and five acres thereof

were burnt and destroyed, without the consent of the plaintiff,

or of the persons chiefly entrusted with the care and custody

thereof. The fire began and terminated in the township of

Huddersfield, and the agents of the plaintiff used every means

to discover the offender or offenders, without success. It was

proved that the person or persons committing the offence was

and were not within six months after committing the same,
nor had hitherto by the defendants or otherwise been convic-

ted thereof. That the value of the trees, wood, and under-

wood, destroyed by the fire, amounted to 372/.
;
and that the

action was not brought by the plaintiff against the defendants

till more than six months had elapsed after the fire. The

question was, Whether the plaintiff were entitled to recover ?

Ainslie for the plaintiff' began by referring to the statutes

giving the remedy, and on which the action was framed. The
stat. 6 Geo. 1. c. 16. for protecting this species ofproperty, and

for providing satisfaction for the damages the respective pro-

prietors thereof shall sustain by the unlawful acts there stated,

enacts, that if any persons shall by day or night take, destroy,

or burn, &c. any trees, underwoods, coppice-woods, &c. with-

out consent of the owners, &,c.
" such owners, &c. damaged

thereby, shall have such remedy, and have and receive such

satisfaction and recompence of and from the inhabitants of the

parishes, towns, hamlets, villages, or places adjoining on such

wood grounds, &c. and recover such damages against the

parish, &c. or places aforesaid, and in the same manner and

form as for dikes and hedges overthrown, &c. as by the stat.

13 Ed. 1. st. 1. c. 46. is set forth or provided :" unless the of-

fenders shall by such parish, &c. be convicted of such offence

within six months from the commission of it. The statute of

Ed. 1 . to which reference is made mereh states that when " the

[ 358 ]

men
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1S0.9. men of the towns near will not indict such as be guilty of the

fact, the towns near adjoining- shall be distrained to levy the

hedge or dike at their own cost, and to yield damages" Upon
these acts, he contended, that the general principle attached,

that where a statute prohibits a wrong and gives a remedy to

the party grieved, without prescribing the mode of it, the com-

mon law intervenes and supplies the form of action ; of which

instances are given by Lord Coke (a) in his Comments on

Magna Charta and on the Statute of Mar/ebridge. Also in his.

Comment (b) on the stat. 13 Ed. 1. c. 46. as to the remedy of

the party grieved ; having first said, that by the indictment of

the towns against the misdoers the lord shall know against
whom to bring his action ; he says, that if the bordering town

do not indict within time, then shall the lord or other party

grieved bring his action upon this branch against the towns

bordering round, &c. and judgment shall be given, that they

shall at their proper costs make the ditch or hedge, &c. and

yield damages ; and so it was holden in 7/.'14 Jac. Sir IVm.

MaUories case. That case is reported in 1 Rol. Rep. 365. and

there Lord Coke says, that he had seen an ancient reading upon
this statute, that if the will do not indict the offenders within

ihetime, the party grieved shall have an action upon thisstatnte,

as a man who is robbed shall have upon the statute of JVinton

against the hundred : and that, in the time of Ed. 4. PigottJ.
had held accordingly. The reporter adds his own approbation
of this law, and says that the Lord Chancellor afterwards

[ 353 ] agreed particularly to every thing which was said by Lord Coke.

Now the statute of Winfon (c)does not prescribe any particular

form of action, but only says that the hundred shall be answer-

able in damages for the robbery ; yet the common law has given

the action on the case : and Lord Coke would not have com-

pared the two statutes together in this respect, if he had con-

ceived that the statute in question had only afforded a special

mode ofproceeding, as by the writ of noctanter : it rather ap-

pears by the authorities mentioned, that Lord Coke's notion

of the remedy was by action on the case. If then the plaintiff's

remedy in this form of action be not fettered by the cases iit

which another mode ofproceeding upon the statute of Jld. I.,

by the writ of noctanter, has been adopted, the principle and

(ft}
2 Intl. .5.5. and US.

(!>}
Hi. 476-7.

(<) 13 Ed. 1. st. '2. c. 2.

general
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general authorities on which it is supported must decide the

point in favour of the action ; especially as it is founded in ge- THORNHILL
neral convenience ; and no particular inconvenience can arise

against

from it, as the plaintiffmust state every thing in his declaration The Town-

to bring himself within the stat. 6 Ceo. I. [Lord EllenborOUgh
sh 'P ot

C. J. How is the writ of noctanter to be applied generally to

the stat. 6 Geo.l., which gives the remedy whether the offence

be committed by day or by night .']
He then referred to the

cases treating of that writ. First, the case of Dean forest (a),

which states the original writ of noctanter sued out of Chan-

cery to the sheriff, commanding him to inquire, by ajury of the

county, who were the malefactors who threw down the hedges
and dikes of .7. G. noctanter, &c. and to bind them to answer,

&c.: the sheriff's return, stating the facts of the grievance

committed, but that the offenders were unknown : the writ of

dislringas, which issued thereon, reciting the first writ and re- [ 354 ]

turn, and commanding the sheriff to inquire of and distrain the

inhabitants of the adjacent towns to make good the damage :

on which the sheriff certified the names of the adjacent vills,

and finally returned an inquisition annexed, finding that the

parly grieved had sustained damage to the amount of 2007.

And after some exceptions taken to this return, which were

overruled, Not/, Attorney-General, prayed for and obtained a

new distringas to distrain the adjacent vills to repair: upon
the authority of a record which he shewed of T. 15 Ed.\,
Another case is that of the inhabitants of Epworth and 15

other vills (b\ where the course of proceeding was nearly the

same. In another instance a distringas for the like purpose
was prayed for by the Attorney-General against the circum-

jacent vills of Darling (c) : but the Court doubted whether he

should have it without a scire facias (d) sued to answer, and

what process he should have : on which they took time to

advise : the result does not appear. In Malabar v. The In-

habitants of Lakenheath (e) all the proceedings upon the writ

of noctanter, varying in some respects from the former cases,

are set out at length, with the pleadings upon the merits of

() Cro. Car. >80. (b} Il>. 43.9. (0 Ib. 580.

((/) In the case in Liitv.., next cited, (p. 157-) the Court solved the

doubt, by saying that UK: writ of distringas ought to contain in itself

a scire facias.

(c) 1 I.i/fii. 1-H. oiler cases are referred to, in. this report, of pro-

ceedings mi the same writs.

VOL, XI. T the
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1809. the case, and the record of the trial, verdict, judgment, and

execution thereupon. But there is nothing in any of these

cases, or in the words of the statute of Ed. 1. which excludes

the ordinary remedies given by the common law; nor does the

statute even *
point to such a remedy as the writ of noctanter,

which is an inquisition on the crown side of the court, (a)

Holroyd contra. This is a novel attempt to sustain an ac-

tion by the party grieved against the inhabitants of the town-

ship : for notwithstanding what is stated in the report of Proc-

ter v. Mallorie, in Rolle (b\ there is no instance since that of

any other proceeding upon the stat. of Ed. 1. than by the writ

of noctanter, nor of any proceeding under the statute of Geo.

1. It is a clear principle recognized in a modern case of

Russel v. The Men ofDevon (c), that no action lies against an

indefinite body of men, not incorporated, unless given ex-

pressly by statute, or at least by necessary implication ; as

where a statute (such as that of Wintori) gives damages gene-

rally to the party grieved, which can only be recovered by
action. But the stat. 6 Geo. 1. does not give to the party

grieved damages generally ; it only gives to him specifically

such remedy, satisfaction, and recompence, and enables him

to recover such damages against the parish, &c. in the same

manner andform, as for dikes and hedges overthrown in the

night, &c. by the 13 Ed. 1. Then as that statute only directs

that " the towns near adjoining shall be disfa'ained to levy the

hedge or dike at their own cost and to yield damages ;" and as

the mode of proceeding under it has always bee* by the writ of

noctanter, on which the distringas issues to compel the inha-

bitants to levy the hedge, &c. and to yield damages to the

party grieved ; and as this mode of proceeding was the known

course pursued at the time of passing the act of the 6 Geo. 1.

[ 356 ] it seems as if that were the remedy specifically intended by
the legislature in framing the latter statute. It is also to be

observed, that the particular remedy is pointed out by the

same clause which gives the damages; which is always a ma-

terial circumstance in the construction of statutes. For if a

thing be prohibited, or damages given generally, in one clause,

an indictment in the one case, and an action in the other, will

(a) Rev v. St. Gregory, in Sudbury, 1 Stra. 622. and Rex v. Glas-

tenbij, 1 Stra. 10nO. ami Bull. N. P. '217.

(/>)
P. Sfi.-i. (c) '2 Tnm Hep. 667.

lie
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lie upon the general clause, though a subsequent clause may

give a particular remedy; if there be no words of exclusion

of any other. It is no objection to this construction, that the
against

remedy by the writ of noctanter and distringas is of a criminal The Town-
* /

nature ; because it grows out of the neglect of a public duty,
stllP c

the not discovering and indicting the offenders ; and the ob-
fIBLD

ject of the proceeding is not only to recompence the party

grieved, but to compel the repair of the fences, &c. thrown

down, which could not be enforced by action. And there is

this further advantage in proceeding upon the writ of noctan-

ter, that the djstringas issues against the very persons inha-

biting in the adjoining parish at the time, who are guilty of

the neglect : whereas the damages recovered in an action may
be levied upon those who come to inhabit afterwards. [Lord

Elleiiborough C.J. The same objection would apply to an

action against the hundred on the statute of hue and cry. But

the distringas under the writ of noctantur would, I presume,

go against the inhabitants generally, and would not be con-

fined to such as were inhabiting at the time of the damageo O

done. Have you any authority to shew that it ought to be so

confined ?] It should seem on principle to be confined to

those who were guilty of the neglect. The writ of noctanter

also directs the sheriff to inquire of the inhabitants of the

neighbouring vills who are liable
; and those being ascer- f 357 ]

tained, the distringas issues against them accordingly : in

some of the cases in Cro. Cur. several townships are included.

But, without this previous inquiry, how is the party grieved
to know against whom he is to proceed in his action ? Nor
could it have been intended to leave it to his election to pro-
ceed against a larger or smaller district

; for that would vary

exceedingly the shares of the damage to be sustained by indi-

viduals. [Bayley J. The same dilliculty occurs upon a dis-

tringas : though it be directed against all, yet it may be exe-

cuted against any inhabitant.] But as the inquisition first

returned by the sheriff under the writ of noctanter ascertains

what vills are liable, the individual distrained upon knows

against whom he may apply for contribution.

Ainslie, in reply, observed that the difficulty suggested as to

the change of inhabitants could not be avoided ;
for even the

stat.G Geo. 1. postpones the remedy for six months, in order

to give time to the parish, &c. to convict the offenders. He
T 2 con-
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concluded by stating that other gentlemen at the bar had

taken notes for a second argument.
The Court having consulted together for some time, Lord

Ellenborough C. J. said that Lord Coke's authority was so

strong in support of the action, and as it was not probable that

more light could be thrown upon the subject, there did not

appear to-be any necessity for hearing a further argument ; the

Court being of opinion upon that authority, that the action

was well brought. But that if any thing occurred to them

before the end of the term to raise a doubt upon the subject,

they would hear it argued again. That the only other remedy

suggested for the party grieved was an inconvenient and

cumbrous mode of proceeding, which involved all the diffi-

culties urged against the present action. And that. as to the

difficulty of ascertaining against whom the plaintiff was to

bring his action, the plaintiff must at his peril take care to sue

the proper persons, otherwise he would fail in his suit.

No further mention was made of the case in Court
;
and

the postea was delivered to the plaintiff.

Tuesday,
June 13th.

KEMP against FILEWOOD, Clerk.

The SAME against The SAME.

Due notices r I ^HESE-were two actions on the case; the one brought by
1

Tven
S
to

b

the
the Plaintiff> who in 1805 was &e occupier of a garden

parson of the *n tue Pai"ish of Sylle Hevingham in Essex, against the rector

setting cut of the parish, for not taking away the tithes of the garden,
the tithes of

fruit and

vegetables in a garden, which were accordingly set ont on the days specified ;
and

the tithes not having been removed at the distance of a month afterwards, when
they had become rotten ; a notice then given by the owner, to remove the tithed
fruits and vegetables within two days, otherwise an action would be commenced
against the parson, is sufficient notice of their having been set out, whereon to

found an action if they be not removed. And due notices having been given of settincr

out tithes of garden vegetables and rield barley on certain days between the llth
and l6th of September, a general notice on the 17th to the parson, to take away
all the tithes of his (the plaintiff's) lands withintwo days, is sufficient \\hcreon to

found the like action.

which
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which the plaintiff had duly set out. In support of this, the

plaintiff at the trial before Heath X. at Chelmsford, proved KEMP
several notices given to the defendant in that year, that at the

against

several times mentioned in such notices, the plaintiff would set FILEWOOD.

out the tithes of fruits and vegetables growing in the said

garden : and that the tithes of fruits and vegetables were

accordingly set out, and were not taken away, but were suf-

fered by the defendant to rot and perish on the ground. None
of these notices, which were required by the custom of the [ 359 ]

parish, were given later than the 20lh oftAugust 1805. There

was then proved a notice in writing, signed by the plaintiff,

and dated 23d of September 1805, and served oa the defend-

ant, which was to the following effect. To take the tithed

fruit and vegetables from the plaintiff's garden on or before

the 25Ih instant
;

or the plaintiff would commence an action

against him. But Heath J. was of opinion, that this latter

notice was nugatory ; not having a subject to which it might
refer : for the tithes set out in August must, before the 23d

of September, be rotten and mixed with the mould of the gar-

den, and consequently not capable of being removed. And
in consequence of such opinion, the plaintiff's counsel, hav-

ing first offered to prove other notices to take away the tithe

nearer to the times of the notices to set them out
;
which were

rejected ;
because as only one notice to take away was laid in

the declaration, one only could be proved ;
submitted to be

nonsuited, to avoid a verdict against him.

The other was a like action on the case, brought against
the rector, for not taking away the small tithes of the plain-

tiff's garden, duly set out ; and also for not taking away the

tithes of barley. And in this it was proved, that the tithes of

the vegetables in the garden, and of the barley in the field,

were duly set out by the plaintiff, and not taken &way by the

defendant. The notice given by the plaintiff to the defendant,
to take the tithes away, was dated the 17th of

'

September \8Qti,

in order to entitle the plaintiff to maintain the action
; and it

required the defendant to take away all the tithes of his (the

plaintiff's) lawk on or before the 19th instant. It was agreed,
that by the custom of the parish the occupiers of lauds were

[ S60 ]
bound to give a previous notice of setting out their tithes ;

and it was proved by the plaintiff, that he gave several notices

of setting out tithes of vegetables growing in his garden on
the llth, 15th, and 16th of September, and of tithing barley

T 3 at
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at another day, before the 17th. But Heath J. nonsuited

the plaintiff, because the notice to take away the tithes did

not specify the tithes to be taken away, nor from what lands.

These nonsuits were moved to be set aside in the last term

by Marryat, who stated the principal points ruled at the trial

in the manner before mentioned, and his objections to the

nonsuits upon the grounds on which they had passed ; in which

objections the Court appeared to acquiesce. Then with re-

spect to the evidence of the other notices, to take away the

tithes, which had been rejected in the first action, on the

ground that one such notice only was in the declaration ;

and that one notice having been offered in proof, which

the learned judge thought insufficient for the reason stated,

no other could be proved; he observed, that even if the

plaintiff were precluded from offering in evidence a sufficient

notice, because he had before proved one which was deemed

insufficient ; (which he denied) still he submitted that the

form of the declaration did not warrant ihe objection ; for it

was laid that on the several days on which the tithes were set

out, the defendant had notice, &c. viz. on such a day, &c.

Best Serj. now opposed the rules, and insisted upon the

objections taken at the trial ; in the first action, because the

notice of the tithe having been set out, and requiring it to be

removed, came above a month after the fruit and other vege-
tables were proved to have been set out, and wras therefore

nugatory for the purpose for which such a notice is required,

as the things must have been rotten long before. It would

therefore be in vain to send the case down to a new trial, un-

less indeed evidence of some other notice nearer to the time

of setting out the tithes could be given. Then with respect

to the objection in the other action ; the notice was too gene-
ral ; specifying neither the nature of the tithe, nor the place

from whence it was to be taken ; and every notice must have

a reasonable certainty with respect to the subject matter.

LordELLENBOROUGnC. J. In the one case, the defendant

had notice when the tithes would be set out; but a month and

more passed, and he did not take them away. Then the notice

of the 23d of September was given; the meaning of which

plainly is, that the plaintiff had borne with the inconvenience

long enough, and that if the defendant did not remove the

nusance within two days, the plaintiff would bring his action

What objection can there be to that .' The per-

son

against him.
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son who is the wrong-doer is to look to the subject of the no-

tice. If it be still fruit or vegetables, he is to take away those ;

if they have become rotten mould, he is to take away that,

His lordship also thought the notice in the other action suffi-

ciently plain with reference to the prior notices recently given

of setting out the tithes of the fruit, vegetables, and barley.

GROSE J. agreed.

LE BLANC J. agreed, and added that the very object of

giving the notice on the 23d of September, to take away the

tithe, after it had been suffered by the defendant to continue

on the ground for above a month, was that he might remove

the inconvenience from the plaintiff.

BAYLEY J. observed that the notices in the second action

of setting out the tithes were given so recently as the llth,

15th, and 16th of September, before the general notice on the

17th to take all the tithes away.
Rules absolute.

1809.

KEMP
against

FlLfcWOOD.

[ 362 ]

PARKER against STANILAND. Tuesday,
June 13th.

*pHE plaintiff declared that the defendant was, on the 1st of A contract
'

January 1809, indebted to him in 500/. for a certain crop
of potatoes of the plaintiff before that time bargained and sold

rop ,)edwith

by the plaintiff to the defendant at his request, and by the de- potatoes

fendant under that bargain and sale before that time accepted,
made on the

crathered, dug up, taken, and carried away : and being so in- ^
St

1
.

,

l> '

01
. .mi to SC^ t0 tne

<lebted the defendant promised to pay, See. Ihere was an- defendant

other similar count on a quantum meruit, and other general the potatoes

counts for goods sold and delivered, &c. The defendant at so much a

pleaded the general issue, and paid 221. Is. 9d. into court.
^

ac

^
'

,

it appeared at the trial before BayleyJ. at Nottingham, that aet them ovt

the plaintiff, being the owner of a close of about two acres, of the

which was cropped with potatoes, agreed with the defendant 8rountl vn-

011 the 21st of November, to sell him the potatoes at 4s. fid. a not a cjn
'

sack. The defendant was to get them himself, and to get them tract for any
interest in

land within the 4th section of the statute of frauds, but the same as if the potatoes,
which had done growing and were to he taken up immediately, had been sold in a

warehouse from whence they were to be removed by the defendant.

T -1 immediately
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dialely. The defendant employed men to dig the potatoes on

the 25th, 26th, and 27th of the same month, and got 21, 24,

and 33 sacks full, and on the 4th of December he *got seven

sacks more, and 14 about Lady-day, the value of which was

covered by the money paid into court. But there remained

about-three roods of potatoes which were not dug up, and

which were spoilt by the frost
,
and the action was brought to

recover the value of these. The objection taken at the trial

was, that this was an agreement for an interest in land, which

not having been reduced to writing, was void by the statute

of frauds, 29 Car. 2. c. 3. s. 4. But the learned Judge over-

ruled the objection, and permitted the plaintiff to take a ver-

dict for the amount ; reserving leave to the defendant to move
to enter a nonsuit, if the Court should think the objection

well founded. The motion was accordingly made by

Balguy juu. in the last tenn, who referred to Crosby v.

Wadstisorth(a)t where a contract for the purchase of a growing

crop of grass in a close, for the purpose of being mown and

made into hay by the vendee, was held to convey to him an

interest in the land itself, and therefore avoided by the sta-

tute, if not reduced into writing.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. observed that there was this

difference between the cases, that in Crosby v. Wadizcorth the

contract was made while the grass was then in a growing state,

which was afterwards to be mown at maturity, and made into

hay. Whereas here the contract was for the potatoes in a ma-

tured slate of growth, which were then ready to be taken, and

were agreed to be taken immediately. There was a delivery

of the whole at the time, as much as the subject matter was then

capable of delivery, and the defendant did actually take away
a great part of them. However a rule nisi was granted for

further consideration of this point. But with respect to another

objection whichwas now started, that the money paid in to court

covered the value of all the potatoes which had been taken,

and that the remainder, which were left in the plaintiff's

ground, could not be recovered in value under counts, staling

that they had been "bargained and sold, gathered, dug up,

taken and carried azcai/" or "sold and delivered:' his Lord-

ship answered, that the objection had not been taken at the

trial; and that, besides, it was enough to prove that they were

6 East.

bar-
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bargained and sold, without proving that they were taken

away.

Clarke and Hemming now shewed cause against the rule,

and contended that the potatoes were sold merely as goods in

a warehouse ready for delivery at the time and to be taken

immediately, though they were permitted to remain there till

it suited the defendant's convenience to remove them. Po-

tatoes*are often kept in the ground. [Grose J. That is after

they have been severed.] All benefit to them from the soil

was at an end, nor was it contemplated by the contracting

parties. This difl'ers the case materially from Waddsngton v.

J3ristow(a\ and Crosby v. Wadsworth(b)t
where the continu-

ing growth and nourishment of the hops in the one case, and

of the grass in the other, were in contemplation. The right

to the soil continued all the time in the plaintiff, and the de-

fendant would have been a trespasser if he had meddled with

it otherwise than for the special purpose of taking up the po-
tatoes. The nature of the contract shews this ; for the con-

tract was merely for the potatoes, and they were to be sold

by the sack. The defendant could not have maintained tres-

pass against any person going on the ground : he himself had

only an easement to take the crop.

Balguy, and Balguy jun. in support of ihe rule, contended [ 365 ]

that if the land had been devised in this state, the devisee would

have taken the potatoes against the executor ;
which shews

that the contract was for an interest in the land. Xor can this

be distinguished in principle from Crosby v. Wadsworth, upon
the presumption (probably not founded in fact) that the potatoes

had done growing and had ceased to derive any nourishment

from the land : but it is enough that they were not severed

from it when the contract was made, and therefore did not

exist separately as goods : thatis the only distinction recognized
in the books. Larceny could not have been committed of

them. This case is even stronger in one respect ;
for the crop

could not be taken up without breaking the soil, which was to

be done by the defendant; and therefore it cannot be consi-

dered as a mere easement. The defendant was entitled to the

possession of the close until the crop was taken; lor without,

that the contract could not have been executed ; uml therefore

Bus. t- Pull,
(/}

6 Easl,

he
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he must have been entitled to all the possessory remedies

against a wrong-doer invading his possession.

Lord ELLENBOROUII C. J. It does not follow that because

the potatoes were not at the time of the contract in the shape
of personal chattels, as not being severed from the land, so

that larceny might be committed of them, therefore the con-

tract for the purchase of them passed an interest in the land

within the 4th section of the statute of frauds. The contract

here was confined to the sale of the potatoes, and nothing else

was in the contemplation of the parties. It is probable that

in the course of nature the vegetation was at an end : but be

that as it may, they were to be taken by the defendant immedi-

ately, and it was quite accidental if they derived any further

advantage from being in the land. This differs the present
case from those which have been cited. The lessee primae

vesturae may maintain trespass quare clausum fregit, or eject-

ment for injuries to his possessory right : but this defendant

could not have maintained either ; for he had no right to

the possession of the close
; Jie had only an easement, a right

to come upon the land, for the purpose of taking up and car-

rying away the potatoes ; but that gave him no interest in the

soil. I am not disposed to extend the case of Crosby v.

Wadsworth further, so as to bring such a contract as this

within the statute of frauds, as passing an interest in land.

GROSE and LE BLANC, Justices, agreed.
BAYLEY J. I do not think that this contract passed an

interest in the land within the meaning of the 4th section of

the statute of frauds. In the cases of Crosby v. Wadsworlh,

and Waddington v. Bristmo, the contracts were made for the

growing ci'ops of grass and hops, and therefore the purchasers

of the crops had an intermediate interest in the land while the

crops were growing to maturity before they were gathered :

but here the land was considered as a mere warehouse for the

potatoes till the defendant could remove them, which he was

to do immediately ;
and therefore I do not think that the case

is within the statute,

liule discharged.
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June 14th.

S^ASELEE moved to make a rule absolute for an attach- After the

ment for non-performance of an award which had been time was out

made a rule of Court, setTsTan
East opposed it, on an affidavit, that by the bonds of sub- award made

mission Howe and Stephens were appointed joint arbitrators, a rule of

with a power to appoint an umpire, if they could not agree. ^;

ourt "1C

That the arbitrators not agreeing, first appointed Humbly as
g,.antCf] an

umpire ; who declining to act, they next appointed Grigg attachment

within the time limited. That as soon as Grigg & appointment
f r non-per-

was made known to the defendant's attorney, he objected to it .

ormance

,

*
it, and would

on the ground of Grigg s being upon bad terms with the de- not ( j r ive tj,e

fendant, and therefore an improper umpire ;
to which the ar- plaintiff to

bitrators assenting', each of them proposed a different person:
" 1S act 'on on

and not agreeing upon either, the plaintiff's and defendant's
s ion _i,on(]

S"

attornies met, and the former named a new person as umpire, (>n an affida-

which was acceded to by the latter; but (no further appoint- vitdisclosing

ment havingbeen made bv the two arbitrators) the plaintiff's at-
tha

f
l^e

,, j ^ . , V ,, .. 1-1 arbitrators,
torney called on G ngg, before the time was out, to proceed with after Ravine
his umpirage ;

and then an appointment of him on stamp was appointed

signed by Rozce and tendered to Stephens, who refused to exe- one umpire

cute it; notwithstanding which Grig? made his award on the
refusct*

to Jict sin-
30th of January 1808 within time, after notice given to him

pointed
on the morning of that day by the defendant's attorney that his another who

appointment had been objected to and* was agreed to be re-
acCc'P tc^ the

voked. He therefore contended that, under these circum-
Jut thaUh

stances, the Court would not by granting this attachment pre- defendant
elude the defendant from disputing the authority of the urn- afterwards,

pire in an action by the plaintiff on the submission-bond, if
a "d beforc

he meant to insist upon the award. That by the general rule
hadpceed-

any power given to another may be revoked before execution ; ed, having
and here the arbitrators who had power to appoint an umpire,

obJ cc ted to

and had once appointed Grigg, had agreed to revoke that
[UJn

a

t

P
u
mt-

appointment before Grigg had executed the umpirage, though cTuse ofpar-

tiality, the
rbitrators acceded to the objection, and each proposed another, but could not

agree on the person to be substituted, and did not in fact substitute any other
though the respective attornirs agreed on a third person ;

in consequenee of which
the umpire objected to was called on by the plaintiff's attorney to proceed and
made his award within time.

they *f 368 1
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180.Q. they had not agreed in any new appointment ; and that revo-

cation was confirmed by the attornies for both parties, who
. , had as far as lay in their power agreed to substitute another.

COLLINGS. That Grigg having been appointed umpire by parol, his ap-

pointment might be revoked by parol before execution of his

power. That though it was now too late for the defendant to

move to set aside the award on the merits, or to impeach it on

the ground of partiality or prejudice in the umpire ; yet the

Court had before refused attachments in cases where an ob-

jection to the aAvard appeared upon the face of it, even after

the time limited by the statute was out, for moving to set

aside the award ; because they would not preclude the party

grieved from availing himself of the objection if an action

were brought against him upon his submission-bond for non-

performance of the award. So here, for the same reason,

where there is a serious question of law to try, and where

there seems such probable ground for suspecting the justice

of the award, the Court will not lend its summary assistance,

but leave the plaintiff to bring his action, which will let the

defendant in to insist on the nullity of the umpirage. He said

[ 369 ] it was even now vexata questio (a) whether arbitrators, hav-

ing once executed their power in the appointment of an um-

pire, could afterwards appoint another : but supposing they
could not, the objection would equally apply to the appoint-
ment of Grigg. [Le Blanc J. said, that the defendant ought
to have applied in time (Z) to set aside the award upon the

special circumstances of the case : and the Court would not,

after the laches of the defendant, drive the plaintiff to his

action merely to try a doubtful question of law, supposing
this to be so.] To which it was answered, that the Court

would not grant an attachment to enforce an illegal award, if

no action could be maintained upon it.

Lord ELLEN BOROLGH C. J, We have lYUely held that if an

authority be once executed, it cannot be executed again (c).

Here the arbitrators had executed their authority by an eifec-

(if) Vide Trippet v. Eyre, 3 Ler. 26*3. ami 2 Vcntr. 113. and Rey-
nolds v. Gray, 1 SalL 70. 1 L(L Ray. 222. and 12 Mod, 120. And
vide the reasoning on these cases in Kyd un Avoids, tyl, &c. It seems

that the relusal of one umpire to accept the appointment does not

preclude the arbitrators from naming another within time.

(h~)
This \vas prevented at the time it \\as intended by the illness

of the defendant.

(c) Vide Ininc \.Elnun, 5 East, J-l.

tual
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tual appointment of an umpire, who accepted and acted up- 1809.

on the authority so conferred on him : the consent or dissent ,.

of the parties themselves afterwards to such appointment sig- against

nines nothing (a). So the subsequent tender of that appoint- COLLIKGS.

ment on stamp to one of the arbitrators was merely to serve

as formal evidence of it. The arbitrators afterwards, in com-

pliance with the wishes of the defendant, made an ineffectual '[ 370 ]

attempt to appoint another umpire in the place of him they

had appointed before ; but they could not agree on the per-

son to be substituted, and therefore the original appointment
stood as before.

Per Curiam, Rule absolute.

() Nor can even a parol agreement between parties to abandon

nn award made under bonds of submission be pleaded to an action

on the bond. Braddick v. Thompson, 8 East, 314.

T^ Jl'ethicsJnif,
AMBROSE agaimt KEES. juac 14t j'u

AllRYAT opposed a rule for setting aside the verdict Notice hav-

obtained in this cause, upon the ground of an irregular- "-"
given for tbc

ity in the trial. Ihe venue was laid in Glamorganshire, and trial of a
the cause was tried at IMonmonth, as the next English county cause at

where the King's writ of venire runs (6) ;
but it was objected

*

that it ought to have been tried at Hereford, according to the
^.-f

general custom that all causes in which the venue is laid in any zons/tire, as

county in South Wales should be tried at Hereford. But the rule being in fact

being that the cause should be tried in the next English county, ^ ??**

and Monmouth being in fact the next English county to Glamor-
c

. nt v s i nco

ganshire, and more conveniently situated for the trial of the thest."s>7 If.

cause, there seems no solid ground for impeaching the validity
s - c - ^. s. 1.

of the trial; though the practice relied on is easily accounted ;]

U
5-

1

, ,

for by the consideration that Monmouthshire was originally a tnc common
}\c/ch county, and till it became an English county in the place of

27th year of Hen. 8. Herefordshire was in fact the next l

|
ial ' tlic

English county to Glamorgan. And there is no reason for
|-u "d tcTset

aside the

verdict as lor a mis-trial, on motion ; the question being open on the record,

(f>)
Vide 1 Term Rep. 313.

setting
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setting- aside this verdict on the ground of surprize ; for the

defendant had not merely a notice of trial in the next English

county, generally, which might have misled him by the noto-

riety of the *
practice, but a specific notice of trial at Man-

month, to which he made no objection at the time.

Abbott, in support of the rule, relied on the known practice

which had always prevailed, as well since as before the statute

27 H. 8.; and referred to Morgan v. Morgan (a), where the

question arose in 1656, upon an ejectment for lands in Brek-

nockshire, which was tried at Monmouth
;
and afterwards

judgment was arrested, on the ground of a mis-trial, as it

ought to have been tried in Herefordshire; for that Monmouth-

shire was but made an English county by statute within time

of memory; and that trials in the next English county of

issues arising in Wales have been time out of mind and at the

common law ; so that a place newly made an English county
cannot have such a trial. And he observed, that if this trial

were good, all the judgments in causes out of Glamorganshire
tried at Hereford have been erroneous.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. If the question appear on

the record, then the defendant cannot apply in this summary
manner. And as he did not object at the time, we shall not

relieve him upon motion.

Per Curiam, Rule discharged.

(</)
Hard. 66.

[ 372]

Wednesday,
June 14th.

DANIEL against NORTH.

Where lights HPHE plaintiff declared in case, upon his seisin in fee of a
had boon put

*

put out and
certain messuage or dwelling-house in Stockport, on one

enjoyed with side of which there is and was and of right ought to be six

outintcrrup- windows
; and stated thai the defendant wrongfully erected a

tion for Wall 60 feet high and 50 in length near the said house and
above 20

years during the occupation of the opposite premises by a tenant ;
that will not con-

clude the landlord of such opposite premises, without evidence of his knowledge
of the fact, which is the foundation of presuming a grant against him ; and con-

sequently will not conclude a succeeding tenant who was in possession under such
landlord from building up against such encroaching lights.

windows
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windows, and obstructed the light and air from entering the

same, &c. At the trial before the Chief Justice of Chester it

appeared that the plaintiff's premises, which adjoined those of

the defendant, were in 1787 altered by the then occupier, and

the windows in question, (though somewhat altered since,)

were then put out towards the defendant's premises ; and such

windows then received the light and air freely over a low bake-

house, which was before that time, and continued till within

the last three years to be, tenanted by one Ashgrove, under Sir

George Warrender, from whom the present defendant claimed ;

upon the scite of which bakehouse the defendant who suc-

ceeded Ashgrove built the erection complained of about two

years ago, which was considerably higher than the old bake-

house, and darkened some of the plaintiff's windows
;
but

would have been no injury to the plaintiff's premises, if they
had continued in their original state, before the alterations

which took place while Ashgrove rented under Sir Geo. War-

render the premises now held by the defendant. There was

other evidence given at the trial ; but ultimately the question
made then, and afterwards argued before this Court, was, whe-

ther Sir Geo. Warrender,\\i& then reversioner of the premises

occupied by Ashgrove, were bound by his tenant's acquiescence
for above 20 years in the windows put out by the then occu-

[ 373 ]

pier of the plaintiff's premises against the defendant's pre-
mises. It was insisted at the trial that the defendant, stand-

ing in the place of the reversioner, was not bound by such

acquiescence of the former tenant ; but this was overruled

by the Court below, and the plaintiff recovered a verdict.

Manley Serjt. in the last term obtained a rule nisi for a

new trial, on the ground of the misdirection of the Court be-

low : and before the case was argued by the plaintiff's coun-

sel on this day, he referred to Bradbury v. Grinsetl in this

Court, M. 41 Geo. 3. (), to shew that the possession of an

easement for 20 years, in order to operate as a bar in an ac-

tion on the case, must be with the acquiescence of him who
was seised of an estate of inheritance ; otherwise he who has

the inheritance in remainder or reversion may, when it vests

in possession, dispute the right to the easement. And he said

that at any rate where the premises are in lease, the landlord

ought not, without notice, to be prejudiced by the laches or

(n) 2 Saiind. Rep. in the notes, 175. d. c.

acquiescence
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[ 37.5 ]

acquiescence of his tenant in that which is a prejudice to the

inheritance.

Topping and J. Williams then shewed cause against the

rule, and stated that it was left to the jury to presume a grant

from the owner of the inheritance after 22 years uninterrupted

possession of some of the lights by the plaintiff ;
it appearing

that the steward of Sir George IVarrender, the landlord, re-

sided in the town of Stockporf, and continually passed by these

premises, where he must have seen the windows : and from

thence they assumed the knowledge of Sir George, and pre-

sumed his acquiescence. [Lord El/enborough C. J. How
can such a presumption be raised against the landlord, with-

out .shewing that he knew of the fact, when he was not in

possession, and received no immediate injury from it at the

time. That point was not put to the jury. The impression on

our minds is founded upon the general principle, that a grant

Avill not be presumed against an ignorant man, not in posses-

sion at the lime of that which is to give him knowledge of

the fact, and from whence knowledge would be presumed.]
There are many cases where presumptions are raised against

owners of land without actual notice of the fact ; as in cases

of rights of way and rights of common. A tenant who is in-

terested to resist the encroachment stands on the same inte-

rest as his landlord, and therefore the latter should be bound by
his tenant's acquiescence, which may reasonably be presumed
to have taken place with his knowledge and concurrence.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. The foundation of presum-

ing a grant against any party is, that the exercise of the ad-

verse right on which such presumption is founded was against

the party capable of making the grant ; and that cannot be

presumed against him unless there were some probable means

of his knowing what was done against him. And it cannot

be laid down as a rule of law, that the enjoyment of the

plaintiir's windows during the occupation of the opposite pre-
mises by the tenant of Sir Geo. IVarrender, though for 20 years,

without the knowledge of the landlord, will bind the latter.

And there is no evidence stated in the report from whence

his knowledge should be presumed.
CROSK J. of the same opinion.

LE BLANC; J. The objection was taken at the trial, that the

landlord was not bound by the acquiescence of his tenant,

Vtilhout his knowledge, though for 20 years; but that was over-

ruled
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ruled, and it was considered as a rule of law that the landlord

was so bound. It is true, that presumptions are sometimes

made against the owners of land, during
1 the possession and

by the acquiescence of their tenants, as in the instances al-

luded to of rights of way and of common
; but that happens,

because the tenant suffers an immediate and palpable injury
to his own possession, and therefore is presumed to be upon
the alert to guard the rights of his landlord as well as his

own, and to make common cause with him
;
but the same can-

not be said of lights put out by the neighbours of the tenant,

in which he may probably take no concern, as he may have

no immediate interest at stake.

BAYLEY J. The tenant cannot bind the inheritance in

this case, either by his own positive act or by his neglect. If

indeed the landlord had known of these windows having been

put out, and had acquiesced in it for 20 years ; that would

have bound him ; but here there was no evidence that he

knew of it till within the last two years.
Rule absolute, (a).

() A question of this kind once arose incidentally in a case before

Lord Kenyan ; but it was not necessary in the result to sift the fact

as to the knowledge of the land owners. It was an action of trespass

brought by the trustees of the Rugby charity against Merrywcather,

at the Sittings in Middlesex, on the 26th of May 1790, to try a right

of way in dispute between the plaintiffs and the governors of the

Foundling Hospital. There were several pleas ofjustification on the

record, amongst others, one stating that the locus in quo (which was

Lamb's Conduit-strecf) was a common highway, and that the sup-

posed trespass was committed in removing an obstruction there. The

evidence was, that the right of the soil \\as clearly in the plaintiffs ;

but there had been a common street there, though no thoroughfare,

by reason of the houses at the end, for above 50 years. The plaintiffs

accounted for not having put up a bar or the like, to denote that the

way was not relinquished to the public at large, by shewing that the

locus in quo had been in lease for a long term up to the year 1780.

Lord Kenyan C. J. asked what the plaintiffs had to say to the time

from 1780 till about two years ago, when they had put up a bar. In

answer it was said that they had been in treaty with the Foundling

Hospital, respecting the allowing them a right of way, which was

finally broken off. Per Lord Kenyan. If this rested solely on the

ground of a question of right between the plaintiffs
and the Foundling

Hospital, the former would certainly not have been barred by the time

which elapsed from 1780 till the obstruction was put up, pending the

VOL. XI. U treaty
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treaty between them : but during all that time they permitted the

public at large to have the free use of this way, without any impedi-
ment whatever ; and therefore it is now too late to assert the right ;

for this is quite a sufficient time for presuming a dereliction of the

way to the public. In a great case, which was much contested, six

years was held sufficient. And as to this not being a thorough-fare,
that can make no difference. If it were otherwise in such a threatO
town as this, it would be a trap to make people trespassers. The
Duke of Bedford preserves his right in Southampton-street, Covent

Garden, by a bar set across the street, which is shut at pleasure, and
shews the limited right of the public. The jury found a verdict for

the defendant upon the issue on the common highway.

[ 377 ]

Friday, DOE, on the Demise of TERRY, against COLLIER.
June 15th.

Under a de- TN ejectment for certain messuages and lands at Swans-
vise of land combe in Kent, a verdict was found for the plaintiff, sub-
to a trustee . . . . />.!/-< ^1 f II

andhisheirs ^ opinion ot the Court on the following case,

out of the Henry Peers, clerk, being seised in fee of the premises In

rents and
question, consisting of three undivided fourth-parts of two

houses, farms, and woodlands, at Szoanscombe, by his will of the

nuity to the 27th ofJfl>/wm/1787, devised "all and every ofmy messuages,
testator's

"
lands, tenements, and hereditaments, or part and parcel of

wife and the
lands, &c. at Saanscornbe, to Henri/ Vi/vyan, clerk, and his

"
heirs, in trust to and for the several uses, intents, and pur-

poses after mentioned ; viz. that the said II. Fijvyan, his

heirs, &c. shall out of the rents and profits pay to my wife,

Elizabeth Peers, 50/. yearly during her life, being settled up-
on her by our marriage as a jointure ;

and to pay the over-

his nephews;
and after his

wife's death

to the use of

his nephews
and the sur-

vivor for

their lives ; remainder to thewse of the trustee to preserve contingent uses and es-

tates, &c. during their lives
;
and after their deceases in trust for the heirs male of

the body and bodies of the nephews ; and in default of such issue, then to the use

of another in fee. Held that the limitation in trust for the heirs male of the body
and bodies of the nephews was executed by the statute, and therefore united with

the prior use executed in them for life ;
and that a recovery suffered of the whole

estate by the survivor of the nephews after the death of the other nephew without

issue, and after the death of his own issue, bound the entail, and defeated the sub-

sequent limitation in fee.

"
plus
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"
plus of such rents and profits unto my two nephews, John

" Comett Peers, and Daniel Letsom Peers, and their assigns,
" and to the survivor of them and his assigns, during the life

" of my wife ;
and from and after the death of my wife, then

*'
to the use of the said J. C. Peers and D. L. Peers, during

" their lives, and the life of the longest liver of them, without

"
impeachment of waste : and from and after the delermina-

" tion of that estate, to the use of the said H. Vyvyan and his

"
heirs, during the lives of the said J.C. Peers and D. L. Peers,

" and the life of the longest liver of them, upon trust to pre-
" serve the contingent uses and estates, &c. but nevertheless

" to permit the said J. C. Peers and D. L. Peers and the sur-

*' vivor of them during their lives, and the life of the longest
"

liver of them, to receive and take the rents and profits of
*' the said lands and premises for their own use: and from and
" after the several deceases of the said J. C. Peers and D. L.
"

Peers, then in trust for the heirs male of the body and bodies
" of the said J.C. Peers and D.L. Peers: and in default ofsuch
"

issue, then to and for the use and behoof of my kinsman
"
Joseph Tern/ and his heirs." The testator died in 1793,

leaving his widow and both his said nephews him surviving.

The nephews entered into possession of the demised premises.
The widow died shortly after the testator. J. C. Peers, one of

the nephews, died in 1798, without issue ; the other nephew
jD. L. Peers, survived him, and on his death entered into

possession of all the premises, and had issue male one son

only, who was born in 1792 and died in 1796, without issue.

In Easter term 1805, D. L. Peers suffered a recovery of the

premises, and in April 1807, he granted a lease of the premises
to the defendant under which the defendant is in possession.

D. L. Peers, by his will of the 15th of April 1807, devised the

same premises to his daughter in tail general, and died before

the date of the demise in this ejectment; leaving his daughter,
and Joseph Terry the lessor of the plaintiff, and devisee in re-

mainder under the will of the said //. Peers, him surviving.
The question was, whether the lessor of the plaintiff were

entitled to recover all or any part of the premises in question.

Marryat,
for the plaintiff, contended that D. L. Peers had

not a sufficient estate in him at the time to give effect to the

recovery suffered by him. The two nephews of Henry Peers,

the testator, took joint, estates for life with several inheri-

tances iu tail male, frum whence the Court would infer cross

U '2 remainders ;

1809.

DOE,
on the De-

mise of

TERRY,
against

COLLIER.

[ 378]

[ 379 ]
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remainders : and the only question is, whether the estates to

the heirs male be of the same quality as the estates for life of
E

' the nephews, without which they could not unite, as was set-

mise of

TERRY,
against

COLLIER.

[ 380 ]

Shapland v. Smith (a) and Sylvester v. Wilson (&), so

as to enable D. L. Peers, the survivor of the two nephews, to

bar the entail by suffering the recovery. The testator's ma-

nifest intention was to prefer the heirs male of his nephews,
and in default of such, then his kinsman Joseph Terry, the

lessor, before the daughters of his nephews : the Court there-

fore will give such a construction to the will as the words may
bear, so as best to effectuate that intent. It is clear that the

estates for lives of the nephews, and the survivor of them,

are legal estates. The only question is, whether the devise

to the trustee and his heirs in trust for the heirs male of the

bodies of the nephews be executed, so as to make that also

a legal estate ;
for otherwise it could not unite with the legal

life-estate of the nephews. But to construe it so, would de-

feat the manifest intention of the testator ; for he changes

from legal to equitable and from equitable to legal estates, in

carving out the several interests to the devisees, as it seems,

for the express purpose of preventing the tenants for life

from barring the entail by a union in them of the legal estate

of inheritance. During the widow's life, the trustee, who

was to pay her an annuity out of the rents and profits, took of

course the legal estate. The next remainder is to the use of

the nephews for their lives
;
that use was executed in them.

The next limitation is to the use of the trustee to preserve

contingent remainders, &c. which was of course executed in

the trustee. Then the next is to him in trust for the heirs

male of the bodies ; which varies from the term made use of

in limiting the legal estate for the lives of the nephews,
which is to their use ; and the last legal limitation to Joseph

Terry is also to the use of him and his heirs.

J. IJerens, contra, was stopped by the Court.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. The testator uses the words

trust and use indifferently : both of them are within the opera-
tion of the slalule ; for a trust may be executed as well as an

And nothin else is relied on but the chane of theseuse.

words in order to denote the testator's intention. In truth,

in every case where a testator creates an estate tail bv words

} Dro. Ch. Ca.s. 74. (/-) -2 Term Rrji. 4 U.
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of tliis description, unless he is perfectly cognizant of the

technical rule of law, he does not intend to enlarge the life
-p

estate of the first taker to an estate tail : but the rule of law O n the De-

notwithstanding attaches to give the first taker an estate tail. mise of

Per Curium, Postea to the Defendant.
TER

.

KY

against
CQLLIEK.

[ 381 ]

The KING against The Inhabitants of HOLM, EAST Saturday,

WAVER Quarter, in the Parish of HOLM CULTRAM.

A N order by two justices of the county of Cumberland for An order of

the removal of Elizabeth Mitchinson, sintrle woman, from
T 10

i

Va
'j

merely ad-
Oulton Quarter in the parish of Wigtoti, to Holm East Waver

j
u d<nntr that

Quarter in the parish ofHolm Cnltram, having been confirmed the person

on appeal to the sessions, was now removed into this court by
rcmovc was

cerliorari, and after the usual direction, run thus :
"
upon the

/

complaint of the churchwardens and overseers of the poor of ricd, without

On/ton Quarter, &c. unto us, &c. being two of his majesty's drawing the

justices of the peace, &c. that Elizabeth Milchitison, single
concluslon

..... . , ^ , ^ that she was
woman, hath come to inhabit m the said Uuiton Quarter, not

c/iaro-

Cablc is

having gained a legal settlement, nor produced any certificate bad ; as the

owning her to be settled elsewhere, and that the said E.Mit- stat.35 G.3.

chinson is rcith child and unmarried; we the said Justices,
c
f

' ' vvl1

iirst gives
upon due proof thereof made, ,c. mid likewise upon due con-

t jlc aencral

sideration had of the premises, do adjudge the same to he rule that no

true; and we do likewise adjudge that the lawful settlement l
)crson shall

of the said E. M. is in the said Huhn East Waver Quarter,
till actually

&c." And so it proceeds to direct the removal of the pauper chargeable,

from Ihe one Quarter to the other. and then

The objection taken to the order below, which Topping was y ' sa^s

that an un-
now prepared to support, was that it was detective in not

niiirr icj

stating that the pauper was actually chargeable ; and that it woman with

was not sullicient merely to stale, as il did, that she was zcith
clliltl slia11

bo deemed to

be charge-
a!)U- \\ithin the intent of the act, only makes the fact of such pregnancy presump-
tive or priina facie evidence of her cliargeability ; which is open to he rebutted by
ev'uM nc'- of her substance or the like

; shvwiiiLi that she was net an object of the

poor laws, or that she could secure the parish against the contingent charge ol

maintaining lierselt and her bastard.

U 3 child
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180p. child and unmarried ; for that might still be true, and yet the

_,
~

woman might have sufficient* substance of her owp, or ample
1 he JVIKG l

against security be given by others to preclude the least risk of her

The Inhabi- becoming an actual burthen to the parish : and the case of
tants of y/jg King v. Alveley (a), was relied on, as having put a con-

"
WAVER" struction uPon the statute of the 35 Geo. 3. c. 101. s. 6. that

Quarter, the mere fact of a single woman being with child did not

*[ 382 ] therefore, as an inevitable conclusion of law, make her charge-
able to the parish : that the act only meant to give the magis-
trates jurisdiction to remove a person so circumstanced, like

one actually chargeable, if otherwise a proper object of re-

moval within the spirit of the poor laws.

Scarlett and Paley, in support of the orders, said that though
the Court would not intend any thing to give jurisdiction to

magistrates below ; yet where they had jurisdiction of the

subject matter, as here, every thing would be intended in sup-

port of their order. Now the justices below have stated on

the face of the order all the facts necessary to shew that the

pauper was a person of that description whom prim a- facie at

least the law deems to be chargeable, and therefore liable to

be removed, if in their judgment she were a proper object of

removal : then having in fact ordered her removal, they must

necessarily have drawn the conclusion that she was charge-

able within the meaning of the law, though they have omit^

ted to state in express words that legal conclusion from the

facts stated. But it never is necessary in judicial proceed-

ings to state a mere conclusion of .law which follows from

what is stated. In Rex v. Mathezcs (6), the principle was

carried further ; for an order to maintain a bastard child,

which did not state that the child was likely to become

[ 383 ] chargeable, was refused to be quashed on that objection ;

because it was self-evident that every bastard child was likely

to become chargeable. In Hobey v. King&bury, parishes (c),

it was held sufficient to state the husband as likely to become

chargeable, without stating the same of his wife and child,

who were removed with him
;
because it followed as a legal

conclusion. In The King v. Great Yarmouth (J), it was

thought that the words of the act were large enough to com-

prehend every single woman with child, though residing under

a certificate, and consequently in a situation to exclude the

() 3 East, 56'3. (A) 2 Salk. 475.

(r) 1 Stra. 527- ('/)
S Term Rep. ()8.

possibility
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possibility of her becoming chargeable to the certificated

parish ;
and that it was not necessary in the order to negative

her having a certificate. And as in Rex v. Tibbenham(a\
the Court thought, upon a case stating the bare fact of a mar-

ried woman whose husband had been absent from her for four

years beyond sea, being pregnant of a child at the time of

the removal, which had since been born a bastard, was suffi-

cient to warrant the general allegation in the order, that she

had become actually chargeable ; because the presumption of

her being chargeable was raised by the statute from the bare

fact of being with child of a bastard, if no circumstances

were stated to shew the contrary ; in like manner ought the

legal presumption to be made from the same fact in ail order,

without other controlling circumstances stated. And the

Court seem to have come to this conclusion in Rex v. Diddlc-

buri/ (b), where an order, stating that A. E. single woman was,

by being pregnant, deemed to have become chargeable, was held

good : the Court treating the latter as a legal conclusion from

the fact stated of a single woman being pregnant.
Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. If it were an irrefragable

conclusion that, being a single woman, and with child, the

party removed must be deemed to be chargeable within the

meaning of the statute, then this order would be good : other-

wise the justices ought to have drawn that conclusion, in order

to shew that in their judgment she was a proper object of re-

moval within the poor laws. But, consistently with this order,

the party might have been a single woman with child worth

10,000/., or she might have given the most ample security to

the parish against any charge which could be thrown upon
them. The statute in question first gives the general rule,

that no persons shall be removed before they are actually

chargeable. It then says, that single women with child shall

be deemed and taken to be actually chargeable within the true

intent of the act. But still the justices ought to draw the

conclusion that she is within that general rule
;
otherwise it

would come to this, that every single woman with child, what-

ever was her substance, might be removed by the parish

officers. Being unmarried and with child, such a person is

presumptively chargeable, from the strong probability of the

fact that she must be so ; but there may be circumstances,

1809.~
aKa i,lst

The Inhabi-

tants of

Quarter

[ 384

9 East, 35S. (/>) Ib. S VQS.

U 4 such
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1 809. such as the substance of the party, or the giving a complete

T , K indemnity to the parish, which may exclude that presumption.

against Now every circumstance of that sort might have existed in

The Inhabi- this case, and yet the order, as it is framed, be true. In
tants of The King v. Diddlebury the justices deemed her to have be-

WAVER come chargeable ; but she could not have been deemed to be

Quarter, chargeable if * those circumstances had existed in her in-

*[ 385 J stance. It ought to appear by the order that the justices

have exercised their judgment upon the matter and repelled
the existence of such circumstances by their adjudication that

she was chargeable, in order to shew that she was a proper

object of removal within the meaning of the law.

GROSE J. The Legislature never meant to say that at all

events an unmarried woman with child should be removed as

chargeable ; bnt only to state the circumstance of such a

person being with child as evidence that she was chargeable,

unless repelled by other facts to shew that she wTas not. The

justices therefore ought not to have barely stated the fact of

her being with child, but to have drawn the conclusion that

she was chargeable, to shew that she came within the mean-

ing of the poor laws.

LE BLANC J. The order of removal is defective. The
act of parliament only gives a power to remove persons who

are actually chargeable ; the justices therefore must find that

the party is chargeable before they can remove her. But the

act has made the circumstance of an unmarried woman being
with child evidence of her being chargeable : the justices

therefore should have adjudged upon that circumstance : in-

stead of which, they have merely found the fact, but have not

drawn the conclusion.

BAYLEY. J. Before the statute of the 85 Geo. 3. it was

essential for the justices to have adjudged that the party re-

moved was likely to become chargeable, in order to give them

[ 380 1 jurisdiction to remove her. But by this statute another rule is

given, and it is not sufficient that the party is likely to become

chargeable, but they must be actually chargeable before they

can be removed. To avoid, however, the inconvenience likely

to ensue from the application of the general rule to the case of

a single woman with child, the act has made that circumstance

prima facie evidence of her being chargeable. But that only

furnishes a rulo of evidence, on which the justices are to

decide; and manv f-a.-cs may cxisi, ii.-> those put by my Lord,

of
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of the substance of ihe party, or of an indemnity to the parish,
1 809.

which may rebut that presumption. Here the order only ,. ^
states the facts of the woman being a single woman and being- against
with child ; and does not go on further to draw the conclu- The Inhabi-

sion of her being- chargeable. If then there may be cases tants of

where a woman, though single and with child, may not be \y
'

removeable, as not being- chargeable within the meaning of Quarter,
the law, the order is clearly not sufficient, but the justices

ought to have gone on to draw the conclusion. In the cases

of Tibbenham and Diddlebury the Court considered the 6th

section of the act as giving a rule of evidence only.

Orders quashed.
Scarlett then observed that the magistrates had been misled

by following the precedent stated in a new edition of Hunt,

published since the statute and since the author's death.

[ 387 ]

BROOKE against BOOTH. Friday,
June l6th.

TUDGMENT by default was obtained above two years ago After jud"-
in debt on bond, conditioned to secure an annuity of 40/. ment by de-

a year,, payable quarterly. On this a scire facias issued sug-
fault in debt

on bond to

gesting a breach on the non-payment ot the last quarter; sccure an
which was found for the plaintiff; and at the sittings after annuity pay-

last Hilary term the damages were assessed at 10/. under the alj ^c f
l
uai'-

stat. 8 & 9 W. 3. c. 11. s. 8. It had been the practice not to ^jj j.&^
allow costs in this case, because the same statute (s. 3.) only thereon su<*-

gives costs in scire facias after plea or demurrer. But in gating a

Easter term last Dumpier moved for a rule to shew cause why
the plaintiff should not have his costs, on the words of the mcn t fa
8th section

; which, after providing that the judgment shall quarter, and

remain as a further security to answer damages for further damages

breach of covenant in the same deed or writing, upon which ',"
,that amount

the plaintiff shall have a scire facias suggesting other breaches, ou the stat.

&c. enacts " that upon payment or satisfaction in manner as 8 tSc f) \\ . 3.

c. 11.; held

that the plaintiff was entitled to his costs on the Rth section, which directs a stay
of proceedings on )>(ii/icnl offuture damage*, costs and charges, (otics quotics ; though
the third section only gives costs in scire facias alters/a/ or demurrer.

"
-aforesaid
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" aforesaid of such future damages, costs, and charges, as
"

aforesaid, all further proceedings on the judgment are again
" to be stayed, and so to ties quoties;" which he contended

gave the plaintiff a right to his costs, though it was not a case

mentioned in the third section. That the giving costs ia

certain cases in sect. 3. did not negative the plaintiff's right
to costs in another case provided for by a subsequent section.

He then argued that the 8th section clearly gave the plaintiff

a right to his costs in the present case, because the judgment
stood for the penalty ; and the defendant by the words of that

section could not redeem himself from that judgment and the

execution consequent thereon but by payment of the costs

as well as the damages.
The rule came on among the peremptories in this term,

and no one appeared for the defendant; but as the motion

went to alter the established practice, Dampier drew the at-

tention of the Court to it, and repeated his former observa-

tions : when the Court, upon looking at the different clauses

of the statute, made the

Rule absolute.

Saturday,
June 17ih.

An order of

removal,
executed

and unap-

pealed

against, is

conclusive

as to the set-

tlement of

the pauper
at the time

of such or-

der, even as

between
third pa-
rishes no par-
ties to the

former or-

der.

The KING against The Inhabitants of CORSHAM.

T
I

TWO magistrates, by an order, removed Mary Bowler,

wife of William border, and their two children, by name

from East Moulsey in Surry to Corsham in Wilts. The Sessions,

upon appeal, confirmed the order, subject to the opinion of

this Court upon the following case.

William Holder was settled by birth in the parish of Garsdon

in Wilts, and at the age of 12 years acquired a settlement in

Corsham by hiring and service ;
and subsequent thereto, in

1798, he married the pauper Man/, by whom he afterwards

had the two children mentioned in the order. II'm. Holder

was, on the 9th of .^przV 1807, by virtue of an order of justices

duly made on that day, removed from Charlton in Wilts to

Garsdon, against Aviiich last mentioned order no appeal was

made by Garsdon. W. Holder has done no act to gain a set-

tlement in Corsham by hiring and service; but he has been

from time to time relieved by Garsdon since the time he was

re-
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removed thither under the said order ; having gained no set- 1809.

tlement elsewhere since the said removal to Garsdon.
,. ,. , The KINO*

Marryat and Lawes, in support 01 the orders, argued asainst

that the order of removal unappealed against, from Charlton The Inhabi-

to Garsdon, was not conclusive that the settlement of the tants of

pauper was in Garsdon, upon the same question arising be-

tween East Monkey and Corsham ; and that East Moulsey was

not estopped by the ignorance or laches of a third parish from

shewing the truth of the case against Corsham. Estoppels

are odious, and only bind parties or privies ; but re.s inter

alios acta can never be set up as an estoppel against strangers.

Tn none of the cases has such an order been deemed conclu-

sive, except against the parish to which the removal was made,

whether appealing or not against it : and the phrase which

occurs in some of the cases, that the order is conclusive as to

all the world, must be understood with respect to the parish

against whom the order is established. Then if the former

order be not conclusive, the pauper's settlement is found to

be in Corsham. They referred to the cases of Harrow and

Ri/s/ip parishes (a), and Rex v. Sarratt. (/;)

Nolan and Cozcley, contra, were stopped by the Court ;

but they afterwards mentioned the opinion of Buller J. in

Hex v. Keyilworth (c), that there was no proposition in the

law of settlements more clear than that an order of removal

unappealed against, was conclusive against all the world ;

and that this wras so clearly and so universally established,

that it ought never to be impeached.
Lord ELLEN BOROUGH C. J. If the pauper were settled in

Garsdon at the time of the former order made, could not Cor-

s/iam as well as all other parishes have taken advantage of that,

upon a question of settlement ? Now the order of removal to
[ SQO ]

Garsdon, which was submitted to, is the most authentic proof
of his settlement being there at the time of the order made ;

and we must intend every thing in support of that settlement

so adjudged. It is in effect a statutable certificate, if I may so

express myself, that the pauper was then settled at Garsdon :

the statute (d) gives him a settlement there : and the fact

( (/) Salk. 524, 5.
(l>~)

Burr. S. C. 74. (<) 2 Term Rep. 599.

(//)
The stat. 13 and 14 Car. 2. c. 12. gives authority to two jus-

tices of the peace by their warrant to remove paupers to the place

where they were last legally settled.

stated.
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180p. stated by the Sessions of a prior settlement in Corsham is~
immaterial.

against
^E ^LANC "" If the former order were not conclusive as

The Inhabi- to the settlement being in Garsdon at the time, Garsdon
tants of would escape the effect of it altogether; for this order would

liAM. be conclusive upon Corsham, so as to prevent Corsham re-

moving- to Garsdon.

GROSE and BAYLEY, Justices, assenting,

Orders quashed.

Saturday,
June 17th.

STEINMAN and Others against MAGNUS.

Where a

debtor en-

tered into

an agree-
ment with

PHIS was an action upon a bill ofexchange dated the 10th

of October 1804, drawn by the defendant upon G. and M,
Isaacs, payable six months after date to the plaintiffs or order

for 400/., which was dishonoured when due by the acceptors,
his creditors, There was also a like count* upon another bill drawn by the

y defendant for 3761. 4s. Id. in favour of the plaintiffs ;
a count

they agree to
for goods sold and delivered, and the common money counts.

The original consideration of these bills was goods sold and

delivered by the plaintiffs to the defendant in 1804 : and the

defendantbeing afterwards in failing circumstances, the follow-

ing agreement (not under seal) was entered into and signed by
17 creditors, the names of the plaintiffs being at the bottom of

the lists. "We the undersigned, being respectively creditors
dcr, in const- ,, ,,- ,, , .. ,

deration that
Moses Magnus, do hereby agree for ourselves respectively to

half of the take and accept 20/. per cent, in full payment and satisfaction

composition for our several and respective debts tlue at the date hereof:
_\ ij i

and upon payment of the said 20/. per cent, we hereby release

and for ever discharge the said M. Magnus for ever as to the

remaining SO/. And it is hereby agreed to receive the said

20/. per cent, in manner following ; r/2. 10/. per cent, within

one month after the execution of these presents ;
51. per cent.

secured by the acceptance of Mr. Garland, payable in five

receive 20/.

per cent, in

satisfaction

of their

several de-

mands, and
released

the remain-

should be

secured by
the accept-
ances of a

certain per-
son (also a

creditor,)

which se-

curity was

accordingly given and paid when due; held that such agreement was binding on

the plaintiff, one of the creditors ; though the agreement were not under seal ;
and

though he were the last who signed it, and it did not appear that he had actively
induced any of the other creditors or the surety to sign it ;

and that the plaintiff's

suing thedebtor, after having received the composition, was a fraud upon the surety
and the other creditors.

*F -f)l !
months.;
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months ; and the remaining 5/. per cent, on the like accept-

ance payable in nine mouths. Dated this llth of November STEINMIN
1806." Garland's signature was amongst those of the ere-

against

ditors
;
and he paid the sums to the plaintiffs stipulated for by MAGN us.

him on account of the defendant, and also certain collateral

sums for expences of litigation, &c. which being taken at the

trial in reduction of the original debt, the plaintiffs recovered

a verdict for the balance amounting to G68/. ; after an objection

urged and overruled as to the whole of their demand. The

ground of that objection was stated by
Garrow in moving for a new trial; that the agreement of the

plaintiffs to compound with the defendant was an inducement [ ^92 ]

to the other creditors to execute the composition; and without

that, Garland would not have given the securities which he did

for part payment of the debt, and which have since been paid.
That these were sufficient considerations for sustaining the

agreement by the plaintiffs to release the residue of their de-

mand upon the defendant; and the suing for it in this action

was in fraud of Garland, and also of the creditors in general,

who had compounded their respective debts on the basis of the

agreement: on which ground he distinguished this from Fitch

v. Sutton (), where the composition moved from the debtor

himself, and there was nothing to shew that there was any

stipulation between the plaintiff and the other creditors, for

remitting the rest of their demands upon any mutual consi-

deration.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. then said that the validity of

such an agreement, as it affected the surety and the other

creditors, wras not considered at the trial
;
but his opinion was

governed by the case of Fitch v. Sutton (b\ which was founded

upon the authorities of Ileathcote v. Crooks/tanks (c), Comber

v. Wane (d\ Pinners case (e), Adams v. Tapling (/), and

Co. Litt. 212. b, which went to shew that the agreement, not

being by deed, to accept a less in satisfaction of a greater sum
than was due was not binding as against the original debtor.

But the present view of the case made it fit to be re-consider-

ed ;
and therefore the Court granted a rule, to set aside the

verdict, &c. : against which

() '2 Term llq>. C4.

'?- (0 4 Ml"!- 8S -

Park
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1809.

STEINMAN

against
MAGNUS.

[ 394 ]

Park and Marryat now shewed cause, and relied altogether

upon the cases before cited, and the rule of law on which they

were founded, that the taking of a less sum cannot be a sa-

tisfaction of a greater, unless it be by deed. [On which

Lord Ellenborough observed, that the general doctrine of Fitch

v. Button, would not be disputed, but that this would be dis-

tinguished from it, on the ground that it was a fraud upon

Garland, and the other creditors, who were induced to sign

the agreement with a view to liberate the defendant from any
further demands, on payment of the proportion settled ; as

was said by Lord Kenyan in Cockshot v. Bennett (a): and his

Lordship wished the case to be argued on that ground.] To
this they answered, that in Cockshot v. Bennett and that class

of cases (6), the compositions were by deed ;
and there was

evidence that other creditors were induced by the plaintiffs to

accept the compositions. But here there were no facts of

that description : no evidence that Garland was induced to

become surety by any undertaking of the plaintiffs, or that

any of the other creditors were induced to sign by their ex-

ample: on the contrary, the names of the plaintiffs were

signed after all the others.

Garrotc and Comyn were stopped by the Court.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. If the whole subject had been

presented to my mind at the trial as fully as it is now, I should

not have had any doubt upon the subject. It is true that if a

creditor simply agree to accept less from his debtor than his

just demand, that will not bind him : but if upon the faith of

such an agreement a third person be lured in to become surety

for any part of the debts, on the ground that the party will be

thereby discharged of the remainder of his debts : and still

more when, in addition to that, other creditors have been lured

in by the agreement to relinquish their further demands, upon
the same supposition ;

that makes all the difference in the

case, and the agreement will be; binding. In Fitch v. Sitttnn,

our opinion proceeded upon the precise terms of the case as

stated to us on the report of the evidence: if the evidence had

gone but a very little further, it would have altered our decision.

(a) 2 Term Rep. f63-5.

(//)
Vide J(ick\(w. \. Duchaire, 3 Term Rep. 55]. Jacfc.wn v.

Lomas, 4 Term RCJ>. 1 ()(>. /me v. Randal/, 6 Term Rep. 146. and

Leicester v. Rom, A East, ;37il.

But
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But on the case now presented to us, it would be a mixed

question of law and fact to go to the jury, whether, after the

plaintiffs had entered into this composition in conjunction with

Garland and the other creditors, it were not a fraud upon
those persons, within the principle of the case of Cockshott v.

Bennett, to endeavour to obtain a further payment from the

defendant, whom they all purposed to liberate upon the terms

of that agreement.
The other Judges assented ; and Bayfey J. added that in

Fitch v. Sutton the composition was probably paid out of

Sutton's own money: but here the plaintiffs bought Garland's

security for a part of the debt upon the terms of freeing the

defendant from any further demand after payment of the

sums agreed upon ; which have been paid ; and therefore it

is a fraud upon Garland to sue the defendant afterwards.

Rule absolute.

1809.

STEINMAK

against
MAGNUS.

[ 395]

WINTERBOURNE against MORGAN and Others. Saturday,
June 17th.

HPHE plaintiff declared in trespass, that the defendants on Where one

the 30th of December 1807 and on divers other days, &c. who entered

with force and arms broke and entered the dwelling-house of
t

/- ,

the plaintiff, and then and there disturbed him in his posses- tress for rent

sion thereof, and remained there for a long time, to wit for in arrear

ten davs then next following, and then and there seized, took continue(t m
. , , , . . ~, possession of

and carried away the plamtiir s goods, and converted the same
[jae cooj s

to their own use, against the peace, &c. to the plaintiff's upon the

damage of 500/. Some of the del endants demurred specially ; premises for

and the defendant Morgan pleaded not guilty; and at the . lys! ,

"

b
. . ing the4 last

trial before Lord Ellenborongh C. J. at Westminster, gave in O f w hich he

evidence, that the breaking and entry was made by virtue of a was remuv-

warrant of distress issued by the plaintiff's landlord against the in tne

i I'n-r r~r\7 i i i ,i goods, which
plamtin lor 50/. rent in arrear, under winch the goods in

,ere .

it

-

tcl._

wards sold

under the distress; held that at any rate he was liable in trespass quare clausum

fregit for continuing on the premises and disturbing the plaintiff in the possession
of his house, after the time allowed by law.

question
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180p. question were taken and sold: but it appeared that the de-

fendants continued in possession of the goods upon the premises
for eleven days before they began to remove them, and did not

quit the premises till four days after that, during which four

days they were employed in removing goods ; after which they
were sold in payment of the rent. A question was then raised

on the part of the defendants, whether as their original entry
and possession under the warrant of distress was lawful, and

only their continuance in possession, after the time allowed

[ S96 ] by law (), unlawful ; and the stat. 11 Geo. 2. c. 19. s. 19.

having provided, that where any distress has been made for

rent,"" and any irregularity or unlawful act shall be afterwards
<c done by the party distraining, the distress itself shall not
" therefore be deemed to be unlawful, nor the party making
"

it be deemed a trespasser ab initio; but the party aggrieved
"
by such unlawful act or irregularity, shall and may recover

"
full satisfaction for the.special damage he shall have sustained

"
thereby and no more, in an action of trespass, or on the case,

"
at the election of the plaintiff:" whether the action of tres-

pass vi et armis were the proper remedy ; or whether it should

not have been an action on the case? And as the point was

admitted to be new (fi), a verdict was found for the plaintiff,

for damages, and leave was given to the defendants to move to

set it aside and enter a nonsuit, if the Court should be of opi-

nion that the objection was well founded. This was accord-

ingly moved on a former day, and the case of Wallace v. King
(c), was referred to in support of the objection ; where it was

held that trover would not lie for goods irregularly sold under

a distress since the statute 11 Geo. 2. ; that statute having ex-

empted the party making such irregular distress from being
deemed a trespasser ab initio, and given an action on the case

() The st. 2 W. & M. st. 1. c. 5. directs that goods distrained for

rent may be appraised and sold, if not roplcviod within 5 days: and

the st. 11 G. 2. c. 19. A-. 10. provides that they may be secured and

sold upon the premises, in like manner, and under the like directions,

as under the 2 IT. & M.

(It)
The case of Griffin v. Scott, 2 L'<1. Ray. 1424. where the land-

lord, keeping a distress on the premises for an unreasonable time after

the 5 days allowed by tin- ^t. 2 /r. Sc M. xt. 1. c. 5., namely, for

8 days, was hrld to be a trespa^rr, was before the stat. 11 (<Yo. 2.

(c) 1 U. Blue. 13.

to
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WlNTEU-
BOURNK
against
MonoAX.

[ 397]

to the party grieved : the Court there considered trover the 180p.

same in effect as trespass. And Etherton v. Popplewell (a),

which * was also mentioned, where the action of trespass was

maintained, was distinguished from this, on the ground that

the defendant had, at the time of making the distress, turned

the tenant's family out of possession ;
which \va.s a distinct

and substantive act of trespass, not within the scope or pro-

tection of the act ; and had also continued in possession of

the house after the rent was paid.

Garroro and Puller shewed cause againt the rule ; and ad-

mitting that a mere irregularity, as to the manner of making
the distress, would not make the entry and continuance of the

party on the premises during the five days allowed by the law a

trespass ; contended that his continuing in possession after the

time allowed by law, was in itself a distinct trespass, not de-

pending on the previous regularity or irregularity of the dis-

tress, but altogether out of the protection of the act; which

was not intended to cover subsequent trespasses, in continuing
a wrongful possession for an indefinite period, but only to pre-

vent the original entry, which was in fact lawful, from being
deemed a trespass by relation and operation of law on account

of any subsequent irregularity of the party distraining during
the period allowed for his continuing on the premises, or after-

wards in making sale of the distress ; reserving however to the

party grieved, his remedy in damages, for any act in itself un-

lawful or irregular, to be recovered either in an action of tres-

pass, or on the case
;
that is, his action of trespass for acts in

themselves unlawful, and trespasses; and his action on the

case for consequential injuries. The 19th section of the sta-

tute II G. 2. recites the hardship upon landlords, against
whom damages as trespassers abinitio had been recovered to the

amount of the rent due for which the distress had been made, [ 398 ]

on account of some subsequent irregularity or tortious act in

the disposition of the distress taken ;
and it was to relieve them

from this conclusion of law only that the provision was made.

The 21st section enables them, when sued in trespass or in

case, to plead the general issue, and give the special matters

in evidence: without that, the defendants must have justi-

fied their entry and continued in possession under the distress,

by virtue of the statute ; and consequently could not have

VOL. XL
() 1 East,

X covered
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1 809- covered the trespass for any longer period than the law allowed

for such continuance, which is for five days only. And though if

a party enter by leave for a certain time, and continue longer,

such mere continuance will not make him a trespasser ; yet if he

afterwards refuse to go out, the action must be by trespass and

not case. The case of Wallace v. King(a\ merely decided that

trover would not lie by the original owner for goods which had

been regularly distrained and regularly removed for the pur-

pose of sale, though appraised afterwards by persons sworn

before the constable of another parish: inasmuch as the sta-

tute protected the landlord from being deemed a trespasser
ab initio by relation. In Lynne v. Moody (b), which was

before the statute, the Court held that trespass would not lie

merely for taking an excessive distress : the first taking being

lawful, and there being nothing subsequent to make it a tres-

pass, as there is where the distress was abused. The subse-

quent abuse therefore was considered as a substantive act of

trespass, which before the statute was carried back by rela-

tion to the original taking: and the effect of the statute is

only to save that relation, and not to "alter the nature of the

[ 399 ]
act itself; leaving it therefore a trespass, as committed at

the time of the abuse. So in Etherton v. PoppleweU(c), though
the original entry to make the distress were lawful: yet Lord

Ken i/on said that no answer could be given to the action of

trespass for the excess of the defendant's conduct in turning
the plaintiff's wife out of possession. And Mr. Justice Grose

relied -also on the fact of the defendant's continuing in pos-
session of the house after the rent was paid. They also re-

lied on the general practice in the like cases to implead the

wrong-doer in trespass, and not in case.

Park, in support of the rule, said, that as the question had

never before been raised, the practice of pleading in trespass

coTild have little or no weight in the construction of the sta-

tute. If the party be still deemed a trespasser for continuing
on the premises after the period allowed for removing the

goods at the expiration of the five days, or for doing any
other unlawful or irregular act there, arising out of his posses-
sion of the distress, it will not in effect be of any avail to him

that he is not to be deemed a trespasser ab initio. There is

nothing in the statute oi'Gco. 2. to confine the protection to

(<?)
1 //. 7J/,/c. 13. (r) 1 East, 142.

acts
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acts done within five days. It meant to put the entry of the

landlord, and his possession of goods under a distress, on

the same footing as if made and taken by leave of the te-

nant ; leaving to the latter his remedy by trespass, or case, for

any specific damage which he should sustain by the wrongful

or irregular act of the other. But in order to make this option

consistent with the general provision of the statute, it must be

understood that the action of trespass was to be confined to

distinct and independent acts of wrong, disconnected with the

entry or continuance on the premises by the distrainors for the

purpose of the distress, or the subsequent treatment of the dis-

tress ; such as, in Etherton v. Popplewell, the expulsion of the

tenant's wife from the house, or any wrongful act done after

the distress was settled. But here there is nothing of that sort ;

in addition to the mere act of continuing on the premises

beyond five days ;
for which, if the defendant had entered by

leave of the plaintiff, trespass would not have lain at common
Jaw. And such continuance can only be made an act of tres-

pass by considering that which is in fact all one continuance

from the original entry as a distinct and original entry after

the five days. By this form of declaring, the defendant has

no notice for what specific act of trespass and damage he is

sued ; which the statute meant to give him. It treats him as

a trespasser ab initio, beginning with his breaking and enter-

ing, which must be referred to the original breaking and enter-

ing, to which only it applies in fact. Then the 20th section,

which provides
" that no tenant shall recover in any action for

any such unlawful act or irregularity as aforesaid, if tender of

amends have been made by the party distraining, before such

action brought," will be rendered nugatory ; for the landlord

cannot tell for what trespass the tenant seeks to recover, and
therefore cannot apportion the amends to be tendered. The
case of Wallace v. King (a) governs this.

Lord ELLEN BOROUGH C. J. I should have had great doubt

in this case, whether upon the construction of the statute the

action of trespass were well founded, if one of the trespasses

charged and proved had not been the taking and removing of

the goods from the premises, and the disturbance of the

plaintiffs possession of his house after the time when by law

they ought to have been removed; and the case had only
rested upon the more personal remaining- of the parly on the

1809.

WINTER-
BOURNE

against
MORGAN.

[ 400 ]

[ 401 ]

1 H. BL,c. 13.

X -2 pre-
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premises without any act done by him after the time allowed hy
law. The statute provides, that where the entry for the

distress is lawful, the distrainor shall not be deemed a trespasser

ab initio by reason of any irregularity or unlawful act done by
him afterwards; but the party grieved shall recover satisfaction

for the special damage thereby sustained, and no more, in an

action of trespass, or on the case, at the election of the plaintiffs.

But I cannot consider this election as giving him the option of

either of those remedies in every case of an unlawful act or

irregularity, whether adapted to the nature of such act or not

by the general rules of law. I cannot, for example, consider

it as enabling him to maintain trespass against the distrainor

either for an excessive distress, or for a detaining in his hands

of the proceeds of the goods sold under the distress ultra the

ivnt and costs. I must therefore understand the option as

given, according to the subject-matter of the grievance, i.e. to

maintain trespass, where by the general rules of law trespass

would be the proper remedy; and case, where case would be

so. And in the instance I have last put, if the party grieved
chose to wave his complaint for the tort, and to bring assumpsit
to recover back the surplus money withheld from him, I see no

reason why he may not do so. The statute, however, having
said that the party whose entry was at first lawful shall not be

deemed a trespasser ab initio for any subsequent irregularity or

unlawful act, I should have had great doubt whether the mere

act of remaining in possession of the goods on the premises
after the time allowed by law, if the same had not been ac-

companied or followed by the act of removing them, must not

have been referred to the original lawful entry by the operation
of the statute; and thereby have assimulated this to the case of

one who enters by leave of the owner, and does not quit at the

time, or affer the purpose satisfied, to which his leave ex-

tended; who according to the doctrine discussed in the Six

Carpenters' case (), is not by merely not doing what he should

n trespasser. I would not be understood to say that in no case will

a party be a trespasser by continuing in possession of another's

property after the time allowed by law: such continuance may,
and in many cases must be accompanied by a repetition of the

same or different, acts of trespass, with those which attended

ihe original entry: but my doubt arises upon I he particular

pro-
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provision of tin's statute, which says that he shall not be

deemed a trespasser ab initio by reason of any subsequent un-

lawful act or irregularity, i. e. merely on such account ;
and

from the difficulty of saying- when and in what cases the mere

continuance of a lawful entry and possession would by the

general rules of law become a new substantive trespass. The

true test, as it appears tome, by which it may be decided whe-

ther a mere remaining on the premises, without a new break-

ing and entering, be properly a trespass, where the original

breaking and entering is protected from being so by the pro-

vision of the statute, is by considering whether a declaration

in trespass that the defendant with/orce and arms remained on

the premises for so many days, without more, would be good.

I am not at present aware of any authority or principle of law

which would warrant such a mode of declaring in trespass. In

this case however, as I have said already, we are not driven

to live necessity of deciding whether the mere act. ofremaining
on the premises after the allowed time be a trespass in itself,

inasmuch as the act of removing the goods after such time

appears to me to be a substantive trespass; and that notwith-

standing the party removing may have acquired a lawful pro-

perty in the goods themselves by means of a distress origi-

nally lawful. For it is not a necessary consequence of law

from the circumstance of my having goods in another man's

close, that I may remove them by my own act() : audit

appears tome to make no difference that I might once have

removed those goods from the place where they now are, and

have done all necessary acts for the purpose, without being a

trespasser, when the authority which exempted me from being
so has wholly ceased. After that period perhaps even a mere

act of ogress, but much more probably the active interference

with goods antecedently on the premises, by changing their

position there and removing them therefrom, may bo deemed

a trespass ; and if the lalter act be a trespass, it is suflicient

for the purpose of the present action.

GROSE J. agreed on the same ground.
Li;l>i,ANC J. T think that this action is maintainable; and I

wish not to be concluded in any subsequent case from saying
that a party might be a trespasser by continuing

1 on the pre-
mises wrongfully, even though he did not remove the goods
therefrom after the time allowed by law. All that the act, as

(-7) Vide Cro. Liu. 24-fx and C lid. Rep. 5/>.

X 3 1 con-

1809.

WINTER-
BOURNE

against
MORGAN.

[ 403 ]
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180).

WINTER-
BOURNE

against
MORGAN".

*
[ 404 ]

[ 40.5 ]

I conceive, meant to say, was that a party whose entry was

lawful to take a distress on the premises should not be made
a trespasser ab initio for any subsequent irregularity, as he

was deemed to be * before that act. The object of it was to

separate that which he had a right to do from that which was

irregular and unlawful : and therefore it meant to say that the

landlord should not be deemed a trespasser for entering and

taking the goods in the first instance, or for continuing in the

possession of them on the premises for so long time as the law

allowed him to continue there : but that if he continued there

after that time, he should be treated as a trespasser for that

which was in law a trespass ; or be liable to an action on the

case for such injuries as would in law subject him to that re-

medy by the party grieved, according to the nature of the act

done by him. I admit that if he did not continue on the pre-
mises after the time allowed by law, but were guilty of an ir-

regularity during that time, he would not be liable in trespass

quare clausum fregit, because his continuance there for the

purpose of guarding the distress would be lawful : but here

he remained there after that time ; and that I think made
him a trespasser, even if he had not taken away the goods
afterwards.

BAYLEY JF. I am bound to say, upon what appears to me
to be the true construction of the statute, that the defendant

in this case was a trespasser ; and that trespass is the proper

remedy against a person who has made a distress continuing

upon the premises after the time allowed by law
;
because I

think his continuing there in possession of the goods after

that time did not divest him of the property in those goods

taken under the distress, or make him liable to an action of

trespass for removing them after that time : and if not, this

action would not be maintainable if he were not a trespasser

by continuing on the premises after the time allowed by law

for removing the goods. A continuation of every trespass is

in law a new trespass, as a continuation of every imprison-

ment beyond the time allowed by law is a new imprisonment.

I consider this declaration as imputing to the defendant that

for every day's continuance on the premises after the time al-

lowed by law, he was a trespasser, and therefore that he was

a trespasser for nearly ten days of the time. The jury were

not to give the plaintiff damages for the defendant's continuing

upon
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upon the premises for the time, during which he was justified

in remaining there by the act ; but the defendant was to be

considered a trespasser, and the plaintiff entitled to damages,
for the time the defendant remained there afterwards.

Rule discharged, (a)

(<j) WASHBOIIN against BLACK, Sittings at Westminster after

Michaelmas, 1774. Butter J.'s MS. Trespass for entering a house,

and taking goods, &c. This was done in taking a distress for rent.

After the distress was taken a man was left in possession till the fifth

day, and then the goods were replcvied. During the five days the

person left in the house went into different parts of it. Mr. Dunning
insisted that he was a trespasser ; for he ought cither to have put the

goods all into one room, and kept possession of that only, or to have

removed the goods out of the house. And he cited a case of Thorn-

ton v. Cruther and Others, C. B. Mich. 9 G. 3. before Lord Chief Jus-

tice Wilmot, where it was so holdcn. Lord Mansfield C. J. said that

the strict law was so
;
and that the man might if he pleased have

stripped every room and put all the goods together, and by that

means greatly damaged them : but instead of doing that, he acted for

the benefit of the plaintiff, and left the goods as he found them :

therefore he should leave it to the jury to consider whether the

plaintiff did not consent. The only evidence of consent was that

Mrs. Washborn had said how much she was obliged to Mr. Moimtfort,
who had acted like a gentleman. And on this his Lordship left it

to the jury to consider, whether the plaintiff did not consent to an

act which he said was clearly for his benefit. Verdict for the

defendant.

405

1809.

V/ IN TEH-
BOURNE
against
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1809.

Monday, CHAMBERS against JONES.
June 19th.

A plea to an r I 'HIS was an action of debt against the marshal for an
ctlon

escape, in which the declaration alleged a recovery had

marshal &c against H- Caulfield for 2120/, damages in a certain action ;

for the that a writ of non omittas ca. sa. issued to the sheriff, upon
escape of a -which he took H. C. in execution for the damages ; that II. C.

prisoner m wag afl-erwards du}y committed to the defendant's custody,
custody for a . .

J
. ,.,,.

debt after there to remain in execution at the suit of the plaintiff until,

stating the &c.; and that the defendant afterwards and whilst H. C. re-

return of the mained in his custody as aforesaid, permitted him to escape ;

d f
the plaintiff not being satisfied his damages, &c. The defend-

such escape,
ant pleaded, 1st, nil debet. 2dly, That after the commitment

before action of H. C. in execution for the damages aforesaid, to wit, on the

brought, &c. lst of January ISQS, H. C. wrongfully and without the privity

shew a de- or consent of the defendant escaped out of his custody; and

tendon of that afterwards, and before the exhibiting of the plaintiff's bill,

him by the an(j before the defendant had notice of such escape of II. C., to
officer down

Jf ^ ^ ofJanuary, H. C. returned back again into the
to the com- *

mcncement defendant's custody, as such marshal; and that the defendant,

oftheaction, as such marshal, did thereupon then and afterwards keep and
or a legal detain the said H. C. in his custodii in execution at the suit of
* | ._/

the plaintiff for the said damages, under and by virtue of the

detention :
sa^ commitment, to wit, at W. &c.; which said escape of the

and there- said II. C. in this plea mentioned is the same escape whereof
fore though the plaintiff has above complained. And that H. C. after he

stetedthat
^ac^ so returnec^> and after the exhibiting of the plaintiff's bill,

after the to wit, on the 10th of September in the same year, died : and

return of the this the defendant is ready to verify. Replication on the 2d
prisoner into ,

That the defendant as such marshal, did not, after the
custody, the J

. . .

defendant return ot H. L. into his custody, as in that plea is stated, keep

did there- and detain him in his custody in execution at the suit of the

upon then
plaintiff, in manner andform as the defendant hath in his plea

and after- ,, i r\ i i .1
/ , alleged. On which there was issue.

wards keep

and detain the aid prisoner in his custody in execution, &c. under and by virtue

of the said commitment, &c. and the replication traversed that after the prisoner's

return the defendant did keep and detain him in custody in execution, &c. in manner

and form as stated in the plea ; a detention down to the commencement of the action,

or until a legal discharge from such detention, is virtually implied in the plea and

included in the traverse; and therefore the plea is negatived by shewing in evi-

dence that after the prisoner's return he again escaped antl died out of custody.
It
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It appeared in evidence, at the trial before Lord Ellenbo- I80p.

rough at the sittings in Middlesex, that the prisoner, who had f
.. ,., , , , . ., CHAMBERS

the benefit of the rules, did escape and return, as stated in the
apainst

plea; and that after that return he was in the defendant's JONES.

custody in execution at the plaintiff's suit : but that he again

escaped and died out of custody; though the body was after-

wards brought within the rules again. "Whereupon it was

objected that, upon the issuejoined between these parties, the

plaintiff was not entitled to recover, inasmuch as all the facts

stated in the plea, and affirmed by the defendant, in the issue

joined, were proved. That the first escape was effectually an-

swered : and that if the plaintiff meant to rely upon a second

escape, he should have new-assigned it. The objection how-

ever was overruled at the trial, and the plaintiff recovered a

verdict for the amount of the debt ; the point being reserved

for further consideration upon a motion for a new trial. The

case was accordingly moved ; and the rule for setting aside the

verdict and granting a new trial was supported on a former

day in the last term by The Attorney-General, Topping, and

Marryat ; and was opposed by Scarlett and Owen. The

grounds of the argument and the principal authorities were

afterwards fully stated by the Court in delivering their judg- r 408 ]

ment. And after consideration,

LordELLENBOROUGHC.J. now delivered the opinion of the

Court, (after stating the pleadings, and the facts of the case as

before mentioned;) his Lordship proceeded. Upon this evi-

dence the point was taken at the trial, which has been insisted

upon before the Court, that according to the issue joined be-

tween the parties, this evidence did not entitle the plaintiff to

a verdict : that the first escape was effectually cured by the

prisoner's return
;
and that to have recovered in respect of the

second escape, there ought to have been a new assignment.
The issue joined was, whether the defendant kept and detained

the prisoner after his return in manner andform as the plea

alleged : and the allegation in the plea is, that upon the pri-

soner's return, the defendant did then and afterwards keep and

detain him. The plea therefore is altogether indefinite as to

the period of detention ; and the proof of any detention, even

for a single moment, after the return, would satisfy the lite-

ral terms of it. It must be understood however that the defen-

dant meant, that there had been such a detention as would

make the return an answer to the action ; i. e. that he had 50

kenl
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1 809. kept and detained the prisoner as to be no longer liable for the

first escape. And this brings us to the question, Whether upon
B
^ a plea of subsequent return, it be necessary to state any and

JONES, what detention ? If it be not necessary to state any detention,

or if it be sufficient to state some detention, without bringing
it down to the period when the action was commenced, there

ought to have been a new assignment: but if it be essential to

[ 409 ] state a detention, and to shew that it either continued when the

action was commenced, or that something had intervened to

put a legal termination to it ; a detention to the time of the

action must be considered as the detention properly in issue

upon these pleadings; and as the evidence negatived such a

detention, the verdict for the plaintiff is right. In Griffiths

v. Eyles, 1 Bos. fy Pull. 413. the plea of subsequent return al-

leged a detention to the commencement of the action ;
and

Eyre C. J. seems to have thought that it would have been a

good replication in such case to have stated, that the defend-

ant had not kept the prisoner in custody from the time of the

return : and that, upon such a replication, proof of an escape

after the first return would have been admissible, and would

have entitled the plaintiff to a verdict. This shews that in

his opinion it was necessary to allege a detention in the plea,

and to shew that it continued to the time of the action : and

this opinion will appear corroborated by several authorities.

The pleas of recaption or return (which for this purpose are

the same in point of effect) always state a detention at the time

of the action, or shew that it has been terminated by legal

means. In Whiting v. Reynell, Cro. Jac. 657., the plea was,

that the defendant had retaken the prisoner, and yet hath him.

In The Queenv. Briggs, Litt. Ent. 151., the plea (which was

signed by Sir Edward Northey) was, that the defendant had

retaken the prisoner, and that he yet detains him. In Clench v.

Mullens, M. 16 Geo. 2. 2 Richardson's B. R. Practice, 90. there

is a similar plea signed by Mr. Serjt. Draper ;
and in Cham-

bers v. Gambier, and Gray v.Gambier, //. 8 G.2. similar pleas

were signed by Mr. Serjt. Hatckins. Reference may also be

[ 410 ] lnade lo2T/iomps. Entr. 143.151. Heads Declarations, 204.

5 Wentzcorttis Pleading, 228. 241. und to Donafous v. Walker,

2 Term. Rep. 127. In Willis v. Gambler, Pract. Reg. 199.

the defendant pleaded a re [urn, and a detention till the pri-

soner was discharged by the Court of Common Pleas, by vir-

tue of the act for relief of debtors with respect to the impri-

sonment of their persons. To this plea there vas a demurrer ;

anci .
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and the ground of objection was, thai the plea ought to have 1809.

shewn that all the proper previous steps had been taken to

make the discharge legal. The Court overruled the demurrer ;

because the defendant was bound to obey the order of the JONES.

Common Pleas, and could not question its validity. This case,

however, shews that it was understood both at the bar and by
the Bench, that it was essential in the plea to shew a deten-

tion ; and to account for its not continuing down to the time

of the action. If a momentary detention would have done,

and the plea would equally have been a bar whether that de-

tention were legally terminated or not, the counsel could never

have taken the objection, that the discharge was not properly

pleaded : nor can it be expected that the court would have

decided upon it. But a more unequivocal case is Meriton v.

Briggs, 1 Ld. Raym. 39. : the defendant there pleaded a re-

caption, without stating that he still detained the prisoner:

the plaintiff traversed the recaption ;
but added in the traverse,

quod adhuc detinet ;
so as to make the then detention parcel of

the issue: the defendant demurred, and shewed for cause, that

the plaintiff had included in his traverse matter not alleged in

the plea, viz. quod adhuc detinet : and he insisted that if the

defendant had suffered the prisoner to escape a month after

the recaption, yet the plaintiff should be barred by the

recaption for the old escape, and should have a new action

for the new one: but this was denied by Holt C. J.; andjudg- [ 411 ]

ment for the plaintiff. Now upon what principle could this

judgment proceed but this, that the recaption was no protec-

tion to the sheriff, nor any answer to the action, unless there

was a subsequent detention to the time of the action, or a legal

discharge from that detention : that such a detention therefore

was to be considered as being virtually implied in the plea,

and that the plaintiff might therefore include it in his tra-

verse. As the precedents, therefore, invariably shew a de-

tention down to the commencement of the action, or a legal

discharge from it; as the cases of Griffiths v. Ei/les, IVitlis

v. (iiiinbier, and Meriton v. Briggs, import that this ought to

be shewn, we are of opinion that the plea in this case ought to

be considered as implying, that there had been from the time

of the prisoner's return a valid and operative detention : and

us such a detention was negatived by the evidence, the ver-

dict was properly found for the plaintiff, and this rule ought

to be discharged. Rule discharged.
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1809.

Bixxs against MORGAN.

After ik-cla-
T PHIS was a rule for setting- aside interlocutory judgment

ration filed and subsequent proceeding's for irregularity. The de-
onal- fenjant was ^id to kaii on process returnable on the 1st re-

cause until
turn f Easter lerm, 19th of April. On the 20th of April a

special bail declaration was filed conditionally until special *bail should
should be

])e put jn and perfected, and notice of such declaration served,
' 3

*n t 'ie name ^ ^^n Morgan ; to which the defendant was to

and notice plead in four days : and a rule to plead was given the next

thereof day. On the 24th special bail was put in for the defendant
served, the

^y t|ie name of Isaac Morgan, sued by the name ofJohn Mor~

has only four &an> and not'ce thereof was served at 9 o'clock that night,

days for Exception to the bail was entered, and notice served, on the

pleading in 25th. On the 27th the defendant gave notice of adding and

andlrhT'ut J ustif> inS bail for the 29th ; on which da>
r lhe bail J

ustified -

in special
^he plaintiff demanded a plea on the 1st of Mai/ ; and on the

bail on the 2d of May the defendant took the declaration, which had been
4th day, filed conditionally as above, out of the oflice, and filed a plea

, of misnomer, in abatement, that his Christian name was Isaac,

on the 5th,
and not John. And the question was, Whether he were out

andnotjusti- of time to plead in abatement I If he were, the interlocutory
ned till the

judgment, which was signed on the 16th of Mail, for want of
.
(

)tl),heis too .
,

late then to
a Plea was lrre ular : otherwise, not.

plead in Park shewed cause against the rule, and insisted that there

abatement : was no distinction between the time for pleading in abate-

ment to a declaration filed conditionally or absolutely; the

11)Cr demand- defendant was equally bound to plead in four- days. If he

edaplea,and lose his opportunity, by not putting in and perfecting his bail

none other jn time, it is his own fault.

Lcirces, contra, said that the defendant cannot plead in abale-
ed, is enti-

tled to sum ment till he has put in and perfected his bail ; except, as was

judgment as held in Di/nsdall v. Nei/son (a), in a country cause, from
for want of

a plea. (>/)
o East, 40d". There the Court held, in the case of a country

"

L 41- J cause, that if the defendant put in special bail in time, he might plead

in abatement, though the bail were not perfected till after the 4 days,

if they were ultimately perfected within the time allowed by the prac-

tice of the Court. And the same point was ruled, on the authority

ot that case, in Holland \.Sladcn, J/, 4" <-7 - 3. B. R., which ua? a

town cause.

the
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1809.

BlVNS

against

the necessity of the case : but this was a town cause. The
time for putting in bail did not expire till the 24th ; and that

falling on a Sunday, the defendant had till the 25th. Then
came the exception, which postponed the perfecting bail; but MORGAN.
the same bail were perfected on the 29th of April; and within

4 days after that, namely, on the 2d of May, (there being no

demand of plea till the 1st) the plea in abatement was filed :

which he contended to be in time ; otherwise a defendant in

this situation will be ousted of his plea in abatement.

BAYLEY J. The defendant might have put in bail within

the four days, and given notice of justifying them, and then

pleaded in abatement : and if the bail were afterwards per-

fected, the plea would have stood good.
Per Curiam. The plea in abatement was out of time, and

therefore the judgment was regularly signed.

Rule discharged.

PILL against TAYLOR.

[ 414 ]

Tuesday,
June 20th.

r
I ^IIIS was an action of assumpsit for money had and received One who at

to the plaintiff's use by the defendant, and on the common the time of a

money counts. The defendant pleaded a tender, before action }3 ... by a custom-

brought, as to 2024/. 6s. 3d. ;
which he paid into court: and house cutter

the general issue, as to the residue of the demand. The plain-
bore the

tiff, by his replication, admitted the tender, and accepted the commission
of mate, but

was acting commander on board, under an order from the commissioners, communi-
cated by letter to the collector of the port to which the cutter belonged, and by
him communicated by letter to such mate, is entitled to the commander?, share

of the prize under the king's warrant of the 26'th of November 1S03, referring to

his former warrant of the 4th of July 1803, which speaks generally of the share to

be given to the commander, officers, and crew, as a reward for their service: and

this, though the former commander, whose commission as such had before been

withdrawn and cancelled by order of the commissioners, on some supposed miscon-

duct, was afterwards restored, and a new commission granted to him, bearing the

same date as his former commission, which was before the prize taken. And such

acting commander was held to be entitled to the full share of commander, without

deducting the share of a deputed mariner, who at the time of such capture made was

on board acting AS MATE by like authority .
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180.9. same tendered in satisfaction of so much of his demand; and

then proceeded to recover the further extent of such demand ;
T> r T T

against
on wu ^cu issue was joined. And at the trial a special verdict

TAYLOR. was found, stating- in suhstance : That J. M. Allan, on the

2Gth of March 1803, was the commander of the Hinde cutler,

in the service of the commissioners of the customs, by virtue

of a commission from them, dated 20th of OctoberliSOL, (which

was set out.) That on the 26th of March 1803 the commis-

sioners, by their order of that date, directed to the comptroller

and collector of the customs at Falmouth, after noticing certain

charges which had been preferred against Mr. Allan, com-

mander of the Hinde cutter, of inactivity and inattention to the

service in which he was employed ;
of which charges, after

reading- the evidence against him and his answer thereto, he

appeared to them to be guilty,
" and consequently an unfit

person to be any longer employed in the service of that reve-

[ 415 ] nue ; they stated that they had "dismissed him therefrom;"

and directed the comptroller and collector "to call in his com-

mission and instructions, and transmit the same to the board

cancelled" And they also enjoined those officers to take care

that the cutter should be kept at sea " under the command of
the mate, to the end that the service might not suffer, -until

another commander should be appointed;" and they were "
to

pay the said mate the usual allowance for victualling during the

time he should act as commander." That in consequence of such

order the said comptroller and collector called in Allans com-

mission as such commander ;
and it was delivered up and can-

celled on the 29th of March 1803, and transmitted to the

commissioners in London ; and on the next dayji//aw left the

cutter and went on shore, and did not return again on board

until a new commission was granted to him as after mentioned.

That before and at the time of Allans dismission and of the

cancelling of his commission, Pill, the plaintiff, was a deputed
mariner of and belonging to the Hinde cutter, but acting as

mate, and serving on board in that capacity ; and on the said

29lh of March 1803 he received from the comptroller and col-

lector of the customs at Falmouth an order, stilting that the

commissioners having dismissedMr. Allanfrom (he command of

the Hinde cutter, they (the comptroller and collector) thereby
"

directed and enjoined him (Pi/I) to take care that the culler

be kept at sea under his command, to the end that the service

mi glit not suffer, until another commander should be appointed :"

aud
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and that they had
" the board's directions to pay him the usual 1809.

allowance for victualling during the time he might act as com- pIIL
mander." That on the 2d of April 1803 four of the commis-

against

sioners of customs executed a commission appointing Pill to TAYLOR.

be mate of the said cutter. And on the 5th of the same month, [410}
they issued their order to the comptroller and collector at

Falmouth, stating that, on referring to their report of the 17th

ultimo, it did not appear
" that Captain Allan was present at

the charge" against him as required by their orders ; to re-

port to them forthwith as to that fact ;

" and to charge him

de novo; and in the mean time to suspend all proceedings as to

his dismissal" That Captain Allan was not present at the

hearing of the charges against him, though he had previous

notice of the same. And the commissioners of the customs,

having investigated the matter again on the 16th of June

1803, transmitted their order thereon in a letter of that date

to the same officers at Falmouth, wherein they state that hav-

ing considered the former charges and the renewed charge

against Mr. Allan,
" the present commander of the Hinde

cutter," and read his answers thereto, and the evidence of

the persons examined, &c. they deem his answer to the first

charge satisfactory ;
and that he is guilty of the second

charge ; but that under all the circumstances of the case ;

and considering that the revenue had not been injured by the

mode adopted by Captain Allan, though highly irregular and

improper, for reimbursing himself the loss sustained in vic-

tualling his crew, for which it appeared that he had the ex-

ample of his predecessors, &c. ;
and that he had shewn him-

self a meritorious officer for 15 years ; they therefore direct

the Falmouth officers to enjoin him to be particularly circum-

spect in his conduct in future :

" and we therefore hereby re-

scind our order of the 2Gth of March lastfor his dismission, and

direct you to deliver to him his commission and instructions

in order that he may return to his duty." That the commis-

sioners having before received the cancelled commission,

made out a neic commission for Captain Allan of the same date

as his former commission, and transmitted the same to the
[ 417 ]

Falmouth officers in a letter on the 23d ot'June 1803, with di-

rections to deliver the same to Captain Allan. That in con-

sequence of the before-mentioned order of the 29th of March

1803 the plaintiff P/// immediately took upon himself the com-

mand of the Ilindc cutter, and continued in the exercise of

such command from thai time until the 29th ni'Junc following,

when
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180p. when the new commission was delivered to Allan as com-
~

mander of the cutter, who thereupon resumed the command of

against
*ier ' That between the 29th of March 1803 and the granting

TAYLOR, of such new commission to Allan, and whilst Pill had the com-

mand of the cutter and was on board of the same, namely, in

May 1803, the cutter captured certain vessels from the enemy.
That on the 18th of March 1803 the command er-in-chief of

the King's ships at Plymouth sent an order to Allan as com-

mander of the cutter to receive on board her a lieutenant, four

petty officers, and six seamen, with a month's provisions, and

proceed therewith to the western ports in the neighbourhood,
for the purpose of impressing men. That on the 26th of

March 1803, before making the captures, Lieutenant Senhouse

with the petty officers and seamen were sent on board the

cutter, with directions to make reprisals on the French, and to

detain Dutch vessels, as stated in his majesty's warrant after

mentioned, and continued on board on such service till after

making the captures. But Allan was not on board the cutter

at the time of making the captures, nor at any time after he

left the cutter, until he resumed the command as aforesaid ;

nor did any person act as commander on board at the time of

making the captures except Pill, who from the time of his re-

ceipt of the order of the 29th of March 1803, until Allan was

L 418 J so restored to and resumed the command, had the command
of and acted as commander of the said cutter and the officers

and crew thereof, and from time to time victualled the same ;

and he was afterwards paid the usual pay as mate, and the

usual allowance in respect ofvictualling, as commander. That

the defendant Taylor, as prize agent to the cutters employed
in the custom-house service, on the 9th of November 1804 pre-

sented a memorial to the treasury, in which he described Allan

as commander of the Hinde cutter ;
and stated the fact of the

captures of the 28th of May 1803, under the order stated ; the

condemnation in the Court of Admiralty ;
and the application

for the prize-money amounting to 3G1/. to be paid to the me-

morialist for the use of the officers and crew of the said cutter,

though she hud not a letter of marque at the time. That this

was followed by other memorials to the like purport from the

prize agent, and by others from the admiral on the station,

and on behalf of Lieutenant Senhoitse; and on the 26th of Ao-

vemberl.8Q5 the King granted his warrant for the distribution

of the prizes, in which il is stated that whereas Lieutenant

Sew-
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Senhouse of the ship Conqueror was on the 26th ofMay 1803 1809

appointed by the port admiral at Plymouth to the Hinde reve-

nue cutter, with orders to make reprisals on the French, and to
aeainst

detain Dutch vessels, agreeable to the instructions he should TATLOR.
receive from his Captain (Louis) ; that Captain Louis accord-

ingly gave Lieutenant Senhouse further orders, &c. That the

said revenue cutter Hinde, under TAe command of 'Lieutenant

Senhouse, during the time she was in the service of the Con-

queror as aforesaid, seized and detained certain French and

Dutch vessels, which had beeti condemned as prize, and the

proceeds were in the Admiralty Court i His Majesty then pro-

ceeded to direct l-8th of the moiety of the proceeds to the

Port Admiral ; 3-8ths to the captain, officers, and crew of the
[ 419 ]

Conqueror, including Lieutenant Senhouse and the officers and

men put on board the Hinde revenue cutter from the Con-

queror;
" and the remaining 4-8ths to the commander, officers,

and crew ofthe said Hinde revenue cutter, or to R. Taylor, ge-

neral prize agent for all captures made by custom-house

cutters ; to be distributed amongst them conformably to our pro-

clamationfor the distribution ofprizes, and according to the

sanctions and penalties of the existing prize act, &c. ; and the

proportion hereby granted to the commander, oj/icers, and crew

of the revenue cutter Hinde, to be distributed amongst them con-

formably to our warrant dated^th July 1805, directing the dis-

tribution of the proceeds of prizes taken by custom-house ves-

sels." That by the King's warrant lastly referred to the prize

money is distributed into 32 parts, of which 14 parts are given

to the commander, 7 to the mate, 3 to deputed mariner or

mariners, if any, exclusive of their shares as mariners, and 8 to

other mariners : or if there be no deputed mariners, one-half

to the commander, l-4th to the mate, and l-4th to the ma-

riners. And it is therein stated to have been recommended to

his majesty, that these or some portions ofprizes made by cus-

tom-house vessels " shall be distributed amongst the com-

manders, officers, and crew of the vessel making such capture,

us a rewardfor that sen-ice" &c. That no memorial was pre-

sented to the King or to the Treasury by Pill, except as afore-

said ;
nor was it known to his majesty before or at the time of

making his warrant or order of the 26th of November 1805,

that Allan was not on board the Hinde cutter or in the actual

command thereof at the time of making the captures, or that

Pill at that time had the command or acted as commander of

VOL. XI. Y the
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180p. the said cutter. The special verdict then stated that on the

10th of December 1801 one J. John received a custom-house
IX

!

L
commission appointing him to be a deputed mariner on board

TAYLOR. ^e Hind?* hy virtue of which he was acting as deputed ma-

riner when Pill was appointed to the command ofthe cutter ;

but on such appointment of Pill, and during the time that Pill

acted in such command, he ceased to act as mate of the cutter,

and John during all that time acted as mate in the place of

Pill, and not as deputed mariner, nor did any person act as

deputed mariner during that time. That the captured vessels

were duly condemned as prizes, and l-4th ofthe proceeds was

paid to the defendant as the general prize agent for custom-

house captures, amounting to 92537, ~LSs. 6d. That Pill's

share, if entitled to share as commander, without deduction ofa

deputed mariner's share, was 46261. 19s. 3d., or if subject to

such deduction 40487. 12s. 6d. But if Pill were only entitled

to share as mate, then 20247. 6s. 3t?.; which latter sum was

tendered to him by the defendant before the action brought,

and a tender thereofbeing pleaded, the plaintifftook that sum

out of court, and the remainder of the sum claimed continued

in the defendant's hands.

This case was argued in the last term by Lazi'es for the plain-

tiff, and Richardson for the defendant. The argument turned

principally on the terms of the King's warrants stated in the

special verdict ; but the counsel on both sides reasoned also by

analogy to the decisions which had taken place on the prize

proclamations in respect to claims by officers in the royal navy ;

and these cases were referred to ; Johnson v. Margetson, 1 //.

Blac. 2G1. Taylor v. Ld. II. Pawlett, ib. 264. note. Lumley

[ 421 ]
v. Sutton, 8 Term Rep. 224. and Ld. Vise. Nelson v. Tucker;

4 East, 238. The case was directed to stand over for consi-

deration ; and in this term

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. delivered the opinion of the

Court.

The question upon this special verdict is, Whether the.

plaintiff, Philip Pill, who acted as commander of the Hinde

cutter, in the service of the customs, at the time when the

several captures mentioned in the special verdict were made,
be or be not, upon the facts therein stated, under his majesty's

warrant of the 26th of November 1805, referring to his former

warrant of the 4th of July 1805, entitled to share as commander

of that cutter, or as mate only ? if in the latter character, he

has
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has been already paid all that he is entitled to receive as mate ISOp.

by a payment into court upon the plea of tender. If he be
~

entitled to share as commander, and there be no deputed against
mariner's share payable in this case, he must then recover the TAYLOR.
further sum of2G02/. 13s., in addition to what has deen already

paid him as for a mate's share. The plaintiff's right, which

is derived solely from his majesty's bounty, rests entirely on the

terras of the king's warrant. That warrant is professedly

granted on a recommendation of the Lords of the Treasury,
" that the whole or some portion of the proceeds should be

distributed amongst the commanders, officers, and crew, of

the vessel making a capture, as a rewardfor that service :" and

the warrant afterwards proceeds to make the distribution re-

commended, by giving to the commander 14-32 parts of the

sum to be distributed, where there was a deputed mariner, and

one halfwhere there was no deputed mariner. As the declared

objects of the distribution are " the commander, officers, and [ 422 ]

crew of the vessel making the capture," and as the declared

inducement to the distribution is,
" a rewardfor thai service,"

it is clear that no persons were intended to share but such as

united in themselves one of the described characters and func-

tions on board the vessel, and also a claim to reward by actual

service performed in such character at the time of making*

the capture ;
which intention clearly excludes the claim of

Allan ; inasmuch as he performed no actual service whatever

in making the captures in question, and of course could have

no claim to reward on that account ; and also as clearly in-

cludes the claim of Pillio a certain extent, as he was certainly

serving on board, under some one at least of the specified de-

nominations of service, at the time of making the captures :

but in respect of what particular character, and to what amount

his claim should be admitted, is the question to be determined.

The warrant supposes that there may or may not de a deputed
mariner or mariners on board at the time of making any par-

ticular capture, and provides for that contingency by varying
the distribution between the other persons entitled to share ac-

cordingly : but it assumes in general, for the purpose of distri-

bution, that there always will be a commander, and a mate.

And the question then will be, Whether a person filling at the

time of the capture made either of those functions, under a

temporary appointment thereto, made by the comptroller and

collector of the customs at the port to which his cutter belongs,

Y 2 under
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180p. under an authority for that purpose from the Board, will sa-~
tisfy the terms ofthe king's warrant ; or whether itbe necessary

against tnat ne should nave been appointed to that situation by an ac-

TAYLOR. tual commission from the commissioners ofthe customs, under

their hands and seal, in the usual form, determinate of course

at the pleasure of the commissioners. The plaintiff was, in

point of commission, only mate at the time of the capture
made ; his commission as mate bearing date the 2d of April

1803, and the captures in question having been made in the

May following. The commissioners of the customs having,

for the reasons by them assigned in their letter of the 2Gth of

March 1803, addressed to the comptroller and collector of the

port of Fahnouth, to which the Hinde cutter belonged, thought
fit to dismiss Mr. Allan from the command of that cutter ; pro-

ceed to enjoin the comptroller and collector "to take care that

"the cutter be kept at sea, and in constant motion, under the

" command of the mate, to the end the service might not
"

suffer, until another commander should be appointed :" and

they were "
to pay the said mate the usual allowance for vic-

tualling during the time he should act as commander," &c. ITT

obedience to which letter, the comptroller and collector, on

the 29th of March 1803, proceed to execute the commands of

the Board, by communicating to the plaintiffthe fact ofAllans

dismission from the command of the Hinde cutter, and his

own appointment, in these words :
" We hereby direct and

"
enjoin you to take care that the said cutter be kept at sea

" and in constant motion, under your command, to the end
*' that the service may not suffer, until another commander shall

" be appointed. And we have the Board's directions to pay
"
you the usual allowance for victualling during the trme you

"
may act as commander ; but you are to take especial care,

" the failure of which you will have to answer at your
"

peril, to render a just and true account of the number
" of mariners really and truly victualled ; and also a list

[ 424 ]
"

containing the names of those not victualled
;

distin-
"
guishing the particular times in each respective case

;
so

"
that the crown may not be defrauded." It will be ob-

served that the duties cast upon him by this written order of

the comptroller and collector, made under the express authority
of the Board for that purpose, and which is in effect a com-

mission from the Board, are those which were before required
to be discharged by Ihc- preceding commander of the cutter,

under
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under the several articles of his instructions referred to in the 1809,

special verdict, and form no part of his prescribed duty under
~ ~

his commission as mate. The plaintiff is appointed expressly against

to the end, that the service may not suffer, (which imports an TAYLOR.

expectation at least that the service might by this means be

prevented from suffering) until another commander should be

appointed ;
and he is appointed under express notice of the

responsibility of his situation, and a denunciation of the peril

to which he would be liable, if he should fail in rendering a

just and true account of the number of mariners really and

truly victualled ; and which was the very offence for which

his predecessor in the command was dismissed. He is allowed

the usual allowance for victualling during the time he should

act as commander. The orders of the Board to the comptroller

and collector, and of the collector to the plaintiff, are silent

on the subject of the precise pay he was to receive; but as he

was afterwards only in fact paid the pay of mate, he was (it

may be supposed) meant from the first to receive no higher
rate of pay. Under these orders he was clearly acting com-

mander for all purposes in the interim, until another com-
mander should be appointed in the room of Allan, who had
been dismissed. He bore, therefore, pro tempore, that de-

scription and quality of office, with all the duties, risks, and
[ 425 ]

responsibility annexed to it, to which his majesty's warrant,

according to its obvious and literal import, attaches the

eventual advantages of a commander's share in the moiety of

prize profits distributable under such warrant. If he were
commander for all purposes of trust, responsibility, and dan-

ger ; and during the period of his command had the good
fortune to assist, in such his character of commander, in

making those captures, a portion of which his majesty has

specifically assigned to the commander, eo nomine as such,
" as a rezcard for that service ;" how can we say that a per-

son, thus circumstanced, was not the intended object of his

majesty's bounty, under the description of commander? The

only argument against it is that the king meant by the term

commander an officer bearing a regular permanent commis-

sion, under the hands and seal of the commissioners of

customs, for that ollice : and as it is clear that the plaintiff
bore no such commission, the consequence of this argument
would be, that the sum claimed would not belong to the

plaintiff'; and as it could not belong to Allan, would remain

the unappropriated peculium of his majesty. But upon
Y 3 what
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180p. what words is this argument built? In the first place, sup-

posing the deputed mariners to be appointed by commission

t only, as probably is the case, it would have been natural for

TAYLOE. his majesty, when he mentioned them, if he had meant by
commanders and mates persons duly appointed to those offices,

in like manner as deputed mariners are to theirs, i. e. by com-

mission only, to have so said : but he does not : he merely
uses the words commanders and mates ; and which words are

satisfied by a situation of actual command, however uncertain

the period of its duration might be. Indeed what certainty of

[ 426 ] tenure, beyond that of good pleasure, is there for any com-

mander in that service, whether appointed by commission or

otherwise ; and what material difference is there between an

appointment expressed or impliedlymade during pleasure, and

an appointment until another commander should be appointed;

an event equally depending on the uncertain pleasure of the

persons empowered to appoint? Supposing the plaintiff had

been allowed, as he might have been, to continue in the un^

disturbed command of the cutter, under the comptroller and

collector's appointment, down to the present time, the legal

construction of the king's warrant, and his claims under it,

would still have been exactly the same ; though the hardship

ofexcluding him from the share he claimswould have appeared
more striking in that case than in Ihe present. But the doubt

which has been cast over this case has arisen principally from

the retrospective re -appointment of Captain Allan to the com^

mand ; a person who, as having no concern in making the cap-

tures, can by no correct construction of the warrant possibly be

allowed to take the share now in question ; and from some

supposed analogy to situations of superior command in the

royal navy ;
to which the service in question bears no very

near relation or resemblance. The rules for the gradual suc-

cession and appointment of officers in the naval serv ice, the

permanence of their rank, the quality of their duties, the re?

numeration of their services under the king's prize-proclama-

tion, are all peculiar to that department of public service, and

form no adequate rule for governing the construction of the

king's grant in a case like this
;
that is, in respect to persons

accidentally and occasionally filling situations of marine enir

ployment and command in a perfectly distinct branch of pub-

[ 427 ]
lie service. But we do not conceive that any rules, drawn

by any fair analogy from the regular course of the naval ser-

vice
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service itself, nor any principles to be collected from 1809.

any one of the naval prize cases cited in argument, will
~

at all affect the claim of the plaintiff to a commander's against

share under the circumstances stated. Upon the whole, TAYLOR.

as the plaintiff was an actually appointed and then serving

custom-house commander, under every responsibility be-

longing to that character, at the time of making the cap-

tures in question; and as in making such captures he

performed that specific service, for which the moiety of the

prize proceeds is, according to the declared purpose of his

majesty's warrant, meant to be a reward ; and as we cannot

find any ground of objection to his title, from the mere want

of a commission in form under the hands and seal of the com-

missioners of the customs, sufficient to countervail his claim as

founded on the above circumstances ; we are of opinion that

such claim ought to prevail, and that the judgment on this

special verdict ought to be for the plaintiff. And inasmuch as

we are also of opinion that there was no deputed mariner in

this case, entitled to share as such, independently ofhis superior
character of mate, in which he is specifically entitled under
the king's warrant ; we are of opinion that the plaintiff is en-

titled to recover the sum of 2602/. 13s., being the balance

of the plaintiff's share of the prize-money in this case ; and
in which prize-money we are of opinion that he is entitled to

share, as commander of the cutter, without being subject to

any deduction on account of a deputed mariner's share.

Judgment for the Plaintiff to

recover accordingly.

Y4
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1809.

Tuesday,
June 20th. RouTH against THOMPSON.
After a pror

^
la

"?
atl

. .

n

rpHIS was an action upon a policy of insurance tried before

J/counciUo Lord Ellenborough C. J. at Guildhall, in which a verdipt

detain and was taken for the plaintiff for 276 /. 7s. ; subject to the opinion

bring into of tlie Court on the following case.

!0<Sves- That n the 2d f SePtember 1807 an order by the kin in

sels, a hired council was made, of that date, which ordered that no subr

armed ship jects should be permitted to enter and clear out for any of the

ofhis majesty
p0rtg wjtjjjn tjie dominions of the king of Denmark until fur-

carried into tner orders ; and that a general embargo should be made of all

Lisbon a vessels belonging to the subjects of the King of Denmark then

Danish ves- wjthin or which should thereafter come into any of the ports,
sel, and sold

&c of^ majesty
'

s dominions, together with all persons and

there to- effects on board such vessels ; and directing the commanders of

wards de- his majesty's ships of war and privateers to detain and bring

fraying in
jnto pQrt ajj vessels belonging to the subjects, or bearing the

cxpence of fla of the Kin? of Denmark ; but that the utmost care should

necessary be taken for the preservation of all and every part of the car-

repairs, but
goes on board any of the said vessels ;

so that no damage or
without the emDezziement whatever be sustained. And the Lords Corn-
authority of /.i ...... iL
a Court of mjssioners of his majesty s treasury were to give the necessary

Admiralty, directions therein, as to them might appertain. This order of
and after- council was gazetted on the 5th ofSeptember ;

and on the 10th
)0

the officers, crew, and soldiers on board * his majesty's hired

on froioht armed ship called The Duchess of Bedford, in the pleadings
for England, mentioned, took and detained off the coast of Lisbon the Da-r

and sailed
;,./, snjp Knud Terkelson, loaded with salt, the property of

November Danisfy subjects, and sept her into Lisbon
t being in a very

from Lisbon
;

on which day hostilities were declared against Denmark by another proclamation
of the king in council

; after which an insurance was made on the ship and freight

by order and on account of the. captors. Held that a statement in a case reserved, that

the insurance was on account of the captors, precluded the consideration whether a
count in the declaration could be sustained averring the interest to be in the crown,
and the insurance to be made on account

ofliit, majesty ; and that the captors had no

jnsurable interest, as they could claim nothing of right, but only e>; gratia of tlie

Crown ; the Dane having been seized and detained before any declaration of war

against Denmark, and the captors having no claim to prize under the prize acts.

But as there was no fraud in the captors in effecting the policy, nor any thing

illegal in the voyage or insurance ;
held that the assured were entitled to recover

back the premium, which had not been paid into court,

*[ 420 | Jeakv
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leaky 'state, and requiring considerable repairs, which were 1809.

then performed ;
and the salt was sold towards defraying the

ROUTH
expence of such repairs, but was insufficient for that purpose :

against

but no proceedings were instituted in any court of admiralty. THOMPSON.

The ship being repaired, and there being at the time a con-

siderable demand at Lisbon for tonnage to convey British

property to England, the captors by their agents took on board

of her a cargo of wines and other merchandize to be carried

to London on freight, which would have amounted in the

event of the ship's arrival at London to 1510/. On the 3d of

November 1807 another order of the king in council was pub-

lished, reciting that the King of Denmark had issued a de-

claration of war against his majesty and his subjects ; and or-

dering that general reprisals should be granted against the

ships, goods and subjects of the King of Denmark, excepting

any vessels to which his majesty's licence had been granted,
&c. : so that as well his majesty's fleets and ships, as also all

other ships and vessels that shall be commissioned by letters

of marque, or general reprisals, or otherwise, by his majesty's

commissioners for executing the office of lord high admiral of

Great Britain, shall and may lawfully seize all ships, vessels,

and goods belonging to the King of Denmark or his subjects,

&c. and bring the same to judgment in any of the courts of

admiralty within his majesty's dominions, &c. On the 3d of

November 1807 the ship with her cargo of wines, &c. on board

sailed with convoy from Lisbon on the voyage insured, and in [ 430 ]

December following was lost by the perils of the sea. The

plaintiff
on the 12th of November, by order and on account of

the captors, effected the policy declared on at and from Lis-

bon to London, at a premium of 12 guineas per cent., to re-

turn 5/. per ceut. for convoy : and the insurance was de-

clared to be 3500/. on the ship Knud Terkelson, valued at

3500/. and on freight ; but the freight was not valued in the

policy ; and the defendant subscribed the same for 300/.

and received the premium thereon. None of the officers or

crew of The Duchess of Bedford are owners of that ship ;

neither is his majesty the owner thereof, otherwise than as

having hired the same as an armed ship, to bo employed as

such for a time in his majesty's service. The defendant

has not paid the premium into court. If the Court were of

opinion that the plaintiff was entitled to recover, the verdict

was to be entered for him, on such counts, and for such sum
as they should direct : if otherwise, a nonsuit was to be

entered :
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ROUTH
against

THOMPSON

1 809. entered ; and this case was to be turned into a special verdict,

if the Court should so think fit.

The case was argued on a former day by Richardson for

the plaintiff, and by Carr for the defendant : and the questions
made were, whether the detainers or captors had an insurable

interest in the ship and freight on their own account, founded

upon a lawful possession, with the certain expectation, as it

was called, of a grant from the crown on the condemnation of

the prize. Or if they had no such insurable interest suo jure,

whether they could sustain the action upon a count in the

declaration alleging the interest to be in his majesty, and the

insurance to have been made on his account.

[ 431 ]
Ctf/r denied that the crown had adopted the act of insurance

in this case; on which ground principally he distinguished this

case from Lucena v. Crawfurd. The subject has been so ex-

hausted in the full report of the case of Lucena v. Crarefurd

(a) in the House of Lords, that it is needless to repeat the

arguments and authorities, all of which are there collected.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. said, that the case involved a

question of considerable magnitude; and that the Court would

consider of it. And at the end of the term his Lordship deli-

vered their opinion.

This was an action on a policy of insurance upon ship and

freight from Lisbon to London. The ship was a Dane, had

been seized as such after his majesty's proclamation of2d Sep-
tember 1807, by his majesty's armed ship the Duchess ofBed-

ford, had received some repairs at Lisbon, and had taken in a

cargo there for London. In one count the interest is averred

to be in his majesty, and the insurance is stated to have been

on his account; and in another, the interest is averred to be in

the commander, officers, and crew of the Duchess ofBedford ;

and the insurance is stated to have been on their account. The
case expressly states that the policy was effected on account of

the captors ;
and that statement precludes us from considering

it as effected on account of the crown. Had there been no

such specific statement, it might have been open to us to con-

sider, whether the policy were not referable to the interest of

the crown : but after a distinct statement that it was effected

[ 432 ] (not on behalf of the crown, but) on account of the captors, it

must be referred wholly to them, and the plaintiff must recover

() 2 New Rep. 269. and vide Park on Insurance, (6th edit.) 300.

or
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or fail according as they have or have not a right to aver an

interest in themselves. This brings us to the question, RQUTH
Whether they had an insurahle interest ? Their right in this

against

respect has been put upon two grounds ; first, That they had a THOMPSON.

well-grounded expectation, warranted by the practice of the

crown in similar cases, that the ship and freight, had there

been no loss, would have been granted to them: and, secondly,

that they had the lawful possession, and were liable either to

the crown or the foreign owner, for the safe custody of the

vessel : and that on either of these grounds they were warrant-

ed in insuring on their own account. As to the first, it is ma-

terial to see in what situation the captors stood: it is clear they

had no vested right; they could demand nothing of the crown.

Had the crown made the grant in their favour, it would have

been altogether ex gratia, a mere boon and gift. That gift

might have been of the whole, or it might have been of part,

and of a very inconsiderable part only. The bounty of the

crown would probably have been proportioned to the merit of

the detention and capture, and the value of the prize. Had

any considerable danger attended the performance of these

services, the grant would probably have extended to the

whole ; had there been no danger or difficulty in them, the

grant would probably have been smaller: and had it appear-
ed that the seizure had been made upon speculation only,

without any knowledge of the proclamation, there probably
would have been no grant at all. At any rate, however, if

there were a grant, it would be mere bounty ; and has a man
a right to indemnity, because he has lost the chance of re-

ceiving a gift I Had the ship arrived in safety, the captors

woqld have had the chance of a grant from the crown; but
[ 433 ]

can they, in respect of that chance, insure the ship's arrival?

To what extent could they insure ? Not to the whole value,

because the grant might only have been of part : nor to any

given part, because it must have been uncertain what part,

if any, would have been granted. The utmost extent is the

value of the chance, and how is that to be estimated ? Is ap-

plication to be made to the Crown, to know what it would

have granted if the ship had arrived ? And what is to be the

case if the answer be, as it probably would be, that the crown

never has considered, nor has occassion to consider that

point. Independently, however, of the difficulty of fixing

the value, and supposing such a chance insurabie, must it

not be insured specifically as such chance ? Must not the

interest
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1809. interest be so described in the policy ? Can a man who has

no right, legal or equitable, either in ship or freight, effect

against
an 'nsurance on either, merely because lie has a chance that

THOMPSON, some collateral benefit may arise to him if the ship and cargo
should arrive in safety ? The declaration must aver an in-

terest in the subject insured, and that interest must be proved :

and how can it be said that these captors have any interest

either in this ship or freight, when the ship is altogether the

king's ; the freight is altogether the king's ; and the captors
have no interest in either, nor other concern in respect to the

same, beyond a mere chance that the king may be induced to

give them something out of the produce of such ship and

freight ? In Lecras v. Hughes, which was cited in the argu-

ment, part of the captors at least, viz. the seamen, were con-

sidered as having a vested right in the ship and cargo, as

prize, to a certain extent
;
and the Court decided that the

capture was within the prize-act, and the captors had there-

[ 431 ] fore a right vested by that act. It is true that another ques-
tion (which Lord Mansfield considered as by no means the

strongest) was raised, whether possession and the expectation
of future benefit, founded on the contingency of a future

grant from the crown, but warranted by universal practice,

amounted to an insurable interest ? and the Court gave a de-

cided opinion that it did. But what fell from Lord E/don in

Ltucena v. Crawford, 2 New Rep. 323. is materially at vari-

ance with the decision of the Court of K. B. on that point.

However, if the authority of that case were unquestionable

upon both the points decided, yet what was held by the Court

of K. B. in respect to a contingency of the nearly certain kind

which was then under consideration, would afford no rule to

govern a case circumstanced like the present. As to the se-

cond ground, that the captors had the lawful possession, and

were responsible either to the crown or to the Danish owners

for the safe custody of the vessel ; is this a true representa-
tion of their situation ? They certainly had the lawful posses-
sion ; but were they responsible for the ship's safety, unless

us fur as that safety might be endangered by any wrongful
acts of their own ? The seizure was warranted by the king's

proclamation : that made their possession lawful. The sub-

sequent declaration of hostilities put an end to any claim by
the Danish owners, and of course to all responsibility of the

captors in respect to them. It then became their duty to act

for the best, with a view to the safety of the ship, aud the mere

interest
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interest of the crown therein. They were bound to leave

Lisbon ; it was for the interest of the crown that they should ~

make the ship instrumental in withdrawing from Lisbon as
agaitwt

much property as she could properly carry : they acted, there- THOMPSON-.

fore, for the best, and were consequently justified in respect [ 435 J

to the crown in what they did. The crown cannot call upon
them for damages ; and they have no right to ask for a sum,

as an indemnity, when they have not been, and (under the

circumstances stated) could not have been damnified. The

consequence is that the plaintiff has no right to recover upon
the policy. The question then arises, whether he has any

right to recover back his premium ? and as there was no fraud

in the captors in effecting this policy ; as there was no ille-

gality in the voyage or insurance ; and as the resistance of

the underwriters to the claim upon the policy proceeds upon
the ground that there was no risk ; the plaintiff is entitled to

his premium, and the verdict should be entered accordingly.

TREWIIELLA and Another against HOWE. Tuesday,
June 13tlu

T I 'HIS was an action of assumpsit, brought to recover a sum ^
'^

so 'c

of about 200/. claimed to be due from the defendant as
n

-"'
s R

,-

owncr of a
owner of a certain vessel to the plaintiffs, for furnishing the sj,jp gave

said vessel with sails, &c. : and the declaration consisted of the orders for

common counts for work and labour, goods sold and delivered,
materials tf>

, . , .. be furnished
and the usual money counts ; to which non assumpsit was

an(j wor^ to

pleaded. There were other actions brought against the same be done for

defendant by other tradesmen for different articles furnished the repairs

for the * use of the vessel ; which, by an order of the Court,
" f

_
lt; '

l

,
before all

were to abide the event of this ; the amount of each demand ^ c art ic ies

were de-

livered on board, he conveyed the vessel, with all its furniture, to another by a bill

of sale, which was duly registered : held that the vendee was not liable for any of

the goods furnished before the legal title was conveyed to him and registered in

the manner prescribed by the registry acts; whatever equitable agreement might
have existed before between him and the vendor for the conveyance of the whole or

a share of the ship, which was unknown to the tradesmen : nor was the vendee even

liable for any of the goods delivered on board after the sale to him, by virtue of

the previous orders of the vendor, to whom the credit was personally given: but
the vendee was held liable for articles which were ordered by the captain lor the

use of the vessel aftir the le^al title was transfemd to him.

being- *[ 436 ]
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1809 being ascertained, if the plaintiffs were entitled to recover,

and the whole amounting to about 7007. At the trial before

Chambre J. at Lauticeston in March 1809, it appeared that the

materials had been originally provided and the business done

tinder the orders and directions of one Christopher Parnallt

then the sole registered owner of the vessel, who had after-

wards become a bankrupt, and of whom the defendant con-

tended that he had purchased the vessel with all her apparel

and equipment as furnished or to be furnished by the plaintiffs

and the other tradesmen, after the contracts made by Parnall

with them for that purpose : and that the goods had not been

furnished nor the work performed upon his own credit. On
the other hand it was contended by the plaintiffs that the de-

fendant was before and at the time of the on rs given by
Parnall a secret partner with him for certain .hares in the

vessel ; and that however the forms of a bill of sale and con-

veyance of the ship to him, and of a registration under the

acts of parliament, might have been observed, they were only

to colour the transaction. It appeared by the documentary

proof of the ship's registers, and by the evidence in chief of

Parnall, that the vessel, which had been purchased by him

of the plaintiff Treiohella, and registered in ParnalFs name,
as sole owner, on the 18th of November 1807, was not con-

veyed by him to the defendant till the 15th of December fol-

lowing, as was proved by the register of that date
; and that

the orders for furnishing
1 her were given by Parnall to the

plaintiffs and the other tradesmen in October 1807, before the

purchase of her was made by the defendant, or any agree-

[ 437 ] ment entered into for that purpose with Paruall ; though in

fact the articles furnished by the plaintiffs were not put on board

till shortly after the 15th of December. It also appeared tha

these goods were agreed to be furnished by the plaintiffs to

Parnall at six months' credit, and that the plaintiffs actually

delivered the bill for the amount to Parnall in January 1808 ;

and Parnall negatived any partnership with the defendant in

the vessel when the orders were given. Notwithstanding this

evidence, however, upon the supposed bearing of certain

expressions in letters which were admitted by Parnall upon

cross-examination, and upon his admission that within a day
or two after the sale of the vessel with her furniture, &c. to

the defendant for 1200/., he had taken a bill of sale from the

defendant to himself for 2-16ths, and had also sold a quarter

part to others for the defendant, and had retained the money
to
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to pay himself in part of the 1200/., and also upon certain ex-

pressions in a letter of the defendant's to Parnall, dated the

23d of November 1807, in which he says, that as no commission

would-be granted in PanmlPs name, he (the defendant) had

got the ship register indorsed as his property ; and that if an-

other person (named) would take half of the ship, it was well,

but that he (the defendant) would not like to hold more than

a quarter ;
and concluding with desiring Parnall to sign the

register and return it to him ; the plaintiff's counsel went to

the jury upon the fact of there having existed a secret agree-

ment for a share of or a partnership in the vessel, between

Parnall and the defendant, prior to and at the time of the

orders giving for furnishing her; and insisted on the liability of

the defendant in that respect: and upon that ground the plain-

tiffs obtained a verdict for their whole demand. This verdict

was moved to be set aside in the last term, upon the ground
of its being a verdict against evidence, and against law. In the

latter respect, because by the ship registry acts (a) there could

be no legal title in the ship conveyed to the defendant, in

respect of which he could be made liable for articles furnished

or work done upon it, before the 15th of December, when the

bill of sale made to him was registered. That no equitable
title to a ship, (even if there had been any agreement for that

purpose, which was denied,) could be recognized since those

statutes ; and that the defendant having no legal title in the

ship, could only become liable for articles furnished upon his

personal credit; which was negatived by all the evidence in

the case. The Court granted a rule nisi, upon the ground of

the ship's registers having been given in evidence by the

defendant at the trial, which Lord Elleiiborough C. J. said

raised a question of considerable importance, and that the

defendant was entitled to the legal effect of that evidence.

Lens Serjt., Pell Serjt., and Dampier now shewed cause

against the rule, which was to have been supported by Jekyll,

East, and Gaselee
; but

The Court made the rule absolute, without hearing the de-

fendant's counsel, Lord Ellenhorough C. J. saying that the

verdict was against all the evidence. There was no evidence

to show that any personal credit was given to the defendant
:

and the ship's registers were decisive to shew that he had no

legal title in the ship before the 15th of December
;
and all

1809

TRE-
WHELLA
against
ROWE.

[438]

(a} Vide stats. 7 & 8 II'. 3. c. 22. s. 2 1 . 26 G. 3. c. 60. and 3i G.3.c.6'S.

the
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the goods were supplied upon the orders of Parnall given
before that lime.

*The cause was tried the second time in August last before

Graham B. at Bodmin i when he was clearly of opinion that

the defendant could not be, fixed with the payment of any

goods furnished by the plaintiffs upon the orders of Parnall

before the defendant had any legal title in the ship conveyed
to him. But the plaintiffs afterwards proving, for the first

time, that certain goods to the amount of about 401. had been

delivered upon the order of the captain after the 15th of'De-

cember, when the defendant became owner, and upon the

defendant's credit, the learned Judge permitted the plaintiffs

to recover a verdict for that sum only ; and no new trial was

moved for in this term on his direction to the jury to reject

the rest of the demand.

Wednesday,
June 21st.

A plaintiff

\vho was

attending
from day to

day at the

Sittings, in

expectation
of his cause

being tried,

was privi-

leged from

arrest whilst

waiting for

that purpose
at a coffee-

house in the

vicinity of

the court

before the

actual day
of trial.

*[ 440 ]

CHILDERSTON against BARRETT.

HPHE plaintiff who resided in the country had come up to

town to attend the trial of his cause against the defendant

at the sittings at Guildhall^ and had been in attendance for

several days ; and whilst waiting at Guildhall coffee-house for

that purpose^ was arrested at the suit of the defendant. Lazces

moved on a former day for his discharge from the custody of

the sheriff, on the ground of his being privileged from arrest

eundo morando et redeundo upon such an occasion, and cited

4 Com. Dig. Privilege, A. 1. and Lightfoot v. Cameron (a).

Reader now shewed cause
;
and admitting that within the prin-

ciple of * decided cases (6) a party was protected in attending

the* trial of his own cause; endeavoured to distinguish this

case from others, upon an affidavit stating, that the cause in

question was not to be tried on that day, not having been in-

cluded in a paper of some particular causes, which the Lord

Chief Justice had given notice that he should try on that

day ; although it stood as a remanet from the last sittings ;

and therefore that the plaintiff's attendance in the Court or

in its vicinity was purely voluntary.

The Court however said that this was not sufficient to take

the case out of the general rule, and made the rule absolute.

() 2 Mac. Rep. 1113.

(U) Vide Meckins v. Smith, 1. H. Blue. GsG.and Johannet \.Lhyd,

Barnes, 27.
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1809.

DOE, on thejoint and several Demises ofWM. BROWN
Wednesday,

and TJIOS. BLAND, against F. BROWN, WM. BLAND, Jme 21st -

and THOS. BLAND.

TN ejectment for a close of freehold land, called The Least Upon a de-

Ox Pasture Close, at North Collingham, in the county of yise to the

Nottingham, a verdict was found for the defendants, subject
te

.

s *at r
f,,

_ . . _ wifeofall his
to the opinion of this Court on the tallowing case. wines &c.for

housekeep-

ing, in addition to the settlement he had made her upon his copyhold estate ; and to

his niece M. the rents and profits of his new inclosed freehold cow-pasture close

in North Collingham, during the life of his wife; and then to two nephews all his

personal estate, to be divided amongst certain nephews and nieces, and their sons
and daughters : and after the decease of his wife, he devised to the same two

nephews all his furniture, plate &c. and "all his COPYHOLD estates in North
and South Collingham," and all other his personal estate, to sell and divide amongst
his nephews and nieces, &c. including T. B., who, he declared, should be an

equal sharer in this division of his real and personal estate : held that extrinsic

evidence could not be given, that the settlement on his wife included a certain

freehold close, mistakenly there enumerated as one of several copyhold closes

settled, and which was in fact intermingled with the copyholds, (as were also

some other freehold closes, the bounds of which were no longer distinguishable
from the copyhold, and all of which freeholds were included in the settlement ;)

for the purpose of shewing that by the devise of "
all his copyhold estates in

North and South Collingham," after his wife's decease, in trust to be divided, &c.
the freehold close in question passed ; as meant to include all his real estate in

settlement upon his wife, and which settlement was referred to in the first devise to

the wife.

And as the settlement which was thus referred to in the former part of the
will was not evidence for that purpose, so neither were other instruments and

papers, not referred to, admissible for the same purpose; such as, 1. A bond of
the same date with the settlement, and in aid of it, speaking only of copyhold to be

settled; 2. the rough draught of the settlement altered by the testator; 3. a
book indorsed "

Collingham estate survey," kept with the muniments of his pro-

perty, and including the freehold in question, without distinguishing it from
the copyhold closes ; and, 5. a rental kept in the same place, on which was
indorsed by the testator, that "

all the rents of the copyhold lands in North
and South Collingham, &c. were settled on his wife, for life."

For there is no ambiguity on the lace of the will
; the testator having copy-

hold estates in North and South Collingham to answer the description in it :

nor is there any reference from the devise in question to the settlement, but by
connecting it with the antecedent devise to the wife ; and there is no such neces-

sary connexion. Nor does it follow that the testator meant to devise the same

premises under the name of copyhold to the trustees as were settled on his wife ;

or that he was under the same mistake, that the close in question Avas copyhold,
when he made his will, as when he made the settlement or indorsed his rental :

and therefore there is nothing appearing on the will to warrant a construction of

the word copyhold so contrary to its ordinary acceptation as to include thcfreehold
in question.

VOL. XI, Z Henry
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Henry Milnes being seised in fee of the close in question,

together with another freehold close, called * the Sudmarsh,
or Core Pasture Close, in North Collingham, and of other free-

hold and copyhold premises in North and South Collingham,
and having surrendered his copyhold to the use of his will, by
his will, dated the 10th of February 1.&OQ, devised as follows :

" I give unto my dear wife the house, with all the premises
in which I now dwell, for her life. I give her also all my
wines, liquors, and provision for housekeeping, in addition to

the settlement I have made her upon my copyhold estate. I

give to my niece Mary, the wife of W. Lansdale, the rents

and profits of my new inclosed freehold Cow Pasture Close, in

North Collingham, for her sole and separate use, during the

life of my dear wife. And I give to my nephews Thos. Bland

and Win. Brown, their executors, &c. in trust, all my monies,

securities for money, and personal estate, to be divided and

paid amongst my nephews and nieces (mentioning them by

name) and their sons and daughters, share and share alike. And

after the decease of my dear Tcife, I give to my nephews Thos.

Bland and Win. Brazen, their executors, &c. in trust, my
dwelling-house in Newark, with all my household furniture,

plate, pictures, brewing vessels, and all my copyhold estates

in North and South Collingham, and myfreehold Cow Pasture

Close in North CoUingham, and all other my personal estate of

what nature or kind soever, to sell the whole by public auc-

tion, and to divide the money, when all expences are paid,

amongst my nephews and nieces and their sons and daughters,

(mentioning them by name,) share and share alike, with the

addition of my nephew Thomas Bland, who it is my will should

be an equal sharer in this division ofmy real and. personal estate

with the rest of them." And the testator appointed the said

Thos. Bland and Wm. Brown joint executors. The testator

died on the 17th of OctoberlSQO. The lessors of the plaintiff

are his co-heirs at law. It was admitted by the defendants,

that the plaintiff was entitled to recover possession of the close

in question, unless it passed by the will to the dev isees there-

in named : and in order to shew that it was the intention of

the testator that it should pass, the following evidence was

offered for Ihe defendants, and received by the learned Judge,

subject to the opinion of this Court upon its admissibility.

1st, An indenture tripartite, dated the 1st o(' Febmary 1702,

between //. Milnes (the testator), Mary Spragging his intended

wife,
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wife, and X'. Spragging, a trustee, whereby, after reciting the

intended marriage, and that for making ajointure for the said

Mary, Henri/ Milnes had agreed that the copyhold messuage,

homestead closes, lands, grounds, allotments, and heredita-

ments, thereinafter described and covenanted to be surren-

dered, should be settled to the uses thereinafter expressed ;

H. Milnes covenanted with the trustees, that after the marriage

he would surrender all that copyhold messuage with the home-

stead and appurtenances in North Collingham, and all those

several copyhold closes and parcels of land and grounds, allot-

ments, and hereditaments, thereinafter described (enumerating
the several closes, and amongst the rest the close in question,)

to the uses in the indenture mentioned, and containing also a

covenant from Milnes of his lawful seisin of the said copyhold

hereditaments and premises, and of his authority to surrender

the same to the uses aforesaid. This indenture was executed

by the parties, and the marriage afterwards took effect. The
whole of the real property in North and South Collingham, to

which the testator was entitled at the time of making his will

and of his death, was comprised in the above settlement, with

the exception of the Sndmarsh or CW-Pfls^/^freehold close,

and ho had no other real,property except his freehold property
"at -Newark, which was also devised by his will. The estate

comprised in the settlement, therein described as of copyhold

tenure, contains, besides thefreehold close in. question, several

other parcels of land offreehold tenure
;
but neither the situa-

tion nor extent of these parcels can be precisely ascertained.

2d, A bond from the testator of the same date with the settle-

ment, for 2000/., conditioned to be void if he should permit

Mary Sprcigghig in case she survived him to take all his liquors

and provisions for housekeeping, and enjoy for her lii'e his

dwelling-house in Newark, and all his household furniture,

&c., over and above the provision intended to be made for her

by a settlement of his copyhold estate in Collingham. 3d, The

rough draft of the settlement, proved to June been perused
and corrected by the testator's own hand, and an alteration

made by him in the description of the very close in question,
which had been named in the draft the Little Ox Pasture

Close, and which he altered to tlie leant. And the testator in

giving his instructions to Air. Allen his attorney for the above

deeds, described the whole of the properly contained in the

settlement as copi/ltotd, -ill), A book indorsed "
Collingham

'A '2 ikute

1809.

DOE,
on the De-

mise of

BKOWN,
against
BROWN.

[ 444 ]
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Estate Survey," found in a box among the testator's title

deeds and writings, containing the following particulars of his

estate in his own hand-writing.
"
Henry Milnes' estate at

North and South Collingham, taken since the inclosure." The
list began with the house, buildings, and homstead, followed

by the names of the several closes of the old inclosure, with

the number of acres in each ;
in which the close in question,

called,
" The Least Ox Pasture," is enumerated amongst the

rest, without distinction : but in the list of the new inclosures

immediately foliowing the other, one of the closes is mentioned

as " Sudmarsh freehold close." And the same distinction

occurred again in a 5th paper, also found among the testator's

title deeds and writings and indorsed by him, containing the

rental of the several closes. And at the bottom of this rental,

the whole of which was in the hand-writing of the testator, is

this : "All the rents of the copyhold land of H. Milnes in

Norland South Collingham, now in the tenure of W.Lansdale,

T. Pacy, and W. Rodall, are settled on Mary my present wife

for her life." The heirs at law took equal portions with the

other devisees under the will of the testator. The verdict was

to be entered for the plaintiff or the defendants, according to

the opinion of the Court upon the case.

Balguujnn., for the defendants, contended that the evidence

was properly admitted to explain the sense in which the tes-

tator had used the word copyhold in his will
; 1st, because the

property was misdescribed in the will ; and, 2dly, because the

will refers to the settlement, as including all which was settled

on his wife, and by which settlement the misdescription may
be corrected. 1st, by the devise of all his copyhold estates in

North tm<\ South Collingham, &c. after the decease of his wifet

in trust to his two nephews to sell and divide, it is plain that he

meant the whole of that estate by him before mistakenly called

copyhold, which was settled upon his wife ; because he had first

given to her all his wines, &c. "in addition to the settlement
" I have made her upon my copyhold estate." The settlement

explains the ground of the mistake
; for it describes as copyhold

the close in question, though in factfreehold: and it also con-

veyed several other closes of freehold tenure, though the extent

of them cannot now be ascertained, being so intermingled with

the copyhold as no longer to be capable of being distinguished

from it. It appears therefore that when the testator spoke of

his copyhold estates which were settled on his wife, he did not

merely
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merely mean that part of the settled estates which was of copy-
hold tenure, but the whole of the settled estate, the greater

part of which indeed was copyhold, but which also included

some closes of freehold tenure intermingled and confused with

the copyhold, and therefore designated by the same term,

which is used merely as descriptive of the property, and not

of the tenure. And to shew that property misdescribed may
pass under such misdescription, if clearly ascertained, he re-

ferred to Roe d. Conolly v. Vernon (a), and Doe d. Cook v.

Danvers (b). It is also, apparent from the subsequent clause

which speaks of the division he had made of his real and per-

sonal estate, that the testator meant to include the whole of

his real estate in the description before used. He concluded

by referring to other cases where evidence dehors the will had

been admitted to explain it. Pultney v. Ld. Darlington, in

1773, cited from the Register, fo. 710. in Hinchcliffe v. Hinch~

cliffe, 3 Vet.jun. 521. Druce v. Denison, C Ves.jun. 385. Lord

Cheney's case, 5 Rep. 68. Beaumont \. Fell, 2 P. Wms. 141.

Rivers' case, 1 Atk. 410. Thomas d. Evans v. Thomas, 6 Term

Rep. 671. and Whitlread v. May, 2 Bos. % Pull. 593.

Copley, contra, contended that in this case where the tes-

tator had left property corresponding with the description in

the will, extrinsic evidence was not admissible to shew that he

meant to include other property not falling within that de-

scription : though he admitted that such evidence may be

received to explain the testator's meaning in cases where he

has no property answering the description in the will ; as in

Day v. Trig (c). This distinction, he said, was recognized
in most of the cases cited ; and also in Derm d. Wilkim v.

Kemys(d), and Knotsfordv. Gardiner (e). Then as there was

copyhold to answer the description in this will, it cannot be

said to be a misdescription of the testator's property. The
cases in Chancery where the extrinsic evidence has been ad-

mitted do not apply; because they involve questions of trust,

or election, or other considerations of equitable cognizance

only. In Hinchcliffe v. Hinchcliffe (f) the Master of the Rolls

expressly disclaimed receiving the extrinsic evidence to ex-

plain the will ; and only received it to explain the circum-

stances in which the testator was at the time of the devise.

1809.

DOE,
on the De-
mise of

BROWN,
against
BROWN,
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(a) 5 East, 51.

(</) 9 East, 366,
I/O 7 East, 299-

(c) 2 Atk. 450.
(r) 1 P. Wms. '2S6.

(/) 3 Vcs,jun. 522530.
And
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And Lord Etdon, in Druce v. Denison (), evidently disap-

proved of Pulteney v. Lord Darlington and other cases where
extrinsic evidence was received in any degree to explain
words in a will, which were unambiguous. Here in order to

let in the evidence the word copyhold must in effect be ex-

punged from the will. The settlement is indeed referred to

in the first clause of the will, but not for the purpose of ex-

plaining the extent of the property bequeathed : the testator

does not affect to devise all the estate comprised in the settle-

ment ; which would have let in the evidence of the settlement

to shew what did pass by it : and there is no reference what-

ever to the settlement in the subsequent clause of the will by
which the defendants claim. Neither does the confusion of

the freehold with the copyhold closes bear upon the question
as to the freehold in dispute, which is clearly defined, and

requires no reference to the settlement to ascertain it.

Balguy, in reply, said that in considering the meaning- of

a particular clause in the will, the Court was not restrained

to look at that clause only, but might collect the intention of

the testator, as to the property which he meant to devise by
that particular clause, from the whole of the will. That the

evidence went to shew that the particular freehold close was

included in that portion of the testator's property which was

called by the general name of tJie copyhold estate, because the

greater part of it was of that description, and the small por-

tions of freehold were intermingled and consolidated with it;

and that all the evidence was admissible in this view of it,

but particularly the settlement, which was referred to by the

will itself.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. said that as the case appear-

ed to involve a general question of extreme importance, the

Court would look further into it before they delivered their

opinion. And now his Lordship delivered judgment.
This was a special case, reserved at the trial of an eject-

ment for a close of freehold land, called The least Ox Pasture

Close, in North Collingham, in the county of Nottingham. The

question arose on the will of one Henri/ Milnes, whether such

close passed by the devise in that will, of all the testator's

copyho/d estates in North and South Collingham, to his nephews
Thomas tiland and It illiam Brozcn : if it did, the lessors of

(//) 6 Vt.s.jun. 400-3.

flic
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the plaintiff had no title: if it did not pass by such devise, 1809.

it descended to the lessors of the plaintiff, who are his heirs

at law. [Then, after stating the words of the will as before

set out, his Lordship proceeded.] The facts were that the

testator had at the time of making his will, and also at the

time of his death, besides the freehold close in question, an-

other freehold close, called the Sudmarsh or Cow-pasture Close,

situate in North Collingham, and was also seised ofother free-

hold and copyhold premises in North and South Collingham,

and had surrendered the copyhold to the use of his will. On
the face of the will we find no ambiguity. The testator gives

to his nephews Thos. Bland and Wm. Brown, their executors,

administrators, heirs, or assigns, in trust, after the death of

his wife, his dwelling-house at Nezvark, with all his household

furniture, plate, &c. and all his copyhold estates in North and

South Collingham, and all Insfreehold Cow-pasture close in

North Collingham : and he had copyhold estates in North and

South Colling/lam, and. afreehold Coif-pasture close; which

answer and satisfy the terms of that devise ; which terms are

definite and certain ; and on tJiis clause alone, it could not

be contended for a moment, that evidence could be admitted

to shew, that in this description of all his copyhold estates,

the testator meant to include freehold property. But the

argument on the part of the defendants is, that a prior clause

of the will may be brought down to and connected with

the devise of the copyhold to the trustees
; and so open a

door to let in the evidence of intent from matter dehors

the will. That prior clause is at the beginning of the

will, where the testator gives to his wife all his wines,

liquors, and provisions, for housekeeping, in addition to the
[ 450 j

settlement L /tare made her upon my copyhold estate : and

the argument is, we will shew that bv the settlement madeo

on his wife, the testator covenanted to surrender to the

uses of that .settlement certain copyhold premises, enumerat-

ing them, among which is the freehold close in question :

and as he has by his will given her his wines and provisions

of housekeeping, in addition to the settlement made her on

Ids copyhold estate, his subsequent devise, after the death of

his wife, of all his copyhold estates in North and South Col-

lingham, must have been intended by him, and must be

understood by the Court, as comprising all that he had

settled on his wife under the denomination of copyho/d, or

Z 4 rather
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1809- rather that he meant to settle on her, under that denomination.

But, independently of the other objections, we think the ar-

th *D - gument faik *n connecting the two clauses, or in raising any

mise of ambiguity if they were connected. The only circumstance

is, that in both clauses the testator uses the term copyhold

estate ; and in the latter clause he devises all his copyhold

estates, with other property, after the death of his wife. But

it does not necessarily follow that he meant to devise to the

trustees the same premises which he had settled on his wife ;

or that when he made his will in the year 1800 he was under

the same mistake, with respect to the tenure of this part of

his estate, as he might have been under in 1792, when he

made his settlement, or at the date of his rental in 1794. It

would be going further than any case which we are aware of

has yet gone, in admitting evidence of intent, from extrane-

ous circumstances, to extend plain and unequivocal words

in a will. The terms used in both clauses are unambiguous.
The testator had settled copyhold estates on his wife : so far

the expression in the first clause is correct : and even if the

settlement referred to were looked at, that would present no

ambiguity as to the quality of the estates so settled. He had

also copyhold estates to devise : here again he is correct.

And therefore we do not feel ourselves at liberty to look be-

yond the will for circumstances from whence an intent may
be collected to include property of a different description,

and where nothing appears to require such a violation of the

ordinary terms used in the description of property : and it

would be, as we apprehended, most dangerous to allow our-

selves that latitude. The postea therefore must be delivered

to the plaintiff.

[451 ]

Thursday,
June 2th.

To a decla-

BARNES against HUNT.

PHE declaration consisted of two counts in trespass, the first

several trcs-

"

ofwhich alleged that the defendant on the 1st ofSe/tfewz&e/
1

passes on the 1808, and on divers other days and times between that day and

plaintiffs

land, on divers days, &c., the plea alleged, that at the said several days, &c. the.

defend ant committed the said several trespasses by licence of the plaintiff: and the

latter replied that the defendant of his own wrong, and "without the cause alleged,
committed the said several trespasses, ike. : held that evidence of a licence which
covered some, but not all of the trespasses proved, within the period laid in the de-

claration, did not sustain the justification upon the issue taken by the replication.
the
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the day of exhibiting the plaintiffs bill, broke and entered the 1809

plaintiffs close at C<>mfn>, &c. and with dogs hunted and beat

for game there, and committed other trespasses there, particu-

larizing them : and the second count was similar, in respect of

another close of the plaintiff at Combe, except that it omitted

some of the trespasses particularized in the first. The defend-

ant pleaded, 1st, the general issue ; 2dly, as to the breaking
and entering the close in the first count mentioned, and com-

mitting all the trespasses therein alleged, (except breaking [ 452 ]

locks of gates, &c.) at the said teveral days and times, &c. ;

and as to the trespasses in the last count mentioned at the

several times, &c., the defendant averred the identity of the

closes, and of the several days and times mentioned in the two

counts ; and then pleaded that at the said several days and
times when, &c.he committed the said several trespasses in the

introductory part of his plea mentioned by the leave and licence

of the plaintiff. The plaintiff replied that the defendant of

his own wrong, and without the cause by him in that behalf

alleged, committed the said several trespasses, &c. ; on which

issue was joined. At the trial before Chambre J. at Salisbury,
it appeared that the defendant, who had been warned by a

prior notice from the plaintiffnot to trespass upon his grounds,
was seen trespassing thereon on the 1st, d, 13th, and 19th of

September. That on the 2d, as the defendant was returning
from shooting upon the plaintiff's land, he met the plaintiff,

and after mutual salutation offered him some game, which the

latter accepted and thanked him for. And the defendant

having then asked whether a Mr. //. was to have all the game,

(meaning on the plaintiffs land,) the plaintiff replied,
" I do

not care who has the game ; you may kill as much as you like,

or all if you please, so as you do not ride over my corn." On
this evidence two questions arose ; one upon the form of plead-

ing ; whether as the plaintiff had declared for trespasses com-

mitted on a particular day and on divers other days and times

afterwards; and the defendant's plea alleged generally, that he

had done all the acts complained of (except some trespasses, of

which no evidence was given,) by the licence of the plaintiff;

and the whole of that plea was put in issue ;
there was any

necessity for the plaintiff to have made a new assignment, to

enable him to recover for the trespasses committed prior to the [ 4i>3 ]

licence. The other question was, whether the licence could

by relation apply to the prior trespasses, viz. on the 1st and 2d

of
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of September: but this was afterwards abandoned upon shew-

ing- cause. The plaintiff took a verdict for the first trespass,

with nominal damages ; and liberty was given to the defendant

to move the Court to setaside that verdict, and enter a verdict

for the defendant.

This was accordingly moved by Burrough in the last term,

who contended that the cause only, namely the licence which

went to the whole trespass, was put in issue by the replication ;

and there being no new assignment, and proof having been

given oftrespasses which were covered by the licence, the de-

fendant was entitled to a verdict. And he said that it had

been always understood, and the practice on the Western

Circuit for many years had been in conformity with the

general understanding, that if the plaintiff meant to dispute

the application of the licence pleaded to the particular tres-

pass declared for, it was necessary for him to new assign it.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. then said, that he did not feel

the weight of the objection ; but as such a practice had pre-

vailed, the ground of it was fit to be considered upon a rule

nisi. To him it appeared, at present, that the declaration

alleging several trespasses, on divers days and times, the plea

of licence to the whole should be understood as applying to

each, reddendo singula singulis ; and that it was necessary to

prove a licence co-extensive with the trespasses proved at the

several days and times included in the declaration : and here

the licence proved did not cover all the trespasses.

Lens Serjt., Dumpier, and Casberduovr shewed cause against

the rule, and observed that though there were two counts, yet

they were reduced in effect to one by the special plea which

averred the identity of the respective trespasses in each. Then

taking it as if there were but one count, still the plaintiff, hav-

ing declared for several trespasses on divers days within the

period stated, was at liberty to give in evidence as many

trespasses as there were days included. And the defendant

does not by his plea confine the generality of the count, by

selecting one or more acts of trespass, and setting up a licence

to cover those particular acts
;
which would havo driven the

plaintiff to new assign, it he meant to rely on other acts of

trespass ; but he sa\.s, us lo the trespasses at the said several

days and time*, *xc. he had the licence of the plaintiff: insist-

ing, therefore, on a licence co-extensive with the number of

trespasses which might be proved under the count. So a new

assign.
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assignment would not have carried the matter further, but

must have been a mere repetition of the declaration. It would

even have amounted to pleading double ; because it would

have been pleading again what had been answered by the plea.

In Cheasely v. Barnes (a), a single trespass being laid in

the count, and that being justified, and issue taken on such

justification, the Court held that a new assignment was

double.

Burrough (Pell Serjt. was with him) in support of the rule,

contended that though upon the plea of not guilty the plain-

tiff might prove as many trespasses as he pleased within the

period laid in his declaration ; yet upon the plea of licence,

the proof of which lay upon the defendant, the trespasses

were agreed upon, and nothing was in issue except the cause

of thejustification, namely, the licence ; and if the defendant

proved any trespass covered by his licence, the issue must be

decided for him. [Lord Ellenborough C. J. The question is,

what is the cause under the replication of de injuria sua pro-

pria, absque tali causa; is it one, or several, trespasses ; and

one, or several licences ?] In Sayre v. The Earl of Itoch-

ford(l\ Jjlackstone J. said that the words, de injuria sua pro-

pria, were merely introductory ;
that the traverse was con-

tained in the words, absque tali causa ; and whatever went

to disprove that cause was admissible evidence, and nothing
else: and Crogate's case(c) explains what the cause is: which

is the ground of the justification. Here the licence is the

only cause, and it has always been so considered.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. The cause is one combined

tiling arising out of several facts ; and I will venture to trans-

late that word in this case into what it really means, and that

is, without the matter of excuse alleged. Now what is Ihe mat-

ter of excuse alleged ? The defendant, in answer to a de-

claration complaining of several trespasses committed by him

on the 1st of September, and on divers other days and times

between that day and the day of exhibiting the bill, says that

at the said several days and times when, &c. he had the licence

of the plaintiff; not a licence to commit one or more tres-

passes, but a licence, as large as the declaration, to commit

as many trespasses as the plaintiff has assigned and is able to

prove. What then does the replication import when it alleges

that the defendant of his own wron<r and without the cause

1809
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alleged committed the several trespasses ? It denies the de-

fendant's justification to the extent pleaded by him : it denies

that he had licence to commit the several injuries of which

the plaintiff complained and is able to prove within the terms

of his declaration. Whatever practice may have prevailed,

this sense of the pleadings appears to me to be clear.

GROSE J. was of the same opinion.

LE BLANC J. The defendant having by his plea applied a

licence to all the trespasses complained of, the plaintiff, in-

tending to deny a licence co-extensive with those trespasses,

could only reply as he has done.

BAYLEY J. The declaration is general, complaining of

trespasses on divers days within a certain period. The de-

fendant undertakes to meet that general and indefinite charge,
and says, in effect, that whatever may be the number of tres-

passes that the plaintiff complains of within that period, he is

prepared to shew as many licences. The replication states

that the defendant at the said several days committed the said

several trespasses of his own wrong, and without the cause

alleged. What does that put in issue but that the defendant

had a licence to cover all those trespasses. Then, in com-

mon sense and understanding, we must take it that the cause

put in issue by the replication is, that the defendant had not

a licence co-extensive with the trespasses complained of:

and a new assignment could have done no more than repeat
the same thing.

Rule discharged.

END OF TRINITY TERM.
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Court of KING'S BENCH,

Michaelmas Term,
In the Fiftieth Year of the Reign of GEORGE III.

1809.

The KING against MORGAN, (a) ,

pEMBROKESHIR E. This was an information filed by Affidavit,

The Attorney General against the defendant for assaulting-
cntl^d In

n- ,1 j x-
the King's

and obstructing an oihcer or the excise in the due execution Bench UD_

of his office ; to which the defendant had suffered judgment on which the

to be signed by default. And on this day, when he came up Attorney

to receive sentence, the affidavit upon which The Attorney ^
C
j .

* hied an in-
Genera/.had filed the information was offered on the part of formation

the crown to be read in aggravation ;
but was objected to by ex officio

Mr. Erskine, for the defendant, as not having been sworn in aSamst the

the cause. But defendant,

permitted to
Ihe Court, after deliberation, permitted it to be read

; the
[ 453 i

affidavit being entitled,
" In the King's Bench," sworn be- be read in

fore a Commissioner of the Court, and being the foundation aggravation

of a proceeding in the Court ; and the Court understanding ^m b" d"
that it had been the practice for such affidavits to be read on fault,

judgments by default.

() The note of this case which was decided in this court in Mich.

4,5 Gco. 3. 1804, was communincated to me lately by Mr. Dcaltry ;

and involves a point of general practice.
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Friday,
PiULIPTHOMAsWYKIIAM against SoPUIA ELIZABETH

May 5th . WYKHAM, an Infant, by her Guardian, and Others.

One, after ~DHILIP Lord Wenman being* seised in fee of divers real

devising cer- estates, and entitled in fee to the equity of redemption of
tain lands to

certajn ot]ier reaj estates then mortgaged in fee to Agatha
trustees and . . , r ~ w -n
their heirs Child, by his will dated the 4th of Mai/ 1768, and duly ex-

io pay debts ecuted and attested, devised part of such his legal and part of

in aid ot
(

the
jjjs equitable estates to Harvey and Basset and their heirs, in

estate de-
trust tnat tne

}
r suou^ out of the rents, issues, and profits, or

vised thesur- by sale, from time to time, and also by virtue of the power
plus and all thereinafter given to them to cut and sell coppice woods, raise

is ot jer money sufficient to pay off the testator's debts and legacies, or

to his' 1st so much thereof as his personal estate not specifically devised

2d, 3d, and would not be sufficient to pay. And as for all such parts of

[ 439 ] the said lands, tenements, and hereditaments so given to the
ler sons

trustees which should remain after the said trusts were per-
successively

for life with formed, he devised the same, and also all other his freehold

successive re- manors, lands, &o. whereof he was seised or possessed, or

mainders to w iiere j n he was entitled to any estate in possession, reversion,

i -., -,.
to remainder, or expectancy, in the counties of Oxford, Kent,

preserve sub- Bucks, or elsewhere in England, to his eldest son Philip

sequent Wenman, for life, without impeachment of waste; remainder

to trustees and their heirs to preserve subsequent estates ; re-
during the . . . . .

'
.. . . ,

lives of the mainder to the first and other sons successively ot the body ol

several te- Phi/ip Wenman in tail male
;
and for default of such issue,

nants for

life
; with several remainders successively to the first and other sons of the bodies

of the testator's several sons in tail male ; with like remainders to his daughter .V.

fur
life, to trustees, &c. and to her first and other sons, successively, in tail male :

with a proviso, that each of the testator's sons, as he came into possession, might
from time to time grant or appoint all or any part of the lands whereof he should
be so seised and possessed to trustees, on trust by the rents and pr< fits to pay ajointure
to any wife, kc.fur the term of each such wife's natural life only. There were also

powers by deed to charge the lands with portions for daughters and younger
children, and to lease for '21 years.
The eldest, son, having married, by deed, reciting the will and power, conveyed

certain of the lands f tntsti-c.f anil tln-ir hetry, on trust bv the rents and profits
to

raise and pay a jointure to his wife during her natural
lijt unit/; and charged the

lands with portions for younger children, if any : which deed also contained a

covenant for quiet enjoyment during the wife's life : Held that by such deed the

trustees took a fee.

with
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with like remainders to his youngest son Thomas Francis

Wenman for life, &c. ; to trustees and their heirs to support

subsequent remainders ;
and to his first and other sons suc-

cessively in tail male
;
remainder to the testator's third and

other sons in tail male successively, &c. ; and in default of all

such issue male of the testator's body, if the testator should

have any other daughters besides his daughter Sophia Wenman,
to and amongst his said daughter Sophia and other such

daughter or daughters in tail, as tenants in common ;
but if

no other daughter than Sophia, then to her for life without

impeachment of waste ; remainder to trustees and their heirs

to preserve contingent remainders ; remainder to her first and

other sons successively in tail male ; with divers remainders

over ;
with the ultimate remainder to the right heirs of the

testator. The will also contained this proviso :
" Provided

" that it. shall and may be lawful to and for each of my said
" sons P. Wenman and T. F. Wenman, and every other son of
"
my body, when and as they shall respectively become en-

" titled to the aforesaid manors, lands, or any part or parts
"

thereof, in possession, by virtue of the clevises and limitations

"
aforesaid, from time to time to grant, convey, limit, or ap-

"
point, all or any part or parts of the said manors, lands, &c.

" whei'eof they shall respectively be so seised and possessed,
" to trustees, upon trust by the rents and profits thereof to

" raise and pay any yearly rent-charge not exceeding 1000/.
"
by equal quarterly payments, clear of all outgoings and re-

"
prises whatsoever, as and for a jointure to and for any wife

" or wives, that he or they shall hereafter happen to marry,
" for and during the term of each such wife's natural life
"

only. And further, that it shall and may be lawful for each
" of my said sons, at any time or times after they shall re-

"
spectively come into the possession of the said manors, lands,

" &c. by virtue of the aforesaid limitations, by any deed or
11 deeds executed in the presence of two or more credible

" witnesses, or by his or their will or wills respectively, duly
"

signed, &c. and attested, &c. to charge all or any part or
"

parts of the said manors, lands, &c. whereof he or they shall

" be so severally seised and possessed, with any sum or sums,
" not exceeding the sums hereinafter mentioned, for portions
" of their daughters and younger children ; viz. for one such
"
daughter or younger child 5000/., for two .such, &r. 6000/.,

" and for three or more such, cc. 10,OOO/., with such
" main-

1809.
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[ 402 ]

" maintenance in the mean-time not exceeding4 percent, in-

" terest oftheir respective portions as my said sons shall respec-
"
lively by such deeds or wills appoint." And also this proviso ;

" that it shall and may be lawful for my said sons, or such
" other person or persons who shall by virtue of the limi-

" tations aforesaid respectively, when and as they shall come
" into possession of the said manors, lands, &c. so devised

"
to them for life as aforesaid, by indenture to demise and

" lease all or any part or parts of the said manors, lands, &c.
"

to any persons for any term or number of years not ex-

"
ceeding 21 years in possession ; so as in every such lease

" there be respectively reserved, &c. as great a yearly rent

" as can be reasonably obtained." Philip Lord Wenman, the

testator, died in August 1760, leaving only two sons, namely,

Philip, afterwards Lord Wenman, and Thomas FrancisWenman,

and one daughter, Sophia Wenman, who afterwards married

William Humphrey Wykham, the father of the plaintiff. The

testator's eldest son, Philip Lord Wenman, attained his age of

21 years in April 1763, and was thereupon let into possession

of all the testator's real estates, and held them till his death.

And in 1766 he married Lady Eleanor Bertie : previous to

which by indenture tripartite, properly attested, dated the

28th June 1766, reciting the said will of his late father, where-

by he was entitled to make a jointure out of the said estates

upon a wife, and to make provision for daughters and younger
children ; and reciting his intended marriage withLady Eleanor,

and for making such jointure on her in case she should survive

him after the marriage as he was empowered to make by virtue

of and according to the true intent and meaning of the said

recited will ;
he Philip Ld. V. Wenman, pursuant to and by

force and virtue of the said power and authority to him given
for making and limiting such jointure, and of every other

power and authority enabling him thereunto, did grant and

appoint unto the Earl ofAbingdon and J . Morton (trustees and

parties to the deed) all and every the freehold manors, lands,

&c. devised to him by his father, in the counties of Oxford and

Bucks, or elsewhere in England, habendum to the trustees and
their heirs, upon trusts by the rents and proiils thereof to raise

and pay to Lady Eleanor Bertie and her assigns, during her

natural life only, the yearly-rent charge of 500/. by equal

quarterly payments clear of all outgoings and reprises what-

soever, as and for a jointure for the said Lady E. B. in case

the
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the marriage took effect, and she should survive the said Philip

Ld. W., and to be in bar and satisfaction of dower, &c. And

by that indenture Philip Ld. W,, for making provision for

the daughters and younger children of the marriage, as he

was authorized and empowered to do by force and virtue of

the recited will of his father, in pursuance of such power and

of every other power enabling him thereunto, charged all the

said manors, lands, &c* in the counties of Oxford and Bucks,

subject to the jointure of Lady Eleanor, with the payment of

the several sums therein mentioned. The deed also contained

covenants by Ld. Wenman to the trustees, that he had good

right and full power to make such grant, settlement, limitation,

appointment, and charge, as were by him thereby made re-

spectively, as aforesaid. And further, that the trustees, in

case the marriage took eflect, and Lady Eleanor survived him,

should from time to time after his decease, during the natural

life only ofthe said Lady Eleanor, peaceably and quietly enter,

possess, and enjoy the said manors, lands, &c. before granted,

&c. to them, and take as much of the profits thereof as should

be sufficient to pay the said yearly rent charge of 500/., with-

out lawful let, eviction, or interruption, &c. of Ld. Wenman,
his heirs, or asigns, or of any other person, &c. Then by
another indenture of the 26th of December 1782. Philip Ld.

Wenman, the son, made a further jointure of 300/. a year on

Eleanor Lady Wenman his wife ; reciting as before his power
under his father's will, and granting and appointing to Lord

Abingdon (one of the former trustees) and Sir J. W. Gardiner

and their heirs, such parts of the freehold manor, lands, &c.

in the county of Oxford as were devised to him by his father,

to hold to the trustees and their heirs, upon trust by the rents

and profits to raise and pay to the said Eleanor, during her

natural fife only, such further rent-charge of 300/., &c. in case

she survived him ;
with the like covenants as before for his

right lo make such grant, and for quiet enjoyment during her

life only. And by another similar indenture of the 1st of Dec.

179(), Lord Wenman granted and appointed to Sir Wm. Henry
Ashhurst and the said Sir .7. IV. Gardiner, and their heirs,

such parts of the said demised estates as lay in the county of

O.iford, and in Poundcn, in the parish of Twyfordt
in the

counly of Bucks, upon trust to raise and pay to Eleanor Lady
Wenman, during her natural life only, a further jointure and

rent-charge of 200/. in addition lo the 500/. and 300/. before

VOL. XI. A a settled
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settled on her; with like covenants as before. Inl79C Thomas
Francis Wenman, the second son of the testator Philip Lord

Wenman, died unmarried and without issue, in the lifetime of

his elder brother Philip Lord Wenman, who died on the 26th

of March 1800, without issue, leaving Eleanor Lady Wenman
him surviving. Sophia, the only daughter of the first-named

Lord Wenman, having married and survived Wm. Humphry
Wykham, died in March 1792, leaving issue Wm.Rd.Wykham,
her eldest son, Philip Thomas Wykham, the plaintiff, and Har-
riet Mary Wykham, who married the defendant WillousJiby
Bertie. By indentures of lease and release of the 1st and 2d
ofJanuary 1799, the said Wm. Rd. Wykham conveyed to Wm.
Walford and his heirs his life-estate expectant on the death of

Philip then Lord Wenman, in the said manors, lands, &c. in

trust for certain uses, (the object and effect of which was only
to bar any wife of his from dower.) Wm. Rd. Wykham on the

death of the last Lord Wenman, was let into possession of all

the testator's real estates not sold by the trustees under the

will, and enjoyed the same till his death: and by indenture of

lease and release of the 20th and 21st ofJune 1800, all the said

estates in OxforcWiire, Bucks, and Kent, were conveyed by

Walford and Wm. Rd. Wykham to W. Meyrick in fee, to make
him tenant to the pvaecipe ;

and recoveries were suffered of

the same in Trinity term 1800, in which Wm. Rd. Wykham
was the vouchee ; at which time Eleanor Lady Wenman was

still living-. On the 1st of July 1800, after the recoveries suf-

fered, Wm. Rd. Wykham died, leaving the defendant Sophia

Elizabeth his heiress at law, and she is also the heiress at law

of the testator Philip Lord Wenman. The mortgages are still

unsatisfied and outstanding ; and all Lord Wenman the tes-

lator's debts are not yet paid.

The complainant filed his bill in Chancery against the de-

fendants, insisting that the estate in tail male, limited by the

said will of Philip Lord Wenman to the first, and other sous of

the body of his daughter Sophia, was not bound by the said

recovery ;
and praying that the plaintiffmight be declared en-

titled to an estate tail in all the estates thereby devised, and

that he might be let into possession, and for an account of the

rents and profits from the death of Wm. Rd. Wykham ;
and that

the Earl of Abiiigdon and Sir Wm. H.'Ashhtirst, the surviving

trustees in thejointure deeds of Eleanorlja([y Wenman, without

piejudice to her who was then living, but is since dead, or any
other
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other charges or incurabrances affecting the said estates,

might be directed to convey to the plaintiff, to enable him to

suffer a good recovery. And on the hearing before the Lord

Chancellor, he directed this case to be * made for the opinion

of this Courtj and that the question should be,

Whether the trustees named in the deed of appointment of

the 28th of June 1766, and ia the other deeds of the 26th of

December 1782 and the 1st of December 1796, or any of them,

took any and what estate and interest in the manors, lands*

and hereditaments in question of which Philip Lord Wen-

man, the testator, was seised in fee-simple at the time of

making his will, and which were thereby given to Philip his

son, afterwards Lord JVenman, for life, or any of them ?

The case was argued in last Easter term.

Holroyd, for the plaintiff, contended that the trustees in

the jointure deeds of appointment did not take estates in fee,

but only took estates to them and their heirsfor the life of the

jointress Lady Eleanor Bertie. First, he considered the con-

struction of the power as given by the will of Lord Wenman,
and next mode in which that power was executed. 1st, This

being a power given by a will is to receive that construction

which will best effectuate the apparent intention of the testa-

tor. The estates given by the will to the testator's two sons,

for life, to the trustees to preserve contingent remainders, and

to the first and other sons of the bodies of the elder and

younger sons successively in tail male, are all legal estates,

and the remainders to the two sons vested remainders. Then
the remainder to the daughters of the testator, if morethan

Sophia, as tenants in common in tail general ; and if only

Sophia, then to her for life, remainder to trustees, &c.

remainder to her first and other sons successively in tail male:

were also all legal estates : and it is clear that the testator's

younger sons were to have the same power of jointuring as

was given to his eldest son : and this power was given to be

exercised from time to time by the several male tenants for

life in succession, in favour of any number of wives they might

severally have. It was a power given in addition to the

estates of the several tenants lor life, and co-existent with

lliem, but was not meant to subvert and destroy those estates,

and entirely to change their nature from legal to equitable.

The power is to each of his sons when in possession by virtue

A a 2 of
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of the limitations of his will to grant to trustees upon trusf,

&c. ; but no words of limitation are added to the estate to be

granted to the trustees ; and therefore those words would not

authorize a tenant for life to grant a fee or any greater estate

to the trustees than was necessary to execute the power :

though it may be admitted that if words of limitation were

necessary to be added for the effectual execution of the power,
the Court would imply them. The purpose of the trust, how-

ever, being to raise a jointure for the life of the wife only, the

estate in the trustees must be limited to such life. But as the

trustees, if the estate were limited to them only, might die be-

fore the wife, in which case there would be an end of her es-

tate, it may be necessary to imply some words, and therefore

the Court may imply that it was a power to limit to trustees

and their heirs during the life of thejointress. And even if the

power had been express to limit the estate to trustees and their

heirs, yet as the object was only to execute the trust for the

life of the jointress, the Court would have implied that the

estate of the trustees was to be limited to her life : and so it

was decreed by Lord C. King in the case ofJones \. Ld. Saye
and Sele (a), which was affirmed in the House of Lords. And
the like construction was put by this Court in Doe d. Compere
v. Hicks (6) upon devises to trustees and their heirs to preserve

contingent remainders interposed between the several estates

for lives, and the remainders in tail; which trust estates being
created for that particular purpose only, the Court thought
should only enure for such respective lives ; and that the seve-

ral tenants for life in remainder took legal and not merely

equitable estates. A fortiori, therefore, in this case, where

the words,
" and their heirs," are not added to the limitation

to the trustees, the Court will not imply a power to devise the

fee to the trustees ; which would have the effect of converting

all the subsequent estates to the first and other sons into equi-

table estates, when the testator meant them to take legal

estates, and would preclude their remedy to enter and take

possession except in equity. When a power is executed, it

makes part of the instrument by which it is raised ;
and to

hold that the trustees took the fee under this appointment
would in effect be making the testator say, I give a legal

() S J-'in. Abr. 2G2. and 1 Eq. C'H.S. Air. 3S3.pl. 4.

(//)
Term Rev. 433. and vide Hurton v Ilarto/i, ib. Cj2.

estate
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estate to the first and other sons of the body of my eldest son

Philip in tail male, &c. and yet I give a legal estate to trus-

tees in fee, which will defeat all the legal estates which I have

given. In Doe d. White v. Simpson (a) the general rule was

laid down, that where the purposes of a trust (under a devise

to trustees) can be answered by a less estate than a fee-sim-

ple, a greater interest than is sufficient to answer such pur-

pose shall not pass to them, but the uses in remainder limited

on such lesser estate so given to them shall be executed by
the statute. Here therefore, if the Court will imply a power
to appoint to trustees and their heirs, still they will limit the

implication of such an estate to the duration of the life of the

jointress, for whose use alone it was created. In Curtis v.

Price
(/;), though a remainder in fee was limited by a deed of

settlement to trustees, yet as the object of the trust terminated

with the estate of a tenant for life, the Master of the Rolls

confined the operation of the trust estate to the period of that

life ; and he relied upon the manifest intention of the parties

50 to confine it by limiting a subsequent remainder for a term

of years to the same trustees upon the death of the tenant for

life. So here the testator must be taken to have repeated the

power after each limitation to a tenant for life, as he has in

effect done -by the relative terms used ; and that shews that he

only meant the trustees to take estates during the lives of the

respective jointresses. If such be the true construction of the

will, 2dly, the appointment must be taken to have been made
in conformity to it, so far as it is capable of that construction.

Philip the son of the testator in the indenture of June 1766 re-

cites the will giving the power, and states that he doth grant

and appoint the devised lands, pursuant to and by virtue of

that power, to the trustees and their heirs, on trust to raise

and pay to the jointress a certain yearly sum during her natural

life on/i/. The mere words would seem to pass a present

estate and rent charge ; but that certainly could not be meant :

and to make him pass a fee would be contrary to his own re-

cital of the estate, and power devised to him, from whence it

appears thai he had only power to grant to the trustees, (or to

iho trustees and their heirs, if the latter words can be implied,)

pur autre vie
;
and to his covenants in the same deed for good
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title and quiet enjoyment, which are confined to Lady Wen-

mans life estate : the whole deed must be construed *
toge-

ther ; and it would be repugnant to the latter covenant to

give the trustees a fee. But if a greater estate than for Lady
Wenman's life has been granted to the trustees and their heirs,

and the deed of appointment cannot receive the narrower

construction contended for
; then, 3dly, the estate granted to

the trustees will be void for the excess, and good only pur
autre vie. And he cited Tomlinson v. Dighton(a)t Peters v.

Masham (5), and King v. Melting (c) ; in the former of which

it was held that a power might be executed by lease and re-

lease, though properly adapted only to pass an interest ; and

in the latter, that a covenant to stand seised was a good exe-

cution of a power; that both sorts of execution were good pro

tanto, and void for the excess. But supposing the express

appointment were entirely void on account of the excess, it

may be rejected altogether ; and then the covenant for quiet

enjoyment, which is confined to the life of the wife, may be

considered as an execution of the power. Such a covenant

in a common law conveyance, if livery of seisin be given with

it, will operate as a lease (c?); but here livery of seisin was

not necessary.

Dampiert contra, after stating the real question between the

parties to be, whether the recovery which had been suffered were

good, either as a legal or as an equitable recovery ; argued upon
the question immediately before the Court, 1st, That the will

creating the power only authorized the grant ofa chattel in teres t

to the trustees to secure thejointure. The testator having legal

and equitable estates to devise meant to continue each kind of

interest the same in the hands of the successive devisees. And
if he meant the several tenants for life to have legal estates, he

could never have meant to give such apower as, when executed

by the first tenant for life, would convey the freehold and right

of possession from the succeeding tenant for life, leaving him

only a legal remainder during
1 the subsistence of the trust-estate

of the jointress : so that, though the tenant for life had a son

of age, they could not join in suffering a recovery to bar the

entail, without the consent of the trustees of the firstjointress :

(fl) 1 P. Wm3. 149. (b} Fitzg. 156.

(<f) 4 Bac. Abr. Leases, K. p. l6l-2:

(c) 1 Vcntr. 228.

nor
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nor would the second tenant for life have a legal right to enter

into possession; and if he married and made a jointure, the

trustees of the second jointress could have no legal remedy to

enforce the payment ofthe secondjointureduringthesubsisting
estate of the first jointress, but must resort to equity. But if

the jointuring power of the tenants for life be confined to the

creation of chattel interests only in the trustees, the freehold

will remain in the tenants for life, and the estate will devolve

upon them with all the powers and enjoyments belonging to

their legal estates, and they will not be cramped beyond the

necessity of the thing. And this view of the case accounts for

that which might otherwise seem an omission in not extendingu o
the power to convey

" to trustees and their heirs;" but the

latter words appear to have been purposely omitted. Admit-

ting then, that the power, being general in the terms of it,

may be moulded by the Court to answer the necessity of the

charges ; yet if the grant of a term of years will satisfy the

charge, the Court will not imply more. The usual way in-

deed of executing these jointuring powers is by giving a term

which will overreach the life of the jointress, and secure the

arrears at her death. A general charge for payment of debts

is only considered as a chattel interest (a). The leasing power
also shews that the trustees were not intended to take a free-

hold interest. Secondly, supposing the will only to authorize an

appointment to the trustees of a chattel interest, a deed con-

veying an estate to them and their heirs cannot be an execution

of such a power, so as to make it a good legal appointment

pro tanto as of a chattel interest. This point was much pressed

in Roe d. Brune v. Prideaux (b), where a power to lease for

years not exceeding 21, or for life or lives, was held ill exe-

cuted by a lease for 99 years determinable on lives. It was

argued to be good at least pro tanto for 21 years, though void

for the excess: but the Court held it void in toto at law, as

conveying an interest of a different nature from that warranted

by the power. A fortiori, therefore, a power to grant a chattel

interest cannot be executed by granting a fee : and it is very

distinguishable from a mere excess in the execution of a power;

(a) He cited Co/Y/afs case, Cro.Eliz.3l6. and 8 Rep. 96. Co.

Lit. 4,2. a. Carter v. Burnardiiton, 1 P. Wins. 50.9. and Hitching v.

Ililchins, '2 I'crn. 404.

(6) 10 East, 15S.
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1809. as in Tomlinson v. Dighton (), where a power to the wife to

dispose of an estate amongst the children, being well execu-

tec^ ^y granting an estate tail to a daughter, with remainder

in êe to the son, was held not to be avoided by the excess of

appointing an intermediate estate for life without impeach-
ment of waste to the wife herself. This is not the case of a

general power ; and to hold such an execution of it to be

good would be contrary to the manifest intention of the tes-

tator, as the grant of the legal fee to the trustees would re-

move the successive tenants for life from the present legal

estate and possession while any trust estate for a prior join-

tress subsisted. Neither could it have been intended to give

an estate to the trustees merely for the life of the jointress ;

for then immediately on her death the estate would be at an

end, and she would lose all her arrears then due ; which was

likely enough to happen on an estate heavily burthened. And
it is not pretended that it was meant to give an estate for the

lives of the trustees themselves ; but if the estate were con-

sidered as intended to be limited to the trustees generally, that

must be considered as a freehold. The only estate which will

best answer all the purposes of the power, is a term of years
in the trustees for the life of the jointress ;

which will protect
her jointure during her life, and cover all the arrears due at

her death, without encroaching upon the legal estate of the

tenants for lives : but if that be put out of the question, the

trustees must take the legal fee, from the insufficiency of any
life estate, either of the trustees themselves or of the join-

tress, to answer completely the purposes of the trust ;
and if

the nature of the trust requires a fee in the trustees, the ap-

pointment of a fee will be good. That will have the effect of

converting all the subsequent remainders into equitable es-

tates during the continuance of the trust estate : each subse-

quent tenant for life and in tail taking subject to the prior le-

gal charge of the trustees; as in Ken d. ]l<ill v. Bulkelei/ (b).

In Doe v. ILicks(c) it was the evident intention of the testator

to give the trustees an estate of freehold during the life of the

particular tenant
; and they were to permit the tenant for life

to take the rents and profits : there was no contemplation of

[ 473 1
arrears after the death of cestni quo vie : but here the trust

would not be satisfied by giving the trustees only an estate

(a) iPr. Wms. U9- Doug!. 2^2. (c) 7 Term Rep. 433.

pur
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pur autre vie. In Doe v. Simpson () the Court indeed held isop.

that as an estate for the lives of the annuitants, and a term of
~~

. VV YK II A M
years in remainder sufficient for raising the gross sum charged Ugaimt
out of the rents and profits, would answer the purposes of the

trust, they would not pass a greater estate to the trustees by

implication. But there the estate was devised to the trustees

and the survivor and his executors ; which shewed an intention

not to devise the fee to them. And there too the inconve-

niency of fettering the tenant for life and remainder-man in

tail from suffering a recovery, and of there being no remedy
for the arrears of the annuities after the deaths of the annui-

tants, were not adverted to in the argument. If these conse-

quences had been pointed out, it is probable the Court would

have considered, that giving a long term to the trustees would

have answered all the purposes. [Lord E/lenborough C. J. ob-

served, that that case had undergone much consideration, not

only by this Court, but upon conference with others who were

in the general habit of considering such questions. But the

only object there xras to get the legal estate out of the trus-

tees after all the purposes of the trust were satisfied. But

have you any cases for the implication of a chattel interest

for an indefinite term? for that was the difficulty which

pressed us in Doe T. Simpson] Such is the case of a devise

to trustees for payment of debts ; as in Cordell's case, 8 Rep.
96. ; and even in Doe v. Simpson. But if this be not confined

to a chattel interest, the habendum in the deed conveys a

fee-simple to the trustees ; which cannot be cut down to a

life estate, even by a warranty (6) ; much less, therefore, by [ 474 ]

the covenant for quiet enjoyment; to the operation of which,

as contended for, there is also these objections, that it sup-

poses all the prior parts of the deed to.be cut out; that no

provision is thereby made for the arrears of the annuity ;

and that the nature of the subsequent estate for life is alter-

ed pending the life of the jointress. And he referred to

Vcnablcs v. Morris (c), where a limitation to the use of trus-

tees and their heirs to preserve contingent remainders gene-

rally, was held to be a use executed in them in fee, in or-

der to protect the subsequent equitable uses and contingent
remainders ;

aud observed that a similar use might l>c

made here of a fee in the trustees, in order to protect the

() 5 East, 162.
(6) Co. Lit. 47. 384. a. &. b.

(c) 7 Term Rep. 438,

.subsequent
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estates, and enable an equitable recovery to be suffered.

Holroyd in reply denied that any construction of the power,
which would enable the first tenant for life and the tenant in

tail to suffer a recovery and defeat all the subsequent limita-

tions, could be considered as furthering the intention of the

testator. In Mansell v. Mans ell (a) Sir Eardley Wilmot con-

sidered that the execution of such a power had only the effect

of postponing the subsequent remainders after the life estate of

the widow. And in Doe v. Hicks (b) Lord Kenyan said, that

upon the same principle that it was necessary in Venables v.

Morris that the trustees should have the legal estate to answer

the intention of the parties, he thought it was not necessary in

the case then in judgment that they should take the legal estate

for a longer term than during the lives of the tenants for lives,

since that construction would best answer the intention of the

[ 475 ] testator. The leasing power does not shew that the trustees

were not to take the legal estate during the life of the jointress ;

for they would be obliged to execute it not merely for her

benefit, but for the benefit of the tenants for life and of the

inheritance ; or it might still be executed by the tenant for

life, as in Hen v. Bulkelei/ (c), though the legal estate were in

the trustees. And this latter will also apply as an answer to

the power to raise portions for younger children: a power to

charge does not require the legal estate. There is no ground
for saying that this is a chattel interest in the trustees : no such

interest can be commensurate in legal contemplation with an

estate for life. Debts and other incumbrances may be paid off

long before any given life is spent, and then the trust imme-

diately ceases. Whenever an estate is given generally to a

person, the law says that it is an estate for life. This is

equivalent then to an express estate of freehold given to the

trustees ; and the object being to pay the rents and profits

during her life to the jointress, the law will construe that to be

an estate for her life. It docs not necessarily follow that there

must be arrears at her death ;
but supposing a possible loss of

a quarter or halt' a year, it would be too much to provide

against it by giving to the trustees a fee by implication, which

(</) Wilmot's Hep. o 3, 6.
(//) 7 Term Rep. 437

will
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will defeat the general purposes of the will. The trustees

may guard against any eventual loss either by taking the rents

and profits themselves, or by letting with a covenant from the

lessees to secure all arrears to the jointress. And under the

stat. 11 Geo. 2. c. 19. s. 15. persons entitled for life are en-

abled to recover the rents and profits up to the time of their

deaths in proportion. Then as all powers when executed are

referred to the instrument creating the power, the several [ 4?G ]

estates would be limited exactly as they stand in the will, only

with the interposition (after the estate for life of the eldest

son, with the remainder to trustees to preserve contingent re-

mainders,) of a remainder to trustees for the life of the wife

to secure her jointure, with an implied trust to pay the sur-

plus to the person beneficially entitled ;
then a vested re-

mainder in the first son, after the jointuring estate was satis-

fied, &c. [Lc Blanc J. The succeeding tenants for life in

possession would only take equitable estates during the con-

tinuance of the first jointuring trust estate : and that breaks

in upon a great part of your argument, as to changing the

nature of the estates which the testator meant to give them.]

By interposing only an estate to the trustees and their heirs

during the life of the jointress, all the other estates would re-

main the same as they were intended to be, except so far as

is absolutely necessary to the execution of the trust : it does

not divert any subsequent estates ; it only interposes another

legal estate ; and the only efi'ect of it is to prevent the estate

tail from being defeated during the estate of the trustees,

without their joining. [Le Hlanc J. It still prevents the sub-

sequent tenants for life from having a legal estate in posses-

sion during the continuance of the trust estate. What would

be the effect, if, instead of heirs, an estate to the trustees and

their executors were substituted ?]
The word executors must

'

be rejected as surplusage if the estate were given to the trus-

tees and their executors during the life of the jointress ; for it

would still be an estate of freehold, and not a chattel, and

would go to their heirs as special occupants. And no term

being granted here, it can only be taken to be an estate for

the life of the jointress ; and the putting in a term by the Court

would be doing that which the testator has not done. [ Bayley
J. Supposing the first jointress to be living when the second

son came into possession, he would only have an equitable

estate

r 477 ]
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estate pur autre vie in the surplus of the rents and profits,

with a legal estate in remainder ; which would be a different

estate from that which the first son took.]

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. said, that the Court would

consider the case, and certify their opinion : and afterwards

the following certificate was sent :

THIS case has been argued before us by counsel. We
have considered it, and are of opinion, that the trustees named

in the deed of appointment of the 28th of June 1766 took an

estate in fee in the manors, lands, and hereditaments in ques-

tion, (being those which were not limited to George Hervey

and Francis Bassett Esquires, for payment of debts and lega-

cies,) of which the Right Hon. Philip Lord Wenman, the

testator, was seised in fee-simple at the time of making his

will, and which were thereby given to the Hon. Philip Wenman

his son, afterwards Philip Lord Wenman, for life.

ELLENBOROUGH.
N. GROSE.

21st June 1809. S. LE BLANC.

J. BAYLEY,

[478]

Tuesday, DOE, on the Demise of J. GRAHAM, Clerk, against

SCOTT, Clerk.

~TX7"ILLIAMS Serjt. moved to set aside the verdict which

had been given for the plaintiff at the trial of this cause at

Hereford before Thomson B., and to enter a nonsuit. He stated

Proof of a

curacy aug-
mented is

made by
shewing an

order for the augmentation of it, entered in a book and signed by the governors,

according to st. 1 G. 1 . st, 2. c. 1 0. s. 20. ;
without going on to prove that the mo-

ney was afterwards laid out in land, and allotted by deed under the corporation
seal of the governors of Queen Anne's bounty to be annexed to the curacy, and
that such deed was enrolled within six months after its execution according to st.

1 G. 1. st. 2. c. 10. s. 21. and 0, G. 2. c. 36.

Where an old mortgage term of 1000 years, created in 1727, was recognized in

a marriage-settlement of the owner of the inheritance in 17-51, by which a sum was

appropriated to its discharge ; and no further notice was had of it till 1802, when
a deed, to which the then owner of the inheritance and the representatives of the

tcrmors were parties, reciting that the term was still subsisting, conveyed it to others

to secure a mortgage ; held that it eould not be presumed to have been surrendered

against the owner of the inheritance, who was interested in upholding it.

that
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that this was an ejectment for the rectory of Brampton Bryan
tinder 8/. a-year in the king's books, to which the defendant

Mr. Scott had been presented by the Earl of Oxford in 1801,

and which it was contended on the part of the plaintiff was

voidable by the patron in consequence of Mr. Scoffs having in

1805 been collated by the bishop ofthe diocese to the augmented

curacy of Titley ; whereupon the lessor of the plaintiff Mr.

Graham had been appointed to the rectory in question in June

1808, on the joint and several presentation of Lord Oxford,

Thomas Wood, J. R. Wood, and //. Smith, the assignees of an

old terra of 1000 years after mentioned. By the stal. 1 G. 1.

st. 2. c. 10. s. 4. all augmented curacies are made perpetual cures

and benefices ; and by s. 6. if they remain void for want of no-

mination for six months, they shall lapse to the bishop, &c.

according to the course of law used in cases of presentative

livings and benefices: but that statute says nothing of the ac-

ceptance of such an augmented curacy avoiding a former be-

nefice. This however is supplied by the stat. 36 G. 3. c. 83.

s. 3. which provides that such augmented curacies, &c. shall be

considered in law as'benefices presentative, so as that the licence

thereto shall operate in the same manner as institution to such

benefices, and shall render voidable other livings in like man-

ner as institution to the said benefices. It became therefore

necessary for the plaintiff to prove two things ; first, that the

curacy of TiWeyhad been augmented by Queen Anne's bounty ;

in which case the rectory held by Mr. Scott at the time of his

collation to such curacy was immediately voidable by the pa-
tron (a\ and he might present thereto ; secondly, that the

lessor of the plaintiffwas legally presented to the rectory. 1st,

In order to prove that the curacy had been augmented, the

plaintiff put in two orders of the governors of Queen Annes

bounty, (who are a corporation created by letters patent of the

crown under the stal. 2 & 3 Ann. c. 11. (6) dated the 3d of

0) BciH'ficcs, says Dr. 7>;m?,(l vol. Ecc. L. 100. tit. Avoidance,)
are voided by cession, or the acceptance of a benefice incompatible ;

in which case the benefice, it of the yearly value of 8/. or above, is

void by statute, and no notice is needful : if under 8/. a-year, it is

void by the common law, and the patron may either present imme-

diately, or may sue in the Court Christian for sentence of deprivation,
and wait for notice to be given thereupon, or the ordinary himself

may ex mero officio proceed to deprivation, and then give notice.

((>) Vide',! Burn's Ecc!. Laic, tit. First Fruits and Tenths, s. 4.

Dec.

180.9.
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I80p. DeCf 17J[7 ) ana the 2d of Dec. 1734, directing the augmenta-
tion, but not signed by any of the governors. This evidence

was objected to by the defendant's counsel, on the stat. 1 G. 1.

st. 2. c. 10. s. 20. which enacts, that all the augmentations,

certificates, agreements, and exchanges made in pursuance of

the act shall be entered in a book to be kept by the governors
for that purpose ; and that the said entries being approved at a

court of the said governors, and attested by the governors then

present, shall be taken to be as records, and copies thereof or

[ 480 ] of the said entries proved by one witness shall be evidence in

law touching the matters contained therein or relating thereto*

The plaintiff then put in another order, dated 24th of January
1767, attested by the Archbishop of York and several other

governors, wherein it was stated that the governors had agreed
to augment the forty-two-livings following, amongst which the

curacy of Titleyis mentioned, and directed a certain sum to be

appropriated for that purpose. To this it was objected, that

by the charter of rules for the government of the corporation
of Queen 4tine's bounty in force at that period, all money
given to augment small livings must be laid out in land ; and

that this falls within the statute of mortmain 9 Geo. 2. c. 36. as

was held by Lord Camden C. in Midmore v. Woodrqffe (a), in

the case of a legacy given for that purpose : and that statute

enacts, that no lands, nor any sum of money, &c. to be laid

out in the purchase of lands, shall be given or conveyed, &c.

in trust for the benefit of any charitable uses whatsoever, unless

such gift, conveyance, appointment, or settlement shall be

made by deed indented, sealed and delivered, in the presence
of two or more witnesses, twelve calendar months at least be-

fore the death of the donor or grantor, and be inrolled in

Chancery within six months after the execution of it, &c. ;

and all such grants, appointments, &c. made otherwise

are declared absolutely void. And the stat. 1 Geo. 1. st,

2. c. 10. s. 21. had before enacted, to the end that

churches and chapels might be capable of receiving aug-

mentations, that if the governors of Queen Anne's bounty

should by any deed or instrument in writing under their

common seal allot to any church or chapel any lands, &c.

arising from the Queen's bounty, or private benefaction,

or from all or any of the ways aforesaid, and shall de-

[ 481 ] clare that the same shall be for ever annexed, &c., such

(a) AmlL C3p.
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augmentation so made shall be good and effectual to all intents

and purposes ; provided such deed or instrument be enrolled

in Chancery within six months after the date. Therefore

without shewing a compliance with the statutes in this re-

spect, it was contended that the appropriation was invalid,

and that the cure was not augmented, and consequently the

collation to it worked no avoidance.

[Lord Ellenborough C.J. Is not the curacy augmented when
the money is appropriated by the governors to that purpose,
even before it is laid out in land, which may not be for some

time afterwards ? The words of the 36 Geo. 3. c. 83. are gene-

ral, that all churches, &c. which shall be augmented by the

governors of Q. Anne's bounty, shall be benefices, so that the

licence thereto shall render voidable other livings, &c.]
The next objection urged was to the proof of the lessor of

the plaintiff's title to the rectory, to which he was presented

by virtue of the joint and several presentation of the Earl of

Oxford, and of Messrs. fVoodand Smith before mentioned, all

or one of whom it was contended should have the legal estate,

in order to make it a valid presentation. As to this, it ap-

peared that in 1727 the then Earl of Oxford executed a mort-

gage term of 1000 years, including the advowson of Brampton

Bryan, to secure about 20,000/. to the mortgagees, which

termhad vested by several assignments in T. Wood, J.RJVood,
and H. Smith. The next mention of the term was in an in-

denture of 1751, being the marriage settlement of the late

Lord Oxford with Miss Archer, wherein it was stated that

27,0007., part of her fortune, was to be applied to the dis-

charge of the mortgage ; and since then no mention was made
of it, nor was there any other evidence of its existence till in

a mortgage deed of the 3d of December 1802, (which was after

Lord Oxford had presented Mr. Scott to the rectory of Bramp-
ton Bn/an,} this term, together with another old outstanding
term of 1709, comprising the manor of Brampton Bryan, was

assigned to secure the mortgage-money. Williams Serjt.

thereupon contended at the trial and now, that the term of

1727 ought to have been presumed to be surrendered ; and

then the legal estate would be out of the trustees of that term,

and would have reverted to the Earl of Oxford, who after his

presentation of Mr. Scott, had conveyed the legal interest in

all his estates to other trustees for the payment of debts, in

whom the legal estate of this rectory was vested at the time

of
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of Mr. Graham's presentation to it ; and against any presen-
tation by Lord Oxford himself, he stated that Mr. Scott had
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[ 483 ]

on the Do- another and a decisive objection, the nature of which it was
mise of now unnecessary to state. The grounds for such presumption

of a surrender of the term of 1727 he stated to be the recital

in the indenture of 1751 of an adequate sum to be applied to

the discharge of the mortgage ; and no evidence of the

term's having been acted upon or recognized from that period
till 1802, when it was assigned as an outstanding term : and

further, the possession of the deed itselfby the Earl of Oxford,
the owner of the inheritance, which could not have happened
unless the mortgage money had been paid off. If under those

circumstances an ejectment had been brought upon the de-

mise of Ld. Oxford against any intruder upon his property,
this term could never have been set up in bar of his posses-

sory title, but any judge would have directed the jury to pre-
sume a surrender of the term as long before satisfied.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. asked whether the learned

Judge had been desired to leave thatpresumption to the jury?

(and being answered, that he was of opinion at the time that

there was no ground whatever for making such a presumption
under these circumstances against the owner ofthe inheritance ;

but had afterwards expressed a doubt of that opinion ; his

Lordship continued,) There was no purpose of justice to

be answered by presuming a surrender in this case ; nor was it

for the interest of the owner of the inheritance to have such a

presumption made. It might have been his intention to keep
alive the term, and to have it assigned to a trustee to attend

the inheritance. At present we have no doubt upon either

point : but if upon application to the learned Judge, which we

will make, he should intimate any doubt of his own continuing

on the latter point, in deference to that intimation we will hear

the matter further discussed upon a rule to shew cause.

On the next day BAYLEY J. said, that he had seen Mr. Baron

Thomson, who had mentioned to him, that though he had

after the trial intimated to Mr. Serjt. Williams a wish to have

the case moved in Court ; yet having since had it under his

consideration, he no longer had any doubt upon either of the

points. That with respect to the latter of them, though no no-

tice had been taken of the term from 1751 till 1802, yet the

owner of the inheritance having then joined with the repre-

sentatives of the termers in executing- a deed, in which it was

recited
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recited that the term had not been surrendered ; he thought 180p.

that was sufficient to warrant him in the opinion which he had
~

delivered at the trial. on th e be-
* Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. thensaid, that as the Judge mise of

who tried the cause was satisfied, and this Court had no doubt GRAHAM,

upon either point, there was no necessity for any further dis-
Jf

cussion of the matter, and therefore they * r 434 i

Refused the Rule.

ROBINSON against POCOCK. Wednesday,
Nov. 8th.

rT'HIS was an 'action of debt for the penally given by the The general

general turnpike act, 13 Geo. 3. c. 84. s. 13. against a turnpikeact,

farmer, for drawing his waggon along the turnpike road with 13 ' 3f c'

more horses than are allowed by that clause, according to the
havin<* triven

relative breadth of the wheels. The fact was not disputed ; a penalty, to

and the only defence set up was under the 19th section of the be recovered

act, by which,
"

if it shall appear upon the oaths of credible
by inf rma-

. . . . . anon before" witnesses to the satisfaction of any justice or justices of the
justices of

"peace, (i. e. upon information before them for the penalty,) peace or by
" or of any court of justice, (/. e. upon action brought,) au- actlon

>
f r

" thorized to enforce the execution of this act, that any wag-J
greateruum-"

gon, &c. could not, by reason of deep snow or ice, be drawn ber of horses
" with the respective weights, and by the number of horses than is there-

"
hereby respectively allowed : then it shall and may be law- ^ allowed

ttf i f i o i i *L for the draft
"ml tor such justice, &c. or court respectively, and they are O f waacrons
"
hereby respectively required, to stop all proceedings before &c. on the

" them respectively, for the recovery of any penalty,"&c. Xo roads; and

instance being recollected of any proceeding upon this clause, 5 Afi^^'
and a doubt having occurred in what manner a defendant sued

t jon navjne
in an action for the penalty could avail himself of the defence provided

there given, an application was made to this Court in the that if it ap-

last term to stay the proceedings, on affidavits stating that the pea
!"

on oatfl

/ * tothesatis-
necessity oi using the surplus number of horses arose in con- fact i0n Of

any justice
of the peace or court of justice, that the carnage could not be drawn with
the ordinary number of horses, by reason of deep snow or ice, then such justice of

peace or court may stop all proceedings before them respectively; IK- Id that such

application for a stay of proceedings must be made to the court above in which the

action was brought, and that the defence is not available at nisi prius.

VOL. XI. B b sequence
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sequence of the snow and frost having rendered the draft too

great for the ordinary number allowed : but on cause being
shewn founded on other affidavits contradicting the alleged

necessity, the Court discharged the rule on account of such

contradictory affidavits
; without, as it was now said, deciding

that the course then taken was the only one in which the

defendant could avail himself of the defence set up. When,
therefore, the cause went to trial, at the Lent Berkshire assizes,

the same evidence was offered to be given on the part of the

defendant as to the state of the roadjYrom the effects of the

snow and frost ;
but Thompson B. was of opinion that the

clause, directing the application to be to the Court for a stay

ofproceedings, did not apply to the Court of Nisi Prius, but

to the Court out of which the record came, and therefore he

rejected the evidence, and the plaintiff recovered a verdict.

Dauncey now moved for a new trial, and stated the preceding

facts, in order to take the opinion of the Court upon the con-

struction of the act. And being asked by the Court, whether

he had tendered the evidenceto the consideration of the Judge
alone, as upon an application for a stay of proceedings, or as

evidence for him to leave to the jury ; he said that the dis-

tinction was not specifically pointed at in the mode of appli-

cation ; but the evidence was tendered generally, for the Judge
to act upon it according to his judgment of the meaning ofthe

clause, during the progress of the trial ; but the learned Judge

thought that as the legislature had pointed out a particular

mode of making the defence before another Court, he could

not take cognizance of it at nisi prius. It was now therefore

urged that, as the matter now stood, the defendant had been

shut out of making the defence which was given him by the

legislature ;
for when the application was made here last

term, this Court, not considering themselves competent to de-

cide on which side the truth lay upon contradictory affidavits,

refused to interfere
;
and yet when the question came before

the ordinary tribunal for the decision of disputed facts, the

Judge thought that the Court in which he sat could not take

cognizance of a defence which the legislature had directed to

be submitted to another tribunal in a different shape.
Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. The defendant did not satisfy

the Court upon the application in the last term that he had

the excuse which the statute allows of; and then he stood in

the condition of a parly not bringing- himself within the pro-

tection
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1809.lection of the law, and his application of course failed. But
the function of the Judge at nisi prius is merely to try the is- R
sue joined ; he cannot stay proceedings in the cause ; and by against
the terms of the 19th section the only application to be made POCOCK;

is for a stay of proceedings.
GROSE J. The Court, who are required by the clause to

stop all proceedings, if the fact shall appear to their satisfac-

tion upon the oaths of credible witnesses, must mean the Court
[ 487 ]

which originates the proceedings, in like manner as it speaks
of the justice or justices of the peace when the proceeding

originates by information before them.

LE BLANC J. From the terms made use of in this clause

it could never be meant that the fact of the excuse allowed

should be set up as a defence at the trial, but upon summary
application in the first instance to the Court above.

BAYLEY J. I am not satisfied that if the fact appeared
doubtful to the Court upon contradictory affidavits, the de-

fendant might, not, if he had applied for it, have obtained an

issue to try the fact : but no such application was made ; and

the stay of proceedings must be by the Court above.

Rule refused.

B b 2
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Wednesday, GOODTITLE, Lessee of PARKER, Cta;amst BALDWIN.
Nov. 8th.

A possession T^HIS ejectment was brought to recover possession of a

of croM'u cottage and a small piece of land adjoining. And it ap-
land com-

peared at the first trial before Graham B. on the last spring

lea 1 5
"
9 circuit at Gloucester, that part of the premises 55 years ago, at

ago by on- least, and the rest about 40 years ago, were taken by encroach-

croacliment ment, in three several contiguous plots, out of the forest of
on the crown jyean belonging to the crown, partly by the lessor of the
in the time . . ., c

,
.

r
,

of the lessor P'aintl" s lather, and partly by other persons who had after-

of the plain-
wards given them up to him, and he had thrown the whole

tiffs father, jnto one close. The father continued to have quiet enjoy-
maintained ment of^ premj ses ti }[ \^s death, which happened about 19
by the rather

till his death years a
g' ; alter which his widow continued m possession for

19 years ago, two or three years ; and then the defendant got into possession,
and utter- but by what means did not at first appear. The widow is

tlnued for"
since dead, and the lessor of the plaintiff is their eldest son.

two years by
The learned Judge being of opinion upon this evidence, that

[ 489 ] the lessor of the plaintiff, whose claim was only as heir to the
Ins widow, former possessor, could have no title to the freehold, inasmuch
when the de-

fendant obtained the possession, would be sufficient evidence for the jury to pre-
sume a grant from the crown to the lessor's father, if the crown were capable of

making such a grant, in order to support a demise in ejectment from the eldest

son and heir of such first possessor, against the defendant, who had no apparent

title, and whose possession was not defended by the crown, nor found to be by
licence from it.

But it appearing upon a second trial, that by the stat. 20 Car. 2. c. 3. all future

grants of land by the crown in the forest of Dean, within which the land in ques-
tion lay, were avoided, and consequently no presumption could be made of a valid

grant ;
the lessor of the plaintiff, who can only recover in ejectment by the strength

of his own title, was held not entitled to recover even against a stranger, whose

possession, adverse to him, was not defended by the crown. And this, notwith-

standing a part of the premises was first held by the lessor's father 60 years ago ;

and by the st. 9 G. 3. c. l6. the suit of the crown is barred after a continuing ad-

verse possession for 6"0 years under the original trespasser: for from the death of

the father 19 years ago the possession was adverse to his heir, the lessor of the

plaintiff, or at least the defendant's possession for the last 17 years was adverse;
and the act of Gco. 3. does not give a title to the first wrongful possessor and those,

claiming under him, but only bars the remedy of the crown against them after 60

years continuing adverse possession by then.. And as it does not repeal the stat.

20 Cur. 2. c. 3. no presumption of a grant to legalixe the possession of the lessor's

father for the first 41 years, on \\hich alone the lessor's cUim could be founded,
can be made against that statute. And the jury, it seems, may presume that the

possession of the lessor's father for the first 41 yours, and that of the defendant

(adverse to the heir) for the last 17 years, were both legally hoklen by the licence

of the crown.

as-
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as that appeared to be in the crown, against which the adverse 1809.

possession of the father could not operate to give him even _
. . . GOODTITLE,

a possessory right, nonsuited the plamtin.

Dauncey moved in Easter term to set aside the nonsuit, in-

sisting on the long possession of the lessor of the plaintiff' and

of his father, for much above 20 years, which was sufficient

title against a mere wrong-doer, though not against the

crown. But the crown, he said, took no part in the defence.

Having obtained a rule nisi ;

Wyburgh shewed cause against it in Trinity term, and urged
that the commencement of the lessor's title, being proved to

be by wrong and trespass upon the crown, against which the

length of possession which had occurred could not give even

a possessory title, (for the king can only be ousted of his pos-
session by matter of record (a) ; the lessor, who could only

recover upon the strength of his own title, was upon his own

shewing out of court. That it was always competent to a de-

fendant in ejectment to avail himself of title in a third person,

whether or not that person defended the cause ; and here

the title to the possession was shewn to be in the crown.

And he referred to Yates v. Dryden and others (b\ where it

was resolved in a suit between third parties, that if a clear

title and right appeared for the king, either confessed by the

parties in pleading, or otherwise fully apparent, the Court

were bound ex officio to take notice of it : and though the

king's title appeared there upon the record, yet as in eject-

ment it can only appear in evidence, the Court must be [ 490 ]

equally bound to notice it.

The Court having then suggested that, if it were necessary
as between these parties, the crown not contesting the lessor

of the plaintiffs right, the jury upon this length of possession

might have been advised to presume a grant subsequent to

the encroachment : Wyburgh ad verted first to the stat. 1 Ann.

st. 1. c. 7. s. 5. restraining the crown from granting its lands

out for any term or estate exceeding 31 years or 3 lives, &c.

But it being observed that a grant to the extent of 3 lives

might cover the lessor's title : he lastly referred to the stat. 20

Car. 2. c. 3. for the regulation of Dean forest, which, he said,

restrained the crown from making any such grant of the forest

(a) Co. Lift. 277- a. 4Coi. Dig. Prerogative, D, 71.

(6) Cru. Car. 592.

B b3 laud.
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1809, land. But as this statute is not set forth in the common

printed edition, and the terms of it were not fully brought
GOODTJTLE, F , ~ , . j . f

the De- Def re tne Court upon that occasion ; and, as it was further

mise of observed by Dauncey for the plaintiff, that the nonsuit did

PARKER, not proceed upon the ground of the incapacity of the crown
against to gfant by that statute .

Lord Ellenborough C. J. said, that as the plaintiff was non-

suited upon the supposed impossibility of presuming any title

which could be derived from the crown, notwithstanding so

Jong a possession, commencing 55 years ago, and continuing
to the death of the lessor's father within the last 20 years ;

and all this without any disturbance by the crown ; and as

the Court were of opinion that the jury might have presumed
a grant from the crown under these, circumstances to the les-

sor's father, unless there were any provision in the statute of

Car, 2. to preclude such a grant as would cover the lessor's

title, of which they were not at present distinctly informed,

[ 491 U and certainly that point had never been made at the trial ;

they thought it right to send the case to a new trial, that it

might undergo further consideration ; and then the defendant

inight shew the statute to which he had referred, in order to

preclude the presumption of any grant, if it would bear him

out in the objection, But with respect to the general impos-

sibility of presuming a grant against the crown, the courts

were in the daily habit of presuming grants from the crown,

as of markets and the like, upon an uninterrupted enjoyment
of 20 years : and it was only a few days ago () that they had

considered that the jury were warranted under the circum-

stances of the case in presuming; a grant of enfranchisement

pf a copyhold from the crown. Thereupon the Court made

the rule absolute for a new trial.

At the second trial before Bayley J. at the last assizes at

Gloucester, evidence was given that one of the pieces of land

held by the lessor of the plaintiff's father had been inclosed

from Dean forest 60 years ago ; and the father had been in

possession of the whole for above 40 years ; at whose death

the lessor his eldest son being out of the way, the widow con-

tinued in possession for about two years, and then gave up the

premises to the defendant about 17 years ago for a consider-

ation of 2 or 3 guineas, without any conveyance. It appeared

() Roc,LetSC of Johnson, v. Ireland, ante, 280.

also
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also that about 20 years ago there had been a survey of the 1803.

forest, when all new inclosures and encroachments were le-
GooDTITLE

veiled by the officers of the crown ; but as they had received on the Dc,

'

orders to confine their prostrations to inclosures made within

20 years, the parties were left in possession of the iuclosures

in question. The defendant's counsel objected at the trial to

the lessor's title upon the stat. 20 Car. 2. c. 3. avoiding all fu-

ture grants of the forest of Dean by the crown, of which any

presumption could otherwise have been made in favour of the

lessor's title ; and insisted that the defendant, though not

claiming under the crown, was entitled to take advantage of

the defect. On the other hand, the counsel for the plaintiff

relied principally on the stat. 9 Geo. 3. c. 16. as taking away
all right of suit in the crown after an adverse possession of

60 years, which would at any rate cover part of the premises

sought to be recovered ; and as to the rest they relied on the

possession of the lessor's father for above 20 years, as giving

him and his son by descent a possessory right against all the

world but the crown. But Bayley J. considering that no pre-

sumption of a grant from the crown could be made against

the stat. 20 Car. 2. in favour of any title in the lessor of the

plaintiff's father during his lifetime; and that when his pos-
session ceased at his death, which was nearly 19 years ago,
he had acquired no right of possession against the crown un-

der the stat. 9 Geo. 3. ; and that since that time the posses-

sion, first, of tbe lessor's mother for a short period, and after-

wards of the defendant himself for the greater part of the time,

had been adverse to the claim of the lessor as heir to his fa-

ther ;
and therefore that the lessor's claim, so far as it was

founded upon length of possession, stood in the same predica-

ment as it did at the death of his father
; left it to the jury to

presume that the possession of the lessor's father up to the time

of his death, and of his mother for two years afterwards, and

that of the defendant for the last 17 years, were with the li-

cence of the crown, as being the ouly way of accounting le-

gally for these respective and adverse possessions : and the jury,

adopting that presumption, found a verdict for the defendant.

Wigley now moved to set aside that verdict and for a new [ 4Q.J J

trial ; and after stating the general facts of the case, relied on

the stats. 21 Jac. 1. .14. and 9 Geo. 3. c. 10. as j>-ivin- title too ij

the lessor of the plaintiff in this case for part of the premises
even against the crown, and for the remainder also as against a

13 b 4 wrong:-
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wrong-doer. The first of these enacts, that whenever the king,
k*S ne""Sj ^c ' anc^ a^ others claiming under the same title

sna^ ^e out of possession, or of the profits of any lands for 20

years before any information of intrusion brought to recover

the same, the defendant may plead the general issue,and not

be pressed to plead specially ; and that in such case the de^

fendant shall retain the possession he had at the time ofsuch in-

formation exhibited until the title be tried, found, and adjudg-
ed for the king. The stat. 9 Geo. 3. c. 16. extending the prin-

ciple of that statute, enacts, that the king shall not sue, im-

peach, question, or implead any person for any manors, lands,

&c. or make any title, claim, &c. to the same, by reason of

any right or title which shall not first accrue and grow within CO

years next before such action or suit, &c. for recovering the

same ; unless his majesty or some of his progenitors, &c. or

some other person, &c. under whom his majesty, &c. claims,

have or shall have been answered, by force and virtue of any
such right or title to the same, the rents, issues, or profits

thereof, or of any honor, manor, or other hereditament, where-

of the premises in question shall be parcel within the said 60

years ; or that the same have or shall have been duly in charge
to his majesty or some of his progenitors, &c- or have or shall

have stood insuper of record within the said 60 years. And
that all persons, &c. and all claiming by, from, or under them,

according to their several estates and interests, which they

have or claim to have in the same, shall at all times hereafter

quietly and freely have, hold, and enjoy against his majesty,

his heirs and successors, claiming by any title which hath not

first accrued and grown within the said 60 years, all manors,

lands, &c. which they or their ancestors, &c. or those under

whom they claim, shall have held or enjoyed for 60 years next

before the commencing of every such suit or proceeding, &c.

(with the same exceptions as before.) And then it enables

all such possessors for 60 years, &c. and those claiming un-

der them, (except as before excepted) quietly to hold and

enjoy all such manors, lands, &c. against all persons, their

heirs and assigns, claiming by force or colour of any letters

patent or grants, &c. ; and saving all other rights but those of

the crown. This latter statute, he contended, so far repealed
the stat. 20 Car. 2. c. 3. as to give title to the possessor of

that part of Dean forest which had been held against the

crown for 60 years ;
and the lessor of the plaintiff having

established
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the De-
mise of

PARKER,
against

BALDWIH.

established a possessory right to the parcel in question as de- 1809-

riving title from his father, against all the world but the crown,

it was not competent for a wrong-doer to set up the title of the on
crown under the act of the 20 Car. 2. c. 3 , when by the latter

act of the 9 Geo. 3. c. 16. the crown was barred from suing

after having been ousted of possession for 60 years, and quiet

possession was insured to the possessors against the crown and

all those claiming under it. And great inconvenience, he ob-

served, would ensue, if, though the crown were barred, the

persons whose possession was intended to be quieted against

the crown could not maintain an ejectment against any wrong-
doer who happened to get into possession. The statute itself

gives a title after 60 years adverse possession against the

crown.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. How can the lessor of the [ 495 ]

plaintiff make out any title in this case ? No grant from the

crown can be presumed, against the express provision of the

stat. 20 Car. 2., to have been made to the lessor's father in his

lifetime ; and unless it had been competent to the crown to

make such a grant, how can the lessor of the plaintiff, who
claims under his father, and who has been out of possession

since his father's death, have any title ? No grant can be

presumed in his favour. The statute of the 9 Geo. 3. does not

give a title
;
it does not affect to repeal the statute 20 Car. 2. ;

it only takes away the right of suit of the crown or those claim-

ing from the crown against such as have held an adverse pos-

session against it for 60 years : but here the defendant, who

has been in possession for the last 17 years, was a stranger

both to the lessor aud to his father ; and the lessor of the

plaintiff must recover against the defendant by the strength

of his own title, and not by the weakness of the defendant's

title : and the stat. 20 Car. 2. bars any presumption of title

jn favour of the lessor in this case.

Per Curiam, Rule refused.
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1809.

Thursday, DOE, on the Demise of OSBORN and Another, against^Sth - SPENCER.

Where a fine

rpfjE lessor of the plaintiff' claimed as heir at law of the per-*
f

S

AQR 1
son 'ast se *set' >

f^ne defendant,at the trial before Heath J.

Michaelmas at Derby, set up a fine levied of the premises of Michaelmas

term, relat- term 38 Geo. 3., which was in fact levied on the 8th ot'Novem-

ing to the fort j,ut related to the 6th, being the first day of the term. The

in f

'

t levfed ptai11*^8 counsel then required proof that the party levying

on the 8th of the fine was seised of an estate of freehold at the time ; on

November, it which a receipt for rent of the premises, given to him by the
is sufficient

teuant in possession, was put in, which was dated on the 8th
evidence 01

the seisin in of November ; but in fact the rent was not received till the 17th

fact of the of the same month, as for the antecedent half year. This was

cognizor at contended not to be sufficient, but that it was necessary either

th fi

C
1

* saew that the cognizor was actually in possession at the

vied that a time of the fine Jvied by him, or that he was in the receipt of

writ of pos- the rent before. On this the defendant shewed that a writ of
session after

possession, after recovery in ejectment by the cognizor, was

ctmenf executed by the sheriffs officer who walked over the premises

was execu- and claimed them on behalf of the cognizor on the evening of

ted on his the 6th of November : but there was no previous entry by the
I i -I / * A v */

P
e
cognizor shewn, nor any change of the tenant in consequence

the 6th by
^ tne execution of the writ. The learned Judge, being of

the officer's opinion that this was sufficient evidence of an actual seisin of

entry on the lne freehold to establish the fine, nonsuited the plaintiff.
an an

Vaushan Serjt. now moved to set aside the nonsuit, on the
claiming it

*

for the cog- ground that the seisin in fact of the cognizor at the time of

nizor, but the fine levied was not sufficiently established, either by the
without any en ^ry of the sheriff's officer under the writ of possession sued
actual

chane of
out ^ tae cg'nizor> anc^ which was not executed till the even-

the tenant in ing of the 6th of November, which was after the time when by
possession, relation of law to the first moment of the day, the fine must
who after- ^e ^ken to have been levied ; nor by the actual receipt of
wards paid .

,

rent to the rent u ^ tcr "iat ay anc^ u 'so a"er the bth, when the fine was in

cognizor.
And so it seems tlio receipt by a lawful possessor of rent due after a fine levied,

for a period antecedent to such linr, is prima facie evidence, if no covui appear, of

his possession duiing the period ior which the reiu ia received.

fact
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fact levied. And he cited Lord Torcnsend v. Ash and his

Wife (a), where the defendants levied a fine of two shares of

the New River water
;
and it was objected that they had no

seisin at the time to warrant the fine. The fine was levied in

Hilary term 1733 ; but no claim was set up, or any entry

proved, only that a demand was made of the profits in the

company's office in the name of the defendants on the 19th of

February ; and the first payment was made of the Christmas

dividend before due on the 23d of February, after the fine le-

vied ; and no other seisin appeared. Lord Hardwicke C. said,

that if a man enter on another's tenant, he does not gain such

a possession as is sufficient to levy a fine thereon, unless he

continue in possession : for a wrong-doer to gain a possession

by disseisin must not step on the land, and withdraw and

leave the rightful owner in possession ; which would be suffi-

cient to gain a seisin on a feoffment, but not to levy a fine.

Then as to the perception of the rents and profits being a

sufficient seisin ; it was answered that there was in fact no re-

ceipt till after the fine levied : if they received the rents be-

fore the fine, it would have been a disseisin. The evidence of

a receipt of rent would be sufficient possession to levy a fine.

And in answer to the argument, that the company were stew-

ards to receive and pay the proprietors ; and that those profits

were received by the company at the time of the fine levied ;

and that the payment by them after the fine, of profits due

before, should have relation back, so as to be considered as a

payment before the levying of the fine ; he observed that the

company received for the rightful owners, who were the

plaintiffs, and therefore it could be no receipt for the defend-

ants at the time of the fine levied. He therefore held that

the fine had no operation.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C, J. The entry of the sheriff's

officer under the writ of possession, on the 6th of November,
on behalf of the party who levied the fine, was a lawful entry
and possession, and will relate to the first period of that day
on which such possession was taken, so as to give the party
a sufficient seisin in fact to warrant the levying of the fine by
relation of law on that day : and the receipt of rent after-

wards by the same party shewed a continuance of that pos-
session. I should also have thought that a receipt of rent

after a fine levied, for a period of time antecedent to (he fine,

1809.

DOE,
on the De-

raise of

OSBORN,
against

SPENCER.

[ 498 ]

(0) 3 Atk. 336-Q.
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1809.

DOE
against

SrENCEU.

Thursday,
9th.

was prima facie evidence of the party's possession of the pre-

mises by his tenant during the period for which the rent was

received, unless fraud or contrivance appeared.
Per Curiam, Rule refused.

Where
house and
land are let

together to

be entered

upon at dif-

ferent times,

and it do

not appear

[ 499 ]

from the

terms of the

demise from
what time

the whole is

to be taken

as let to-

gether, it is a

question of

fact for the

jury, which
is the prin-

cipal and

which the

accessorial

subject of

demise, in

order for the

Judge to de-

cide whether
the notice to

quit the

whole were

given iu

time.

DOE, on the Demise of HEAPY, against HOWARD.

HPHE lessor of the plaintiff had demised to the defendant a

certain messuage with the appurtenances, then in the

possession of the defendant, together with several closes of

land described as thereunto belonging, containing 13 acres, for

the term of 11 years, to hold the lands from the 2d of Feb-

ruary, and the house and other premises from the 1st of May
then next ; and the rent, which was 247. per annum, was

made payable half yearly, at Michaelmas and Lady-day, the

first half year's rent being payable at the Michaelmas ensuing

the commencement of the term. The tenant held over the

term for 4 years, and on the 31st of October 1808 he received

from the lessor a notice to quit on the 1st of May, or when-

ever else his tenancy should expire. And not having quit-

ted, this ejectment was brought, which came on to be tried

before Wood B. at Lancaster ; when it was objected, on be-

half of the defendant, that the notice to quit was insufficient,

as not having been given six calendar months before the 2d

of February (Candlemas) when the land, which he contended

was the principal object of the demise, was to be given up.
On the other hand, the case of Doe v. Spence (a) was cited

in support of the notice ; where the terms of holding were,

that the tenant of a farm was " to enter on the tillage land at

Candlemas last past, and on the house and all other the pre-
mises at Lady-day following, and that when he left the farm,

he should quit the same according to the times of entry as

aforesaid ; and the rent was reserved half yearly, at Michael-

mas and Lady-day. There a notice to quit delivered half a

year before Lady-day, but less than half a year before Can-'

dlemas, was held good ; considering the taking as in sub-

stance from Lady-diu/, with a privilege for the incoming tenant

to enter on Ilic arable land at Candlemas, for the sake of

ploughing. But alter this came the case ofDoc d. Ld. Bradford

in) 6Eu*f. \'20.
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UEAPY,
against
HOWARD.

*[ 500 ]

v. Watldns (a), which referred the time ofgiving notice to quit
* 8 9.

to the principal object of the demise; and there the demise
~

being made in January of a dwelling-honse and other build- on t i,c j)

ings for the purpose of carrying on a manufacture, together mise of

with certain meadow, pasture, and bleaching grounds, &c.

for 35 years,
* to commence as to the meadow from the 25th

of December last ;
as to the pasture from the 25th of March

next ; and as to the housing, mills, and all the rest of the pre-

mises, from the 1st of May ; reserving the first half year's

rent on the day of Pentecost, the other at Martinmas : it was

held that the substantial time of entry, to which the notice to

quit ought to refer, was the 1st of May, when the house and

manufacturing buildings were entered upon ;
and not the 25th

of December, when the meadow, which was merely the auxili-

ary to the other and principal subject of demise, was entered

upon. And the learned Judge, being of opinion that the

land was the principal object of demise in this case, and that

therefore the taking of the whole was to be reckoned from the

2d of February, nonsuited the plaintiff.

Walton now moved to set aside the nonsuit ; and after

stating the above mentioned facts, and the late cases bearing

upon the point, questioned the opinion of the learned Judge,
as to the land being the principal subject of the demise rather

than the house, which (in answer to a question from the Court

as to its locality) he described as situated near the borough
of Newton in Lancashire. He observed, that the relative

value or importance of the house and of the land seemed to

be rather a question of fact than of law, and must at least be

nearly balanced in this instance, even if the value of the house

did not preponderate, as it probably did, in the estimate of

24/. a year rent for that and only 13 acres of land. The un-

certainty of such estimates made it extremely difficult to

frame a precise notice to quit in these instances.

Lord ELLEN BOROUGH C. J. It must in all these cases de-

pend upon the relative value and importance of the house and

of the land let together, which is the principal, and which is

the accessary. In this case the learned Judge, upon consi-

deration of the whole subject-matter of the demise, thought
that the land was the principal and the house the auxiliary ;

and il lies upon you who impeach his opinion to shew that the

[ 501

7 East, 551.

house
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HEAPY,
against

HOWARD.

house was the principal. If you disputed the fact assumed

DoE by him, that the land was the principal, you should have de-

on the be- sire<* tne Judge to leave it to the jury to say which was in

raise of fact the principal ; instead of which you acquiesced at the

trial in the fact assumed by the learned Judge as the ground
of the nonsuit ; and we cannot say that he was wrong.
GROSE J. agreed.
LE BLANC J. When once the inquiry was let in, as to

which was the principal and which the accessary in these

cases, a question of fact was necessarily let in, which, if not

agreed upon, the jury must decide.

BAYLEY J. If the plaintiff did not acquiesce in the opi-
nion intimated by the learned Judge, he should have desired

to go to the jury upon the fact, whether the house were not

the principal subject of the demise.

Rule refused.

[ 502 ]

Thursday,
Kov. 9th.

Where a

partyinsured
to a certain

amount, in

one policy,

goods to be

thereafter

specified ;

and in the

specification stated, to supply our own ships on the coast of Brazils, if

afterwards wanted by them ;
or if not, to supply our allies the Portuguese,

a e >y pending the war with France. The vessel containing the
him were in- r

eluded some goods soon after her sailing on the voyage was captured by
the French, recaptured, and taken into Barbadoes, where she

PARKIN against DICK.

HPHIS was an action on a policy of insurance from "London

to the Brazils on goods as should be thereafter specified

to the value of 10,000/. : that specification was afterwards

made, whereby it appeared that the goods consisted of hard-

ware and naval stores belonging to the same person ; and the

object of shipping the naval stores, the value of which was

less than 6007. of the whole sum, was principally, as it was

goods, the

exportation

prohibited'

under pain

was con(Jemned. At the trial before Lord Ellenborough C. J.

at Guildhall, no fraud was imputed to the assured ; but an

objection was taken upon the stat. 33 Geo. 3. c. 2. which en-

of forfeiting ables His Majesty by proclamation or order in council, when
the goods ne s jiajj see cause to prohibit the exportation of naval stores ;
themselves

and treble
anc* m case * anv exportation contrary thereto, the stores

their value, and ship in which they are laden are declared to be forfeited,
and which
also induced a forfeiture of the ship ;

the policy was held to be avoided in toto.

and
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PAHKIH

against
DICK.

and the offenders liable to pay treble the value of such stores. 1809.

And a proclamation was shewn, founded upon this act, pro-

hibiting the exportation of naval stores, which was issued in

November 1807; and the insurance in question was made in

January 1808. Whereupon it was insisted that the policy

was void in toto, by reason of its having been made in part to

cover the naval stores, the exportation of which was illegal,

and subjected the ship itself, as well as the stores, to forfeiture. [ 503 ]

His Lordship being of this opinion nonsuited the plaintiff.

Taddy now moved to set aside the nonsuit, and contended

that the policy, though inoperative to cover the naval stores,

was yet valid for the other goods insured. The act of the

33 G. 3., he observed, does not avoid the contract of insurance,

but merely creates a forfeiture of the stores illegally exported,
and punishes the exporter by making him pay treble the

value : and the contract of insurance was not so entire, but

that it might be severed according to the subject-matter ; the

different goods, though belonging to the same person, being
distinct in their nature. And he likened this policy to a deed

containing different covenants, some of which were illegal and

void ; and yet the deed would stand as to the other covenants

which were legal.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. The statute having made
the exportation of and trade in naval stores, contrary to the

King's proclamation, illegal, impliedly avoids all contracts

made for protecting the stores so exported. It is an illegal

act to sail with such stores on board, and subjects the ship
itself to forfeiture. The policy is one entire contract on goods
to be thereafter specified, to which the underwriters subscrib-

ed ; and the subsequent specification by the assured cannot

alter the nature of the contract with respect to the under-

writers, so as to sever that which was originally one entire

contract. It has been decided a hundred times that if a party
insure goods altogether in one policy, and some of them are

of a nature to make the voyage illegal, the whole contract is

illegal and void. But as this is only a nonsuit, the plaintiff, [ 504 ]

if he think there is any doubt, may bring another action, and

put the question upon the record; but I do not like to grant a

rule to shew cause, whatever the value at stake may be, as it

might seem to imply that we entertained a doubt, when there is

no doubt at all upon the point.

The
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1809. The other Judges concurred; and BAY LEY J., in the

PAUKIST
course f the discussion observed, that the ship being liable

against
* seizure in consequence of having the naval stores on board,

DICK. was thereby subjected to an extra risk, which ought therefore

to have been communicated to the underwriters ; and the

omission of such communication would alone have avoided

the policy. But Taddy answered that no objection was taken

at the trial on account of the want ofnotice to the underwriters ;

and if it had, notice could have been shewn to be given.

Rule refused.

Thursday, DoE
3
on the Demise of JOHNSON, against The Earl of

PEMBROKE and Another.

A C

g

rts
V
n

.

o
A T the trial of this ejectment before Graham^, at Salisbury,

found alone

L
tnc lessor of the plaintiff traced his pedigree through a

with other William Johnson, down to John Johnson, who purchased the

[ 505 ] land in question 40 years ago, and died seised, and left a son

papers relat- J ^n wno ajso (jje(j seised. And the lessor of the plaintiff was
ing to the .

private con- entitled to recover the premises as heir at law to the person
cerns of the last seised, unless William, through whom he claimed, had an

person last elder brother Thomas, from whom the defendants made title.

j
'

, There was much contradictory evidence as to this fact ; and
his death, in

a drawer in the balance was probably turned in favour of the defendants

his house ; by the production of a paper purporting to be the will of one
which paper Richard Johnson, and to be signed by his mark, properly at-

be the will o^
testec^> an(l dated m 1738, which will had the seal torn off, and

a person an- was found in this cancelled state by the attorney employed for

swering the the defendants, shortly after the death of the person last seised
011

in a drawer in his house, where it was kept with several can-

father
&
made ce^e^ bonds of his and a current lease of his farm. It ap-

in 1738, but peared by other evidence that John Johnsons (the purchaser's)
which was
found cancelled, and no evidence was given of its having ever been acted upon, or

probate of it taken out ; is yet evidence of its recognition by the party last seised,

as the declaration of his ancestor concerning the state of his family, so as to let in

the contents of it for the purpose of shewing that that ancestor acknowledged a

brother of the name of Thomas to be older than another brother of the name of

William ; assuming the jury to be satisfied of the fact, that the paper so found was

kept there by the person last seised, with a knowledge of its contents, and that no

imposition was practised.
father
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father was named Richard; and if he were the maker of the 1809.

will which was found in the drawer of his grandson, the per-

son last seised, then it did appear by the will of Richard the Lessee of

grandfather that he had an elder brother called Thomas, who JOHNSON,

was also the elder brother of William, through whom the **"**

plaintiff claimed ; aud then the title of the defendants, derived pEMB
*

ROK
from that elder brother Thomas, was established. The pro-

duction of this evidence so discovered aud circumstanced was

objected to by the plaintiff's counsel ; but the objection was

overruled, and the evidence received : after which the authen-

ticity and genuineness of the supposed will was mnch contro-

verted before the jury, and was submitted as a question for

their consideration ; but assuming it to be genuine, great

, stress was laid upon it by the learned Judge in summing up
the evidence; and thejury found a verdict for the defendants.

Dumpier now moved to set aside the verdict, in order to

take the opinion of the Court upon the adrnissibility of this

evidence
;
and observed that it did not appear that the person

last seised had any knowledge of the existence or contents of

the paper in question ; and some evidence ought to have been

given that he had recognized it as the will of his grandfather.

The mere circumstance of its having been found in the same

drawer with other papers of the person last seised, on which

alone his recognition of it was contended for by the defend-

ants, was not sufficient : it might have been put there after his

death for the purpose of being found there by the attorney.

Or assuming the knowledge of it by the person last seised, he

might have kept possession of it because it was a forgery : it

was found cancelled, and there was no evidence of its having

ever been acted upon, or any probate of it having been

granted. It could not even be told that, if genuine, it was

the will of the Richard Johnson who was grandfather to the

person last seised, as the hand-writing of the supposed testa-

tor was not proved. He urged the danger of admitting evi-

dence of this description.

Lord ELLKNBORPUGH C. J. The difficulty is to shew the

incompetency of the evidence: its relative consequence may be

cut down to nothing by circumstances: but here we must take

it that it was kept, by the person last seised, (for the jury must

have been satislied of that,) with other family papers, as some-

thing- relating to his family ; and then it might be considered

as recognizing that there was a person in the family ot the

VOL. XI. C c name
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1809.

DOE,
Lessee of

JOHNSON,

against
The Earl of

PEMBROKE.

*[ 507 ]

name of Thomas Johnson, an elder brother of the William

from whom the lessor claimed. I think the evidence was*

admissible, and then the objection would go merely to the

superstructure raised upon it in the learned Judge's observa-

tions to the jury : which would not be sufficient to impeach
the verdict.

BAY LEY J. asked if there were any other Richard John-

son to whom the will could be ascribed
;
and was answered

in the negative.

Per Curium, Rule refused.
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1809.

WOOD FORD, and MARY his Wife, against ASHLEY. Thursday,
Nov. 9th.

rT1HIS wus an action for a malicious prosecution of the plain- jn an ac tion

tifi' Mary, for a supposed assault upon the defendant ; in for a mali-

Avhich the declaration stated that the defendant heretofore, to Clous Pr se"

cution, the

copy of the

original roll or record of acquittal given in evidence, stated the finding of the bill

of indictment against the now plaintiff in B. R., the process to bring in the party,
her appearance, a,nd plea of not guilty in Mich, term, and the joining of issue in

the same court; and then it stated the venire facias juratores returnable in Hilary

t'Tm, and the distringas juratores by which the sheriff is commanded to have the

jury before our said lord the king at Westminster, on Wednesday next after 15

daysfrom Easter, OK before the Lord Chief Justice if he should come before that

time, i. e. on Tuesday next after the end of the term (Hilary,), at Westminster, &c.
in the great hall of pleas there ; and then after giving a day in Bank to the prosecu-
tor and defendant, it proceeded ou which day, viz. on Wednesday next after 15

days, 4'f. before our said lord the king, at W., came the parties; and the Chief

Justice before whom the said jurors came to try, &c. sent here his record (which
is the nisi priiis record) in these words ; (which are the words of thepostea indorsed

on that record ;) viz. afterwards, on the day, and at the place last within mentioned,

before the Chief Justice, &c. and so proceeds to set out the trial, and the verdict

of not guilty ; (which is the conclusion of the postea on the nisi prius record sent

into the court in Bank by the Chief Justice ;) and then the original roll proceeded

Whereupon, all the premises being seen by the court of our said lord the king now

here, it is considered and adjudged by the said court now here, that M. IV. (the
now plaintiff) do depart here without day, &c.
The form and component parts of the original roll, or record of acquittal, be-

ing thus understood ; it follows that the words of the postea,
"

afterwards, on the

day and at the place last within mentioned" stated in the indorsement on the nisi

prius record, as sent by the Ld. Chief Justice into the court in Bank, refer to the

day and place last mentioned in the distringas juratores set forth in that record;

namely, to
"
Tuesday next after the end of the term, (Hilary') at Westminster, &c.

"
in the great hall of pleas there;" which was the day and place at nisi prius

given ;
and not to the "

Wednesday next after 15 days, &c. before our said lord the

King at IV. ;" which was the return day in bank in the subsequent term, and con-

sequently after the trial was had; though the statement of this return day inter-

venes on the roll between the statement of the day and place given to the jury iu

the distringas, and the statement of the postea indorsed on tfie nisi prius record as

sent in by the Lord Chief Justice.

And as by the roll it appeared that the trial was at nisi prius, and the judgment
ot acquittal in bank

;
it was therefore held not to prove an allegation in the decla-

ration, that "
the defendant (the now plaintiff) on Wednesday next after 15 days, &c.

" in t/te court of our said lord the King, before the Icing himself, at W. before the
'' L<>rd Chitf Justice assigned to hold pleas before the king himself, &c. I!'. J.
'

being associated with him, cScc. wus in due manner and according to the due
' course of law

l>y
ajury of the said countv of M. acquitted, ecc. ;" which allega-

tion supposed the trml to have been in Bank un the return day there given.

C c '2 wil
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1809.

WOODFORD
against

ASHLEY.

[ 509 ]

[ 510]

wit, on the 30th ofJune 1801, in the court of our lord the king,

before the king himself, at Westminster, in the county of

Middlesex, maliciously and without any reasonable cause in-

dicted the said Mary, &c. Then, after setting forth the in-

dictment, it proceeded to state, that the defendant maliciously

and without reasonable or probable cause prosecuted the said

indictment against the said Mary, until the said Mary after-

wards, to wit, on Wednesday next after 15 days from the

feast-day of Easter in the 48th year of the reign, &c. in the

court of our said lord the king, before the king himself, at

Westminster aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, before the

Right Hon. Edward Lord Ellenborough, Chief Justice of our

said lord the king, assigned to hold pleas before the king

himself, Wm.Jones, Gent, being associated with the said Edw.

Lord E., according to the form of the statute, &c. was in due

manner, and according to the due course of law, by ajury of

the said county of Middlesex, acquitted of the premises in the

said indictment charged upon her
; and the said Mary was

discharged therefrom by the said Court, to wit, at, &c.

At the trial of this cause before Lord Ellenborough C. J.

the copy of the roll or record of the indictment and acquittal

given in evidence stated the original finding of the bill of

indictment by a jury against the said Mary
"

in the court of

our said Ior4 the king, before the king himself, at West-

minster," &c. : the indictment : the venire or process to bring

the party in to answer, and her appearance
" now on Monday

next after the morrow of All Souls in this same term (), be-

fore our said loid the king at Westminster;" her pleading not

guilty, &c. and the joining of issue by James Tempter, the

coroner and attorney of the king. The record then proceeded
thus :

'< Therefore let a jury thereupon come before our said

lord the king at Westminster, on Monday next after the octave

of St. Hilary, &,c. to try, &c. ;
on which day, to wit, on Mon-

day next after the octave of St. Hilary aforesaid, before our

said lord the kin<r at Westminster, come as well the said Jameso

Templer, &c. as the said Mary Woodford," &c. And then it

stated the default of jurors, and the non omittas clistringas to

the sheriff, commanding him to have the jury
"

be/ ore our said

" lord the king, at Westminster, on Wednesday next after 15

() The roll was entitled
" Pleas before our Lord the king at West-

minster m Mich. 4.0 (ico. 3." &c. The rolls arc always entitled of

the term in which the picas are entered.
"

day si
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"
days from the feast-day of Easier, OR before Edw. Lord 1809.

"
Ellenborough, Lord Chief Justice of our said lord the king ~^"
assigned to hold pleas before the king himself, if he shall

agairut" come before that time, that is to say, on Tuesday next after ASHLEY.
"

the end of the term at Westminster in the county of Middle-
"

sex, in the great hall ofpleas there, according to the form of
" the statute, &c. to try, &c. Therefore let the sheriff, &c.
" have the bodies of the jurors aforesaid accordingly, to try in

" form aforesaid. The same day is given as well to the said

" James Templer, who, &c. as to the said Mary fVoodford.
" On which day, to wit, on Wednesday next after 15 days from
" the feast-day of Easter aforesaid, before our said lord the
11

king at Westminster, come as well the said J. T. &c. as the

"said M.W.&c.; and the aforesaid Chief Justice, before
" whom the said jurors came to try in form aforesaid, sent
" here his record had before him, in these words, that is to
"

say, afterzvards, on the day and at the place last within
" mentioned(a), before the within-named Edw. Lord ., Chief
" Justice of our said lord the king, assigned to hold pleas
" before the king himself, Wm. Jones, Gent, being associated,
" &c. come as well flie within-named J. T. who, &c. as the

"within-named M. W. &c. And the jurors, &c. come and [ 511 ]

" are sworn upon the said jury." And then the indorsement

on the nisi prius record (still reciting,) after stating further the

proclamation made in court, and none appearing to prosecute

proceeded,
"
Whereupon the Court here proceedeth to the

"
taking of the inquest aforesaid by the jurors aforesaid now

" here appearing for that purpose aforesaid, who being chosen,
"

tried, and sworn, &c. say upon their oath, that the said
"
Mary IVoudford is not guilty," &c. Then the original roll

proceeds thus "
Whereupon all and singular the premises

"
being seen and fully understood Li/ the Court of our said

" lord the king now here, it is considered and adjudged by the
" said Court now here, that the said Mary Woodford do depart
" hence without day in this behalf." Upon this it was ob-

jected that the record of acquittal given in evidence, shewing
the trial and verdict of acquittal to have been before the Lord

Chief Justice at nisiprius, did not sustain the allegation in the

(a) The day and place last within mentioned in the nisi prius record,

to which these words of the postea refer, are the day and place of

nisi prius given in the distringas juratores.

c c 3 declaration,
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ISOp. declaration, that the plaintiff Mary was acquitted by ajury of

the county
" in the Court of our said lord the king, before the

against
" ^n himself" which was the description of the Court of

ASHLEY. King's Bench sitting in Bank, by which Court only ihejudg-
ment of discharge could be pronounced : and upon that ob-

jection the plaintiff was nonsuited.

Puller now moved to set aside the nonsuit; and urged, first,

that the allegation in the declaration, that the said Mary "on
"

Wednesday next, &c. in the Court of our said lord the king
"

before the king himself at Wesminster," &c. " before Lord
"

Ellenborough C. J. assigned to hold pleas before the king
"

himself," was by a jury of the county acquitted, &c. was

merely descriptive of the place in which, and not of the Court

[ 512 ] before which, the trial was had. It is not alleged with a

prout patet, &c. ; which according to Purcellv. Macnamara(a)
woirid have been deemed descriptive of the record, and must

have been strictly proved ; but the substance of the averment

is, that the trial was had in a certain place so designated, be-

fore Lord Ellenborough C. J. who is himself described as

"
assigned to hold pleas before the king himself:" and the trial

being proved to have been before him, a misdescription in the

slvle of the court in which he sat cannot be more material

than that in Rex v. Lookup (b), where an indictment for per-

jurv stating a bill in Chancery to have been directed to

11 Robert Lord Henley," &c., instead of " Sir Robert Henley,
Knt." &c. was held to be no objection ; it being sufficient that

the complainant had preferred his bill before the person hold-

ing the great seal, whether he were styled by the one name or

by the other. 2dly, He urged that at all events this was not

a ground of nonsuit, but of demurrer to the declaration ; as

the misdescription of the place of trial, supposing it to be such,

was contained in the record itself given in evidence
; which

after elating the jury process, commanding the sheriff to have

the jury
"

before,
our said lord the king, at Westminster, on

Wednesday next, &c., or before Lord Ellenborough, &c. if

he should come before that time, i. e. on Tuesday next," &c.,

and after stating the same day given to the prosecutor and

to the then 4efendant ; proceeds
" on u'hich day, to wit, on

"Wednesday next, &c. before our said lord the khig at Westminster

(rt) 9 East, 160.

(l>)
T. 7 Ceo. -J. B. II. cited ill King v. Pi}>pct, 1 Term Ur/;. 240.

come."
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come," &c. And then it states that the Chief Justice, before 1809.

whom the jurors came to try, &c. sent his record had before

him in these words " Afterwards on the day and * at the
OOD

-

FORD
y

against
place fast mentioned," before Lord E., and then proceeds to ASHLEY.
state the trial and acquittal. Now the place last mentioned *[ 5 13 ]

in the record of acquittal being
"

before our said lord the king
at Westminster," which is the style of the Court in Bank, it

appears by this mode of drawing up the record as if the trial

had been had there : and therefore there was properly no va-

riance between the declaration and the record proved on

which the nonsuit can be sustained. But then it may be ob-

jected that the latter allegation in the declaration, after

stating the acquittal, that
" the said Mary was discharged

from the indictment by the said Court," &c. would not be

proved by the record, and that no such judgment could have

been given by the court of nisi prius. To which he answered,

3dly, That either "
the SAID Court" refers to the Court of

K. B. mentioned in the beginning of the declaration, (for

pradictus does not necessarily refer to the next antecedent as

idem does () ;) and then it is correct : or if applied to the court

of nisi prius, it is immaterial and may be rejected, as the al-

legation of acquittal by the jury was sufficient to sustain the

action ; by the opinion of Sutler J. in Morgan \. Hughes (6).

In Hunter v. French (c), the only allegation was that " at the

sessions of over and terminer held at the castle of York, &c.

before, &c. the plaintiff fy/
ajury of the said county o/'York

was duely and in a lawful manner acquitted of the premises in

the said indictment specified," &c. : and by the record of ac-

quittal it appeared that Ikejury found the plaintiff not guilty ;

and upon that verdict Ikejudgment of the Court was entered [ 514 ]

that he should go thereof acquitted: and this was held suffi-

cient (d). The redundancy thereof in this case may be re-

jected where the substance of the acquittal is stated.

(a) He cited Reginn v. Rhodes, 2 Ld. fifty . 888. Weekly v.

Wildman, 1 Ld. Ray. 407. and Fitzhugh v. Dennington, 2 Ld. Ray.

1094. and Siltton v. Fern, 3 Wils. 339.

(ft)
2 Term Rep. 231. (c) miles' Rep. 517.

(d) It was held sufficient by construing the words reddendosingula

singulis, that the plaintiff was duly acquitted !>y theJury, i. e. found

not guilty of the facts alleged against him ; and in a lawful manner

acquitted of the premises, &c. i. e. by the judgment of acquittal pro-

nounced by the Court.

C c 4 Lord
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1809.

WOODFORD
against
ASHLEY.

Lord ELLEN BOROUGH C. J. It is a substantial allegation

in the declaration, that the trial which is one thing, and the

acquittal which is another thing, both took place
"

in the

Court of our lord the king before the king himself:" whereas

by the record it appeared that the trial was before me in the

court of nisi prius, and the acquittal was by the judgment of

the Court in Bank: and indeed it is impossible that there could

have been a judgment of acquittal at nisi prius.

The other Judges concurred ; and in the course of the ar-

gument Bayley J. observed that the words "
afterwards on

" Ike day and at the place last within mentioned, before the
" within-named Edzcard Ld. .E. &c." was the statement of the

postea indorsed on the Nisi Prius record, and had reference to

the time and place of trial last mentioned in that record in the

distringas ; that is,
" on Tuesday next after the end of the

term at Westminster in the co. of M. in the Great Hall of

Pleas there." The intermediate day stated is the return-day

given in Bank; which is after the trial had, and when the

judgment of acquittal is given. And this was said by Mr.

Dealtry to be the invariable manner ofmaking up the records

in the Crown Office.

Rule refused.

Nof
y
ioth.

WRIGHT against SHIFFXER.

A ship being npujg was an action upon a policy of insurance on freight

of the Bellona " at and from Surinam, and all or any of

Surinam, and the West Lufta islands (except Jamaica} to London, warranted
all or any of to sail on or before thelst of August 1807." In fact, the ves-

T
U
/'

eS
f i

sel dici sail before the 1st of August from Surinam, where she
India islands . , . . . .

to London, a "ad taken m lier homeward cargo, and arrived ulTortola, one

vr?;rranty to of iheWest India islands, on the 4th, to find the convoy; but the
sail on or be-

proper convoy having before that time sailed with the trade,

Aunitf is sa-
S ^ie a^terwartl s io ^ sailing instructions from another ship as

tislu'd by the convoy, and was lost in her voyage home. The underwriters

ship sailing
from Surinam, her last port of loading, before thelst of August, and goin^ into
Turtolu on the 4th to seek convoy, though she did not sail from Tortola, winch is

one of th'.' West India islands, direct for London till afterwards.

contended,
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contended, that by the terms of the policy the vessel ought to

have sailed from the last of the West India islands at which she

meant to touch on or before the 1st ofA ugust- and that her

sailing from Surinam for Tortola so as not to arrive there in

the ordinary course till the 4th, and consequently not being
able to sail from Tortola till after the first, was a breach of the

warranty, and precluded the plaintiff from recovering. The

jury, however, under the direction ofLord Ellenborough C. J.

at the trial, being of opinion that there was a bonS, fide com-

pliance with the terms of the warranty, according to the mean-

ing of the parties, found a verdict for the plaintiff; which

The Attorney General now moved to set aside, upon the

ground of misconstruction of the warranty; considering the

object of it to have been to secure the final departure of the

ship from the last of the West India islands at which she

meant to touch on or before the first of August ; otherwise,

by going from one to another after that period, her stay might
have been protracted to an indefinite period.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. Is it not the same in substance

as if the ship were warranted to sail from her last loading

port on or before the 1st ofAugust? I considered that the

warranty was satisfied by her sailing from Surinam, which

was her last loading port, before the 1st of August ; and that

the introduction of "
all or any of the West India islands"

was merely for the benefit of the assured in case the ship
should have been taking in cargo at any of those islands

where her homeward-bound voyage was to commence.
BAYLEY J. asked whether Tortola lay in the course ofher

voyage home from Surinam
; and being answered that it was

usual to seek the convoy there ; he observed, that the vessel

might then be said to have sailed on her voyage homewards
before the 1st of August.

Per Curium, Rule refused.

1809.

WRIGHT
against

SHIFFNER.

[516]
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.1809.

Friday, PiiiLLiPSox and Another against MANGLES.
Niro. 10th.

An allega- TN an action for a false return to a testatum fieri facias

tioninade- L

against the bail, the declaration stated that the plaintiffs
'

in the 48 G. 3. in B. R. by the consideration and judgment of

patet, cScc. the same Court recovered against E. N. and ./. C., bail of

that the P. N., 54/. 10s., which was adjudged to the plaintiffs in and

[ 517 ] by the said Court for their damages by them sustained as well

th
-1

I* t
^or no ^ Perfrming certain promises made by the said P. JV.

of the Court unto the plaintiffs, as for their costs and charges, &c. whereof

recovered the said E. N. and J. C. were convicted ; prout patet per
against the

recordum. The proof of this averment was an office copy of
bail, is not .

r
_ .

proved by
tne recognizance of the bail, and an ofhce copy of the scire

the produc- facias roll, which concluded in the common form. -Therefore

lionof the re- it is considered that the said plaintiffs have their execution

thereupon against the bail. And no other judgment is given,
of bail and TT , . ..
the scire fa- Upon this variance the plaintiiis were nonsuited at the trial

cias roll, before Lord EUenborough C. J. at the last sittings ; and
which latter Qarrow now took the opinion of the Court upon the conform-

ity of the proof with the allegation, by moving to set aside

monform. the nonsuit, on the ground that an award of execution is in

Therefore it effecta judgment or adjudication of the Court. But the Court
is considered were aii of opinion that the objection was well founded. And
that the TIT-I ^ -r . i /

plaintiffs
Lord J^LLENBOROUGH C. J. said, it is an azcard of execu-

iurce. their tion and not a judgment properly so called : the allegation
execution therefore that it was a.judgment was not proved. But making

j

)0 "
the most of the argument, and admitting that it may be

bail- for this
ca^e^ a judgment, as being an award of something by the

is an award Court, still it is not a judgment to recover, as alleged, but a

J execution, judgment of execution.

/ .- LE BLANC J. The allegation is, that by the judgment of

execution the Court the plaintiffs recovered, &c. ; that is, that the plain-

and not a tills hudjudgment to recover : but the record only proved that

judgment to
f|icv j)at| j u(jgmen t of execution ;

or more properly speaking,
it is an award by the Court of execution.

Per Curium, Kule refused.
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1809.

DOE, on the Demise of the Baroness Lady DACRE, Friday,

against ROPER. Nov - 10th -

*o

TN this ejectment for an undivided fifth part of certain lands A devise to

"
in the county of Denbigh, a verdict was taken for the plain-

tlic testator's

tiff, subject to the opinion of the Court on the following case.

Lord Dacre being seised in fee of the premises in question, both pcr-

by his will dated the 25th of August 1790 devised thus: " I sonal and

Trevor Charles Ld. Dacre, being desirous to settle my worldly
real forever,

affairs, &c. do make this my last will, &c. Item, I give and [ee j n t^e

bequeath to G. Pickering, my coachman, an annuity of 40/. real estate :

per annum to be paid him quarterly, and to commence the anc* ^e devi-

quarter before my decease, provided he lives with me at my
Sl

. ,
to use

decease ;
it not, tins annuity to be void. Item, 1 give and be-

; n a morc re_

queath to Eliz. Simons, if living in my service at the time of stricted

my decease, an annuity of 20/. per annum, to commence the scnse is not

quarter day before my decease. If she has left my service,

the annuity to be void. Item, I give and bequeath to my clause of the

cousin Blayney Roper an annuity of 400/. per annum, to be will, where-

paid him quarterly, and to commence the quarter day before y "Jter ifr

my decease. Item, I give and bequeath to my dear wife
Bave n 0<Mi"-

Mary Jane Dacre all my property both personal and real that tional amiui-

I am possessed of now, or may be possessed of at my decease, ty to a person

either inland, houses, or any other description of property, for J""oni Ie

. .

' J
. had before

ere/ 1

. After her decease 1 give and bequeath to my cousin
j Ven a

tilayney Roper an additional annuity of 1000/. per annum, smaller an-

I do constitute and appoint my dear wife Mary Jane Dacre nuityprcced-

my whole and sole executrix." Lord Dacre died on the 3d
'' "

>

e
,

"

of July 1794, leaving Mary Jane Lady Dacre, his wife, and

also Gertrude Baroness Dacre, the lessor of the plaintiff, his wife.

only sister and heir at law, him surviving. Upon Ld. Dacre 's

death, Mary Jane Dacre his widow entered upon the premi-
ses, and continued in possession thereof until her death, on

the llth of September 1808, without issue
;
at which time

the defendant, claiming as devisee under her will whereby
she devised the same to him, took possession thereof. The

question for the opinion of the Court was, whether Mary
Jane Lady Dacre, the widow of the testator, took under his

will an estate for life, or in fee, in the premises in question.
If she look for life only, the verdict was to stand

;
if in fee,

the
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1809.

DOE,
lessee of

Baroness

Lady
DACRE,
against
ROPER.

[ 520 ]

the verdict was to he entered for the defendant. And either

party were to be at liberty to turn this case into a special ver-

dict if they wished to bring a writ of error.

Hargrove, for the plaintiff, admitted that by the devise to

Mary Lady Dacre of" all the testator's property both personal
and real, &c. for ever," without more, she would have taken a

fee : but he contended that the subsequent devise, after her de-

cease, of an additional annuity of 1000/. per annum to Blayney

Roper, shewed the intention of the testator that his widow should

only take an estate for life; such devise over, after her decease,

of a part of the property before given to her, shewing that her

estate in it was to determine on that event; and those words

being equivalent in the experience of all conveyancers to the

words " from and after the determination of that estate."

And though this be only a partial devise over, yet it equally

evinces that the testator by having first given her "
all his pro-

perty, both personal and real, for ever," without adding words

of limitation to the devise of the realty, did not mean that she

should take an absolute estate in the realty, but only in the

personalty. And there was no necessity for the testator to de-

vise over the fee to the heir-, in order to found this construction

of the will; for the law gives the estate which is not devised

away to the heir, charged with the partial devise over. Nei-

ther is it any argument for the defendant to say that this is a

mixed devise of real and personal estate, and that the devise of

the personalty being absolute, it ought for conformity sake to

be taken as conclusive of the testator's intention to pass the

realty also absolutely; for the disposition of the two species of

property is governed by different rules ; and it is only in indul-

gence to the presumed ignorance of testators, that a latitude of

disposition in the case of real property has been allowed to them

in wills, by which they have been permitted to pass the fee by

general words of devise, expressing by necessary implication
such an intention, without adding words of limitation or inhe-

ritance. But that indulgence, which has grown up by degrees
in the law, is still limited to cases where from the plain mean-

ing cf the words no doubt can be entertained of a testator's in-

tention to pass the fee: and if such intention be at all doubtful,

either from the words of the particular devise, or from other

provisions in the will which indicate a different intent, the rule

of the common law will prevail, which requires words of limi-

tation and inheritance to pass the fee from the heir. The word

property,
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property, it must be admitted, is a potent word in a will to pass

the testator's interest in the land as well as the land itself: and

so it was considered by Lord.Mansfield in Hogan\. Jacksoji (a);

but still it has never yet been * determined of itself to carry a

fee, like the word estate(b), or as the words "all I am worth/'

which were held in a late case(c) to carry real estate, notwith-

standing a contrary decision in Bowman \. Milbank (d), upon
the words "

all to my mother." Here, however, it is not left

to implication or construction to include the realty in the word

property, as the words personal and real are added ; and here

are also the words "forever" added, from whence, though

they would not be sufficient to pass the fee in a deed (e), it may
be admitted that an implication would arise upon a will (f) of

the testator's intent to pass the fee, unless there be other words

to repel that inference. In the 15 H. 7.fo. 11 & 12. the ques-
tion arose upon a testamentary declaration of uses by one who
had before enfeoffed trustees for that purpose ; and Fineux

Chief Justice said, incidentally, that if one make a will that

J". S. shall have his land^br ever during his life, he shall only
take for life, because the latter abridged the interest given by
the preceding words. And Perkins (g), s, 557. says, that if

lands be devised to J. S. to have and to hold to him/or ever, it

seems that by these words the devisee shall only have an estate

for life; for the wordsfor ever cannot extend further than to

the devisee himself, because no other persons are named. But
the point seems not to have been then settled, for he adds a

quaere. And at that time it appears by the same book to have

been considered, that a devise of land to J. S. to have and to

hold to him and his assigns would pass the fee : so to J. S. and

1809.

DOE,
Lessee of

Baroness

Lady
DACUE,
against
ROPER.

*[ 521 ]

[ 522 ]

(o) Coicp. 304. and vide Doe v. Lainchbury, ante, 2<)0.

(b) Upon the force of the word estate to carry a fee in a devise, he

referred to Wilkinson v. Mem/land, Cro. Car. 447. Kerman v.

Johnson, Sty. 281. 2Q3. Reeres v. fPinnington, 3 Mod. 45. Lane v.

Haickins, 2 HJtota. 3.95. Burn/ v. Edgewort/i, 2 P. If'ms. 524. and
Barnet v. Patch-, 8 I'es.jun. 604.

(f) Huxtcpv. lirooinan, 1 Bio. Ch. Can. 437.

(d) 1 Eq. Cas. Abr. 208.

(e) Lit. s. 1 .

(/) Co. Lit.s. 5S5, 5S6\ Fitz. Abr. Devise, pi 20. and I : H. 7.

fo. 11, 12.

(g) The learned Counsel observed that Lord CuLc spoke \\ell of

/V/A/i's Treatise, in the pie luce to hib 10th Report, p. xi\.

his
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1809.

DOE,
Lessee of

Baroness

Lady
DACIIE,

against
ROPER.

his assigns for ever : assigns there might have been taken to

mean assigns in law. ButLd. Cuke in his Comment on Little-

ton (a), which was published after Perkins, says, that a devise

to a man and his assigns, without say'mgfor ever, gives but an

estate for life. Here, however, the constructire intent to pass
a fee by the words/brewer is rebutled by the subsequent charge

upon[the same lands of an additional annuity to Blayney Roper,
to take place after the decease of the devisee Mary Lady Dacre.

[Lord Ellenborough C. J. If you can establish that a further

charge on the estate, in case the annuitant survived the devisee

of the land, is the same thing as a devise over of the land it-

self, you will advance the argument in favour of the lessor.] It

equally shews that the testator did not mean to pass the fee by
the former words of devise. But it is sufficient, according to

Wil&s case (6), if it only render his intent doubtful, to turn the

scale in favour ofthe heir at law, who according to thejudgment

>f the law will take the fee, if it be not passed to another by
words of limitation or inheritance : a rule which applies to the

devisees of the several annuities in this will, which being given
to them generally, without saying for life, the charges only

enure for their respective lives. The case which comes near-

est to this is Chycke's case (c) ; which was a devise of" thefee-

simple of my house in S. to Alice Ludlam, and, after her de-

cease, to William her son," M'hich William was her heir : and

according to the reports in Jienloe and Anderson, it was held

that Alice took but an estate for life, with remainder in fee to

her son. .Dyer's report however states, that Alice was held

to take only a present life estate, with remainder to her son

also for life, remainder to herself in fee. If the two first-

named reporters be right, the case bears strongly in favour of

the heir at law
; and it will not bear against her, if the latter

be right, by reason that the fee-simple was there expressly

devised.

Wigleif contra was stopped by the Court.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. From the first moment of my
reading this case, until the conclusion of the argument, which

has exhibited all the learning which could be brought into the

field, I have not entertained the least doubt as to the construc-

tion of the will before us, nor is there any reasonable ground

() Cu. Lit. 0. h.
(f>)

G R<p. lG.l>. 17.

(r) This case is proprrly entitled Baker v. liuymoml, Butluc, 300.
h. C. Dyer, 367. a. and 1 And. jl.

on
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on which the meaning of it can be doubted. The testator

certainly meant to give the fee in his real estate to his wife

Lady Dacre, subject to particular charges of certain annuities,

amongst the rest, to an annuity of 400/. per ann. to his cousin

Blayney Roper, to be extended to iOOO/. per ann. more, if he

survived Lady Dacre. He meant only to saddle the estate

with the charges first mentioned during the lifetime of his

wife, but if she happened to die before his relation Blayney

Roper, he meant to charge it with an additional annuity of

1000/. more for the life of B. R. But subject to these charges,

whether greater or less according to the event, he gives to

his wife "
all his property both personal and real, &c. either

in land, houses, or any other description of propertyfor ever."

How can words be stronger to shew an intention to pass the

fee ? He might, indeed, have spared himself the labour of

particularizing the several species of his property, to shew

that he meant to include landed property ; for a devise of all

his propertyfor ever would have carried the fee. That a de-

vise of land to a man^or ever would carry a fee has been set-

tled without question from the 22 Ed. 3. (a) to the present

day, with the single exception of the doubt expressed by
Perkins in the passage cited. The same law is recognized in

Littleton, s. 586. and in Lord Coke's Comment on that sec-

tion, and upon s. 1. in Co. Lit. 9. b., where he says, that "if a

man devise land to another in perpetuum, a fee-simple doth

pass by the intent of the devisor." But as this is only a con-

structive intention to pass the fee, if the meaning of those

words be abridged or restrained by other words in the will,

shewing an intention to use them in a qualified sense, the con-

struction of them would be qualified accordingly. The ques-

tion then is, Whether there be any such qualifying words in

this will? The only thing relied on is the additional annuity

given to Blayney Roper after the decease of the devisor's wife,

which is said to be a partial devise over, and to be equivalent
to a remainder over, after the determination of her estate, in so

many words. But taking the whole together, the will imports
no more than this ; (and though if the words had been trans-

posed it might perhaps have been expressed more clearly, but

still the words as they stand are sufficiently clear ;) I give all

(a) Fitz. Abr. Devise, ;>/.
20. states the law to be so from the Year-

book of M. 22 Ed. 3. 16'. and Bro. Abr. Devise, /;/. S3. states the

same from Fitzftcrbcrt, and refers also to the bame Year-book.

mv

180,9.
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my property to my wife for ever, subject to such and such an-

nuities, one of which is an annuity of 400/. to ttlayney Roper ;

and if *B. R. survive my wife, I give him an annuity of 1000/.

more. How then can the giving of this additional annuity be

said to shew an intention in the devisor to retract the devise

of the fee before made to his wife ? He undoubtedly meant to

give her the fee, subject to the charges of all these annuities.

GROSE J. This is a question of construction, depending
on the intention of the testator, as it is to be collected from the

words of the will. He begins by giving annuities to three per-

sons severally: subject to these, he then gives all his property,
both personal and real, for ever, to Lady Dacre, his wife ; but

if one of the annuitants survive her, he gives him an additional

annuity. If he had given all his estate, real and personal, to

Lady Dacre, charged with these annuities, it is not disputed
but that the fee would have passed : then is it not the same

thing when he gives her all his property, real and personal,

for ever, subject to these annuities 'I

LE BLANC J. The Court has hud all the assistance in the

construction of this will that the ingenuity and ability of an

advocate can afford in favour of the heir at law, and therefore

it is not necessary to let the case stand over to another day, in

order to hear the defendant's counsel, when the Court have no

doubt upon the subject. The question depends on the inten-

tion of the testator, to be collected from the will. And it has

never been doubted that a devise of a man's "
estate for ever"

would carry the fee ; and that I consider as the judgment of

the law upon the construction of such words in a will : and the

only question in such a case could be, Whether any thing ap-

peared in the will to shew that the testator meant to give less

than the fee. Now here, Lord Dacre having given annuities

to several persons, devises to his wife, in the most general

words,
"

all his property, both personal and real, for ever."

This shews his intention to give her the fee as clearly as if the

devise had been in so Many words to her and her heirs. It is

not indeed denied that the words of devise to her, first used,

would carry the fee
;
but the argument in favour of the heir at

Jaw is built upon the subsequent words giving an additional

annuity to Hlaney Roper ajter her decease, as shewing, it is

said, an intention in the devisor to limit the general meaning
of the former words: and if there had been any such intention

expressed in the subsequent part of the will to limit the extent

of
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of the first devise to her, and to shew that the words were used

in a more contracted sensej though the first limitation had

been to her and her heirs, we should have given effect to the

intention so expressed. It is argued that the giving of the

additional annuity, after the decease of Lady Dacre> is a partial

devise over, which shews that he did not mean to give her the

fee: but it is only an additional charge on the estate before

given to her, in case the annuitant should survive her, and is

not at all inconsistent with the former devise to her of the

fee. It rather shews, that during the life of his wife he was

desirous that she should enjoy the estate incumbered with a

smaller annuity that what he meant the annuitant to have in

case he survived her. But this can never be considered as a re-

mainder; for the testator does not give BlayneyRoper anypor*
tion of the estate after the decease of his wife, bul merely an

increased annuity or charge upon it. No doubt, therefore, can

be entertained of the intention of the testator to give his wife

the fee : though if there had been any doubt of that, I agree
that the heir at law would have been entitled to the benefit of it.

BAYLEY J. If the case could have admitted of any doubt,

I should have wished to have heard the argument on the part
of the defendant and the reply ; but every argument having
been urged by the plaintiff's counsel which ingenuity can

devise, and the Court having no doubt, it would answer no

good purpose to delay giving ourjudgment. It has been set-

tled for centuries that a devise of land to a man/or ever will

give him the fee by the intent of the devisor : but the meaning
of those words may be qualified, if a different intention ap-

pear from other words of the will. No such different inten-

tion, however, is to be collected from the subsequent devise

ofthe additional annuity to Blayney Roper after the decease

of Lady Dacre ; but the whole intent to be collected from all

the words of the will may be carried into effect by giving the

devisee, Lady Dacre, the fee, subject to the several annuities.

It is said, however, that these annuities, though given in ge-
neral terms, only operate for life ; and that the devise to

Lady Dacre being also to her, generally, without words of

inheritance, should have the same construction : but there is

an essential distinction between the two ; the word annuity
alone imports that it is only to enure for the life of the annui-

tant; but the words of devise to the wife, for ever, import a

fee-simple. Then it is said that the additional charge on

VOL. XI. D d the
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the estate is given after the wife's decease ; but that does not

vary the legal interest which the testator had before given

her in the estate. He does not give to Hlayney Roper any

part of the property itself, but only a charge upon it ; and it

amounts to no more than if he had given in express
* words

to ttlayney Roper a charge upon his estate of 400/. a-year

during the life of his wife ; and if he survived her, an in-

creased charge of 1400/. a year. There appears, therefore,

a plain and manifest intent to give the wife a fee by the

words of devise to her, and there is nothing to control the

meaning of those words in the subsequent part of the will.

Postea to the Defendant.

Thursday,
NOT. 10'th.

Where a de-

ponent had

been a few

days before

discharged
out of pri-

son, but by

permission
had still con-

tinued to

lodge there

at night,

having no,

other place

SEDLEY against WHITE.

T A WES had obtained a rule upon the plaintiff to shew
"*

cause why the bail-bond should not be delivered up to be

cancelled on the defendant's entering a common appearance ;

which was founded upon an objection to the affidavit for hold-

ing the defendant to bail, wherein the defendant described

himself as "
late in the Compter prison ofGiltspur-street in the

"
city of London." And it now appeared upon affidavits that

the plaintiff for some time prior to the 28th of January last

was a prisoner there, but had been discharged on that day, and

having no particular place of residence in town was, by the

curtesy of the gaoler, permitted to lodge at night in the pri-

of residence, son, and had done so up to the 31st, on which day the affida-

vit in question was made. It was thereupon objected that
"

late of the Compter prison" was not a proper addition of the

place of residence of a deponent as required in every affidavit

by the rule of court of M. 15 Car. 2. (a), by which it is

ordered that the true place of abode, and the true addition of

every person who shall make affidavit in court here, shall be

inserted in such affidavit. And he now contended that the

his describ-

ing himself

bona fide in

an affidavit

in court as

late of such

prison, is

sufficient to

satisfy the

rule of Court of M. 15 Car. 2. ordering the true place of abode of every person

making affidavit in P>.R. to be inserted. But a deponent who had left one place
of residence, and resided in another, would not satisfy the rule by describing him-

self as late of the former.

() Vide Cookes R. $ 0. ofB. R.

deponent
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deponent stating himself to be late of such a place was not a

compliance with the rule, which required him to state his

place of abode at the time of making the affidavit ; the word

late might, he said, be used at any time after the party has

changed his abode to avoid being traced.

Reader was now to shew cause. But

The Court thought the description applied well enough to

the peculiar situation of the deponent at the time ; he having
then recently been discharged out of the custody ofthe keeper
of the prison, and therefore having ceased to be a prisoner,

though by permission of the keeper he had, up to the day of

making the affidavit, lodged at night within the prison, arid

had acquired no other* determined place of residence : there

appearing to be no intention to mislead. But Lord Ellenbo-

rough C. J. observed in answer to Lawes, that when a party
had left one residence and resided in another at the time of

making the affidavit, his describing himself as late of the place
where he had ceased to reside, would be considered as an eva-

sion, and would not satisfy the rule.

Rule discharged.

1809.

SETJLEY

against

WHITF.

[ 530 ]

Friday,
SARGEAUNT and Another against WHITE.

TN debt to recover a penalty of 10/. under the post-horse By thepost-

duty acts of the 44 Geo. 3. c. 98. and the 48 Geo. 3. c. 98- horse duty

s. 7. the declaration stated, that the defendant at the time of
* ~ *

5
s

44 ueo. 3.

committing the offence after mentioned was a postmaster c . pg. sche-

usually letting horses to hire, and duly licensed for that pur- dule B. ifthe

pose, and the plaintiffs were the farmers and collectors of the *y
ring oe by

duties on horses let to hire for travelling post or by time
the Distance

within the county of Middlesex; and that the defendant after be ascertain-

the passing of the stat. 48 Geo. 3. c. 98. and within six calen- ed, as where

dar months before the commencement of this suit, viz. on the tlje hiring ls

15th of March 1809, did let to hire for a period less than 28 ong cer^jn
successive days, viz. for one day only, two horses to be used place to an-

other, the

duty is payable by the mile ; if the distance be not ascertained, it is then payable

by the day ; and the postmaster letting the horses, and not accounting for the

duty accordingly in the stamp-office weekly account is liable to a penalty of \0l.

under the stat. 48 6'. 3. c. 98. * 7'.

D d2 in
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in drawing a post-chaise upon a public road from Risliopgate"

street in Middlesex to Rumford in Essex, and back again, from

Rumford to Bishopgate-street, being a distance in the whole of

24 miles ; and which distance was ascertained at the time of

such letting to hire ; and the said horses were, on the day and

year aforesaid, used in going, and did go such distance in pur-

suance of such letting to hire ; by reason whereof there be-

came due to the plaintiffs, as such farmers, for the duty payable
on such letting to hire, &c. 6s. And then it averred, that though

the defendant afterwards, on the 8th of April 1809, made out

an account as and for the stamp-office weekly account required

ofliim as such postmaster and licensed person, including the

day on which the said horses were so let to hire, &c., and

delivered the same to the plaintiffs as such farmers, &c. as and

for the stamp-office weekly account ; yet the defendant did not

insert therein, or in any stamp-office weekly account of his,

the amount of the duty payable in respect of the same horses

upon the said hiring, but neglected and omitted so to do : and

on the contrary thereof inserted in the said account so carried

in and delivered by him as aforesaid 3s. 6d. as and for the duty

payable on the aforesaid occasion of the letting to hire the said

horses
;
the said sum of 3s. Gd. being less than the defendant

ought to have inserted in the said stamp-office weekly account

as and for the duty aforesaid
; contrary to the statute, &c.

by force of which the defendant forfeited for his said offence

lO/. &c., for which the plaintiffs sue for the King and for them-

selves. To this there was a general demurrer and joinder.

The stat. 44 Geo. 3. c. 98. schedule B. (page 209.) imposes
a duty on every horse, hired by the mile or stage to be used

in travelling in Great Britain, 1\d: and on every horse hired

for a less time than 28 successive days for drawing on any

public road any carriage used in travelling post or otherwise,

(if the distance at the time of hiring such horse shall be ascer-

tained,) for every mile such horse shall be hired to travel, \\d.

and for every horse, so hired as last mentioned, in any case

where the distance shall not, at the time of such hiring, be

ascertained, fur each day for which such horse shall be so

hired, Is. 9r/. Then the stat. 48 Geo. 3. c. 98., which extends

the period for letting to farm these duties, requires by s.7. that

persons licensed to let horses to hire shall keep one account of

those let by the mile or stage, and a separate account of those

let
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let for any period of time less than 28 days, and the number

of miles the same shall be hired to go where the distance shall

be ascertained ; under pain of forfeiting 10/. in case of refusal

or neglect so to do.

In the present case the hiring was^br the day, but the dis-

tance was ascertained, being from one certain place to another

and back again : and the question made in argument was,

whether though the postmaster did not charge the traveller

by the mile, but by the day, he were still bound to account

for the duty by the mile ?

Richardson for the defendant contended in the negative, and

relied principally on the stat. 25 Geo. 3. c. 51. s. 4. which im-

posed the same duties as the latter statute, distinguishing be-

tween a hiring by the mile or stage, and a hiring for a day or

less, where the distance was ascertained, and where it was not

ascertained : yet by s. 12. of that act, only two species of

tickets are issuable, one denoting a hiring by the mile, and the

other a hiring/or the day, according to which the stamp-office

weekly returns Were to be made. And by the stat. 48 G. 3.

c. 98. s. 7. all the regulations, directions, forfeitures and pe-

nalties contained in the 25 G.3. relative to the stamp-office

weekly accounts, not thereby altered, are to remain in force.

He also referred to s.23. of the 25 G. 3., whereby to prevent
evasions in filling up tickets where the horses are hired to re-

turn in less time than two days, and the distance shall be

ascertained, it is enacted, that where any licensed person shall

let to hire any horse to return in less than two days, and the

number ofmiles, instead of the words,for a day, shall be inserted

in such ticket, every licensed person shall fill up the name of

the place to which the horses are hired to go, and the true

number of miles, &c. on pain of forfeiting 10/., &c. From
whence he said it seemed to be left in the discretion of the

collector issuing the ticket, in cases where the hiring was for

less than two days, either to issue a mile ticket or a day ticket.

And he argued that the legislature had not provided for the

case of hiring by the day when a day ticket is issued, if, be-

cause the distance was ascertained, a mile ticket may be de-

manded by turnpike-gate-keepers ; for each of these may
demand either the day ticket, or an exchange ticket in lieu of

the mile ticket, which is left with the first gatekeeper; but

where a day ticket is given, there is no exchange ticket.

1809.

SAR-
GEAUNT
against
WHITE.
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Abbott
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Abbott was to have argued for the plaintiffs ; but

The Court (Grose 5. absent) were all satisfied that where the

distance was ascertained, though the hiring were for a day,
the duty was payable by the mile, by the express words of the

act of the 44 Geo. 3. And if the hiring were by the day, and

the distance were not ascertained, the duty was 'then payable

by the day. No argument, they said, could make it plainer.

And if there were defective provisions in other parts of these

acts, the legislature must apply the remedy ; but the words of

the provision in question were quite plain and express.

Judgment for the Plaintiffs.

Friday,
Nov. l^th.

BLACKETT and Another against SMITH.

The stat.

39 <?. 3-

c.69. s. 137.

giving to

West India

ships which

C 534 ]

have dis-

HPHIS was an action for money had and received against

the treasurer of the West India Dock Company, which was

tried before Lord Ellenborough C. J. in Middlesex, when a

verdict was taken for the plaintiffs, for 8d. damages, subject

to the opinion of this Court upon the following case;

The ship Speculator, of which the plaintiffs are owners, on

charfed their the 17th of January 1809 arrived in the West India Docks

homeward- with a cargo from the West Indies, and the plaintiffs duly paid
bound car- to the West India Dock Company the rate or duty of 6*. Sd.

goes in the
pef ton of t jie sn

,;p'
s burthen, pursuant to the directions of the

West India stat>^ Geo. 3. c. 69. s. 137. The cargo having been unloaded

Company the ship on the 28th of February last entered the Company's
" the use of Dock for light ships ; and on the llth and 13lh of March.

~ e
,

l

while she remained there, and within six months from her
Dock for a

time not ex- unloading, one coil of rope and one barrel of tar were sent by

ceeding six the plaintiffs to the West India Docks, for the use of the ship,
months from an(j piacej by them on the Company's wharf, (which is a legal
the time of , , ... . .,

. ,,
, .,

1 adin-
" wnar * ^"d quay within the meaning ol the said act,) at the

on payment ship's side, from whence they were put on board by the plain-
of the ton-

nage duty of 6*. Sd., payable on the entrance of such ships into the Import Dock,
does not entitle the owners to ship stores intended for the use of such ships as part
of their outfit, over the wharfs of the Light Dock, without payment of wharfage
and porterage, as in case of other goods shipped by way of merchandize on the

outward-bound voyage ; aliter, as to necessaries intended for the present use of

such ships while lying in the Dock during the time allowed by the act.

tiffs,
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tiffs, by means of the ship's tackle, .and without any assistance 180<>.

from the Company's servants : but those servants were ready
~

and willing, and offered to assist in shipping the said stores, against

but the plaintiffs objected to their interference. The rope and SMITH.

tar were intended for the use of the ship, and were applied to

that purpose. Previous to the rope and tar being shipped,

demands of 2<7. for wharfage and porterage in respect of the

rope, and of 6d. for wharfage and porterage in respect of the

tar, were made by theCompany ; being the usual charges made

and paid for similar goods shipped as merchandize on freight

from the legal quays and wharfs within the port of London :

and if wharfage and porterage be liable to be paid for the

stores of ships in the said Docks, such charges are reasonable.

These demands however were then objected to by the plain-

tiffs
;
but the Company refusing to permit the rope and tar to

be shipped, (although they were informed the same were in-

tended for the use of the ship, unless those sums were paid [ 535 ]

respectively, the plaintiffs paid the money, and at the same time

gave notice that an action would be brought to recover back

the same. The question was, whether the plaintiffs were enti-

tled to recover the said sums of 2d. and 6d., or either of them?

Harrison, for the plaintiffs, contended that stores intended,

as these were, for the use of the ship, and not for merchan-

dize, were not chargeable with wharfage or porterage to the

CompSny. The Company cannot impose charges at their own
discretion for the use and accommodation of their wharfs, like

common wharfingers, but are only entitled to receive that

which the legislature has given them as the reward of their

monopoly. By the st. 30 Geo. 3. c. 69. s. 86. the Company's

quays and wharfs are declared to be legal quays and wharfs

for the landing, relanding, discharging, fading mid shipping of

any goods whatsoever within the port of London ; and such

goods are declared by S. 85. to be liable to the like tolls, du-

ties, &c. and to the like regulations, as if landed on or shipped
from the then legal quays or wharfs, except in the cases after-

wards specified. And then s. 137. ascertains the rates which

are to be paid to the Company : and these are, first, a duty of

6s. Sd. per ton for every vessel entering the Docks with a

cargo from the West Indies ; and this, it is declared, shall be

accepted
"

in satisfaction of the use and conveniency of the

"said Docks, and all charges of navigating, &c. from her

*" arrival at the entrance into the Docks at Blackmail until

" she shall be unloaded and moored in the Dock for light

D d 4 "
ships,
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"
ships, &c.; together with the use of the Light Dock far any

" time not exceeding si* montlisfrom the time ofunloading such
* "

ship." Now the owners cannot be said to have the use of

the Light Dock for their ship, which is part of the consider-

ation for the payment of the 6s. Sd. per ton rate, if they be

liable to be charged under thename of wharfage and porterage
for all the necessary stores passed over the quays and wharfs

for the use of the ship, without which she could not be kept in

repair or fitted out for any other voyage. The use of the

Light Dock for so long a time as six months is given to her

for the very purpose ofenabling her to be fitted out there more

conveniently for her next voyage, than if she were lying in the

body of the river, where of course she would not be liable for

any such demands. This construction is confirmed, as far a^

it goes, by the st.42 Geo.3. c. 113. s. 26., which, speaking of

the rate appointed to be paid to the Company for new vessels

using the Dock to be set apart for light vessels which had not

first brought in a cargo from the West Indies, and conse-

quently had not paid the 6s. Sd. rate, recites that, under the

former act, vessels which had unloaded there, and paid that

rate, would be entitled to go into and remain in the Light

Dock, without incurring any additional charge ; and that inas-

much as new or other vessels might come into the Dock to take

in their outward cargo, orfor their greater safety and accommo-

dation, without being so as aforesaid entitled to the use of the

Dock, free from additional charge ; it proceeds to put such

new vessels on the same footing as the others on payment of a

2s. per ton rate. The case of goods shipped over the wharfs as

merchandize falls under a different consideration, as not being
for the use of the ship, and the charge of wharfage and por-

terage for such goods has never been disputed. But as the

Company's quays and wharfs are put upon the same footing as

[ 537 ]
the old legal quays and wharfs of the port of London, it is at

all events incumbent upon them, if they claim any remune-

ration for the use of their wharfs beyond that which is speci-

fically given to them by the act, to shew that the old legal

quays were accustomed to charge wharfage and porterage for

ships' stores
;
a fact which is denied by the plaintiffs ;

and the

case only states that similar charges have been paid for simi-

lar goods shipped as merchandize or freight. The st. 1 Eliz.

c. 11. 5.2 &3. for appointing and regulating legal quays within

the
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the port of London and other ports, relates only to goods by

way of merchandize.

East, for the Company, said, that in the consideration ofthe

question, for what uses and services the rates given to them by
the act ofthe39 Geo.S.were intended, it was necessary always

to bear in mind, that they had only a monopoly of the import

trade from the West Indies ; but that with respect to the export

trade, it was still optional for any ship to fit out and load her

outward-bound cargo either in the Docks, or in any part of the

ri ver below the Blackball entrance (a). So far as the monopoly

extended, and it was compulsory on ships to use the Docks, so

far it was reasonable and necessary, for the sake of the public,

to limit the compensations to be paid to the Company ;
but

where there was no monopoly or compulsion, there could be

no necessity for any such protection ; but the Company stood

in the same situation as any individual dock owner or whar-

finger, a candidate for the custom of the merchants, upon the

general principle of open competition, by offering better se-

curity and accommodation, upon more advantageous terms,

than any other persons. In estimating, therefore, the amount

of the rates, it was reasonable to be inferred that nothing was

included in the calculation but such uses and services as the

public were under the necessity of adopting, on the one hand,

and the Company were compelled to afford on the other. No
use or service but what was compulsory could, indeed, properly

enter into such a calculation ;
for if the use of the thing were

optional on the one side, there could be no reciprocity orjustice

in limiting the compensation on the other. It follows that for

every service performed by the Company, or use made of their

premises, for which no special remuneration is directed by
the act, they are at liberty to charge what is reasonable and

fair, like any other dock owner or wharfinger. From the very

nature of the case, and the design of their institution, this

must apply to the whole of the export trade, of which they

have no monopoly ; and therefore it is of no importance to the

Company whether the tolls, dues, &c. mentioned in the 85th

section of the 39 Geo. 3. c. 69. as attaching upon their quays
and wharfs in common with the old legal quays, relate to

tolls and dues payable to themselves, or to such as are

of a public nature ; [The Court seemed to be satisfied that

they regarded the latter only ;] for they would, without any

1809.

BLACKETT
against
SMITH.

[ 638 ]

(a) Stal. 39 Gco. 3. c. 69. s.
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1809. legislative declaration, be entitled to charge for the use of

Bi ACKETT
t^e"r wliarfs Iike every otlier wharfinger, unless where restrain-

against
et* bv tne act: which brings the question to the construction

SMITH. of the 137th clause. Now the 6s. 8d. per ton rate is through-
out confined to the import trade. It is to be paid to the Com-

pany for every ship entering into and using the Docks, &c. It is

to be accepted in satisfaction of the use and conveniency of

the Docks, and all charges of navigating, &c. such shipfrom
her arrival at the entrance into the Docks at Blackball until

F -339 ] siie s],aii oe vn joaded and moored in the Dock for light ships,
and also of the unloading or unshipping of her cargo within

the Docks, &c., and the cooperage which the cargo may re-

quire in the course of such unlading thereof ; and this enume-

ration concludes with giving also the use of the Light Dock
for a time not exceeding six monthsfrom the time of unload-

ing such ship. Though all these services and uses are plainly

descriptive of the import trade, it is now contended that the

use of the Light Dock for those six months includes also the

use of the quays and wharfs there for exportation. For though,
for the purpose of this argument, a distinction is attempted
to be made between stores shipped from the wharfs for the use

of the ship itself, and stores shipped by way of merchandize,

yet no such distinction is to be found in these acts of parlia-

ment, or can have any foundation with respect to wharfingers ;

nor could the Company possibly discriminate, in many in-

stances, between goods of the one sort or the other. And no

local or accidental usage of that sort (the existence of which

however, as applied to the legal wharfs in general, is denied

and could have been disproved) can found any legal right, on

the part of the public in this case : but the very particularity

of the clause repels the argument : for as it is plmn from the

specification of these two, that the legislature did not consider

the unloading and unshipping the cargo to be included in
" the

use and conveniency of the Docks,'' which was first mention-

ed
; it is much less likely that under the still more general

description of "the use of the Light Dock" not exceeding six

months, they should have meant to include the loading and

shipping of goods for another voyage, which it was in the op-

tion of the owner to load there or elsewhere. And this ap-

[ J40 j pears still less likely to have been contemplated from the sub-

sequent part of the same clause, whereby it appears that a

different rate is payable to the Company upon the unshipping

or importation of goods; which rate, it is declared, shall be

accepted
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accepted
"
in respect ofthe use and conveniericy of the Docks,

1 809.

" and the quays, wharfs, and cranes, and other machines which _
"

shall belong thereto, &c. and all charges and expences of against
"
wharfage," &c. after such goods are vnshipped. And this SMITH.

also shews that the legislature considered that the exemption
from "

all charges and expences of wharfage," &c. which

would otherwise have been payable for the transit of goods
over the wharfs, was an item of benefit quite distinct from

the me of the Docks, with respect to the ship itself. An ar-

gument also arises from the term of " Light Dock," made use

of in the very part of the clause relied on by the plaintiff. By
this is evidently meant the Dock for empty or light vessels :

it is so described in the clause referred to, 42 Geo. 3. c. 113. s. 26.

The privilege, therefore, must be taken in the strict terms and

obvious meaning in which it is granted, which is the use of the

Dock for the ship (not of the quays and wharfs for goods) and

for the ship as a light or empty ship : in other words, it was

meant for the accommodation of keeping the ship, while in her

light or empty state, afloat in a more secure state than if she

were left swimming in thejmid-stream of the river, or ground-

ing with the fall of every tide on the banks of it. Then the

clause in the act last referred to, so far from impugning,

strengthens this construction, not only in the description of the

vessels entitled to use the Light Dock ; but by the description
of the services to which the payment of the 2s. rate entitles

them; which rate, it is admitted, puts them upon the same

footing as vessels entering the Light Dock after payment of

the 6s. Sd. rate. The 2s. rate is to be taken "
in satisfaction [ 524 ]

" of the use and conveniency of the said Dock, not exceeding
" six months, and all charges of the navigating, mooting, wi-
"

mooring, removing, and management of such ship from her
"

arrival at the entrance of such Dock until she shall depart
" therefrom." Then as expressiounius est exclusio alterius,

this clause puts an express negative upon the right now
claimed of shipping goods over the wharf without payment
of wharfage. And the recital in the former part of the clause,

that vessels may frequently come in to take in their outward-

bound cargoes, or for their greater safety and accommodation,
without being so entitled to the use of the Dock free from ad-

ditional charge, (i.e. as ships were entitled which had paid

the 6s. Sd. rate,) merely alludes to the purposes for which they

might wish to be there ; but it only speaks of the ships which

had paid the 6s. Sd. rate brig entitled to the use ofthe Dock,

that
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1809.

BLACKETT

against
SMITH.

[ 542 J

that is in the manner before described, for the use of

the ship in her character of an empty or light ship; but it does

not recite that such a ship was entitled to the use of the

wharfs for shipping goods. Then if the Company were entitled

to wharfage, and to porterage for the employment of their

own servants in their own business, (and the whole scope of

511 the West India Dock Acts is to put the employment of la-

bourers and servants within the Docks under their appoint-

ment and control, for public as well as private purposes,,) the

plaintiffs cannot deprive them of their reasonable reward, as

it is stated to be, by refusing to suffer the Company's servants

to assist in shipping the goods. The Company must still re-

tain and pay their own servants for these and the like purposes.
Harrison was then heard in reply. In the course of which

The Court inquired whether the stores in question were ne-

cessaries shipped for the present use and security of the ship

while lying in the Dock, or only for her future use as part of

her outfit; for they thought there was a material difference be-

tween stores taken in for the one purpose or the other. To
this it was answered by the Company's counsel, that it was un-

derstood at the time when the case was settled, that the ques-
tion meant to be tried was, Whether the plaintiffs had a right

to ship the stores, as part of the outfit of the vessel, without

paying the wharfage and porterage in like manner as for goods

shipped by way of merchandize. The plaintiff's counsel said

that he was not apprised how the fact was, as to the particular

stores ;
but he was certainly instructed to contend that " the

use of the Light Dock" for six months, given to those who had

paid the (M. Sd. tonnage rate for their vessel, included aright

to the use of the Company's wharfs in the Light Dock for the

purpose of shipping stores for the use of the ship as part of her

outfit on her outward-bound voyage, without paying wharf-

age or porterage.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C.J. then said, That if the stores in

question were intended as part of the outfit of the ship, the

Court were all satisfied that the Company were not restrained

from charging wharfage and porterage as for other merchan-

dize shipped for the outward-bound voyage. If indeed thestores

were intended for the necessary use or security of the ship,

during the time that she was lying in the Dock, he thought,

within the fair meaning of the words, giving her the use of the

Dock, she would be entitled to receive them onboard free from

there-
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any additional charge beyond the tonnage rate. The Court, 1809.

therefore, gave judgment nisi for the delivery of the postea to

the defendant, unless it were agreed before the end of the
KLACKETT

against
term to introduce as a fact into the case, that the stores m SMITH.

question were intended for the immediate use of the ship while

lying in the Dock, and not as a part of her outfit. The rule

for judgment for the defendant ultimately stood confirmed.

'T^

WILLIAMS against BRICKENDEN, Clerk. ,

J\OV. 20th,

came on upon a rule moved for by The Attorney- Claim of co-

General and W. E. Taunton, calling upon the plaintiff to nusance

shew cause why the claim of conusance by the Vice-Chancel- made by the

lor of the university of Oxford should not be allowed, and in
cc\ r̂^^

the mean time proceedings be stayed. university of

The defendant was served with a writ of latitat issued out Oxfordjn the

of this court to answer the plaintiff in a plea of trespass,
vacancy of

... ,
, 4i c j f ^ the office ot

to which he appeared by attorney on the first day of this Chancellor

term; and thereupon the following claim of conusance was by death, on

entered. behalf of the

" And hereupon -cometh also into court the Rev. John Par-
"lver

^

lty

sows, Commissary orVice-Chancellor of the university of Oxford, piea Of tres,

[the office of Chancellor of the said university being now vacant pass.

hy and in consequence of the death of the most noble William

Henry Cavendish Duke of Portland, late Chancellor thereof,

and the authority of Chancellor of the said university having in

this behalffor and during such vacancy of the said office of f 544 ]

Chancellor devolved upon him the said John Parsons, as such

Commissary or Vice-Chancellor :] by /. W. his attorney
above named (a), to ask, to claim, prosecute, and defend

all and singular the liberties and privileges of him the said

Commissary or Vice-Chancellor; and thereupon he the said

Commissary or Vice-Chancellor prays his liberty ; that is to

say, to have the consuance of the plea aforesaid before

the said Chancellor, his Commissary, or the deputy of

the said Commissary, to be held at Oxford: because he

saith," &c. The claim of conusance then proceeded in

the same form as set forth in the case of Welles v. Traherne

in IVilles Reports, 234., setting forth the letters patent of

lien. 8th, the statute of confirmation 13 E/iz. c, 29. and the

() By a power of attorney before .eiitcivd on the record, as in

Jl'i'lcs R-p. -233. ft.

allowance
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1809. allowance of the claim of conusance in E. 9 Ann. in a plea of
~~

trespass then depending in B. R. between Rileyand Appleby

against
v * Stwell. And then it proceeded, "and the said Commissary

BRICK EV- or V.C. prays that the said record of the said Easter term may
DEN - be seen and inspected, and that his said liberty and conusance

of the said plea in the said court here depending by virtue of

the letters patent aforesaid and by force of the said statute

and the allowance aforesaid, may be allowed to him, &c. with

this, that the said Commissary or V.C. doth aver that the said

JP. H. Brickenden mentioned in the said writ or process, and

the said JP. H. Brickenden mentioned in the said warrant of

attorney and claim above specified, are the same person. And
the said Commissary or V. C. brings here into court the said

letters patent of PL 8th, under his great seal, dated 1st of

April, in the 14th year, &c., and also brings into court the

[ J45 ] exemplification of the sard act of parliament under the great

seal of the said Lady Elizabeth Queen of England. Dated at

Westminster the 7th of June, in the 13th year, &c."

The seal of the office of Chancellor of the university was

affixed to this claim of conusance, and also to the power of

attorney before referred to; and the affixing of the seal was in

each instance verified by an affidavit of the registrar of the

university. The claim itself was also verified by affidavits,

one from thedefendant, stating that he is now and forfiveyears

last past has been a constant resident member ofthe university

of Oxford, and for the whole of that period and several years

before one of the fellows of Worcester college aforesaid. And
that before and at the time of the supposed trespass he was,

and from thence has been and now is, a resident master of

arts, and is now and was at the time of the supposed cause of

action one of the proctors of the university actually resident

and abiding there, and one of the tutors and fellows of Wor-

cester college ; and that the supposed trespass for which the

action is brought was for an act done by him on the 23d of

May last in discharge of his duty as one of the proctors. That

the courts of the Chancellor of the university are regularly
holden weekly during- term for the trial of all suits and causes

within the conusance and jurisdiction of the said court, and that

he is liable to be called upon there to answer the plaintiff.

That the plaintiff was at the time of the supposed trespass an

under-graduato and matriculated member ofthe university and

resident therein. The matriculations of the plaintiff" and de-

fendant
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fendant, and the residence of the latter in the university, were

also verified by the affidavit of the registrar of the university, WlLLIA MS
and by extracts from the matriculation book.

against
* Williams Serjt. and Abbott opposed the rule, and took ob- BRICK EK-

jection to the claim of conusance being made by the Vice- DE
*L"

Chancellor, in the vacancy of the office of Chancellor of the
"

university, who though he states in his claim that during such

vacancy the authority of Chancellor in this behalf devolves

upon the Commissary or Vice-Chancellor, yet does not shew

any charter or other authority to that purpose, as he ought to

have done. There is not even any affidavit of the fact of the

vacancy. [The Court having asked by whom the Vice-

Chancellor was appointed; it was answered, by the Chancel-

lor: but thaj such appointment must be confirmed by the con-

vocation.] They observed, that the trial in the university

court, not being by a jury at common law, but by the civil

law, the courts at Westminster have always been very jealous

of the jurisdiction, and strict in requiring the claim of conu-

sance to be made in due time and form
; as in Welles v.

Traherne (a), and Leastngby v. Smith, (b)

The Attorney Genera/, contra, was stopped by the Court,

after observing that the privilege was granted, not to the

Chancellor, or to the Vice-Chaiicellor, but to the university;

and that in the vacancy of the office of Chancellor, it neces-

sarily devolved on the Vice-Chancellor, as the head officer of

the university for the time being, to claim its privilege : and

referring to Castle v. Lichjield (c), where the conusance was
[ 547 ]

allowed on the claim of the Vice-Chancellor's deputy.

(a) Willes Rep. 233. (b) 2 Wih. 4-06.

(c) Hardr. 505. 8. 10. Lord C. J. Wilmot said, in Leasingby v.

Smith, 2 Wils. 412. that the record of Castle v. Lichjield had been

diligently searched for, but could not be found. He also observed

that that case, which was in Easter 2 1 Car. 2. seemed to be almost the

first claim of conusance allowed to the university of Oxford. Yet in

Magdalen College case, A/. 25 Car. 2. 1 Mod. 10'4. Lord C. J. 1'angfian

said that the university had enjoyed these privileges some hundred

years ago. And this claim of jurisdiction is noticed in 40 Ed. 3. 17.

8 II. 6. IS. Bio. Ala: Conusance, pi. 27. It is said there have been

two other instances in which the claim of conusance has been made

by the Vice-Chancellor ; one of Raymond v. Willis, 19 Eliz. C. B.

Rot. 128.; another where the claim was made on behalf of Win. Jack-

son, in C. C. 20 Jac. 1. Rut. 200.9.; both which claims were allowed :

in each of these cases the Chancellor was livin.
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1809. Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. The claim of connsance is on
~~

behalf of the body of the university, by a person who appears

aeaimt
tous uPon tne âce ^tue proceeding to be the principal organ

BEICKEN- of the university by whom the claim is to be made. Theuni-
DEN. versity seal is affixed to the claim, which gives it authenticity,

and nothing appears to us to negative the authority of the

Vice-Chancellor to prefer it.

Per Curium, Let the claim of conusance

be allowed.

[ 548 ]

Tuesday, ])QE Lessee of ALBEMARLE Earl of LlNDSEf-t
Nov. 21st.

against COLYEAR.

Under a de-
rpjjIS was an ejectment for the manors of Ufflngton and

VISe tO A. for A m 77- . -.1 . 1 j . Al f T-
life remain- lallington, with certain lands, &c. in the county of Lirt-

der to trus- coin, in which a verdict was taken for the plaintiff at the trial,

tees to pre- subject to the opinion of the Court on the following case.
serve contin-

Charles Bertie of Uffin*ton in the county of Lincoln, Esq.,
gent remain- /<; .

di-rs remain- being seised in fee of the premises in question, by Jus will

der to the dated 9th ofNov. 1759, duly executed and attested, devised to

first and trustees and their heirs the manors ofUjfington and Ta/lington,
and all his freehold messuages, lands, &c. in the county of

sively in tail- Lincoln or elsewhere, with all rights, royalties, &c. advowsons,
male

; with and appurtenants thereof, and the reversion and reversions,
like remain remainder and remainders, rents, issues, and profits thereof,

and his sons
* ^e uses f^ow ^n& ^z - to the use of the testator's brother,

with remain- Montague Bertie, for life, without impeachment of waste ; re-

der tothe mainder to the use of the trustees during the life of M. B. to

iigit heirs
preserve contingent remainders ; remainder to the use of the

male ofA.for _, . . ,

ever -these
nrs* anc* "ier sons *

Montague Herfte successively in tail

last words male; and for default of such issue, to the use of Peregrine
are words of

limitation, and not of purchase, notwithstanding the prior estates given to the sons

of A. and their issue male, which are not of themselves sufficient to indicate an
intention in the testator to use those words differently from their legal signification,

particularly as such words might, in certain events, operate to advance the gene-
ral intent of the testator, and let into the succession some male descendants of A.,

who might be excluded from taking under the prior limitations to his first and other

sons in tail male. And such ultimate limitation to the heirs male of A. to whom a

precedent estate for life was given, operating to give him an estate tail in remain-

der, such devise lapses by his death before the testator.

Duke
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Dake of Ancaster for life, without impeachment of waste ;
re- 1809.

mainder to the use of the said trustees during the Duke's life, ^
to preserve contingent remainders ; remainder to the use of Lessee of

the first and other sons of the said Duke successively in tail The Earl of

male; and for * default of such issue male, to the use of LIMDSKT,

Lord Brownlow Bertie for life; remainder to the use of the COLYEAR
trustees during Lord B. B.'s life to preserve contingent re- *[ 549 ]

mainders ; remainder to the use of the first and other sons of

Lord B. Bertie successively in tail male ; and for default of

such issue, to the use of the right heirs male of the said Duke

of Ancaster for ever. The testator died on the 21st of Fe-

bruary 1780. His brother Montague Bertie died without

issue in the lifetime of the testator. Peregrine Duke of An-
caster also died in the lifetime of the testator, leaving one son,

Robert, who became Duke of Ancaster on his father's death

and also died in the testator's lifetime. Lord Brownlow

Bertie, who became Duke of Ancaster on the death of Duke

Robert, survived the testator, and on his death entered into

possession of the premises in question, and continued in such

possession until his death on the 8th of February 1809;

having never had any male issue. The Earl of Lindsey, the

lessor of the plaintiff, is the nephew and heir at law of Charles

Bertie the testator : and Brownlow Colyear, the defendant,

is heir at law to the Duke of Ancaster lately deceased, being
the eldest son of his only daughter, who is also deceased. The

pedigree annexed is found by the jury as a part of the case

submitted to the opinion of this Court. If the Court should

be of opinion that the premises in question descended to the

lessor of the plaintiff as heir at law to the testator Charles

Bertie, they find a verdict for the plaintiff : if not, they find

a verdict for the defendant.

VOL. XI.
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1809.

DOE,
Lessee of

The Earl of

LlNDSET,
against

COLYEAU.

Dettmun, for the plaintiff, on the ground that there was no

valid devise of the ultimate remainder to any person who was

capable of taking it, under the description of right heir maleof

PeregrineDnke of slncaster, contended that the reversion ne-

cessarilydescended to the lessor of the plaintiff, as heir at law

of the testator. The only persons who could pretend to claim

against the heir are Peregrine Duke of Ancaster, or some of

his male descendants; but he and his son Robert took estates

of inheritance as purchasers under the will, which lapsed by
their deaths before the testator, according ioBreltv.R/gden(a\

Goodright v. Wright (b\ and Hodgson v. Ambrose (c). [Lord

E/lenboroughC.J. mentioned also White v. Warner, lessee of

White, as a leading case which went to the House of Lords (d),

to

(a) PlotL-d. 240. (/;)
1 P. Wms. 397- (c) Doug. 323. 337.

(d) This came on in B. R. in Tr. 21 Ci'o. 3. upon a writ of error

from Ireland, and was decided in M. 22 Ueo. 3. Vide a short note

of the point in Doug/. 34k n. 4. The following report of the argu-

ments and judgment I had from Mr. Justice Buller
;
the statement of

the case is abridged from the appeal papers of the House of Lords.

HAMILTON WHITE against WARNER, Lessee of RiciiAiinWniTE. Adevise of all

B. R. M. 22 Gco. 3. in Error from B. R. in Ireland, upon a special residueof the

verdict. The special verdict stated that Richard White, being seised testator's estate

in fee of the manor of Bantry, and of certain lands in the barony of
ail,n anri's Of

Beer and Bantry, by indentures of lease and release of the 24th and Bantry, &.c. not

25th of September 1766', being the settlement made on the marriage on'hii.^hkst

6

of his eldest son Simon White, conveyed these lands, &c. to trustees son Simon's

and their heirs, as to part of them, to the use of Simon for life, re-
repVthose parts

mainder to his iirst and other sons of the marriage in tail male, re- of it beforede-

, c ,
.

, -i j -i
, T, .

, , ,
. ,

,.
vised to his

mamdcr to Simon in tail male ; with remainder to Richard himself
( S)CCOn(n son

in fee ;
and as to other parts of the lands, to the use of Sir/wit in tail Hamilton,} to-

male, with remainder to Richard himself in fee. Ric/ntnl ll'liite fcraa;n<Tersand

being so seised of these remainders, and being uW> seised in fee of oilier reversions of.

i i i i_ i c> 1-11 i rr -i 'I'*-' said lands
lands and having issue the said oirnon, his eldest son, and Hamilton Kn \ f <\ on t | )e

White, his second son, (the defendant below,) and a daughter, Mar- said marriage,

i ..,,,., .- to his eldest
garet, by Ins will oi the 1st ol January !//,>, alter some pecuniary SOI1 simem and

bequests, devised to his grandson Richard ll'hih', (the lessor of the the heir* of his

i ,- , body ; and for

phuntin below,) and the heirs ot his body, certain lands; and if he default of issue

should die without issue before 21, then to his grandson Simon White. o( Simon, then

, , ,
. ....

i i-i , i ho devised his
and the heirs ot his body ; with like remainders over to his grandsons ea id cnt i,-e

Hamilton and Edward; with remainder to his own right heirs, lie c^ite ot"B?i-

tnj to his son
Hamilton in tail, with remainders over

; lapses by the death of Simon in the lifetime ot the testator,
and the residue passes to Hamilton immediately on the death of the testator, though Simon left issue.

E e 2 devised
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1809. to the same purpose.] Duke Peregrine took under the will

either a fee or an estate tail. If the estate had been limited

to him and his heirs male by deed, he would have taken a fee,

by

DOE,
Lessee of

The Earl of

LlNDSEY,
against
COLYEAR. devised other lands to his grandson Hamilton White in tail, with like

remainders over to his grandson Edward, and to his own right heirs.

He then devised to bis younger son Hamilton White, (the defendant

below,) and the heirs of his body certain other unsettled lands; and

for default of issue of his son Hamilton, he devised over the same to

his eldest son Simon and the heirs of body, remainder to his daughter

Margaret for lift.-,
and after her decease to the heirs of her body ;

with remainder to his own right heirs. He devised other lands to his

son Hamilton for life, and 1000?. to be paid him by his executor

Simon White. And then followed the devise immediately in question,

by which lie devised all the rest and residue of his estate in the manor

and lands of Bantry, &c. not already settled on his eldest son Simon's

marriage, (except those parts before devised to his son Hamilton})

together with all remainders and reversions of the said lands settled on

the said marriage, to his eldest son Simon White, and the heirs of his

body ; and for default of issue of his son Simon, then he devised his

said entire estate of Bantry to his second son Hamilton, and the heirs

of his body ;
and for default of issue of Hamilton, then he devised his

said entire estate of Bantry to his daughter Margaret for life, and after

her decease to the heirs of her body ;
remainder to his own right heirs.

He then appointed his eldest son Simon White, his sole executor, and

devised to him all the residue of his estate, real, personal, and mixed,

not before devised, subject to his debts and legacies.

The special verdict then stated that Simon White, the son, died on

the 2d of September 1776, in the lifetime of the testator, leaving issue

of the marriage Richard White, the lessor of the plaintiff, his eldest

son, and three other sons and four daughters, all infants. That the

testator, who had been a barrister, knew of the death of his son Si-

mon, and died on the 2?th of the same September. On the testator's

death the defendant, Hamilton White, his son, took possession of the

lands devised to him, and of all the other estates of the testator not

comprised in the settlement of the 2-tth and 25th of September If Co',

claiming them under hisfather's mil ; being the lands in question,

for which this ejectment was brought.

In Hilary term 17SO judgment was given for the lessor of the plain-

tiff; on which this writ of error was brought; and the case was

ai trued ia Trinity term 21 Ceo. 0. by Davenport for the plaintiff in

error, and Bower for the defendant , and again in M. 22 Gco. 3. by

Wallace, Attorney-General, for the plaintiff, and /. Wilson for the

defendant. The question was, Whether by the death of Simon in the

life-
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by Lit. s. 31.; but according to Lord Code's Comment, the

law, in the case of a devise, will supply the words "
of the

*'

body, and give him an estate tail : and then according to

the

lifetime of his father the testator, the residuary devise to Simon of the

lands in Bantrt/ were lapsed, and whether the remainder to Hamilton

did then immediately take place ?

For the defendants in error they insisted on the intention of the tes-

tator, and from the words "
entire estate," that the time at which the

limitation to Hamilton should take place was not till the estates in set-

tlement on Simon and his issue should fall in, and the whole pass to

Hamilton. Holmes v. Maynell, T.Jones, 172. That there is a dis-

tinction between the case where the first devisee in tail is heir at law

to the testator, and where he is a stranger : a stranger can only claim

under the will, and must shew his interest expressly described therein;

but the heir looks not for what he takes by the will, but for what is

not expressly given away. The presumption is strongly in favour of

the heir where he claims against a remainder-man. They denied that

the heir at law was first devisee in tail in any of the cases where the

remainder-man had taken immediately upon the lapse. The case of

Brett v.Rigden, Plow. 341. was a devise in fee ; and if given to the

heir would be without effect, as he would take by descent. In

Hartopp's case, Cro. Eliz. 243. it was only ruled that neither the

daughter nor the posthumous son of the first devisee, who died before

the testatrix, should take: but the Court of Wards made no final

determination; but because the office was not fully found, they di-

rected a melius inquirendum; which could only be to inquire, whether

the first devisee were heir at law to the testatrix ; for it would have

been absurd to direct it, if in no event cither could have taken. In

Fuller v. Fuller, Cro. Eliz. 422.*, ejectment was brought by the heir

at law ;
and the only resolution was that he was disinherited. But

Pophuni, C.J. held clearly that if one devise land to his eldest son in

tail, remainder to the second son in tail, remainder to the third in fee ;

and the eldest son die, leaving issue, in his father's lifetime ; his issue

would have it, without a new publication ; because the intent of the

* In that case the testator, having issue John, Richard, Edward, and Henry,
devi.ed lands to Richard, the second son, in tail : and, after his death without

isMie, to Edward in tail; then to Jehn, the eldest in tail
; remainder to his own

right heirs. Richard died in the lifetime of the testator, leaving an eldest son,

Thomas, who the testator then said should have, the land devised to his father,

Richard, as if Rithurd had died after him, the testator: then the testator died
;
and

Thomas, the son of Richard, being in possession, John the eldest son ut' the testator,

a^tcr entry and ouster, brought trespass.

1809.

DOE,
Lessee of

The Earl of

LINDSEY,
against

COLYEAR.
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the rule in Shelley's case (), there being- a devise to him for

Hie, and afterwards, in the same instrument, a devise to his

Lessee of ne] rs male
;
or as it is here to be understood, to the heirs

The Earl of

LlNDSEY,
against

COLYEAR.

() 1 Rep. 104.

[ 555 ]

male

devisor was not to disinherit any of his sons : but otherwise in case of

a devise to a stranger ; for there the devisee being dead, the intent of

the devisor does not appear to carry it from his own heir to the heir

of a stranger. This distinction has never been contradicted ; but it

has been confirmed by Lord C. J. Parker in Goodright v. Wright,
1 Str. 32. ; and the reason is adopted, "That the heir of the eldest

son is also heir to the devisor, and there appears no intention to dis-

inherit any of his sons." This indeed is omitted in the report in

1 P. Wins. 397. In Hutton v. Simpson, 2 Fern. 722. called Sympson
v. Hornsby, in P/'ec. in Chan. 439- 4-52. the first devisee was not heir

at law; for one of two co-heirs is not the same as an heir. On a

devise of the whole to one of two co-heirs, she takes by purchase.

Rawston v. Reading, Prec. in Chan. 222. Goodright v. Wright, be-

fore mentioned, was the case of a stranger, and the decision was in

favour of the heir. So must have been Busby v. Grecnslate, 1 Str. 445.

Hodgson v. Ambrose, Dougl. 337- was also a devise to a stranger ;

and the words " for want of such issue," will not postpone the re-

mainder man. As to any difficulty supposed in saying what estate

the heirs of the devisee shall take ; some part of the testator's inten-

tion must be frustrated ; but his primary intent ought to prevail, and

the heir shall take a fee : or if this be too much, the idea of a descent

to the heir till subsequent estates take place is not new in law. S/ie/ly's

case, 1 Co. 89. ; or perhaps they may take an estate tail by implica-

tion from the words " entire estate," which mark the time when the

testator intended the limitation to Hamilton should take place.

For the plaintiff in error it was said, that where there are clear

words of devise, there can be no room for construction. The words

are the most technical description of an estate tail. The rule was laid

down in Brett T. Rigden,
" that the devise lapses if the devisee dies in

" the lifetime of the testator." In Hurtopp's case no distinction was

made between a fee and an estate tail
; and the word " heirs" was

holden merely to express the quantity of estate given to the first

devisee, through whom they meant to claim as heirs. In Fuller \.

Fuller it was agreed that the remainder-man should take presently.

The Chancellor thought himself bound by it in Snap-son v. Hutton.

The last case is Hodgson v. Ambrose, in this court, Dougl. 337- This

proves the two rules, 1st, that the words heirs or heirs of the hudy

express the quantity of estate given to the first devisee, upon whose

death,
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male of his body; the word heirs is to be considered as a

word of limitation, and not of purchase; the latter limitation

operating with the former to give the first taker an estate in

tail

death, before the testator, the devise lapses. 2dly, That the next

remainder takes effect presently. As to the distinction where the

devise is to the heir at law or a stranger, this is grounded on the

dictum of Lord C. J. Popham in Fuller v. Fuller; but the question

could not arise there, and stands as his own idea. It is not confirmed

in Goodright v. Wright. But can the Court make the issue of the

eldest son take by purchase, and determine differently as to the issue

of the others ? The case of Hartupp has been pushed very far by the

other side. If any material fact had been the object of the melius

inquirendum, it would have appeared in some report. It must rather

have been as to the value. Hodgson v. Ambrose was determined with

out any consideration whether the devisee were heir at law. They
said that coheirs stood exactly on the same ground as heirs : where

the same estate is devised to either, which would descend by law, it

goes by descent. The words "
entire estate" in this will were used

merely to avoid repetition.

Lord MANSFIELD C. J., after stating the case, ut supra. To

support the judgment of the K. B. in Ireland, we must suppose them

to have gone upon ground like this ; that it is to be implied, though,

not expressed, in the will, that the testator meant to provide for the

contingency of the son's dying in his lifetime, and then that the grand-
son should take as a purchaser. For when any of the other ways tire

considered, it will appear utterly impossible to support them. I have

a strong wish to support the claim of the plaintiff in ejectment, and

have put it in every possible light to distinguish it from the letter or

reason of the cases: for no one can doubt that the intent of the

testator is otherwise defeated. If the matter were entire, this might
have weight ;

but it is so settled, and the letter and reason of the

authorities are so clear, that it would be impossible to shake them,

even if more erroneous than any one can suppose they are. The case

of the devisee's dying before the testator happens every day ;
and

many titles depend upon it. It is proper, therefore, to see what is

the established law. At common law lands were not deviseable ; and

though they were deviseable in some places by custom, very little is to

be found in the books as to real estates before the statute of Wills.

But in personal bequests it is settled that the legacy is lapsed, because

the legatee had nothing ;
and no representation can take place, where,

the principal himself had nothing. The first case after the statute is

that of Brett v. Rigdcn, which was a devise to A. and his heirs: the

Court held this lapsed by the death of./, in the lifetime of the tes-

tator ;

1809.
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tail male. And this rule is not to be departed from, unless,

as Lord Hardwicke said in Garth v. Baldwin (a) the intent of

the testator appears otherwise by plain expression, or neces-

F 557 ]

(a) 2 Ve&. 646.

sary

tator ; because the heir was no object of the testator's bounty, but

this was only a mode of giving a fee to the principal. The next is

Hartopp'scase: this was an estate tail, with remainder over. Originally

there might have been a distinction between Brett and Rigden, and

the case of an estate tail with remainders over : for the issue in tail is

clcarlj part of the object of the testator's bounty : he claims per

formam doni : but the authorities put them on the same footing. And

the reasoning is material to attend to. It is said there is no difference,

because every one claiming under a will claims as a purchaser. There

are authorities to the same effect so late as last year. Therefore the

cause must turn on the distinction taken at bar, between the ca^se of

a devise in tail to the heir with remainders over, and that where the

first devisee is a stranger ; and it is said that there is no case of such

a devise to an heir. I doubt that assertion. Hutton v. Simpson seems

to be the case of an heir ; for there is no distinction between a coheir

and a sole heir : a coheir is equally entitled to her share. And there

is another old case of Packman v. Cole, 2 Sid. 53. 78. In Hodgson v.

Ambrose, it did not appear to the Court who was heir. If this dis-

tinction were admitted, how is the heir to take ? Is it under the

will, by implication that B. is not to take till the failure of issue, ofA. ?

This would be just the same in the case of a stranger; and there is

an end of the hcirship if he take by the will. Or is he to take by
descent quosque? This too is the same in the case of a stranger.

The last way, and perhaps the best, is that the event overturns the

whole, and theheir shall take, not being disinherited by express words.

But this bogs the question : he is disinherited by express words : giv-

ing him an estate tail excludes any descent. There is really no dis-

tinction between the heir and a stranger. The dictum of Lord C. J.

Pop/iam was upon a point not in the case ; and he puts it in a way
not attempted to be supported by Mr. IVilaon

; for he would have

none of the sons disinherited. There is likewise another dictum of

his there, which is certainly wrong, viz. that if lands be given to A,
and the, heirs of his body, and A. is dead, that the heir shall take.

Upon every ground, therefore, judgment must be reversed.

WILLES and ASIIHURST, Justices, agreed.
BULLER J. The event was not provided for. \\\Goodri*ht v. H'rifhtO O

it was fully settled that the words "
heirs," &c. are a description of the

rstate of the first taker. I am inclined to think that Hartopp'% case
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sary implication. Mr. Justice Blackstone in delivering his 1809.

judgment in the case of Perrin v. J$lake(a), states four ex-
~^

ceptions
* under which all the cases may he classed which Lessee of

break in upon the general rule in Shelley's case : 1. Where no The Earl of

estate of freehold is devised to the ancestor; 2. Where no estate LIHDSEY,

of inheritance is devised to the heir ; 3. Where words of ex- COLYEAR
planation are annexed by the devisor to the word heirs, to shew * r 558 1

that he did not mean it in its legal sense ; and 4. Heirs of the

body have been held to be words of purchase where the de-

visor has superadded fresh limitations and grafted other words

of inheritance upon the heirs to whom he gives the estate,

shewing that he meant them to be the stock of a new descent.

None of those exceptions will be found to apply here. But

it may be said, that as the testator had previously given
estates in tail male to the sons of Peregrine Duke of A..O

therefore, to give effect to the residuary devise, and to pre-

vent it from being inoperative, it must be considered that the

description qf heirs male of the Duke was meant to desig-

nate the person who might come under that description at

() This was cited from the learned Judge's argument oi\ deliver-

ing judgment in the Exchequer-chamber, in ////. 13 Gco. 3. pub-
lished by Mr. Hargrave in his Law Tracts, vol. 1. p. 489 504, &c.,

\vhere a general account of the proceedings in this celebrated case is

to be found.

was the case of an heir, for it was a brother to the testator. And if

there was any distinction between the heir and a stranger, the Court

could not have given the judgment they did, without first knowing
whether he were actually heir. Lord Macclcsfield did not intend to

confirm Lord C. J. Popham's dictum ;
he only meant to say, that al-

lowing it, it did not extend to the case then before the Court. As

to the intent, no intent not to disinherit the heir appears on the will :

for the testatpr has preferred the remainder-man to the issue of the

first taker. The Court cannot imply a devise where there is one to

the contrary. Nor is the will to be altered by the event, but every

part shall take effect which can. J doubt whether Mr. Wilson is

correct in the case he [put : for a devise on failure of issue and not

till then, would still be a remainder, and take effect immediately it

the prior devise were removed.

Judgment reversed.

This judgment of reversal was afterwards affirmed in the House of

Lords, May 6th, 178*:.

the
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against
COL YEAR.
* 559 ]

1809. the time when that remainder was to attach in possession.~~
But those words are not inoperative, if construed according

Lcs-see'of
* to tue^r stl"ict legal signification, as giving the Duke a fee

The Earl of simple (a) : and it is more likely that the testator should have

LINDSEY, meant the Duke himself, whom he knew, to take the fee,

than a remote stranger, who, after an indefinite failure of the

Duke's issue male, might answer the description of his heir

male. And to shew that the fee ultimately limited to the

heirs male of the Duke was executed in him, he relied on

Lewis i'orc'/fs's case (6), and Shelleifs case (c) ; in which lat-

ter the same argument as to the inoperation of subsequent
words of limitation, unless taken as words of purchase, was

urged, without effect. But even if the ultimate remainder

had been to such person as should be heir male to Duke Pe-

regrine, it would not have helped the defendant : for he is not

heir male, as he claims through a female (d) ; nor is he heir

general ; for Lady Willonghhy and Lady Cholmondeley are

the heirs general of the Duke. The authority of Lit. s. 23.

24. and of Ld. Coke's Comment is express, that, under a gift

in tail to heirs male, the descent must be wholly by heirs

male, and the son of a daughter cannot inherit. And it is a

general rule established by a current of authorities (e), that

whoever claims as heir male by purchase must be general heir

as well as nearest male descendant. The only contradictory

[ 560 ] authority is that of Lord Cozcper C. in Brozcn v. Barkham (J ),

who held that a younger brother was capable of taking
as heir male, under a devise to the heirs male of the body of

the testator's great grandfather, though the daughter of an

elder brother was heir general : but though that decree was

ultimately established on special circumstances, yet the gene-
ral doctrine of Ld. Cozcper against the opinion of Ld. Coke

was overruled by Ld. Hardtcicke (g) upon a bill of review.

(a) Vide Lit. s. 31. (b) 11 Rep. 79- l>. (c) 1 Rep. 93. b.

(d) Co. Lit. 24. b. 25. 25. b. and vide Mr. Hargrai-e's Note, 3.

to page 24. b. continued through subsequent pages, and citing a va-

riety of authorities to the same purpose.

(c) All the authorities are collected in Mr. Hargrai'cs Note, 3. to

Co. Idf. 24. b. and subsequent pages.

(/) Precetl. in Chan. 442. 46"l. Gilb. Rep. 1 1 6. 131. and 1 Stru.

35.

(g) Vide Lord Hardtcicke's words, as collected from a MS. Note,

in the same Note on Co. Lit. continued in p. 33. b.

Copley
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Copley argued for the defendant, that Brorenlow Duke of

dncaster took a fee in the remainder by purchase, under the

description ofheir male ofDuke Peregrine; which fee descended

to the defendant from Duke Brozonlow. The words "
right

heirs male of the said Duke of Ancaster" are either words of

limitation or of purchase: if words of limitation, the Duke, it

is said, either took in fee simple, or in tail : but he did not

take in fee simple, by reason of the word male, which limits

the course of descent ; and the passage cited from Co. Lit. has

always been considered as applied only to deeds, and not to

wills. He could riot therefore take in fee simple, without re-

jecting the word male
;
and that point was not much insisted on.

Neither did he take an estate tail ; for though it be true in ge-
neral that a devise to one and his heirs male will give him an

estate in tail male, yet that is by substituting the words "
of

the both/" by implication, in order to effectuate the intention of

the testator
; which is the reason given in the same passage as

that cited from Co. Lit., and is also to be found in other books,

as in Bro. Abr. Devise, pi. 1. referring to 27 H. 8. 27. a. and in

Baker v. Wall (). But here there could have been no such

intention in this part of the will, and therefore there can be no

such implication ; for the testator had before given estates in

tail male to the first and other sons ofDuke Peregrine, and had

interposed trustees to preserve the contingent remainders to

those sons during the life of the Duke, with the like devise over

to Brozoilow Bertie, and the like limitations to his sons : the

ultimate remainder therefore to the right heirs male of Duke

Peregrine was certainly not intended to take effect till after

failure of his sons and their male descendants. [ Bayley J. Sup-

pose Peregrine Duke of Ancaster had had a son who had died

in the lifetime of the testator, leaving a son, the latter could

only have taken as heir male of the Duke.] He would have

taken, according to my argument, as a purchaser. [ Bayleij J.

But IK; would also have taken by descent.] Still the different

limitations iu the order of the will shew that the testator could

not have intended to give Duke Peregrine an immediate estate

either in fee or in tail male: for this would have been to render

nugatory the many intervening remainders. Then if these

words neither gave a fee or an estate tail to Duke Peregrine, as

words of limitation, they must be construed to be words oi

1809.
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against
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() 1 Ld. R,:y. 1 8 6.

purchase
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1809. purchase : and then the only question is, at what period the
~

devise is to attach on the person answering the description

I^see'of f heir ma^e f Duke Peregrine '! It could not be in the life-

The Earl of time of the testator, nor during the life of Duke Peregrine,
LiNsY, wno could have no heir during his life : it must therefore of

0<
, necessity be fixed at the death of the testator who survived

the Duke : there could be no necessity for deferring it to the

time when Brownlow Duke of Ancaster should die without

[ 562 ] issue male. In Jobsons case (a) it was considered, that if

the devisee had at the time of the devise and at the death of

the testator answered the description of " next of his kin of

his name" she would have been entitled to take in remainder,

under that description, after a previous devise to another in

tail, who, after the death of the testator, entered and died

without issue : but because she had then lost her name by

marriage, she was held not to be entitled. Lord Hardwicke

indeed in Pyot v. Pyot (b) said that he was not quite satisfied

with that case, on the ground that the devise had no regard
to the continuance of the name, but regarded only the stock :

but he considered it as a vested remainder, and not depending
on the contingency, who should answer the description at the

determination of the prior estate tail. And in Doe v. Over(c)
a devise of land, after a life estate to the wife, to be divided

at her decease amongst the relations on his side, was held to

vest in such of the testator's relations as answered the de-

scription at the time of his death. So here the testator meant

by the ultimate limitation to the heirs male of Duke Pere-

grine, that after failure of the heirs male of his body, to whom
the estate was before limited, the person who at the testa-

tor's death was the Duke's next heir male should take a ves-

ted remainder in fee. Brorvnlvw Duke of Ancaster was that

person ; and there can be no doubt that the testator's object

was, that the person who should succeed to the dukedom

should take the property. Admitting therefore the general

rule, that under the description of heir male the person who

takes must be heir general as well as heir male; yet if it ap-

pear that by such description the testator meant to designate

a particular class of heirs, the Court will give it that effect.

And nothing can turn on the word "
heirs" being used in

[ 563 ] the plural ; because it was applied to a class of persons, one

i/i) CVo. Eli~.. j?6'. (h) 1 Fes. 337, S. </) 1 Taitnlun, 'C6j.

of
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against
COLYEAB.

of whom was to take at the particular time to which the deviae 1809.

referred.

Lord ELLEN BOROUGH C.J. Tt does not appear that there igss^of
is any such particular intention expressed on the face of the The Earl of

will as to vary the legal technical meaning of the words used in LINDSEV,

it. The words themselves are plain. The testator gives an

estate for life to Peregrine Duke of Ancaster, and then after

giving estates in tail male to the first and other sons succes-

sively of the Duke, with remainders to Lord Brownloto Bertie

for life, and to his first and other sons successively in tail male,

he gives the ultimate remainder to the right heirs male of the

said Duke of Ancaster for ever, which necessarily means Duke

Peregrine. Then by the known rule of law this last limitation

to the heirs male of Duke Peregrine operates, with the estate

for life before devised to him, to give him an estate of inheri-

tance either in fee or in tail male ; it is immaterial to consider

which, as he died before the testator. If this had been a gift

i>y deed, according to the passage cited from Co. Lit. it would

have been a fee ; but being by will, according to the case cited

from the year book in Bro. Devise, it would be an estate in

tail male. But whether the one or the other, by the rule in

Shelley's case, acted upon in White v. IVarner, and a long

string of cases, the devise to Peregrine Duke of Ancaster

lapsed by his death before the testator, and therefore the lessor

of the plaintiff', as heir at law to the testator, is now entitled

to recover.

LE BLANC J. (a) This is a clear case on the part of the

heir at law. The rule in Shelli/s case is established, and must

govern the present, unless we can find a manifest intention of

the testator to the contrary. Having given an estate for life

to Duke Peregrine, with remainder to his first and other sonsO *

successively in tail male, with other remainders, the testator

concludes with a limitation to the right heirs male of the Duke
for ever. Those words, as they are used in a will, would have

given the Duke an estate in tail male in remainder. But the

reason of their giving such an estate, it is said, is because the

words "
of the body'' are supplied by implication; and that no

such implication can be made here, because the testator had

before given estates in tail male to each of the sons of the Duke
in succession. This argument would perhaps prevail if these

[ 564 ]

GYo.se J. was indisposed and absent.

words
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words could be construed to be words of purchase; but we
can see no such manifest intention to use them as such, so as

Lessee'of to control the general rule of law, that, where an estate of free-

Thc Earl of hold is given to the ancestor, and there is a subsequent limi-

LINDSEY, tation in the same instrument to the heirs or heirs male of the

same ancestor, that gives him an estate of inheritance.

BAYLEY J. I am of the same opinion. Where the words

of the subsequent devise do not refer to a particular individual

or individuals of the family of the same person to whom an

estate for life is first given, but to a class of persons, compre-

hending all of that class who could claim from or through

him, there they are considered as words of limitation, and

not of purchase. But it is argued that they cannot be con-

sidered as words of limitation in this instance, because the

estates before given in succession to all the sons of Duke Pere-

grine in tail male, would comprehend all the heirs male of the

body of Duke Peregrine, and therefore that the ultimate re-

[ 565 ]
mainder to his heirs male would be inoperative. But that

does not follow ; for cases may be put where persons would

have taken as
" heirs male" of the body of the Duke, and yet

would not have taken under the limitation to his first and other

sons in tail male ; as if the Duke had had an eldest son who
died in the lifetime of the testator, leaving a son. Again,

suppose Brownlozo Duke of Ancaster had had three sons, by
three wives, each of those sons would have taken in succession

under the description of sons of Browniow: but if his eldest

son had died leaving only a daughter, after a remainder in fee

had vested in Brownlozo as heir male of Duke Peregrine by

purchase, which is contended for
;
such remainder would have

descended to the daughter of the eldest son; which would

certainly have been contrary to the testator's intention; but

the ultimate remainder being to the heirs male of Duke Pere-

grine confines the descent to the male line.

Postea to the plaintiff.
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1809.

POWDICK aeaimt LYOX, one, &c.*

plaintiff declared in scire facias, and set forth the Where a

writ to the sheriff, reciting that whereas the plaintiff had plaintiff in

sued by bill in B. R. and by the judgment of this Court had j^J^jj
5

recovered against the defendant 216/. 10s. for his damages, execution for

as well for non-performance of promises made to him by the acertainsum

defendant, as for his costs and charges by him about his suit recovered by

in that behalf expended, whereof the defendant was convict- ^ -ft ^Qr j

ed, as appears of record; and a/so 137. 10s. adjudged to the mages and

plaintiff in the Exchequer-Chamber according to the form of costs, with a

the statute, &c. for his damages, costs, and charges which

he had sustained ou occasion of the delay of execution of the
recor-

jtidgment aforesaid, on pretence of prosecuting a writ of dum, and

error prosecuted by the defendant against the plaintiff in the a^ a certain

Exchequer-Chamber before the Justices of C. B. and Barons
c

i, adjudged to
of the Exchequer, &c. according to the form of the statute : n jm m tnc

and though judgment was thereupon given and affirmed ia Exchequer-

form aforesaid, yet execution of that judgment still remained Chamber, for

to be made to the plaintiff: whereupon the sheriff was re- , ,-

quired to make known to the defendant that he at, &c. on, a \vrit of er-

&c. should shew cause why the plaintiff ought not to have his ror, without

execution against him of the damages, costs and charges aproutpatet

aforesaid, according to the form and effect of the recovery and
t^ a j. t^e cj c_

adjudication aforesaid, &c. And then he set forth the she- mand being

riff's return of scire feci. and the defendant's appearance, divisible,
J V.

*

and then praved execution of the damages aforesaid accord- .

tion lying to

ing to the form and effect of the said recovery. the sum first

The defendant demurred to the whole declaration and stated demanded, a

as special cause, that it was not alleged therein, that there was demurrer to

any record of the supposed recovery of the said sum of 13/.
(]ec i drat ion

10s. for the damages, costs and charges of the plaintiff, sus- Was bad, and

tained by the delay of execution of the said judgment on pre-
the plaintiff

tence of prosecuting the writ of error by the defendant against
XN a

:

the plaintiff in the Exchequer-Chamber; and because there
generally on

was no reference in the declaration to any such record. such demur-
rer ; the ob-

jection to the latter sum demanded being merely formal, and not available but on

special demurrer.

Barnes,
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Barnes, in support of the demurrer, began by urging the

objection taken to the declaration, that where matter of re-

cord was the foundation of the plaintiff's suit, or of the sub-

stance of the plea, it ought to be certainly and truly alleged

with a prout patet per recordum : otherwise, where it is but

conveyance (a) or inducement. But

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. interposed, by observing that

the demurrer was too large : it went to the whole of the plain-

tiff's demand in the declaration, when it was clear that he

was entitled to recover part of it, namely, the 216/. 10s. To
which Barnes answered, admitting the general rule, as laid

down in Pinkney v. The Inhabitants of Rutland (b\ that

where a declaration is good in part and bad in part, and the

defendant demurs to the whole, the plaintiff" shall have judg-
ment for that part which is good : yet this, he said, only ap-

plied to cases where there was an ulterior proceeding, as a

writ of inquiry to assess the damages on that part which was

good. But here the plaintiff will be entitled if he succeed

to take out execution for the sum recovered and the costs.

BAVLEY J. If the sum demanded be divisible on there-

cord, as it appears to be, and there be no objection to one

part of it, the demurrer, which goes to the whole, is bad.

And here the objection is merely formal (c), and the plaintiff

is substantially entitled to the whole of his demand.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. The two sums are clearly di-

visible : the plaintiff demands 216/. 10*. recovered by judg-

() Co. Lit. 303. a. and vide in support of the particular objec-

tion Corbet v. Cook, Cro. Eliz. 466. May v. Spencer, T. Rat/, 50.

Guiliam v. Hardy, 1 Ld. Ray. 21 6. /Hanson v. Butler, 1 Lev. 211.

and Lill. Entr. 644, 5.

(b) 2 Sound. 379.

(c) By the st. 4 Ann. c. ]6. s. 1., for the amendment of the la\v,

and the better advancement of justice, the Judges are required, upon

any demurrer joined, to give judgment according as the very right

of the cause and matter in law shall appear to them, without regard-

ing any defect in the pleading or process, &c. except such as shall

be especially set down as cause of demurrer
; and no exception shall

be taken (amongst other things) for not alleging prout patet per re-

cordum, unless specially shewn for cause of demurrer. Here then the

demurrer being informal, it was the same as if there had not been any
demurrer specially assigning this defect; and then the plaintiff would

have been entitled to judgment for the whole sum.

meat
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ment of this Court for his damages and costs, as appears of 1809.

record, and also 13/. 10s. adjudged to him in the Exchequer-
Chamber, &c. Then the demurrer being: too large, and

QffUlllSl

therefore bad, we must give judgment for the plaintiff gene- LYON.

rally : for we cannot give a judgment that the demurrer is in

part good.

Abbott was to have argued against the demurrer.

VERE against Lord CAWDOR, and KING.

rPHIS was an action of trespass for shooting and killing a A plea to an

certain dog of the plaintiff. The defendants pleaded the
acti noftrcs-

general issue : and the defendant King also pleaded specially, uigtheDla"
that before and at the time when, &c. Lord Cawdor was and tiff's dog,

still is possessed of a certain close within and part and parcel
cann t justi-

of the manor of Kidwelly in the county of Carmarthen, of 2^ "J?
by

which he was lord, and the defendant King before and at the the lod of

said time when, &c. was the gamekeeper of the said manor, [ 569 ]

duly deputed and appointed by the said lord to preserve the ^1C man r

game upon the said manor ; and because the plaintiff's doc- ?S
P.'

, . , ,

b
otaclose,and

at the said time, when, &c. was in the said close of the said that the de-

lord, so being part and parcel of the said manor, running fondant, as

after, chasing, and hunting divers hares there, the defendant lis 8ame-

King as such gamekeeper, &c. and within the said close, &c. the doe wh"
for the preservation of the said hares, shot and killed the said running after

dotr. To this there was a general demurrer. hares in that
1 /" 1

Marnjat in support of the demurrer, after stating
1

theques-
Cl0se

,. . preservation
tion to be, whether a gamekeeper ot a manor had a right to O f tno jiarcs .

shoot every dog which he found following game within the such plea not

boundaries of the manor, and that too in a case where the dog
cvcn stating

is not stated to have belonged to an unqualified person (a), or
' J was

to have been encouraged by the owner to pursue the game ; kill the do-

was stopped by the Court, who were clearly satisfied that the for the prc-

plea was bad ;
and observed to the plaintiff's counsel that it

s

f
rv
f
tion of

the hares ;

(<i) By st. 22 & 23 Car. 2. c. 25. lords of manors may appoint t | t
-\ ,5"

gamekeepers who may take and seize all guns, dogs, &c. to kill the do^ of an

"ftme, used by any person who by that act is prohibited from keeping unqualified

the same. person.

VOL. XL Ff did
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did not even state that the killing of the dog was necessary for

the preservation of the game.

Scarlett, for the defendant, relied upon the cases of Wad-

hurst v. Damme (a), and Barrington v. Turner (b), as shewing
that the justification need not allege that the killing of the

dog was a necessary means of preserving the game ; but only,

as in the first case, that the dog was divers times killing co-

nies in the warren, and therefore the warrener finding it there

at the time when, 8cc. running at the conies there, killed it.

And in the second, that the greyhounds chased a deer in the

defendant's park, and there killed her, on which to prevent
more mischief by them, the defendant took the greyhounds
and killed them. In which latter case there could have been

no necessity for killing the dogs after the defendant had taken

them. The cases on this subject, he observed, were collected

by Mr. Serjt. Williams, in a note to the case of Wright v.

Ramscot (c), who refers to a similar precedent of such a plea

in 2 Rich. Prac. C. P. 435. (&h /.) justifying the killing of

a greyhound for coursing deer in a park. [Le Blanc J. To
make these cases bear upon the present, you must assimilate

the hare to rabbits in a warren, or deer in a park, which are

the subjects of property.] In Keeble v. Hickeringill (<7),

Pozeell J. says, every man has a property in animals ferae na-

turae while they are upon his own land ratione soli : and in

Sutton v. Moody (e), the Court say, that " a warren is but a

franchise to keep the conies
; and the owner has no more

properly in the conies themselves than any man that has them

in his own land. If one start a hare in my close, and kill her

there, it is my hare : otherwise if he hunt her into the ground
of a third person ; then it is the hunter's."

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. The question is, whether the

plaintiff's dog incurred the penalty of death for running after

a hare in another's ground ? And if there be any precedent of

that sort, which outrages all reason and sense, it is of no au-

thority to govern other cases. There is no question here as to

the right to the game. The gamekeeper had no right to kill the

plaintiff's dog for following it. The plea does not even state

(o) Cro. Jac. 4.5 .

(rf)
1 1 Mod. 75.

Rep. 34.

(ft)
3 Lei: 28. (c) 1 Sound. 84.

(0 Salk. 556. 1 Ld. Ray. 250. and Com.

that
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that the hare was put in peril, so as to induce any necessity

for killing the dog in order to save the hare. VERE
Per Curtain, Judgment for the Plaintiff.

against
Lord

CAWDOR.

CARRTNGTON against TAYLOR.
Nov. 10th.

HPHIS was an action on the case in which the plaintiff de-
pj r ,- n(T at

clared, that whereas he before and at the time of the wildfowl to

grievance after mentioned, and from thence hitherto hath kill and
I *>

been and still is lawfully possessed of and in a certain place "!5 f p
of them, by

prepared with suitable and proper conveniences for decoying, one w^ was

taking, and catching of wild fowl, commonly called a decoy, at the time

situate and being at the parish of Beaumont-cum- More in the *n a boat on

county of Essex, and by means of such decoy during all the
yc^r ^

~

time aforesaid, until the committing of the grievance after creek, where

mentioned, had been and was used and accustomed to decoy, the tide ebbs

lake, and catch divers great quantities of wild fowl, to wit,
a flows, so

wild ducks, mallards, teal, and widgeon, by reason whereof anc jcnt (je_

great profits and advantages had accrued, and still ought to coy on the

accrue to him ; yet the defendant well knowing the premises,
shore (about

but contriving and wrongfully and unjustly intending to injure

and aggrieve the plaintiff, and to deprive him of a great part t \te ki rj s

of the profits and advantages arising from his said decoy, after- there take

wards and whilst the plaintiff was so as aforesaid possessed flight 5 tnc

thereof on the 1st of January 1809, and on divers days, &c. Uay^g be-
shot off and discharged divers guns find other engines, and forc fired at

made and caused to be made divers violent and loud noises a greater dis-

so near to the said decoy of the plaintiff as thereby then and tance rom
the decoy

there greatly to disturb and frighten dirers wild fowl then r ^-o -j

being at or near the said decoy ; insomuch that divers wild which

fowl, to wit, 500 wild ducks, &c. then and there flew away brought out

and wholly quilted the said decoy, and divers other wild fowl,
som

,

e
.

L o i i 11 .
birds from

to wit, &c. which were then and there about to enter the said
t iicncc .

decoy, \vere thereby then and there prevented from entering though he

the same; and by means thereof the plaintiff was prevented
(litl not fire

from decoying, catching and taking the said wild fowl in such
intu 1 1C '

coy pond ;

is evidence
of a wilful disturbance of and of damage to the decoy, for which an action on the

case is maintainable by the owner.

F f '2 plenty
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plenty as he otherwise might and would have done, to wit, at,

&c. and thereby the plaintifflost and was deprived of the pro-

fits, &c. which might and otherwise would have accrued to

him from his said decoy, to wit, at, &c. Wherefore, &c.

At the trial of this case before the Lord C. B. Macdonald

at Chelmsford, the plaintiff's right to the decoy, which was an

ancient decoy, was proved; and it also appeared that the de-

fendant sought his livelihood in part by shooting wild fowl

from his boat on the water, for which boat with small arms he

had a licence from the Admiralty for fishing and coasting

along the shores of Essex; on one of the salt creeks of which

county, called the Blackwater river, where the tide ebbs and

flows, near Walton, the decoy in question was situated. The

only proof of the disturbance by the defendant was, that he,

being out in his boat shooting wild fowl in a part of the open
creek, first fired his fowling piece within about a quarter of a

mile of the plaintiff's decoy, when 2 or 300 wild fowl came

out; and afterwards approached nearer, and fired again at

wild fowl on the wing at the distance of about 200 yards and

upwards from the decoy pond, when he killed several wid-

geons, and immediately on the noise of the gun 4 or 500 wild

fowl took flight from the pond ;
but it did not appear that he

fired into the decoy. The learned Judge left this as evidence

to the jury of a wilful disturbance of the plaintiff's decoy by
the defendant, for which this action would lie

; and the jury
found their verdict for the plaintiff with 40s. damages.

Garrow now moved to set aside the verdict, as being against

law and evidence ; the defendant having a right, he said, to

shoot at the wild fowl in the place where he was, which was

an open creek or arm of the sea, where the tide flowed and

reflowed ; and not having gone upon the plaintiff's land,

nor fired into his decoy at the birds there.

The Court however said, that they saw no ground for

disturbing the verdict in point, of law : and Le Blanc J. re-

ferred to an old precedent of such an action (a), which had

been

(a) The case alluded to is cited in Bull. XL Pri. 79. as Ilickcnugal's

case, ////. 5 Ann.
; which is reported by the name of Kccllc v. llichcr-

ihgall, in 11 Mod. 74: 130. 3 Salic. 9- and Holt's Rep. 14. 1". 19-

From these it appears to liavc been an action on the case for disturbing

the plaintiff's decoy ; and after a verdict for the plaintiff, it was moved

to
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been followed by one or two others within his own remem-

brance on the Norfolk circuit. And the evidence they observ-

ed was proper to be left to the jury who had decided upon it.

Rule refused.

to arrest the judgment for the insufficiency in law of the declaration.

The case appears to have been twice argued, first in Hit. 5 Ann. ; and

afterwards in Easter 5 Ann. : the arguments are best reported in Holt's

Rep. 14. and 17- And in p. 14. the facts are stated thus,
"

that the

defendant was lord of a manor and had a decoy ; and the plaintiff had

also made a decoy upon his own ground, which was next adjoining to

the defendant's ground, and pretty near also to the defendant's decoy ;

and therein the plaintiff had decoy and other ducks, whereof he made
considerable profit ;" and declares, &c. It does not appear how the

facts first mentioned were before the Court upon the motion in arrest

of judgment, as they did not appear upon the face of the declaration ;

nor did the fact there appear which is afterwards (p. 17.) stated, that

the defendant was upon his own close when he shot off the gun : but

these facts were probably assumed argucndo, as consistent with the

allegations of the declaration*. Not that perhaps the introduction of

these facts would have varied the question ; as the declaration pro-

ceeded to charge that the defendant fired the guns which made the

disturbance with design to damnify the plaintiffand tofrighten away the

wildfowlfrom his decoy ; which consequently precluded, after verdict,

any consideration of the question, whether he had not a right to do

these acts on his own ground as a mean of taking the birds for his

own bent-fit. In the report of the case in 11 Mod. 75. Lord C. J,

Holt says,
"

Suppose the defendant had shot in his own ground ; if

" he had occasion to shoot, it would have been one thing ; but to

" shoot on purpose to damage the plaintiff is another thing, and a
"

wrong." It should seem to be the same thing if he fired for the

purpose of disturbing the wildfowl in his neighbour's decoy, that he

might take the chance of benefiting himself by shooting them whon

on the wing in consequence ofsuch disturbance. The following state-

ment of the declaration and judgment in that case, which is taken

from a copy of Lord C. J. Holt's own IMS. in my possession, shews

the true nature of the action, and of the grounds on which it was

decided.

KEEBLE against HICKERINGILL.

1809.

CARRING-
TOX

against
TAYLOU.

Trin. 5 Ann.

ACTION upon the case.

vcinbcr in the second vear o

Plaintiff declares that he was, 8th No- An action on

f the Queen, lawfully possessed of a close *he case lies

for
discharging

guns near the decoy pond of another, with design to damnify the owner by frightening awav the

\vildfowl resorting thereto, by which the wildfowl v/ere frightened away and the owner damnified.

* Vide what b said by Holt C. J. at the beginning of p. o7u.

V f 3 of
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1809. of land called Minott's Meadow, ct cle quodarn vivario *
? yicato

K cfecoy pond, to which divers wildfowl used to resort and pome: and the

against plaintiff had at his own costs and charges prepared and procured divei>

HICKEUIN- decoy ducks, nets, machines and other engines for the decoying and

GILL. taking of the wildfowl, and enjoyed the benefit in taking them: the de-

fendant, knowing which, and intending to damnify the
plaintiff' in his

vivary, and tofright and drive away the
-wildfowl used to resort

thither^
and deprive him ofhis profit, did, on the 8th of November, resort to the

head of the said pond and vivary, and did discharge sixguns laden with

gunpowder, and with the noise and stink of the gunpowder did drive

away the wildfowl then being in the pond : and on the llth and 12th

days of November the defendant, with design to damnify the plaintiff",

andfright away the wildfowl, did place himself with a gun near the

[ 575 ] vivary, and there did discharge the said gun several times that was

then charged with the gunpowder against the said decoy pond, where?

by the wildfowl were frighted away, and did forsake the said pond.

Upon not gujlty pleaded, a verdict was found for the
plaintiff

and

201. damages.

Holt C. .1. lam of opinion that this action doth lie. It seems to 1>Q

new in its instance, but is not new in the reason or principle of it. For,

1st, this using or making a decoy is lawful. 2dly, This employment
of his ground to that use is profitable to the plaintiff, as is the skill and

management of that employment. As to the first, Every man that

hath a property may employ it for his pleasure and profit, as for allur-

ing and procuring decoy ducks to come to his pond. To learn the

trade of seducing other ducks to come there in order to be taken is not

prohibited cither by the law of the land or tjie moral law
;
but it is as

lawful to use art to seduce them, to catch them, and destroy them for

the use of mankind, as to kill and destroy wildfowl or tame cattle.

Then when a man useth his art or his skill to take them, to sell and dis-

pose of for his profit ; this is his trade
;
and he that hinders another in

his trade or livelihood is liable to an action for so hindering him. Why
otherwise are scandalous words spoken oi a man in his profession ac-

tionable, when without his profession they are not so? Though they
do not affect any damage, 'yet arc they mischevious in themselves; and

therefore in their own nature productive of damage ; and therefore an

action Iks against him. Such are all words that arc spoken of a man
to disparage him in his trade, that may bring damage to him ; though

they do not charge him with any crime that may make him obnoxious

to punishment ; as to say a merchant is broken, or that he is failing, or

is not able to pay his debts, 1 Roll. Go. 1.; all the cases there put.

How much more, when the defendant doth an actual and real damage
to another when he is in the very act of receiving profit byhiscmploy-

* 2 Inst.lOO. Vivarium is a word oflarge extent, and ex vi termini signifieth

a place in land or water where living things arc kept.

mcnt.
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ment. Now there are two sorts of acts for doing damage to a man's 1809.

employment, for which an action lies ; the one is in respect of a man's

privilege ;
the other is in respect of his property. In that of a man's

franchise or privilege whereby he hath a fair, market, or ferry ,.if an- HICKERIN-
other shall use the like liberty, though out of his limits, he shall be GILL.

liable to an action ; though by grant from the king. But therein is

the difference to be taken between a liberty in which the public hath

a benefit, and that wherein the public is not concerned. 22 H.6. 14, [ 576 J

] 5. The other is where a violent or malicious act is done to a man's oc-

cupation, profession, or way of getting a livelihood ; there an action

lies in all cases. But if a man doth him damage by using the same

employment ; as if Mr. Hickeringill had set up another decoy on his

own ground near the plaintiffs, and that had spoiled the custom of the

plaintiff, no action would lie, because he had as much liberty to make

and use a decoy as the plaintiff. This is like the case of 11 //. 4. 47.

One schoolmaster sets up a new school to the damage of an antient

school, and thereby the scholars are allured from the old school to

come to his new. (The action was held there not to lie.) But suppose

Mr. Hickeringill should lie in the way with his guns, and fright the

boys from going to school, and their parents would not let them go

thither; sure that schoolmaster might have an action for the loss of his

scholars. 29 E.3. 1 8. A man hath a market, lo which he hath toll for

horses sold : a man is bringing his horse to market to sell: a stranger

hinders and obstructs him from going thither to the market : an action

lies, because it imports damage. Action upon the case lies against one

that shall by threats fright away his tenants at will. 9 //. 7.8. 21 IL6.

31. Ql-I.7.7. liEd.4,.7. Vide Rasta 7.662. 2 Cro. 423. Trespass

was brought for beating his servant, whereby he was hindered from

taking his toll ;
the obstruction is a damage, thongh not the loss of his

service. There was an objection that did occur to me, though I do

not remember it to be made at the bar ; which is, that it is not men-

tioned in the declaration what number or nature of wildfowl were

frighted away by the defendant's shooting. As in 5 Rep. 34. Playtcr's

case. Trespass quare clausum suum frcgit, et pisces suos cepit. After

a verdict lor the plaintiff, and entire damages, it was moved in arrest

<>ijudgment, that the declaration was not good, because it was not said

of what nature, nor of what number the fishes \vere; which was held to

be a fatal exception, not helped after verdict by the statute ofjcofails.

Resp. But indeed here is not the number stated. Now considering

the nature of the case, it is not possible to declare of the number that

were frighted away ; because the plaintiff had not possession of them

to count them. Where a man brings trespass for taking his goods, he

must declare of the quantity, because he, by having had the possession,

may know what he had, and therefore must know what he lost. This

is plain by several authorities. 2 Cro. 123. Dent \. Oliver. Trespass

F f 4 for
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for heating and hindering his servant from taking and collecting his toll:

objection that it is not said what quantity of toll he was to take : but

that could not be known. Owen Hep. 109. F,scott v. Laurenny. Action

Upon the case because the defendant hindered him from taking toll of

divers pieces of wool, and sheweth not how many ; yet the declaration

was good. 2 Cro. 435. Johns \. Wilson. Trespass quare clausum fre-

git, et spinas suas ad valentiam succidit. Exception was taken to the

declaration because the number of the thorns was not mentioned : yet

held not to be a good exception. Alleyn, 22. Lodge v. Wcedon. Ac-^

tion upon the case ; the plaintiff declared that the defendant killed

divers cattle infected with the murrain, and threw the entrails into the

plaintiff's field, per quod diversa averia of the plaintiff's interierunt.

After verdict, exceptionwas taken in arrestofjudgment, because it did

not appear how many cattle of the plaintiff's did thereby perish : yet

judgment was given for the plaintiff, because there need not such cer-

tainty in an action upon the case, because the plaintiff is only to re-

cover damages for them. 9 Rep. 43, 44. Efirl of Salop's case. Action

on the case for hindering the plaintiff in taking the profits of his stew-

ardship of such a manor ; not shewing what the profits were, or how

much they amounted to : it was never questioned but the declaration

was good. The plaintiff in this case brings his action for the apparent

injury done him in the use of that employment of his freehold, his art,

and skill, that he uses thereby. Secondly, says Mr. Solicitor, here is

not the nature of the wildfowl stated ; for wildfowl are of several

sorts ; ducks, teal, mallard, and indeed all birds that are wild are wild-

fowl, llesp. It is true in the large signification of the word they are

so : and also the wordfowl comprehends all birds and poultry : but

wildfowl are taken in a more restrained sense ; pheasants and partridges

are not thereby understood, for they are fowl of warren. Manwood's

Forest Law, cap. 4. sec. 3. 1 Register 93. 96. F.X.B. 86. Rastal, 585.

Wildfowl are known in the law, and described by the statute of25/7. 8.

c. 11., which doth take notice of wildfowl." The title of the statute is

"
against destroying of wildfowl." It recites that there hath been

within this realm great quantities ofwildfowl, as ducks, mallards, wid-

geons, teals, wildgeese, and divers other kind of wildfowl, which is rea-

sonable to be understood of that sort that do get their prey in that

manner. The stat. of 3 & 4 Ed. 6. c. 7., which repeals that of the

2a //. 8., takes notice of wildfowl, and hath the general word icild-

fuwl, without coming to particulars. Therefore when the declaration

is of wildfowl, it is not to be understood that sparrows, wrens, or ro-

bin-redbreasts can be thereby included. Besides Fluminiaj Volucres in

LfY^ott'sDictionary, are understood wildfowl^ as being the only words

in Latin that we have to express it. Litt. Diet. tit. Wild Fowl. And

when we doknow that of long time in the kingdom these artificial con-

trivances of decoy ponds and decoy ducks have been used fur cntic-

in
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ing into those ponds wildfowl, in order to be taken for the profit of 1809.
the owner of the pond, who is at the expence of servants, 'engines, and

other management, whereby the markets of the nation may be fur- KEEBLE

nished ; there is great reason to give encouragement thereunto ; that
a&m

the people who are so instrumental by their skill and industry so to GILL
furnish the markets should reap the benefit and have their action. *[ 573 ]

But, in short, that which is the true reason is that this action is not

brought to recover damage for the loss of the fowl, but for the dis-

turbance ; as 2 Cro. 6*04-. Downey v. Dee. So is the usual and com-
mon way of declaring.

The KING against the Inhabitants of HARDWICK. Wednesday,
Nov. 22d.

A N appeal against an order for the removal ofJosephVipond, A rated pa-

Mary his wife, and their children, by name, was entered rishioner not

at the sessions in the name of " The Churchwardens and bein bound

Overseers of the Poor of the Parish of liardwick, in the ^^ touch-

County of Norfolk, Appellants, and the Churchwardens and ing ->the set-

Overseers of the Poor of the Parish of Fulham Saint Mary the tlement of a

Virgin, in the same County, Respondents." And upon the PauPcr> to

give evidence
hearing of the appeal, the Sessions confirmed the order, sub-

a(Tainst his

ject to the opinion of this Court upon a case which stated, own parish,

That John Fipond, the father of the pauper Joseph was a the opposite

settled inhabitant of the parish of Forncett St. Mary, in Nor- *T
s m

folk, and about 40 years ago came to reside in the parish of Of n j s <]Ccla-

Hardwick, in the same county, on a tenement at the rent of rations as to

5/. 10s. per annum. The pauper, Joseph Vipond, who is now the facis
,

m
issue * the

37 years of age, was born in that parish ;
and when he was We j 2 j1

'

t ^uc
15 years old, and during his father's residence on the tenement to which

at the above rent, he was bound apprentice to .S'. Warren, of [ 579 ]

Best/ioi pe in Norfolk, cordwainer, bv indenture, for four years,
must depend..... , i upon his

which lime he regularly served with his master, who resided in means O j-

Besl/iorpe under a certificate from the parish of Bumvell, in knowledges
to the factsso

declared, and the genuineness of the declarations, to be collected from circumstances.

A son apprenticed out by hjs father to a master living under a certificate in an-

other parish, and not thereby acquiring any settlement of his own, but receiving
cloaths from his father, and visiting him from time to time, and returning home to

him after the expiration of his apprenticeship, before he was of age ; though he

vent out to service again in two days after receiving more cloaths ; is not emanci-

pated from his father's family, and therefore follows a settlement gained by the fa-

ther while he was so serving as an apprentice.
the
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1809- the same connty. During the first year of the son's appren-

ticeship John Vipond, the father, purchased the tenement on

wl"ch ne resided at Hardwick, for 871. Whilst the pauper was

The Inhabi- iQ the service of Warren, he was cloathed by his father, whom
tants of he occasionally visited on holidays, and at other times with his

HARDWICK. master's leave. At the expiration of the apprenticeship, the

pauper, being then 19 years of age, returned to his father's

house in Hardwick, where he staid two days, and received

some new cloaths. He then went back to his former master

Warren, with whom he made an engagement to work by the

piece ; and he continued working under such engagement in

Besthorpe for a year and a quarter. The pauper afterwards

worked by the piece with another cordwainer of the name of

Burn ;
and with both Warren and Burn he made his own agree-

ments, but never let himself for a year to either of them, or to

any other person. The respondents, in order to prove the

pauper's settlement in Hardwick, called the father, who being
a settled (a) inhabitant of that parish refused to be examined.

They then called the pauper himself, who proved from his

knowledge, that his father had resided on the tenement at

Hardwick for 25 years, and that it was now worth more than

10/. per annum. And the Court admitted the pauper to givo

[ 58O j evidence of his father's declarations to him, that he (the father)

had purchased the house when the pauper was 16 years of age
for 87/. and that he had about 10 years ago laid out above

100/. on the premises. The Court were of opinion, that the

pauper was not emancipated by his residing in Besthorpe
under the indenture of apprenticeship, nor by any other act

subsequent to it ; and therefore confirmed the order.

A/dcrson, in support of the orders, said that it had been re-

peatedly decided, that a pauper under age, who has been put
out by his father as an apprentice with a certificated person
in another parish, by which no settlement could be gained,

returning again to his father's family, is not emancipated, but

follows his father's settlement; as in R. v. Halifax (b), R. v.

IVitton cum Twambrooke(c)t
R- v.Collingbourn Ducis(d), R. v.

(<v) lie was in fact a rated as well as settled inhabitant; though

by mistake, as it seemed, that was not stated in the case ;
but the fact

was assumed in the course of the argument, and it was the ground
of the objection taken at the Quarter Sessions.

(/;)
Burr. $. C. 806". (c) 3 T. R. 355. (W) 4 T. R. 1.9.9.

Ingworth.
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Ingworth (a). And in Rex v. Roach (b), which was the case of 1 80<).

an adult leaving her father's house and going into service,

Lawrence J. took the distinction, that if the daughter had
against

gone out to service and returned to her father's house before The Inhabi-

.she was of age, she would have continued to be part of his fa- tan is of

niily. The question then results to this, Whether the pauper's

father had acquired a settlement in Hardicick^ This was suffi-

ciently proved by the pauper's evidence that his father had

actually resided for 25 years on an estate now worth above 1 07.

a-year for which no rent appears to have been paid ; which

was sufficient for the Sessions to presume that it was his own,

and that the original purchase-money was above 307. But if

that were not enough, the declarations of the father, that this [ -581 ]

estate was his own by purchase for87/., would be let in, upon
the authority of The King v. Woburn (c), as the declaration of

one of the parties to the cause
; objection having been made

on that ground to his examination by the adverse party ; and

the letting in such evidence being, as Le Blanc J. observed in

that case, a necessary consequence of the principal point there

decided, that one who was a rated inhabitant of one of the liti-

gant parishes could not be compelled by the other to give evi-

dence against his own parish, being in effect a party to the

cause. [Lord Ellenboroiigh C. J . observed that the point was

not directly raised in that case; though he did not mean to

.suggest that there was any difficulty in the point itself, or any
desire in the Court to get rid of it upon the present ocoasion.

At the same time he observed that there was evidence enough
stated in this case for the Sessions to have founded their judg-
ment upon, without having recourse to the e-vidence of the fa-

ther's declarations. The mere occupation of land for 25 years
without payment of rent was evidence enough of the father's

seisin
; and the rent of 5/. 105. paid for it 40 years ago was

evidence of the purchase-money being above 30/.]

Garrow and Frere Serjt., contra, contended that without

the evidence of the father's declarations as to the time when
the purchase was made, for above 307. the respondents could

not make out their case; for it did not appear that the annual

value of the estate was 107. at the time when the pauper

//) 8 Term Rep. 39.9. (A) 6 Term Rep. 247-

(c) 10 East, 393. 402.

returned
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1 809. returned under age to his father's family ; and he afterwards

went out to service with different persons after he came of
I he K.ING .

against a e - ** 1S therefore* material to the respondent s case, 1st, to

The Inhabi- sustain the evidence of those declarations, in order to shew
tants of that the father had gained a settlement in Hardwick at the

*F "82 1
^ast Pe"0(* wnen it appears with certainty that the pauper
continued part of his father's family, which was on his return

to his father's house when he was 19, or at furthest within two

years after that when he came of age ;
for he is stated to be

now 37 years old, and it does not appear that he has ever

resided with his father since he came of age : and, 2dly, the

respondents must shew that the son was not emancipated at the

time when the father acquired the settlement in Hardwick.

With respect to the last question ; as the relevancy of the

cases cited was indisputable, supposing the pauper to have

returned home to his father's, after the expiration of his

apprenticeship, before his coming of age ; and supposing the

father's settlement in Hardwick to have been then gained,
which was clear if his declarations were evidence ; this part of

the case was not much debated ; though it was at first insisted,

that if the father's settlement were not gained till after the son

was apprenticed out under the control of his master, which

was incompatible with the continuing authority of the father ;

and if the son were never afterwards regularly domiciled

with his father, before he came of age ; which was contended

to be the case here ; the occasional visits on holidays, and for

two days after his apprenticeship expired, would not make
the father's house the home or domicile of the son : and it

did not appear that the pauper so considered it, as in some of

the cases cited. On this point
LordELLENBOROUGH C. J. observed that what the pauper

[ 583 ] considered does not
signify,

but what he did. Here he went

to his father's house after his apprenticeship, as to his home
;

he treated it as his home ; and was received and treated as

one of his father's family, When he returned there he was

in the same plight as when he left it. His father continued

cloathed with all his rights over him ; and he betook himself

to his father's house with all the rights belonging to a member
of his father's family.

On the principal point the appellant's counsel submitted

that it did not necessarily follow from the determination in

The
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The King v. Woburn(a) that because a payer of the parish
1 809.

might refuse to answer as a witness when called by the adverse
,

~

party, therefore his declarations upon the subject might be aoain t

given in evidence: for nothing would be more easy, if such a The* Inhabi-

rule were laid down, than to fabricate evidence upon parish
tants of

appeals. The father, naturally wishing his son to be settled in
"ARUWICK -

the same parish with himself, would make declarations to him
not upon oath, which the son might truly swear to have heard

from his father, though the facts so declared might be wholly
unfounded. This point was not in judgment before the Court

in Rex v. Woburn; and though one of the learned Judges
intimated that opinion in the course of the argument, no

opinion upon it was ultimately delivered by the Court after

taking time to consider of their judgment. The common

case, where declarations of parties have been given in evidence

is where they are parties on the record
;
whereas the nominal

parties to an appeal of this sort are the parish officers. The
rule was considered to be so technical in Bauerman v. Ra-
denius (b\ that the declaration of a trustee who was the

nominal plaintiff on the record, was admitted, to defeat the r 534 i

action of his cestui que trust, the real party. [Baylet/ J. That

case only decided that the declarations of the nominal party
on the record were evidence against him ; but not that the

declarations of the real party would not also have been evi-

dence (c)]. Then, taking the inhabitants of the parish to be

the real parties to the appeal, still they are not such parties

whose declarations are admissible within the true meaning and

sense of the rule ; which is founded upon a reasonable pre-

sumption that no person will make any declaration against

his interest, unless it be founded in truth ;
but the interest of

all aggregate bodies, such as corporators, hundreds, parishion-

ers and the like, upon a matter effecting the whole community

alike, is too minute to insure an accurate attention to declare

nothing but the truth. Upon this ground of the minuteness

() 10 East, 395. (/>) 7 Term Rep. 663.

(r) In Baucnnan v. Railemus, 7 T. R. 665. a case was cited in ar-

gument of Duke v. Aldridge, be-fore Lord Mansfield, where one of the

parties was a sheriff, who was indemnified by a third person; and Lord

Mansfield permitted tie declarations of that third person to be given

in evidence against the sheriff.

of
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180p. of their interest, they have in some cases (a) been held to be

witnesses. \ I,e Blanc J. In The Kins: v. IVoburn the pa-
fpl -f^

r- O
c

f rishioner was not rejected as a witness on the ground of inte-

The Inhabi- rest ; for his interest was opposed to * that of the party who

tants of wished to call him : but he was held to be privileged from
HAHDWICK.

answering-, on the ground of his being- one of the real parties* r .58.5 iJ
to the suit.] The objection was there made to the party pro-

posed to be called as a witness, on the ground of his being

rated and paying to the poor-rates. [Le Blanc J. The ob-

jection to the witness, because he wras a rated inhabitant, has

always been made where he was called as a witness to sup-

port the case of the parish in which he was inhabiting, and

the objection has been made by the adverse party against

whom he had an interest.] Considering him as a party, yet

as the interest of each inhabitant is several, his declarations

would not be evidence to charge the others ; as an admission

made by one of the defendants in trespass is no evidence

against the others. The inconvenience of letting in this evi-

dence will be very great in practice.

Lord ELLEN BOROUGH C..T. Evidence ofan admission made

by one of several defendants in trespass will not, it is true,

establish the others to be co-trespassers; but if they be establish-

ed to be co- trespassers by other competent evidence, the decla-

ration of the one, as to the motives and circumstances of the

trespass, will be evidence against all who are proved to have

combined together for the common object. With respect to

the case at the bar, two questions have been made; but that

which has been argued most at length, and is considered to be

of most importance, is, Whether the declaration of the father,

as proved by the son, were admissible evidence? If, from the

occupation of this estate by the father for 25 years, within the

(a) Frere referred in particular to the city of London case, 1 Ventr,

350., and generally to 12 Vin. Abr., Evidence, Y, where cases on this

subject are collected ; but the current of them tend rather to establish

the objection against such witnesses, unless where it has appeared that

the particular individual, called to give evidence on behalf of the ge-

neral body suing or being sued, could not derive any benefit to him-

self or suffer any detriment, however small, by the event. And in the

particular case cited, that of a corporator, there was one Judge

against three, and a bill of exceptions was tendered ; but it became

unnecessary to consider the matter further, as the disputed witnesses

were withdrawn, and the plaintiff's case proved by others.

know-
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knowledge of the son, now only 37years old, during the greater

part of that time as it would appear without any payment of
T|

~
rent, added * to the facts that 40 years ago the estate was

against
rented at 5/. 10s. per annum, and is now worth above 10/. The Inhahi-

a-year, the Justices at the Session had drawn the inference,
tants ot

which they might fairly have done, that the father had pur-
chased it before the son came of age for above 30/., we might
have been saved this discussion : but as it is, the question be-

comes material to be decided. The question then is, Whe-
ther the declaration of a parishioner respecting the circum-

stances of a settlement, of which he could not be compelled
to give evidence as a party to the appeal depending, be ad-

missible in evidence? I consider all appeals against orders of

removal, though technically carried on in the names of the

church-wardens and overseers of the respective parishes, yet
in substance and effect to be the suits of the parishioners

themselves, who are to contribute to the expence of maintain-

ing the paupers. The parishioner, therefore, being a party,
could not be called upon as a witness. Then what is there

to differ this from other cases of aggregate bodies, who are

parties to a suit? In general cases it cannot be questioned
that the declarations of the parties to a suit are evidence

against them ; and how is this case distinguishable from those

upon principle ? What credit is due to such evidence is ano-

ther consideration : his declaration does not conclude the

parish ;
but will be more or less weighty according to his

means of knowledge, the genuineness of the declaration, and

other circumstances of which the Court would judge. A de-

claration made by such a party loosely, and without compe-
tent grounds of knowledge of the fact, would not be entitled

to weight ; but the credibility of such evidence is quite a dif-

ferent question from its competency ; and it is always open to

contradiction like other evidence. Here, however, the father

had very competent means of knowledge as to the fact de-
[ 58? ]

clared by him : but it is sufficient for us to say, that the evi-

dence was competent to be received. The other point made
is as to the emancipation of the son, who having gone from

his father at the age of 15, and served as an apprentice under

indentures for four years to a certificated master in another

parish during the residence of his father in HardKick, und

not having thereby acquired any settlement of his own ;
and

having returned to his lather again at the expiration of his

apprentice-
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1 809 apprenticeship, and requiring and receiving- the further assist-

_,, Vr ance of his father; must be considered as re-incorporated on

against
n ' s retarn into his father's family, and entitled to all the rights

The Inhabi- of one of its members ; and therefore he followed the settle-

tants of ment which his father had in the mean time acquired in the
CK *

parish of Hardwick. None of the cases of emancipation which

have been decided on the ground of the children's marriage,
or obtaining a settlement of their own in another parish, or

being under a different control incompatible with that of their

parents till after the age of 21, apply to this case. The con-

sequence is that the order of Sessions must be confirmed.

LE BLANC J. (a) The facts of the case are shortly these :

The father of the pauper, being originally settled in another

parish, about 40 years ago came to reside in Hardwick upon
a tenement under 10/. a-year, which at first he rented, and

during his residence there, and while his settlement continued

in the parish to which he originally belonged, he put his son,

[ 588 ] then 15 years of age, out apprentice to a person residing in

the parish ofBunwell under a certificate. About a year after-

wards, while the son was residing with his master in Bunwell,

the father acquired a settlement in Hardtvick, by purchase,
for above 30/. of the tenement which he before rented

;
and

then the first question is, whether that settlement were com-

municable to the son ; and that depends upon whether the son

continued a part of his father's family, or, in the language of

the books, were emancipated. Now, during all the time that

he lived with his master he was cloathed by his father, whom
he occasionally visited on holidays, and at other times with

his master's leave
;
and at the expiration of his apprenticeship

he returned to his father's house in Hardwick, and staid there

two days, and received new cloaths from his father. The

question is, Whether, being then only 19 years of age, he

continued under the control and as part of his father's fa-

mily ? When he left his master he went to his father's house

us to his home, and his father supplied him with cloaths as

he had done before : and none of the circumstances occur in

this case which in other cases have been held to constitute an

emancipation. The father's settlement, therefore, was of

course communicated to the pauper his son. The next ques-

tion is, Whether the Sessions have received evidence of these

facts which was not admissible f
. On reading the case it ap-

() Grose J. was indisposed and absent.

pears
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pears as if it had not been necessary for the Sessions to raise 1800,.

this question ;
for the evidence was sufficient, without the hear- -

say of the father, for them to have found the true state and
e

.

*
J

uguinst
condition of the father's property in the parish, sufficient to 'f\}( . inhabi-

establish his settlement there. But it appears that they re- tants of

ceived the evidence of his declaration in consequence of his HAUDWICK.

having refused, on the ground of his being a party to the ap-

peal, to be examined when called as a witness by the opposite [ 589 ] j

party. And as we do not know that they founded their deci-

sion upon the other circumstances of the case, independent of

his declaration, though they might well have done so, we
must now decide whether they did right in admitting that evi-

dence. In the case of The King v. Wobarn (a), we considered

that such an appeal, whether entered in the names of the

churchwardens and overseers of the poor, or of the inhabitants

of the parish, was in effect the suit of the inhabitants paying to

the rates; they being the parties really interested in the suit

touching the settlement of a pauper in the parish ; and that

such an inhabitant of one of the litigant parishes in that case

could not, as a party to the suit, be compelled by the other

parish to give evidence against his own parish. The Court

did not decide that the declaration of such an inhabitant could

be given in evidence against his parish ; and it has been truly

said at the bar, that the opinion thrown out by me upon that

point was nol the decision of the Court; for the point did not

necessarily arise in that case ; and therefore it comes now to

be judicially considered, for the first time, whether such a de-

claration be receivable in evidence : whether, when a suit be

pending against a great number ofpersons \vlio have a common

interest in the decision, a declaration made by one of those per-

sons concerning a material fact within his knowledge be evi-

dence against him and all the others parlies with him to the

suit ? And it still seems to me to follow as a corollary from the

decision of the Court in the former case, that such a person,

not being liable to be called upon to give evidence upon oath

of the fact, as being a party to the suit, his declaration of it r 590 ]

must be evidence for the opposite parly. And though I am

sorry that so important a point of evidence, as to its general

consequences, comes to be decided in a settlement case, where

our decision cannot be revised; yet being obliged to decide

(</)
10 j'a.st, r>y;>.

VOL. XI. Gg it,
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1809. it, we must do so according to what appears to us to be the

conclusion of law upon principle.The KING

against
JoAYLEY J. 1 consider that the pauper was not emanci-

The Inhabi- pated when the settlement was gained by his father in Hard-
tants of wick. The pauper had not gained a settlement elsewhere,

nor been married and become the head of another family, nor

was he out of the control of his father, at the time that the lat-

ter gained a settlement in Hardwick : he therefore followed

his father's settlement. T also consider that every rated in-

habitant of a parish is a party to the suit upon an appeal against
an order of removal, between his parish and another

;
and

that every such rated inhabitant may refuse to give evidence

in such suit when called upon by the opposite parish. I also

think it follows from thence, that the declaration of every such

rated inhabitant, as to the matters in question, made at the

time he was a rated inhabitant, is evidence. But unless the

opposite party first offered to call such inhabitant as a witness,

which was objected to, I do not think that in ordinary cases

the magistrates should give any weight to mere declarations

of that kind
; though there may be occasions when the decla-

rations of such a party would have great weight.

Orders confirmed.

[ 591 ]

Thursday,
Ar

or. 23d.
The Kixo against The Sheriff of SURRY.

/~\N the 15th of last June the sheriff was served, in the cause
\j rr

Martin and Another v. Hobos, with a rule to return
The -sheriff

having been

served in pro- the writ oftestatum fieri facias, which expired on the 21st, the

per time with
jast j ay of Trinity term ;

and no return being made, the plain-

?urn

1

thcwrit tiff move(1 for an attachment at the rising of the Court. The

of test. fi. fa. sheriff, however, returned the writ on the 27th, and after-

which ex- wards, on the same day, having been served with the rule for

the attachment, he tendered the amount of the sum levied,

deducting his poundage, and also served the plaintiff's attor-

ney with notice of moving the Court, on the first day of the

the rising of
ensuing term, to set aside the rule for the attachment for irre-

the Court on

that dav if no return be made before ;
and the rule for the attachment is regular,

though he make his return on a subsequent day in vacation before he was actually

served with the rule ;
and though immediately after such service he tendered the

sum levied, deducting his poundage.

gularity ;

pircd on the

last day of

term, is at-

tachable at
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gularity ; which notice was given before the attachment issued,

but it afterwards issued on the same day. The Court was

accordingly moved in this term for a rule to set aside the at-

tachment for irregularity, which was now opposed by
The Attorney-General and Comyn, who relied on the prac-

tice in support of the attachment in this case. The rule of

Court of M. 32 G. 3. (a) directs that all writs shall be returned

by the sheriff on the day on which the rule for returning the

same shall expire : and in default thereof, it says that the

plaintiff is to be at liberty to move for an attachment on the

next day : but as the latter part of the rule is inapplicable to

cases where the writ is returnable on the last day of the term,

since no attachment can be moyed for out ofterm, it has been

the common practice, they said, to move for the attachment

in such cases on the rising of the Court on the last day of the

term
; the contempt being then incurred. And this practice,

they observed, had been expressly confirmed in C. B. by a

rule of Court (b) made for that purpose.
Garrow and Bclland, contra, contended, that as the writ

was not returnable till the last day of the term, and the sheriff

had the whole of that day to the very last moment of the

rising of the Court to make the return, no attachment could

be moved for on that day ; and that therefore the sheriff had

till the first day of the ensuing term to make his return, and

was in time if he returned the writ before the attachment was
moved for on that day. And this they said was ihe true con-

struction of the rule of Court of M. 32 G. 3. ; which concluded

with saying, that in case of default made by the sheriff in not

reluming the writ on the day on which it was returnable, the

plaintiff should be at liberty to move for the attachment on the

next day; which must mean the next day'on which the Court
sat. And in The King v. The Sheriff' of Berks (c), where the

sheriff was only served two days before the end of the term.

with a six days' rule to return a writ of fieri facias, the Court
hold that he had the whole of the first day of the ensuing term
to file his return: and they also declared, on inspection of the

rule of Court of M. 32 G. 3., that it only applied to writs re-

turnable within the term, where an attachment could be

moved for on the next day within the term. And thev observed

() 1< Term Rep. 40(1.

(c) 5 Eusf, 386'.

1 Bos. JfPull. 312.

1809.
"

,,

against
The Sheriff

* SUBET.

that
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1 809. that the practice in C. B. stood upon a special rule of that

Court for the regulation of their own practice.
The KIXG * rpfo (^ourt however, after consulting the Master as to

against .... .11.11 i

The Sheriff tue practice m this respect, said that it had prevailed m this

of SURRY. Court with sufficient notoriety, in conformity to what had been
*

[ ^93 ] more formally declared by the rule of Court in the same re-

spect in C. B.: and therefore they declared the attachment to

have been regularly issued, and discharged the rule for setting

it aside.
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1809.

THOMAS FOSTER, T. USHER, and ELIZA DEBORAH,
his Wife, MARIA CATHERIXE FOSTER, VALERIA

DOROTHY FERGUS, Widow (late FOSTER), EMMA
LOUISA KEITH FOSTER, JOHN FOSTER, T. SMITH,
and CHARLES FOSTER, againstThe Earl of ROMN EY,

Jonx FOSTER, GEORGE FOSTER, UEXRY FOSTER,

FREDERICK WILLIAM FOSTER, Jonx FREDERICK

FOSTER, an Infant, and JOSEPH FOSTER BAUHAM.

*TTHS was a case directed by the Lord Chancellor for the A testator

opinion of this Court, the facts of which were these : devised ouc

Thomas Foster, being seised in fee of plantations called E/im,

11 ate fford, Lancaster, and Tzco-Mile- Wood, and of other real
trustees and

estates in Jamaica and elsewhere, by his will dated the 8th of their heirs,

April 1762, duly executed and attested, devised his estates of until his nc-

Elim, IVatcrford, Lancaster, and Two-Mile-Wood, and all oilier

Ins estates iu Jamaica, and also all his lands, Sec. in Great son

Britain, to Lord Rornuei/ and Sir Edward Hatcke, and their brother

William

should attain 21 or die, and on his attaining 21, to the said Thomas for life, sans

waste ; and after the determination at' that estate, to the trustees during Thomas's

life to preserve contingent remainders. &c. ; and after the decease of Thomas, to all

and every the son and sons of the body of Thomas, severally and successively one after

another in priority of birth, &c. : and^br default of SUCH issue, tot he trustees until

liis nephew John, son of his brother Samuel, should attain 21 or die
; and in case

John attained 21, then to him for life, sans waste ; and after the determination of

that estate to the trustees during John's life to preserve contingent remainders ; and
after his decease, to all and every the son and sons of the body of John severally
and successively one after another in priority of birth, &c.

; and after the determi-

nation of that estate (or, as it stood here in the limitation of one of the other estates
" and for default of such issue,") to the trustees until his nephew S. W. should at-

tain 21 or die, &C. and so repeating all .the former limitations as to S. W. and his

sons
;
and tin; like with respect to a fourth nephew /'. W. and his sons ; concluding

and for default O/'STCH issue to the testator's brother Joseph for life, sans waste;
and after his death to his son Joseph and liis heirs. The testator repeated the same
act of limitations twice more, with respect to two other estates, only varying the

priority of his four first-named nephews in the disposition of them, but concluding
sifter each set of limitations to those four nephews, with the same devises to his

brother Jotejih for life, and to Joseph's son in fee.

The nephews Thomas (the heir at law) and .S'. W. had issue male after the testa-

tor's death, but none of die nephews had any son born during the testator's lifetime.

Held that the lour first-mentioned nrpheus and their sons only took estates for life

respectively, for want of words of limitation or other tantamount words; the words,

""far default of svcii issue," meaning for default of son or sons, &c.

G g 3 heirs,
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1809.

FOSTER
and Others

against
Lord

ROMNEY.

heirs, to the use of R. Drake and B. Long, their executors,

&c. for a term of 99 years, if his, the testator's wife, should

so long live, without impeachment of waste, upon the trusts

therein mentioned: and after the expiration, or other sooner

determination by the death of his wife, of that term, he de-

vised the same plantations, lands, &c. in case he should leave

a child living at the time of his death by his wife, or his wife

should be then ensient of a child to be afterwards born, to the

use of Lord Romney and Sir E. Hawke and their heirs, until

such child should attain his or her age of 21 years, or be mar-

ried ; and on such child's attaining 21 or marriage, to the

use of such only childfor life, without impeachment of waste ;

and from and after the determination of that estate, to the

use of the trustees to support the contingent remainders there-

inafter limited. And from and after the decease of such

child, he devised the said estates as follows :
" As touching

" and concerning my said estates of Elim, and Waterford, to

" the use of Lord R. and Sir E. H. until my nephew Thomas
"

Foster, son of my brother William Foster, shall attain the
"
age of 21 years, or die. Arid on my said nephew, Thomas

"
Foster, attaining his said age of 21 years, to the use of the

" said T. F. for his natural life, without impeachment of
" waste. And from and after the determination of that
"

estate, to the use of Lord R. and Sir E. H. and their heirs

"
during the life of the said T. F. in trust to preserve con-

"
tingent remainders, &c. ; and for that purpose to make

"
entries, &c., but nevertheless to permit the said T. F. and

" his assigns to receive and take the rents, issues and profits
" thereof during his natural life. And from and after the
" decease of the said T. F. to the use of all and every the
" son and sons of the body of the said T. F. lawfully to be
"

begotten, severally and successively one after another,
" as they and every of them shall be in priority of birth and
"

seniority of age. Andfor dejaitll of such issue, to the use
" of Lord R. and Sir E. II. and their heirs, until my nephew
"

John, son of my brother Samuel I'o.sfcr, shall attain the
"
ago of 21 years or die. And in case my said nephew,

" John Foster, shall live to attain his said age of 21 years,
" to the use of my said nephew J. /''. for his natural liie,

" without impeachment of waste. And from and after I he
" determination of that estate, to the use of the said Lord R.
" and Sir E. If. and their heirs., during the natural life of
" the said J, F. in triiot to preserve the contingent uses, &c.

11

(follow-
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1

(following the usual terms as in the prior limitation.) And 1809.

from and after his (John Fosters,) decease, to the use of all
~

and every the son and sons of the body of the said J. F. an(j Qihcrs

lawfully to be begotten, severally and successively one after against

another, as they and everv of them shall be in priority of ^ord ROM-
~K V V

birth and seniority of age. And from and after the deter-

mination of that estate (a), to the use of Lord 11. and Sir

E. II. and their heirs, until my nephew, Samuel Warren

Foster, shall attain the age of 21 years or die : and on the

said Samuel Warren Fosters attaining his age of 21 years,

to the use of the said S. W. F. for his natural life, without

impeachment of waste. And from and after the determi-

nation of that estate, to the use of Lord R. and Sir E. II.

and their heirs during the natural life of the said S. W. F. [ 597 ]

in trust to preserve the contingent uses, (following the usual

terms as in the first limitation). And from and after his

(S. IV. Foster's) decease, to the use of all and every son and

sons of the said $. W. F. lawfully to be begotten, severally

and successively one after another, as they and every of

them shall be in priority of birth and seniority of age.
And for default of such issue, to the use of Lord R. and

Sir E.IL and their heirs until my nephew Frederick William

Foster shall attain the age of 21 years or die. And on the

said F. W. Fosters attaining his said age of 21 years, to the

use of ihe said F.W.F. for his natural life, without impeach-
ment of waste. And after the determination of that estate,

to the use of Lord R. and Sir JE. //. and their heirs, during
the natural life of the said F. W. F. in trust to preserve the

contingent remainders, &c. (following the usual terms as in

the first limitation). And from and after his (F. W. Foster's)

decease, to the use of all and every the son and sons of the

said F. W. F. lawfully to be begotten, severally and suc-

cessively one after another, as they and every of them shall

be in priority of birth and seniority of age. And for de-

: fault of such issue, to the use of my brother Joseph Foster

Har/iam for the term of his natural life, without impeach-
ment of waste ; and after his death, to the use of his son

Joseph Foster Barham, his heirs and assigns for ever."

(a) Inroad of those words,
" and from and after the determination

of that estate," the words here introduced in the limitation of the Lan-

caster estate alter mentioned were " and for default of such issue."

G s 4 " And
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1809.

FOSTER
and Others

against
Lord Ro -VI-

NEY.

*[ 598 ]

[ 599 ]

" And as touching all my estates in England, and also my
"

estate or plantation called Twa-Mile-Wood^ and also a tract
" of land called Horse Savanna Pen, &c." the testator devised

the same in precisely the same terms, with all the same limi-

tations as he had before devised in respect
* to his estates of

Ij/im and Waterford: with this difference only, that in the de-

vise of his estates in England, and of Two-Mile-Wood, and

Horse Savanna Pen in Jamaica, the nephew first named was

John Foster, (who was secondly named in the limitations of the

former estates ;) then Samuel Warren Foster, (who was thirdly

named in the first set of limitations;) then Thomas Foster, who
was first named in the first set of limitations ; then Frederick

William Foster, (who preserved the same place in this as in

the first set of limitations ;) and then the ultimate limitations

of these estates concluded in the same terms : "To the use of
"
my brother Joseph Foster Barham for the term of his na-

" tural life, without impeachment of waste. And after his

"
death, to the use of his son Joseph Foster Karham, his heirs

" and assigns for ever."
" And as touching my said estate or plantation called

"
Lancaster, &c." the testator here repeated all the same

limitations in totidem verbis (a), excepting that the nephew
first named was Samuel Warren Foster, (who was thirdly

named in the first, and secondly named in the second set of

limitations ;) then John Foster, (who was secondly named in

the first, and first named in the second set of limitations;)

then Thomas Foster, (who was first named in the first, and

thirdly named in the second set of limitations;) then Frederick

William, who preserved the same place in the order of the

limitations as before : and then there followed the same con-

cluding limitations as to this estate,
"

to the use of my brother
"

Joseph Foster Barham for the term of his natural life : and
"

after his decease, to the use of his son Joseph. Foster Bar-
"
ham, his heirs and assigns for ever."

The case also stated another clause in the will wherein the

testator stated, that "
having myself experienced great incon-

veniences from the condition annexed by my father's will to

the three estates called Elim, Dawkins, and Lancaster, which

he devised to me and my brothers, William and John Foster,

since dead, the last of which estates did upon my brother's death

() With the variation before noticed in note () of p.

vest
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vest in me as his eldest brother and heir under my father's

will : the condition was, that the heirs of the devisee of each

particular estate should, upon the death of such devisee sue-

ceeding to this estate, pay to the surviving brothers and sisters

an additional legacy of 1000/. a-piece ; I have therefore, in

order to exonerate my estate ofE/im and all such other estates

as were devised to me by my father from so great an incum-

brance, duly barred the entail and the devise of such last-

mentioned estates by proper deeds, &c. : and in conformity

thereto I do hereby expressly direct that no such additional

legacies shall be charged upon or paid out of my estate real

or personal. And it is my express will that all and every the

limitations and devises hereinbefore given of my real estate

in manner and form aforesaid to my several nephews are upon
this further condition, that if any or either of my said nephews
shall refuse to comply with this my will, with respect to the

non-payment of the said additional legacies, or in any other

respect whatsoever, or shall directly or indirectly oppose the

execution thereof according to the plain intent of the same,

my will is that the devise of the whole estate and estates to

the person or persons, so refusing to comply with the direc-

tions of this my will, &c. shall cease and be void. And it

shall be lawful for such person or persons who by virtue of this

my will shall be next in remainder of the premises to enter in-

to and enjoy the same, as if the person or persons making or

guilty of such opposition, &c. was or were naturally dead."

The testator died soon after making his will, without leav-

ing any issue either born in his lifetime, or after his decease
;

and leaving the said Thomas Foster, the devisee, his nephew
and heir at law, and John Foster, Samuel Warren Foster, and

Frederic William Foster his nephews in the will named, and

also the said Joseph Foster Karham the elder, (long since dead,)

and Joseph Foster Jlarham the younger, and the said Mary
Foster, his widow, him surviving. And soon after his decease

Jlecston Long (who survived Drake) took possession of all the

said estates comprised in the term of 99 years, and continued

in the receipts of the rents and profits until the death of Mary
Foster in 177(3. The testator's nephews Thomas Foster, and

Samuel Warren Foster now dead, had each issue male since the

death of the testator ; and Thomas Foster the younger (since

dead) was the eldest son, and William Smalling Foster (also

dead) was the only other son of Thomas Foster, the nephew ;

and

1809.

FOSTER
and Others

against
Lord

RoMNBYr
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1809. and Charles Foster is the only son of Samuel Warren Foster;

but neither of the testator's nephews, Thomas, John. Samuel
Jr OSTE R

and Others Warren > or Frederic William Foster, had any son born at the

against time of making the testator's will or at his death.O **

Ijord ROM- The question submitted by the case was, What estate the

plaintiff Thomas Foster, the nephew, and his eldest son Thomas

Foster the younger, deceased, and Samuel Warren Foster

deceased, and his only son Charles Foster the plaintiff, respec-

tively took under the will of Thomas Foster, dated the 8th of

April 1762, in the estates or plantations in Jamaica ?

[ 601 ] Abbott, for the plaintiffs, contended either that the unborn

sons of the nephews took estates tail, or that the nephews
themselves took such estates. The ultimate limitation in fee

is not to the heir at law, and therefore the question is to be

decided, without prejudice to the plaintiffs in that respect,

between different classes of devisees. The testator had con-

siderable property, and having divided his estates into three-

parts, meant to distribute those parts in certain interests,

present and future, amongst his four nephews, who were the

principal objects of his bounty ; and providing, in case of the

failure of issue of all those four nephews, that the whole

should center in his brother Joseph Foster Barhdrn and his son.

It seems evident from the whole scope of the will that he must

have intended in some way or other to give estates tail to the

families of his four nephews in the order appointed in the

will, and that each estate should not go over to another nephew
till failure of the issue of the nephew to whom it was before

given. The limitations are repeated twelve times over with

little or no variation. When the testator meant to give a life

estate, he does so in express terms. After each life estate to

the nephews, he interposes trustees to preserve contingent

remainders, as is usually done when estates of inheritance are

afterwards given to the children of the first takers. He also

gives over the next limitation
" from and after the decease of

the respective nephews." It also appears that he knew how
to give a fee by appropriate words of inheritance. From the

whole order and disposition of the will he appears to have

intended to give estates tail to the families of his nephews;
and on the first reading of the will he appears to have done so.

The limitation is to the first and other sons of the body

[ G0'2 ]
ol' Thomas Foster, &c. And it is matter of surprize not to

find those words followed immediately by words of limitation

to the heirs of the bodies of such sons. The limitation is to

the
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against
Lord ROM-

KEY.

the sons severally and successively, &c., which are usual words 1809-

of limitation in tail. Lord flardtcicke laid stress ou the word
1'OSTEn,

tuccfssively in Lomax v. Holmden (a), as being- a word of large anj Others

meaning when applied to an estate in a family, from whence

to imply an estate tail ; though the case was decided on

another ground. But if the words of the will (for want of

words of limitation) be not suflicient to give estates tail to the

unborn sons of the nephews; then, secondly, as it is evident

that the general intent of the testator was to give estates tail

to the families of the nephews, the Court must give such

estates to the nephews themselves, in furtherance of such

general intent, though it may defeat the particular intent

expressed, to give them only estates for life : and this will be

warranted by construing the words,
" andfor default ofsuch

issue" after the limitation to the unborn sons of the body,

with reference to issue male of the nephews ; taking the words
"

first and other sons" to mean issue male. And then the

will may be read as if it had been a limitation to his nephew
Thomas for life, and if Thomas should have issue male, then

that he should take an estate in tail male ; but if he should

have no issue male, or for default ofsuch issue; then it should

be limited in like manner to his nephew John, &c. [Lord

Rllenborongh C. J. observed, that by this reading the word

such was rejected ; and that Lord Mansfield in Dcnne d.

Briddon v. Page(b) had said that "if, after the limitation to

the

00 i res. 2.96".

(b) DENNE on the Demise of RT>. BRIDDOX and MARY his wife,

against PAGE ami BOWLER.

In an ejectment for an estate, a verdict uas taken for the plaintiff,

subject to the opinion of this Court on the following case.

J\I<try Trul/apc, being seised in fee of the premises in question, on

the 18th of December 1734 devised as follows. After directing a

certain sum to be expended on her funeral: And as touching the rest

of my temporal estate, I give and devise all my lands, &c. at W. and

elseuhere to J. T. (a trustee) to the use of Thomas Naxh and Mary
his wife, for a term of i)<) years, if they or either of them shall so

long live
; remainder to the use of Samuel, son of the said Tho. Nasb,

for life
;
remainder to trustees to preserve contingent remainders ; re-

mainder to the use of the first son of the body of the said .S'. Nas/i,

the body of T- X. begotten or to b'' bcj;r>U'-ii ;
and tor dofnult of sui-li. if.-uc, to the riu

for ever. T. iV. died leaving issue S. N. and two daughter;. . be Id thai the daugl
estates for their lives.

Mir/i. 24 Gfo.3.

-Mn..l4th,1783.
MS. Bullcr.J.

A devise to

S. N, the son

off. Ar
.,for

life; remainder

to trustees, See.;

remainder to

the first and
other sons of

the body oi S.iV.

and the heirs

male ot liieir re-

etive bodies;
1 for default

such issnt, to

use of all

1 every the

lit heirs of I. N.

iteia took only
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the (laughters of T. Nash, the words had been 'and if they
die without issue,'

*
generally, the Court would have implied an

.

lOth'rs
es*a ^e **"" but, he adds, that there the words were, 'and

against
for

Lord ROM- ~ . . . -

and of the heirs male of the body of such first son; and for default

of such issue, to the use of the second and every other son and sons

of the body of the said S. N. severally and successively and in re-

mainder one after another, as they shall be in seniority of age and

priority of birth, and of the several and respective heirs male of the

body and bodies of all and every such son and sons, and the heirs

male of his and their body and bodies : andfor default of suck issue,

to the use of the second and every other son and sons of the body of the

said Thomas Kash upon the body of the said Mary his wife begotten or

to be begotten, severally and successively, and in remainder one after

another, as they shall be in seniority of age and priority of birth, and of

the several and respective beirs male of the body and bodies of all and

every such son and sons, and the heirs male of his and their body and

bodies lawfully issuing : and for default of such issue, to the use of all

and every the daughter and daughters of the body of the said Tho.

Nash on the body of the said Mary his wife begotten of to be begot-

ten ; and for default of such issue, to the right heirs of the said Tho.

Naah for ever. After the death of the testatrix, Tho. Nash and J\Iary

his wife entered upon and enjoyed the estate during their several lives,

and died, leaving issue Samuel, and two daughters, Mary and Jane.

Samuel entered anil was seised of the premises, and died in the life-

time of his sisters, Mary and Jane ; leaving no issue male, and only

one daughter Man/, one of the lessors of the plaintiff. Jane upon the

death of her sister Mary, daughter of Thomas Na-sh, suffered a reco-

very ;
and the defendants claim under her. The question nserved

was, Whether Jane took an estate for life, or in tail ? If she took only

for life, then the verdict was to stand ; if in tail, it was to be entered

for the defendants.

Balguy for the plaintiff. As to the testatrix's professed intention of

disposing of the rest of her temporal estate, that will not supply the

defect, if she has not in fact done so. Rig/it v. Sidebotham, J)ougl. 730.

Jt will be contended that the words,
'"

for default of such issue," will

give the daughter an estate tail ; but it cannot be contended that the

same words will give an i-statc tail in the former part of the sentence;

for there they evidently mean only
"

for default of such sons." No
estate raised by implication in a will can destroy an express estate.

Banrfield v. I'opham, 1 l\ IPnis. 5-1. is in point, Rlackborn v. Edgefcy,
II. 605. If an estate tail were to be implied in this case, shall it be

a general estate tail, or an estate in tail male? If the first, it would

be giving a greater estate then is given to the sons; and ai to the

second, the words will not warrant it.

Hill
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Lord UOM-
VEY.

[ 605 ]

for default of such issue,' which must mean the issue before 180<).

mentioned, namely, sows."] He then said he should en- _.

deavour to .shew that this case was distinguishable from that, an(j others
and against

.. .. - i i ... . ....- .., . I,.. 1 1 T

Hill Scrjt. contra. The intention of the testatrix was to give an

estate in tail general. The words,
"

for default of issue," after the

limitation to the sons, cannot be confined to a failure of *o/w, but must

extend to the sons of those sons. The words,
"

for want of suck

issue" hath been often held to enlarge the preceding estate and give

an estate in tail general ; and that too in cases where particular issue

had before been designated ; as in Wyld v. Lewis, 1 Atk. 432., where

II. W. devised all his lands, not in jointure, to his wife, generally ;

and if it shall happen that she shall have no son nor daughter by me,

And fur want ofsuch issue, then over; decreed to bean estate tail in

the wife, lie also cited Evans d. Brooke \.Astley, 3 Run: 1570,

where words like the present were held to give an estate tail, though
no issue were before expressly mentioned ; and Power v. Campbell,

Tr. 1773.

Balguy, in reply. There is no question between us, supposing the

intention to be plain; but the question is, Whether that intention be

plain on the will ? The case in Burrow went on the word " descend-

ants," who were to take the name and arms. If the words "
for de-

fault of such issue," in the first part of the will, do not enlarge the

former limitation, they shall not enlarge the after limitation in

question.

Lord MANSFIELD C.J. This case does notadmit of argument : it

does not admit of any cases to be quoted : every case on a will must

depend on its own circumstances. The rule of law is clear, that a

grant of an estate by words of purchase only, without words of limi-

tation, enures for life only. When wills came in vogue, it pleased the

Judges to consider them with analogy to the rules of law in the con-

struction of deeds, and not as the Roman appointment*; therefore ia

those cases the estate is for life only. But indeed there is hardly an

instance where the words of a devise are restrained to carry a life estate

only, (i. e. according to another MS. "
for want of words of limita-

tion,") bat such a construction is against the intention of the

testator ; for common men do not know the difference between a

device of land and of money. Such, however, being the general set-

tled rule, Courts have been astute to find out, if possible, from other

parts of a will, what the testator really intended
;
and it is with plea-

sure that they have found, in hundreds of cases, sufficient to warrant

them in giving full effect to that intention. The question then comes

to this, Whether there be enough upon the face of the will to say
* Vide Cott-p. 'M5.

certainly
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1809. and also from Hay v. Ld. Coventry (a). But first he referred

to Milliner v. Robinson (b) where the devise was to his brother
r OSTK R

and Others Jhn > and if he died having no son, that the land should

against remain to William for life ; and if he died without issue,

Lord ROM-
having- no son, it should remain to the right heirs of the

devisor : and it was held that the first brother took an estate

in tail mail. And to Richardson v. Yardley (c), where

Popham C. J. said that a devise to one and the children of his

body makes a good entail : and he referred to a case, as in

Benloes Hep. 4th of Eliz. which was a devise to one for life,

and after his death to the men children of his body, which

was held to be an entail male in the father. And also to

Sonday's case(J) where the devise was of a house to his wife

for life, and after her decease his son William to have it ;

and if his son William have any male issue lawfully begotten
of his body, then his son to have it ; if he have no male issue

lawfully begotten of his body, then his son Samuel to have the

house; if Samuel have issue male of his body lawfully begotten,
that then his son to have the house after his decease ; if no

issue male then his son Thomas to have the house, and so on,

in totidem verbis with the devise to Samuel : and like devises

to Richard and Daniel and other sons. And it was resolved

that the sons had several estates in tail male, for three

reasons ; the first of which was, because the testator further

saith,
" If he (Thomas) hath no issue male, his son Richard

to have it :" which is as much as to say, if Thomas die without

certainly what his intention was ? for we must not go upon conjecture-
I conjecture, indeed, that this was a blunder, or, slip, and thatanother

limitation was intended; but I do not know what limitation
; whe-

ther to the heirs general, or special. Is there any authority which will

enable us to supply the defect, and make another will ? If after the

limitation to the daughters of T. N. the words had been " and if they
die without issue," we would have implied an estate tail

; but here

the words are " for default of such issue" which can only mean the

issue mentioned before. The Court have no power to strike out the

word suck: and if they did, what are they to supply it with; tail

general, or tail male? That shews there is no intention apparent on

the will for the Court to go upon.
Per Curium, Postea to the Plaintiff.

() 3 Term Rep. S3.
(/>) Moor, 6*82.

(r) Ib. 397- which is the same as JGild's case, 6 Rep. lo\ b.

(,/; yliep. 1,7.

issue
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issue male ; which words are sufficient to create an estate tail

in him. He also * referred to the comments of Lord Hale on

Wild's case in King v. Mel/ing (), where the devise being to

Wild and his wife, and after their decease to their children,

it was adjudged only an estate for life in Wild and his wife ;

first, because having before limited a remainder in tail to the

prior taker by the express and usual words, (viz. to him and

the heirs of his body,) if he had meant the same estate in the

second remainder, it is like he would have used the same

words. 2dly, The devise was not after their decease " to the

children of their bodies ;" for then there would have been an

eye of an estate tail. But 3dly, the main reason was, because

there were children at the time of the derise
;
and this he says

was the only reason the resolution in the Exchequer-Chamber
went upon. None of those reasons apply in the present case ;

and here there were in fact no children of the nephews at the

time of the devise ; which Lord Hale seemed to think made
all the difference in Wild's case. He observed, however, that

here the words were not, for default of issue, generally, but for

default of such issue ; to which word, such, effect was given in

Denne d. Briddon v. Page(b), and in Hauv. Lord Coventry (c).

But he endeavoured to distinguish this from them, by ob-

serving that in those cases there were express estates in' tail

male given to the first and other sons of the parent stock ;

which were omitted to be given to the daughters. And as

the remainder over, for default of such issue, i. e. the daugh-

ters, was to the right heirs of the parent in fee, there was no-

thing improbable, as Lord Kcnyon observed in Dacrev. Doe(d),

in supposing that the testator, having provided for the sons

of the heirs male of the family, who were the principal ob-

jects of his bounty, by giving them estates tail, should next

provide life estates for the living generation of the daughters
of the parent stock, before the daughters of the sons : who

in default of issue male of the sons would take under the ulti-

mate limitation to the right heirs of the parent.

Holroyd, contra, contended that no estates were given to

the four nephews or their sons beyond estates for their lives.

The words themselves of the devising clauses carry no greater

estate, and there are no words in any other part of the will 1o

() 1 rent. 'J31.

(r) 3 Term Rep. S3.

(A) Ante, tf03.

((/)
S Ti-rm Rq>. 1 l(.

180.9.~
an( j Q t jK>rs

agaiti.it

^607
Y
I

[ 008 ]

shew
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shew that the testator intended to give them any greater estates

than the words of the devising clauses import. Aiid it would

be strange to raise such an implication from the situation of

the testator's family, and the conjecture of what might have

been his intention, when, in the first part of the will, where

he is even devising all his estates to his own child, if he had

any, he expressly gives that child only a life estate. After

the devise to the first and other sons of the several nephews
in succession, without words of inheritance, the limitation

over is "for default of such issue," not for default of issue,

generally ; which must be confined to the first and other sons,

the only issue spoken of, and is the same in grammatical con-

struction as if he had said,
"

in default of such first and other

sons." There is nothing in the whole will to shew that the

testator did not intend what he has said, according to the

plain and grammatical import of the words. For he makes

present provision for three of his nephews and for their sons,

for their lives, and gives the fourth nephew and his sons a

chance of succeeding to the three estates ; and it is only

after the death of those four nephews and their sons, that he

limits the whole ultimately to his brother Joseph for life, with

remainder in fee to his nephew Josepli, the sou of that brother.

It is rather to be inferred from the whole will that the testa-

tor knew how to give estates for life and in fee ; that he also

knew how to create estates tail if he had intended to do so :

and the whole of the will is very artificially drawn. Upon
the whole he contended that looking to the words of the will,

and collecting the intention of the testator from them, and

not from conjecture, nothing appeared to shew an intention

to give the four nephews estates tail ; but if such an inten-

tion could be conjectured, it was sufficient to say with Lord

Kent/on, in Hat/ v. Lord Coventry (a), voluit sed non dixit.

[Lord El/enborough C. J. You contend that nee voluit nee

dixit.] He also cited an opinion delivered a few days be-

fore by the Lord Chancellor in IVild v. Crisp, that the Courts

were bound to construe a will according to the words of it,O "

unless an implication absolutely necessary to give effect to

the te.stator's intention required a construe lion different

from the ordinary sense of the words : and referred to what

was said by Ld. C'h. .'. Vaiighan in Gardner v. Sheldon (b)

to the same purpose; and also to liC'ceston \. 7//mry (c).

(V) 3 Term 7i-v>. SO'.
(!>} /'(////,. CO!-". (<} Skin. 3*5, 5(>2.

And
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And though this, he observed, was not a question between a 180J).

devisee and the heir at law
; yet being between the devisee and

"~

the haeres factus, it must receive the same construction. But an(j others
he relied principally upon the cases of Denne di. Briddon v.

Page (a), and Hay v. The Earl of Coventry (b), as being very

closely in point : and denied that this had been distinguished
in principle from them, because there the issue of the sons

were provided for ; as the questions had arisen upon the limi-

tations to the daughters, which were the same as those to the

sons in the present case. And here, to make the nephews
take estates tail would manifestly enable them to defeat the f 6 10 ]

testator's intention, as they might cut off the entail and pre-

vent the sons from taking, who it was clear the testator meant

should take as purchasers : besides, that express estates for

life only were given to the nephews by the will. And as to

the cases or dicta where a devise to one and the children, or

men children of his body, had been held to give him an estate

tail or in tail male ;
that was by reading children of the body

as issue of the body, where there were no children in being at

the time of the devise k And in Sonday's case the limitations

over were if the preceding taker had no issue male: which

altogether distinguishes it from the present.
Abbott was heard in reply, in the course of which he prin-

cipally endeavoured to distinguish this from the cases ofDenne
v. Page and Hay v. Ld. Coventry, by saying that he was not

precluded from arguing that "
in default ofsuch issue" meant

issue of the nephews, as the counsel in those cases were by
reason of the previous provision there made for the issue of

the sons. But he admitted that he could not succeed, unless

he could satisfy the Court that there was a general intention

of the testator to give estates of inheritance to the respective

families of his nephews. And having again urged that the

Court could have no leaning in this case against such a con-

struction of the will as would favour the general intent, against

one who was himself only a devisee, and not the heir at law,

who was always favoured in the construction of wills; BayleuJ.
said, that he knew of no favourites in courts of law; but the

Court would give the estate to those to whom the testator

had given it; and if he had not disposed of it, the heir at

law took it of course. And

() Ante, 6*03.

VOL. XI. II h

(//)
3 Term Rep. S3.

Lord
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Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. said, that the heir at law, or

the haeres factus, would equally take that which the testator

had not given away to any other. And it having been inti-

mated that the property in dispute was of great value, and

that gentlemen had taken notes on both sides for a second ar-

gument if the Court entertained any doubt ; His Lordship

added, that the learned counsel who had argued the case had

made the best of their materials ; but that the arguments

urged for the plaintiffs had not raised any doubt in the mind

of the Court, nor were the Court likely to feel any doubt be-

fore the time of sending their certificate to the Lord Chan-

cellor. There was not only no necessary implication, as

there must be to warrant giving to the sons of the nephews
a larger estate than for life

;
but it did not appear that there

was even a probable intention in the testator that they should

take larger estates.

The following certificate was afterwards sent to the Lord

Chancellor.

THIS case has been argued before us by counsel : we have

considered it, and are of opinion that the plaintiff Thomas

Foster, the nephew, Thomas Foster the younger, deceased,

the eldest son of the said Thomas Foster the plaintiff, the

said Samuel Warren Foster, and the plaintiff Charles Foster

his only son, respectively took estates for life only, under the

above-mentioned will of the testator Thomas Foster, in the

said estates or plantations in the island of Jamaica.

ELLENBOROUGH.
N. GROSE.
S. LE BLANC.

Nov. 28, 1809. J. BAYLEY.
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BOLDERO and Another, surviving Partners, &c, Friday,

against JACKSON.

'"PHIS was an action brought under the order of the Lord Tbe defend-

Chancellor, and tried before Lord Ellenboronsh C. J. at
i .. i

(iiuldhall, m which a verdict was found for the plaintiffs, with
p ]a i n tiffs his

such damages as the Court should direct to be entered in bankers,

manner hereinafter mentioned upon the following case. ln nearbr

rru j j 30,000/.,The declaration was in covenant, and contained, two counts
; aljout

the first on a deed dated the 1st of September 1794, between 21,OOOJ. of

the defendant and the plaintiffs and their late partners ;
which was

J V*

whereby the defendant, after reciting that he was considerably
secured by

indebted to the plaintiffs and their late partners, for monies
considerable

advanced by them to him, the amount whereof could not then part of

be exactly ascertained, covenanted with the plaintiffs to pay
which was

all such sums as he was then indebted to them for monies ad-
a

,

vanct' v
them when

vanced by them to or for his use or on any other account what- stocks were

soever, and also all such further and other sums which they or below 50/.,)

any of them should thereafter lend or advance to him, with agreed with

interest. A breach was then assigned in not paying the money ^ should
then due, money advanced during the lives of each of the place

deceased partners, and since their deaths. The second count 25,000/. to

was on a deed made on the 4th of March 1797, between the , .
*

defendant and Alexander Shaw, and the plaintiffs and their account for

late partners; whereby, after reciting that the defendant was which he

then indebted to the plaintiffs and their late partners, upon
was to Pur

~

bond, and for monies advanced, lent, and paid by them for

stock, (then
at 51|)in their names, and account to thorn for the dividends upon such stock as

from the last dividend day : after which agreement the plaintiffs, acting upon the

basis of it, (though the defendant never purchased the stock so agreed upon,) en-

tered in their books the sum of 25,000/., to the credit of the defendant, and con-
tinued to honor his drafts from time to time, crediting him also with other sums

actually paid by him, and wrote oft' the amount of his bonds to his credit, and
delivered them up to him.

Held that this agreement to repay the new credit of 25,000/. by the purchase of

stock as at 50/., when in fact it was more at the time of the agreement made,
though it had been less when a considerable part of the money was actually ad-
vanced upon his general credit, was usurious and void : but that nevertheless the

sum of <

25,000/., credited under that agreement by the plaintiffs to the defendant in

his banking account, was to be reckoned against them upon balancing the account
of debtor and creditor between them.

H h 2 his
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his use and on his account, in 30,000/. and upwards ; the

defendant covenanted with the plaintiffs and their late part-

ners, that he would from time to time, within a calendar

month next after request made-to him, pay to the plaintiffs, &c.

or the survivor, all money already due, with interest, and all

such money as they or any of them should at any time or

times hereafter advance, lend, and pay to andfor the use or on

the account nfthe defendant, with interest from the respective
times of the advance. A breach was then assigned as in the

first count.

The pleas, as far as they relate to the question before the

Court, were, first, payment generally ; and, secondly, as to

25,000/. part of the money in the second count mentioned to

have been advanced after the making of the deed in that count

mentioned, an usurious agreement made on the 16th of October

1798, that the plaintiffs and their late partners should advance,

lend, and pay to the use of the defendant the said 25,000/.,

in consideration whereof the defendant should purchase in the

names and for the use of the plaintiffs and their late partners

50,000/. Bank 3 per cent. cons. ann. and in the meantime, and

until such stock should be purchased, should account to the

plaintiffs and their late partners for the dividends thereon from

Midsummer-day then last past ; and that for the purpose of

securing to the plaintiffs, &c. and realizing the said purchase,
the defendant should deposit in their hands certain bills of

exchange to the amount of 18,000/. drawn upon Beckford and

Keighley, and accepted by them, together with other bills of

lading and policies of insurance equal to the sum required to

purchase the said 50,000/. stock, as soon as the same should

come to the hands of the defendant. That the sum required

to purchase the said 50,000/. stock exceeds 25,000/. by a

large sum, and that the dividends on the said 50,000/. stock

amounted to 1500/. a-year, which exceeds 5/. per cent, on the

25,000/. advanced. Thirdly, a similar plea as to 25.000/. part

of the sums mentioned in the first and second counts. The

replication denied the corrupt agreement dated in each of the

two last pleas, and concluded to the country.

It was proved that the defendant had in 1780 opened an

account with the plaintiff's house. Between that time and

the 20lh of J\Iay 1794, very large advances were made by the

house to the defendant. On that day he gave them a bond for

10.000/., and on the *>2d of May 1794 he gave them a bond

for 10,900/. \Vlien these two bonds were carried to the

defend-
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defendant's credit, there remained a balance in his favour of 1809.

35/. 19s. '3d., and a new account was opened, in which he was

credited for that sum. On the 1st of September 1794 the deed

mentioned in the first count was executed. The defendant's JACKSON.

debt continued to increase, and further security was de-

manded : upon which the deed of the 4th March 1797 men-

tioned in the second count was executed. On the 30th of

June 1798 the defendant was indebted to the house, exclusive

of the two bonds, in 8534/. 6s. 2d., making, with the sums

for which those two bonds were given, 29,434/. 6s. 2d. After

some negociatjon, an agreement was made, the purport of

which was stated in the following letter, which it was also

agreed should be written and signed by the defendant :

"
London, October'16th, 1796. Messrs. Boldero, Adey, Lush- [ 615

ington, and Boldero. Gentlemen, In consequence of your

having placed to the credit of my account with your house

the sum of 25,000/., I hereby engage to purchase into your
names the sum of 50,000/. Bank 3 per cent, consolidated an-

nuities, and to account to you for the dividends thereon from

Midsummer-day last. And for the purpose of securing to you
and realizing the above said purchase, I promise to deposit
in your hands certain bills of exchange to the amount of

18,000/. sterling, drawn upon the firm of Bcckford and Keigh-

ley, accepted by them, together with other bills of lading and

policies of insurance, equal to the amount of the sum required
to purchase the said 50,0007. Bank 3 per cents., as soon as

the same shall come to mv hands : and which sum of 25.000/.j

has been thus applied by you, at my desire, for my accommo-

dation. (Signed) Henry Jackson." The 3 per cents, were

on that day 5I|. They had for some time before, and when

large advances had been made by the house of the defendant,

been lower than 50/. In pursuance of the above agreement
the 25,000/. was put in figures to the defendant's credit in

his running cash account, although no money was paid to

the house by him. ,On the same 16th of October 1798 the

bouse debited the defendant with 25G8/. 1.6s. as for the

purchase of 5000/. stock, at the price of the day, 51 . The
house continued as before to honour his drafts, and to make
and receive payments on his account ; the balance of which

payments, subsequent to the dale of the letter, and up to

the time of his bankruptcy, which took place in October

1803, amounted tu a sum exceeding 25,0l)0/. A regular in-

terest account >\us kept. Before the bankruptcy of the de-

ll h 3 funduntj
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fendant, credit was given to him in account for the amount

of the bonds before mentioned, and they were delivered up
to him by the plaintiffs. No stock has ever been purchased

in pursuance of the agreement. The question was, Whether

in stating the balance due by the defendant to the plaintiffs

upon the covenant in the declaration, he were entitled to cre-

dit for the 25,000/. and interest, for which he had credit in

account on the 16th of October 1798 ? If he were, then the

balance due to the plaintiffs will be 26,99H. 2s. 6d. ;
for

which the verdict in that case is to be entered : if he were not,

then the balance due to the plaintiffs will be 58,241/. 2s. 6d. t

for which the verdict in that case is to be entered.

Dampicr for the plaintiffs. It appears upon the case that

the plaintiffs have really advanced to the defendant in prin-

cipal and interest sums equal to the larger balance now

claimed by them ; and the defendant attempts to reduce that

balance by considering the fictitious credit of 25,000/. with

the interest thereon, agreed to be carried to his account by
the plaintiffs as a real payment made by him under the cir-

cumstances of the case, and principally under the agreement
pf the 16th of October 1798. It must be admitted that this

agreement, made when the stock to be purchased by the de-

fendant was above 50/. stipulating for such purchase to be

made at the. rate of the stock at 50/. was illegal and invalid ;

though it were made to reimburse the plaintiffs' house for ad-

vances made by them by the sale of stock when it was under

50/. If the agreement then cannot stand in their favour, it

ought to be set aside, in toto, and the account should be taken

between the parties upon the real advances and payments
which have taken place; that is by debiting the defendant

with the money actually received by him from the house, with

legal interest thereon, and crediting him only with the sums

actually paid by him. The whole account, as it new stands

upon paper, is unreal : the credit of 25,0007. agreed to be

given to him, with the interest thereon, is merely fictitious ;

and it is by means of that fictitious credit only that the de-

fendant now seeks to liquidate the principal sums and inte-

rest due on his bonds, as if that amount in cash had been

paid to the house. The plaintiffs do not claim this 25,000/.

as an advance : they say that it was not advanced : it is the

defendant who says it was an advance : though he insists that

he is not to be charged with it by reason of the usurious

agreement :
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agreement : and yet he claims to have the benefit of the pay-

ments made by means of this fictitious advance. An invalid

agreement has been entered into upon the basis of a fictitious

advance, -which in truth was not made; but upon the as-

sumption of such fictitious advance the sums really due upon

legal securities have been given up : and the defendant now
insists on giving effect to the illegal agreement, so far as he is

to be benefitted by the surrender of those securities ; while he

endeavours to avoid it in respect to the consideration agreed to

be paid by him for the benefit he has received. [Lord Ellen-

borough C. J. Would not this argument apply as a cure for

usurious contracts in general ? It may be said that there was

no contract for a loan, because the contract was illegal. If

the parties agreed to consider this cfedit as a sum paid in hand

at the time upon a new agreement, why should it not be so

considered in a court of justice?] If a payment in money
had actually been made, the legal consequences arising upon
the facts must have attached : in that case the house would at

least have had the benefit of the payment in money, instead of

putting down so many figures upon paper, which was all that

passed upon the occasion : but the plaintiffs have derived no

benefit from the agreement : it has never been carried into

effect: they have given up good securities for that which turns

out to be waste paper, and they only desire that the credit for

25,000/. which has been carried in figures to the defendant's

account without any actual payment or value for it, may be

struck out, and each party be put in the same condition as

before this void agreement.

Scarlet, contra, was stopped by the Court.

Lord ELLEN BOROUGH C. J. How can it be said that this

agreement has not been carried into effect? The transaction

is treated as an imaginary one, and the credit given to the

defendant for the 25,000/. agreed upon is said to be a fictitious

credit; but I cannot call it so: it is a real credit. On the

one hand the plaintiffs carried that sum to the credit of the

defendant in their account with him, as if it were so much

money paid by him into his banking account : on the other

hand he drew upon them in consequence of such credit for

different sums as he wanted them ; it can make no difference

in this respect whether he drew for a part or for the whole.

GROSE J. agreed.

1809-

BOLDEKO
against
JACKSON.

[618 ]

II h 4 LK
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LE BLANC 3. The 25,000/. was entered in the plaintiffs'

books as an article of credit to the defendant's account, and

he drew for it as he wanted it. The credit cannot therefore

be said to be fictitious.

BAYLEY J. If the plaintiffs had advanced the money to the

defendant with one hand and received it back with the other

in discharge of the bonds, no objection could have been made
to it as a fictitious credit. But this is in effect the same-

thing : the plaintiffs, upon the faith of the agreement stated in

the case, have given the defendant credit for the 25.000/. as

so much money paid by him into his account ; and they have

given him credit for the amount of the bonds, which were de -

livered up to him : and now they would throw these items of

credit out of their books as fictitious.

Verdict to be entered for

26,991/. 2s. 6d.

Saturdayi

JVb. 25th.

A prize taken

by the navy
and army
conjointly is

insurableon

account of

the interest

of the cap-
tors, under

thest.456'.3.

f. 72. s.3.,

which grants

prize so

taken to the

conjoint cap-
tors after

condem-

nation,

[ 620 ]

subject only
to the appor-
tionment of

the crown as

to the respec-
tive shares.

Sir WALTER STIRLING and Others against VAUGHAN.

HPHES was an action on a policy of insurance effected by
the plaintiffs, as agents, upon a ship called the Prize,

No. 3. and her cargo from Monte Video to London. The sub-

ject of insurance was a prize taken from the Spaniards by the

conjoint forces of the army and navy upon the expedition to

the river Plata: and the interest was averred by the first count

to be in the King ; by the second to be in the captors ; and

the third couiit, without averring any interest, alleged that it

was not in His Majesty or in any of his subjects. The loss was

alleged to be by the perils of the sea on the voyage home.

At the trial before Lord Ellenborough C. J. at Guildhall, Ad-

miral Murray was called as a witness to shew on whose ac-

count the insurance was effected; and he deposed, thai after

the capture of this and other prizes by the conjoint forces

emploved on the expedition, a 3Jr. Blacker was appointed

prize agent for ships by the naval and military commanders,
to act on behalf of all interested in the capture; and from him

orders were received at home to insure every thing in which

the captors were interested : but it did not appear that Blacker

had received any appointment or direction from the Treasury
or
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or any other department of government authorizing him spe- 1809.

cifically to insure or take care of the interests of the crown,

further than as such an authority might by law be inferred

from his appointment as prize agent by the captors, and the VAUGHAN.
directions received by him from them to act on behalf of all

interested in the capture. Neither was there any evidence of

the King's having repudiated such an authority. The prize
was lost by the perils of the sea in her voyage homewards,
and before any condemnation ofher in the Court ofAdmiralty.
Under these circumstances Lord Ellenborough C. J. left it to

the jury to infer an authority from the crown to the captors
to cause insurance to be made, or an adoption of it when
made on behalf of its interest in the prize, in which the cap-
tors themselves had at least an eventual interest : and con-

sidering that the plaintiffs were entitled to recover either on

the first or second count ; though he relied principally at the

time upon the former ; His Lordship advised the jury to find

a verdict for the plaintiffs, which they did accordingly.
A new trial was moved for in this term upon two grounds ;

1st, That, admitting the King to have an insurable interest

in a prize before condemnation, yet that there was no evi-

dence to shew that the insurance was authorized by or in fact

made on account of His Majesty, so as to warrant the verdict

for the plaintiff on the first count. That the direction given

by the captors to their prize agent, to insure on behalf of all [ 621 ]

interested in the capture, was evidently meant only to express
the interest of the captors themselves, which in the event of

condemnation would have been vested in them : and there

was no contemplation at the time of the separate interest of

the crown. 2dly, That the verdict could not be sustained on

the second count, which averred the interest to be in the

captors ; for before condemnation they had no insurable in-

terest : they had not even a right to call for an adjudication

in the Admiralty Court ; for the crown might release the cap-

ture at any time before condemnation
;
as was established in

the case of the Elsebe (a} ; and the captors could not then

proceed further to call for an adjudication.

The Attorney-General, Garrow, and Taddy now shewed

cause against the rule for a new trial, and insisted strongly

() 5 Rob. Adm. Rep. 17.3.

upon
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upon the plaintiffs' right to sustain the verdict upon the se-

cond count, alleging the interest to be in the captors. This

point, they said, was decided in the Omoa case (a) : the prize

there insured was made by the joint capture of the array and

navy, and one of the Counts averred the interest to be in the

captors ; and the Court expressly decided that they had an

insurable interest before condemnation. And though that

decision has been questioned by individual judges of great

respect and authority (b\ supposing it to have been decided

upon the ground that a mere expectation of a grant from the

crown after condemnation was insurable ; yet that case is not

denied to be supportable on other grounds ; and it has never

been over-ruled by the judgment of any court. And now,

since the stat. 45 Get). 8. c. 72. s. 3. vesting the property of

all prizes, taken by the conjoint force of the army and navy,

in the conjoint captors, after condemnation ; the doubt, which

was suggested against that decision, that part of the captors

there, namely, the army, had no interest in the prize, even

after condemnation, and could only have been entitled to

share by the mere grace of the crown, is done away. It is

true that the crown may still release the prize before con-

demnation ;
but that grows out of its prerogative of making

peace or war, and has no relation to the question of property.

For, since the act in question, though the property is still

condemned in point of form to the crown, yet the joint cap-

tors, (as the navy before had under the naval prize act and

the King's proclamation,) have the absolute interest in the

property immediately upon condemnation : and this was held

in Morrough v. Cowyws(c), to relate back to the time of the

capture. [Lord Ellenborough C. J. said that the right of

releasing before condemnation was an implied exception in

the grant of prize by the crown. The grant of the subject-

matter must be understood with this proviso, that it remains

in the crown to grant up to the time of condemnation : for the

crown cannot do any thing in disparagement of its own grant

any more than a subject.] At ail events the captors had in

the meantime a lawful possession, authorized by the King's

() Lc Crcts v. Hughes, Park on Ins. (6'th edit.) 358.

(b) Sec the sum of all the opinions in the report of Lucena v. Crau-

furd, in Dom. Proc. 2 New Rep. 26y. where the \vhoje subject of in-

burable interests is very amply discussed.

(c) 1 ll'ils. 211.

command
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command to seize the property of the enemy, which gave them 1809.

a special property in the prize, subject to vest absolutely upon
condemnation ; and this was sufficient to give the captors an

against

insurable interest. The power of the crown to release * the VAUOHAN.

prize to be captured before condemnation is only a qualifica- [ "23 J

tion of the right of the captors; the crown can no longer take

the prize to its own use, or give it to another. But supposing
there were any technical objection to considering this as an

insurable interest, against the plain understanding of mankind

upon the subject, and the long established practice of insuring

captures made by the King's ships or by privateers at sea, it

seems to be admitted on all hands, that the crown has an

insurable interest in prizes made by its own officers, and

which are ever proceeded against and condemned in the name

of the crown. Then, in furtherance of the interest of the

crown in the prize, the captors, who are acting by the com-

mand and for the benefit of the crown, may well be considered

as having an implied authority to insure the captured property.

The insurance was directed to be made for all interests. The

King might, if he pleased, have repudiated the insurance so

far as his separate interest was concerned : but, without an ex-

press renunciation, it may fairly be assumed that the captors

had his authority for doing every thing usual and proper for

the preservation of the captured property, and among other

things for insuring. [Lord E/lenborough C. J. The law will

presume, if nothing appear to the contrary, that every person

accepts that which is for their benefit. And here it is for the

benefit of the crown tp preserve the prize, if it were only for

the purpose of securing to the captors the reward which its

bounty had provided for them in the event of condemnation.

Besides, the de facto captors have a special property in the

thing captured, founded upon a lawful possession, which they
hold for those who are ultimately found to be interested in it:

and unless it be shewn to be a mere tortious capture, it must

be taken to be a lawful capture and possession by them. That [

view of the subject relieves it from all question, whether a mere

expectation of a subsequent grant from the crown be insurable

as an interest in the subject matter.] Insurances are constantly
effected by the orders of a supercargo, and no inquiry is ever

made at the trial as to his authority : it is taken to arise

from the nature of his employment, which is to superintend

and
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and preserve the property, of his employer committed to his

charge. So here, it is equally the duty of the captors to pre-
serve by all reasonable care the property, when captured from

the enemy, as to make the capture ; and insurance is one of

the most ordinary means of preserving naval capture.

Park, Marryat, and Carr, on behalf of the defendant, the

underwriter, argued, First, that the evidence did not support
the first count, averring the interest to be in the King ; for the

policy refers to Blucker's letter ; stating that the vessel was
" valued at 60001. as per W, Blacker 's letter of the 10th of

September; and in that letter Blacker requires the insurance to

be made on account ofthe captors. And though Admiral Mur-

ray said at the trial, that Blacker was appointed agent of the

prizes for the benefit of all interested, that must be understood

in the sense in which the parties themselves meant it at the

time, which was evidently intended only to apply to the captors

themselves, without any contemplation of the interest of the

crown. Then, though every person may be presumed to ratify

that which is done for his benefit : yet it must first be shewn

that the thing done was intended for the benefit of the party
whose ratification is implied. ,, And the cases of Lucena v.

[ 625 ] Craufurd (a) and Ronth v. Thompson (6) shew that where the

insurance is effected with another view, the assured cannot

secure themselves by averring an interest in the crown, whose

benefit was not intended at the time, though the crown had an

insurable interest. [Loral E/lenboroiighC.J. observed that in

the latter case it was specifically found as a fact, that the insur-

ance was made on account of the captors ;
and it appeared that

they had no insurable interest in the'subject-matter at the time

of the capture made.] In Lucena v. Craufurd evidence was

given, by Mr. Rose of the Treasury, to shew the adoption of

the insurance by the crown. At any rate, they added, the

crown could not be entitled to the benefit of the insurance as

upon an implied authority, if it would not have been liable also

to the expence of the premiums ; which liability they denied in

the absence of any proof that the crown had adopted the act of

the agent. And it would be strange to imply an authority from

the crown to insure prize ships in its name for the benefit of

the captors, when it never insured its own ships. It may even,

(a) 1 XCIL- Rtp. ^69, Ante, 42S.

be
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be questioned whether, a priori, it be for the benefit of the ISOo..

crown to insure in general ; though it may happen to be so in
<,

a particular case in the event. Secondly, they argued that the a^aiiu-t

captors had no insurable interest, as well on the general VA UGH AX.

ground, which has been so often before discussed, as on there-

cent statute 45 Geo.3. c.72. s.3., which they observed only gave
the interest and property in any prize, taken by the conjoint

forces of the navy and army, to the captors,
"

after a final ad-

judication thereof as lawful prize" in the Court of Admiralty ;

and that too, subject to the King's apportionment as to the

shares
; and till condemnation the interest remains entirely in

the crown, because, as it appears by the case of the E!sebe(a\ [ 626 }

the crown may release it. With respect to the captors having
an insurable interest on account of their having a lawful pos-

session, it was, they said, begging the question ;
for till con-

demnation, it could never be ascertained whether the posses-
sion were lawful or not : and the liability over of the captors
for costs and damages, applied rather to an illegal than to a

legal capture. [Baylei/J. Lord Eldon, in the case of Lucena

v. Cranfurd (/;), did not deny that captors might have an in-

snrable interest, grounded upon a lawful possession, coupled
with the liability to answer for it. [Lord lEJIenborovgh C. J.

They might maintain trespass or trover against a wrongdoer

upon that possession.] It was doubted in Lucenav. Craufurd
whether the commissioners could have maintained suchactions.

[Lord Ellenborough C.J. The doubt there arose upon the par-

ticular circumstances of the case
;
because the commissioners

had not the possession, nor any right to the possession, of the

prize till it was brought into port : and that was the great

difficulty of the case. But I cannot consider this as a mere

expectative interest.] Tt is a sufficient answer to the second

count, that the captors had no property in the goods, by the

late act, before condemnation ; and without property (c) they
had no insurable interest in them. And as to the first count,

if it were a matter of fact, whether the captors had an authority

from the king to insure and did insure on his account, and it

were not necessarily to be presumed from the relation in which

they stood to the crown ; then the defendant was entitled to

have that fact found in the negative upon the evidence laid

before the jury at the trial.

() .5 Ro!>. Ailm. Rep. 173. (/;) 2 Xcx Rep. 323.

(r) Vide '2 JVt-;i' Hep. 307.

Lord
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Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. A general verdict has been

given for the plaintiff upon the declaration in this case, which

contains three different averments of interest in so many
counts ; one of them averring the interest to be in the King ;

another in the captors ; and a third in some person other than

His Majesty or any of his subjects. The latter count is out

of the question ; no evidence having been given of any au-

thority from such other person to insure : the verdict, there-

fore, must be sustained, if at all, either upon the first or.se-

cond count. The subject-matter of the insurance was a prize

taken by the army and navy conjointly ; and the words in

which the authority is stated to have been given to Blacker

to insure were, that he was appointed prize agent for ships

by the naval and military commanders, to act on behalf of all

interested in the capture ; and under that authority he directed

the insurance in question to be made. The inclination of my
mind at the trial was, that this might be considered as a spe-

cific authority to act on behalf of the King as well as of the

immediate captors ; but I would not rely altogether on that,

when, according to the more obvious and probable meaning
of the words, the authority was meant to be given for the

benefit of the captors, under the appropriation of the crown

by virtue of the prize act of the 45 Geo. 3. That brings it

to the question of interest in the captors under that statute ;

Whether before condemnation they have such a vested interest

in the subject-matter as is by law capable of being insured ?

And therefore my opinion will not clash with any opinion de-

livered in any other case, nor with the letter or spirit of the

stat. 19 Geo. 2. (c. 37.) against gambling or wagering policies.

But though the verdict would be sustainable upon this short

ground, yet I wish to consider the case more at large. For
all valuable purposes the captors, as such, must be taken to

represent the crown : and in the case of Lucena v. CrauJ'urd it

was considered by the same noble and learned person (a) whose

opinion has been adverted to, that the King has an insurable

interest in a prize before condemnation : and yet that till con-

demnation there remains something wanting to complete the

vesting of the full property in the crown (/>), and to enable the

crown to grant it to others as against the original owners. It

is the sentence of a Court of Admiralty upon the question of

Ld. Etdon, 2 New Hep. 323. (i) Vide /A. 319,320.

prize
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prize which concludes the question of property against the 18O9-

original owners, according to the case of Hughes v. Corneliusfa).m OT I R I IN fl

Then by the act of the 45 Geo. 3. the crown gives up its right aiiaitut

in the prize to the captors, subject, however, as before, to the VAUGHAX,
final adjudication of the property, as prize, by the Court of

Admiralty. But it is said that the crown may still release the

prize to the captured before condemnation, and therefore the

captors cannot have an insurable interest in the property. But
that right of the crown trenches no more upon the insurable

interest of the captors under the statute than upon that of the

King himself. It is then objected that the property in the

prize may never become vested in the captors. It is vested,

however, as far as the crown has any right to vest it, defeasible

no doubt by an adjudication of the Court ofAdmiralty against
the captors to restore the prize to the former owners : but is it

not in common experience that a defeasible interest is insur-

able ? It is the case of every consignee of goods under a bill

of lading : the goods on their passage home are liable to be

stopped in transitu,.and his interest defeated : yet can it be [ 629 ]

said that the property is not so far vested in the consignee as

to entitle him to insure ? The indefeasibility of the property
therefore is not the criterion of an insurable interest. Again,
what is the case of an executor ? Probate is necessary to com-

plete his title: yet before probate helms title sufficient to enable

him to insure. The captors have the actual possession of the

subject-matter of insurance by the grant of the King, the

only person in the kingdom who could contest the title with

them. They have the possession, with a partial right of dis-

posing of the thing immediately, liable indeed to have their

right devested by a sentence of restoration. But what differ-

ence is there between the right of the captors and of the crown

itself in these respects ? The assignees of the crown, as they

may be styled, must stand in the same situation in this respect

as the crown itself. This is not like insuring a mere expec-

tation, nor like the case of the Dutch commissioners, who

had no interest in the ships insured till they came within the

ports of the realm. But these captors had a present possession

and a right to maintain trespass against any person attempting
to lake the prize from them. Even with respect to captors in

general ; supposing the prize not to have been acquired

() ? S/tov, 232. T. Rtiy. 473, and Siin. 59.

tortiously,
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1809- tortiously, but jure belli, I should think that in respect of

~
"

such their lawful possession and special properly, they might

against insure ;
but it is not necessary in this case to decide that ge-

VAUGHAN. neral point, because here the captors had a more perfect right ;

they had not only a right of possession but a right of property

as far as the crown had the power of granting it, liable only

to be dispossessed by the release of the crown before con-

demnation, or by sentence of restoration.

GROSE J. The plaintiffs stand in the situation of captors
in actual possession of the prize insured, and having every

right of property which the crown could confer upon them ;

I have, therefore, no doubt that they had an insurable interest.

LE BLANC J. The interest is first averred to be in the

King, and secondly, in the captors. The verdict is general
for the plaintiffs. And it does not appear to me to be material,

for the purpose of disposing of the rule for a new trial, to

consider how far the verdict might be supported upon the first

count, because it may certainly be supported on the second,

which avers the interest to be in the captors. The case has

been argued first as if this had been a naval capture solely ;

and next upon the stat. 42 Geo. 3. as a capture by the navy
and army conjointly. But though the terms of this act and of

the former act for the distribution of naval capture be some-

what different, yet there is no material variation in the meaning
of them : the latter statute meant to give the property of the

prize to the joint captors in the same manner as the former

statute had done to the naval captors ; subject only to an

appropriation by the crown of the respective proportions, but

reserving no part of the property to the crown itself. So that

now the joint military and naval captors have as much a vested

interest in the prize, as the sole naval captors had before.

The question then is, whether that interest be insurable? Now
it never was contended that an absolute indefeasible vested

interest in the subject-matter was the only interest insurable.

The case of a consignee of goods is decisive to the contrary.

[ "31 ] And in the case of Wolfe v. Horncastle (a) not the original con-

signee, but one who agreed, on the refusal of the other, to take

the cargo, and who accepted a bill drawn by the consignor,
was held to have an insurable interest in the cargo to the

extent of his acceptance. Is this then a mere expectation? I

(a) 1 Bos.
$ Pull. 316.

cannot
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cannot consider that to be a mere expectation which is a right

vested by act of parliament, no longer subject to the absolute

will of the crown, but only subject to its power of releasing to

the captured before condemnation. It seems to me that the

captors, under this act of parliament, have a better right to

insure, in respect of their interest in the prize, than the con-

signee in the case of Wolfe v. Horncastle: they had the abso-

lute possession of the property, and their right to retain it

was only subject to the release of the property by the crown

to the original owners before condemnation.

BAYLEY J. I agree entirely with my Lord and my Brothers

that there was an insurable interest in the captors. And

when one applies common sense to the subject, and excludes

technical reasoning, it is clear that they had a right to the

property insured. They had this right, unless the crown

released to the captured before, or did not think proper to

proceed to condemnation ; but the faith of the crown was

pledged to proceed to condemnation, and not to release the

prize, except under special circumstances involving the

interest of the public. It is said that the legal interest re-

mains in the King ; and so it does, because he may release

before condemnation, and he may also change the proportions ;

but the King can take nothing for himself, nor give it to any
third persons; and when it is condemned, it must go to the

captors. The captors have the possession of it, and they

are liable in damages to the original owners if the capture has

been irregularly made : and there have been many cases

where, though the capture was properly made under the cir-

cumtances, yet the captors were decreed to restore the ship

and cargo, in whole or in part: they, therefore, ought to be

in a condition to restore the value in case of loss, if ultimately

they should be directed by the Court of Admiralty so to do.

The interest in the prize is so far vested in the captors, that

in case of the death of any of them before condemnation,

his share when condemned goes to his representatives. The
case of a consignee of goods is not so strong as that of

a captor in favour of an insurable interest. He has no

present possession of, he may have no beneficial interest in,

the goods ; and in case of his death, his lien on the con-

signment is lost. On reading the note of what fell from

Lord Eldon in the House of Lords upon the case of Luceini v.

VOL. XI. 1 i Craufurd,

1809.

STERLING

against
VAUGIIAN,

[ 632 ]
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1809. Craufurd, it appears to me that His Lordship considered that

o captors would have an insurable interest upon the ground

against
on which he put their claim.

VAUGHAW. Rule dicharged.

[ 633 ]

No" "n\i
HOWELL against THOMAS RICHARDS.

Relcasorsco- npHE plaintiff declared, as heir of one Rd. Howell, upon a
renamed

covenant in an indenture of the 30th of May 1783, made
thatyor and J

nottoith- hy the defendant, and also by Joseph Richards, Anne his wife,

standing any and D. Richards, to the said Rd. Howell, for the quiet enjoy-

ment of a certain tenement, which was thereby conveyed to the

said Rd. Howell and his heirs; upon which covenant the defen-

dant was thus impleaded. And the defendant did by the said

indenture above brought into court here covenant in manner

following, viz. that he, the said Rd. Howell, his heirs and as-

signs, should and might from time to time and at all times there-

tain lands in after peaceably and quietly enter into, hold, occupy, possess,
fee ; and a/so, all(j enjoy the premises thereby granted, &c. without the lawful

a e^ r
let, suit, trouble, denial, claim, or demand, entry, eviction,some or one

.

J '

of them, for &c - interruption, or disturbance whatsoever of or by the said

J. Richards, Anne his wife, the defendant, and D. Richards,

or any or either of them, their or any or either of their heirs or

assigns, or of or by any other person or persons whatsoever \
and

that freely and clearly and absolutely acquitted, exonerated,

released, and discharged, or otherwise by the said Jos. Richards,

Anne his wife, the defendant, and D. Richards, and each of

them, their and each of their heirs, &c. well and sufficiently

act, fyc. by
them or any
or either of
them done to

the contrary,

they had

good title to

convey cer-

and notwith-

standing any
such matter

or thing as

aforesaid,
had good

right and

full power
to grant
&c. ; and

likewise that the Releasee should peaceably and quietly enter, hold, and enjoy the

premises granted, without the lawful let or disturbance of the Releasors or their heirs

or assigns, or for or by any other person or persons whatsoever, and that the Releasee

should be kept harmless and indemnified by the Releasors and their heirs against all

other titles, charges, &c. save and except the chief rent issuing and payable out of the

premises to the lord of the fee. Held that the generality of the covenant for quiet

enjoyment against the Releasors and their heirs, and any other person or persons uhat-

soerer, was not restrained by the qualified covenants for good title and right to con-

vey, for and notwithstanding any act done by the Releasors to the contrary. But if the

covenant for quiet enjoyment were to be restrained to the acts of the Releasors by

any qualifying context, then the declaration in covenant, stating it by itself in its

own absolute terms, without such qualifying context belonging to it, seems to be

an untrue statement of the deed in substance and effect, which the defendant may
take advantage of upon the general issue of mm i-st factum, as a variance and

ground of nonsuit or of a verdict for him.

saved.
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saved, defended, and kept harmless and indemnified of, from, 1809.

and against all former and other gifts, grants, &c. jointures,

dowers, right and title of dower, &c. uses, trusts, &c. wills, - .

statutes merchant, of the staple, recognizances, judgments, RICHARDS.

executions, &c. rents, arrears of rent, annuities, &c. forfei-

tures, re-entries, cause of forfeiture and re-entry, debts, &c.

and of, from, and against all other estates, titles, troubles,

charges, and incumbrances whatsoever, save and except the

chief rent issuing out of or payable for the said premises to

the lord of the fee of the same, if any such should be due. The

plaintiffthen proceeded to assign a breach, that since the death

of Rd. llowell, whose heir he was, he had not been permitted
nor was able to hold, occupy, possess, and enjoy the premises,
&c. ; but that after the death of Rd. Hozcell he was evicted

upon an ejectment brought by one Mary Hozeell, widow, who
at the time of making the said indenture, and continually from

thence until and at the time of the eviction after mentioned,
had and still has lawful right and title to the premises.
The defendant pleaded that the indenture in the declara-

tion mentioned was not his deed ; and also pleaded several

special pleas, not material to the question ; which arose upon
the production of the deed in evidence ; whether the variance

between that and the covenant declared on were so material

in substance and legal effect, as to be available for the de-

fendant upon the plea of non est factum. The covenants in

question in the deed ran thus : And the said Joseph Richards

doth for himself and for the said Anne his wife, and for their

and each of their heirs, &c. and the said Thomas Richards

(the defendant) and D. Richards, for themselves severally and

respectively and for their several and respective heirs, &c. do

covenant with the said Rd. HoweH, his heirs, &c. in manner
[ 635 1

following, viz. that they the said Joseph, Anne, Thomas, and

D. Richards,for and notwithstanding any act, matter, or thing

bi/ them or any or either of them done to the contrary, now at

the time of the sealing, &c. are, or some or one of them is or

are lawfully, rightfully, and absolutely seized of and in, or

well and sufficiently entitled to the premises hereinbefore

mentioned to be granted, &c. of an absolute and indefeasible

estate of inheritance in fee simple, &.c. without any manner

of condition, trust, &c. or any other matter, restraint, cause,

or thing whatsoever, to defeat, &c. or incumber the same

estate
;
and also that they the said Joseph, Anne, Thomas,

I i 2 and
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1809. and D. Richards, some or one of them,for and notwithstand-

ing any such matter or thing as aforesaid, now have, or some of

against
tDem hath, at the time of the sealing, &c. in himself, herself, or

RICHARDS, themselves, good right, full power, and lawful and absolute

right and authority to grant, &c. the said premises unto and

to the use of the said Richard IIozveH, his heirs, &c. in man-

ner aforesaid, and according to the true intent and meaning
of these presents ; and likewise that he the said Rd. Howell,

Iiis heirs, &c. shall and may from time to time and at all times

for ever hereafter peaceably and quietly enter into, hold, oc-

cupy, possess, and enjoy the premises hereby granted, &c.

without the lawful let, suit, trouble, denial, claim, or demand,

entry, eviction, &c. or disturbance whatsoever, of or by the

said J. Richards, Anne his wife, T. Richards, and D. Richards,

or any or either of them, their, any or either of their heirs or

assigns, orfor or by any other person or persons whatsoever;

concluding as stated in the declaration.

Whereupon it was objected at the trial ^Westminster, before

Lord Ellenborongh C. J. that the deed proved did not support

the issue on the non est factum, inasmuch as it shewed, by

comparing the part of the covenant declared on with the ante-

cedent paragraphs, which it was said made but one entire co-

venant, that it was, in effect, not a covenant for quiet enjoy-

ment generally against the title of all persons, but only a

covenant against the acts of the covenantors themselves and those

claiming under them, by reason of their prior words, "for
and notwithstanding any act, matter, or thing by them or any
or either of them done to the contrary," &c. which pervaded the

whole covenant. Lord Ellenborongh C.J., however, was then

of opinion, that the defendant could not take advantage of this

objection on the plea of non est factum
; but that if he meant

to insist on any other covenants in the deed as varying the legal

effect and true import of the covenant declared on, he ought
to have craved over of the indenture, and set out such other

covenants on the record, in order that the Court might judge
of their application to the covenant set forth in the declara-

tion, and their effect upon its construction. Though he agreed
that if any material part of the same integral covenant were

omitted, which varied the sense and meaning of the other

part declared on, on proof of such variance, it would negative
the fact of ils being the deed of the defendant. But his Lord-

ship
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ship gave the defendant's counsel leave to move to enter a 1809-

nonsuit, if the Court should think the objection well founded.

Abbott moved accordingly in the last term, and renewed
a <'aiiist'

the objection to the variance made at the trial, and cited RICHARDS.

Sands v. Ledger (a), the case of an indenture set out imper-

fectly, to shew that advantage might be taken of the variance,

upon the plea of the general issue, at nisi prius. And he also [ 637 ]

referred, amongst other cases, to Browning v. Wright (b)

where a covenant in general terms, that the covenantor had

full power, &c. to convey, was held to be qualified by all the

other special covenants being against the acts of the party

himself and his heirs. And he adverted to the general rule,

that deeds were to be pleaded according to their legal effect,

and not merely in the words used.

The Attorney-General, Peake, and Lord, shewed cause

against the rule in the same term, and contended that from the

true construction of the terms of the deed, compared with the

particular covenant for quiet enjoyment declared on, the latter

was properly pleaded, as a general covenant,according to its true

sense and legal effect, and was not qualified by the terms of the

covenants for title and for the right to convey : and if the whole

had been set out, the construction must have been the same.

That, therefore, there was no foundation in substance for the

objection. And they observed the difference between the words

of the covenant in Browning v. Wright (b) and in this case ;

for there I l
r

right covenanted that he,for and notwithstanding

any thing by him done to the contrary, was seised ofthe premises
in fee, and had good right to convey ; which marked that he

was covenanting against his own acts : and that covenant did

not contain the large words which are to be found in the cove-

nant in question; namely, where the releasors covenant against

eviction or disturbance by themselves or their heirs, or by any
otlier person or persons whatsoever. The saving as to the chief

rent also shews that the parties did not mean to confine the co-

venant for quiet enjoyment merely to their own acts. The [ 638 ]

words of every covenant are to be taken most strongly against

the covenantor. And in Gmnsford \. Grljjith(c) t
a covenant

in a lease, that it was good and indefeasible, was held to be

general, and not restrained by the subsequent covenant for

() -J /,</. Ktfv. 79-'- (A) '2 Bos. ^ P////. 13. (f) 1 Saiind. 59.

quiet
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1 809. quiet enjoyment zpithout any let or disturbance of the defendant,
But supposing that the generality of one covenant were con-

trolled by the particularity of others, they urged that objecr

RICHARDS. ^on cou^d only be taken of it by setting out the deed upon

oyer, and demurring ; as in Browning v. Wright, Smith v,

Yeomans (a), Sacheverell v. Froggatt(b), and other cases re-

ferred to in the notes to the two last cases. And they said

there was no case where the objection of such a constructive

variance had prevailed upon the plea of the general issue \

in Eliot v. Blake (c), such an objection was over-ruled : and

in Ball v. Squarry (d) it is said that ''you cannot take ad-

vantage of any covenant omitted in the plaintiff's declaration,

on an action of covenant, without craving oyer."

Park and Abbott, in support of the rule, argued first upon
the words of the respective covenants ; that, taking the whole

together, the meaning of the covenanters was only to covenant

against their own acts, by reason of the preliminary words

"for and notwithstanding any act, matter, or thing by them, &c.

done to the contrary" &c, which extended, they said, to the

latter covenant for quiet enjoyment by the connecting words,
" and likewise," which made it all one sentence. And as to the

words " orfor or by any other person or persons whatsoever,'
1

they were to be understood, according to the whole context,

\_
639 J of any persons claimingfrom the covenanters. As in Broughton

v. Conway(e) where a condition in an obligation by the vendor

of a lease for years, that he would not do, nor had done, any
act to disturb the plaintiff in his possession, but that the plain-

tiff should hold and enjoy peaceably, without the disturbance

of the defendant or am/ other person, was held to be restrained

to the disturbance of other persons through any act of the de-

fendant himself. It was nugatory to restrain the former cove-

nants to the covenanters' own acts, if the covenant for quiet en-

joyment were meant to be general. They also relied on Brown-

ing v. Wright(f\ as being the stronger case against the objec-

tion, because there was a separate covenant interposed be-

tween the qualifying and qualified covenants. And Gainsforlh
V. Griffithwas distinguished as being a case of leasehold. Then

if the covenant for quiet enjoyment were in legal construction,

(a) 1 Sound. 31 6, (6) 2 Sound . 366.

(c) 1 Lev. 88. and T. Roy. 65. (d) Fortes, 354.

(c) Moore, 58. (/) 2 Bos. % Pull. 13.

a quar
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a qualified covenant, the rule is clear, as laid down in Penny
v. Porter (), and Miles v. Sheward (6), that it is a fatal vari-

ance to state it as a general covenant : in this respect there

can be no difference in principle between contracts under

seal, and other contracts : and the case of Sands v. Ledger (c)

shews that advantage may be taken of this upon the general
issue in an action on the deed.

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. said that the question raised

was of general importance sufficient to require the Court to

look into the cases before they delivered their opinion. The
case accordingly stood over for consideration till this term,
when His Lordship delivered the opinion of the Court.

This was a motion made last term for leave to enter a non-

suit, upon the ground of a supposed variance between the

covenant declared upon, and the covenant proved at the trial,

upon the plea ofnon est factum. It was an action of covenant

brought by the plaintiff, as heir of one Richard Hoioell,

against the defendant as a several covenanting party in a deed

of release, whereby one Joseph Richards and Anne his wife,

the defendant Thomas Richards and one David Richards re-

leased a messuage and lands in the county of Carmarthen to

the said Richard Howell, the ancestor of the plaintiff, and his

heirs. The covenant, for the breach of which the action was

brought, was the covenant for quiet enjoyment : the breach

was alleged to be by the eviction, by due course of law, of the

plaintiff, the heir, after the death of his ancestor, the imme-

diate covenantee Richard Howell, by one Mary Howell,

who was a stranger. The covenant for quiet enjoyment was,

that Rd. Howell, the grantee, and his heirs, should enjoy,
" without the lawful let, suit, trouble, denial, claim or de-

" mand, entry, eviction, ejection, molestation, hindrance,

"interruption, or disturbance whatsoever, of or by the said

"
Joseph Richards, Anne his wife, the defendant, and David

"
Richards, (the several releasors,) or any or either of them,

" or any or either of their heirs or assigns, or for or by any
" other person or persons whatsoever," &c. The covenant to

indemnify and save harmless, which follows, is in the most

comprehensive terms, and concludes thus : "Of, from, and
"

against all other estates, titles, troubles, charges, and incum-
*' brances whatsoever ;" with this single saving, viz.

" Save

1809.

HOWELL
against

RICHARDS.

[ 640

(a) 2 East, 2. <6) 8 East, 8. (c) 2 Ld. Raym. 792.
" and
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How ELL
against

RICHARDS

*[ 641 ]

042 ]

" and except the chiefrent issuing out ofor payablefor the said
"

premises to the ford or lords of thefee of the same, if any such
" should be due." This covenant for quiet

*
enjoyment, it may

be observed, is special and particular in its terms, as well as

general : it is against the disturbance of the defendant and

others, the releasors by name, their heirs, &c. and also against
the disturbance of any other person whatsoever. It was con-

tended at nisi prius, that the general language of this covenant

for quiet enjoyment was in fair construction to be qualified

and restrained by reference to the antecedent covenants for

title, and for the right to convey, which were special and

limited, and run in the terms following :
"
that they the said

"
defendant, and others, (the releasoi-s,) for and notwithstand-

"
ing any act, matter, or thing, by them or any or either of

"
them, done to the contrary," then were or stood, or some

one of them was and stood lawfully, rightfully, and absolutely,

seised of an indefeasible estate of inheritance in fee simple in

the premises granted and released : and that they, the seve-

ral releasors, or some or one of them, "for or notwithstanding
"
any such matter or thing as aforesaid" (i. e. notwithstanding

any act, matter, or thing, done by them or any of them to the

contrary,) then had in them or some of them "
good right,

"
full power, and lawful and absolute right and authority, to

"
grant, bargain, sell, alien, remise, release, and confirm the

"
premises thereby granted and released," &c. And the

question is, whether the general words of the latter covenant

for quiet enjoyment are in necessary construction to be re-

strained by the language of the antecedent covenants/or title

and rig/it
to convey, and which certainly are covenants of a

limited kind, and provide only against the acts of the releas-

ors themselves ? If the words of this latter covenant are to

be so restrained, then the stating of this covenant for quiet

enjoyment, by itself, in its own absolute terms, without the

qualifying context which belongs to it, would be (it may for

the purpose of this argument be admitted) an untrue state-

ment, in point of substance and e flee I, of the deed in that re-

spect, and would have therefore entitled the defendant to a

nonsuit, on the ground of a variance, or to a verdict, on the

plea of non est factum.

The covenantor title, and the covenantor right to convey,

are indeed what is somewhat improperly called synonimous
covenants ; they are however connected covenants generally

of the same import and effect, and directed to one and the

same
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same object ; and the qualifying language of the one may
therefore properly enough be considered as virtually trans-

ferred to and included in the other of them. But the cove-

1809.

IIoWELL

against
nant for quiet enjoyment is of a materially different import, RICHARDS.

and directed to a distinct object. The covenant for title is an

assurance to the purchaser, that the grantor has the very estate

in quantity and quality which he purports to convey, viz. in

this case an indefeasible estate in fee simple. The covenant

for quiet enjoyment is an assurance against the consequences
of a defective title, and of any disturbances thereupon.

For the purpose of this covenant, and the indemnity it affords,

it is immaterial in what respects, and by what means, or by
whose acts the eviction of the grantee or his heir takes place:

if he be lawfully evicted, the grantor, by such his covenant,

stipulates to indemnify him at all events. And it is perfectly

consistent with reason and good sense, that a cautious grantor
should stipulate in a more restrained and limited manner for

the particular description of title which he purports to convey,
than for quiet enjoyment. He may suspect, or even know,

that his title is in strictness of law in some degree imperfect;
but he may at the same time know, that it has not become so

by any act of his own ; and he may likewise know that the im- [ 643 ]

perfection is not of such a nature as to afford any reasonable

chance ofdisturbance whatever to those who should takeunder

it ; he may therefore very readily take upon him an indemnity

against an event which he considers as next to impossible,

whilst he chuses to avoid a responsibility for the strict legal

perfection to his title to the estate, in case it should be found

at any future period to have been liable to some exception at

the time of his conveyance. He may have a moral certainty

that the existing imperfections will be effectually removed by
the lapse of a short period of time, or by the happening of

certain immediately then impending or expected events of

death or the like : but these imperfections though cured, so as

to obviate any risk of disturbance to the grantees, could never

be cured by any subsequent event, so as to save the breach

of his covenant, for an originally absolute and indefeasible title.

The same prudence therefore which might require the quali-

fication of one of these covenants might not require the same

qualification in the other of them, affected as it is by different

considerations, and addressed to a different object. And
indeed in looking at the case of Browning v. IVright, '2 Bos.

cS Pull.
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HOWELL
against

RICHARDS.

180p. < Pull. 1.9., in which almost all the cases on the subject are

collected and considered, I do not find any case in which it is

held that the covenant for quiet enjoyment is all one with the

covenant for title, or parcel of that covenant, or in necessary

construction to be governed by it, otherwise than as, according
to the general rules for the construction of deeds, every deed

(as was said by HobartC.J. Winch. Rep.93. Sir Geo.Trenchard

v. Hoskins) is to be construed according to the " intention of

[ 644 ]
" the parties, and the intents ought to be adjudged of the
" several parts of the deed, as a general issue out of the
" evidence ; and intent ought to be picked out of every part,
" and not out of one word only." Consistently therefore with

that case, and with every other that I am aware of, we are

warranted in giving effect to the general words of the cove-

nantfor quiet enjoyment; and which are entitled tomore weight
in this case, inasmuch as they immediately follow and enlarge
the special words of covenant against disturbers by the grant-
ors themselves : and to restrain the generality of these words,

thus immediately preceded by express words of a narrower

import, would be a much stronger thing than to restrain words

of like generality by an implied qualification arising out of

another covenant where no such general words occurred.

The person using the general words could not forget that he

had immediately before used special words of a narrower ex-

tent. If the covenant containing both the special and general
words stood by itself, there would be no pretence for refusing

effect to the larger words ; and if this could not be done in

favour of express words of a narrower import in the same

covenant, I cannot possibly understand upon what ground it

should be done in favor of implied words of narrower im-

port which occur in another separate covenant, addressed, as

has been before said, to a distinct object. It appears to us,

therefore, that the covenant for quiet enjoyment is not in point

of necessary construction to be restrained in the manner con-

tended for on the part of the defendant; and that it is there-

fore truly stated in substance and effect, when it is stated, as it

is in the declaration, by itself, and without the other cove-

nants which have been argued to be necessary to be stated on

[ 645 ]
the record along with it, in order to its due construction : and

consequently that there is no ground for a nonsuit in this case,

on the supposition of a variance in this respect between the

declaration and the instrument declared upon.
Rule discharged.
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1809.

LEES and Others against The Company of Proprie- Monday,

tors of the Canal Navigation from MANCHESTER
to AsiiTON-UNDER-LiNE and OLDHAM.

plaintiffs declared in covenant upon an indenture Where by a

under seal, made the 30th of July 1795, between them- statute a ca-

selves and the company, whereby ; reciting that the plaintiffs ^re^m-*"^
were the owners of collieries within the townships of Oldham powered to

and Chadderton in Lancashire, and that the company were take such

desirous that the water to be raised by engines erected or
r
,

acs
,^

s
.

. . . . should be
to be erected for draining the said collieries should be con-

flxcj aj a

veyed into their canal for the better supplying it with water
; general as-

and that the plaintiffs had contracted with the company that semblyofthe

all the plaintiffs' coal, raised after the canal should be made
^ , ,'_

navigable from Stake Leach to Manchester, should be navi-
j ng id. &c.

gated on the said canal and on no other ; and that for that pur- per ton,

pose they should make a navigable cut from their collieries to P" m
^'

..

join the company's canal at Stake Leach, through which cut the
u

>"
on coaj

.

water from the collieries was to be conveyed into the canal: it and they
was witnessed that in consideration of the payments and allow- were also

ances thereinafter covenanted to be made by the company to
emP wercd
to reduce

the plaintiffs,
the latter covenanted that before the canal should

t j)e ratcs at

be made navigable from Stake Leach to Manchester, they would a general

assembly
held on certain notice; but no reduction was to be made without the consent of

the major part in value of the proprietors ; a contract made by individuals with the

company, but not at such general meeting, whereby in consideration that those

individuals would make a navigable cut to convey water from their collieries

through land, not within the statutable line of the canal, into the canal, and

convey the same to the company, the latter should permit them to carry their

coals through the cut and along the canal, for 1*. per ton, the company paying
back 6d. per ton, is illegal and void ; 1st, As a speculation by which the com-

pany might gain more or less than the legislature intended they should take under
similar circumstances from the public in general. 2dly, As extending in effect

the power of the company to purchase land beyond the limits assigned by the

act. 3dly, as enabling them to raise more capital than they were entitled by
the act to do, by means of paying for land or works by a total or partial sale of

their tolls ; which tolls are made a security for the money subscribed or taken

up on mortgage. 4thly, Because the tolls could in no instance be reduced but

at a general assembly, &c. ; and this in fact operates as a reduction of the tolls

pro tanto. Also quajre, Sthly, Whether such a contract be not void, as diminish-

ing the inducement (by favouring individuals) to a general reduction of the tolls,

when proper, for the benefit ot' the public ?

at
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ISOp. at their ozcn charge purchase so much land as should be wanted

for the navigable cut tc communicate with the canal, and would
EES

cause such land so to be purchased and all the works belonging
f

' * T 7

The MAX- thereto to be we/I and effectually conveyed to and vested in the

CHESTER company, their successors and assigns,for ever, or to some person
and A s HTON

to fo nomimted
fry

or in trustfor them,freefrom all incumbrances

puny. whatsoever; and that the plaintiffs zcould make and finish the

navigable cut, (before described, in the manner therein men-

tioned,) and make certain works (therein mentioned) according

to plans furnished by the company : and that the plaintiffs

should at all times during the continuance of their estate in the

said collieries turn the water raised and drained thereout into

the intended cut, and from thence into the canal, for the

better supplying it with water ; and would navigate all their

coal on the canal ; and would always have at some wharf at or

near Pease Green (on the canal) 1000 tons at least of coals for

sale ; and also would pay to the company, their successors or

assigns, Is. per ton for all their coals put on board any boat on

the cut or on the canal, whether the coals were navigated the

whole length ofthe cut and of the canal, or any of its branches,

or only on part or parts thereof; such payments to be made

half-yearly ; and also would for that purpose, when required

by the company, deliver to them a true account in writing of

the quantities of the coal raised and put on board, &c. And

[ G47 ]
it was further witnessed by the indenture, that in consideration

of the covenants and agreements before mentioned on the part
of the plaintiff's, the company covenanted, that they, their suc-

cessors and assigns, would pay to the plaintiffs for the cutting,

&c. and completing the intended navigable cut, and erect-

ing the said buildings and works, &c. 4000/., when and as

such works should be from time to time well and sufficienly

completed by instalments of 2001. from time to time ; but

500/. thereof to be always retained by the company until

the whole of the works should be completed, and then to be

paid. And that the company, their successors and assigns,

would permit all the coals raised from the plaintiffs' col-

lieries, after the intended cut and the works thereof were

completed, to be navigated on the said cut and canal, or any

part thereof, on payment of the tonnage before mentioned.

And a/so that the company, their successor*, and assigns, zcould

in consideration of the charges which the plaintiff's might be put
to in raiting up the water from the said collieries, and con-

teying the same into the cut and from thence into the canal as

aforesaid,
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aforesaid, and aho in consideration of the extra expence which 1809.

the plaintiffs might be put to in the execution of the said works,

pay to the plaintiff's Gd. per tonfor coals put on board any boat
aaaiiist

on the cuton or the canal, and for which the tonnage oj Is. The MAN-

per ton shall be paid as aforesaid. And it was mutually cove- CHESTER

nanted that the cut should be public and open to all persons,
and ASHTOI

and be navigated byall perssns (except the plaintiffs in respect corapa,,y.
of the coal out of the said collieries) on the same terms and

conditions as the said canal from Manchester to Ashlon, &c. :

and that the cut should be considered as part of the canal, and

be repaired by and subject to the management of the company,
and that the tolls collected on the cut should be the property
ofthe company : and that as between these parties all the rules, [ 643 ]

orders, penalties, and forfeitures, &c. contained in the acts

for making the canal and its branches, should be applicable to

the cut and the works thereof, and the vessels and goods navi-

gated thereon, as fully as if they had been mentioned in such

acts. The plaintiff then, after averring general performance
of their covenants, alleged that afterwards, on the 1st of

January 1796, the canal was made navigable from Stake Leach

to Manchester, and the navigable cut and works thereof were

completed and conveyed to the company in manner and form as

covenanted by the plaintiffs. And although the plaintiffs in

execution of the said works were put to an extra expence,

(beyond the s,aid 4000/., of 3800/.,) and though they have

always conveyed the water rsised by the engines, &c. into the

cut, and from thence into the canal, for better supplying the

canal with water ; part of such water being raised by engines
within 2000 yards of the canal, and other part by engines
raised at a greater distance, &c.

;
and in so doing the plaintiffs

were put to great charges, viz. 1000A : and though the com-

pany did from the time of the canal being navigable, and from

the completion of the navigable cut until the 5th of August

1806, permit the plaintiffs to navigate their coal from their said

collieries on payment of Is. per ton, and during the same time

did pay to the plaintiffs 6d. per ton for all such coals, for which

Is. per ton was paid as aforesaid: and although the plaintiffs

from the said 5th of August 1806 have been ready and willing

to convey other large quantities of coal raised from the said

collieries, Sec. on the said cut and canal, and to pay l.v. per ton Breaches.

for the same, &c. ; yet (1st) the company, though requested,

would not permit any of the said coals to be navigated on the

cut
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1809. cut or canal on payment of the Is. per ton ; but refused so to
~~~

do, and demanded and took more, viz. 5s. per ton, &c. (2-dly)

against
^ie comPany would not allow, and refused to pay the plaintiffs

The'lVlAN- 6rf- per ton on a large quantity of their coals raised from their

CHESTER said collieries and navigated on the cut and canal, for which

o

N
the PIaintiffs had Paid to them not less than ls ' Per ton ' to

pany.
tne plaintiffs' damage of 5000/.

Pleas. To this the defendants pleaded, 1st, That the said land pur-

chased according to the covenant, and all the works thereto be-

longing,o?ere not well and effectually conveyed to the company,&c.

(in the words of the covenant) free from all incumbrances

whatsoever, in manner and form, &c. 2. That the lands and

works so covenanted to be conveyed to and vested in the

company and their successors, &c. are not the lands and works

which the company had at the time of making the said inden-

ture, or at any time since, power and authority to purchase by
virtue of the statute in that case made and provided, without

incurring the penalties and forfeitures of the statute of mort-

main ; but are other and different lauds and works ; and that

neither the king nor any of his predecessors at the time, &c.

granted to the company any licence to purchase or hold in

mortmain in perpetuity or otherwise the said lands or works.

3. That by the statute in that case made and provided it was

enacted, that it should be lawful for the company from time

to time and at all times thereafter to demand, take, and re-

cover for their own use, for tonnage of all goods navigated or

conveyed on the said navigation, such rates as should be fixed

by the company at any general assembly not exceeding, viz.

for every ton of coal, &c. not passing through locks Ic7. per
mile ; and for every ton of coal, &c. passing through locks

[ 6oO ] li^. per mile : and that it should be lawful for the company
from time to time at any general assembly to be held for that

purpose, on notice, &c. to lessen or reduce all or any of the

rates thereby granted as they should think proper ; and after-

wards from time to time at any. general assembly, of which

such notice should be given, to advance and raise all or any of

the said duties so lessened to any sum not exceeding the re-

spective rates thereinbefore granted : and no reduction of the

said rates should be made without the consent of the major part
in value of the proprietors, &c. for the time being. And then

the defendants averred, that the canal was 20 miles long, and

contained 20 locks ; and that the tolls so granted for navigat-

ing
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of the canal amounted to 2s. 6J., which is more than 1.?. per 1809.

ton, subject to the re-payment of 6d. per ton, as by the said ~T~

indenture is agreed. That the rates are by the said agree- asainst

ment reduced, and that such reduction was not made at any The MAK-

general assembly of the proprietors, &c. as provided by the CHESTER

statute. 4. That the tolls were reduced as stated in the
aml ASHTON

former plea, without consent of the major part in value of the Company,

proprietors of shares. 5. That the reduction of the rates so

made in manner before mentioned, was so made as to concern

only the parties to the said indenture, and for their benefit

only, and did not concern any other persons using the canal or

navigation, and was contrary to the statute. G. That after

making the said indenture, viz. on the 25th of July 1806, at a

general assembly of the company held for that purpose, pur-

suant to the statute, it was ordered that the rate of Is. per ton

mentioned in the indenture should be no longer taken, and

that for the tonnage of all coal, &c. thenceforth navigated on

the canal there should be taken, without exception, for every

ton not passing through locks \d. per mile ; and for every ton

passing through locks 1|*/. per mile ; and that the 6d. per ton [ Go 1 ]

mentioned in the said indenture should thenceforth be no

longer paid by the company to the plaintiffs ; and thereby that

agreement and rate of tonnage was rescinded, and the tolls for

the same were raised according to the form of the statute, &c. ;

whereupon the company during the time mentioned in the

breaches of covenant assigned, have refused to permit the

plaintiffs to navigate on the canal the coal there mentioned on

payment of the tonnage of Is. per ton, and have refused to pay
them the Gd. per ton, &c. 7. That the plaintiffs were not, on

the execution of the works in the indenture mentioned, put to

any extra expence beyond the 4000/. covenanted to be paid.by
the company. 8. That no part of the water in the declara-

tion mentioned was drained by means of any engine, &c. or

level erected or made on lauds or mines not within 2000 yards

of the canal. And 9. That no part of the water was raised

for supplying the canal with water to a greater height than

was necessary for draining the coal mines. To these pleas

there was a general demurrer.

This case was argued in the last term ;
and the questions

made in argument by Richurdsan for the plaintifl's, and Yalcs

for the defendants, were, first, on the 1st, 7th, 8th, and 9lh

pleas, whether the matters therein respectively alleged were

dependent
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1809- dependent covenants, or conditions precedent to the plain-

tiffs' right of action, as they were contended to be by the de-
LEES .

. . fendants; or mutual and independant covenants, as the plaiu-

The* MAN- tiffs insisted that they were. Secondly, upon the second plea,

CHESTER whether the contract were illegal and void, as exceeding the
and ASHTON

pOwers given to the company by the canal acts ; or as vio-

Companv l^ing any of the statutes of mortmain
; with respect to which

*[ 652 J it *was insisted by the plaintiffs that at any rate, as the mat-

ter rested at present entirely in covenant, and no conveyance
was actually made to the company, the time for raising the

objection was not arrived, and a licence from the crown might
be obtained before the conveyance was executed. Thirdly,

which was the principal point, arising upon the 3d, 4th, 5th,

and 6th pleas, whether the contract in question were lawful

within the provisions and spirit of the canal acts respecting
the reduction of tolls ; or whether it were void, as not having
been agreed to at a general meeting of the proprietors held

upon due notice, or by the major part in value of the pro-

prietors of shares ; or as being a partial reduction of the tolls

for the benefit of particular individuals only, and not of the

public ; or as having been rescinded at a general meeting of

the proprietors lawfully convened.

The Court considered at the time that there was great

weight in the last class of objections urged on the part of the

defendants, and directed the case to stand over for consider-

ation on those grounds. And now

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. delivered the judgment of the

Court.

This was an action of covenant. By indenture of the 30th

of July 1795, the plaintiffs contracted with the company to.

make a given cut, to communicate with the company's canal,

and to do certain other works, and to send by the canal, and

by no other conveyance, all the coals they should raise from

certain collieries of which they were owners, or so much as

could be disposed of at Manchester, or at or near the line of

the canal : and the company covenanted that the plaintiffs

[ 653 ] should be permitted to carry their coals along the whole or any

part of the canal, on payment of Is. per ton, and that the com-

pany would pay back to them Qd. per ton. This is the sub-

stance of the contract, and as much of it as is necessary to state

for the purpose of understanding the questionnow injudgment
before the Court. And for the not allowing them to carry at

Is. per
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Is. per ton, and not paying: back the 6<7. per ton, the plaintiffs

have assigned breaches. The company having pleaded amongst "I

others, the following pleas, 1st, (which is the substance of
against

third plea,) That by their canal act they were empowered The MAN-
to take such rates as should be fixed by the company at any

CHESTER

general assembly, not exceeding \d. per ton, per mile, upon
8 '

coal not passing through any lock
;
and \^d. upon what did

Company.

pass locks. That they were also empozvered to reduce the

said rates at a general assembly to be held at three months notice ;

but that no reduction was to be made without the consent of the

major part in value of the proprietors. That the canal is of

great length, &c.
;
that the tolls so granted for passing the

whole length of the canal amount to more than Is. per ton,

viz. to 2s. Gd. : that the rates are therefore reduced by this

indenture, and that such reduction was not made at any ge-

neral assembly held upon a three months' notice. 2dly, (by

their 4th plea,) That the reduction by this indenture was

made without the consent of the majoi^part in value of

the proprietors. 3dly, (by their 5th plea,) That this reduc-

tion was made, so as to relate to the plaintiffs only, ami not

to other persons using the canal. 4thly, (by their 6th plea,)

.That before the times in the plaintiffs' breaches the company
made an order, at a general assembly held for that purpose,
that the Is. per ton mentioned in this indenture should be no

longer taken, nor the 6d. per ton returned
;
but that the ton-

nage should be Id. per mile for what did not pass through

locks, and l^. for what did. To these pleas the plaintiffs

have demurred generally ; and the question for the considera-

tion of the Court is, whether the company could bind itself by
the bargain which this indenture contains ? Other points were

raised upon the argument upon certain other pleas ; but they

were disposed of at the time
;
and this is the only one which

stands now reserved for the judgment of the Court.

The bargain between the parties in effect is, that in con-

sideration of what the plaintiffs contracted to do for the com-

pany, and of their sending all their coals by the canal, they

should be at liberty to send at Gf/. per ton, what, but for this

bargain, might be chargeable with a much higher tonnage.
The bargain might be highly advantageous to the company,
if the expence of what they were to do was large, and if from

the state, &c. of their collieries, the quantity of coal they should

be able to send should be small
;
but upon the reverse of these

VOL. XI. K k positions,
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1 809. positions, it would be ad vantageous to the plaintiffs, and might
be prejudicial to the company. It was a speculation, which

against might benefit either the one party, or the other, according to

The MAN- events. But has such a company a power so to speculate ? Or
CHESTER if it have, were the checks imposed upon this company in this

Canal Com-
*nstance complied with ? Under every canal act the pro-

pany. prietors have rights, the public has rights, and mortgagees, if

there be any, have rights. The acts under which this com-

pany was established limit the extent of the canal to be made :

the company, therefore, could not purchase land, or extend

F 655 1
^ie*r canal beyond the limits prescribed by the act. They
could not, therefore contract with any persons to make for

them and on their account an extension of the line of their

canal beyond the limits prescribed by the several acts, so as to

vest in the company the canal so extended, and subject it to the

rates and control imposed by the act. Again, by the several

acts, the company are restricted as to the money to be raised,

which is to be employed for the purposes of the canal; and be-

yond the sum so prescribed they are prohibited to raise any

money. But by paying for any works to be done, in cutting

the canal, or extending it, by a total or partial sale or mort-

gage of the tolls, or any reduction of them, the company in

effect indirectly raise more money than they are authorized by

parliament to do. And the rates and tolls being made by the

act a security for the money raised or subscribed, a grant of

any partial diminution or exemption from toll is a prejudice to

the security of the proprietors and mortgagees. Again, by the

acts () relating to these canals the company is entitled to take

for the tonnage of all goods such rates, not exceeding the sums

now claimed, as shall be fixed by the company at any general

assembly; and they have no right again to reduce them but at

a general assembly held upon three months' notice ; nor then,

without the consent of the major part in value of the pro-

prietors. The proprietors therefore had a right originally

to luive upon all goods such tonnage, within the limits

prescribed by the act, as a general assembly should fix
;
and

nothing but a general assembly could abridge or vary that

right. This bargain had not the sanction of any general as-

sembly; und il (loos abridge the right of the proprietors to

have !')* lop.mige wl;i(-h the u<-i> specify upon the goods oi the

()32G. 3. f. SI. >. Gl. 33 G. 3. c. 21. s. 11. 33 G. 3. 40 G. 3.
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plaintiffs : it takes away, therefore, the rights of the proprie- 1SO<).

tors in a way which the acts * have not authorized, and on
~

that account is not binding upon the proprietors. Ifthis har-
against

gain could stand, others might be made in the same way with The MAN-
the different individuals using the canal: and instead of the CHESTER

security of one general rate, to the extent the acts allow,
(

^
' *

.

ro

upon all the goods carried on the canal, the proprietors might Company.
have nothing upon any but the partial rates agreed upon by

*
[ 650 ]

the different individuals and the keepers of the seal of the

company. To say that the company shall pay for their works in

money is only requiring them to do what was expected would be

done when the act passed ; is keeping them within the powers
of the act; and securing to the proprietors the benefit of the

check they were intended to have. On the other hand, to

allow them to sell an indefinite right of carriage, without the

consent of the proprietors, would be doing what was never'

intended, and what might ruin the concern. This argument
seems equally to apply when the rights of the public are con-

sidered. The public have an interest that the canal shall be

kept up, and whatever has a tendency to bring it into hazard

is an encroachment upon their right in it. They have also an

interest that the tolls should be equal upon all
; for if any are

favoured, the inducement to the company to reduce the tolls,

generally, below the statute rate is diminished. But as it

is sufficient in this case to say that this bargain is not binding

upon the company of proprietors, inasmuch as it abridges
their rights in a way the statutes do not warrant, it is unne-

cessary to give an opinion whether it so interferes with the

rights of the public, as to be on that ground also void.

Judgment for the Defendants.

Kk2
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1809.

Monday,
Ar

or. 27th.
DOE, on the several Demises of RICHARD HENRY
KENRICK and Others, against Lord WILLIAM
BEAUCLERK and Others.

Under a de-

vise ofa man-
sion and fa-

mily estate

to several

successively

proviso that

whatsoever

person
should by
virtue of the

will become

possessed of

the time he

became so

possessed,
take upon
himself the

surname of

case was removed into this Court by a writ of error

from the Court of Great Session for the county of Denbigh.
The ejectment was brought to recover certain messuages and

lands in that county ; the lessors of the plaintiffs laid tbeir de-

mises on the 2d of May 1803 ; and at the trial before the

tor life and in Chief Justice of Chester a special verdict was found, which
tail ; with a

sfa ted jn substance as follows :

Thelwall Price, of Bathqfern Park in the county of Denbigh,

being seised in fee of the premises in question, on the 5th of

January 1767 duly made his will, whereby, after charging all

his real and personal estates with his debts and funeral ex-

pences, he devised his said estates, lands, &c. in the several

or entitled to counties ofDenbigh, Flint, &c. and also all his personal estate,

the estate to J. Moyston and Ozoen fVynn, and their heirs, upon trust, in

the first place, to apply his personal estate to the payment of

his debts, funeral expences, and legacies. And as to all his

real estates, subject to his debts and charges, he devised the

same to his cousin RichardPrice,only son of Wm. Price ofRlisw-

la, for life ; remainders to the first and other sons of the body

and of the said Richard Price in tail male ; and in default of such

[ 658 ] issue, to the first and every other daughter of the body of the

sa j tj ft Price in tail general ; remainder to the Ilev. Robert

Carter for life
; remainder to the first and other son and sons

place ofabode of the body of the said R. Carter in tail male ;
remainder to the

and residence; first and every other daughter and daughters of the said R.
a

Carter in tail general ; remainder to Richard Kenrick for life ;

in remainder remainder to his first and other sons in tail male ; remainder

succeeding to to his first and other daughters in tail general. Then followed

the posses-

sion, who had also become heir at law to the testator, not being found to have had

notice of the will of her ancestor containing such condition, her title could not be

impeacHed by the remainder-man over, who brought ejectment after her death against
her husband, by whom she had had issue which died before her : she having also

in fact suffered a recovery about four months after she. came of age, within which

period it was contended that she ought to have complied with the condition of re-

sidence, to enable her to make a good tenant to the pra?cipe.
this

make the man-

sion his usual

and connnon
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this proviso, on which the questioned turned,
" Provided al-

ways and I do hereby expressly declare that it is my will and

purpose, that the said R. Price, or whatsoever other person
or persons shall, by virtue of this or any other will or wills to

be by me at any time made, become possessed of or entitled

to my said estates in manner hereinbefore mentioned, shall,
- from the time he, she, or they, become so possessed, take

upon himself, herself, or themselves, the surname of Thelwall,

and shall make the mansion of Bathafern Park aforesaid their

usual and common place of abode and residence: and incase

the said Rd. Price shall refuse or neglect to reside at and make

use of Bat/iafern Park as his usual place of residence, and

to take upon himself the name of Thelicall, then and in such

case I do hereby declare this my will to be void to all intents,

in respect to him, and every,other person and persons claim-

ing under him, who shall so refuse to comply with such direc-

tion : and in like manner I direct and my will is, that the

same be utterly void in respect to the said Robert Carter

and Rd. Kenrick, and every other person and persons claim-

ing under them by virtue of this or any other will or wills to

be by me at any time made, in case he or they shall refuse to

take the surname of Thelwail, and reside at Bathafern Park

as aforesaid. And in such case of refusal, or for want of issue

by the said Rd. Price, or Robert Carter, or the said Rd. Ken-

rick ; then my mind and will is, and I do hereby devise all

my said real estates whatsoever to my own right heirs for ever."

The testator died seised on the 28lh of December in the same

year, leaving the said Wm. Price of Rliswlas his heir at law.

On the death of the testator, Rd. Price, the sou of the said IVm.

Price of Rtiswlas, entered by virtue of the will, as the first de-

visee, and was seized thereof for his life, and complied with the

.conditions of the will, and died soised on the 21st of March

1775, without issue
; upon whose death the said llev. Robert

Curler, the next devisee, who had become and then was the

heir at law of the testator, entered and v.as possessed thereof,

and enjoyed the premises until the 18t!i of October 1807, when
he died at the said mansion house of Bathafern Park, leaving
issue of his body Charlotte Carter Thelicall, his only child, born

on the 20th nf April 17(5!). Robert Carter and his daughter
Charlotte Carter assumed and used Ihe surname of 'iliehcall.

Upon the death of Robert Carter Thehcall, Charlotte Carter

Thehoall, \vliu then \vas the heir allaw of the testator, and al.so

it devisee described in the will, entered upon the devised pro-
K. k :J

1809.

Don,
Lessee of

KENRICK
and Others,

against
Lord W.
BEAU-
CLKttK.

[659]
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1809. mises, and was possessed thereof and enjoyed the same; and~~
on the 19th of October 1787 left the mansion house of Batha-

Lessee'of fern Park, and resided during her minority with Sir John

KEN RICK Neltkorpe, her guardian, in Lincolnshire. After she came of
and others age, on the 20th of April 1790, she resided partly in London,

LonfW an(* Partty at Redbourne in Lincolnshire, where she had an

BEAVCLERK establishment suitable to her rank and fortune, and did not

make the mansion house of Bathafern Park the usual or

common place of her abode and residence. By indentures

of the 1st and 2d of July 1790 she, by her name of Charlotte

[ 660 ] Carter Thehcad, made a tenant to the praecipe ; and after-

wards a writ of quod ei deforciat was sued out, and a common

recovery with double voucher was in due form suffered at the

Great Session of the county of Denbigh, on the 14th of August
in the same year. On the 21st of July 1791 Charlotte Carter

Thehcall, being still in possession and enjoyment of the pre-

mises, married the defendant, Lord Wm. Beauclerk, and had

issue by him one child, who died an infant in the lifetime of

the said Charlotte, and she herself died without issue on the

15th of September 1797. Rd. Kenrick, named in the will,

died on the 20th of December 1802, leaving issue Rd. Hen.

Kenrick, his eldest son, G. W. Kenrick, and C. G. Kenrick,

his other sons, the three several lessors of the plaintiff. Upon
this special verdict judgment was given below for the de-

fendant : to reverse which this writ of error was brought.
This case was argued in last Trinity term by Manley

Serjt. for the plaintiff, and Williams Serjt. for the defen-

dant. By the former it was contended that the proviso in

the will of Thc.hcall Price as to residence, though containing
words in themselves of strict condition, yet by reason of

the limitation over, particularly where the person taking was

heir, amounted to a conditional limitation ; and that by the

non-residence of Charlotte Carter ThelicalI in llie mansion

of Bathafern Park, even before she came of age, but certain-

ly afterwards and before the recovery suffered by her, the

estate conditionally limited to her ceased, and thereupon the

limitation over to Richard Kenrick took effect; of which the

lessors of the plaintiff might take advantage ;
the assump-

tion of the name being only nocessary upon entering into

possession of the property. And he denied that notice oi

the will and condition was necessary to be given to Charlotte

[ 66 i j Carter Thelwall, in order to induce n forfeiture of her estate ;

she being entitled to take as tenant in tail under the

will,
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will, although she was also heir at law of the testator, at the
* O

time when she entered on the estate. On the other hand it was

contended, that the proviso amounted to a condition only, and

that too a condition subsequent, and not a conditional limitation:

and that not Charlotte Carter Thelwall or her father, but

Wm. Price was heir at law at the death of the testator, to

which period the consideration of the question was in this re-

spect to be referred. That the estate vested in her on the

death of her father; and there could be no breach of condi-

tion or forfeiture before she came of age ; and there was not

time sufficient to incur any in the very short period between

her coming of age and the suffering of the recovery ; the law

always allowing reasonable time to do every act : and that

only the heir at law of the testator oould take advantage of a

condition broken. That Charlotte C. T. being entitled as

heir at law at the time of her entry, could not incur any for-

feiture without express notice of and refusal to perform the

condition. But that even if a forfeiture were incurred, the

lessors of the plaintiff were not entitled to take advantage of

it, by reason that they had not taken the name as they ought
to have done if the estate by her forfeiture were immediately
vested in them.

These points, except the last, which was not much insisted

on, were argued at great length ; but as the Court in giving

judgment only went on the ground of want of notice of the

condition to the heir, it is unnecessary to enter at large upon
the other points. After taking time to consider the case,

Lord ELLENBOROUGH C. J. now delivered judgment,

(after stating the substance of the special verdict.)

Upon these facts the Court of Great Session has given judg-
ment for the defendant ;

and we are of opinion that thai judg-
ment is right, and ought to be affirmed. Many questions were

discussed upon the argument: but the point, upon which our

opinion is formed, is this
;
that as Charlotte Carter Thelwall

was heir at law to the testator, and was therefore entitled by
descent, if the testator had made no will, she was not bound to

residence until she had notice that there was a will, and could

not lose the estate by non-residence, without such notice. The
verdict does not find that this lady ever had notice of this wi!l :

and as nothing can be presumed upon a special verdict, the

case must be taken as it she never had any. The first case in

which the necessity of notice to an heir or to a person having
an independent title, was considered, was Frances case,

K k 4 8 Co.

180,9.
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1809. 8 Co. 89. b. There R. F. was seised in fee, and devised to his

eldest son and heir for 60 years : he afterwards made a feoff-

I e see 'of
ment t the use of himself for life ; remainder to his eldest son

KENRICK for 60 years; with a proviso, that if his eldest son disturbed

and Others, F.F.iu the enjoyment of certain other lands and certain goods,

T^.Tw tne use to him should cease. The eldest son did disturb F.F.;

BB \UCLERK hut he ad no previous notice of the feoffment. And it was

resolved, that as he had no notice of the feoffment, his disturb-

ance of F. F. did not put an end to his term : for had there

been no feoffment, he would have had title either under the

will, or as heir; and it would be against reason to bind him by
a condition of which he was not apprised, where he would have

a title, if there were no such deed as that which contained the

[ 663 ] condition. This case, though rather differently put, is adopted
in Steph.Touchstone 148. The passage there is this

" If araan
" make a lease for years on condition ; and the lessee doth not
" know of it

; and after the lessor doth by will give the land to

" the lessee, without condition, and the lessee doth such an
** act as is a breach of the condition ; in this case the condition
*'

is not broken : for the lessee must have notice of the condi-
*' tion ere he can break it." The learned author therefore of

that work must have thought, that a party who would have

title, if there were no such deed as that which contains the

condition, is not answerable or liable to lose his estate by a

breach of the condition, unless lie has notice of the deed which

contains it. InPorterv.Fry, 1.Vent. 199., reported also liMod.

300. andSirTAo.s.Jfitfy/n.236. the distinction is taken between

persons who would have no title, if there were no such in-

strument as that which contains the condition, and those who

would have title without such instrument ; and notice is con-

sidered necessary to subject the latter to the consequences of

a breach of the condition. In that case there was a devise to

A. K. in tail, upon condition that if she married without con-

sent, the estate should go over to the lessor of the plaintiff: she

did marry without consent; and upon an ejectment and special

verdict, one question was, Whether the want of express notice

of the devise would save the forfeiture ? She was not the testa-

tor's heir; and Rainsford Justice said, I take a difference where

the devisee who is to perform the condition is heir at law, and.

where a stranger : the heir must have notice ; because he, having

title by descent, need not take notice of any devise, unless it

be signified to him : and so is France's case, 8 Co. And per
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1809.

Hale C. J. " In Frances case there had been no need of
~

"
notice, had

* not the devise been to the heir ; which is the only Lessee of
"

thing wherein it materially differs from this case." Judg- KEN KICK

ment was given for the plaintiff, because A.K. was not heir, and and Others,

had therefore no title but under the devise. A bill had been
j

ai

?yv
filed for relief; and Lord Keeper Bridgeman, who was assisted BEAUCLEUK
by Ld. C. J . Keeling, and Vaughan, and Lord C. JB. Hah said, *

[ 664 ]

(1 Mod. 314.) had A. K. been heir, it might have made a great

difference. This case, therefore, though not an adjudication

that notice was necessary in case of an heir, is a strong autho-

rity, as far as the dicta of the Judges go upon that point. The
case however of'Ma/loon v. Fitzgerald, 3Mod.2S. and Skinn.1.25.

is a decision upon the point. In that case Fitzgerald con-

veyed to the use of himself for life ; remainder to Catherine,

his only daughter and heir, in tail ; with a proviso that if

she married without consent, &c., the estate was to go over

to the lessor of the plaintiff. She married, contrary to the

condition; but had no proper notice of the settlement. Judg-
ment was given in Ireland for Catherine: and on error brought

here, the case was twice argued. France's, case, and Porter

v. Fry, were ciled, and the difference was insisted on between

the case of a stranger and that of the heir; "for the heir
"
having title by descent, if there be any conveyance by the

" ancestor to defeat that title, and to which the heir is a
"

stranger, he ought by the rules of law and reason to have
" notice of it." And after time to consider, the Court were

unanimous that Catherine's estate was not determined for

want of notice, according to the resolution in Frances case,

from which they said they could not distinguish this ; and

judgment was affirmed. There are, therefore, two express
decisions upon the very point, besides the dicta in Porter v.

Fry. There is however one authority the other way, that

of Rundall v. Eetey, Cart. 92. 170. In that case the testator [
660 ]

had four sons, John, Hubert, IVUliam, and Matthew ; and he

devised to John in tail male; remainder to each of the others

successively in tail male
;
with a proviso, that if John married

a woman with less than 1000/. portion, the lands should go
to the three younger sons and their heirs, as before was

.-limited, equally. John married a woman with less than WOOL

portion, and died leaving two daughters only ;
so that his

estate tail ended. Robert and Matthew died without issue ; and

then William levied a fine of the whole, and devised to the

plaintiff's
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J809- plaintiff's lessor, and died without issue. John's daughters
"

entered ; and ejectment was brought against them ; and upon

Lessee of a sPec 'a l verdict found, Bridgeman C. J. delivered the opinion
KEN HICK of the Court ; and after noticing that the words created a limi-

und Others, tation, and not a condition, he says,
" the next thing is that

LorcTw
" not*ce snould have been given ; John being heir at law should

BEAUCLEHK
" have had notice of this will and limitation ; but yet I say, it

"
is not necessary notice should have been given, though he

" was heir. And the estate in John having ceased, the ques-
"

tion is, What estate Robert, William, and Matthew had af-

" terwards ?" And after discussing that point, he concluded

that the estates limited to them in succession ceased ; that they
took under the proviso, "if John married," &c., an estate tail

in common, leaving the fee in the testator's heir. That when

Robert and Matthew respectively died, their respective thirds

passed to the defendants as the testator's heirs, and the defen-

dants became tenants in common with William: that his fine,

therefore, did not affect their two thirds, but his own only :

and as to those two thirds, judgment was given for the defen-

dants ; and as to the other third, judgment was given for the

[ 666 ] plaintiff. This, therefore, was a solemn decision upon a spe-

cial verdict on the very point : for unless it had been consi-

dered that the estate passed immediately upon John's marriage
to the other three brothers in common, William would have

been entitled to the whole at the time he levied the fine under

the limitation to the brothers in succession ; and then the fine

would have operated upon the whole; whereas it was adjudged
to operate upon a third only. It is singular indeed if Lord

C. J. Bridgeman delivered this opinion in HiL 18 # 19 Car. 2. ;

#s the report supposes, thatjie should have used the expression
ascribed to him in 1 Mod. 314. "that if A. K. had been heir,

it might have made a great difference." It is singular that

this decision should not have been referred to either at the

bar or by the bench, either in Porter v. Fry, which was decided

Pasch.24eCar. 2., or in Walloon v. Fitzgerald,which was decided

Pasc/i. 36 Car. 2. It is observable too that in Rundall v. Eelcy
the rights of the heir were not in question : John's right had

clearly ceased, because he was dead without issue male
;
and

the question was, how the estate was afterwards to go over ;

whether in succession, as it hud at first been limited : or in

common, according to the limitation, itJohn married a woman
with less than the specified fortune. Without questioning,

however,
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however, the report of Rundall v. Eeley, and admitting the 1809.

decision to have been as Carter reports, it is clearly incon- ~T

sistent with Frances case, with Porter v. Fry, and Walloon v. Lessee of

Fitzgerald; and the reason of the thing is so decidedly with KEN RICK

those cases, that we have no hesitation in abiding by them, and Others,

and holding Rundall v. Eeley not to be law. Where a party Lord^Y
is really ignorant of the existence of the instrument in which BBAUCLERK
the condition is contained, and where he would have good [ 667 ]

title if there were no such instrument, it seems unreasonable

to hold that a neglect of the terms of that condition should

subject him to a loss of the estate : it would encourage the

concealing of the instrument till a breach were incurred, so

to decide : and no substantial inconvenience can result from

holding that the person entitled to avail himself of a breach

should take care that the condition was known to the person
who was to comply with it. Upon this ground, therefore,

that Charlotte Carter Thelwall never had notice of Thelwall

Price's will, or of the condition it contained, we are of opinion
that the judgment below was right, and ought to be affirmed.

If it were necessary, we might lay some stress upon the word-

ing of the proviso, which speaks of a refusal to reside, &c.

by Robert Carter or those claiming under him, not of a mere

neglect ; and a refusal imports that the thing refused was pro-

posed to the refusing party. But our opinion is founded on

the broad ground, that neither neglect or refusal will subject

the heir, &c. to lose the estate, unless he has notice of the

condition. Without, therefore, discussing the several other

arguments which have been used, which appear to us to make

strongly against the claim of the plaintiff on other points ;

we are perfectly satisfied that, on this point, the judgment
which has been given for the defendant is right, and must be

affirmed.
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1809.

Monday, DOE, on the joint and several Demises of SARAH
Nov. 2?th. STRONG and Others, oga'mst WM. GOFF.

A testator \^ ejectment for certain messuages and tenements at Hen-

dcvised one ley-npon-Thames, a verdict was found for the plaintiff for

estate to his four undivided fifth parts of the premises, and for the defend-

and after IHT
an* ^or ^ie *ner undivided fifth, subject to the opinion of

decease to his the Court upon the following case.

daughter William Matthews being seised in fee of these and other

Mary and to
prem ises by his wiU daled the 18th of Sept.1773 devised the

the heirs of .... .

*

lier body b<-- Premises i" question thus : 1 give and devise unto my wile,

gotten or to Mary Matthews, and her assigns during the term of her life,

be begotten, a\\ those my messuages and tenements, &c. and from and im-

common an'i mediately after the decease of my said wife, then I give and

not as joint
devise the same messuages and tenements unto my daughter

tenants; but Mary, the wife of Wm. Goff, and to the heirs ofher body law-

i

SU
^ ,

1

,

s
-

sue fuHv begotten or to be begotten, as tenants in common, and not
should die . . . . ,... .

before he asjoint tenant*, isut it such issue should depart this hie be-

she, or they, fore he, she, or they, shall respectively attain their age or ages
attained 21, of 21 years, then I give and devise the same premises unto

"n
r

U
7

S
. my son Joseph Matthezcs, his heirs and assigns for ever. And

son Joseph in J
.

i'ee: and then DV an ther clause ot the will he devised the said other pre-

he devised mises thus T also give and devise unto my said wife and her
another es-

assigns during the term of her natural life all and singular my
.f> .iv, messuages or tenements, lands, &c. in Hart-street and ]}uck-

remainder to street in Henley : and from and immediately after her decease,

hisson/o*e/i then I give and devise the said last-mentioned premises unto
and to the my ^jj gon joseph Matthews, and to the heirs ofhis body law-

body be"ot- ^u"y begotten or to be begotten. But if my said son Joseph
ten or to be shall happen to depart this life without issue, or such issue

[ 6(>9 1 shall all die before he or they shall attain their age of21years,
ego {en , then and in such case I herebv give and devise the said men-

but it hedied * c

without is- tioned premises unto my said daughter Mary, the wife of the

sue, or such said IVm. GoJ}\ and to the heirs of her body lawfully begotten
1 1 1

"

1a or to be begotten ; such issue, if more than one. to take as
before he 1 or .

,

...
the tt-

'

-d
tenants m common, and not as joint tenants.

21, then to his daughter Mary and the heirs of her body begotten or to be begotten ;

such i.v>ue, if more than one, to take .v truants in common : held that the daughter

Mniy only took an estate for life in the first estate, with remainder to all her chil-

dien eijuully as purchasers.

The
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against
Gorr,

The testator died seised in 1778, leaving his said widow 1809.

and his daughter Man/ Gojf, him surviving. Mary the widow
~~

of the testator proved his will, and entered upon and enjoyed Lessee*of
the premises in question during her life ; and upon her decease STRONG

3/an/Go/rentered upon and enjoyed the same until about five a (i Others,

years ago, when she died, leaving issue Sarah Strong, Mary
the wife of Robert Mean. Elizabeth the wife of James Reeves,

and Sophia Gofft (the lessors of the plaintiff,) and the defend-

ant Wm. Gojf, her surviving : and the defendant thereupon

possessed himself of the entirety of the premises. If the les-

sors of the plaintiff were adjudged entitled to recover, the

verdict was to stand : otherwise, a nonsuit was to be entered.

Abbott argued the case for the plaintiff on a former day of

this term ; and contended upon the intention of the testator,

as collected from the will, that Mary Gaff" took only an estate

for life, and that all her children under the description of

heirs ofher body, took equal shares as purchasers, in remain-

der, by reason principally of the limitation to them as tenants

in common : and he cited Doe v. Laming (a), Bagshaw v. Spen-
cer (/>), and Lisle v. Gray (c) ; and also Robinson v. Grey (d),

and Doe d. Wight v. Cundatt (<?), where all the cases bearing

upon the construction of this will were collected.

Preston for the defendant argued for the necessity of giving

Mary Go/Tuu estate tail, as well upon the legal effect of the

subsequent limitation to the heirs of her body, as to effectuate

what he said was the general intent of the testator, that no

part of the estate devised to Mary Gojf and the heirs of her

body should go over to her brother so long as any of her issue

were in being : to which the particular intent, that her chil-

dren should take as tenants in common, must give way. And
he relied principally upon Doe d. Candler v. Smith (f); con-

firmed by Doe d. Cock v. Cooper (g),
Pierson \. Vickers(h\ and

Poole v. Pooh (/). The principal arguments, as to the in-

tention of the testator, were afterwards noticed iu the judg-
ment of the Court

;
which after consideration was now deli-

vered by
Lord ELLEN BOROUGH C. J. This was an ejectment for

premises in the county of Orford; and the question arose

[670]

() :2 Burr. 1100.

(f/) .9 Erwf, 1.

(-) 1 East, ',".29.

( 1 /V.v. 1-1 -2.

(<} Ib. 400.

(//)
-"> East, 5i S

(c) T. Jones, 1 1 9.

( /') 7 Term. Hc/>. j.31.

(0 3 Rus. $ Pull. (r20.

upon
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upon the will of fVm. Matthews. The testator, as appears by
his will, had a wife, a son, and a daughter ; and he demised

the premises in question to his wife for life, and immediately
after her decease to his daughter

"
Mary Gojf, and to the

"
heirs of her body lawfully begotten, or to be begotten, as te-

<l nants in common, and not as joint tenants : but if such issue

" should depart this life before he, she, or they should respec-
"

tively attain their age or ages of 21 years, then he devised
" those premises to his son in fee." By another part of his

will he devised certain other premises to his wife for life ;

and, after her decease, to his son and to the heirs of his body

lawfully begotten, or to be begotten : but if his said son should

happen to depart this life without issue, or such issue should

all die before he or they should attain their age of 21 years,

then he devised those premises also to his said daughter Mary
Gojf, and to the heirs of her body lawfully begotten, or to be

begotten ; such issue, ifmore than one, to take as tenants in com-

mon, and not asjoint tenants. The testator died ; his widow

entered and died ; Mary Gojf, his daughter, entered and died ;

and the lessors of the plaintiff are the four daughters ofMary
Goff, and tlfe defendant is her son. The lessors of the plain-

tiff, therefore, contend, that Mary Goff took an estate for

life only in the premises in question, and that each of her

children took a fifth by purchase. The defendant contends

that Mary Go/Ttook an estate tail ; and that upon her death

the whole vested in him as heir in tail by descent. This will

is certainly a singular one, and it is very probable the testator

might not know the exact meaning of all the terms he used :

but upon attending to all the provisions of the will, we think

his intention must betaken to have been, that Merry Go/Tshould
take for life only, and that her children should take as tenants

in common by purchase. The words "
heirs of the body' are

undoubtedly prima facie words of limitation, but they may be

construed to be words of purchase where it is clearly so in-

tended
; and wo think that in this case such intention is clear.

The provision, that they should take an tenant* in common, and

not as joint tenants, shews very distinctly that the testator was

contemplating something very different from an estate ttiil ;

because an estate tail, if there were sons, would vest wholly

in the eldest son to the exclusion of all the rest
;
and upon an

estate tail there would be neither joint tenancy nor tenancy in

common. And the words which follow put it past all doubt that

the testator used the words,
"
heirs of the body," not as words of

limi-
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limitation, to give Mary Go/Tan estate tail, but as equivalent
to children or issue ofher body, to give such children a distinct

and independent interest. The words are,
" but if such issue

should depart this life before he, she, or they should respec-

tively attain 21, then he devised to his son in fee." Whom
does he mean then by "such issue" but the persons to whom
he had before referred, by the description of the " heirs of his

daughters body ?" And when he is contemplating the possi-

bility that he, she, or they may depart this life before 21, to

whom can he be referring but the immediate children of his

daughter I The obvious intention, therefore, of this part of

the will clearly is to give Mary Gojfan estate for life, and her

children a distinct and independent interest, as tenants in

common. In the devise to the son of the estate given to him,

the words "
heirs of the body" are perhaps used in a different

sense ; at least there are no new words importing that they
are to take as tenants in common : but it is observable that in

the limitation over to the daughter, upon failure of issue of the

son, the testator again uses the terms,
"

heirs of her body"
when he is clearly speaking of her children ; and again pro-
vides that they shall take as tenants in common and not as

joint tenants. There is a particular intent, therefore, fully

and distinctly expressed upon the will, that the persons de-

signated by the terms,
"

heirs of the body' of Mary Gqff~,

should take as tenants in common ; which they could not do

if she took an estate tail. But however strongly this in-

tent is expressed, it would not be permitted to prevail, if it

were inconsistent wilh any other paramount general intent of

the testator
;
and it has been urged, that in this case there is

such paramount intent : not indeed that any such paramount
intent is expressed, or that it is inconsistent with any express

devise in the will, that this particular intent should prevail ;

but it is assumed that the testator never could have intended

that any part of the estate in question should go over to the

son, so long- as there was any descendant of the daughter; and

lluvt to prevent this effect, and thereby to effectuate what he

must have intended, the daughter must be held to take in

tail ;
and that every word in the will importing that her chil-

dren were to take as purchasers and as tenants in common,

onglil to he rejected. But how c;m the Court sny what was

the ieshUor's intention upon, a >>oinf upon which lie has ex-

press-el no intention at uli, and which poh;t perhaps never

entered

, DOE
Lessee of

STRONG
and Others,

agaituil
Goft.
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entered into his contemplation? Had the question been pro-*

posed to him, whether upon the death of any of his daughter's

children under 21, that child's share should go over to Joseph,
or be divided among the daughter's other children, it is per-

haps most probable the latter would have been his choice :

but it is a probability only, not a certainty ; and where one

intention is plainly expressed upon the will, it must not be

defeated by a mere conjecture that the testator might have

another paramount intention inconsistent therewith. Admit-

ing, however, that it ought to be inferred, that the testator

could not have intended that any part should go over to his

son, so long as there was any issue of his daughter in being,
does it follow that the daughter must be held to have taken

an estate tail ? It might perhaps afford a reason for implying
cross remainders between her children ; (though it is not ne-

cessary to decide whether cross remainders are to be implied

upon this will ;) but it affords none for introducing so impor-
tant a difference, as converting into an estate tail in the

mother what would otherwise be separate and distinct interests

in her children. It would be a singular conclusion, where

each child was equally an object of the testator's bounty, and

was to have an equal share, to hold that every child's share

should be given up in the first instance to the eldest son, and

that he and his issue, so long as he had any, should hold it to

the exclusion of all the rest, lest the single share of a child

dying under 21 should go over to the testator's son before all

the other issue of the testator's daughter were extinct ! The

argument would stand thus : Jl/a/v/ Go/fmay have 10 children ;

one may die under 21 ; the testator could not have intended

that child's 10th part to go over to his son Joseph ; ergo, to

prevent that consequence, though the testator has said that

all his daughters' children shall take equally, that part of his

intention must be wholly sacrificed, and the estate shall go
intire to the daughter's eldest son ; and no one of the eight

other children shall have any thing, unless such eldest son

dies without suffering a recovery and without issue ! For-

tunately for the intention of the testator, and for the objects

of his bounty, we are not bound down by any case to adopt
such a decision. AVe have looked through the cases which

have been cited, and do not feel that we shall break in upon

any of them, by holding that the children of Man/ Go/" took

estates in common by purchase : this is distinctly and unequi-

vocally expressed by the testator to be his intention : no

contrary
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contrary intention is expressed in any part of his will ; nor 1 80).

is there any provision contained in the will inconsistent

with this intention, nor from which a contrary intention can Lcssee O f

fairly be implied. We are of opinion, therefore, that we are STRONG
bound to give effect to this intention of the testator, so plainly and Others,

expressed in his will ; and that we do, by holding that the a
j(

m

plaintiff is entitled to recover.

Judgment for the plaintiff.

[675]
GILDART against GLADSTONE and GLADSTONE, in Monday,

Error. Not - 2 ' th -

''PHE Gladstones brought assumpsit in C. B. against Gildart By the

for money had and received by him to their use, and on ^V6rP^
.1 i i xi (lock acts of

other common money counts
;
to which the general issue was g ^nn ^

pleaded ;
and at the trial a special verdict was found, stating 2 Geo. 3.

in substance that a ship called the Kelton was built in the certain ton-

county of Devon, in 1800, for Gladstone and others, then and 71a=c dutK's

still residing at Liverpool, and on the 7th of November in that jo'thedock

year was registered in their names at the port of Liverpool, company on

and soon afterwards was cleared out by them from Bristol to a 'l vessels

St. Vincent's in the West Indies, and arrived from thence at the
"1 W

^

port of Liverpool m August 1801, being her first arrival in yards ur in-

thatport; and on her arrival, her owners paid to the collec- wurds so as

tors of the dock duty the duty inwards then payable; and the
no s

.

n 'P slia^

ship afterwards sailed from Liverpool without paying any dock.
'

.

duty outwards. The ship afterwards performed several other than once /or
the same voy-

ageoutand home. This is one entire duty impossed upon one entire voyage out and

home, if there be either an outward or an inward cargo in such voyage, but with-

out making any advance if there should be both. Thus, a Liverpool ship, carrying
a cargo out to the Ifcst Indies, and bringing another home to Liverpool, is only
liable to pay one duty, namely, the duty outwards ; and a foreign ship bringing
a cargo to Liverpool, and carrying another cargo out, is only liable to pay the duty
inicurdx. But where a ship was built in another port, on accountof the owner residing
at Liverpool, where she was registered, and sailed to the West Indies, without first

coming to Liverpool, but brought her return cargo there as to her home
; this was

held to be one entire and distinct voyage within the meaning of the acts, for which
the duty iirxards was payable, and did not privilege the ship iVjin payment of the

duties again when next v>e sailed with another cargo upon her ouf.vard voyage to

the ll\\t ludicx, though in fact she only used the dock i/tuY/>Y/y on her first voyage :

for the privilege of using the. docks with an outward and inward c.i r
go, upon one

payment of duty, is confined to liic same vm/<i!*i: out and i/ut//> .

VOL. XI. *Kk vovages
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1809. voyages from and to Liverpool, and always paid the dock duty

GILDART
inwards and not outwards, until the 7\h of January 1807.

against
^n tne 16th of December 1802, by the transfer of other shares

GLADSTONE to the Gladstones, they became the sole owners of the ship, and
and Another, registered her in the port of Liverpool in their names. * In

t'ie S*"P clearecl out from Liverpool with a cargo of

goods to Demerara, and no duty outwards was then demanded
or paid. In November 1806 the ship arrived at Liverpool from

Demerara with a cargo of goods, when the Gladstones, as

owners of her, paid to Gildart as collector of the dock duties

331. 15s. 3d. being at the rate of 3s. per ton for the dock duty

payable for the ship on her said arrival inwards at Liverpool.
The ship, having discharged her then cargo, was afterwards,

on the 7th of January 1807, by her said owners, cleared out-

wards from Liverpool with a cargo of goods for Madeira and

Jamaica, and sailed accordingly; and upon such clearing out

Gildart, as collector, demanded from the Gladstones, as owners,

payment of the further sum of 33/. 15s. 3d. for the dock duty,

and refused to permit the ship to sail until it should be paid :

whereupon the owners paid the same, in order to enable the

ship to clear out, having first protested against the validity of

the demand. In September 1807, the ship arrived with a cargo
of goods at Liverpool from Jamaica, and no dock duty was

demanded from or paid by the owners upon such arrival in-

wards ; and having discharged her cargo, she again cleared

out and sailed in September 1807 from the port of Liverpool

aforesaid with another cargo of goods to Halifax, when a fur-

ther dock duty of 33/. 15s. 3d. was demanded by and paid to

the collector by the owners. Since the passing of the act of

the 2 Geo. 3. until the beginning of 1807, the Liverpool dock

duties payable upon all ships using that port have been de-

manded and paid upon their respective arrivals inwards, and

not otherwise. But whether, upon the whole matter, the

Gladstones ought to recover the said sum of 33/. 15s. 3d. from

Gildart, the jurors prayed the advice of the Court.

[ 677 ] This case was argued in the last term by Js. Clarke for the

plaintiff in error, and Richardson for the defendants. The

argument turned upon the construction of two acts of parlia-

ment for granting and regulating the dock duties in the port

of'Liverpool ; one of the 8 Ann. c. 12., and the other of the

2 Geo. 3. c. 86. By the first of these certain duties were given

to the corporation of Liverpool, which are directed to be
"

paid
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"
paid for every ship, &c. (those in the service of the crown 1809.

excepted)
"
trading or coming into or out of the said port with

"
any goods or merchandize," by the master or owners,

" viz.
against" for every vessel so trading between the said port and St. GLADSTONE

" David's Head or Carlisle, 2d. per ton : and for every vessel and Another,

"
trading between St. David's Head and the Land's End, or

"
beyond Carlisle to any part in or on this side the Shetlands,

" or *to and from the Isle of Man, 3/. per ton : and for every
" vessel trading to any port of Ireland, 4d. per ton : and for
"
every vessel trading to and from Norway, &c. Sd. per ton :

' and for every vessel trading to and from Newfoundland,
" &c. 12f/. per ton : and for every vessel trading to and from
" the West Indies, &c. Is. 6d. per ton."

" Such duties to be
"

paid at the time of such ship's discharge either inwards or
"

outwards, at the custom-house in the said port : so as no ship
"

shall be subject or liable to pay the duty but once for the same
"
voyage both out and home, notwithstanding such ship may go

" out and return back with a lading ofanygoods or merchandize."

This act was continued by various other acts, amongst others,

by the 2 Geo. 3. c. 86. which enacts (s. 7.)
" that all and

"
every the said tonnage duties to be hereafter paid or made

"
payable by any of the said former acts or this act, upon

"
every ship, &c. coming into or arriving in the said port of

"
Liverpool, shall be made due, payable, and be paid at the E

" dock office in Liverpool to the collector, &c. upon the arrival
" of every such ship, &c. or other vessel inwards at Liverpool^
" and before such ship or other vessel shall be discharged or
*' cleared inwards at the custom-house, &c. any thing in the
" said acts or this act, or any of them, to the contrary not-
"
withstanding." And by another section,

"
to the intent

" that the said duties may be truly paid, the collector of the
"

customs, &c. within the port of Liverpool, shall not receive
"
any entry or cocquet, or other discharge or clearance, or

" take any report inwards for any vessel, &c. liable to the pay-
" ment of the said duties, until the same duties shall be paid
"

to the said collector or receiver, and until such master,
"
owner, &c. of such vessel, subject and liable to the pay-

" ment thereof, shall shew to such officer a receipt under the
" hand of such collector for the same, under the penalty of
" 20/."

Lord ELLENBOROUGII C. J. now delivered the judgment
of the Court.

*K k 2 This
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1809. This case came before the Court upon a writ of error from
~~

the Common Pleas ; and as it depends upon the construction

a ainst
^ *wo ac*s ^ parliament, the provisions of which have ap-

GLADSTONE peared to that Court in a different point of view than what
and Another, they have appeared to us, we have taken time to consider of it

i t,rror.
^Q ^e presen^ term. It was an action brought there for money
had and received ; and the question in it was, whether the col-

lector of the Liverpool dock duties were warranted in insisting

upon payment of dock duties on the clearing outwards of the

ship Kelton on the 7th of January 1807. A special verdict

was found, and the substance of it was this ; that the ship

[ 679 ] Kelton was built for the plaintiffs and certain other persons

residing in Liverpool in the year 1800. That she was built

in Devonshire, and registered at Liverpool on the 7th of No-

vember 1800. That she was afterwards cleared out from

Bristol to St. Vincent's, and arrived from thence in the port of

Liverpool in August 1801. That this was her first arrival at

that port : that she then paid the Liverpool dock duties upon
her arrival inwards. That she sailed again, without paying any
dock duties outwards. Then she performed several other voy-

ages from and to Liverpool, and always paid the dock duty

inwards, and not outwards, till the 7th of January 1807. That

in December 1802 the other part owners transferred their

shares to the plaintiffs in the cause below ; and that they re-

gistered the ship at Liverpool in their own names. That in

May 1806 the ship cleared outwards with a cargo for Deme-

rara, but paid no duty outwards ;
and that she returned in

November 1806 with another cargo, and paid the duty on her

arrival inwards. That on the 7th ofJanuary 1807 she cleared

outwards with a cargo for Madeira and Jamaica, and the

defendant below, as collector of the dock duties, insisted

upon payment of duty on her so clearing, and refused to per-

mit her sailing till it was paid ;
and that the plaintiffs below

paid it accordingly, under protest. That the ship re-

turned with a cargo in September, when no duty was de-

manded, and sailed again for Halifax with another cargo,

when duty was again demanded and paid. That until the

beginning of 1807 the dock duties payable on ships using

that port were demanded and paid on their arrivals inwards,

and not otherwise. The action was brought to recover back

this money : the Court of Common Pleas thought the collec-

tor not warranted in demanding it, and gave judgment for

the plaintiffs below.

The
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The statutes affecting the case are the Liverpool dock acts 180<).

of the 8 Ann. and 2 G. 3. c. 86. By 8 Ann. s. 3. a duty is to

be paid for every ship trading or coming into or out of the a (tinst

port of Liverpool with any goods or merchandize, and the rate GLADSTONE

of duty varies according to the different ports between which and Another,

the vessel trades. If she trade between Liverpool and certain

neighbouring ports in this kingdom, the duty is 2d. or 3d. a

ton: if she trade to Ireland and certain other specified places,

4d. : if she trade to and from Norway, Denmark, and certain

other places, in some cases it is Sd., in some Is., and in some

Is. 6d. By s. 4. the duties are to be paid at the time of the

ships' discharge either inwards or outwards, so as no ship shall

be subject or liable to pay the duty but once for the same

voyage, both out and home, notwithstanding such ship may

go out and return back with a lading of any goods or mer-

chandize. By s. 8. no officer shall give any cocquet or other

discharge, or take any report outwards for any ship ns afore-

said, or in the said dock or limits, until the duties are paid
and a receipt for them produced. By stat. 2 G. 3. c. 86. s. 6.

one third part of the former duties are to be paid, and they

are to be collected and levied in the manner, &c. prescribed

by the former acts. By s. 7. the tonnage duties payable upon

any ship coming into or arriving in the port shall be payable

upon the arrival of such ship inwards at Liverpool, and before

such ship shall be cleared inwards at the custom-house : and

by s. 8. the officer shall receive no entry or cocquet, or other

discharge or clearance, or take any report inwards for any

ship, &c. British or foreign, subject to the duties, until the

duties are paid and a receipt for them produced.
These are the provisions which bear upon this case, and the [ 681 J

questions raised upon them are two; 1st, Whether the duty be

payable in any case, except upon ships coming inwards ? And

2clly, Whether the voyage out, upon which this ship sailed on

the 7th of January 1807, were not under the stat. 8 Ann. s. 4.

to be united with her last preceding voyage inwards ; and

whether the two did not constitute, within the meaning of that

clause, the same voyage? The first question originates from

the 7th and 8th sections of the stat. 2 G. 3.
;
and because those

clauses introduce provisions for enforcing payment inwards, it

is contended that payment can never be demanded upon an

outward-bound vessel. When it is considered, however, how
the case stood under the stat. 8 Ann. when those provisions

were
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were made, it will be found that the collecting outwards in

G ILDART
cases w l cl1 would admit of it was intended to be left as before ;

against
an(* the only alteration meant to be introduced was to give an

GLADSTONE additional security for collecting inwards in cases which ad-
ar
\d Another, mitted of an inward collection. The previous provision for

collecting on outward-bound vessels was considered sufficient;

that for collecting on inward-bound vessels, defective; the

former were therefore to be left as they were, and the latter

to be remedied. By stat. 8 Ann. s. 3. the duty was to be paid

upon every ship bringing a cargo into the port of Liverpool,
or taking a cargo out of it ; and by s. 4. it was to be payable
at the time of the ship's discharge either inwards or outwards,
so as the ship paid only once for the same voyage. The com-

pany, therefore, had a clear right upon ships taking out a

cargo, though they had never brought one in, and had a right

[ 682 ] to demand it upon the ship's sailing outwards. By s. 8. a pro-

vision was made to secure the payment upon ships sailing

outwards, by forbidding the officer from giving her a discharge

till she had paid the duties, and produced a receipt for it ; but

no similar provision was made in respect of ships sailing in-

wards. The stat. 2 G. 3. remedied this defect, by introducing

a similar provision as to ships liable to pay the duty on sailing

inwards, with that which had before been made with respect

to ships sailing outwards, and so made the system complete.

If the duty were payable on her sailing outwards, the officer

could not let her clear outwards (under stat. 8 Ann.) unless

she produced a receipt for the duty : and, if the duty were

payable on her sailing inwards, the officer would not let her

clear inwards (under the stat. 2 G. 3.) without similar proof
that the duty was paid. It was to remedy this defect, there-

fore, in the system alone, that the provision alluded to in the

stat. 2 G. 3. was made ;
to extend the rights of the company,

not to narrow them: to give them additional aid in collecting

the duties, not to take away any previous powers. To hold

that the duty could never be collected but upon an inward

cargo, might subject the port to great losses. If a ship sailed

in ballast, nothing would be payable for her sailing in : if she

sailed out with a cargo, she might be lost, or might wilfully

avoid returning to that port. It may be true that in the latter

case the company might have a remedy for their duties ;
but

it would be a less immediate and operative remedy than the

legislature meant to give them. We are therefore of opinion,
thav
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that the duty is payable upon ships which sail with cargoes

outwards, except in cases in which they paid the duty on GILDART
sailing inwards, and where such sailing outwards can be con-

against

nected with the previous sailing inwards,* so as to constitute GLADSTONE

under the stat. 8 Ann. s. 4. the same voyage. "^
ijjjj"'

And this brings us to the second question, Whether the * r gg3 i

sailing out on the 7th of January 1807 could be connected

with the previous inward voyage ? The words of the proviso

which raise the point are these :
" so as no ship shall be sub-

ject or liable to pay the duty but oncefor the same voyage out

and home." What then is meant by
" the same voyage out and

home?" It may mean that upon each voyage from the port to

which the ship belongs and back there shall be only one pay-

ment ; that a Liverpool ship may carry a cargo out and bring

another home, and that other ships may bring a cargo in and

take a cargo out: and this seems the natural meaning of the

words. The whole of this constitutes part of the same voyage,

out and home. But can the words fairly be carried to such

an extent as to unite the voyages in question ? This ship be-

longed to Liverpool ; she was registered there, and that was her

home. Upon her first voyage she sailed, not from Liverpool,

but from Bristol ; but when she came back, she came to Liver-

pool as her home ; and there ended what would be considered

in common parlance as her first voyage out and home. When
she sailed again, she sailed upon what, in the common under-

standing of mankind, would be called anew voyage; with new

stores, and probably with a different crew : her contract with

her former crew would of course have ceased, and so would

her charter-party, and the insurances upon her, ifmade in the

ordinary way, for the voyage out and home. And if this were

a new voyage, each of her voyages out and home ended at

Liverpool; and when she sailed on the 7th of January 1807,

she commenced a new voyage. It is true that by this compu- [ 684 ]

tation she pays whole duties upon one voyage, though she only

used the dock on that voyage inwards; whereas ifshe had used

it both outwards and inwards, no larger duties would have

been payable. This, however, arises from the wording of the

act. The act does not impose distinct duties upon an inward

and outward cargo, but one entire duty upon each voyage, if

there be either an inward cargo or an outward one in such

voyage; but without making any advance if there should be

both ; and if the ship, instead of having both, has only one,
* K k 4 the
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Ibe whole duty is still payable. It may be singular indeed to

GILDART
^e Pay* n as mucn f r o ce using tbe dock, as would be pay-

agaiiist
akle if twice used ; but if the ship owner have the option of

GLADTSONE using it twice, and use it once only, and be apprized by the
and Another, act that if the shi do not uge it the second tim the full dutyin Lrror. . ,.,, , , ,

. , . . . .
J

will still be payable, he has no right to complain. Suppose a

ship comes to Liverpool in ballast, carries out an outward

cargo, and makes several other voyages without touching at

Liverpool, and then comes into Liverpool with a cargo in-

wards ; would there be an exemption from payment for the

latter cargo, because the whole duty had been paid for the

former? The ship owner would say, that he had in fact had

no greater use of the docks than he would have been entitled

to have had upon one payment; that is, that one payment
would have entitled him to land an inward cargo, and carry

back on outward one; or, vice versa, to carry out an outward

one, and bring another home. But would not the answer have

have been, that you have no right under these acts of parlia-

ment for both an outward and an inward cargo, unless they be

[ 685 ] upon the same voyage ? And is not that the answer here,

that the two cargoes must be upon the same voyage, out and

and home? The act of Ann. has said in direct terms that they

must. Was then the voyage out, when the ship sailed on the

7th of January 1807, part of the same voyage out and home

upon which the ship had returned in the preceding November

1806 ? The special verdict has not found that it was, as a

matter of fact
;
and can we say it was, as matter of law ? If

it were, it was a voyage out from Demerara, and home to

Madeira and Jamaica ; and her next voyage was a voyage out

from Jamaica, and home to Halifax ! To call these parts of

the same voyage out and home does not fall in with what has

hitherto been understood by "a voyage out and home;" and

must we not suppose that the legislature intended to use these

words in the sense in which they are commonly understood
;

that is, as descriptive of a voyage commencing from and ter-

minating in the country to which the ship belongs, or (as here)

in some particular port of such country. If the words would

fairly admit of different meanings, it would be right to adopt
that which would be most favourable to the interest of the

public, and most against that of the company ; because the

company, in bargaining with the public, ought to take care

to express distinctly what payments they were to receive ;

and
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and because the public ought not to be charged unless it be 180<).

clear that it was so intended ; but when plain words are used,
~

their ordinary sense must be given to them
;
and we think the

words here used are plain. Upon these grounds it appears to GLADSTONE
us that the collector, the defendant below, was warranted in and Another,

demanding, and having received it, is entitled to retain the
ln

money in question, and of course that the judgment of the

Common Pleas in favour of the Plaintiffs in the original ac-

tion, and against the Defendant below, now the Plaintiff in

error, must be reversed.

Judgment of reversal accordingly.
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ABATEMENT.

AFTER
declaration filed condition-

ally in a town cause until special
bail should be put in and perfected,
and notice thereof served, the defend-

ant has only four days for pleading in

abatement : and if he put in special
bail on the 4th day, which areexcept-
ed to on the 5th, and not justified till

the 9th, he is too late then to plead
in abatement: and the plaintiff having
demanded a plea, and none other being

pleaded, is entitled to sign judgment
as for want of a plea. Binns v. Mor-

gan, T.49 G. 3, Page 411

ACTION ON THE CASE.

See COPYRIGHT.

1. Damages, ultra the mere loss of ser-

vice, having been given against the

defendant for debauching and getting
with child the adopted daughter and
servant of the plaintiff, by which be
lost her service, the Court refused to

sot aside the inquisition. Irwin v.

Dcarman, E. 49 G. 3. 23
2. One who is injured by an obstruc-

tion in a highway, against which he

fell, cannot maintain an action on
the case for the damage, if it appear
that he was riding with great vio-

ACTION ON THE CASE.

lence and want ofordinary care, with-

out which he might have seen and
avoided the obstruction. Butterfieldv,

Forrester, JE. 49 G. 3. Page 60
An action on the case for setting up

a certain mark in front of the plain-
tiff's dwelling-house, in order to defame
him as the keeper of a bawdy-house,
is not local in its nature : and if the

declaration, after describing the house
as situate in a certain street called

A. street, in the parish of O. A. (there

being no such parish) afterwards state

the nusancc to be erected andplaced in

theparish aforesaid ; it will be ascribed

to venue, and not to local description ;

and therefore the place is not material

to be proved as laid. Jejferies v. Dun-

cotnbe, E. 49 G. 3. 226
4. In case against a judgment creditor

for maliciously suing out an alias fi.

fa. after a sufficient execution levied

upon the plaintiff's goods under the

first fi. fa. held that the sheriff's re-

turns indorsed upon the two writs,

(which writs had been produced in

evidence by the plaintiff as part of

his case,) wherein the sheriff stated

that he had forborne to sell under

the first, and had sold under the se-

cond writ, by the request and with

the
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the consent of the now plaintiff, were

prima facie evidence of the facts so

returned ; credence being due to the

official acts of the sheriff between

third persons. Gifford v. Woodgate,
r.49G. 3. Page 297

5. An action on the case lies upon the

stat. 6. G. 1. c. l6. s.l. by tie party

grieved, to recover damages against
the inhabitants of the adjoining town-

ship for trees, coppice, and under-

wood, unlawfully and feloniously
burnt

bj; persons unknown ; though
the clause directs the party grieved
to recover his damages

" in the

same manner and form as given by
the stat. 13 Erf. 1. st.l. c. 4,6. for

dikes and hedges overthrown by per-
sons in the night ;" upon which the

usual course of proceeding has been

by the 'writ of noctantur. Thornhill

v. The Township of' Huddersfield. T.

49 G. 3. '349
6. Due notices having been given to the

parson of the setting out the tithes'of

fruit arid vegetables in a garden ;

which were accordingly set out on

the days specified ; and the tithes not

having been removed at the distance

of a month afterwards, when they
had become rotten ; a notice then

given by the owner, to remove the

tithed fruits and vegetables within

two days, otherwise an action would
be commenced against the parson, is

sufficient notice of their having been

set out, whereon to found an action,
if they be not removed. And due
notices having been given of setting
out tithes of garden vegetables and
field barley, on certain days between
the 11 th and Ib'th of September, a

general notice on the 17th to the

parson, to take away all the tithes of
Ins (the plaintiff's) lands within two

clays, is sufficient whereon to found
tin: like action. Kemp v. Filcwood,

Clerk, T. 49 G. 3. Page 358
7- Where lights had been put out

and enjoyed without interruption for

above. 20 years, during the occupa-
tion ot the opposite premises by a

tenant
; that will not conclude the

landlord of such opposite premises,
without evidence of his knowledge
of the fact, which is the foundation

of presuming a grant against him ;

and consequently will not conclude a

succeeding tenant, who was in pos-
session under such landlord, from

building up against such encroaching

lights. Daniel v. North, T. 49 G. 3.

Page 372
8. Firing at wild fowl to kill and make

profit of them by one who was at the

time in a boat on a public river or

open creek, where the tide ebbs and

flows, so near to an ancient decoy on

the shore (about 200 yards) as to

make the birds there take flight; the

defendant having before fired at a

greater distance from the decoy,
which brought out some of the birds

from thence ; though he did not fire

into the decoy pond'; is evidence of

a wilful disturbance of and damage to

the decoy, for which an action on the

case is maintainable by the owner.

Currington v. Taylor, M. 50 G. 3.

571

9. An action on the case lies for dis-

charging guns near the decoy pond of

another with design to damnify the

owner by frightening away the wild-

fowl resorting thereto, by -which the

wildfowl were frightened away and
the owner damnified. KcMc v. Ilick-

eriiigill,
T. 5 Ann. 575

ADDITION.

See AFFIDAVIT, 2.

AFFIDAVIT.

1. Affidavit, intitled
" In the King's

Bench," upon which the Attorney
General had filed an information ex
ofiicio against the defendant, permit-
ted to be read in aggravation, after

judgment bv default. The King v.

Morgan, M/45 G. 3. 457
2. Where a deponent had been a few

days before discharged out of prison,
but by permission had still continued

to lodge there at night, having no

other place of residence ;
his de-

scribing
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scribing himself bona fide in an affi-

davit in court as late of such prison,
is sufficient to satisfy the rule of

Court of M. 15 Car. 2. ordering the

true place of abode of every person

making affidavit in B. R. to be in-

serted. But a deponent who had

left one place of residence, and re-

sided in another, would not satisfy

the rule by describing himself as late

of the former. Scdley v. White ^
M.

50 G. 3. Page 528

AFFIDAVIT, to hold to Bail.

Affidavit of debt; stating that the defen-

dant was indebted to the plaintiff in so

much for goods sold and delivered

(not saying by the plaintiff) to the de-

fendant, is insufficient. Taylor v.

Forbes, T. 4&G.3. 315

AGENT.
Sec VENDOU AND VENDEE, 2.

AGREEMENT.
.Sec PAYMENT, 1. VENDOR AND

VENDEE.

1. If it appear to have been the un-

derstanding of the parties to a con-

tract at the tune, that it was not to

be completed within a year, though
it might be and was in fact in part

performed within that time, it is with-

in the 4th clause of the statute of

frauds 2y Car. 2. c. 3.; ami if not in

writing, signed by the party to he 3

charged, &c. it cannot be enforcedO '
|

against him. And his signature in I

a book intitled
"

Shakespeare sub-i

scribers, their signatures," not re-'

ferring to a printed prospectus which
contained the terms of the contract,

and which was delivered at the time

to the subscribers to the Bui/dc/l

Shakespeare, cannot be connected to-

gether, so as to take the case out <>1

the statute, as such connexion could

only be: established by parul evi-

dence. Boi/dc/l v. Dnt/n/nonil, /'.'.

-!<)(;. 3. 142

2. A contract by the owner of a cuj.-e

cropped with potatoes, made on tlie

21st of November, to sell to the de-

fendant the potatoes at so much a

sack : the defendant to get them out

of the ground immediately ; is not a

contract for any interest in land with-

in the 4th section of the statute of

frauds, but the same as if the po-
tatoes which had done growing and

were to be taken up immediately,
had been sold in a warehouse from

whence they were to be removed by
the defendant. Parker v. Staniland,

T. 49 G. 3. Page 3u'2

Where a debtor entered into an

agreement with his creditors, where-

by they agreed to receive 20/. per
cent, in satisfaction of their several

demands, and released the remain-

der, in consideration that half of the

composition should be secured by the

acceptances of a certain person, (also

a creditor,) which security was ac-

cordingly given and paid when due ;

held that such agreement was bind-

ing on the plaintiff, one of the credit-

ors ; though the agreement were

not under seal ; and though he were

the last who signed it, and it did not

appear that he had actively induced

any of the other creditors or the

surety to sign it. And that the plain-
tiff's suing the debtor, after having
received the composition, was a fraud

upon the surety and the other cre-

ditors. Steimnan v. Magnus, T.

44 G. 3. 350
. The defendant being indebted to

the plaintiffs, his bankers, in nearly

30,000/., about 21,OUO/. of which was

secured by bonds, (a considerable

part of which was advanced by them

when stocks were below 50/.) agreed
with them that they should place

25,000/. to his credit in account ; for

which he was to purchase ,50,000/.

stock, (then at 51^,) in their names,
and account to thrm for the divi-

dends upon Mich stock ns from the

last dividend-day: after which agree-

ment, the plaintiffs, acting upo:i the

basis of it, (though the defendant

never purchuM-d the stock so agreed

up<.'ji,)
entered ui their boohs the sum

of
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of 25,000/. to the credit of the defen-

fendant, and continued to honour hi

drafts from time to time ; crediting him
also with other sums actually paid by
him ; and wrote off the amount of his

bonds to his credit, and delivered them

up to him.
Held that this agreement to repay

the new credit of 25,000/. by the

purchase of stock as at 50/., when in

fact it was more at the time of the

agreement made, though it had been

less when a considerable part of the

money was actually advanced upon
his general credit, was usurious and
void : but that nevertheless the sum
of 25,000/., credited under that

agreement by the plaintiffs to the de-

fendant in his banking account, was to

be reckoned against them upon balan-

cing the account of debtor and credit-

or between them. Boldero and Ano-
ther v. Jackson, M. 50 G.3. Page 6l2

ANNUITY.

Where a party gave a bond to secure

an annuity, whereby he bound him-

self, his heirs, executors, &c.; a me-
morial describing such security, ge-

nerally, as a bond from A. to B. in

such a sum, &c. is defective and void

under the annuity act 17 G. 3. c. 26.

But the Court only set aside the

judgment entered up by warrant of

attorney on such bond, and directed

the warrant of attorney which was in

court to be deposited with the proper
officer of the court. Denne v. Dupuis,
E. 49 G. 3. 134

APPRENTICE.
See SETTLEMENT BY APPRENTICE-

SHIP.

ARREST.
See ASSUMPSIT, 2.

A plaintiff who was attending from day
to day at the Sittings, in expectation
of his cause being tried, was privi-

leged from arrest whilst waiting for

that purpose at a coffee-house in tin-

vicinity of the court before the actual

day of trial. ChilJerton v. Barrett,

T.49G.3. Page 439

ASSUMPSIT.

See PAYMENT, 1.

1. An undertenant, whose goods were
distrained and sold by the original
landlord for rent due from his im-
mediate tenant, cannot maintain an
action for money paid to the use of
the latter; for immediately on the

sale under the distress, the money
paid by the purchaser vested in the

landlord in satisfaction of the rent,
and never was the money of the wider-

tenant. Moore v. Pyrke, E. 49 G. 3.

52
2. Evidence of an account stated,

whereby the defendant admitted a
certain balance due to the plaintiff,
is not done away, but confirmed in

support of an assumpsit, by evidence
of a foreign judgment recovered by
the plaintiff for the same sum, with
a stay of execution for six months,
to enable the defendant to prove a
counter demand, if he had any : and
the plaintiff not having declared till

after that period, it was held no ob-

jection that the writ was sued out and
the defendant arrested before. Hull v.

Odber, E, 49 G. 3. 118
3. A factor selling a parcel of prize

manufactured tobacco, consigned to

him from his correspondent at

Guernsey, of which a regular entry
was made on importation, but with-

out having entered himself with the

excise office as a dealer in tobacco,
nor having any licence as such, may
yet maintain an action against the

vendee for the value of the goods
sold and delivered : and this, though
the tobacco were sent to the defend-

ant without a permit, at his desire;

there being no fraud upon the reve-

nue, but at most a breach of revenue

regulations protected by penalties :

even if such factor could, upon this

single and accidental instance, be

considered as a dealer in tobacco

within
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within the meaning of the stat.

29 Geo. 3. c. 68. *. 70., which requires

every person, who shall deal in to-

bacco, first to take out a licence

under a penalty. Johnson v. Hudson,
E.49G.3. Page 180

4. An attorney not having delivered any
bill to his client before action brought,
but having delivered a bill of particu-
lars of bis demand under a judge's
order after action brought, is entitled

to recover items of charge for money
paid for his client's use, having no

reference to his business of an attor-

ney ; although other items in the bill

of particulars might be taxable, and
within the provision of stat. 2 Geo. 2.

c. 23. *. 23. requiring a bill to be de-

livered a month before the action

brought. Mozcbray, One, fyc. v. Flem-

ing, T 49 G. 3. 285
5. The stat. 17 G. 3. c. 42. which re-

quires bricks for sale to be of certain

dimensions, and gives a penalty for

the breach of that regulation, being

passed to protect the buyer against
the fraud of the seller; if bricks be

sold and delivered under the sta-

tutable size, unknown to the buyer,
the seller cannot recover the value of

them. Law v. Hodson, T. 49 G. 3.

300
6. A contract by the owner of a close

cropped with potatoes made on the

2 1st of November, to sell to the defen-

dant the potatoes at so much a sack ;

the defendant to get them out of the

ground immediately ; is not a con-

tract for any interest in land within

the 4th section of the statute of

frauds, but the same as if the pota-
toes which had done growing and
wore to be taken up immediately,
had been sold in a warehouse, from

whence they were to be removed by
the defendant. Parker v. Staniland,

T. 49 G. 3. 362
7- The sole registered owner of a ship

gave orders fur materials to be fur-

nished and work to be done for the

repairs of it ; but before all the arti-

cles were delivered on board he con-

veyed the vessel, with all its furni-

ture, to another by a bill of gale,

which was duly registered : held that

the vendee was not liable for any of

the goods furnished before the legal
title was conveyed to him and regis-

tered in the manner prescribed by
the registry acts ; whatever equitable

agreement might have existed before

between him and the vendor for the

conveyance of the whole or a share

of the ship, which was unknown to

the tradesman : nor was the vendee

even liable for any of the goods de-

livered on board after the sale to him,

by virtue of the previous orders of the

vendor, to whom the credit was per-

sonally given : but the vendee was
held liable for articles which were or-

dered by the captain for the use of

the ship after the legal title was trans-

ferred to him. Trewhdla r. Rove, T.

49 G. 3. Page 435

ATTORNEY.

\u attorney, not having delivered

any bill to his client before action

brought, but having delivered a bill

of particulars of his demand under

a judge's order after action brought,
is entitled to recover items of charge
for money paid for his client's use,

having no reference to his business of

an attorney ; although other items

in the bill of particulars might be

taxable, and within the provision of

the stat. 2 G. 2. c. 23. *. 23., requir-

ing a bill to be delivered a month
before the action brought. 3/o-

bray, One, $c. v. Fleming, T. 49 G. 3.

285

AUGMENTED CURACY.

Proof of a curacy augmented is made

by shewing an order for the aug-
mentation of it, entered in a book

and signed by the governors of

Queen Annes bounty, according to

stat. 1 G. I. st. 2.0. 10. s. 20.; without

going on to prove that the money
was afterwards laid out in land,

and allotted by deed under the cor-

poration
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poration seal of the governors to be

annexed to the curacy, and that

such deed was enrolled within six

months after its execution, accord-

ing to that statute, s< 21. and 9 G. 2.

c. 36. Doe, Lessee
of'Graham, v. Scott,

M.&OG.3. Page 478

AWARD.

1. Debt on bond, which was condi-

tioned to perform an award ; plea,

no award ; replication, setting out

an award ; rejoinder, stating the

whole award ; (in which were recited

the bonds of submission, whereby it

appeared that the award was not

warranted by the submission :) and

then demurring. Held that the re-

joinder was not inconsistent with,

nor a departure from, the plea.

Fisher v. Pimbley, E. 49 G. 3. 1 88

2. Under a submission of all matters

in difference between A. and B., an

award on matters in difference be-

tween A. and B. C. and D. jointly ;

directing A. to pay B. a certain-

sum, as a compensation for coals

gotten by A. belonging to B. or to

B, and others; and directing B. to

give A. a bond to indemnify him

against the claims of C. and D.; is

bad. ibid.

3. After the time was out for moving
to set aside an award, made a rule of

court, the Court granted an attach-

ment for non-performance of it, and

would not drive the plaintiff to his

action on the submission bond, on

an affidavit disclosing that the ar-

bitrators, after having appointed one

umpire who refused to act, ap-

pointed another who accepted the

authority ; but that the defendant

afterwards, and before the umpire
had proceeded, having objected to

his appointment, because of partia-

lity, the arbitrators acceded to tiie

objection, and each proposed an-

other, but could not agree on Un-

person to be substituted, and did not

in fact substitute any oilier, though
the respective attornies agreed on a

BANKRUPT.

third person ; in consequence of

which the umpire objected to was
called on by the plaintiffs attorney
to proceed, and made his award
within time. Oliver v. Callings, T.

49 G. 3". Page 367

BAIL.

See SCIRE FACIAS.

1. Where a writ of error is allowed

before the expiration of the time

permitted to the bail to render their

principal, the bail are entitled to

stay the proceedings against them

pending the writ of error, on the

terms of undertaking to pay the da-

mages recovered, or to surrender

the defendant within four days of

the determination of the writ, if de-

termined in favour of the original

plaintiff. Sprang v. Monprivat, T.

49C.3. 31 6
2. If bail to the sheriff be put in

above and exception taken before

an assignment of the bail bond, they
are bound to justify notwithstanding
such assignment Hill v. Jones, T.

49 G. 3. 321

BANKRUPT.

1. The assignees of a bankrupt are

entitled to recover back money paid

by the bankrupt to the defendant

after a. secret act of bankruptcy com-
mitted by the bankrupt, (though
before the date of the commission,)
which money the defendant had be-

fore recovered by judgment against
the bankrupt in an action on a pro-

missory note, reserving interest half-

yearly, given for the balance of an
account consisting, amongst other

articles, of money lent by the defend-

ant to the bankrupt ; such note not

being given /// the usual and ordinary
course of trade and dealing, so as to

be protected by the stat. 19 G. 2.

c. 30. even supposing a promissory
note to be within that statute, which

only mentions bills of exchange.
liar-
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Ilamood, $c. Assignees of Odcll,

Bankrupt, v. Loinas, E. 49 G. I

Page 12

2. Where the act of delivering good

by a trader, to secure the defendan

who was under acceptances for hin

payable at a future day, was clearly
not voluntary on the trader's part
but made in consequence of the ur

gtncy of the defendant, (evidencet

by the proposal for giving such se

curity originating with him,) it i:

immaterial to consider whether the

trader had his bankruptcy in con

temptation at the time. Nor wil

the transaction, being bond fide am
not colourable, be impeached by
the secrecy with which the deliver)'

was made by the trader, in order to

save his own credit in the vie\v

of the world. Crosby, $c. Axsignee-

of* Boucher, a Bankrupt, v. Crouch, E
49 G. 3. 256

3. A fanner and grazier, exercising
also the business of a drover by buy-

ing and selling cattle from time to

time beyond the occasions of his

farms, is exempted from the opera-
tion of the bankrupt laws bv stat.

5 G. 2. c. 30. s. 40. And the pur-
chase of hay for the support of his

cattle, and the sale of part of it

again, because it was more than was

required fur their consumption, will

not make him a trader. Bolton v.

Aoiurfy, T. 49 G. 3. 274

BASTARDS.
See MARRIAGE, r.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE, &c.

I. A broker agrees with the defend-

ants to. get their bills discounted, and

that he shall retain out of the money
so raised the exorbitant brokerage
of 10s. per cent., but the broker was
not to abvance the money himself,
nor was his name on the bills : held

that a bill accepted by the defend-

ants, and negotiated by the bro-

ker, upon these terms, could not be

avoided in the hands of an innocent

VOL. XI.

indorsee, as lor an usurious consi-

deration within the stat. 12 Ann.

c. 16. Dagaall v. Wigley, E. 49 G. 3.

Page 43

'2. A promissory note for the amount
of the fair expences of the prosecu-

tion, agreed to be given at the re-

commendation of the Court of Quar-
ter Sessions by a defendant who
stood convicted before them of a

misdemeanor in ill treating his pa-
rish apprentice ; for which the parish
officers had been bound over by re-

cognizance to prosecute him under

the stat. 32 G. 3. c. 5?.; and the giv-

ing of which security was considered

by the Court in abatement of the

period of imprisonment to which he

would otherwise have been sen-

tenced
; is legal, and may be enforced

by action. Beclcy v. IVingfield, E.

4.9 G. 3. 4(>

3. Though the indorsers of a bill of

exchange had full knowledge of the

bankruptcy of the drawer, and of

the insolvency of the acceptor, be-

fore and at the time when the bill

became due; and within a day af-

ter notice might -(hut for a mistake

of the holders) in due course have

reached them from the holders, com-

municating such their knowledge to

the bankers in Liverpool, with whom
they had before discounted the bill,

and who had transmitted it to the

holders in 'Lotidon ; yet that did not

dispense witli such holders giving
notice of the dishonour in due time

to the indorsers, Esduile v. Sowerbt/,
/C. 49 G. 3. 1 14

4. The assignees of a bankrupt arc

entitled to recover back money paid

by the bankrupt to the defendant

after a secret act of bankruptcy
committed by the bankrupt, (though
before the date of the commission,)
which money the defendant had be-

fore recovered by judgment against
the bankrupt in an action on a pro-

missory note, reserving interest hali-

yearly, given for the balance of an
account consisting, amongst other

articles, of iiiumy l^iit by the defend-

I- I ant
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ant to the bankrupt ; such note not

being given in the usual and ordinary
course of trade and dealing, so as to be

protected by the stat. 19 G. 2. c. 32.

even supposing a promissory note to

be within that statute, which only
mentions bills of exchange, Norwood,
8fC. Assigness of Odell, a Bankrupt, v.

Lomas, E. 4-9 G. 3. Page 127
5. A verdict having passed for the de-

fendants in an action to recover the

amount of the re-exchange upon the

dishonour of a bill drawn from Lon-

don on Lisbon, upon evidence that

the enemy were in possession of Por-

tugal when the bill became due, and

Lisbon was then blockaded by a
British squandron, and there was in

fact no direct exchange between

Lisbon and London, though bills had

in some few instances been nego-
tiated between them through Ham-

burgh and America about that period;
the Court refused to grant a new

trial, on the presumption that the

jury had found their verdict upon
the fact that no re-exchange was

proved to their satisfaction to have

existed between Lisbon and London
at the time; the question having
been properly left to them to allow

damages in the name of re-exchange,
if the plaintiff, who had indorsed

the dishonoured bill to the holder,
had either paid or were liable to pay
re-exchange ; and saving the ques-
tion of law, whether any exchange or

re-exchange could be allowed be-

tween this and an enemy's country.
De Tastet v. Earing, E. 4$ G. 3. 265

BRICKS.

The stat. 17 G. 3. c. 42., which re-

quires bricks for sale to be of certain

dimensions, and gives a penalty for

the breach of that regulation, being

passed to protect the buyer against
the fraud of the seller ; if bricks be

sold and delivered under the bta-

tutable size, unknown to the buyer-
the seller cannot recover the value

of them. Law v. Hodgson, T. 49 G. 3.

300

BROKER.
1. Goods sold by a broker for a princi-

pal not named, upon the terms, as

specified in the usual bought and sold

notes, (delivered over to the respec-
tive parties by the broker,) of "

pay-
ment in one month, money" may be

paid for by the buyer to the broker

within the month, and that by a bill

of exchange accepted by the buyer
and discounted by him within the

month, though having to run a longer
time before it was due. But where
the buyer was also indebted to the

same broker for another parcel of

goods, the property of a different

person, and he made a payment to

the broker, generally, which was

larger than the amount of either

demand, but less than the two toge-

ther; and afterwards the broker

stopped payment ; such payment to>

the broker ought to be equitably

apportioned as between the several

owners of the goods sold, who are

only respectively entitled to recover

the difference from the buyer, Favenc

v. Bennett, E. 49 G. 3. Page 36
2. A broker agrees with the defend-

ants to get their bills discounted, and
that he shall retain out of the money
so raised the exorbitant brokerage of

10s. per cent.; but the broker Avas

not to advance the money himself,
nor was his name on the bills : held

that a bill accepted by the defend-

ants, and negotiated by the broker,

upon these terms, could not be avoid-

ed in the hands of an innocent in-

dorsee, as for an usurious considera-

tion within the stat. 12 Ann. c. 16.

Dagnall v. Wigley, E. 49 G. 3. 43

BURNING WOODS.
An action on the case lies upon the

stat. 6 G. i. c. 16. s. i. by the party

grieved, to recover damages against
the inhabitants of the adjoining town-

ship for trees, coppice, and under-

wood, unlawfully and feloniously burnt

by persons unknown ; though the

clause directs the party grieved to

recover
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recover the damages in the same man
tier and form as given by the stat

13 Ed. 1. st. 1. c. 46. "
for dikes ant

hedges overthrown by persons in th

night ;" upon which the usual course

of proceeding has been by the writ o

noctanter. Thornhill v. The Township

of Huddersficld, T. 49 G. 3. Page 349

CANAL COMPANY.

Where by statute a canal company wer

empowered to take such rates as

should be fixed at a general assembly
of the proprietors, not exceeding Id
&c. per ton per mile, upon coal ; ant

they were also empowered to reduce

the rates at a general assembly helc

on certain notice; but no reduction

was to be made without the consent
of the major part in value of the pro-

prietors ; a contract made by indivi-

duals with the company, but not at

such general meeting, whereby, in

consideration that those individuals

would make a navigable cut to con-

vey water from their collieries, through
land not within the statutable line of

the canal, into the canal, and convey
the same to the company, the latter

should permit them to carry their

coals through the cut and along the

canal for Is. per ton, the company
payimg back 6'd. per ton, is illegal and
void ; 1st, As a speculation by which
the company might gain more or less

than the legislature intended they
should take under similar circum-
stances from the public in general.

2dly, As extending in effect the

power of the company to purchase
lands beyond the limits assigned by
the act. 3dly, As enabling them to

raise more capital than they were en-

titled by the act to do, by means of

paying for land or works by a total

or partial sale of their tolls
; which

tolls are made a security for the

money subscribed or taken upon
mortgage. 4tbly, Because the tolls

could in no instance be reduced but
at a general assembly, c. and this

in fact operates as a reduction of the

tolls pro tanto. Also Quaere, Sthly,
Whether such a contract be not void,

as diminishing the inducement (by

favouring individuals, to a general
reduction of the tolls, when proper,
for the benefit of the public. Lees

and Others v. The Company of Pro-

prietors ofthe Canal Navigation from
Manchester to Ashton-under-Line and

Oldham, M. 50 G. 3. Page 645

CERTIFICATE of the Speaker of the

House of Commons, as to Costs of
Election Committee.

See COSTS, 2.

COMPOUNDING DEBTS.
See DEBTOR AND CREDITOR.

CONDITION.
Under a devise of a mansion and family

estate to several successively for life

and in tail ; with a proviso that what-
soever person should, by virtue of
the will, become possessed of or CH-

titled to the estate should, from the

time he became so possessed, take

upon himself the surname of Thel-

wall, and make the mansion his usual

and common place of abode and resi-

dence : held that a tenant in tail in

remainder succeeding to the posses-

sion, who had also become heir at

law to the testator, since his death,
not being found to have had notice

of the will of her ancestor containing
such condition, her title could not
be impeached by the remainder-
man over, who brought ejectment
after her death against her husband,

by whom she had issue which died

before her: she having also in fact

suffered a recovery about four months
after she came of age, within which

period it was contended that she

ought to have complied with the
condition of residence to enable her
to make a good tenant to the praecipp'
Doe, d. Kenrick and Others, v. Lord
Wm. Beauclerk, M. 50 G. S. 657

L 2 CON-
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CONDITION PRECEDENT.
See FREIGHT, 4.

CONSPIRACY.
See NEW TIUAL, i.

CONSTABLE.
See CORPORATION, 3.

CONUZANCE.
Claim of conuzance made by the vice-

chancellor of the university of Ox-

ford, in the vacancy of the office of

chancellor by death, on behalf of

the university, allowed in a plea of

trespass. Williams v. Brickcnden, M.
bOG.3. Page 543

j

CONVEYANCE.
See EXECUTORS. '2.

COPYHOLD.

1. Where copyholder for life cut trees,

though none were applied to the

repair of the premises till several

months after, and after ejectment

brought as for a forfeiture, and most

of them still remained unapplied,
but parts of the premises were still

out of repair; it is a question for the

jury whether they were cut bona fide

for the purpose of repair, and were

in a course of application for that

purpose : and there being no evidence

that they were to be applied to any
other purpose, the Court refused to

set aside a verdict for the defendant,

Doc, Lessee of Foley, v. JWilson, E.

49 G. 3. 50'

2. An inclosurc made from the waste

12 or 13 years before, and seen by
the steward of the same lord from

time to lime, without objection made,

may be presumed by the jury to

lia\e been made by licence of the

lord; and ejectment cannot be brought

against the tenant as a trespasser,

without previous notice to throw it

up. ibid.

, A copyholder surrenders "
his copy-

hold cottage, with a croft adjoining,"
and a common riht, &c. belon<nn<*"

' O 5

to the same
;

"
all which premises (as

the surrender describes it) were theit

in his own possession :" and on the

same day he devises "
all his copy-

hold cottage and premises' then in his

own possession." In fact the croft,
between which and the cottage and

garden there was only a gooseberry
hedge, was in the actual occupation
of a tenant at the time. Yet held,
that the whole passed under the de-

scription of "
all his copyhold cottage

and premises ;" the words,
"

then, in

his own possession," being merely a
mistaken description, following the

mistake of the surrender, which men-
tions the croft with the rest as then

being in his possession. Goodrigltt,
Lessee of Lamb, v. Pears. E. 49 G. 3.

Page 58
. Devises of contingent remainders in

a copyhold, not being in the seisin,

cannot make a surrender of their in-

terest
;
nor will such a surrender ope-

rate by estoppel against the parties
or their heirs. Doe, Lessee of Black-

sell and Qthers, \.Tomkins, E. 49 G. 3.

185
. A surrender out of court to the use

of his will, made by the surrenderee

of a copyhold before his admittance,
is absolutely void and of no effect,

and oannot be made good by his sub-

sequent admittances. Due, Lessee of

Toficld, v. ToJieM, E. 49 G. 3. 24(>

, The enfranchisement of a copyhold

may, upon proper evidence, be pre-
sumed even against the crown. And
where a surrender had been made to

churchwardens and their successors

in lo'So', without naming any rent;
but in 1(>49 the parliamentary survey

charged the churchwardens with 6V/.

rent, under the head of "free/told
rents ;" and there was no evidence of

any different rent having been paid
since that time, and receipts had

been given for it, as for a freehold

rent, by the steward of the manor :

lii-ld that this was evidence to be sub-

mitted
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mitted to a jury, on which they might

presume a grant of enfranchisement,

although the manor had continued

out in lease from before lfJ36 to 1804;
and though a tablet of parochial be-

nefactions, at least as old as 1656,
which was suspended in the parish

church, noticed the gift of the copy-
hold by surrender, but did not notice

any enfranchisement of it. Roe, Les-

see of Johnson, v. Ireland, T. 49 G..3.

Page 280

COPYRIGHT.
.

An action is maintainable on the stat.

8 An.c. 19., for pirating a single sheet

of music, dementi v. Goulding, E.

49 244

CORONER.
A mandamus to the justices in sessions,

to allow an item of charge in the cor

roner's account refused
; because the

justices were of opinion, under the

circumstances, that there was no

ground to suppose that the deceased
had died any other than a natural,

though a sudden death ; and there-

fore that the inquisition had not been

duly taken ; and this Court seeing no
reason for interfering with that judg-
ment. The King v. The. Justices of

Kent, E. 49 G. 3. 229

CORPORATION.
1. Assuming that under the stat. 11 (3.1.

c. 4. an election began at a corporate

meeting, whereat the mayor presided,

may be completed, in case of his ab-

senting himself pending the proceed-

ings, under the presidency of the next

in place and order to him ; yet where
a question arose upon the right of a

voter, on which the mayor as pre-

siding officer decided by rejecting the

vote; and thereupon, the remaining
votes being equal, he declared the

same, and that no (lection could be

made
;

and thereupon ordered the

meetnii; to be dissolved ; and no ob-

jection was made at the time, nor anv

notice given to the electors present

that any of them intended to proceed
in the election notwithstanding the

decision (which turned out to be

erroneous) ; but after suffering the

mayor and many of the freemen to

depart, without notice, the rest who
remained together proceeded to com-

plete the .election; held that such

election was void even under the sta-

tute, as a surprize and fraud on the

other electors. The King v. Gaborian,

E. 49G.3. Page 77

2. The mayor having summoned the

corporation to meet and elect a new

mayor on the usual day, a majority,
when met, cannot, against the con-

sent of the mayor, nor, (as it seems,

without the unanimous consent of the

whole body,) proceed to any other

business, such as that of filling up
vacancies in the common council ;

there being no certain day fixed for

this purpose ; though the general cus-

tom had been to fill up all vacant

offices on the day of electing the new

mayor.
' MachelL v. Nevinson, E. 10

G. 1. MS. cited. 84

3. A high constable may be appointed,
and a rate in the nature of a county
rate levied, for a town corporate

having an exclusive commission of

the peace, though not a county in

itself, by virtue of the stat. 13 G.2.
c. 18.; though no such officer had

been appointed or such rate levied

before ; the corporation having de-

frayed the expences out of their own
funds. And in an action of trespass
for distraining goods in satisfaction of

such rate the Court would not in-

quire into the necessity of making
such a rate, nor as to the application
of the corporate funds for the same

purpose, ll'catherhcad v. Drcvry, E.

49 G. 3.
.

16'8

4. Where a prescriptive ecclesiastical

corporation of vicars choral of the

cathedral of Chkhcstcr had, besides

other estates in common, four vica-

rial houses with their appurtenances
which had ahvavs been appropriated
to the several u>e- and residence ot

L :> the
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the four vicars ; and by ancient cus-

tom upon every vacancy the vicars,

according to seniority, made their

option of taking in several ty any one

of such vicarial houses, with the ap-

purtenances; of which option an entry
was made in the corporation-act book

and signed by the vicars : held that

a new vicar having made an option,
which was entered in the act-book

and signed by all, to take one of the

vicarial houses, with certain appurte-

nances, then in the possession of J. S.;

which were not all the appurtenances

formerly annexed to and enjoyed with

the same house by his predecessors
therein ; could not maintain an eject-

ment for the other appurtenances,
such as part of the ancient garden
which had been leased off by the cor-

poration before his appointment. For

supposing him entitled to make an op-
tion of the entirepremises, and to have

it entered in the act-book, as against
the corporation ; yet no such option

having been made and entered in the

book, according to the custom, he

had no separate legal title to the pre-
mises in question, on which he could

maintain an ejectment. Goodtitle,

Lessee of Miller, Clerk, v. Wihon, T.

49 G. 3. Page 334

COSTS.

}. The plaintiff, in trespass for breaking
his close, who recovers less than 40*.

is not entitled to costs of increase

merely because a view was granted
before trial, though upon the appli-
cation of the defendant. Flint v.Uilf,

E.49G.8. 184
2. Where an election committee had,

under the stat. 28 G. 3. c. 52., re-

ported to the House of Commons,
that two several petitions against the

return of members to serve in parlia-
ment for East Grimstead were fri-

volous and vexatious; whereupon the

then Speaker, on application of the

parties grieved, had referred the

costs to be taxed on both petitions

jointly, and had first granted a certi-

ficate of the amount of such joint
taxation, and afterwards another

amended certificate, referring to the

former, and apportioning how much
of the costs were incurred in oppos-
ing each petition separately, and how
ranch jointly : held that both these

certificates being invalid, by reason

that the act only authorizes the costs

to be taxed separately on each dis-

tinct petition, a new and valid certi-

ficate, ascertaining the separate costs

incurred on each petition, might be

granted by the Speaker of a new

parliament; the act mentioning the

Speaker generally. Strachey, Bart. v.

Turley, E. 49 G. 3. Page 194
3. Trespass for breaking and entering

the plaintiff's free fishery in A., and
also in B., and also in A. and E.\

plea, 1. Not guilty. 2. That the said

free fisheries were parcel of a navi-

gable harbour, c. common to all

the king's subjects. Replication, pre

scribing for a free fishery in the said

place in right of the plaintiff's manor.

Rejoinder, taking issue on such pre-

scription. Held that on verdict for

the plaintiff on the general issue, and
for the defendant on the prescrip-
tion ; the latter going to the whole

declaration, the plaintiff is not enti^

tied to costs. Vivian v. Blake, E .

49 G. 3. 26'3

4. After judgment by default in debt
on bond to secure an annuity payable

quarterly ; and scire facias thereon,

suggesting a breach in non-payment
of a quarter, and damages assessed

to that amount on the stat. 8 & 9 W.
3. c, 11.; held that the plaintiff was cn-

titled to his costs on the 8th section,
which directs a stay of proceedings
on payment offuture damages, costst

and charges, toties quoties ; though
the 3d section only gives costs in scire

facias after plea or demurrer. Brooke
v. Booth, T. 49 G. 3. 387

COUNTY RATE.

6'ctfIlATE/br Town corporate.

COVE-
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COVENANT.

1. A distinct covenant in a lease, where-

by the tenant bound himself to pay
the property tax, and all other taxes

imposed on the premises, or on the

landlord in respect thereof, though
void and illegal by the stat. 46 G. 3.

c. 65. s. 115. will not avoid a separate

covenant in the lease for payment of

rent clear of all parliamentary taxes,

&c. generally ; for such general words

will be understood of such taxes as

the tenant might lawfully engage to

defray. Gaskell v. King, E. 49 G. 3.

Page 165

2. Releasors covenanted that, for and

notwithstanding any act, S)-c. by them,

or any or either of them done to the

contrary, they had good title to con-

vey certain lands in fee ; and also

that they or some or one of them,

for and notwithstanding any such mat-

ter or thing as aforesaid, had good

right and full power to grant, &c.;

and likewise that the rcleasee should

peaceably and quietly enter, hold, and

enjoy the premises granted, -without

the lawful let or disturbance of the re-

leasors or their keirs or assigns, or for
or by any other person or persons what-

soever ; and that the releasee should

be kept harmless and indemnified by
the rcleasors and their heirs against
all other titles, charges, &c. sate and

except the chief rent issuing and pay-
able out of the premises to the lord

of the fee. Held that the generality

of the covenant for quiet enjoyment

against the releasors and their heirs,

and any other person or persona what-

soever, was not restrained by the

qualified covenants for good title and

right to convey for and notwithstand-

ing any act don* by the rcleasors to the

contrary.
But if the covenant for quiet enjoy-

ment were to be restrained to the acts

of the releasors by any qualifying

context, then the declaration in co-

venant, stating it by itself in its own
absolute terms, without such quali-

fying context belonging to it, seems

CUSTOM. 699

to be an untrue statement of the deed

in substance and effect, which the de-

fendant may take advantage of on the

general issue of non est factum, as a

variance and ground of nonsuit or ofa

verdict for him. Ho-well v. Richards,

M. 50 G. 3. Page 633

COVERTURE.

See HUSBAND AND WIFE, 2.

CURACY.

See AUGMENTED CURACY.

CUSTOM.

Where a prescriptive ecclesiastical cor-

poration of vicars choral of the ca-

thedral of Chichester had, besides

other estates in common, four vi-

carial houses with their appurte-
nances, which had always been ap-

propriated to the several use and re-

sidence of the four vicars ; and, by
ancient custom, upon every vacancy
the vicars according to seniority made
their option of taking in severally

any one of such vicarial houses with

the appurtenances ; of which option
an entry was made in the corporation
act book and signed by the vicars:

held that a new vicar, having made
an option, which was entered in the

act book and signed by all, to take

one of the vicarial houses, with cer-

tain appurtenances, then in the pos-
session of /. S., which were not all

the appurtenances formerly annexed
to and enjoyed with the same house

by his predecessors therein ; could

not maintain an ejectment for the

other appurtenances, such as part of

the ancient garden which had been

leased off by the corporation before

his appointment. For supposing him
entitled to make an option of the

entire premises, and to have it entered

in the act book, as against the cor-

poration ; yet no such option having
been made and entered in the book,

according to the custom, he had no

separate legal title to the premises in

L -i question,
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question, on which he could maintain
an ejectment. Goodtitlc, Lessee of
Miller, Clerk, v. Wilson, T.49G.3.

Page 334

CUSTOM-HOUSE CAPTURE.
Sec PRIZE, 1.

DEALER IN TOBACCO.
See ASSUMTSIT, 3.

DEBT.
Sec PLEADING, 2.

DEBTOR AND CREDITOR.

Where a debtor entered into an agree-
ment with his creditors, whereby they

agreed to receive 20. per cent, in

satisfaction of their several demands,
and released the remainder, in con-

sideration that half of the composi-
tion should be secured by the ac-

ceptances of a certain person (also

a creditor,) which security was ac-

cordingly given and paid when due ;

held that such agreement was bind-

ing on the plaintiff, one of the credi-

tors
; though the agreement were not

under seal
;
and though he were the

last who signed it, and it did not ap-

pear that he had actively induced any
of the other creditors or the surety

to sign it. And that the plaintiff's

suing the debtor, after having re-

ceived the composition, was a fraud

upon the surety and the other cre-

ditors. Steitiwftn v. J\I(igints, 7'.

4.9 G. 3. 390

DEVISE.
1. One having power to appoint lands

by will amongst children ;
and having

other kinds; by his will (not referring
to the power)' gives legacies to his

several children ; and then devises all

the rest, residue, and remainder of his

lands, &c. and personal estate, after

pai/nient of his debts, legacies, andfu-
neral cxpenccs, to his eldest son : held

that the power was not thereby exe-

cuted. Doe, Lessee of Helling,'; and

IHf'c, \\Rirri, E. 49 G.3. -!.</

2. A copyholder surrenders
"

his co-

pyhold cottage, with a croft adjoin-

ing? and a common right, &c. be-

longing to the same :
"

all which

premises (as the surrender describes

it) were then in his own possession :"

and on the same day he devises
"

all

his copyhold cottage and premises then

in his own possession." In fact the

croft, between which and the cottage
and garden there was only a goose-

berry hedge, was in the actual oc-

cupation of a tenant at the time.

Yet held that the whole passed under

the description of" all his copyhold

cottage and premises ;" the words
" then in his own possession' being

merely a mistaken description fol-

lowing the mistake of the surrender,

which mentions the croft, with the

rest, as then being in his possession.

Goodright, Lessee of Lamb, v. Pears,

E.49G.3. Page 58

3. Two being seized of undivided

moieties, as tenants in common, in

fee, quaere whether a devise by the

one of his half part to the other will

carry the fee ? But at any rate the

fee did not pass by a residuary clause,

whereby the testator, after several

pecuniary bequests, ordered the lease

of his house, with his furniture, to

be sold, and all the rent and residue

to be divided amongst other persons ;

and appointed executors : for such

division of the rest and residue must
be intended to be made by the exe-

cutors as such, and therefore con-

fined to personal property. Bibb v.

Penoyre, E. 4.9 G.3. 160

4. After introductory words,
" as touch-

ing" the testator's
"
wordly estate"

,S:c. he devised a cottage house, &c.
to A. and his heirs, and also gave to

!>., whom he made his executrix,
"

all and singular his lands, mes-

suages, and tenements hi/ her freely

to be possessed and enjoyed :" held that

the latter words, being ambiguous,
did not pass the fee against the heir ;

but might mean free of incumbrances,
or clispunishable of waste; and that

the word estate, in the introductory
clause, could not be broughi down

into
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into the latter distinct clause. Good-

Tight, 'Lessee of Drcu-ry, v. Rarron,

E. 49 G. 3. Page 220
5. Real property may pass under the

description of "
personal estates

"
in a

will ;
it being manifest from the whole

of the instrument, a.s by terms of di-

rect reference to that description -in

ulterior dispositions of the same real

property, that such was the devisor's

intention. Doc, Lessee of Tofield, v.

Tofield, E. 40 G. 3. 246
G. Where one devises land to five trus-

tees to sell and apply the money to

certain uses, and afterwards makes

the same persons his executors ; they
do not take the land as executors, but

as devisees in trust and joint tenants.

Denne, Lessee of Boicycr, v. Judge,
T. 49 G. 3. 288

See further EXECUTORS, 2.

7. A devise of all the residue of the

testator's
"
money, stock, property,

" and effects, of what nature or kind
"

soever," to A. and B. "
to be

" divided equally between them,
" share and share alike," will pass
real as well as personal estate, where

from other parts of the will it ap-

peared that the testator had applied
the words property and fff'eets to real

estate. As where he began his will

by stating,
"

as to my money and

effects, I dispose thereof as follows,"

(Sec. : and then proceeded to dispose
of parts of his real estate. And

again, having lands interlying with

another's lands, he directed the pur-
chase of the latter, if offered for sale,

to be added to his other adjoining pro-

perty. Doc, Lessee of Andrea, \.

Lainchbiiri/, T. 49 G. 3. 290
8. A remote reversion of a settled

estate will pass by the general words

of a residuary clause in a will, by
which the testator, having before

devised certain other real estates in

strict settlement, and given annuities

for life to .-/., />'., and C. ; which an-

nuities he charged upon
"

all and

singular his manors, lands, tene-

ments, and hereditaments, occ. iv>t

before, disposed of;" doused "all

and singular his said manors, lands,

&c. and other his real estate so

charged with and suf/ject to the said

three several annuities as aforesaid;

although one of the annuitants had
a prior life estate in the property,
the reversion of which was in the

testator. For general words in a re-

siduary clause will carry every estate

or interest which is not expressly or

by necessary implication excluded
from its operation ; and no intention

of the testator to exclude the rever-

sion is necessarily -to be implied from

the circumstance, that the charge of

one of the annuities could not at-

tach upon this reversion, as the other

two might; and the clause will be

construed rcddcndo singula singulis.

Doe, Lessee of Earl and Countess

C'holmondcley, v. Jf'eathcrby, T. 49 G.3.

Page 322

9. Under a devise of land to a trustee

and his heirs, out of the rents and

profits to pay an annuity to the tes-

tator's wife, and the overplus to his

nephews; and after his wife's death,
to the use of his nephews and the

survivor for their lives: remainder

to the use of the trustee to preserve

contingent uses and estates, &c. dur-

ing their lives ; and after their de-

ceases in trust for the heirs male of

the body and bodies of the nephews ;

and in default of such issue, then to

the itsc of another in fee : held that

the limitation in trust for the heirs

male of the body and bodies of the

nephews was executed by the statute,

and therefore united with the prior
use executed in them for life; and
that a recovery suffered of the whole

estate by the survivor of the nephews
after the death of the other nephew
without issue, and after the death of

his own issue, bound the entail, and

defeated the subsequent limitation in

fee. Doc, Lessee of Terry, \~. Collier,

T. 19 G. 3. 377
10. Upon a devise to the testator's

wife of all his wines, tVc. for house-

keeping, in addition to the settlement

he hud made her upon his copyhold

estate;
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estate ; and to his niece M. the rents

and profits of his neAr inclosed free-
hold cow pasture close in North Col-

lingham, during the life of his wife ;

and to two nephews all his personal

estate, to be divided between certaiTi

nephews and nieces, and their sons

and daughters : and after the decease

of his wife, he devised to the same
two nephews all his furniture, plate,
&c. and "

all his COPYHOLD estates

in North and South Collingham," and
all other his personal estate, to sell

and divide amongst his nephews and

nieces, &c. inclading T. B., who,
he declared, should be an equal
sharer in this division of his real and

personal estate : held that extrinsic

evidence could not be given, that

the settlement en his wife included

a certain freehold close, mistakenly
there enumerated as one of several

eopykvld closes settled, and which
was in fact intermingled with the

copyholds, (as were also some other

freehold closes, the bounds of which
were no longer distinguishable from
the copyhold, and all of which free-

holds were included in the settle-

ment ;) for the purpose of shewing
that by the devise of "

all his copy-
hold estates in North and South Col-

lingham," after his wife's decease,
in trust to be divided, &c. the free-
hold close in question passed ; as

meant to include all his real estate

in settlement upon his wife, and which

settlement was referred to in the first

devise to the wife.

And as the settlement which was
thus referred to in the former part
of the will was not evidence for that

purpose, so neither were other in-

struments and papers, not referred

to, admissible for the same purpose;
such as, 1. A bond of the same date

with the settlement, and in aid of

it, speaking only of copyhold to be

settled
; 2. The rough draught of the

settlement altered by the testator;

3. A book indorsed "
Collingham

estate survey," kept with the muni-

ments of his property, and including

the freehold in question, without dis-

tinguishing it from the copyhold
closes ; and, 5. A rental kept in the

same place, on which was indorsed

by the testator, that "
all the rents

" of the copyhold lands in North and
" South Collingham, &c. were settled
" on his wife for life."

For there is no ambiguity on the

face of the will ; the testator having
copyhold estates in North and South

Collingham to answer the description
in it : nor is there any reference from
the devise in question to the settle-

ment, but by connecting it with the

antecedent devise to the wife ; and
there is no such necessary connexion.

Nor does it follow that the testator

meant to devise the same premises
under the name of copyhold to the

trustees as were settled on his wife ;

or that he was under the same mis-

take, that the close in question was

copyhold, when he made his will, as

when he made the settlement or in-

dorsed his rental : and therefore there

is nothing appearing on the will

to warrant a construction of the

word copyhold so contrary to its or-

dinary acceptation as to include the

freehold in question. Doe, Lessee of
Brown v. Brown, T. 49 G. 3. Page 441

11. One, after devising certain lands

to trustees and their heirs, to pay
debts in aid of the personal estate,

devised the surplus, and all his other

lands, &c. to his 1st, 2d, 3d, and
other sons, successively, for life ; with

successive remainders to trustees and
their heirs, to preserve subsequent
estates during the lives of the several

tenants for life ; with several re-

mainders successively to the first and

other sons of the bodies of the testa-

tor's several sons in tail male ; with

like remainders to his daughter S. for

life, to trustees, &c. and to her first

and other sons, successively, in tail

mule: with a proviso, that each of

the testator's sons, as he came into

possession, might from time to time

grant or appoint all or any part of the

tends whereof he bhould be so seised

and
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and possessed to trustees, on trust by
the rents and profits to pay a jointure
to any wife, &c. for the term of each

such wife's natural life only. There
were also powers by deed to charge
the lands with portions for daughters
and younger children, and to lease

for 2 1 years.
The eldest son, having married, by

deed, reciting the will and power,
conveyed certain of the lands to

trustees and their heirs, on trust by
the rents and profits to raise and

pay a jointure to his wife during her

natural
life only; and charged the

lands with portions for younger chil-

dren, if any ;
which deed also con-

tained a covenant for quiet enjoy-
ment during the wife's life: held that

by such deed the trustees took a fee.

WyUham v. Wykham, M. 50 G. 3.

Page 458

12. A devise to the testator's wife, of

"all his property both personal and

real for ever," passes the fee in the

real estate: and the devisor's intent

to use the words in a more restricted

sense is not shewn by a subsequent
clause of the will, whereby, after
her decease, he gave an additional

annuity to a person to whom he had
before given a smaller annuity pre-

ceding the devise to the wife. Doc,
Lessee of the Baroness Lady Dacrc,
v. Roper, M. 50 G. 3. 518

13. Under a devise to A. for life; re-

mainder to trustees to preserve con-

tingent remainders ;* remainder to the

first and other sons of A. successively
in tail male

;
with like remainders to

B. and his sons ; with remainder to

the right heirs male of A. for ercr ;

these last words are words of limita-

tion, and not of purchase, notwith-

standing the prior estates given to

the sons of A. and their issue male,
which arc not of themselves sufficient

to indicate an intention in the testa-

tor to use those words differently

from their legal signification ; parti-

cularly as such words might, in cer-

tain events, operate to advance the

general intent of the testator, and

let into the succession some male de-

scendants of A., who might be ex-

cluded from taking under the prior

limitations to his first and other sons

in tail made. And such ultimate

limitation to the heirs male of A., to

whom a precedent estate for life was

given, operating to give him an estate

in tail male in remainder, such de-

vise lapses by hi.s death before the

testator. Doe, Lessee of Albemarle

Earl of Lindsey. v. Colyear, M.
50 G. 3. Page 548

14. A devise of all the rest and residue

of the testator's estate in the manor and

lands of Bantry, &c. not already set-

tled on his eldest son Simon's mar-

riage, (except those parts of it be-

fore devised to his (second) son Ha-

milton,') together with all remainders

and reversions of the said lands set-

tled on the said marriage, to his

eldest son Simon and the heirs of his

body; and for default of issue of

Simon, then he devised his said entire

estate of Bantry to his son Hamilton

in tail, with remainders over; lapses

by the death of Simon in the lifetime

of the testator, and the residue passes
to Hamilton immediately on the death

of the testator, though Simon left issue,

Hamilton White v. Warner, Lessee of
Richard White, M. 22 G. 3. 551

15. A testator devised one of three

estates to trustees and their heirs,

until his nephew Thomas, son of his

brother William, should attain 21 or

die
;
and on his attaining 21, to the

said Thomas for life sans waste ; and

after the determination of that estate,

to the trustees during Thomas's life

to preserve contingent remainders,

&c.; and after the decease of Tho*

mas, to all and every the son and sons

of the body of Thomas, severulhj and

successively, one after another, in pri-

ority of birth, &c. : and/or default of
suca issue, to the trustees until his

nephew John, son of his brother Sa~

muel should attain 21 er die; and

in case John attained 21, then to him

for life, sans waste; and after the

determination of that estate, to the

trustees,
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trustees, daring John's life, to pre-
serve contingent remainders ; and af-

ter bis decease, to all and every the

son and sons of the body of John

severally and successively one after

another, in priority of birth, &c. ;

and ;after the determination of thai

estate, (or, as it stood here in the

limitation of one of the other estates
" and for default of such issue,")
to the trustees, until his nephew S. W.
should attain 21 or die, &c. : and so

repeating all the former limitations

as to S. W. and his sons; and the

like with respect to a fourth nephew,
F. W. and his sons ; concluding and

c?

for default of SUCH issue, to the tes-

tator's brother Joseph for life, sans

Avaste ; and after his death, to his son

Joseph and his heirs. The testator

repeated the same set of limitations

twice more, with respect to two other

estates, only varying the priority of

his four first named nephews in the

disposition of them
; but concluding

after each set of limitations to those

four nephews, with the same devises

to his brother Joseph for life, and to

Joseph's son in. fee.

The nephew Thomas (the heir at

law) and S. W. had issue male after

the testator's death, but none of the

nephews had any son born during the

testa-tor's lifetime. Held that the

four, first mentioned nephews and

their .sons only took estates for life re-

spectively, for want of words of limi-

tation or other tantamount words
;
the

words, "for default of SUCH issue,"

meaning for default of son or sons, &c.
I'ostcr and Others v. Lord E.omnei/,

M. 50 G. 3. Page 594
10'. A devise to S. N., the son of T. .A

7

.,

for life; remainder to trustees, &c.
;

remainder to the first and other sons

of the .bo<!y of S. JY., and the heirs

male of .their respective bodies; and
for default of such i*\ue, to the use of

alland every the (laughters of the body
of S. JV. beguttin or to be begotten ;

and for default of such ixsirc, to the

n_Jit heirs of 7'. A", .for e\er. 7'. JV.

died kaving issue 6. JV. and two

daughters. Held that the daughters
took only estates for their lives,

Denne, Lessee of Briddon, and Mary
his Wife, v. Page, M. 24 G. 3.

Page 603

17. Under a devise of a mansion and fa-

mily estate to several successively for

life and in tail ; with a proviso that

whatever person should, by virtue of

the will become possessed of or enti-

tled to the estate should, from the

time he became so possessed, take

upon himself the surname of Thehtall,
and make the mansion his usual and

common place of abode and residence :

held that a tenant in tail in remainder

succeeding to the possession, who had
also become heir at law to the testa-

tor, since his death, not being found

to have had notice of the will of her

ancestor containing such condition,
her title eould not be impeached by
the remainder-man over, who brought

ejectment after her death against her

husband, by whom she had issue which

died before her : she having also in

fact suffered a recovery about four

months after she came of age, within

which period it was contended that

she ought to have complied with the

condition of residence to enable her

to make a good tenant to the pra>

cipe. Doe, d. Kenrick and Others,

v. Ld. It'm. Beauclerk, M. 50 G. 3.

657
18. A testator devised one estate to his

wife for life, and after her decease to

his daughter Afary and the heirs of
. her body begotten or to be begotten,
as tenants in common, and not as joint
tenants ;

but if such issue should die

before he, she, or they, attained 21,

then to his son Joseph in fee : and

then he devised another estate to his

wife tor life, remainder to his son

Joseph and to the heirs of his body

begotten or to be begotten ; but if

he died without issue, or such issue

all u'ied before he or they attained 21,

then to his daughter Nary and the

heirs of her Ixxli/ begotten or to be

begotten ; such i.-sue, if more than

cue, to take as tenant's in common :

held
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held that the daughter Mary only
took an estate for life in the first

estate, with remainder to all her chil-

dren equally as purchasers. Doc d.

Strong and Others, v. Gojf, J\I.

50 G. 3. Page 668

DISTRESS.

See LANDLORD AND TENANT.
Where one, who entered under a war-

rant of distress for rent in arrear,
continued in possession of the goods
upon the premises for 15 days, during
the four last of which he was remov-

ing the goods, which were afterwards
sold under the distress ; held that at

any rate he was liable in trespass

quare clausum fregit for continuing
on the premises and disturbing the

plaintirt in the possession of his house,
after the time allowed by law. Win-
terbourne v. Morgan, T. 49 G. 3. 395

ECCLESIASTICAL CORPORA-
TION.

Sec CORPORATION, 4.

EFFECTS.

See DEVISK, 7-

EJECTMENT.
1. An inclosure made from the lord's

wyaste by a copyholder 12 or 13 years

before, and seen by the steward of

the same lord from time to time,
without objection made, may be pre-
sumed by the jury to have been made

by licence of the lord
;

and eject-

ment, if so presumed, lies not against
the tenant as a trespasser, without

previous notice to throw it up. Doc,
Lessee of I'uley, v. Jl ilso/i, E. 49 G. 3.

56
2. A lease of lands by deed, since the

new stile, to hold from the feast of 6V.

Michael, must he taken to mean from

AYu- Michaelmas, and cannot besh.-\\n

by extrinsic evidence to refer to a

holding from Old Alichachncs : and a

notice to quit at Old M>c/'iitfI:i/!:.<>,

VOL. XI.

though given half a year before New
Michaelmas, is bad. Doc, Lessee of*

Spicer, v. Lee, T. 49 G'. 3. Page 312
3. Where a prescriptive ecclesiastical

corporation of vicars choral of the

cathedra) of Chichcster had, besides

other estates in common, four vica-

rial houses with their appurtenances,
which had always been appropriated
to the several use and residence of

the four vicars
; and by ancient cus-

tom, upon every vacancy the vicars,

according to seniority, made their

option of taking in severally any one

of such vicarial houses with the ap-

purtenances; of which option an en-

try was made in the corporation-act
book and signed by the vicars : held

that a new vicar, having made an op-
tion, which was entered in the book

and signed by all, to take one of the

vicarial houses, with certain appur-
tenances, then in the possession of

J.S., which were not all the appur-
tenances formerly annexed to and en-

joyed with the same house by his

predecessors therein, could not main-

tain an ejectment for the other ap-

purtenances, such as part of the an-

cient garden which had been leased

off by the corporation before his ap-

pointment. For supposing him en-

titled to make an option of the entire

premises, and to have it entered in the

the act book, as against the corpora-
tion ; yet no such option having been

made and entered in the act book,

according to the custom, he had no

separate legal title to the premises in

question, on which he could main-

tain an ejectment. Goodtitle, lessee

of Miller, Clerk, v. Wilson, T. 49 G. 3.

334
4. Where an old mortgage term of

10OO years, created in 17-7, was re-

cognized in a marriage settlement by
the owner of the inheritance in 1751,

by which a sum was appropriated to

its discharge ;
and no further notice

was taken of it till 18O2, when a

deed, to which the then owner of the

inheritance and the representatives
of the termors were parties, reciting

that
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that the term was still subsisting

conveyed it to others to secure a

mortgage ; held that it could not be

presumed to have been surrenderee

against the owner of the inheritance
who was interested in upholding it

Doe, Lessee of Graham, v. Scott, M
50 G. 3. Page 478

5. A possession of crown land com-

mencing at least 55 years ago by en-

croachment on the crown in the time
of the lessor of the plaintiff's father

maintained by the father till his

death, ip years ago, and afterwards
continued for two years by his wi-

dow, when the defendant obtained
the possession, would be sufficient

evidence for 'the jury to presume a

grant from the crown to the lessor's

father, if the crown were capable ol

making such a grant; in order to

support a demise in ejectment from
the eldest son and heir of such first

possessor, against the defendant who
had no apparent title, and whose

possession was not defended by the

crown, nor found to be by licence
from it.

But it appearing, upon a second

trial, that by the stat. 20 Car. 2. c. 3.

all future grants of land by the crown
in the forest of Dean, within which

s
the land i;i question lay, were avoid-

ed, and consequently no presumption
could be made of a valid grant ; the
lessor of the plaintiff, who can only
recover in ejectment by the strength
of his own title, was held not entitled

to recover even against a stranger,
whose possession, adverse to him,
was not defended by the crown. And
this, notwithstanding a part of the

premises was first held by the lessor's

father 60 years ago : and by the stat.

9 G. 3. c. 16". the suit of the crown is

barred after a continuing adverse pos-
session for 60 years under the origi-
nal trespasser: for from the death
of the father 19 years ago, the pos-
session was adverse to his heir, the
lessor of the plaintiff; or at Ic-asi t he-

defendant's possession for the last 17

years was adverse; and the act of

Gco. 3. does 'not give a title to the

first wrongful possessor and those

claiming under him, but only bars the

remedy of the crown against them
after oO years continuing adverse pos-
session by them

; and as it does not

repeal the stat. 20 Car. 2. c. 3. no

presumption' of a grant to legalize the

possession of the lessor's father for

the first 41 years, on which alone the

lessor's claim could be founded, can
be made against the statute. And
the jury, it seems, may presume that

the possession of the lessor's father

for the first 41 years, and that of the

defendant (adverse to the heir) for the

last 17, were both legally holden by
the licence of the crown. Goodtitle,

Lessee of Parker, v. Balduin, M. 50.

G. 3. Page 488
6. Where house and land are let toge-

ther to be entered upon at different

times ; and it do not appear from the

terms of the demise from what time

the whole is to be taken as let toge-
ther ; it is a question of fact for the

jury, which is the principal, and which
the accessorial subject of demise, in

order for the judge t*> decide whether
the notice to quit the whole were

given in time. Doe, on the demise of

Heapy, v. Howard M. 50 G. 3. 488

ELECTION COMMITTEE.

See COSTS, 2.

EMANCIPATION.

See SETTLEMENT FROM PARENTS, 2.

ESCAPE.

, Action lies upon the stat. 44 Gco.. 3.

c. 23. s. 4. by a common informer

suing for himself and the king, to

recover a penalty against the sheriff

for the misconduct of his bailiff, in

wilfully suffering a seaman to go at

large who had been taken out of the

king's service by arrest on civil pro-

cess, on which he- afterwards was bail-

ed, instead of delivering him over to

the charge of a proper naval officer;

the
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the statute, which speaks of sheriffs,

gaolers, or other officers arresting, ap-

prehending, or taking in execution

such seamen, or in whose custody

they may be, and who are made liable

for their escape, meaning by
" other

officers" such as may be charged with

the execution of criminal warrants

against such seamen, or to whom any
process may properly be directed for

their arrest, detention, or discharge ;

and not the inferior officers of the

sheriff. And the sheriff maj be

charged in such action for wrong-

fully and wilfully permitting the

escape. Sturmy q. t. v. Smith, E.

49 G. 3. Page 25
2. A plea to an action against the mar-

shal for the escape of a prisoner in

custody for a debt, after stating the

return of the prisoner into custody
after such escape, before action

brought, &c. ought to shew a de-

tention of him by the officer down
to the commencement of the action,

or a legal discharge from that deten-

tion : and therefore though the plea

only stated that, after the return 01

the prisoner into custody, the defend-

ant did thereupon then and afterwards

ktep and detain the said prisoner in

his custody in execution, under and

by virtue of the said commitment,
&c. ; and the replication traversed,

that after the prisoner's return, the

defendant did keep and detain him in

custody in execution, &c. in manner

and farm as stated in the plea ; a de-

tention down to the commencement of
the action, or until a legal discharge
from such detention, is virtually im-

plied in the plea, and included in the

traverse ; and therefore the plea is

negatived by shewing in evidence,

that after the prisoner's return he

again escaped and died out of cus-

tody. Chambers \, Jones, T. 49 G. 3.

406

ESTOPPEL.

Devisees of contingent remainders in

a copyhold, not being in the seisin,

cannot make a surrender of their

interest; nor will such a surrender

operate by estoppel against the par-
ties or their heirs. Doe, Lessee of
Blacksell and Others, v. Tomkins, E.

49 G. 3. Page 185

EVIDENCE.

See AUGMENTED CURACY, 1. TEES-

PASS, 7. VENUE,!. WITNESS.

1. Notice of the delivering out to sub-

scribers the numbers of the Eoydell

Shakespeare, through the medium of

a newspaper, was held not to be

brought home to a subscriber, with-

out shewing that he was in the habit

of taking in such newspaper. By
Lord Ellenborough C. J. Boydell v.

Drummond, E. 49 G. 3. 144
2. In trespass for distraining goods in

satisfaction of a rate in nature of a

county rate, made by corporate jus-
tices with an exclusive commission of

the peace, by virtue of stat. 13 G. 2.

c. 18. the court will not inquire into

the necessity of making such a rate,

nor as to the application of corpo-
rate funds sufficient for that purpose.
Weatherhead v. Drewry, E. 49 G. 3.

168
3. The enfranchisement of a copyhold

may, upon proper evidence, be pre-
sumed even against the crown. And
where a surrender had been made to

churchwardens, and their successors

in 1636, without naming any rent j

but in 1()49 the parliamentary survey

charged the churchwarden with 6d.

rent, under the head of "freehold
rent;" and there was no evidence of

any different rent having been paid
since that time, and receipts had been

given for it, as for a, freehold rent, by
the steward of the manor : held that

this was ovidence to be submitted to

a jury, on which they might presume
a grant of enfranchisement ; although
the manor had continued out in lease

from before 1636 to 1804: and though
a tablet of parochial benefactions, at

least, as old as 1606, which was sus-

pended in the parish church, noticed

the gift of the copyhold by surren-

der
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der, but did not notice any enfran

chisemcnt of it. Roe, lessee of Johi

son, v. Ireland, T. 49 G. 3. Page 28(

4. In case against a judgment credito

for maliciously suing out an alias fi

fa. after a sufficient execution leviec

upon the plaintiffs goods under tin

first fi. fa., held that the sheriff's re-

turns indorsed upon the two writs

(which writs had been produced in

evidence by the plaintiff as part of

his case,) wherein the sheriff stated

that be had forborne to sell undei

the first, and had sold under the se-

cond writ,, by the request and with

the consent of the now plaintiff, were

prima facie evidence of the facts so

returned
; credence being due to the

official acts of the sheriff between
third persons. Gyf/'ord v. iroodgate,

T.49G.3. 297
5. Where a witness admitted herself to

have been connected with different

men, and the judge thought it im-

material to hear witnesses tendered

by the defendant to shew her con-

nexion with other persons ;
as lead-

ing merely to the same conclusion as

to her character ; the court being sa-

tisfied that this could have had no

influence on the verdict, refused a

new trial on that account. The King
v. Teal, T. 49 G.S. 311

6. A lease of lands by deed, since the

new stile, to hold from the feast of

Sf. Michael, must, be taken to mean
from New Michaelmas, and cannot
be shewn by extrinsic evidence to

refer to a holding from Old Michael-

mas : and a notice to quit at Old Mi-

chaelmas, though given half a year
before New Michaelmas, is bad. Doe,
Lessee ufSpicer, \. Lea, T. 49 G. 3. 3 1 ~2

7. An order of removal, executed and

unappealed against, is conclusive as

to the settlement of the pauper at the

time of such order, even as between

third parishes no parties to the former

order. The King v. The Inhabit (int.',

of Cors/iam, T.4QG.3. .'388

8. Upon a devise to the testator's

wife of all his wines, &c. for house-

keeping, in addition to the settle/in;;!

he had made her upon his copyhold
estate; and to his niece M. the rents

and profits of his new inclosed free-
hold cow pasture in North Co/ling-

ham, during the life of his wife; -and

then to two nephews all his personal

estate, to be divided between certain

nephews and nieces, and their sons

and daughters : and after the decease

of' his wife, he devised to the same
two nephews all his furniture, plate,
&c. and "all his COPYHOLD estates

in North and South Collingham," and
all other his personal estate, to sell

and divide amongst his nephews and

nieces, &c. including T. B., who,
he declared, should be an equal
sharer in this division of his real and

personal estate : held that extrinsic

evidence could not be given, that

the settlement on his wife included

a certain freehold close, mistakenly
there enumerated as one of several

copyhold closes settled, and which
was in fact intermingled with the

copyholds, (as were also some other

freehold closes, the bounds of which
were no longer distinguishable from
the copyhold, and all of which, free-

holds were included in the settle-

ment ;) for the purpose of shewing
that by the devise of "

all his copy-
hold estates in North and South Cul-

li/i<r/iaiii," after his wife's decease,
in trust to be divided, cite, the free-

hold close in question passed ; as

meant to include all his real estate

in settlement upon his wife, and which

settlement was referred to in the first

devise to the wife.

And as the settlement which was
thus referred to in the former part
of the will was not evidence for that

purpose, so neither were other in-

struments and papers, not referred

to, admissible for the same purpose ;

such as, 1. A bond of the same date

with the settlement, and in aid of

it, speaking only of copyhold to be

settled
; '2. The rough draught of the

settlement altered by the testator;

3. A book indorsed "
Collingltant

estate survey," l.ept with the muni-

ment b
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meats of his property, and including
the freehold in question, without dis-

tinguishing it from the copyhold
closes; and 5. A rental kept in the

same place, and on which was in-

dorsed by the testator, that "
all the

"
rents of the copyhold lands in North

" and South Collingham, &c. were
"

settled on his wife for life."

For there is no ambiguity on the

face of the will ; the testator having

copyhold estates in North and South

Collingham to answer the description
in it. Nor is there any reference

from the devise in question to the

settlement, but by connecting it with

the antecedent devise to the wife
;

and there is no such necessary con-

nexion. Nor does it follow that the

testator meant to devise the same pre-
mises under the name of copyhold, to

the trustees, as were settled on his

wife; or that he was under the same
mistake that the close in question
was copyhold when he made his will,

as when he made the settlement or

indorsed his rental : and therefore

there is nothing appearing on the will

to warrant a construction of the word

copyhold so contrary to its ordinary

acceptation as to include the freehold
in question. Doe, Lessee of Brown,
v. Kroun, T. 49 G. 3. Page 441

9. Under what circumstances a grant or

licence from the crown to hold or oc-

cupy crown land may be presumed.
See EJECTMF.NT. 5.

10. Evidence of Seisin, see FINE, 1.

11. A certain paper being found along
with other papers relating to the pri-

vate concerns of the person last seised,

after his death, in a drawer in his

house ;
which paper purported to be

the will of a person answering the

description of his grandfather, made
in 1738, but which was found can-

celled, and no evidence was given of

its ever having been acted upon, or

probate of it taken out ; is yet evi-

dence of its recognition by the party
last seised, as the declaration of his

ancestor concerning the state of his

family, so as to let in the contents of

it for the purpose of shewing that that

VOL. XI.

ancestor acknowledged a brother of

the name of Thomas to be older than

another brother of the name of Wil-

liam ; assuming the jury to be satisfied

of the fact, that the paper so found

.was kept there by the person last

seised, with a knowledge of its con-

tents, and that no imposition was

practised. Doe, Lessee of Johnson,

v. The Earl of Pembroke, M. 40 G. 3.

Page 504.

12. In an action for a malicious prose-

cution, the copy of the original roll

or record of acquittal given in evi-

dence, stated the finding of the bill

of indictment against the now plain-
tiff m .B. It., the process to bring in

the party, her appearance, and plea
of not guilty in Mich, term, and the

joining of issue in the same court;

and then it stated the venire facias

juratores returnable in Hilary term,
and the distringas juratores, by which
the sheriff is commanded to have the

jury before our said lord the king at

Westminster, on Wednesday next after
15 days from Easter, OR before the

Lord Chief Justice if he should come

before that time, i. e. on Tuesday next

after the end of the term (Hilary,), at

Westminster, &c. in the great hall of
pleas there; and then after giving a

day in bank to the prosecutor and

defendant, it proceeded on which

day, viz. on Wednesday next after 15

days, SfC. before our said lord the king,
at JJ^., came the parties ; and the

Chief Justice before whom the said

jurors came to try, &c. sent here his

record (which is the nisi prius re-

cord) in these -words ; (which are the

words of the postea indorsed on the

nisi prius record ;) viz. afterwards,
on the day, and at the place last with-

in mentioned, before the Chief Jus-

tice, &c. and so it proceeded to set

out the trial, and the verdict of not

guilty ; (which is the conclusion of

the postea on the nisi prius record

sent into the court in bank by the

Chief Justice ;) and then the origi-
nal roll proceeded Whereupon, all

the premise* being seen by the court of
our said lord the king now here, it is

M m con-
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considered and adjudged by the said

court now here, that M. IV. (the now
plaintiff) do depart here without day,
&c.
The form and component parts of

the original roll, or record of acquit-
tal, being thus understood

; it follows

that the words of the postea,
"

after-

wards, on the day and at the place last

within mentioned" stated in the in-

dorsement on the nisi prius record,
as sent by the Ld. Chief Justice

into the court in bank, refer to the

day and place last mentioned in the

distrangasjuratores set forth in that

record; namely, to "Tuesday next
" after the end of the term, (Hi-
"

lary) at Westminster, &c. in the

"great hall of pleas there;" which
was the day and place at nisi prius

given ; and not to the "
Wednetday

next after 15 days, &c. before out-

said lord the King at II
7
.;" which

was the return day in bank in the

subsequent term, and consequently
after the trial was had ; though the

statement of this return day inter-

venes on the roll between the state-

ment of the day and place given to

the jury in the distringas, and the

statement of the postea indorsed on

the nisi prius record as sent in by the

Lord Chief Justice.

And as by the roll it appeared that

the trial was at nisi prius, and the

judgment of acquittal in bank
; it

was therefore held not to prove an

allegation in the declaration, that
" the defendant (the now plaintiff)
" on Wednesday next after 15 days,
&c. in the court of our said lord the

"
King, before the king himself at W.

"
before the Lord Chief Justice as-

"
signed to hold pleas before the

"
king himself, &c. W. J. being as-

" sociated with him, &c. was in due
" manner and according to the due
" course of law by ajury of the said
"
county of M. acyuitfed, &c. ;"

which allegation supposed the trial

to have been in bank on the return-

day there given. Woodford and I

Mary his Wife v. Ashley, M. 50 G. 3. !

Pae 508 i

EXECUTORS.

13. A rated parishoner not being
bound, upon an appeal touching the

settlement of a pauper, to give evi-

dence against his own parish, the op-
posite parish may give evidence of
his declarations as to the facts in

issue
; the weight due to which must

depend upon his means of know-

ledge as to the facts so declared, and
the genuineness of the declarations,
to be collected from circumstances.
The King v. The Inhabitants of Hard-
vick, M. 50 G. 3. Page 5?8

14. Where the plaintiff declares on a
covenant in a deed, stating such co-

venant by itself in its own absolute

terms, it seems that the defendant

may give in evidence on non est fac-

tuns, that other parts of the deed in

their legal effect qualified the gene-

rality of the cevenant declared on.

Howcll v. Richards, A/.50 G. 3. CS3

EXECUTORS.

1. A fee does not pass by a residuary
clause, in a will, whereby the testa-

tor, after several pecuniary bequests,
ordered the lease of his house, with
his furniture, to be sold, and all the

rest and residue to be divided amongst
,

certain persons ; and appointed exe-

cutors : for such division of the rest

and residue must be intended to be
made by the executors as such, and
therefore confined to personal pro-

perty. Btbb v. Penoyre, E. 49 G. 3.

160
2. Where one devises land to five trus-

tees to sell, and apply the money to

certain uses, and afterwards makes
the same persons his executors ; 'they
do not take the land as executors, but
as devisees in trust and joint tenants.

And at any rate the case is not

helped by the statute 21 H. 8. c. 4.

so as to pass the whole estate upon
production of conveyance purport-

ing to be executed by the five, but

the execution of which by three only
could be proved. But taking it to

be a conveyance by the throe only,
it would sever the joint tenancy and

convey 3-5ths of the ebtate to l.e

held
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held in common with the two remain-

ing parts. Denne, Lessee of Bowijer,

V. Judge, T. 49 G. 3. Page 288

FINE.

Where a fine was levied of MieAaetmas

term; relating to the 6th of Novem-

ber, though in fact levied on the 8th ;

it is sufficient evidence of the seisin

in fact of the cognizor at the time

of the fine levied, that a writ of pos-
session after a recovery in ejectment
was executed on his behalf on the

evening of the 6th, by the officer's

entry on the land and claiming it for

the cognizor, but without any actual

change of the tenant in possession,
who afterwards paid rent to the cog-
nizor. And so it seems the receipt

by a lawful possessor of rent due

after a fine levied, for a period ante-

cedent to such fine, is prima facie

evidence, if no covin appear, of his

possession during the period for which

the rent is received. Doe, Lessee of

Osborn, v. Spencer,, M. 50 G. 3. 495

FOREIGN JUDGMENT.
Evidence of an account-stated, whereby

the defendant admitted a certain ba-

lance due to the plaintiff, is not done

away, but confirmed in support of an

assumpsit, by evidence of a foreign

judgment recovered by the plaintiff
for the same sum, with a stay of

execution for six months to enable

the defendant to prove a counter

demand, if he had any : and the

plaintiff not having declared till after

that period, it was held no objection
that the writ was sued out and the

defendant arrested before. Hall v.

Odbcr, E. 4y G. 3. 118

FRAUDS, Statute
of, 29 Car. 2. c. 3.

1. If it appear to have been the under-

standing of the parties to a contract,
that it was not to be completed with-
in a year, though it might be and
was in tact in pert performed within

that time, it is within the 4th clause
of the statute of frauds ; and if not
in writing signed by the party to be

charged, &c., it cannot be enforced

against him. And his signature in a

book intitled
"

SJtaketpcare sub-

scribers, their signatures," not re-

ferring to a printed prospectus which

contained the terms of the contract,

and which was delivered at the time

to the subscribers to the Eoydell

Shakespeare, cannot be connected to-

gether, so as to take the case out of

the statute, as such connexion could

only be established by parol evidence.

Roydell v. Drummond, E. 49 G. 3.

Page 142

2. A contract by the owner of a close

cropped with potatoes, made on the

21st of November, to sell to the de-

fendant the potatoes at so much a

sack ; the defendant, to get them

out of the ground immediately ; is not

a contract for 1

any interest in land

within the 4th section of the statute

of frauds ; but the same as if the po-

tatoes, which had done growing and

were to be taken up immediately,
had been sold in a warehouse, from

whence they were to be removed by
the defendant. Parker v. Staniland,

T. 49 G. 3. 36'2

FREIGHT.

1. Freighters chartered a foreign ship
to take a cargo from London to St.

Petersburg?!, and to load a cargo there

and immediately return to London,

paying so much freight per ton : and
it was covenanted that if political
or other circumstances should pre-
vent the shipping a return cargo, or

discharging the outward cargo, the

freighters might detain the ship at

St. P. for 40 running days : and if

that time elapsed without the out-

ward cargo being delivered, and

consequently without the return car-

go being put on board, the master

should be at liberty to return to Lon-

don, and thefreighters should pay him

25001. immediately upon the arrival

of the ship at London. The freight-

ers then procured a policy of insur-

ance, whereby the underwriters

agreed to pay a total loss in case the

M in 2 ship
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ship was not allowed by the Russian

Government to load a cargo at St. P.

on the chartered voyage. In fact the

Russian Government, when the ship
arrived at St. P. presuming that the

outward cargo teas British, refused

permission to unload her, and conse-

quently she could not take in a Rus-
sian cargo : on which the master,

judging for the best, proceeded im-

mediately to Stockholm, where, after

disposing of the outward cargo to dis-

advantage, he brought home a Swedish

cargo to London, and earned freight
thereon. Held,

1st, That the insurance was legal
in the terms of it.

2dly, That the refusal of the Russian

government to permit the ship to un-

load her outward cargo, was, in effect,

and within the meaning of the con-

tracting parties, a refusal to allow her

to load a cargo at St. P.; and conse-

quently that a total loss within the

policy was incurred.

3dly, That the proceeding directly
from St. 1'. to London was not a con-

dition precedent to the master's right
to recover from the freighters the

dead freight of 2500/.; but that he
was entitled to the same notwith-

standing the intermediate voyage to

Stockholm, under the circumstances
;

and consequently that the freighters
were entitled to recover the same
from the underwriters. But,

4thly, That as the freighters would
be entitled to deduct from the sum

payable to the master for dead freight
ihe amount of the freight received

by him on the cargo from Stockholm

to London, though such intermediate

voyage were nut originally contem-

plated by the contracting parties, but

was undertaken upon the emergency,
therefore the underwriters were en-

titled to make the same deduction

from the total loss stipulated for by
the policy in the event which had

happened ; every contract of insur-

ance being in its nature a contract

of indemnity. Puller v. Stantforth,
E. 4.9 6'. 3. Pac 232

GAME.
See WILDFOWL.

A plea to an action of trespass, for

killing the plaintiff's dog, cannot

justify the act, by stating that the

lord of the manor was possessed of a

close, and that the defendant as his

gamekeeper killed the dog when

running after hares in that close, for

the preservation of the hares ; such

plea not even stating that it was ne-

cessary to kill the dog for the pre-
servation of the hares : nor stating
that it was the dog of an unqualified

person. Vcre v. Lord Cawdor, M.
50 G. 3. Page 568

HIGHWAY.
1. One who is injured by an obstruc-

tion in the highway, against which he

fell, cannot maintain an action on

the case for the injury, if it appear
that he was riding with great vio-

lence and want of ordinary care, with-

out which he might have seen and

avoided the obstruction. Butterfield

v. Forrester, E. 49 6'. 3. 6'0

2. To an indictment against the inha-

bitants of a parish for non-repair of

a highway within it, a plea stating
that the parish was immemorially
divided into seven townships, the in-

habitants of which respectively were

immemorially bound to repair the

highways within their respective

townships ;
and that part of the

highway indicted was within the

township of G.B. &c. and that the

residue, &c. was within the township
of L. B., &c.; and that the respec-
tive parts ought to be repaired by
the inhabitants of the respective

townships, &c., is bad
; without spe-

cifying what part of the highway lay
within one township, and what part
within the other. The King v. The

Inhabitants of Bridckirlc, T. 49 G. 3.

304
3. The owners of land suffering the

public to have the free passage of a

street in London, though not a tho-

roughfare,
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roughfare, for eight years, without

Any impediment, such as a bar shut

at times to denote the limited dere-

liction of the soil for the purpose, is

sufficient for presuming a general
dereliction of it to the public : and
six years has been held sufficient.

The Trustees of tue Rugby Charity v.

Merryweatker, Middlesex Sittings,
%6tk of May 1790, cor. Lord Kenyan
C. J. Page 376"

4. But if the land had been out in

lease all the time, or even for much
longer, the acquiecscence of the te-

nant woukl not, it seems, have bound
the landlord, without evidence of his

knowledge sufficient to presume a

grant from him.

HUSBAND AND WIFE.

1. A woman cannot give evidence of

the non-access of her h.usband to bas-

tardize her issue, though he be dead
at the time of her examination as a
witness ; and therefore an order of

sessions, stated by that Court to be
founded in part upon credence, given
to her testimony of that fact, was

quashed. The King v. Tlie Inha-

bitant ofKea, E. 49 G. 3. 132
2. A wife cannot, as a feme sole, main-

tain trespass for breaking and enter-

ing her house and seizing goods in

her possesssion, by replying, in an-

swer to a plea of coverture, that her

husband had four years before de-

serted her and gone beyond seas,

without leaving her any means of

support, and that he had not since

returned, nor been heard of by her:

and that during all the time she had
lived separate from him, and had
traded and contracted as a sole tra-

der and single woman, and as such
was lawfully possessed, &c.

; the de-

fendant rejoining that the husband ,

was a natural-born subject, &c. and
had not abjured the realm, or been;

exiled, or banished, or rcligated
therefrom. Bo<r"ct v. Frier, T.

I

4.9 G. 3. 301 i

INCLOSURE.
An inclosure made from thp waste 12

or 13 years before, and seen by the

steward of the same lord from time

to time, without objection made,

may be presumed by the jury to have

been made by licence of the lord ;

and ejectment cannot be brought

against the tenant as a trespasser,
without previous notice to throw it

up. Doe, Lessee of Foky v. Wilson,

E. 49 G. 3. Page 56

INDICTMENT.
See HIGHWAY, 2. NEW TRIAL, 1.

INSOLVENT DEBTOR.
A defendant in custody under a writ de

excommunicate capiendo, for contu-

macy in not paying a sum^br alimony,
and also for costs, in the ecclesiastical

court, is not entitled to his discharge
as an insolvent debtor under the stat.

3'3 G. 3. c. 5. s. 4., which extends

only to persons in custody on such

writ for non-payment of costs and ex-

pences only. The King v. Sampson,
E. 49 G. 3. 231

INSURANCE.
A policy of insurance from Bristol to

Monte Video, or other port in the

river Plate, where the ship, after ar-

riving off Maldonado at the mouth of

the Plate, was immediately ordered

oft' by the British commander there,

(the cnpmy having before gotten

possession of every other port in the

river ;) will not cover a loss which

happened to the goods insured by a

peril of the sea after the ship's de-

parture from thence in her way to

Rio Janeiro, which was the nearest

friendly port, and to which she was

under a necessity of going for water

and repairs. Parkin v. Tunno, E.

4.9 G. 3. 22
2. Insurance on provisions

" from Lon-

don to Helsingberg, the Sound, Co-

penhagen, all or either ;" which pro-
visions were intended for the supply
of the British fleet and army then

engaged
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engaged in thp expedition against

Copenhagen, (of which they were then

in possession, but were about to eva-

cuate it,) and were consigned to

merchants there, and at Elsineur
;

held good ; although in consequence
of expected hostilities with Denmark,
an order of the king in council had

issued, prohibiting the clearing out

of any British ships to a Danish port,
and a clearance was in consequence
taken out for Hekingberg, a Swedish

and neutral port in the neighbourhood
of Denmark ; the adventure being

legal, and not contravening the spirit

of the order "of council. Atkinson \.

Abbott, E. 49 G. 3. Page 135
3. A British ship insured from Hull to

St. Petersburg^ having sailed under

convoy to the Sound, was afterwards

stopped in her course by a king's

ship in the Baltic, from an apprehen-
sion of hostilities, for eleven days ;

and then proceeded to a point of ren-

dezvous for convoy, where she waited

seven days longer, and then sailed

under convoy, till the king's officer

received intelligence that a hostile

embargo was laid on British ships at

St. Petersburg^, when he ordered the

fleet back to the place of rendez-

vous, from whence the ship returned

to Hull : held that this loss of the

voyage was not attributable to the

arrest or dctamment of kings, &c. but

immediately to the fear of the hostile

embargo in the port of destination,
and therefore not within the policy :

though if the ship had not been de-

tained in the firsc instance by the

king's officer, she would have arrived

in time at St. Pctcrsburgh to have

delivered her cargo before the em-

bargo. I'orster v. Christie, E. 49 G. Z.

205
4. Freighters chartered a foreign ship

to take a cargo from London to St.

Petersburgh, and to load a cargo
there and immediately return to Lon-

don, paying so much freight per ton :

and it was covenanted that if politi-

cal or other circumstances should

prevent, the shipping a return cargo, j

or discharging the put-ward cargo, thp

freighters might detain the ship at

St. P. for 4-0 running days; and if

that time elapsed without the outr

ward cargo being delivered, and con-

sequently without the return cargo

being put on board, the master should

be at liberty to return to London,
and the freighters should pay him

25001. immediately vpan the arrival

of the ship at London. The freight-
ers then procured a policy of in-

surance, whereby the underwriters

agreed to pay a total loss in case the

ship was not allowed by the Russian

Government to load a cargo at St. P.

on the chartered voyage. In fact lfre

Russian Government, when the ship
arrived at St. P. presuming that tJie

outward cargo v>a$ British, refused

permission to unload her, and conse-

quently she could not take in a Rus-

sian cargo : on which the master,

judging for the best, proceeded im-

mediately to Stockholm, where, after

disposing of the outward cargo to dis-

advantage, he brought home a Swedish

cargo to London, and earned freight
thereon. Held,

1st, That the insurance was lega}
in the terms of it.

2dly, That the refusal of the Russian

government to permit the ship to un-

load hvr outward cargo, was, in effect,,

and within the meaning of the con-

trac^ng parties, a refusal to allow her

to load a cargo at St. P.; and conse-

quently that a total loss within the

policy was incurred.

3dly, That the proceeding directly
from St. P. to London was not a con-

dition precedent to the master's right
to recover from the freighters the

dead freight of 2500/.; but that he

>vas entitled to the same notwith-

standing the intermediate voyage to

Stockholm, under the circumstances ;

and consequently that the freighters

were entitled to recover the same

from the underwriters. But,

4thly, That as the freighters would
be entitled to deduct from the sum

payable to the master lor dead freight

thp
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the amount of the freight roceivec

by him on the cargo from Stockholm

Co London, though such intermediate

voyage were not originally contem-

plated by the contracting parties, bui

was undertaken upon the emergency
therefore the underwriters were en-

titled to make the same deduction

from the total loss stipulated for by
the policy in the event which hac

happened ; every contract of insur-

ance being in its nature a contract

of indemnity. Puller v. Staniforth,

E.49G.3. Page 232
5. A ship from Stockholm to New York

was by the course of the voyage to

touch at Elsineur for convoy, and to

pay the Sound dues ; and the owner
of sheep on board took in a short

stock of provender for them at Stock-

holm, and laid in the rest at Elsineur

before the Sound dues could be paid :

held that the voyage not being there-

by delayed ; though the occurrence

was foreseen and intended ; the po-

licy was not avoided, but the under-

writers were liable for a subsequent
loss of the ship by the perils of the

sea. Cormack v. Gladstone, T. 49 G. 3.

347
6. After a proclamation by the king in

council to detain and bring into port
all Danish vessels, a hired armed ship

of his majesty took and carried into

Lisbon a Danish vessel, and sold her

cargo there towards defraying in part
the cxpence of necessary repairs,
but without the authority of a Court
of Admiralty ; and afterwards took

in a cargo on freight for England,
and sailed ou the 3d of November

\

from Lisbon ; on which day hostilities

ti'crc declared against Denmark by
another proclamation of the king in

council ; after which an insurance-

was made on the ship and freight by
order and on account e/ the captors:
held that a statement in a case re-

served, that the insurance was on

account of the captors, precluded the

consideration whether a count in the

declaration could be sustained, aver-

ring the interest to be in the crown,

and the insurance to be made on ac-

count of his majesty : and that the

captors had no insurable interest, as

they could claim nothing of right,

but only ex gratia of the crown ; the

Dane having been seized and de-

tained before any declaration of tear

against Denmark, and the captors

having no claim to prize under the

prize acts. But as there was no

fraud in the captors in effecting the

policy, nor any thing illegal in the

voyage or insurance ; held that the

assured were entitled to recover back

the premium, which had not been

paid into court, Routh v. Thompson,
T. 49 G. 3. Page 428

7. Where a party insured to a certain

amount, in one policy, goods to be

thereafter specified ; and in the spe-
cification afterwards made by him
were included some goods, the ex-

portation of which was prohibited
under pain of forfeiting the goods
themselves and treble their value,

and which also induced a forfeiture

of the ship ; the policy was held to

be avoided in toto. Parkin, v. Dick,
M. 50 G. 3. 502

8. A ship being insured at and from

Surinam, and all or any of the West

India islands, to London ; a warranty
to sail on or before the 1st of August
is satisfied by the ship sailing from

Surinam, her last port of loading,
before the 1st of August, and going
into Tortola on the 4th to seek con-

voy ; though she did not sail from

Tortola, which is one of the West

'India islands, direct for London, till

afterwards. Wright v. Shijfner, M.
50 G. 3. 515

9. As to what shall be deemed one en-

tire and distinct voyage, see LIVER-
POOL DOCK DUTY, 1.

10. A prize taken by the navy and

army conjointly is insurable, on ac-

count of the interest of the captors,
under the stat. 45 G. 3. c. 72. s. 3.,

which grants the prize so taken to

the conjoint captors after condemna-

tion, subject only to the apportion-
ment of the crown as to the respective

M m 4 shares*
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shares. Stirling, Bart. v. Vaughan,
M. 50 C.3. Page 619

JOINT TENANTS AND TENANTS
IN COMMON.

Where one devises land to five trustees

to sell and apply the money to cer-

tain uses, and afterwards makes the

same persons his executors , they do
not take the land as executors, but as

devisees in trust and joint tenants.

And at any rate the case is not helped

by the stat. 21 H. 8. c. 4, so as to

pass the whole estate upon produc-
tion of a conveyance purporting to be

executed by the five, but the execu-
tion of which by three only could be

proved. But taking it to be a con-

veyance by the three only, it would
sever the joint tenancy and convey
3-5ths of the estate, to be held in

common with the two remaining

parts. Denne, Lessee of Rowyer, v.

Judge, T. 49 G. 3. 288

JUDGE'S ORDER.
A judge's order, "that upon payment
of debt and costs by a certain day all

proceedings should be stayed," is only
conditional on the defendant. Flicker

v. Eastman, T. 49 G. 3. 319

JUDGMENT.
See BANKRUPT, 1. FOREIGN JUDG-

MENT. PLEADING, 8.

LANDLORD AND TENANT.
Sec DISTRESS, 1. WASTE, 1.

1. An undertenant, whose goods were

distrained and sold by the original
landlord for rent due from his imme-
diate tenant, cannot maintain an ac-

tion for moiuii paid to the use of the

latter ;
for immediately on the sale

under the distress, the money paid by
the purchaser vested in the landlord

in satisfaction of the rent, and never

was the money of the undertenant.

Moore v. Pyrkc, E. 49 G. 3. 5'2

2. An inclosure made by a copyholder
from the lord's waste 12 or 13 years

LIMITATION, STATUTES OF.

before, and seen by the steward of

the same lord from time to time,
without objection made, may be pre-
sumed by the jury to have been

made by licence of the lord ; and if

presumed, ejectment does not lie

against the tenant as a trespasser,
without previous notice to throw it

up. Doe, Lessee of Foley, v. Wilson,
E. 49 G. 3. Page 56'

LEASE.
A lease of lands by deed, since the nc\v

stile, to hold from the feast of St.

Michael, must be taken to mean from
New Michaelmas, and cannot be shewn

by extrinsic evidence to refer to a

holding from Old Michaelmas ; and a

notcie to quit at Old Michaelmas,

though given half a year before New
Michaelmas, is bad. Doc, Lessee of
Spicer, v. Lea, T. 49 G. 3. 312

LICENCE, Evidence
of,

see TRES-

PASS, 7-

LIGHTS.

Where lights had been put out and en-

joyed without interruption for above

20 years, during the occupation of

the opposite premises by a tenant ;

that will not conclude the landlord

of such opposite premises, without

evidence of his knowledge of the fact;

which is the foundation of presuming
a grant against him ; and consequently
will not conclude a succeeding te-

nant who was in possession under

such landlord, from building up
against such encroaching lights. Dn-

\
n'icl v. North, T. 4<) G. 3. 37'2

LIMITATION, STATUTES OF.

A possession of crown land commenc-

ing at least 55 years ago by encroach-

ment on thr crown in the time of the

lessor of the plaintiff's father, main-

tained by the father till his death

19 years a^o, and afterwards con-

tinued for two years by his widow,
when the defendant obtained the pos-

session, would be sufficient evidence,

for
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for the jury to presume a grant from
the crown to the lessor's father, if

the crown were capable of making
such a grant, in order to support a
demise in ejectment from the eldest

son and heir of such first possessor,

against the defendant, who had no

apparent title, and whose possession
was not defended by the crown, nor
found to be by licence from it.

But it appearing upon a second

trial, that by the stat. 20 Car. 2. c. 3.

all future grants of land by the'crown
in the forest of Dean, within which
the land in question lay, were avoided,
and consequently no presumption
could be made of a valid grant ; the

lessor of the plaintiff, who can only
recover in ejectment by the strength
of his own title, was held not entitled

to recover even against a stranger,
whose possession, adverse to him, was
not defended by the crown. And
this, notwithstanding a part of the

premises was first held by the lessor's

father CO years ago ; and by the stat.

9 G'. 3. c. l6. the suit of the crown is

barred after a continuing adverse

possession for 60 years under the

original trespasser: for from the death
of the father 19 years ago the posses-
sion was ad verse to his heir, the lessor

of plaintiff, or at least the defendant's

possession for the last 17 years was

adverse; and the act of Geo. 3. docs

not give a title to the first wrongful

possessor and those claiming under

him, but only bars the remedy of

the crown against them after 60 years

continuing adverse possession by
them. And as it does not repeal the

stat. 20 Car. 2. c. 3. no presumption
of a grant to legalize the possession
of the lessor's father for the first

41 years, on which alone the lessor's

claim could be founded, can be made

against that statute. And the jury,
it seems, may presume that the pos-
session of the lessor's father for the

first 41 years, and that of the defend-

ant (adverse to the heir) for the last

17 years, were both legally holdcn

by the licence of the crown. Good-

title, Lessee of Parker, v. Baldwin,

M. 50 G. 3. Page 488

LIVERPOOL DOCK DUTY.

By the Liverpool dock acts of 8 Ann.

and 2 Geo. 3. certain tonnage duties

are payable to the dock company on
all vessels sailing with cargoes out-

wards or inwards, so as no vessel

shall be liable to pay more than once

for the same voyage out and home.

This is one entire duty imposed upon
one entire voyage out and home, if

there be either an outward or an in-

ward cargo in such voyage, but

without making any advance if there

should be both. Thus, a Liverpool

ship carrying a cargo out to the West

Indies, and returning with another

cargo to Liverpool, is only liable

to pay one duty, namely, the duty
inwards: and a foreign ship bring-

ing a cargo to Liverpool, and carry-

ing another cargo out, is only liable

to pay the duty inwards. But where

a ship was built in another port, on

account of the owner residing at

Liverpool, where she was registered,

and sailed to the West Indies, with-

out first coming to Liverpool, but

brought her return cargo there, as

to her home ;
this was held to be one

entire and distinct voyage, within

the meaning of the acts, for which the

duty inwards was payable, and did

not privilege the ship from payment
of the duty again when next she

sailed with another cargo upon her

outward voyage to the West Indies,

though in fact she had only used

the dock inwards on her first voy-

age : for the privilege of using the

cluck with an outward and inward

curgr>, upon one payment of duty, is

confined to the same voyage out and

home. Gildart \. Gladstone, in Error,

M.50G.3. 675

MANDAMUS.

See CORONER, 1.

MAR-
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MARRIAGE.
All marriages, whether of legitimate o

illegitimate children, are within th

general provisions of the marriag
act 26 G. 2. c. 33. which requires al

marriages to be by banns or licence

and, by three judges, a marriage o

an illegitimate minor had by licenc

with the consent of her mother i

void by the llth section ; the word

father and mother in that section

meaning legitimate parents : by one

judge, it is casus omissus in the act

and the marriage good. Priestley v

Jlvghes, E. 49 G. 3. Page 1

MASTER AND SERVANT.

Damages, ultra the mere loss of ser-

vice, having been given against the

defendant, for debauching and getting

with child the adopted daughter and

servant of the plaintiff, by which he

lost her service, the Court refused to

set aside the inquisition. Irwin v.

Dearman. E. 49 G. 3. 25

MISDEMEANOR.
A security for the fair expences of the

prosecution, agreed to be given, at

the recommendation of the Court of

Quarter Sessions, by a defendant who
stood convicted before them of a

misdemeanor in ill-treating his parish

apprentice, for which the parish offi-

cers had been bound over by recog-

nizance to prosecute him under the

stat. 32 G. 3.c. 57.; and the giving

of which security was considered by
the Court in abatement of the period
of imprisonment to which he would

otherwise have been sentenced ;
is

legal. Becky v. Wingfield, E.

49 G. 3. 46

MUSIC.

Sec COPYRIGHT.

NEWSPAPERS.
Sec EVIDENCE, 1.

NEW STILE.

A lease of lands by deed, since the

new stile, to hold from the feast of

St. Michael, must be taken to mean
from New Michaelmas, and cannot
be shewn by extrinsic evidence to

refer to a holding from Old Michael-
mas. Doe, Lessee of Spicer, v. Lea,
T. 49 G. 3. Page 312

NEW TRIAL.
1. All the defendants convicted upon
an indictment for a conspiracy must
be present in court when a motion
for a new trial is made on behalf of

any of them. The King v. Teal and

Others, T. 49 G. 3. 307
2. Where a witness on such trial ad-

mitted herself to have been connected
with different men, and the judge
thought it immaterial to hear wit-

nesses tendered by the defendant to

shew her connexion with other men,
as leading to the same conclusion as

to her character of being a common
woman

; the Court being satisfied

that this could have had no influence

on the verdict, refused a new tri^l on
that account. Ib. 311

NON EST FACTUM Evidence

thereon.

Sec COVENANT, 2.

NUSANCE.
Sec ACTION ON THE CASE, 2, S.

HIGHWAY.

OFFICERS.

See SHERIFF, i.

ORDER OF COUNCIL.

Sec INSURANCE, 2.

ORDER OF REMOVAL.
Sec POOR-REMOVAL.

OUTSTANDING TERM.
See T r,RM OUTSTANDING.

OXFORD.
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OXFORD.

Claim of conusancc made by the vice-

chancellor of jthc university, iij the,

vacancy of the office of chancellor

by death, on behalf of the university,
allowed in a plea of trespass. Williams

y. jQrickendcn, M. 50 G. 3, Pag^ 4.3

PARENTS.

See MAUIUAUK, 1.

PARISHIONER,

Sec EVIDENCE, 13,

PARLIAMENT,

}Vhere an election committee had, un-
der the stat. 28 G.3. c.52. reported
to the House of Commons that two
several petitions against the return

of members to serve in parliament
for East Grimntead were frivolous

and vexatious ; whereupon the then

speaker, on application of the parties

grieved, had referred the costs to be

jtaxed on both petitions jointly, and
had first granted a certificate of the

amount of such joint taxation, and
afterwards another amended certifi-

cate, referring to the former, and

apportioning how much of the costs

were incurred in opposing each pe-

Jition separately, and how much

jointly; held that both these certifi-

cates being invalid, by reason that

the act only authorizes the costs to

be taxed separately on each distinct

petition, a new and valid certificate,

ascertaining the several costs in-

curred on each petition might be

granted by the speaker of a new par-

liament; the act n\vnt\on\ngthc speaker

generally. Strachey, Bart. v. Turlcy,
E. 9 G. 3. 1<H

PATENT,

1. One having obtained a patent for a
certain manufacturing machine, of

which he duly enrolled a specifica-

tion, afterwards obtained another pa-
tent for certain improvements in the

S(tid machine, in which the grant of

the former patent was recited ; and
the latter patent contained the usual

condition, that it should be void, if

the patentee did not within one
month inroll a specification particu-

larly describing and ascertaining the

nature of the said invention, and in

what manner the same was to be per-

formed : held that a specification con-

taining a full description of the whole

machine so improved, but not distin-

guishing the new improved parts
from the old parts, or referring to

the former specification, otherwise

the as the second patent recited the

first, was a performance of that con-

dition. Harmar v. Playne, E. 49 G. 3.

Page 101
2. Where a patent was granted for a
new invented lace called French, or

ground lace, and the specification
went generally to the mixing silk

and cotton thread upon the same
frame ; proof that silk and cotton

had been before mixed up on the

same frame for lace, though not in

the particular mode practised by the

patentee, was held to avoid the pa-
tent. Rex v. Else, Sittings at West-
minster after Michaelmas 1785, cor.

BullerL cited. 109

PAYMENT.

Goods sold by a broker for a principal
not named, upon the terms, as spe-
cified in the usual bought and sold

notes, (delivered over to the respec-
tive parties by the broker,) of "

pay-
ment in one month, money," may be

paid for by the buyer to the broker
within the month ; and that, by a bill

of exchange iiccepted by the buyer
and discounted by him within the

month, though having to run a longer
time before it was due. But where
the buyer was also indebted to the

same broker for another parcel of

goods, the property of a different

person, and he made a payment to

the. broker, gcnera/h/, which was

larger than the amount of either de-

mand,
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mand, but less than the two together
and afterwards the broker stoppei

payment; such payment to the broke

ought to be equitably apportioned a

between the several owners of the

goods sold, who are only respective

Jy entitled to recover the difference

from the buyer. Favenc v. Bennett

E. 49 G. 3. Page 36

PEDIGREE.
See EVIDENCE, 11.

PENAL ACTION.

See SHERIFF, 1.

PERMIT.

See ASSUMPSIT, 3.

PLEADING.

See CONITSANCE. SHERIFF, 1.

TRESPASS, per tot.

1. Where the plaintiff had lands abut-

ting on one side of a public highway,
called Shepherd's Lave, (which is

primti facie evidence that the nearest

half of the lane was his soil and free-

hold,) he may declare generally for a

trespass in his close called Shepherd's
Lane ; and the defendant must plead
soil and freehold in another, in order

to drive the plaintiff to new assign
the trespass complained of in the part
of the lane which was his exclusive

property. Stfcens v. Whistler, E.

49 G. 3. 51

2. In debt, by bill, the declaration is

good, though the sums demanded in

the several counts amount altogether
to more than the sum at first de-

manded in the queritur ; for that is

superfluous and may be rejected.
Lord v. Houstouti, E. 49 G. 3. 62

3. In trespass quare clausum fregit, if

the defendant plead soil and freehold

in another, by whose command lie

justifies the trespass, such command

may be traversed by the plaintiff.

Cluunbcra v. Donaldson, E. 49 G. 3.

O'a

4. Debt on bond, which was condi-

tioned to perform an award ; plea, no
award ; replication, setting out an
award ; rejoinder, stating the whole

award, (in which were recited the

bonds of submission, whereby it ap-

peared that the award was not war-

ranted by the submission ;) and then

demurring. Held that the rejoinder
was not inconsistent with, nor a de-

parture from, the plea. Fisher v.

Pimbley, .-49 G. 3. Page 188
5. To an indictment against the inha-

bitants of a parish for non-repair of

a highway within it, a plea stating
that the parish was immemorial ly
divided into seven townships, the in-

habitants of which respectively were

immemorially bound to repair the

highways within their respective

townships; and that part of the high-

way indicted was within the township
of G. B. &c., and that the residue,

&c. was within the township of L.B.,
&c., and that the respective parts

ought to he repaired by the inhabi-

tants of the respective townships, &c.
is bad ; without specifying what part
of the highway lay within one town-

ship, and what part within the other.

Hex v. The Inhabitants of Bridckirk,

__

T. 49 G. 3. 304
6. A plea to an action against the mar-

shall for the escape of a prisoner in

custody for a debt, after stating the

return of the prisoner into custody
after such escape, before action

brought, &c., ought to shew a deten-

tion of him by the officer down to

the commencement of the action, or

a legal discharge from that deten-

tion
;
and therefore, though the plea

only stated, that after the return of

the prisoner into custody, the defend-

ant did thereupon then and after-
wards keep and detain the said pri-

soner in his custody in execution,
&c. under and by virtue of the com-

mitment, <kc. ; and the replication
traversed that after the prisoner's
return the defendant did keep and de-

tain him in custody in execution, &c.
in manner and form as stated in the

plea ;
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plea ; a detention down to the com-

mencement of the action, or until a

legal discharge from such detention,
is virtually implied in the plea and
included in the traverse; and there-

fore the plea is negatived by shewing
in evidence, that after the prisoner's
return he again escaped and died out
of custody. Chambers v. Jones, T.

49 G. 3. Page 406"

7- To a declaration for several trespasses
on the plaintifTs land, on divers days,
&c. the plea alleged, that at the* said

several days, &c. the defendant com-
mitted the said several trespasses by
licence of the plaintiff"; and the latter

replied that the defendant of his

own wrong, and -without the cause

alleged, committed the said several

trespasses, &c. : held that evidence

of a licence which covered some, but
not all of the trespasses proved, with-

in the period laid in the declaration,
did not sustain the justification upon
the issue taken by the replication.
Earnes v. Hunt, T. 49 G. 3. 451

8. Where a plaintiff' in scire facias de-

manded execution for a certain sum
recovered by judgment of B. R. for

damages and costs, with a prout pa-
tit per recordum, and also a certain

other sum adjudged to him in the

Exchequer-chamber for his damages
and costs of a writ of error, without

a prout patet, &c. : held that the de-

mand being divisible, and no objec-
tion lying to the sum first demanded,
a demurrer to the icholc declaration

was bad, and the plaintiff' was en-

titled to judgment, generally, on such

demurrer; the objection to the lat-

ter sum demanded being merely for-

mal, and not available but on special
demurrer. PowdU'k v. l<yon, M.
50 G. 3. 565

9- Every deed should be pleaded ac-

cording to its legal effect ;
and there-

fore it the plaintiff declare in cove-

nant, and set i'orth the particular
covenant in its own absolute terms ;

and there be other parts of the deed,

the legal effect of which is to qualify
the generality of the part declared

on ; it seems the defendant may take

advantage of the variance on non cst

factum. Hoiixli v. Richards, M.
50 G. 3. Page C'33

POOR REMOVAL.
1. An order of removal, merely ad-

judging that the person removed was
tilth child and unmarried, without

drawing the conclusion that she was

chargeable, is bad ; as the statute

35 G. 3. c. 101. which first gives the

general rule, that no person shall be
removed till actually chargeable ; and
then (s. 6'.) says, that an unmarried
woman with child shall be deemed to

be chargeable within the intent of
the act, only makes the fact of such

pregnancy presumptive or prima fa-

cie evidence of her chargeability ;

which is open to be rebutted by evi-

dence of her substance or the like :

shewing that she was not an object
of the poor laws, or that she could
secure the parish against the contin-

gent charge of maintaining herself

and her bastard. The King v. The In-

habitants of Holm East Waver Quar-

ter, in Holm Cultram, T. 49 G. 3.

381
2. An crdcr of removal, executed and

unappealed against, is conclusive as

to the settlement of the pauper at

the time of such order, even as be-

tween third parishes no parties to

the former order. The King v. The
Inhabitants of Corsham, T. 49 G. 3.

388

PORTERAGE.
See WEST INDIA DOCK, 2.

POST HORSE DUTY.

By the post horse duty act of the 44 G. 3.

c. f)S. schedule B, if the hiring be by
the day, and the distance be ascer-

tained ; as where the hiring is to go
from one certain place to another; the

duty is payable by the mile; if the

distance be not ascertained, it is then

payable by thu day ; and the post-
master letting the horses, and not ac-

counting
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counting for the duty accordingly in

the stamp-office weekly account, is

liable to a penalty of IQl. Sargeauiit
v. White, M. 45 G. 3. Page 530

POWER.
1. One having power to appoint lands

by will amongst children, and having
other lands, by his will, not refer-

ring to the power) gives legacies to

his several children ; and then de-

vises all the rest, residue, and re-

mainder of his lands, &c. and per-
sonal estate, after payment of his

debts, legacies, and funeral expences,

to his eldest son : held that the power
was not thereby executed. Doe,
lessee of Hellings and Wife> T. Bird,
E. 49 G. 3. 49

2. One, after devising certain lands to

trustees and their heirs, to pay debts

in afd of the personal estate, devised

the surplus and all his other lands,

&c. to his 1st, 2d, 3d, and other sons

successively for life ; with successive

remainders to trustees and their heirs,

to preserve subsequent estates dur-

ing the lives of the several tenants

for life ; with several remainders, suc-

cessively, to the first and other sons

of the bodies of the testator's several

sons in tail male ; with like remain-

ders to his daughter S. for life, to

trustees, &c. and to her first and

other sons, successively, in tail male :

with a proviso, that each of the tes-

tator's sons, as he came into posses-

sion, might from time to time grant
or appoint all or any part of the lands

whereof he should be so seised and

possessed to trustees, on trust by the

rents and profits to pay a jointure to

any wife1

, inc.for the term of each such

wife's natural
life only. There were

also powers by deed to charge the

lands with portions for daughters and

younger children, and to lease for

"21 years.
The eldest, son, having married, by

deed, reciting the will and power,
conveyed certain of the lands to trus-

tees and their heirs, on trust by the

rents and profits to raise and pay a

jointure to his wife during tier natural

life only ; and charged the lands with

portions for younger children, if any :

which deed also contained a covenant

for quiet enjoyment during the wife's

life : held that by such deed the trus-

tees took a.fee. IVykham v. Jl'ykhaw,
AT. 50 G. 3. Page 458

PRACTICE.

1. The rule to declare in replevin may
be served at any day before the time

in the rule is expired; and the plain-
lift' must declare within four days after

such service. Edwards v. Dunch, E.

49 G. 3. 183
2. If a defendant be served with a writ

by a wrong Christian name of W.,
and do not appear to it, the plaintitV
cannot file common bail for him in

his right name of E,, sued by the name

of W.) nor declare against him do

bene esse in that form : and the pro-

ceedings were set aside for irregula-

rity, after interlocutory judgment
signed for want of a plea. Dring v.

Dickenson, E. 49 G. 3. 225
3. On a four-day rule for bail in scire

facias to appear and plead, in term,

Sunday, though an intermediate day,
is not to be reckoned. Wathen v.

Beaumont, E, 49 G. 3. 271
But this mode of computation does

not extend to rules for pleading in

actions in general. Roberts v. Quick-

ende*,M.50G.3. 272
The practice appears to be this : in

rules to plead in actions in general, a

Sunday, or a holiday, reckons as a day,

except it be the last : but in rules for

judgment, and in proceedings in scirc

facias against bail, a Sunday, or a holi-

day, does not reckon, though it be not

the last day.
4. Rules for changing the venue to be

diawn up on reading the declaration.

Regula Ceneralis, T. 49 G. 3. 273
5. An attorney, not having delivered

any bill to his client before action

brought, but having delivered a bill

of particulars of his demand under
a judge's order after action brought,
is entuled to recover items of charge

i'ur
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for money paid for his client's use,

having no reference to his business

of an attorney ; although other items

in the bi\\ of particulars might be

taxable, and within the provision of

the stat. 2 Geo. 2. c. 23. *. 23., re-

quiring a bill to be delivered a month
before the action brought. Mowbray,
One, 4-c. v. Fleming, T. 49 C. 3.

Page 285
6. Where a writ of error is allowed be-

fore the expiration of the time per-
mitted to the bail to render their

principal, the bail are entitled to

stay the proceedings against them

pending the writ of error, on the

terms of undertaking to pay the da-

mages recovered, or to surrender

the defendant within four days of

the determination of the writ, if de-

termined in favour of the original

plaintiff'. Sprang v. Monprivatt, T.

49 G. 3. 316
7. A judge's order,

" that upon pay-
ment of debt and costs by a certain

day all proceedings should be stay-
ed" is only conditional on the defend-

ant. Fricker v. Eastman, T. 49 G. 3.

319
8. If bail to the sheriff be put in above,

and exception taken before an as-

signment of the bail bond, they are

bound to justify notwithstanding such

assignment. Hill v. Jones, T. 49 G. 3.

321

9- After declaration filed conditionally
in a town cause until special bail

should be put in and perfected, and

has only four days for pleading in

notice thereof proved, the defendant

abatement: and if he put in special
bail on the 4th day, which are ex-

cepted to on the 5th, and not justi-

fied till the 9th, he is too late then

to plead in abatement: and the plain-
tiff" having demanded a plea, and

none other being pleaded, is entitled

to sign judgment as for want of a

plea. Binns v. Morgan, T. 49 C. 3.

411

10. Affidavit, intitled
" In the King's

Bench," upon which the Attornry-
Genenil hail filed an information ex

officio against the defendant, permit-
ted to be read in aggravation, after

judgment by default. The King v.

Morgan, M. 50 G. 3. Page 457
11. The sheriff having been served iu

proper time with a rule to return the

writ of test. fi. fa. which expired ou

the last day of term, is attachable at

the rising of the Court on that day
if no return be made before. And
the rule for the attachment is regu-

lar, though he make his return on

a subsequent day in vacation, before

he was actually served with the rule ;

and though immediately after such

service he tendered the sum levied,

deducting his poundage. The King
v.TheSherifofSurry, M. 50 G. 3.

591

PREROGATIVE Orrfer of the King in

Council as to Matters of Trade.

See INSURANCE, 2.

PRESUMPTION OF TITLE for or

against the Crown.

See EVIDENCE, 3. EJECTMENT, 5.

Against others. See LIGHTS, 1.

PRINCIPAL AND AGENJ.
See VENDOR AND VENDEE, 2.

PRIVILEGE FROM ARREST.

SCC ARREST, 1.

PRIZE.

1. One who at the time of a prize taken

by a custom-house cutter bore the

commission of mate, but was acting
commander on board, under an order

from the commissioners, communi-

cated by letter to the collector of the

port to which the cutter belonged,
and by him communicated by letter

to such mate, is entitled to the cam

wander's share of the prize under the

king's warrant of the 26th of Novem-

ber 1803, referring to his former war-

rant of the 4th of July 1803; which

speaks generally of the share to be

given to the commander, officers, and

crew,
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crew, as a rewardfor their service : and

this, though the former commander,
whose commission, as such, had before

been withdrawn and cancelled by
order of the commissioners, on some

supposed misconduct, was afterwards

restored, and a new commission grant-
ed to him, bearing the same date as

his former commission, which was
before the prize taken. And such

acting commander was held to be en-

titled to the full share of commander,
without deducting the share of a de-

puted manner, who at the time of such

capture made was on board acting as

mate by like authority. Pillv. Taylor,
T. 49 G. 3. Page 4 14

2. After a proclamation by the king
in council, to detain and bring into

port all Danish vessels, a hired armed

ship of his majesty took and carried

into Lisbon a Danish vessel, and sold

her cargo there, towards defraying
in part the expence of necessary re-

pairs, but without the authority of a

Court of Admiralty, and afterwards

took in a cargo on freight for Eng-
land, and sailed on the 3d of -Novem-

ber from Lisbon ; on which day hos-

tilities were declared against Denmark

by another proclamation of the king
in council ; after which an insurance

was made on the ship and freight by
order and on account of the captors.

Held that a statement in a case re-

served, that the insurance was on ac-

count of the captors, precluded the

consideration whether a count in the

declaration could be sustained, aver-

ring the interest to be in the crown,
and the insurance to be made on ac-

count of his majesty; and that the

captors had no insurable interest, as

they could claim nothing of right,

but only ex gratia, of the crown ; the

Dane having been seized and detained

before any declaration of war against

Denmark, and the captors having no

claim to prize under the prize acts.

But as there was no fraud in the cap-
tors in effecting the policy, nor any
thing illegal in the voyage or insur-

ance : held that the assured were en-

titled to recover back the premium,
which had not been paid into court.

Routh v. Thompson, T. 49 G. 3.

Page 428
3. A prize taken by the navy and army

conjointly is insurable on account of

the interest of the captors, under the

stat. 45 G. 3. c. 72. *. 3. which grants

prize so taken to the conjoint captors,
after condemnation, subject only to

the apportionment of the crown as to

the respective shares. Stirling, Bart.

v. Vauohun, M. 50 G. 3. 6'19

PROMISSORY NOTES.
See BILLS OF EXCHANGE.

PROMOTIONS.
Mr.Pectaccll and Mr. Frere called Ser-

jeants. E. 49 G. 3. 272

PROPERTY.
See DEVISE, 7-

PROPERTY TAX.

A distinct covenant in a lease, whereby
the tenant bound himself to pay the

property tax, and all other taxes im-

posed on the premises, or on the

landlord in respect thereof, though
void and illegal by the stat. 46 G. 3.

c. 05. s. 115., will not avoid a sepa-
rate covenant in the lease for pay-
ment of rent clear of all parliamentary
taxes, &c., generally; for such gene-
ral words will be understood of such

taxes as the tenant might lawfully en-

gage to defray. Gaskell v. King, E.

49 G. 3. 165

PUBLIC COMPANIES, how strictly

conjined to the spirit and letter of their

institution, see CANAL COMPANY.

QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY.
See AUGMENTED CURACY.

QUO WARRANTO.
See CORPORATION.

RATE
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HATE -fur a town Corporate.

A high constable may be appointed,
and a rate in the nature of a county
rate levied, for a town corporate hav-

ing an exclusive commission of the

peace, though not a county of itself,

by virtue of the stat. 13 G. 2. e. 18.;

though no such officer had been ap-
pointed or such rate levied before ;

the corporation having defrayed the

expences out of their own funds.

And in an action of trespass for dis-

training goods in satisfaction of such

rate, the Court would not inquire
into the necessity of making such a

rate, nor as to the application of the

corporate funds for the same pur-
pose. IVeatherhead v. Drewry, E.
49 G. 3. Page 168

'

RECORD.
See EVIDENCE, 12.

RECOVERY.
See CONDITION, 1. USES AND TRUSTS

EXECUTED.

RE-EXCHANGE.

See BILLS OF EXCHANGE, 5.

REMOVAL.
See POOR-REMOVAL.

REPLEVIN.
See PRACTICE, 1.

SALE.

See VENDOR AND VENDEE.

SCIRE FACIAS.

See PRACTICE. 3.

An allegation in a declaration, with a

protit patet, &c. that the plaintiffs by
the judgment of the Court recovered

against the bail, is not proved by tlic

production of the recognizance of

bail, and thescire facias roll, which
latter concluded in the common form.

Therefore it is considered that the

VOL. XL

plaintiffs have their execution there-

upon against the bail ;
for this is an

award of execution, or at most a

judgment of execution, and not a judg-
ment to recover. Phillipson v. Mangles,
M.50G.3. Page 510"

SECURITY.
A security for the fair expences of the

prosecution, agreed to be given, at

the recommendation of the Court of

Quarter Sessions, by a defendant who
stood convicted before them of a

misdemeanor in ill-treating his pa-
rish apprentice, for which the parish
officers had been bound over by re-

cognizance to prosecute him under

the stat. 32 G. 3. c. 57-; and the

giving of which security was consi-

dered by the Court in abatement of

the period of imprisonment to which
he would otherwise have been sen-

tenced ; is legal. Beeley v. Wingfield,
E. 49 G. 3. 46'

SEDUCTION.
See ACTION ON THE CASE, 1.

SEISIN, Evidence of.

Ste FINE.

SETTLEMENT by Apprenticeship.

. A parish apprentice who was bound

by her original master to another mas-

ter by a new indenture of apprentice-

ship, without reference to or recog-
nition of the original indenture, which

still subsisted in law, does not gain a

settlement by serving her new master,
as upon a constructive service of the

original master under the first inden-

ture
; this being only evidence of the

first master's consent to the service,

with the second under a new and dis-

tinct contract of apprenticeship. The

King v. The Inhabitants ofChristuve,
E. 49 G. 3. 95
An apprentice who went to lodge
at his mother's, in an adjoining pa-
rish to that of his master, for the

purpose of getting cured of a dis-

N n order,
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order, but who continued to serve

his master all the time, by going of

errands for him, and attending when

wanted, gains a settlement by such

service in the parish where he lodged.
The King v. The Inhabitants of Strat-

ford-vpon-Avon, E. 49 G. 3. Page 176

SETTLEMENT derived from Pa-

rents.

1. A woman cannot give evidence of

the non-access of her husband, to

bastardize her issue ; though the hus-

band be dead at the time of her exa-

mination as a witness ;
and therefore

an order of sessions, stated by that

Court to be founded in part upon cre-

dence given to her testimony of that

fact, was quashed. The King v. The
Inhabitants of Kea, E. 49 G. 3. 132

2. A son apprenticed out by his father

to a master living under a certificate-

in another parish, and not thereby

acquiring any settlement of his own,
but receiving cloaths from his father,

and visiting him from time to time,
and returning home to him after the

expiration of his apprenticeship, be-

fore he was of age ; though he went
out to service again in two days, aftei

receiving more cloaths ;
is not eman-

cipated from his father's family ; anc

therefore follows a settlement gainec

by the father while he was so serv

ing as an apprentice. The King v

The Inhabitants of Hardwick, M
tO G. 3. 578

SETTLEMENT fy taking a Tene-

ment.

A person renting the tolls and residin

in the turnpike house erected b)
order of the commissioners appointe

by the stat. 30 G. 3. c. 67. tor pav

ing, lighting, and regulating, th

streets of Durham, and for other 1(

cal objects, cannot gain a settlemer

in the parish, by the general tun

pike act IS G. 3. r. 84. t. 56. Tt

King v. The Inhabitants of Elict, /

49 U. 3.

SHERIFF.

See ESCAPE.

. Debt lies upon the stat. 44 G. 3.

c. 13. s. 4. by a common informer

suing for himself and the king, to

recover a penalty against the sheriff

for the misconduct of his bailiff' in

wilfully suffering a seaman to go at

large who had been taken out of the

king's service by arrest on civil pro-
cess, on which he was afterwards

bailed, instead of delivering him over
to the charge of a proper naval officer :

the statute which speaks of sheriff's,

gaolers, or other officers arresting., ap-

prehending, or taking in execution
such seamen, or in whose custody
they may be, and who are made liable

for. their escape, meaning by
" other

officers" such as may be charged
with the execution of criminal war-
rants against such seamen, or to

whom any process may properly be
directed for their arrest, detention,
or discharge ;

and not the inferior

officers of the sheriff. And the she-

riff may be charged in such action
for wrongfully and wilfully permit-
ting the escape. Stiirmy q. t. v.

Smith and Another, Sheriff ofMiddle-

sex, E. 49 G. 3. Page 25
2. In case against a judgment-creditor

for maliciously suing out an alias fi. fa.

after a sufficient execution levied up-
on the plaintiffs goods under the first

fi. fa.: held that the sheriffs returns
indorsed upon the two writs, (which
writs had been produced in evidence

by the plaintiff as part of his case,)
wherein the sheriff stated that he had
forborne to sell under the first, and
bad sold under the second writ, by
the request and with the consent of
the now plaintiff, were prima facie

evidence of the facts so returned
;

credence being due to the official

acts of the sheriff between third per-
sons. Clifford \. Jfoodgate, T. 49 G. 3.

297

SHIP
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SHIP.

The sole registered owner of a ship

gave orders for materials to be fur-

nished and work to be done for the

repairs of it; but before all the

articles were delivered on board, he

conveyed the vessel, with all its fur-

niture, to another by a bill of sale,

which was duly registered. Meld
that the rendee was not liable for

any of the goods furnished before

the legal title was conveyed to him,
and registered in the manner pre-
scribed by the registry acts ; what-
ever equitable agreement might have
existed before between him and the

vendor for the conveyance of the

whole or a share of the ship, which
was unknown to the tradesmen : nor

was the vendee even liable for any of

the goods delivered on board after

the sale to him, by virtue of the pre-
vious orders of the vendor, to whom
the credit was personally given : but

the vendee was held liable for articles
|

which were ordered by the captain
for the use of the vessel after the legal
title was transferred to him. Tre-

vhella v. Rowe, T. 49 G. 3. Page 435

STATUTES.

Edward I.

13. st. 1. c. 6. Writ of noctanter 349

Henry VIII.

21. c. 4. Conveyance by executors 288

27. c. 26. Trial of Welch causes 370

Philip and Mary.

4 & 5. c. 8. Unlawful abduction of

female children 8, 9

Elizabeth.

13. c. 10. Eccelesiastical leases 343
14. c. 11.*. 17- Ecclesiastical leases ib.

Charles II.

20. c. 3. Dean forest. Grants 488

22 & 23. c. 25. Game 56'9

IVilliatn and Man/ ami William.

Q. st. I.e. 5. Distress 54.305

7 & S. c.
(

,]2. *. '21. Ship register 43S

8 & 9. c. 11. Scire facias. Costs. Page 387

Anne.

4. c.1 6. s.l. Pleading. Form 567
*. 8. View. Costs 184

8c. 1 9. Copyright. Music 244
12. c. 10. Usury 43.612

George I.

1. st. 2. c.10. s. 20. Augmented
curacy 478

6. c. 16. Woods burnt 349
11. c. 4. Corporate election 77

George II.

2. c. 23. s. 23. Attorney's bill 285
5. c. 30. s. 40. Bankrupt 274
9- c. 36. Augmented curacy 478

11. c. 19. *. 10. Distress 395
12. c. 29. County Rates 172
13. c. 18. Constable. Rate. Cor-

poration 168

19. c. 32. Bankrupt. Bills of ex-

change 127
26. c. 33. Marriage act 1

George III.

9- c. l6. Crown land. Limitation

of time 488

13. c. 84. s. 13. Turnpike. Addi-

tional horses. 48-1

s. 56. Turnpik* gate. Set-

tlement 93
17. c. 26. Annuity act 134

c. 42. Bricks 300
25. c. 51. Post horse duty 530
26'. c. 60. Ship register 438
28. c. 5'2. Election committee.

Costs 194
29. r. 68. s. 70. Dealer in tobacco 180
30. (. 67. Durham paving act. Set-

tlement 93
32. c. 57- Parish apprentices. Pro-

secution 46

Apprentice. Settlement 97
33. c. 5. Insolvent debtors 231

34. c. 68. Ship register 438
35. c. 101. Poor removal 381

39. r. 69. West India docks 533
44. c. 13. Seamen. Escape after

civil arrest 25
c. 98. Post horse duty 530

45. c. 7'2.s. 3. Naval and military

prize 619
N n 2 46. c. 65.
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46. c. 65. s. 115. Property tax Page l6"5

48. c.p8. Post horse duty 530

TAXES.

See POST HORSE DUTY.
TAX.

PROPERTY

TENANTS IN COMMON.
See JOINT TENANTS.

A demand of possession by one tenant

in common, and a refusal by the

other, stating that he claimed the

whole, is evidence of an actual ouster

of his companion. Doe, Lessee oj

Beltings and Wife, v. Bird, E. 49 G. 3.

49

TERM OUTSTANDING.
"Where an old mortgage term of 1000,

years, created in 1727, was recog-

nized in a marriage settlement by
the owner of the inheritance in 1751,

by which a sum was appropriated to

its discharge; and no further notice

was taken of it till 1802, when a

deed, to which the then owner of the

inheritance and the representatives
ot

the termors were parties, reciting

that the term was still subsisting,'

conveyed it to others to secure a mort-

gage ;
held that it could not be pre-

sumed to have been surrendered

against the owner of the inheritance,
j

who was interested in upholding it.

Doc, Lessee of Graham, v. Scott, M.
\

50 G. 3. 478

TITHES.

Due notices having been given to the

parson of the setting out the tithes of

fruit and vegetables in a garden ;

which were accordingly set out on

the days specified ; and the tithes not

having been removed at the distance

of a month afterwards, when they
had become rotten

;
a notice then

given by the owner, to remove the

tithed fruits and vegetables within

t\\o days, otherwise an action would
be commenced against the parson, i>

sufficient notice of their having been

set out, whereon to found an action,

if they be not removed. And due

notices having been given of setting

out tithes of garden vegetables and

field barley, on certain days between

the llth and l6th of September, a

general notice on the 17th to the

parson, to take away all the tithes of
Ins (the plaintiff's) lands within two

days, is sufficient whereon to found

the like action. Kemp v. Filewood,

Clerk, T.49G.3. Page 358

TITLE.

See COVENANT, 2. POWER, 2. PRE-
SUMPTION OF TITLE.

TOBACCO Dealing in.

See VENDOR AND VENDEE.

TOLLS.

See CANAL COMPANY.

TRESPASS.

See EVIDENCE, 2.

1. Where the plaintiff had lands abut-

ting on one side of a public highway
culled Shepherd's Lane, (which is

prima facie evidence that the nearest

half of the lane was his soil and free-

hold,) he may declare generally for a

trespass in his close called Shepherd's
Lane ; and the defendant must plead
soil and freehold in another, in order

to drive the plaintiff to new assign
the trespass complained of in the part
of the lane which was his exclusive

property. Stevens v. Whistler, E.

49 G. 3. 51

. In trespass quare clausum frcgit, if

the defendant plead soil and freehold

in another, by whose command he

justifies the trespass, such command

may be traversed by the plaintiff.

Chambers v. Donaldson, E. 49 G. 3. 65

. So in trespass for breaking and en-

tering the plaintiff's cellar, if the

defendant plead that the place where,
&'c. is copyhold, and that the lord,

at a court, &c. granted to the de-

fendant
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fend ant a messuage, of which the cel-

lar is parcel ; and so justifies the en-

try : the plaintiff may reply that the

defendant entered of his own wrong,
and traverse that the cellar, at the

time when, &c. was parcel of the

customary messuage ; without shew-

ing a title in himself. Gary v. Hoi

AT.19G.2. Page 70;
4. A feme covert, though deserted by he

husband, who had gone abroad, tr;u

ing as a feme sole, cannot maintai

trespass for breaking and entering he

dwelling house. Boggett v. Frier, 7

49 G. 3. 30
5. Where one, who entered under

warrant of distress for rent in arrcai

continued in possession of the good

upon the premises for 15 days, dur

ing the four last of which he wa

removing the goods, which were af

tcrwards sold under the distress ; hel

that at any rate he was liable in tres

pass quare clausum fregit for con

tinuing on the premises and disturb

ing the plaintiff" in the possession o

his house after the time allowed by
law. Winterbourne v, Morgan, T
49 G. 3. 395

6. Where goods were distrained in a

house, and the person, left in posses-
sion during the 5 days till the goods
were rcplcvicd, left them dispersed

as he found them all over the house,
and went into all parts of it himself;

no objection being made at the time
;

"LA. Mansfield left it to the jury, in

an action of trespass, as evidence of

the owner's consent. U'ashborn \.

Black, Westminster Sittings after Mich.

177-1. 405

. To a declaration for several tres-

passes on the plaintiff's land on di-

vers days, &c. the plea alleged, that

at the said several days, &c. the de-

fendant committed the said several

trespasses Ly licence of the plaintiff:

and the latter replied that the de-

fendant of his own wrong, and with-

out the came alleged, committed the

said several trespasses, &c.: held

that evidence of a licence which co-

vered some, but nut all, of the tres-

passes proved, within the period laid

in the declaration, did not sustain

the justification upon the issue taken

by the replication. Barnes v. Hunt,
T.49G. 3. Page 451

8. A plea to an action of trespass, for

killing the plaintiff's dog, cannot

justify the act, by stating that the

lord of the manor was possessed of a

close, and that the defendant, as his

gamekeeper, killed the dog when

running after hares in that close for

the preservation of the hares ; such

plea not even stating that it was ne-

cessary to kill the dog for the preser-
vation of the hares ; nor stating that

it was the dog of an unqualified per-
son. Vert v. Lord Can-dor, M. 60 G. 3.

TRIAL.

Notice having been given for the trial

of a cause at Monmouth, which arose

in Glamorganshire, as being in fact

the next English county since the

stat. 27 //. 8. c. 26. s. 4. though He-

reford be the common place of trial
;

the Court refused to set aside the

verdict as for a mis-trial, on motion ;

the question being open on the re-

cord. Ambrose v. lices, T, 49 G. 3.

370

TRUST.
See CANAL COMPANY. USES AXI

TRUSTS EXECUTED.

TURNPIKE ACT.
'he general turnpike act 13 G.3. c. Si
x. 13., having given a penalty, to be

recovered by information before jus-
tices of peace, or by action, for using
a greater number of horses than is

thereby allowed for the draft of wag-
gons, &c. on the road ; and the 19th
section having provided, that if it

appear on oath to the satisfaction oi

any justice of the peace or court o=

justice, that the carriage could no

be drawn with the ordinary numbc 1

of horses, by reason of deep snow o.

ice, then such justice of peace o.

N n 3 cour
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court may stop all proceedings before

them respectively ; held that such

application for a stay of proceedings
must be made to the court above in

which the action was brought, and

that the defence is not available at

nisi prius. Robinson v. Pocock, M,
50 G. 3. Page 484

USES AND TRUSTS EXE-
CUTED.

Under a devise of land to a trustee and

his heirs, out of the rents and profits

to pay an annuity to the testator's

wife, and the overplus to his ne-

phews ; and after his wife's death to

the use of his nephews and the sur-

vivor for their lives; remainder to

the use of the trustee to preserve con-

tingent uses and estates, &c. during
their lives ;

and after their deceases

in trust for the heirs male of the body
and bodies of the nephews ;

and in

default of such issue, then to the use

of another in fee : held that the

limitation in trust for the heirs male

of the body and bodies of the ne-

phews was executed by the statute,

and therefore united with the prior
me executed in them for life ; and

that a recovery suffered of the whole

estate by the survivor of the nephews,
after the death of the other nephew
without issue, end after tire death of

his own issue-, bound the entail, and

defeated the subsequent limitation in

fee. Doc, Lessee of Terry, v. Collier,

T. 49 G. 3. 377

USURY.

1. A broker agrees with the defendants

to get their bills discounted, and that

lie shall retain out of the money so

raised the exorbitant brokerage of

l()i. per cent. ; but the broker was

not to advance the money himself,

nor was his name on the bills : held

that a bill accepted by the defend-

ants, and negotiated by the. broker,

upon tbt.se terms, could not be

avoided in the hands of an innocent

indorsee, as for an usurious consider-

ation within the stat. 12 Ann. c. 16.

Dagnall v. Wigley, E. 49. G. 3.

Page 43

. The defendant being indebted to

the plaintiffs, his bankers, in nearly

30,OOOZ., about 21,000?. of which
was secured by bonds (a considerable

part of which was advanced by them
when stocks were below 50/.) agreed
with them that they should place

25,000/. to his credit in account ; for

which he was to purchase 50,000/.

stock, (then at 5lj) in their names,
and account to them for the divi-

dends upon such stock as from the

last dividend-day : after which agree-
ment the plaintiffs acting upon the

basis of it, (though the defendant

never purchased the stock so agreed

upon,) entered in their books the sum
of 25.000/. to the credit of the de-

fendant, and continued to honor his

drafts from time to time; crediting
him also with other sums actually

paid by him ; and wrote off the amount
of his bonds to his credit, and deli-

vered them up to him.

Held that this agreement to repay
the new credit of 25,000/. by the pur-
chase of stock as at 5Ql.

,
when in

fact it was more at the time of the

agreement made, though it had been

less when a considerable part of the

motiey was actually advanced upon
his general credit, was usurious and
void : but that nevertheless the sum
of 25,000/., credited under that agree-
ment by the plaintiffs to the defendant
in his banking account, was to be reck-

oned against them upon balancing the

account of debtor and creditor be-

tween them. Boldero and Another v.

Jackson, M. 50 G. 3. 6 12

VARIANCE.
1. An action on the, case for setting up

a certain mark in front of the plain-
tiff's dwelling-house, in order to

defame him as the keeper of a

bawdy-house is not local in its na-

ture : and if the declaration, after

describing the house as situate in a

certain
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certain street called A. street, in the

parish of 0. A. (there being no such

parish,) afterwards state the nusance
s be erected and placed in the parish

aforesaid, it will be ascribed to venue,
and not to local description ; and
therefor* he place is not material to

be proved as laid. Jejferies v. Dun-

combe, E. 49 G.3. Page 226
2. In an action for a malicious prose-

cution, the copy of the original roll

or record of acquittal given in evi-

dence, stated the finding of the. bill

of indictment against the now plain-
tiff in B. R., the process to bring in

the party, her appearance, and plea
of not guilty in Mick, term, and the

joining of issue in the same court
;

and then it stated the venire facias

juratores returnable in Hilary term,
and the distringas juratores by which
the sheriff is commanded to have the

jury before our said lord the king at

Westminster, on Wednesday next af-
ter 15 days from Easter, OR before the

Lord ChiefJustice if he should come

before that time, i. e. on Tuesday next

after the end of the term (Hilary,) at

Westminster, &c. in the great hall of

picas there ; and then after giving a

day in Bank to the prosecutor and

defendant, it proceeded on which

day, viz. on Wednesday next after 15

days, SfC. before our said lord the king,

at W., came the parties ; and the

Chief Justice before whom the said

jurors came to try, &c. sent here his

record (which is the nisi prius re-

cord) in these words ; (which are the

words of the postea indorsed on the

nisi prius record ;) vi/. afterwards,
on the daij, and at the place last -within

mentioned, before the Chief Justice,

&c. and so it proceeded to set out the

trial, and the verdict of not guilty ;

(which is the conclusion of the postea
on the nisi prius record sent into the

court iu Bank by the Chief Justice :)

and then the original roll proceeded

Jl'he.rcupon, all the premise* being

seen !>ij the court of our said lord the

king now here, it is considered and

adjudged ly the said court now here,

that M. W. (the now plaintifi") do

depart here without day, &c.
The form and component parts

of the original roll, or record of ac-

quittal, being thus understood ; it

follows that the words of the postea,
" afterwards on the day and at the

place last -within mentioned" stated

in the indorsement on the nisi prius

record, as sent by the Lord ChiefJus-
tice into the court in Bank, refer to

the day and place last mentioned in the

distringas juratores set forth in that

record ; namely, to "
Tuesday next

"
after the end of the term, (Hi-"
lary) at Westminster, &c. in the

"
great hall of pleas there;" which

was the day and place at nisi prius

given ;
and not to the "

Wednesday
" next after 15 days, &c. before our
"

said lord the King at W.;' which
was the return day in bank in the

subsequent term, and consequently
after the trial was had ; though the

statement of this return day inter-

venes on the roll between the state-

ment of the day and place given to

the jury in the distringas, and the

statement of the postea indorsed on
the nisi prius record as sent in by the

Lord Chief Justice.

And as by the roll it appeared that

the trial was at nisi prius, and the

judgment of acquittal in bank
; it was

therefore held not to prove an allega-
tion in the declaration, that " the de-
" fendant (the now plaintiff) on "Wed-
"

nesday next after 15 days, &c. in
"

the court of our said lord the King,
"

before the king hiin-telf, at W. be-
"
fore the Lord Chief Justice assigned

"
to hold pleas before the king him-

"
self, &c. W. J. being associated

" with him, <Scc. was in due manner
" and according to the due course
" of law by a jury of the said county
" of AT. acquitted, &c. ;" which alle-

gation supposed the trial to have been

in Bank on the return day there given.

Jt-'oodford and Mar i] his Wife v. Ashley,
M. 50 G.3. Page 508

. An allegation in a declaration, with

a prout patct, &c. that the plaintiffs
N n 4 by
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by the judgment of the court recovered

against the bail is not proved by the

production of the recognizance of

bail, and the scire facias roll, which
latter concluded in the common form.

Therefore it is considered that the

plaintiffs hffce their execution there-

upon against the bail : for this is an

award
of' execution ; or at most a judg-

ment of execution, and not ajudgment
to recover. Phillipson v. Mangles, M.
50 G. 3. Page 5 16

4. For variance between the words of

a covenant in a deed as declared on,
and the substance and legal effect of

such words as qualified by other co-

venants in such deed ; see COVE-

KANT, 2.

VENDOR AND VENDEE.

1. A factor selling a parcel of prize
manufactured tobacco, consigned to

him from his correspondent at

Guernsey, of which a regular entry
was made on importation, but with-

out having entered himself with the

excise office as a dealer in tobacco,
nor having any licence as such, may
yet maintain an action ngainst the

vendee for the value of the goods
sold and delivered : and this, though
the tobacco were sent to the defend-

ant without a permit, at his desire;

there being no fraud upon the reve-

nue, but at most a breach of revenue

regulations protected by penalties :

even if such factor could, upon this

single and accidental instance, be

considered ^as a dealer in tobacco

within the meaning of the stat.

29 Ceo. 3. c. 08. s. 70., which requires

every person, who shall deal in to-

bacco, first to take out a licence

under a penalty. Johnson v. Hudson,
E. 49 G. 3. 180

2. Where turpentine in casks were sold

by auction at so much per cwt., and

the casks were to be taken at a cer-

tain marked quantity, except the

two last, out of which the seller was
to fill up the rest before they were

delivered to the purchaser ;
on which

account the two last casks were to

be sold at uncertain quantities; and
a deposit was to be made by the buy-
ers at the time of the sale, and the

remainder within 30 days on the

goods being delivered : and the buy-
ers had the option of keeping the

goods in the warehouse at the charge
of the seller for those 30 days, after

which they were to pay the rent:

and the buyers having employed the

warehouseman of the seller as their

agent, he filled up some of the casks

out of the two last, but left the bungs
out in order to enable the custom-

house officer to guage them ; but,

before he could fill up the rest, a fire

consumed the whole in the ware-

house within the 30 days : held that

the property passed to the buyers in

all the casks which were filled up,
because nothing further remained to

be done to them by the seller: for it

was the business of the buyers to get
them gauged, without which they
could not have been removed : and

the act of the warehouseman in leav-

ing them unbunged, after filling them

up, which was for the purpose of the

guaging, must be taken to have been

done as agent for the buyers, whose
concern the guaging was: but the.

property in the casks not filled up re-

mained in the seller, at whose risk

they continued. H-Uiig v. Minett, E.

49 G. 3. Page 210
. The stat. 1? G. 3. c. 42. which re-

quires bricks for sale to be of certain

dimensions, and gives a penalty for

a breach of that regulation, being

passed to protect the buyer ngainst
the fraud of the seller;, if bricks be

sold and delivered under the sta-

tutable size, unknown to the buyer,
the seller cannot recover the value of

them. Law v. Hodson, T. 49 G. 3.

300
Tiie sole registered owner of a ship

gave orders for materials to be fur-

nished and work to be done for the

repairs of it; but before all the arti-

cles were delivered on board he con-

veyed the vessel, with all its furni-

ture,
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lure, to another by a bill of sale,

which was duly registered : held that

the vendee was not liable for any of

the goods furnished before the legal

title was conveyed to him and regis-

tered in the manner prescribed by
the registry acts ; whatever equitable

agreement might have existed before

between him and the vendor for the

conveyance of the whole or a share

of the ship, which was unknown to

the tradesman : nor was the vendee

even liable for any of the goods de-

livered on board after the sale to him,

by virtue of the previous orders of the

vendor, to whom the credit was per-

sonally given : but the vendee was

held liable for articles which were or-

dered by the captain for the use of

the ship after the legal title was trans-

ferred to him. Trewhella v. Rove, T.

49 G. 3. Page 435

VENUE.

J. An action on the case for setting up
a mark in front of the plaintiff's

dwelling-house, in order to defame
him as the keeper of a bawdy-house,
is not local in its nature : and if the

declaration, after describing the house

as situate in a certain street called

A. St. in the parish of 0. A. (there

being no such parish) afterwards state

the nusance to be erected and placed in

theparish aforesaid ; it will be ascribed

to venue, and nut to local description;
and therefore the place is not material

to be proved as laid. Jcjfericsv. Dun-

combe, E. 49 G. 3. <2>l6

9.. Rule for changing the venue to be

drawn up on reading the declaration.

Reg. Gen. T. 49 G. 3. 2? 3

VOYAGE ENTIRE.

See LIVERPOOL DOCK DUTY.

WALES.
Sec TRIAL, 1.

WASTE.
Where copyholder for lite cut tive>,

though none were applied to the re-

pair of the premises till several months

after, and alter ejectment brought as

for a forfeiture, and most of them
still remained unapplied, but parts of

the premises were still out of repair ;

it is a question for the jury whether

they were cut bona fide for the pur-

pose of repair, and were in a course

of application for that purpose: and
there being no evidence that they
were to be applied to any other pur-

pose, the Court refused to set aside

a verdict for the defendant. Doc.

Lessee of Folcy, v, Wilson, .49 G.3.

Page 50"

WAY.
See HIGHWAY.

WEST INDIA DOCK.
1. The stat. 39 G. 3. c. 69.5. 137. giv-

ing to West India ships, which have

discharged their homeward-bound

cargoes in the docks of the West
India Company,

" the use of the

light dock for a time not exceeding
six months from the time of unload-

ing, on payment of the tonnage

duty of 6s. 8d., payable on the en-

trance of such ships into the import
dock, does not entitle the owners to

ship stores intended for the use of

such ships as part of their outfit,

over the wharfs of the light dock,
without payment of wharfage and

porterage, as in case of other goods
shipped by way of merchandize on
the outward-bound voyage : aliter, as

to necessaries intended for the im-
mediate use of such ships while lying
in the dock during the time allowed

by the act. Blacked v. Smith, M.
50 G. 3. 532

2. And the company were held entitled

to retain such porterage as well as

wharfage, though the plaintiff had
refused the assistance of the com-

pany's servants, and had employed his

own. ib.

WHARFAGE AND PORTERAGE.
Sec WEST INDIA DOCK, 2.

WILD-
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WILD-FOWL.

See ACTION ON THE CASE, 8, 9.

WITNESS.

See EVIDENCE.

1. A woman cannot give evidence of

the non-access of her husband to

bastardize her issue, though he be

<lead at the time of her examination

as a witness : and therefore an order

of session, stated by that court to be

founded in part upon credence given
to her testimony of that fact, was

quashed. The King v. The Inhabi-

tants qfKea, E. 49 G. 3. Page 132
2. A witness admitting herself to have

before sworn falsely upon the parti-
cular point, but attributing it to the

persuasion of the defendant, is not

an incompetent witness against him on

an indictment for a conspiracy; but

the objection goes strongly to her

credit. The King v. Teal, T. 49 G. 3.

309

WOODS.
See BURNING WOODS.

END OF THE ELEVENTH VOLUME.
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